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LETTER TO THE SECRETARY, 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL AND 

GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, 
Washington, D. C., February 1, 1883. 

Str: In presenting what may be regarded as a very complete report 

on the Yellowstone National Park it may be proper to preface it with a 

brief history of its inception, at least so far as it relates to this Survey. 
The first exploration of the region in which the Park is now located, 

by the Survey under my charge, was made during the season of 1871. 

It was continued under more favorable auspices in 1872. Prior to that 

time no regular scientific examination had been made, but several pri- 
vate parties had visited it. In the Annual Report for 1871 I gave a 
brief sketch of their explorations. 

In 1869 Messrs. Cook and Folsom, of Montana, ascended the Valley 
of the Yellowstone River to the lake, and thence over the divide into 
the geyser basin of the Madison River. They made no special report 

of this trip. A second party, under General Washburn, surveyor-gen- 
eral of Montana, penetrated to this region in the summer of 1870. He 

was accompanied by N. P. Langford and Lieut. G. C. Doane of the 

United States Army. Both these gentlemen gave to the world most 

interesting accounts of the wonders of this region, which excited much 
attention. 

A rapid reconnaissance of the Yellowstone district was made by Col. 

J. W. Barlow, United States Engineers, during the summer of 1871, and 

an interesting report was published the following spring. 

The results of the surveys under my charge during the years 1871 and 

1872 were published in the form of two annual reports with illustrations 

and maps. Though the maps were not based upon a careful triangulation, 

and were not, therefore, entirely accurate, they were a great advance 
upon any work which had been performed previously in this region. 

The exploration of the Yellowstone region, in 1871, together with the 

reports upon it, excited so much attention throughout the country that 
Congress, during the session of 1871 and 1872, became very much in- 

terested in its preservation. Numerous articles which were published 

by the periodical press, aided very much to increase this interest among 
the people. So far as is now known, the idea of setting apart a large 

tract about the sources of the Yellowstone River as a national park, 

originated with the writer. 
On the 18th of December, 1871, a bill was introduced into the Sen- 
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ate of the United States by Hon. 8. C. Pomeroy. At about the same 

time a similar bill was presented to the House of Representatives by 

the Hon. William H. Claggett of Montana. This bill was referred to 

the Committee on Public Lands in both houses and was reported upon 

favorably. In due time it passed both houses with very little opposi- 

tion, and by the signature of the President became a law. In the An- 

nual Report for 1871 the report and the law are printed in full, and are 
also repeated in Dr. Peale’s report in this volume. I will here add the 

report prepared by the writer, atthe request of the Secretary of the 

Interior, for the use of the Committees on Public Lands: 

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK. 

Mr. DUNNELL, from the Committee on the Public Lands, made the following report: 

Tie Committee on the Public Lands having had under consideration bill H. Rk. 764, would 
report as follows: 

The bill now before Congress has for its object the withdrawal from settlement, 
occupancy, or sale, under the laws of the United States, a tract of land 55 by 65 miles, 

about the sources of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, and dedicates and sets it 

apart as a great national park or pleasure-ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the 

people. The entire area comprised within the limits of the reservation contemplated 

in this bill, is not susceptible of cultivation with any degree of certainty, and the 

winters would be too severe for stock-raising. Whenever the altitude of the mountain 

districts exceeds 6,000 feet above tide-water, their settlement becomes problematical 

unless there are valuable mines to attract people. The entire area within the limits 

of the proposed reservation is over 6,000 feet in altitude, and the Yellowstone Lake, 

which occupiesan area 15 by 22, or 330 square miles, is 7,427. Theranges of mountains 

that hem the valleys in on every side rise to the height of 10,000 and 12,000 feet, and 

are covered with snow all the year. These mountains are all of voleanic origin, and it is 

not probable that any mines or minerals of value will ever be found there. During the 

months of June, July, and August the climate is pure and most invigorating, with 

scarcely any rain or storms of any kind; but the thermometer frequently sinks as low 

as 26°. There is frost every month of the year. This whole region was, in compara- 

tively modern geological times, the scene of the most wonderful volcanic activity of 

any portion of ourcountry. The hot springs and the geysers represent the last-stages— 

the vents or escape-pipes—of these remarkable volcanic manifestations of the internal 

forces. All these springs are adorned with decorations more beautiful than human art 

ever conceived, and which have required thousands of years for the cunning hand of 

Nature to form. Persons are now waiting for the spring to open to enter in and take 

possession of these remarkable curiosities, to make merchandise of these beautiful speci- 

mens, to fence in these rare wonders, so as to charge visitors a fee, as is now done at 

Niagara Falls, for the sight of that which ought to be as free as the air or water. 

In a few years this region will be a place of resort for all classes of people from all 

portions of the world. The geysersof Iceland, which have been objects of interest for 

the scientific men and travelers of the entire world, sink into insignificance in com- 
parison with the hot springs of the Yellowstone and Fire-Hole Basins. As a place of 

resort for invalids, it will not be excelled by any portion of the world. If this bill fails 

to become a law this session, the vandals who are now waiting to enter into this 
wonder-land will, in a single season, despoil beyond recovery these remarkable curi- 

osities, which have required all the cunning skill of Nature thousands of years to 
prepare. 

We have already shown that no portion of this tract can ever be made available 
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for agricultural or mining purposes. Even if the altitude and the climate would 
permit the country to be made available, not over fifty square miles of the entire area 

could ever be settled. The valleys are all narrow, hemmed in by high, voleanic mount- 
ains, like gigantic walls. 

The withdrawal of this tract, therefore, from sale or settlement takes nothing from 

the value of the public domain, and is no pecuniary loss to the government, but will 

be regarded by the entire civilized world as a step of progress and an honor to Con- 

gress and the nation. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

Washington, D. C., January 29, 1872. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication ofthe 27th 

instant, relative to the bill now pending in the House of Representatives dedicating 

that tract of country known as the Yellowstone Valley as a national park. 

I hand you herewith the report of Dr. F. V. Hayden, United States geologist, rel- 
ative to said proposed reservation, and have only to add that I fully concur in his 

recommendations, and trust that the bill referred to may speedily become a law. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

C. DELANO, 
Secretary. 

Hon M. H. DUNNELL, 

House of Lepresentatives. 

The committee, therefore, recommend the passage of the bill, and on motion of Mr. 

Dawes it passed without amendment. 

This brief résumé of the history of the legislation in regard to the Park 

is repeated here for the purpose of again placing on record the real 

actors in this important movement. It was at the suggestion and under 

the direction of the writer that all the papers, maps, reports, and the 

law were prepared, that set this large tract of land apart for the benefit 

of the people. Had the subject not been brought vigorously betore 

Congress at that particular time, and had Congress not acted promptly 

at that session, it would not have been possible at any subsequent period. 

Within one year from that time, every important locality in the large 

area now known as the Park, would have been taken possession of under 
the pre-emption laws of the United States. Thus the wisdom of the 

prompt action of Congress during the winter of 1871 and 1872, is clearly 

shown. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL MAPS. 

In this report will be found a series of maps comprising most of 

the topographical work of the Survey during the years 1877 and 1878. 

The following statements in regard to the maps are taken from the val- 

uable notes of Mr. Henry Gannett: 

This series comprises a sketch of the primary triangulation, and a drainage map, 

each covering the whole area surveyed, on a scale of eight anes to an inch, a detailed 

map of the Yellowstone National Park, on a scale of two miles to an inch, and three 

detailed atlas sheets, on a scale of four miles to an inch. 

The triangulation sheet shows the scheme of the primary triangulation, the stations, 

the sight lines, the closed and open triangles, the details of the expansions from the 

pases and the astronomical connections. 

The base lines were two in number, one near Fort Steele, on the Union Pavifie Rail- 

road, Wyoming, the other in the valley of Bear River, near the village of Georgetown, 
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Idaho. Each was between 5 and 6 miles in length, about 2 miles of which appear to 
have been measured directly, while the balance was ranged out by small, well propor- 

tioned triangles. The expansions were by means of closed triangles, and apparently 

were well executed. The astronomical connections were ample, consisting of stations 

at Sherman and Fort Steele in Wyoming, Salt Lake City and Ogden, in Utah. These 

points were located by the Coast Survey and by Lieutenant Wheeler of the Engineer 

Corps. The scheme is well planned, most of the triangles being well proportioned, 

and the only failures are unquestionably due to the incompleteness of the work, owing 

to the abrupt discontinuance of the survey. 

Since the discovery of the wonders of the Yellowstone country, in 1870, this region 

has been a favorite field of exploration. Expedition after expedition has traversed it, 

each following much the same routes as its predecessors, and, after the first, adding 

but little to the sum of human knowledge regarding this strange fire-ridden country. 

The explorations in this region by this Survey, in 1871 and 1872, were singularly 

prolific of facts, geological, physical and geographical, and little that was new was 

evolved from numerous expeditions that followed. The big nuggets had been taken, 

and nothing but a careful, scientific, reworking of the tailings would extract from them 

the wealth of fine gold which they still held. 

In 1878, this Survey reached this region in the prosecution of its system of surveys. 

Its work had, years previously, passed from the reconnaissance stage to that of syste- 

matic surveys on ascale and of a degree of accuracy commensurate with the needs of 

the country. 

In that year a party was directed to make a detailed survey of the Yellowstone 

Park, its geography, geology and volcanic phenomena. 

A part of the results of this season’s work is now before the world, in the form of a 
map of the Yellowstone Park on a scale of two miles to an inch, a scale sufficiently 

large to show all details necessary to tue geologist or the traveler. The topography 

is represented by contour lines, at approximate intervals of one hundred feet. This 

map, as well as the others published by this Survey, are admirable illustrations of 

relief-effect by means of contours; and they not only express the relief, but the ab- 

solute and relative elevations. 

From a study of this map, we find that the greater part of the surface of the Park 

consists of high rolling plateaus, broken by stream beds, cliffs and cations. Several 

small groups of mountains diversify the surface, among them the Red Mountains, in 

the southern part, rising 2,000 feet above the general level, or more than 10,000 feet 

above the sea, and the Washburn group, near the middle of the Park. This group 

has the form of a horseshoe, opening towards the east. The eastern border of the 

Park is occupied by a high rugged range, to which has long attached the name of 

Yellowstone Range. Index Peak, the highest measured peak in this range, exceeds 

11,700 feet in height. In the northwestern corner of the Park is the southern extrem- 

ity of the Gallatin Range, culminating in Electric Peak, a magnificent summit, 11,155 

feet above the sea, which overlooks almost the whole Park. 

The mean elevation of this reservation appears to be not far from 8,000 feet, an ele- 

vation so great in this latitude as to presuppose an almost arctic climate. The lowest 

point within its limits is at the mouth of Gardiner’s River, on the Yellowstone, which 

is 5,360 feet. 

Marked features of the reservation are the low, indefinite divides and the abun- 

dance of lakes and marshes. In several cases we note marshes extending across di- 
vides and making ‘‘two ocean rivers,” phenomena by no means as uncommon as are 

popularly supposed. The lakes, principal among which are Yellowstone, Shoshone, 

Lewis and Heart, cover nearly 200 square miles out of the total area of the Park, 

which is estimated at 3,312 square miles. 

Many newly discovered groupsof hot springs and geysers appear, for the first time, 

ov this map, among which should be mentioned the large and fine groups near the 

head of Gibbon’s Fork of the Firehole, the discovery of which has been previously 

noticed. 
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The three regular topographical atlas sheets are on the same scale (4 miles to the 
inch) as those in the Colorado Atlas. These sheets illustrate portions of Wyoming, 

Idaho, and Utah. Each of them covers 24° of longitude and 14° of latitude, and in- 
cludes an area of about 11,000 square miles. 

The southeastern of these sheets covers the country from longitude 107° to 109° 30! 
and from latitude 41° 45’ to 43°. It includes the barren plateaus of the continental 

divide, north of the Union Pacific Railroad, the valleys of the Sweetwater and Wind 
Rivers, and a part of the Wind River range. 

The southwestern sheet lies directly west of the latter, extending to longitude 112°. 
It embraces the Green River Basin, and, farther westward, a succession of parallel 

ranges of no great height, alternating with broad valleys drained by Bear River and 

branches of the Snake. 

The third sheet lies north of the last, extending to latitude 44° 15’. Besides a small 

portion of the Snake River plains on its western edge, nearly all this area is occupied 

by rugged mountains. Among them may be noted the Tetons, the Gros Ventre and 
the northern part of the Wind River ranges. 

The plan of the geographical work has been sketched in some detail in previous re- 

ports of this Survey, and, therefore, nothing more than a brief epitome will here be 

attempted. 

The whole work is based upon a system of triangulation, carried on with an eight- 
juch theodolite, reading to 10’. In the scheme there were two base-lines measured, 

one near Fort Steele, Wyoming, the other on Bear River, in Southeastern Idaho. Each 

of these was between 5 and 6 miles in length. The mean error of closure of the tri- 

angles in the expansion was 3.5. The sides ranged from 20 to 70 miles in length. 
Altogether, forty-nine points were located by the primary triangulation. 

Secondary triangulation was carried on by a theodolite reading to minutes. The 
mean error of closure of secondary triangles is 3’, 

The topography was secured from elevated points by map sketches made on an 

assumed scale, with distances and angles estimated, and by perspective sketches, on 

which the topographical features were represented as they appeared to the observer 

at his station. All salient points in the landscape, peaks, angles of plateau, minor 

summits and hills, and junctions of streams, were located by intersections of sight 

lines from two or more stations; and, in plotting the maps in the office, the map- 

sketches are corrected by these locations. On these three sheets, about 3,500 points, 

including stations, were located, being one in every ten square miles. Altogether, 

between 600 and 700 stations were occupied, or about one in each 50 square miles. 

A few words as to the measurements of heights, and the method of construction of 

contour lines. Elevations were measured by means of the barometer, and the vertical 

circle of the theodolite. Camps, stations, and all salient points on the routes traversed 

were measured by the former instrument. Aneroids were used but little and the re- 

sults accepted with great caution. The vertical circle was used in determining the 

relative heights of all points within range of the stations—all peaks, passes, gaps, 

heads of spurs, &c., in short, everything that could be located, even approximately. 

Thus the heights of a great number of points were easily determined, and these, 

placed upon a perspective sketch, which may be supposed to be reasonably accurate, 

indicate approximately the heights of all portions of the sketch. 

Difference of heights are expressed on these maps by contours. The space between 

two of these grade curves represents a difference of elevation of 200 feet. Where the 
slopes are gentle the curves are far apart, while among the cliffs of the mountains and 

plateaus they are crowded together, in many places being almost run into a single 

line. These curves are not “run,” nor are they accurately located, as would be done 

in a minute survey. They do, however, express the orography, and, approximately, 

the elevation, over the whole map. They are constructed mainly from the perspective 

sketches, aided and directed by the measured heights. Asan example of the method 

of their construction, take a mountain spur, starting from the peak and extending to 

the valley below. Itssummit and base, and each point of change of slope, are located, 
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and their heights are known; we have also a profile sketch of the spur. Given these 

data, and what is easier than to distribute the curves, with a considerable approach 

to accuracy, between those points actually determined ? 

This method of representing orography is a strictly natural one. Supposing the 

light to be vertical, grade curves must necessarily produce the same lights and shades 

asin nature. All the details of the topography, down to forms not above 200 feet in 

height, may be expressed. 

For maps for the representation of geological outcrops and formations, these grade 

curves are invaluable. They enable the geologist to draw accurately the outcrops 

not only of horizontal, but of inclined strata, over vast areas, from a few isolated 

observations. In many cases, by thus expressing the orography of a range, the key 

to its geological structure is supplied. 

Extended notices of these maps, both topographical and geological, were published 

in the American Naturalist for January and March, 1880; and a small edition of them 

was distributed to working geologists and scientific societies in this country and in 

Europe. : 

These maps, as well as those of the Colorado Atlas, were engraved by Mr. Julius 

Bien, of New York City, and they have justly been regarded as among the finest speci- 

mens of cartography ever published in this or any other country. 

For the main geological features of the Park the reader is referred to 

the admirable report of W. H. Holmes in this volume. As he has stated 
in his preface, it is far from being exhaustive and many important prob- 

lems are left unsolved, yet it will certainly be regarded as a real addi- 

tion to our knowledge of this most interesting area. To make an ex- 

haustive study of this geological district must be the work of years 

instead of afew weeks. The geological map accompanying this vol- 

ume will be found to be a great improvement upon the one published 

in 1872. Considering the shortness of the time occupied in the field 

work, the detailed accuracy of the various formations is remarkable. 
This could have been done by Mr. Holmes only through his great skill 

in sketching rapidly the physical features. Some additional matter on 

the geology will be found in the annual reports of the Survey for 1871 

and 1872. 

Although most of the geological formations known to occur in the 

Northwest are represented in the Park, it will be observed that rocks of 

volcanic origin cover far the greater portion. Rhyolite predominates 

over all the other varieties. The areas colored as volcanic tertiaries 

are really conglomerates or breccias of volcanic origin, and composed 

mostly of voleanic rocks. In determining the variety and character of 

these rocks, of which Mr. Holmes made a large collection, he received 
the able assistance of Capt. C. EK. Dutton, whose report is appended, 

The voleanic conglomerates form a very conspicuous feature of the Park. 

reaching a thickness in places of two to four thousand feet. Two of 

the most important ranges of mountains in this region, the Yellowstone 

and Washburn ranges, are almost entirely composed of these conglom- 

erates. It will be readily seen that they open up an almost limitless 

field of study. 

Atthe present time the older sedimentary groups, from the Cretaceous 

to the Silurian, occupy comparatively small areas; formerly they prob- 
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ably extended over the entire district, but are now either concealed by 

overlying volcanic rock or have been removed by erosion. A number 

of specimens of fossil pJants obtained in different portions of the park 

in 1872, and identified by Professor Lesquereux, indicate the existence 
of the Laramie or Fort Union group. Numerous specimens of the genera 

Populus, Ficus, Rhamnus, Juglans, Salix, Sabal, &c., were found in shales 

or slates partially changed by contact with eruptive rocks. The map 

shows very clearly the character of the lake beds as well as the more 

modern deposits, and the report of Mr. Holmes, with his graphic illus- 

trations, renders them very instructive. Even here, at the very sources 

of the largest rivers in the most elevated areas of the West, the water 

area of the lakes has diminished nearly one-half, as the old outline shows. 

The restoration of the ancient lakes in the dry region of the Great Basin, 

by Mr. G. K. Gilbert, present remarkable examples of the difference in 

size between the ancient condition and the present. 

Dr. Peale’s report on thermal springs gives a detailed description of 

all the springs and geysers, of any importance, found in the Yellowstone 

National Park. Onthe maps of the different geyser basins accompany- 

ing his report, the springs are indicated by numbers which correspond 

with those given to them in the text, so that hereafter there ought to be 

no difficulty in identifying the individual springs and geysers. 

The descriptions of the geysers include observations made since 1878, 

up to and including those made in the year 1881. 

Dr. Peale spent about one month in actual work on the springs and 

geysers, a considerable portion of this time being devoted to assisting 

Mr. Mushbach, who did the topographical field work for the preparation 

of the maps. The rest of the time was occupied in studying the various 

spring areas. He describes and tabulates over 2,000 springs and 71 

geysers. The most interesting of these are shown in the plates and 

figures illustrating his report. It ought never to be necessary to repeat 

this preliminary workin the Park. What remains to be done is to start 

a series of close and detailed observations protracted through a number 

of consecutive years, with a view to determine, if possible, the laws goy- 

erning geyseric action. 

In the second part of his report he brings together, in a few brief 

chapters, short descriptions of the thermal springs of the globe, tracing 

their connection with volcanic action, dwelling more particularly on the 

Iceland and New Zealand regions. 

In his third part, under the title thermo-hydrology, he takes up the 

general subject of thermal springs, the color of water, source of heat, 

&c., and compares the Yellowstone National Park with other hot-spring 

areas, especially those of Iceland and New Zealand. Chapters are in- 

cluded giving the analyses of the waters and deposits from the springs 

of the Park, and the last section is devoted to the special consideration 

of geysers, giving the theories and treating of the peculiarities of their 

eruptions and the influences modifying them. 
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In the bibliographical appendix the bibliography of the Yellowstone 

National Park is brought down to February, 1883. Bibliographies of 

Teeland and New Zealand and lists of authorities for the tables of thermal 

springs (in the second part) are also given. The mineralogical appen- 

dix contains a list of minerals of the Park and analyses of several of the 

great variety of igneous rocks found within its limits. 

The topographical map of the Park, by Mr. Henry Gannett, has 

already been referred to. Itis an excellent example of his accuracy 
and skill in this kind of work, both in the field and in the office. Mr. 
Gannett was one of the most faithful and energetic members of the 

Survey for several years, and his reports upon a variety of topics were 

of a high order. His geographical report in this volume is a model of 

conciseness as well as critical accuracy. So far as this subject is con- 

cerned, but little more is left to be done. All the elevations have been 
examined with great care, and may be regarded as substantially cor- 

rect. The descriptions of the mountain ranges and drainage are minute, 

and the entire report will furnish much valuable matter for a guide- 

book of the Park. The maps of the geyser basins are as accurate and 

complete as will probably ever be needed. 

The chromo-lighographic and lithographic illustrations in this report, 

by Thomas Sinclair & Son, are finely engraved and do credit to that 

enterprising establishment. 

It remains now for me to express my cordial thanks to all the assist- 

ants that have so long and so ably aided me in the work that is now 

closed. I part with them with real regret. Should my health ever be 

restored, much additional matter now partially prepared may be given 

to the world. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

F. V. HAYDEN. 
To the Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
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REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY oe YELLOWSTONE NATIONAT, 

By W. H. HOLMES. 

OFFICE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. U., August 2, 1879. 

Str: Herewith I have the honor to transmit a brief report of my geo- 
logic work in the Yellowstone Park during the summer of 1878. 

With a deep sense of my obligations to you for opportunities afforded, 
and a lively appreciation of your uniform liberality and kindness, 

I remain, very sincerely, yours, 
W. H. HOLMES. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

In presenting a report upon the geology of the Yellowstone Park, I feel 
it incumbent upon me to state, candidly, a few facts in regard thereto. 

It is well known that already three or four reports have been written 
which dwell to some extent upon the geology of the Park, and it may 
be asked why another report is to be prepared upon this region. 

It is probably not generally known that the so-called « Yellowstone 
country” over which the early explorations were carried, comprises an 
area of not less 10,000 square miles; neither is it known that the time 
spent in collecting the data embodied in any one of these reports falls 
short of 90 days duration, nor that the geology of this whole region is 
more varied and complicated than that of any equally large area in the 
Rocky Mountains. 

With these facts in view, however, it will not seem strange that up 
to this time geologists have but glanced at the surface features of the 
country, and that the more profound and intricate problems remain 
almost untouched. 
With regard to my own work, I wish to state that if I could have 

consumed years instead of mouths i in the study of the 3,400 square miles 
comprising the Park, I might justify myself in putting my observations 
on paper. Scarcely two months were passed within the Park, and dur- 
ing nearly one-half of this time storms of rain and snow prev ailed to 
such an extent as to greatly interfere with the work. I have, conse- 
quently, gone just far enough to get glimpses of the splendid problems 
of the rocks, and to enable me in the future to appreciate and under- 
stand the classic chapter that this district will some day add to the 
great volume of written geology. 
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In order that those who follow me may be able to utilize the many 
facts already gathered, I have indicated in most cases the routes fol- 
lowed, and pointed out the exact localities at which observations were 
made. In arranging my report I have taken up a number of the more 
important localities as topics, and treated each one as fully as possible 
before passing on to the next. The order of succession is pretty nearly 
such as would naturally be adopted by the observer who approaches 
fhe Park from the north by way of the Yellowstone Valley. 

To discuss the geologic formations in the order of their age would in- 
volve too much skipping about for convenient reference, besides such 
treatment is not suited to the presentation of fragmentary data. 
A large collection of hand specimens of the igneous rocks of the 

Park was made, and about 30 specimens have been submitted to Capt. 
C. EK. Dutton for microscopic examination. I wish here to express my 
obligations to him for the report which he has kindly furnished, as well 
as for valuable assistance in the study of the general lithologic charac- 
ters of the collection. 

I am under obligations to Dr. A. C. Peale for observations made in 
the southwest corner of the Park before my arrival, as well as for other 
notes on the geology of such localities as his study of the hot springs 
enabled him to visit. 
Iam also under obligations to Mr. Henry Gannett, director of the 

party, for the most generous co-operation and assistance. 

NARRATIVE. 

Shortly before leaving Washington it was definitely arranged that I 
should join Mr. Gannett’s party, and carry on the geologic work of the 
Park Division, Dr. A. C. Peale, the regular geologist of that division, 
having been assigned to the duty of making a detailed survey of the 
thermal springs of that region. In order, however, that I might have 
the opportunity of visiting the Wind River and Teton Mountains for 
the purpose of making panoramic views, I was permitted to join the 
primary triangulation party, under Mr. Wilson, at Point of Rocks, Wyo- 
ming, and remain with it until we should reach the east base of the 
Teton Range. 

From the summits of Wind River and Fremont’s Peaks I obtained 
good views of the superb range to which they belong, and besides this 
made many sketches amongst the remarkable glacial regions of the 
western slope. / 

Having reached the Snake River Valley, Mr. Wilson was compelled 
to cross the Teton Range, for the purpose of ascending the Grand Teton 
from the west; I therefore joined the photographie party under the di- 
rection of Mr. W. H. Jackson, and accompanied him up the broad val- 
ley of the Snake to the base of the Upper Gros Ventre Butte. From 
both Upper and Lower Gros Ventre Buttes I made sketches of the 
magnificent range to the west. The hazy condition of the atmosphere 
rendered sketching difficult and photography almost impossible, but 
imparted to the mountains themselves additional grandeur and assisted 
in confirming our previous impression that this range is the finest in 
the Rocky Mountains. | 

Taking leave of Mr. Jackson’s party at the base of the Grand Teton, 
I made all haste to join Mr. Gannett’s party in the Yellowstone Park. 
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My agreement had been to meet the latter party at the head of Sho- 
shone Lake on the 15th of July, but it was the 17th before I was able 
to leave Mr. Jackson’s camp. Taking with me Mr. F. M. Amelung and 
Mr. 8. D. Hovey, I ascended the valley of the Snake to the outlet of 
Jackson’s Lake, making during the day some additional sketches. 

The Grand Teton from the northwest is exceedingly fine, and Mount 
Moran, which rises from the west side of the lake, is a grand and inter- 
esting peak. The clouds obscured the summits of these peaks during 
the entire day and prevented satisfactory sketching. 
We were prevented from making long marches by the sickness of Mr. 

Hovey, and at the end of the second day were forced to go into camp 
quite early at the forks of the Snake. On the morning of the 20th we 
ascended the ridge between the two branches of the Snake, and before 
noon reached the foot of Lewis Lake. Crossing the river at the point 
of its exit from the lake, we ascended the densely timbered ridge to the 
west and struck out to the northwest across a high timbered plateau. 
Late in the afterncon we came out upon an open valley through which 
flowed a large creek. On the north side of this valley lies a low wooded 
ridge, beyond which could be seen portions of Shoshone Lake. Cross- 
ing the valley and still keeping to the northwest, we soon arrived at the 
southwest end of the lake, and after an hour’s hard struggle with tim- 
er and swamps reached the camp of Mr. Gannett’s party in the Geyser ° 

Basin. Dr. Peale was already at work making surveys of the Shoshone 
Geyser Basin. He had reached this point five days previously, in com- 
pany with Mr. Gannett, and up to that time had been making geologic 
examinations in the southwestern part of the Park. 

Mr. Gannett had left the main camp on the morning of the 19th, ae- 
companied by Mr. Thomas Cooper, for the purpose of continuing his 
topographical work along the southern border of the Park, and it was 
thought by his companions in the main camp that on the 21st he would 
probably ascend some one of the higher summits of the Red Mountain 
Range. Wishing to join him as soon as possible, and feeling the impor- 
tance of taking advantage of every opportunity to examine the geology 
of this part of the Park, I set out alone on the morning of the 21st, out- 
fitted with a pair of blankets and provisions for two days. I felt confi- 
dent that I could find him within that time, or, if otherwise, I should be 
able to spend the 22d on Mount Sheridan and return to camp on the 
23d. During the day I traveled steadily through the forest in a south- 
east direction, passing to the south of Shoshone Lake and touching the 
northeast corner of Lewis Lake. Twenty miles of travel brought me to 
the base of the mountains, and just before sundown I passed out of the 
timber, climbed up the steep west face and out upon one of the north- 
ern summits of the range. I had given up the idea of seeing Mr. Gan- 
nett that day, and intended, after taking a glance around to determine 
on to-morrow’s work, to descend to a little park that nestled at the west 
base and camp for ithe night. While looking about with my glass I 
noticed that a topographical monument had been built on the summit of 
Mount Sheridan, which lay about a mile to the east, and on looking a 
second time was both surprised and delighted to discover two men 
darkly outlined against the sky. A little later I joined my friends, and 
hastening down the precipitous northern face encamped with them at 
the head of Heart Lake. 

While in this vicinity we visited Flat Mountain and made some ex- 
aminations among the numerous groups of geysers and hot springs that 
occur in this region. One little cluster of springs that lies near the shore 
of the lake possesses a peculiar interest in having been for a number of 
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days a place of rest for Mr. Evarts, who was lost for a number of weeks 
in the Park in 1870. 

On the 24th I reascended Mount Sheridan for the purpose of finishing 
my observations and sketches. On the following evening we joined the 
main party at Shoshone Lake. 

It became necessary, on account of want of supplies, to hasten to 
Gardiner River Springs. We crossed first to Bechler’s Fork and thence 
to the Madison River. Descending this, we visited the Geyser Basins, 
and worked as far to the west as the plateau west of Gibbon’s Fork. 
Ascending the East Fork of the Madison, we reached the Yellowstone 
River at Crater Hills and carried our investigations down the left bank 
of the river to the Falls, thence down the canon, across Mount Wash- 
burne, and, by way of Baronett’s Bridge, to Mammoth Springs. 

While camp remained at the springs we visited Sepulchre Mountain, 
Electric Peak, and Monnt Evarts, and on the 12th of September set out 
for the Hast Fork and Yellowstone Lake. Off work went on with good 
success until the 23d of September, when a series of snow storms set 
in. Our work was much retarded, and finally, on the 13th of October, 
we were compelled to forego further work in the Park and make all 
haste for Bozeman, Montana, which place we reached on the 18th. 

GENERAL SURFACH FEATURES. 

The surface features of the Park present a great diversity of charac- 
ter. A general impression prevails amongst people who have derived 
their knowledge from books and newspaper reports, that the Park 
abounds in grand scenery. Onthecontrary, the greater part consists of 
undulating and broken table-lands, densely timbered and extremely 
monotonous. There are, however, along the north and east, bordering 
ranges of lofty and picturesque mountains, and the caiions which cut their 
way through the table-lands and along the bases of the ranges possess 
a very deep interest. 
A large part of the Park, especially that bordering the Yellowstone 

River and its chief tributaries, is of the attractive parked country so 
characteristic of the less rugged upland valleys of the Rocky Mountains. 

The drainage of the Park area is divided between three distinct sys- 
tems—the Yellowstone River, which has about three-fifths, and the 

‘ Madison and Snake Rivers, which have about one-fifth each. The Yel- 
lowstone River runs in a sinuous course from the southeast to the north- 
west corner of the Park, and in the upper half of its course is in open 
valleys. In the northern half, that is to say, from the Falls to the 
mouth of Gardiner River, it is almost continually in cations. The 

_ course of the river serves to separate, approximately, the mountain dis- 
triets from the undulating and flat districts. With the exception of a belt 
that extends from the Lake down the east side of the cation to the East 
Fork, the country east of the river is mountainous. The beltof flat land 
just mentioned belongs properly to the great undulating plateau that 
stretches out to the south and west, and which has its monotony broken 
by the cafions, of the various rivers and by occasional groups of mount- 
ains. 

Across this monotonous district, which I shall call the Park Pla- 
teau, the ocean divide passes. Within the Park district this divide is 
not marked by any elevation or ridge that lifts itself above the general 
level. To the west, 30 miles beyond the limits of the Park, the divide 
Sweeps across the extreme southeastern group of the Madison Mount- 
ains, and on the southeast finds its first marked elevation in the vol- 
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canic ranges about the headwaters of the Upper Yellowstone. The 
general elevation of the Park Plateau is 7,500 to 8,500 feet. Its geologi- 
cal formations are entirely volcanic, and are composed for the most part 
of light colored rhyolites, although dark pitch-stones oceur on some of 
the higher levels. 

The Red Mountain and Washburne Ranges are the only considerable 
mountain masses within the limits of the plateau. Both of these ranges 
have steep but rounded outlines, with rudely conical summits, which 
rise from 3,000 to 4,000 feet above the plateau. They are of small ex- 
tent, comprising areas of less than one hundred square miles. In geo- 
logic structure they are quite distinct, the Red Mountains being entirely 
rhyolites, while the Washburne Range is composed greatly of fragmen- 
tary materials in which the andesites and hornblendic trachytes pre- 
dominate. 

The great range bordering the plateau on the east—which is known 
as the Yellowstone Range—is also igneous, the rocks, so far as known, 
consisting of andesites and hornblendic trachytes. The slopes are com- 
paratively gentle below, and are covered with heavy forests, but the 
summit regions, which are from 10,000 to 11,000 feet in height, abound 
in picturesque and striking scenery. This range connects around the 
head of the valley of the East Fork with the remarkable range or mass 
of mountains that borders the plateau on the north, and which termi- 
nates in the lofty peaks that overlook the lower valley of the Yellow- 
stone. A great part of this range is also igneous, and consists chiefly 
of voleanic conglomerates, the paleozoic and metamorphic rocks appear- 
ing in many places beneath them. 

The West Gallatin Range, which also comes within the Park, lies in 
the extreme northwest corner, and is almost exclusively sedimentary. 
The range is quite rugged, and its chief summit, Electric Peak, is the 
highest in the Park. 

THE GREAT DISPLACEMENT OF THE YELLOWSTONE VALLEY. 

The exposures of pre-Tertiary strata within the Park area are very 
limited, and but for the erosion of Yellowstone Valley no parts of the 
sedimentary strata would appear, excepting those which now form the 
higher summits of the East Gallatin Mountains. To the erosion of this 
valley, therefore, we owe almost all the knowledge we possess of the his- 
tory of the pre-Tertiary movements. At the present stage of erosion we 
are able to see that at a period synchronous, probably, with the general 
Rocky Mountain uplift, a great displacement was produced-along the 
line now occupied by the Yellowstone River. ~ 
How much this displacement had to do with the great events of the 

succeeding period it is by no means easy to determine. That it gave a 
natural depression which is now occupied by the valley, and that the 
great range of the Yellowstone rose along its northern border, are evi- 
dent. Just what part of the extraordinary events that have since oe- 
curred on the thrown or depressed side, or what part of the enormous 
volcanic activity displayed is associated with the weak line then pro- 
duced, I am as yet unable to make out. The multitude of changes that 
have followed, and the enormous deposition of volcanic material com- 
plicate and obscure all phenomena connected with this displacement. 
The only locality in which the strata involved are exposed lies along the 
Yellowstone Valley between Cinnabar Mountain and the valley of Black- 
tail-deer Creek. The extension of this displacement beyond the limits 
of this valley, or its connections with other displacements in neighbor- 
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ing districts, have not been made out. It has a strike nearly northwest 
and southeast. Followed to the southeast this strike would carry it 
through between Mount Washburne and Amethyst Mountain, and be- 
yond this through the great volcanic range east of the lake. To the 

northwest it would pass beneath the volcanic mass of the main Gallatin 
range, and continue in the direction of the lower cation of the Madison. 
This displacement, so far as exposed, is by no means a simple fauit. 
The broken edges of the strata have become involved, and on the 
dropped side are much dragged and crampled. The amount of throw or 
displacement at any one point is difficult to determine, owing to the fact 
that we were unable to cross to the north side of the river to make the 
necessary observations of the uplifted side. The summits of the high 
range to the north, as viewed from the south side of the river, are ap- 
parently, in many cases, composed of Archean rocks, which rise to the 
height of 5,600 feet above the bed of the Yellowstone at Cinnabar Mount- 
ain. In the vicinity of this mountain the top of the pre-Tertiary forma- 
tion of the south side of the fault are depressed to the river level. By 
adding 5,000 feet to the thickness of the pre-Tertiary strata we have a 
minimum estimate of the throw, at about 15,600 feet. 

In Section A I have represented as nearly : as possible the condition of 
the strata as seen at Cinnabar Mountain. The location of this section, 
as well as of those which follow, is shown on the accompanying map, 
Plate ILI. It wiil be seen that Cinnabar Mountain is formed of a series 
of strata that has been folded abruptly up along the south side of the 
fault, and that at e there has been an abrupt auxiliary displacement along 
which the Cretaceous strata are much crumpled. The vertical beds of 
the mountain comprise nearly the whole of the Mesozoic and Paleozoic 
rocks. At ewe have the Middle Cretaceous shales; to the south of this 
the strata are but slightly disturbed, and rise in a gentle slope of from 
5° to 15° to the summit of Electric Peak. South of this summit, along 
the crest of the Gallatin Range, the whole series of sedimentary strata 
rises gradually to the surface until in Mount Holmes, twenty miles south 
of Cinnabar Mountain, we have the Silurian strata, a series of compact 
limestones, which correspond in appearance to the vertical beds on the 
banks of the Yellowstone at b, Section A. 

North of the river, at g, the rocks appear to be chiefly metamorphic. 
There are, however, many patches of volcanic products, some being frag- 
mentary and others probably intrusive. 

The fragment of the older sedimentary strata which forms Cinnabar 
Mountain, is the only one of importance exposed along the line of the 
displacement. In ascending the river, from the point b of the section, 
we follow an open valley along the east base of Cinnabar Mountain, and 
at the Cache Creek crossing reach the line of the auxiliary fold shown 
in Section A at e. 

On the accompanying map the strike of the upturned strata is indi- 
cated by broken lines. The approximate line of the great displacement 
is represented by a heavy-dotted line, and the auxiliary fold by a light 
one. If the older strata which appear in Cinnabar Mountain occur on 
the north side of the river they are so obscured by alluvial and vol- 
canic deposits, or so planed down by erosion, as to pass unnoticed. The 
Cretaceous rocks that form the river banks are much obscured by al- 
luvial deposits, but such outcrops as oceur indicate a vertical position. 

As we recede from the river on the south side, the Cretaceous rocks 
soon disappear beneath the heavy deposit of tufaceous marls and con- 
-glomerates (¢ and d, Section B), which have been deposited horizontally 
upon the folded and eroded strata. The marls and the great series of 
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voleanic conglomerates that form the bulk of Sepulchre Mountain seem 
to form a continuous and unbroken series. 
From the mouth of Cache Creek to the mouth of Gardiner’s River the 

Yellowstone River remains in the synclinal told which appears at e in 
Section A, and at bin Section B. The line of the fault probably runs 
nearly parallel to this fold, but is from one to two miles to the north. 
Between the river and the fault-line is a broad, irregular bench which 
has a general elevation of 200 or 309 feet above the river. Outcrops of 
shales and sandstones, the former gray and the latter yellow and white, 
occur all along the steep face of this bench. They have a strike nearly 
parallel with the river. In most cases they dip at steep angles, but in 
places seem to fold over the front of the bluffs and lie in a more or less 
horizontal pesition on the upper surface of the bench. 
A notable feature of this bench is the very plentiful occurrence of 

basaltic rocks. All along the bluff face there are dark irregular seams 
of basalt; they do not lie conformably with the sedimentary strata but 
cut across at various angles as if intruded into their present posi- 
tion subsequently to the folding vf the strata. On the upper surface of 
the bench, and exiending back to the base of the mountain slopes, are 
very numerous sheets and masses of basalt, which break off in benches, 
the fallen portions forming dark slides of débris. 

The smooth slopes of the mountains that rise behind the low bench 
have an obscure benched appearance that is doubtless partly owing te 
the existence of soil-covered lava-flows, but which must be chietly the 
result of ancient river action. 
What can be seen of the Section in the middle portion of the bench is 

given in Section C. 
At the mouth of Bear Gulch we have some interesting features. The 

lineof the fault here crosses the river obliquely from the north to the south 
side. Portions of the Cretaceous strata have been caught in the irregu- 
lar wall of the ascending schists and quartzites of the north side of the 
fault, and appear in positions such as are indicated at d in Section D. 
Large masses of yellowish sandstone strata just west of Bear Creek now 
stand on edge or incline at steep angles. The Cretaceous shales and 
shaly sandstones which form the river banks for some distance below 
the mouth of Bear Creek dip at various angies and are very much dis- 
located. ‘The strata near Bear Gulch are in places quite brilliant in 
color, probably from mineral stains which owe their presence to the 
action of ancient hot springs. At the junction of Bear Creek with the 
Yellowstone, on the right bank of the former, there is at present a small 
group of springs, the deposits of which extend down to the river bank. 
On the south bank of the Yellowstone, opposite the mouth of Bear 
Creek, there stands a small butte which is capped by a heavy mass of 
ancient calca:eous hot spring deposit. The deposit is some 20 or 25 feet 
thick, is yellowish in color, and so compact that it has, at a little dis- 
tance, the appearance of compact limestone. The base of the butte is 
composed of the vertical shales, and these are underlaid by the meta- 
morphic quartzites that haverisen beneath them. The antiquity of the 
siliceous deposit of the capping is made evident by the advanced state 
of erosion of the underlying strata, as well as by the fact that the sum- 
mit of the butte, now at an elevation of some 200 feet above the river, 
is covered with huge rounded granite bowlders, which were doubtless 
transported from a “point far up the cation while the bed of the river was 
still above the level of the present summit of the butte. (See Section 
I.) In the bed of the river beneath the butte and forming the walls of 
the third caiiou which extends from this point to Junction Valley, are 
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the hard metamorphic quartzites and quartzitic schists, the affinities of 
which puzzle me very much. It is not at all improbable that they con- 
sist chiefly of altered and distorted Paleozoic or even Mesozoic strata. 
With the exception, however, of a few fragments, which are shown at 7% 
in Section K, there is but slight resemblance to these formations. 

The river for a short distance above Bear Creek passes over a very 
rough bed of dark-gray quartzites, and the water has worn deep holes 
in the bottom and sides. Near by, on the south side, a rugged crag 
rises from the rivet bank, on which an eagle has built its nest. From 
this point, as far up as the mouth of Hell Roaring Creek, the river flows 
over a bed of granitic rocks. 

The blutfs on the north side of the river, both east and west of Bear 
Creek, are capped by horizontal beds of basalt, as shown in Section D. 
These are probably remnants of sheets which once covered a great part 
of the valley below. 

Below the mouth of Gardiner River, on the south side of the Yellow- 
stone, we have a series of vertical strata that run almost parallel with 
the river. Such of these strata as appear above the deposits of drift 
material are sandstones, which have a greenish color, and resemble very 
much some of the Tertiary strata of Amethyst Mountain. At one 
locality near the road, and perhaps a mile below Gurdiner’s River, I ob- 
tained a few impressions of leaves which are considered by Professor 
Lesquereux to indicate the Cretaceous age of the beds. This same 
series of strata crosses the course of Gardiner River near its mouth 
and continues along the south side of the fault-line to the valley of 
Black-tail-deer Creek. The outcrop in a little butte that lies just above 
the confluence of Gardiner River and the Yellowstone, aud at a number 
of points tarther up has always a vertical position. 

In tracing the displacement eastward from the mouth of Bear Creek 
we find that a high ridge of metamorphic rock interposes itself between 
the line of the fault and the cafon. This ridge is broken in two or 
three places by transverse drainage, but may be followed as far as the 
mouth of Black-tail-deer Creek. It is composed principally of schists 
that have a decided quartzitic character, and evidently belong to the 
same series as the similar formations no‘iced at the month of Bear Creek. 
The general appearance of the ridge indicates a stratified character par- 
allel with the fold. The schists north of the river are, however, discon- 
nected with the fold, as they have a strike to the north with a steep 
easterly dip. 

Along the depression west of the rid ge of quartzitic schists just men- 
tioned the Cretaceous and possibly part of the Post-Cretaceous strata 
are folded back upon the strata that form the north slope of Mount 
Evarts. At afew points rising against the schistose ridge there are 
outcrops of gnarled limestones that are probably Paleozoic. They have 
doubtless been dragged up in the fault. 

Farther on to the east we come upon a group of high, reddish hills 
which overlook the cafion to the north and Black-tail-deer Creek to 
the east. In the southern faces of these hills the characteristic Meso- 
zoic Red Beds appear, and the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous forma- 
tions outcrop along the south base. All of these formations are vertical, 
or nearly so. The strike makes an abrupt turn to the north around the 
southeastern base of the hills, but soon returns to a southeasterly diree- 
tion. Forming the summits of some of the higher points of the hills are 

- outcrops of metamorphosed and distorted sirata that have evidently 
been involved in the fault. 
Between these hills and the highest part of wean Evarts there are 

= 
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a series of ridges, or hog-backs, which include a duplicate set of strata 
produced by the folding back on themselves of the Upper Cretaceous 
and Post-Cretaceous (?) rocks. (See Section F.) ‘These strata are so ob- 
scured by soil and vegetation that one can neither determine their exact 
character nor say just where the axis of the fold runs. As the distance 
is upward of three miles, and the dip mostly quite steep, the series of 
strata must be very large. This apparent thickness of strata makes it 
seem probable that they comprise, besides the Middle and Upper Creta- 
ceous, at least a part of the Post-Cretaceous or Laramie Group. 
On the eastern slope of Mount Evarts and in the valley of Black- 

tail-deer Creek I did not observe any outcrops of the sedimentary 
rocks, local drift and flows of lava covering everything up, but on the 
east side of the latter valley the sedimentary rocks rise above the cover- 
ing of Java in two or more small ridges. As will be seen by reference 
to the map, these are nearly on the line of the fault and probably be- 
long to the dragged strata of the south side. They are Carboniferous 
sandstones, and contain numerous characteristic fossils, amongst which 
the following genera are represented: Spirifer, Athyrus, Hemipronites, 
and Productus. 
On the trail near the head of the eastern branch of Black-tail-deer 

Creek some sandstones occur which have also a vertical position, and a 
strike almost uniform with that of the more westerly outcrops. Hast of 
this, so far as my knowledge goes, there are no exposures of the rocks 
of the south side of the fault. The schists.of the north side form the 
walls of the third canon and appear in Junction Valley and in the lower 
part of the valley of Kast Fork. 

MOUNT EVARTS. 

In the angle between Gardiner River and the Yellowstone is a broad 
triangular mountain mass comprising an area of about 20 square miles, 
which is known by people who frequent the Park as Mount Hvarts. 
This name has been attached to it since 1870. The story of Mr. Evarts’ 
adventures and suffering is well known, and the fact that his rescue 
from a horrible death took place in a little valley just back of the sum- 
mit of this mountain makes the name more than usually appropriate. 

To the casual observer this mountain may not seem to be one to which 
he would be ambitious to attach his name; but I am free to say that as 
an object of interest, either to the tourist or geologist, it has not its equal 
in the Park, and I am quite sure that those who come once within its 
shadow will not soon cease to remember it as one of the iOS striking 
landmarks of the whole land of wonders. 

The visitor to the springs is constantly confronted ca a gigantic 
mountain wall that rises on the opposite side of Gardiner River to the 
height of 2,000 feet, and seems to close him in in a way that is almost 
oppressive. In the morning light and up to midday this wall is in 
shadow, and is almost a blank, but as soon as the sun reaches the 
zenith the ridges of its deeply scored face begin to appear in relief, and 
we have a chance to study the character of the formations and the very 
striking work of the erosive agents. 
From the high angular point that overlooks the junction of the East 

Fork with the main Gardiner a broad, massive sheet of rhyolitic lava 
extends back to the right and left across the plateau-like summit. 
fronting the springs this cap of rhyolite breaks off in a vertical wall 
nearly 100 feet in height. Just opposite the springs, at the highest point 
of the mountain, the wall terminates rather abruptly, the lower surface 
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rising upon the eroded edges of the Cretaceous sandstones and shales 
which formed the border of the flat basin into which the molten muss 
was poured. With the aid of a field-glass the details of the contact be- 
tween the rhyolite and the Cretaceous strata can be pretty clearly made 
out, but the curious white line, bordered by a ferruginous belt, which 
eccurs along the contact, must be examined more closely to be fully un- 
derstood. 

North from the point at which the rhyolite terminates, the outline of 
the mountain sweeps downina bold curve toward the Yellowstone. There 
is no longer a capping of lava to sustain the sharply escarped edge, but 
a series of remarkable sheets of dark basaltic lava perform that office. 
Unlike the rhyolite, which has been flowed as a sheet upon the surface 
of the Cretaceous strata, these basaltic masses are included between the 
yielding strata, and if examined carefully may be seen to cross from 
horizon to horizon, breaking through the beds and pushing them aside, 
and bending and crushing them in a most remarkable manner. Down 
on the slopes to the north other masses of intruded rock are exposed, 
and beyond these the whole wall becomes so broken down and smooth 

_ that a horseman can ascend with ease. Down by the rivera secondary 
wall occurs, and this, with an opposing wall on the west side, forms a 
little eafon through which the river flows. These strata, together with 
all those visible in the great wall,are Cretaceous. The dips all along are 
from 5 to 15 degrees to the north as seen from the west side of the river. 
There is also a dip to the east from the brink of the wall still more 
marked, and a very little beyond the crest the strata come within the 
influence of the abrupt fold of the great displacement which passes from 
northwest to southeast through the mass of the mountain. The dip, 
as we approach the axis of the fold, becomes vertical, and in places 
passes beyond 90°. The strata composing the upper half of the great 
wall are chiefly sandstones, generally rather soft, grayish and y ellowish 
in color. Interbedded with the sandstones are shales, clays, and lig- 
nites. The lower part of the slope consists of dark-gray shales, beneath 
which, in the creek bed, are the sandstones of the Dakota Group. 

On the 12th of September our party set out on its second trip, the 
march of the day being from the springs to Junction Valley. Wishing 
to see as much of Mount Eivarts as possible, I determined to climb the 
wall at the first accessible point toward the north, visit the basaltic 
outcrops, and cross the flat summit of the mountain to the mouth of Black- 
tail-deer Creek. Riding down the steep slopes over the old hot-spring 
deposits and Cretaceous shales, I crossed the river about a mile Delow 
the springs, and led my mule up the long , Steep, and cliff-broken slope. 
Along the river there is a broad bels of sloping ground that forms a sort 
of talus to the wall; this space is covered with sage and short grass, and 

is deeply cut by a inultitude of narrow gulches which have been scored 
out by avalanches from the steeper walls above. 

In the cliffs, from the base to the summits, the rocks which form the 
principal outcrop are fine- grained, yellowish sandstones, often quite 
massive. 

There are numerous beds of sandy shales, and not infrequently inter- 
calated lamina of quartzitic sandstone. At the base some of the falling 
masses contain indistinct impressions of deciduous leaves, together 
with imperfectly preserved fruits and irregular masses of carbonaceous 
matter. 

Throughout the section there are occasional indications of coal, which 
iS appar ently an impure shaly lignite. The exposures are, however, far 
from satisfactory. Outcrops of basalt occur, but are obscured by débris. 
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A sparse growth of stunted pines has taken root in the rocky slope and 
on the crest of the ridge there are groves of full-grown trees. 

The examination of the basalts near the summit proved unexpectedly 
interesting. The masses of this rock are very irregular in thickness, 
reaching in places 40 and 50 feet, their position in the strata, being very 
irregular. They lie in rude sheets approximately with the strata, but 
bearing the strongest evidence of their intrusive character. 

The irregular bed that outcrops along the crest of the ridge is in places 
40 feet in thickness, but generaily falls far short of this. Its position in 
the strata points very clearly to its intrusive character. It does not lie 
in any one horizon, but breaks across the strata at all angles, crushing 
the severed edges back upon themselves as shown in the drawing, Plate 
V. It rests chiefly in a series of coal shales and sandstones in which 
are very numerous leaf impressions. The shales are but little changed 
by contact with the basalt, and where in actual contact are still brittle 
and crumble under the hammer. The shales above the intruded mass 
are also but little altered. 

In the heavier masses this basalt has a rudely columnar structure and 
weathers down in very small angular blocks. In the thin tongues that 
have been thrust out from the main mass into the surrounding strata 
there is a tendency to form small prisms at right angles to the surface, 
as shown in the figure; while the interior part of these tongues has 
only a minute irregular jointage. 

The color of this basalt is, in the weathered surfaces a rusty brown, 
but when freshly fractured a dark steel gray. It is fine grained and 
compact and has no crystals distinguishable by the naked eye. The 
strata which inclose this basalt dip to the northeast at angles of from 
10° to 15°, the line of the great fault, which defines their northern limit, 
being about two miles distant. It seems probable that the intruded 
basalts may have originated in or rather reached their present position 
through this fault, the crushing of the strata indicating, generally, an 
intrusion from that direction. Similar intrusions are very numerous in 
all the strata bordering the fault line. (See Plate VI.) 

It may be well in this connection to give another illustration of the 
intruded basalts which occurs also in the western face of Mount Evaris, 
but farther south and within a mile of the mouth of the East Fork of 
Gardiner River, and within about 400 feet of the bed of the main 
Gardiner. The rock is a pinkish-gray basalt (?) that weathers down in 
crumbling heaps, but where freshly exposed is an exceedingly compact 
and fine-grained rock. The mass is about 300 feet long by from 12 to 
15 feet thick and appears in the face of a steep wall of dark shales and 
laminated sandstones. It has been forced in between the yielding strata, 
folding them up almost at right angles at the ends, as shown in the fig- 
ure, Plate VI. There is a decided alteration in the contiguous strata; 
the shales and sandstones for a number of feet beyond the contact with 
the intruded mass being changed to hard slates and quartzites which 
break up in minute blocks. Other intrusions occur all along the face of 
the wall that overlooks the caiions of the East Fork and are especially 
numerous about the falls and on the south side of the valley. 

Having followed the crest of the mountain south from the previously 
described outcrops of basalt, I soon reached the north edge of the great 
sheet of rhyolite that rests upon the flat part of the summit. The north- 
ern border of this sheet is pretty thoroughly obscured by soil and drift 
deposits, and cannot be defined with accuracy, but the exposure on the 
west front is simply perfect. The whole thickness of the sheet, some 
80 or 90 feet, breaks off in a vertical and overhanging cliff. The upper 
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surface is approximately level; the under surface takes the form of the 
depression into which it flowed, which, as shown by the section in the 
cliff face, had a gentle slope from the northern rim to the south. The 
sandstones dip in the opposite direction, that is, to the north, at an an. 
gle of about 15°. The ends of these strata had been planed down to a 
pretty uniform slope before the flow of the rhyolite occurred. 

The most peculiar and interesting circumstance connected with this 
flow is the existence of a bed of loosely compacted material that lies 
between the sandstone floor and the sheet of rhyolite. This bed varies 
in thickness from 5 to 10 feet. The lower part is deposited upon the 
somewhat uneven surface of the sandstones, and is composed of a white 
powder that resembles slacke:l lime in appearance, and is probably a 
volcanic tuta. The white stratum runs up into a delicate gray stratum, 
which is succeeded by about 4 feet of fine grained laminated tufaceous 
sandstones that have the most perfect lines of bedding possible. There 
is an alternation of white, gray, and dark gray lines shown upon the 
smooth vertical surface that for perfection of line and delicacy of 
color could not be rivaled by the pencil of the skilled artist. That these 
lines indicate planes of bedding is clear, as there is a slight change in 
the coarseness of the material noticeable in the various layers. The 
most remarkable fact seems to me to be this, that these lines of color, 
as delicate as the finest penciling could make them, are continuous 
throughout the whole length of the wall examined. (PI. VII.) 

The whiter stratum at the base is not sufficiently compacted to allow 
the collection of a hand specimen. The grayer layers above have the 
consistency of asoft argillaceous sandstone, but havea very low specific 
gravity. Between the gray laminated layers and the base of the rhyo- 
lites is a zone of peculiar rock that seems to show an imperceptible tran- 
sition from the ove to the other. Itis quite impossible to tell just where 
the rock ceases to be an ageregation of grains and becomes a true crys- 
talline java. This transition rock is dark in color, as is also the lower 
part of the sheet of rhyolite, and at a little distance looks very much 
like a basalt. Its weight, however, is not half that of an ordinary 
basalt, and when examined closely apparently consists of dark and light 
glossy grains imbedded in a paste of fine gray ash. The coarser lamina 
below contain a great deal of more or less finely pulverized sanidin. 

In studying the delicate lamination of these tufaceous deposits one is 
led te inquire what could have been the method of their deposition. 
That they are not sub-aerial is evident, for it would be necessary to 
suppose the entire absence of all winds, as the least irregularity of de- 
posit would destroy the continuity of thelaminz. It seems more proba- 
ble that the almost impalpable dust from distant vents has been cast 

_ by the winds om the surface of deep and quiet waters and been allowed 
to settle on the bottom beneath. And yet with this explanation it is 
almest ineredibie that as much as ten feet of such delicate strata could 
be laid down without including a single particle above the size of a pin- 
head er without the intrusion of any form of organic body whaiever. 

The tufaceous stratum slopes at first about 16°, and further south, if 
it continues beneath the rhyolite, becomes horizontal. At the point ex- 
amined it has been weathered out to the depth of several feet, allowing 
the rhyelite ledge to overhang. Similar and still more interesting de- 
posits underlie the rhyolites of the grand caiion of the Yellowstone, and 
wili be deseribed in the proper place. 

The rhyolite of the overlying sheet is quite dark, and by those who 
have seen it at a distance has been called basalt. It is a dark purplish- 
gray rhyolite ef moderate weight, and is No. 2 in Captain Dutton’s 
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aSheet of rhyolite. 6 Finely laminated tufa. ¢Cretaceous sandstones. Drift. 

Plate VII.— Showing contact of rhyolite cap of Mount Evarts with the Cretaceous 
sandstones. 
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catalogue. It has a tendency to weather in rude columns, but these are 
not clearly defined. It doubtless forms a part of the great rhyolitic 
sheet, the borders of which can befound at a similar level all around the 
rim of the valley of Gardiner River, and which appears elsewhere fur- 
ther east. 

The edges of the sandstone strata which come in contact with the 
white tufaceous stratum are somewhat discolored as if by metamorph- 
ism or oxydization of minerals. The section of these strata as given 
farther on extends from this point directly down the face of the cliffs, 
reaching Gardiner River at the base of the Mammoth Hot Springs. 

On the 13th of August we had been forced by continued snow-storms 
to relinquish work in the Gallatin Mountains, and arrived at the springs 
preparatory to starting for Bozeman. Onthe14th,accompanied by Dr. 
Peale, who had just arrived from the Geyser Basin, I determined, not- 
withstanding the fact that the snow was three or four inches deep, to, 
examine the strata in the great wall of Mount Evarts. 

Descending to the river, we passed over, as on a previous occasion, 
extended bodies ot hot-spring deposits, beneath which, near. the river, a 
limited outcrop of sandstones occur. These sandstones probably belong 
to the Dakota Group of the Cretaceous, and consist of 20 to 30 feet in 
thickness of massive, coarse-grained sandstones that dip beneath the 
bed of the river at an angle ‘of about 15°. It is probable that these 
sandstones underlie a oreater part of the drift and sinter-covered slopes 
of the west side of the valley. Beneath the massive bed of sandstone 
some laminated beds appear, which doubtless belong also to the Creta- 
ceous. 

Crossing the river, we rode for a considerable distance up the gorge- 
cut talus slope, which is covered with grass and sage. We hitched our 
animals, as far up as they could be taken, at the height of nearly 1,000 feet 
above the river bed, just opposite a steep cliff which overhangs a deep 
gulch. In the vertical part of the cliff are exposed about 200 feet of 
light-gray argillaceous and sandy shales. 
From the base of the vertical cliff we climbed, not without consider- 

able difficulty, as a snow-storm was raging, to the summit of the mount- 
ain at the northern end of the rhyclite escarpment. Rather imperfect 
impressions of leaves were found at a number of localities. Professor 
Lesquereux having examined them, announces that they certainly indi- 
cate the Cretaceous age of the formation. A small number of rather 
imperfect fossil shells were found near the top, which are considered by 
Professor White to represent Upper Cretaceous, and possibly Post-Cre- 
taceous species. 

The section, beginning at the top, is as follows: 
Feet. 

1. Drift. 
PapEUurpL Shy SaniGumenitachiybol seer = is <c/=/05.2c08s ae ateeeyeciseiem oe 2) cistonicisia eee ee 80 
Se UAE DULAC OMEEATMUS TOMES §)- <= 2 5-5-2 2 a)cs<ig gecelen cbc a sinis «tines se else ae = 8 
4. Sandstones, alternating with clay, sand, and carbonaceous shales. Near the 

upper part are some layers of flinty concretionary limestone. Beneath these 
and just under the ends of the rhyolite bedis a leaf-bearing stratum of sand- 
stone, containing the following species: Sequoia Richenbachi, S. fastigiata, 8. 
svbulata, Andromeda Parlatori, “Bonmetia Mar conanad, x proteoides and frag- 
ments of conifers. The sandstones contain many irregular and oval masses 
of clayey and carbonaceous matter, and also masses of VOOM ose, Ni May 60 

5. Sandstones, sand shales, clays, and lignitic clays. The softer strata predomi- 
nate. The beds of sandstone are seldom more than 4 feet thick. Near the 
base of this group a number of the fallen fragments of sandstone were found, 
in which were imbedded the following fossils, all of which are in avery poor 
state of preservation: Corbula (?), Viviperous (?), Goniabasis (?), Ostrea (?)-.. 225 

6. Carbonaceous shales and lignites. Some of the seams of lignite are upwards 
of 10 feet in thickness, but contain much fire clay and other impurities...... 40 

, 
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Feet. 

7. Pretty firm sandstone, with occasional pockets of lignite and carbonaceous 
clay. Some obscure impressions of leaves and hella. (2) a eee a 160 

8. Sandstone, alternating with sand shales, ligniticseams, and clays. First prom- 
inent outerop in ascending dromthe rivers (00.0. 5.0.0.0 ei 300 

9. Gray, dark gray, and blackish sandy shales, in places much indurated, and, 
where in contact with intruded basalts, quartzitic. These form the lower part 
of the wall and reach to the river bed. They are much obscured by débris. 
These strata all dip at angles varying from 8° to 15° to the north or north- 
MOM MOSES Naa oe COOSA nce Hotd raoe Good FeeGHe CaDn CHO RSeeToos Sete .adoe aoe cools 900 

In the shales beneath the intruded mass of basalt, shown in Plate 
VII, there are numerous but rather obscure impressions of fish scales. 

The lignites which occur so plentifully in the strata of this mountain 
are generally of a very inferior quality, and if we are to judge from the 
surface indications will probably never be available for economic pur- 
poses. 

Along the banks of the Gardiner, below the junction of the East Fork, 
there are outcrops of Cretaceous shales that indicate some local dis- 
turbance by which they have been tipped up at pretty high angles. 
These disturbances are probably owing to the intrusion of masses of 
basalt rather than to any general movement. 

Mount Evarts is separated from the high plateau region south of 
the forks of Gardiner River by the deep valley of the East Fork. The 
strata, however, are continuous, and will be found to correspond on 
the opposite sides of the valley. On the south side they are much 
obscured by the loose debris of land slides, and soon disappear entirely 
beneath the broad sheets of rhyolite that form the surface of the south- 
ern plateaus. The basaltic intrusions are very numerous, and at the 
falls of the East Fork heavy masses of dark columnar basalt occur. 
The sheet of rhyolite overlies these basalts atthe falls and is weathered 
back from the brink of the cliffs at the north. The flatregion that extends 
from the East Fork above the falls eastward toward Junction Valley, 
as well as the greater part of the flat summit of Mount Evarts, is coy- 
ered with coarse drift which consists greatly of granitic material. 

Between the front ridge of Mount Evarts and the group of hills—men- 
tioned in describing the Yellowstone displacement—which form the ex- 
treme northeastern portion of the mountain, we have a gently undula- 
ting country which possesses much pastoral beauty. Groves of pines 
and aspens dot the broad expanse of rich grass land, and numerous 
ponds and lakes occupy the depressions between the low ‘hills and ridges. 

I found two of the higher summits of the group of hills just men- 
tioned capped with rhyolite, similar in every respect to that which 
forms the broad summit of the main mountain. Beneath this rhyolite 
on the northern side of the hills are some slight outcrops of horizontal 
strata that apparently belong to the later Tertiary. On a subordinate . 
butte to the north these strata contain a number of stumps of silicified 
trees, which rise through the inclosing sandstones and conglomerates, 
and stand a few feet in height. There are also some basaltic layers in 
these strata. Beneath on all sides are the stratified schists. The river 
runs in a deep, narrow cafion in these rocks, upwards of 2,000 feet below 
the summit of the hills. North of the river the rugged slopes are com- 
posed entirely of the schistose rocks. The strike of these rocks is north 
some 40° or 50° E., and the dip always to the southeast at a high angle. 

In descending to the valley of Black-tail-deer Creek, I passed down 
over the schistose strata and on the opposite side soon reached a region 
covered with basalts. The valley of Black-tail-deer Creek has “put 
slight exposures of strata. A heavy sheet of drift, probably both river 
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and glacial, covers the whole face of the country for a number of miles 
east of Mount Evarts. Down toward the canon of the Yellowstone 
ledges of columnar basalt outcrop along the deep gulches. 

SEPULCHRE MOUNTAIN. 

Why this mountain received such a melancholy appellation I have not 
been able to discover. So far as I know it, the most important thing 
buried beneath its dark mass is the secret of its structure. It is possi- 
ble that the form has suggested thename. In shape it is a rudely rect- 
angular mass with pretty even and rather gentle slopes below, and 
steep walls above, which culminate in an elongated and flattened crest. 
Topographically it is almost isolated. The north base is washed by the 
Yellowstone River, the east by Gardiner River, the west by Cache 
Creek, and the south by the West Gardiner. Geologically, also, it stands 
alone. It is a mountain, built up of recent volcanic ejecta, in a broad 
depressed space between two sedimentary mountains, Mount Evarts and 
Hlectric Peak. 

The former has a great wall, facing Sepulchre Mountain, on the east, 
composed of Cretaceous strata which dip to the north at a gentle angle. 
The latter has a similar wall which overlooks it on the west side. To 
all appearances these strata criginally connected across, having doubt- 
less a uniform slope toward the line of the Yellowstone fault. What 
causes conspired to plane down the space between these walls I know 
not, but that such a planing down occurred, and that subsequent vol- 
canic ejecta built up a mountain on the depressed space, are patent facts. 
On the occasion of each of my visits to the summit of Mount Evarts 

the weather was such as to prevent the sketching of the east face of 
Sepulchre Mountain. On the first visit the broad, undulating slope 
that rises gradually from Gardiner River toward the steeper crest could 
be indistinctly made out, and the white and parti-colored mass of the 
Mammoth Hot Springs appeared like a fragment of a glacier in the 
midst of the mountain. Forest and pasture lands occupy nearly equal 
portions of the surface, and the exposures of geologic formations are in- 
frequent save toward the summit. The greater part of the whole sur- 
face has a remarkably perplexing topography, the hot-spring deposits 
and the very numerous land slides having produced thousands of de- 
pressions and elevations that are totally without system in their arrange- 
ment. 

There is a very general distribution of drift material over the lower 
slopes, the origin of which is rather puzzling. As high up as the springs, 
and even to the divide that separates the upper valley of the West Fork 
from the main valley below, there are remnants of drift-covered terraces. 
Some of these steps are the result of hot-spring deposits, but others are 
undoubtedly due to the action of water or ice. 

The great trough-like valley of the Gardiner is undoubtedly due to 
erosion, and has probably been of rapid formation, since as soon as the 
river had penetrated the sheet of rhyolite upon which it was first super- 
imposed, and the firmer strata of the Upper Cretaceous formations, the 
cutting would necessarily be very rapid through the less compact for- 
mations of the Middle Cretaceous, and what is more, by a process of 
undermining, the valley being monoclinal, the bed of the stream would 
descend with the dip of the rocks, and hence have a tendency to moyt 
from the west to the east. The whole series of flood planes would nat- 
urally be left unchanged on the west side, excepting as they happened 
to be destroyed by the very meager lateral drainage or by slides. 
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The drift materials are composed mostly of the rounded fragments of 
such rocks as occur in the valley above and on the sides of the neigh- 
boring mountain. 

On all parts of the slope, especially about the_springs, there are very 
numerous erratic fragments of indurated calcareous sinter that resem- 
bles very closely an ordinary limestone. They are yellowish, compact 
masses, with rough, scoreaceous-looking surfaces, and it was not until I 
had made several attempts to find fossils i in them that I discovered that 
they were of hot-spring formation, and that they had their origin in a 
heavy stratum that occurs on the summit of a flat-topped hill that over- 
looks the cation of the West Gardiner, and is separated from Sepulchre 
Mountain by the depression through which the road passes. 

The drift, slide and hot-spring material that covers the greater part 
of these slopes is underlaid by Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks, 
which rise from the bed of the river at the base of Mount Evarts with 
a dip that corresponds approximately with the slope. They soon pass 
beneath the rhyolites and conglomerates that constitute the upper part 
of the mountain, excepting in the vicinity of the pass which leads from 
thespring over the ridge south intotheupper valley of the Gardiner. Here 
the volcanic rocks have been eroded away and a small area of Jurassic 
rocks is exposed. 

On the 10th of September I left camp at the springs and passed up 
the drift-covered ridge to the north of the deep gorge at the mouth of 
which McCartney’s s cabin is built. Snow had fallen to the depth of 
three or four inches the night before and the day was cold. In the drift 
there are fragments of basalt, quartzite, flinty limestone, and a peculiar 
coarse conglomerate. The latter is doubtless derived from the break- 
ing down of the conglomerates of the Dakota Group, which outcrops in 
the steeper parts of ‘the gulches about the springs. About half a mile 
above McCartney’s house there are a few ledges of hard calcareous sand- 
stone which appear above the coarse avalanche débris and the heavy 
deposits of vegetable mold. This sandstone I take to be Cretaceous 
also. Just here occurs a good illustration of the movements that have 
produced the irregular topography of this locality. A large mass of 
rocks and earth has been detached from the steeper slopes above by 
excessive moisture and has been precipitated into the bed of the rivulet, 
which has thus been turned out of its course to find its way ACTOSS the 
terrace to the north into another deep gulch. 

Turning to the left I soon found myself at the top of a steep bluff 
which overlooks the ‘Grotto in the glen,” a hot-spring mound formed 
by one of the highest of the living springs. In the face of the bluff I 
came upon an outcrop of hard calcareous sandstone strata in which 
there are imperfectly preserved Jurassic fossils. The exposed strata 
have a thickness of about 40 feet. The dip is to the northeast, at an 
angle of about 40°. Beyond this, in the cliff that borders the wagon- 
road-pass on the north, the same rocks outcrop and have nearly the 
same dip and strike. In the road a stratum of dark shales or slates has 
been exposed, in which are two or three varieties of Jurassic fossils. 
In the cliffs above there are-about 500 feet of strata exposed, which in- 
cludes yellowish quartzitic and caleareous sandstones, and toward the 
top shales and shaly sandstones. In the harder strata a few fossils 
were found, including species of Rhynconella, Campronectes, and a Penti- 
crinus. The less compact strata above contain occasional seams of 
flinty limestone. There is much selenite and a little carbonaceous mat- 
ter. The shales show some ripple marks. In the slide rocks there are 
fragments of conglomerate, like that seen at the springs, which contain 
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bits of limestones and other sedimentary rocks. Wehave here the high- 
est outcrop of the pre-Tertiary strata that occur in this mountain. The 
cliffs are capped by about 200 feet of gray and reddish-gray rhyolite. The 
base of these rhyolites is at an elevation of 8,000 feet. This elevation 
corresponds to the base of the great sheet of rhyolite that occurs on 
Mount Evarts, and seems to indicate a former connection across the 
valley of Gardiner River. Mineralogically the rocks are identical. 

The long flat ridge that lies between the wagon-road pass and the 
eanon of the West ‘Gardiner is capped by a sheet of hot-spring lime- 
stone. This, however, is underlaid by rhyolite. In the pass we have 
exposures of the Jurassic rocks, but.just beyond the rhyolites descend 
to the bottom of the little valley that drains the western side. They 
may be followed for a short distance along the base of the slopes to the 
right and lett of the road. <A low ridge of dark rock reaches down to 
the road from the left, and one at first sight is led to believe that here is a 
mass of basalt, but on "closer examination it is found to consist of a dark 
pitchstone with large crystals of sanidin; a rock similar to that found 
forming the under surface of most of the rhyolite flows in this region. 

The peculiar topography of the little gorge or pass through which the 
road is built leads us to inquire of its origin. It is not at all improba- 
ble that at one time it has been occupied by a streamof water, which, 
by some local change, has been turned into another channel. The high- 
est part of the pass is composed of a loose mass of fallen rock and earth. 
The bed of the channel of the supposed old stream may have been 
choked up by such falling masses, or even hot-spring deposits, which are 
so plentiful in the vicinity, may have assisted inthechange. There are 
also some fragments of basalt and of drift material, which indicate that 
this was a passage for water some time in the past. The courses of the 
little streams that head about the west slopes of Sepulchre Mountain 
are rather eccentric, and suggest the probability of their change by 
some local cause from their original courses. The valleys that lie about 
the west slopes of Sepulchre Mountain are covered with drift materials | 
and soil, and contain large areas of fine pasture lands. About the im- 
mediate bases of the mountain there is a good deal of pine timber. 

From the pass I turned to the right and ascended the sharp spur of 
the mountain that overlooks the springs. The rhyolites (No. 1, Captain 
Dutton’s catalogue) soon disappeared, and were succeeded by a dark, 
coarse basaltic breccia. Masses of dark, fine-grained basalt, as much 
as 3 or 4 feet in diameter, are mingled with the finer materials, which 
are also basaltic, although of a great variety of colors and textures. I 
did not attempt to reach the summit of the mountain on account of the 
snow, but feel assured that the breccias and conglomerates constitute 
the bulk of the mountain from this point up. In descending to the 
north I svon reached a shelf-like space, the floor of which was composed 
of the usual rhyolite. This is at a level corresponding pretty closely to 
that of the other occurrences of similar rock about the rim of the valley. 

Between the rhyolite ledge and the springs the steep slopes are 
clogged with fallen materials. By the yielding of the softer rocks be- 
neath, large masses of the rhyolite become detached and ay, sink 
into the deep amphitheaters beneath. 

About 500 feet below the outcrop of rhyolite a heavy mass of horn- 
blende trachyte makes its appearance through the débris. Its relations 
to other rocks cannot be ascertained. It weathers into round massive 
forms above, but below breaks up into angular fragments. It is hard 
and heavy and yellowish gray in color, and contains numerous large 
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crystals of hornblende. In general appearance it is much like the horn- 
blende trachytes of southwestern Colorado. Similar rocks occur largely 
in the Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks in the Gallatin Range, 10 miles to 
the west of this point. It is quite probable that this mass is part of a 
sheet interbedded with Cretaceous rocks, which from its greater hard- 
ness has resisted the erosive forces. 

On the day following I rode around Sepulchre Mountain to the north, 
crossing, for the first mile, smooth, grass-covered slopes, over which are 
scattered numerous fragments of hot-spring limestone and other rocks. 
A little beyond the first rivulet there is a low hill, capped with basaltic 
breccia, and beyond this on the opposite side of a second stream another 
hill or butte, much larger than the first, which is also formed of the 
basaltic breccia. In the depression between these hills there are a nuin- 
ber of small lakes or ponds, which seem to occupy depressions formed 
by masses of conglomerate that have slid down the slopes and inter- 
cepted the streams. It appears that the whole slope from the base of 
the massive walls of conglomerates above down to the wagon road, and 
even in places to the river, is covered with masses of the breccias and 
conglomerates that have come down from the summit of the mountain. 

Farther around to the north, directly under the high walls of the main 
summit, this degradation by land slides has taken place on a grand 
scale, and the same agencies are still actively at work. Many of the 
larger spurs and outstanding masses are nothing more than sinking 
fragments of the conglomerates. Great terrace-like masses of conglom- 
erates have detached themselves from the main mass above, and still 
remain but little depressed, but are separated from the present mass by 
deep crevices. Some of these masses have progressed still further and 
are beginning to break up into blocks. The forest trees that cover these 
masses present a very extraordinary appearance, as they are tipped 
about at all angles. To one who did not understand the causes of these 
movements the region would present the appearance of having been 
subject to violent volcanic action, or to the movements of an earthquake. 
The occurrence of these gigantic slides is easily accounted for. The 
heavy, coarsely bedded, and rather compact conglomerates of the upper 
part of the mountain are everywhere underlaid by a series of fine-grained 
uncompacted material, chiefly marls, sand,and shales. In moist seasuns 
this soft rock gives way, and rapid degradation is the direct conse- 
quence. Much of the drift material in the surrounding valley is derived 
from the disintegrated conglomerates. 

Along the lower slope of the mountain, on the north side, there is a 
band of light-colored marls that seems to underlie the conglomerates and 
to rest unconformably upon the Cretaceous strata beneath. In the great 
northern spur, that extends down to the river at the mouth of Cache 
Creek, strata, apparently corresponding to the marls, lie beneath the 
massive conglomerates that form the crest of the ridge. These strata 
are light in color but. generally coarse grained, and are composed of a 
variety of materials that comprise all kinds of rocks from white vol- 
eanie tuffs to masses of feldspathic granite. I did not have time to 
observe these strata carefully, and hence am in much doubt in regard 
to them. They are apparently quite modern, and it is not improbable 
that they are Pliocene lake deposits, as the conglomerates, which overlie 
them, are not probably later than late Pliocene, and these beds were 
evidently deposited in a body of water that existed at the beginning of 
the conglomerate building period. On the north side of the point of the 
spur mentioned above a mass of hornblendic trachyte occurs, very sim- 
ilar in appearance to that found above the springs. It is not probable 
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that this rock belongs in the conglomerates. In all other cases it ap- 
pears in connection with the older strata. 

EAST GALLATIN MOUNTAINS. 

The range known by this name forms one of the most striking topo- 
graphical features of the Park. Heretofore but little has been known 
of its character or extent, and its geological structure was entirely un- 
known. From nearly all parts of the Park its higher summits are dis- 
tinetly visible. At the southern extremity is a naked, yellowish summit 
(see sketch, Plate VIII), which is particularly conspicuous, and is plainly 
visible from nearly all the flat country about the Madison Geyser Ba- 
sins; while at the northern extremity Electric Peak lifts its pyramidal 
erest far above its fellows. The distance between these peaks is about 
fifteen miles. At the extreme northern end the range terminates in Cin- 
nabar Mountain. 

The continuation of this range to the westward and its connection 
with the main Gallatin Range are not well known. It is composed al- 
most wholly of sedimentary rocks, the main range being chiefly vol- 
eanic. It has a decided north and south trend and is separated from 
the main range by low passes. Its western slopes are drained chiefly 
by the headwaters of the Gallatin River, and by the two large creeks 
that enter the Yellowstone in the vicinity of the second canon. The 
eastern face is drained by Cache Creek and Gardiner River. 

The eastern and southern faces of the range are very abrupt and pre- 
sent a’very good section of the formations. The strata rise at a gentle 
angle from the line of the Yellowstone fault at Cinnabar Mountain and 
probably retain pretty nearly the position given them at the time of the 
post-Cretaceous displacements. 

Beginning at Cinnabar Mountain and passing along the eastern base 
of the range we find that group after group of the geologic series rise 
from the level of the Park plateau and pass to the summits. At the 
southern end of the range the granites appear in a crescent-shaped ex- 
posure. 

There is at present no apparent reason for supposing that at the close 
of the post-Cretaceous disturbance the whole series of formations was 
not continuous to the east and west of this range. To the east we have in 
Mount Evarts proof of continuation in that direction; however this may 
have been, it is quite clear that at the time of the flooding of the Park 
region with its great sheets of igneous matter, the eastern and southern 
faces of this range rose as abruptly along the borders of the great basin 
as now. In this basin the igneous matter was poured, and at the end of 
the period of the rhyolitic flows a great undulating plateau was formed, 
which, around the bases of this ancient fragment, had a general eleva- 
tion of about 9,000 feet. 

In Plate IX, I present a panoramic view of this range as seen from 
the southeast, looking across twenty miles of the igneous plateau. In 
the foreground we have the newly-discovered Gibbon Geyser Basin 
with its surrounding of dense forests. At the left is Mount Holmes, 
with its smooth conical summit, surrounded by a number of subordinate 
cones. At the south base, rising about 800 feet above the general level, 
are the Archaen granites; above this and extending to the summit is a 
heavy series of Silurian strata into which have been intruded great 
sheets and laccolitic masses of compact hornblendic trachyte. The dip 
of the Silurian strata is to the north at a gentle angle, as may. be seen 
in the drawing. 
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Electric Peak may be seen in the distance to the right, and presents 
two main summits, the eastern one being higher and sharper than the 
western. The strata of this mountain are wholly Cretaceous, and dip 
also to the north at gentle angles. Between Mount Holmes and Electric 
Peak we have a pretty good view of the great eastern wall of the range, 
deeply cut at irregular intervals by four great valleys or canons which 
drain to the east into Gardiner River. In the steep walls of each of 
these cafions we have fine sections of the strata composing the wall. In 
the first massive spur to the north of Mount Holmes the Silurian strata 
have been disturbed by intrusions of immense masses of hornblendic 
trachyte, which appear between the limestone strata where the latter are 
horizontal, and also in the high point to the left, where they have been 
pushed up through the strata. 

Next to this ridge on the north is the valley of Indian Creek; beyond 
this is a steep, almost vertical wall, in which some interesting features 
appear. At the base is a massive ledge of Silurian limestone, which 
weathers in vertical lines, as seen in the drawing. Lying on the upper 
surface of the limestones is a mass of hornblendic trachyte (see Plate 
XIII), which has been intruded between the limestones and the overlying 
strata, arching the latter in a manner similar to the hornblendic tra- 
chytes of southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah. The Carbou- 
iferous strata form the upper part of the wall. 
Beyond the next valley is a very broad, massive spur, formed almost 

entirely of Carboniferous strata. The dip is uniformly to the north, as 
may be seen by reference to the drawing. The valley between this spur 
and Electric Peak is very broad, and the crest of the range, along which 
all the spurs unite, is pushed far back to the west by the strong drainage 
of this valley. To the east of Electric Peak we have Sepulchre Mount- 
ain, the western face of which is seen. Beyond, through the saddle 
which connects these two peaks, the crests of the Yellowstone Range 
may be seen. ; 

Such geologic details as I have collected in my brief visits to the 
Hast Gallatin Range will be presented in the order in which they were 
observed. 

While encamped at the springs during our first visit, Mr. Gannett de- 
termined to visit Electric Peak for topographical purposes, and I-con- 
cluded to keep him company, and make such observations of the geology 
as my limited time would allow. 
On the morning of the 12th of September we left the springs at sun- 

rise, and, not being acquainted with the shorter route to the west ot 
Sepulchre Mountain, set out by the way of the wagon road and Cache 
Creek. Having ascended the open valley of Cache Creek for about a 

- mnile, we turned to the right up a very steep, grass-covered spur, that 
leads up to the ridge which connects Cinnabar Mountain with Electric 
Peak. On our left was the steep wall that surrounds the head of Cache 
Creek, and above us, to the south, the rugged cliffs of Electric Peak. 
The Cretaceous strata, which at the base of Cinnabar Mountain are so 
crumpled and broken, are here but slightly disturbed, and rise with a 
gentle slope to the south. On the opposite side of Cache Creek the 
northern spur of Sepulchre Mountain presents a steep, partially forest- 
covered wall; in this a series of heavily bedded volcanic conglomerates 
appear. 
We found the flatter parts of the northern slope of Electric Peak to 

be covered with snow to such a depth as to make progress in places 
quite difficult. We were able, however, to take our animals to within 
a few hundred feet of the summit. The strata are wholly Cretaceous, 
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although apparently not fossiliferous. They consist of shales, slates, 
and indurated sandstones. Our animals were left at the base of the 
western summit, which presents to the north a smooth but steep debris- 
covered slope. We passed around the left face of this summit into 
a low saddle, and thence up to the sharp crest of the higher eastern 
summit. ; 

All the strata of the upper part of the mountain are highly metamor- 
phosed, and the slates and quartzitic sandstones present someremarkable 
examples of jointage. The jointage planes are well marked and very 
persistent, but have such a variety of directions that it was impossible 
for me to make out their exact relations to the directions of the dips 
and strikes. One had but to strike a mass of the rock to make it fall 
into a hundred angular blocks with faces as true and angles as sharp 
as if they had been dressed by a joiner. The eastern summit is very 
rugged and the sides extremely precipitous. A broken spur extends to 
the north and overlooks the valley of Cache Creek; another extends to 
the east and connects with Sepulchre Mountain by a low saddle, through 
which there is a pass from the head of Cache Creek to the valley of the 
Upper Gardiner. The height of the summit above the sea is 12,000 feet. 
The western summit is about 50 feet lower. The dip of the strata is to 
the north and varies from 10° to 20°. The cause of the metamorphism 
is not very evident; the intrusion of very numerous dikes of igneous 
rocks has at least contributed to the hardening of the strata. The 
northern spur has been penetrated by a very complicated system of 
dikes. Its western face is tattooed by countless dark-brown lines and 
patches, which are probably mineral-bearing dikes of hornblendic tra- 
chyte. The specimens of this rock collected do not differ greatly from 
the hornblendic trachytes that occur throughout the whole series of 
pre-Tertiary rocks. 

This peak, being the highest within the Park, gives a very compre- 
hensive view of the greater part of this wonderful region. The lake 
alone is not visible, the bulky mass of the Washburne Range and the 
Elephant’s Back Plateau effectually hiding it. Beyond, however, can 
be seen the Upper Yellowstone Mountains, the Red Mountain Range, and 
far beyond this the Teton and Wind River Mountains, with their snowy 
uplands and serrated summits outlined against the horizon. In the 
broad intervening space we look down upon the black forests of the 
Geyser Region, which are partially relieved of their gloom by a few yel- 
low meadows and far-distant columns of steam. Immediately beneath 
us we have the lovely meadow country, drained by the various branches 
of Gardiner River. To the right of this and to the south we have the 
broad mass of the Gallatin Range, which ends in the prominent dome- 
like summit atthe south. The broad. mass of therange, as viewed from 
this point, seems like a lofty plateau cut by a series of transverse val- 
leys in such a way as to sever the range into four or five east and west 
ranges. The connecting ridge, the crest of the range, may be followed 
along the western border of the range, although its summits are not 
especially marked. On the west there is a pretty abrupt descent to the 
wooded country belonging to the drainage of the Gallatin River. Be- 
yond the depressed belt rise the Madison Mountains with their many 
picturesque summits. To the left of these is the Henry’s Lake Range, 
of which Sawtell’s Peak forms the chief summit. In the middle dis- 
tance are the broad meadows of the third valley of the Madison, and 
between that and Sawtell’s Peak the well-known Tyghee Pass. 

In looking down on the summits of the series of ridges that form the 
southern extension of the Gallatin Range, one is at a loss to detect their 
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geologic character farther than to perceive the fact that they are formed 
ot sedimentary strata resembling the strata of which this peak is 
formed. We are looking down upon the backs of the strata which dip 
beneath us, and it is only in the walls of the broad amphitheaters 
facing us that outcropping beds can be seen, and the appearance of these 
does not assist us in determining their age. The broad summits of the 
ridges are snow-covered, and the slopes and upper valleys are also cov- 
ered with dark fields of fallen rocks. The middle slopes have a pretty 
dense growth of pine forest, and the valleys lower down have parks and 
meadows. The southern face of the peak descends in a smooth but 
steep slope to the bed of the large creek which drains this part of the 
range, and which is without a doubt the main branch of Gardiner River. 
The view to the west is pretty nearly all cut off by the dark voleanic 
ridge that lies between Cinnabar and Cafion Creeks, tributaries of the 
Yellowstone. 

The broad northern spur extends down-+to the Yellowstone and termi- 
nates in Cinnabar Mountain. On the left is the valley of Cinnabar 
Creek, and on the right Cache Creek. Beyond the valley of the Yellow- 
stone is Dome Mountain, which overlooks the second canon on the north, 
and beyond that Emigrant Peak lifts its noble summit above the neigh- 
boring mountains, while the snow-covered ranges that extend to the 
east through Delano Mountain and Helmet Peaks to the Rosebud and 
Clark’s Fork Meuntains present a magnificent panorama. Seven thou- 
sand feet below us, and seemingly almost beneath our feet, is the valley 
of the Yellowstone, the dark line of the river running like a thread 
through the yellow meadows. Rising from this to the north are steep 
grassy slopes, and, still higher, belts of dark timber, and far back, crown- 
ing all, a rim of countless summits that bewilder the eye and defy the 
utmost skill of the pencil. 

The geologie structure of this grand mass of mountains remains a pro- 
found secret. The higher summits appear to be capped, at least, with 
the volcanic conglomerate, but even this is not certain. To the west of 
Emigrant Peak are the Mystic Lake and Blackmore Groups of the Gal- 
latin Mountains, and to the north of these the Bridger and Crazy Wo- 
man Ranges. Turning to the east we find that the lower valley of 
Gardiner River is wholly hidden by Sepulchre Mountain. The upper 
part of the wall and the plateau-like summit of Mount Evarts are in 
plain view west, and a very good general view of the valley of the Yel- 
lowstone and of the ranges that border the East Fork can be had. 

The stretch of broken, parked country bordering the Yellowstone 
and its tributaries is beautifully shown, and from the cold heights of 
this lofty mountain seems unusually attractive and full of sunlight. 

_ The scene to the north, as the blue shadows of evening fill the valleys 
and creep up toward the crests of the purple and golden ranges, makes 
us realize in its fullness that this is a land not only of the wonderful and 
beautiful, but pre-eminently of the sublime. As night approached we 
descended i in great haste, and at alate hour reached camp at the springs. 
The section given in Plate X will make clear the relations of Electric 
Peak, Sepulchre Mountain, and Mount Evarts. 
On the 2d of October we ‘arrived at the spring the second time, having 

been driven in from the Yellowstone Mountains east of the lake by snow- 
-storms. On the following day we set out for a few days exploration in 
the upper valley of Gardiner River, the Gibbon Fork geyser country, 
and the Gallatin Mountains. Late in the evening of the 7th we went 
into camp at the southeast base of the western slope of the Gallatin 
Range. Thecountry about the base of the mountains around the south 
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Plate XI.—Volcanic conglomerates, showing style of 
weathering in West Gallatin Mountains. 
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end is flat or undulating and is covered by a dense pine forest. There 
are no exposures of rock until we rise above the general level of the 
plateau and encounter the granite. Alluvial drift, with probably more 
or less glacial drift, covers a large area all around the east and south 
bases. 

On the morning of the 8th Mr. Gannett and I set out to ascend the 
southern summit of the range, which is only inferior in elevation to 
Electric Peak, being 10,100 feet in height. This peak, or what we sup- 
pose to be this peak, has been spoken of occasionally by visitors as 
Mount Madison, but on what authority or for what reason it is not 
known. Mr. Gannett having first ascended it and determined its height 
and geographic position, proposed to give it the name of the writer, 
and by that name it will appear on bis maps. 
At an elevation of 8,000 feet we emerged from the forest and came 

out into a parked zone that skirts the lower slopes. Here there are 
fine upland pastures to which the wild game of the country resorts. 
Herds of elk were frequently encountered, and the country is literally 
cut up by their trails. At an elevation of 8,700 feet we reached an out- 
erop of reddish feldspathic granite. This rock is very compact and 
massive, and forms a low rounded bench which may be traced around 
the base of the mountain, and which on the map will give a crescent- 
shaped area, circling the south base and: separating the Silurian rocks 
of the range above from the drift zone that occupies the immediate 
base. Resting on the granite isa bed of about 200 feet in thickness of. 
hornblendic trachyte, which has been intruded as a broad sheet be- 
tween the granite and Paleozoic strata above. The ascent of a very 
steep declivity of some 500 feet brought us to the point of a narrow 
fiat-topped promontory projecting to the southeast from the main peak. 
In the steep face of the promontory there are some 300 or 400 feet of 
dark gray laminated but much indurated limestones. They contain no 
recognizable fossils. ‘These limestones form a well-marked escarpment 
that exends around the base of the range, sinking with a dip of 2° to 59 
to the level of the drift plain on the south slope. 
From the promontory we passed up over heavy snow fields and up a 

sharp crest, and at an elevation of 10,200 feet reached a sharp conical 
point, a southeast outlier of Mount Holmes. Between this point and 
the main summit there is a depression of a few hundred feet. The ex- 
posed strata are limestones, siliceous limestones, and quartzites, with a 
few seams of indurated trachyte. Between the granites and the summit 
the rocks exposed have a thickness of upwards of 1,500 feet. In the 
middle part of the section there is a pretty heavy series of fossiliferous 
limestones, from which I obtained two species of Orthis, Heliolites (?), 
Tningulepis, and Trilobites, the two latter occurring in great numbers. 
Good specimens are hard to obtain on account of the very firm texture 
of the rock. 

There are occasionally beds of dark fetid limestone, and throughout 
the whole series more or less calcite in pockets. That the formations 
exposed in this mountain are chiefly Silurian is proved by the fossil re- 
mains, and that they are probably all of this age, from the granite to 
the summit of Mount Holmes, seems probable from the very uniform 
character of the strata. 

The day being exceedingly cold I had to refrain from prolonged exam- 
ination as well as from the usual sketching. Topographically the peak 
is simple, but scenically rather imposing, occupying, as it does, the ex- 
treme point of the range and overlooking a grand sweep of low country 
bordering the Madison. The sides of the mountain are comparatively 
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smooth. Thelimestone and quartzite strata, being rather thinly bedded, 
break down in small fragments which form into slides and fill up the un- 
even places. The drainage of the peak appears to be entirely tributary 
to the Gardiner River. Extending irom the summit to the north, along 
the right side of Indian Creek, is a high, narrow ridge, which follows 
the course of Indian Creek as it turns ‘to the east, and terminates in a 
high point, which in the drawing (Plate IX) forms the second ridge, 
the first being the eastern spur of Mount Holmes or the Trilobite Ridge. 

The geology of this ridge, and of the crest of the divide which ex- 
tends along the left bank of Indian Creek, I could only determine in a 
general way. The strata are chiefly Silurian, with probably a moderate 
thickness of Carboniferous rocks on the higher summits, and with very 
considerable bodies of intruded trachyte, which i in its manner of occur- 
rence resembles very closely the hornblendic trachytes of Southwest 
Colorado. The highest point on the northern spur of Mount Holmes is 
apparently formed of trachyte, which belongs to one of these intruded 
masses, and which has turned the Paleozoic strata up at pretty high 
angles around it. 

South from Mount Holmes some 3 miles there isan outstanding mount- 
ain mass, which connects with the Gallatin Range just west of the 
former mountain. It lies between the headwaters of Obsidian Creek 
on the east and a northern branch of the Madison on the west. After 
descending from Mount Holmes I made an attempt to reach this point, 
but failed for want of time. The rocks so far as I went are granites. 
Itis probable, however, that there are Silurian rocks on the higher points. 
Beyond this ‘point there is a gradual descent to the Madison Plateau, 
of which such a fine section is seen in the third cafion. The outline view 
of Mount Holmes given in Plate VIII was made from the edge of Madi- 
son Plateau, opposite the mouth of Fire Hole Fork. 

On the morning of the 9th I left camp at an early hour, and passed 
around the timbered base of Trilobite Spur to the north. The granite 
bench continues along the base of this spur, and is last seen on the 
north bank of the main Indian Creek. The steep walls that rise from 
the granite bench are formed of Silurian quartzites and limestone, with 
intercalated masses of hornblende trachyte. On the south side of In- 
dian Creek, at the eastern end of the northern spur of Mount Holmes, 
the granitic rocks rise to the height of some 600 feet above the creek, 
and seem to have a rather uneven upper surface. They have some in- 
dications of bedding, with a sharp dip to the north. The granite is 
not so massive and compact as that shown at the south base of Mount 
Holmes, and has in places the appearance of a flinty quartzite in which 
are imbedded occasional large crystals of light-colored feldspar. At 
a Short distance these rocks look like a metamorphosed conglomerate. 
Resting upon the rather uneven surface of the granitic rocks are very 
bulky sheets of hornblendic trachyte, which is a beautiful rock of a 
light-gray color.(No. 18, Captain Dutton’s catalogue). It is exceed- 
ingly compact, and the "fallen masses break into large angular frag- 
ments with smoothly fractured faces. From the outer edge of this 
spur we have a fine view of the magnificent wall that rises on 1 the north 
side of Indian Creek, the section exposed being one of unusual interest. 
We have a special section of a “‘laccolite,” the structure of which is 
apparently identical with that of the laccolites of Colorado and Utah, 
which have been so well described in Mr. Gilbert’s report on the 
Henry Mountains. There will be no better way of presenting this 
than by the accompanying sketch (Plate XIII). ‘Lhis sketch was made 
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from the eastern end of the spur just mentioned, looking to the north 
across the deep valley of Indian Creek. The position of the laccolite 
wall will be understood by reference to the general view of the range 
as shown in Plate IX. To the right we have the valley of Gardiner’s 
River, with Sepulchre Mountain and Emigrant Peak beyond. The 
length of the wall shown in the drawing is about 3 miles, and the height 
about 3,000 feet. The laccolite mass is well defined on the right, but 
on the left is much obscured by accumulation of débris Indeed, the 
valley of Indian Creek does not probably extend far enough to the left 
to reach the western limit of the mass, if the arch should even be sym- 
metrical. Along the lower part of the wall and about 800 feet above 
the creek is a remarkably persistent wall of rock, that has a marked 
vertical jointage, which I afterwards determined to be composed of Si- 
lurian limestones. These limestones have a slight dip to the north, 
which is not visible from my point of observation. Resting upon the 
apparently horizontal limestone floor as a base, is the laccolite, which 
has, as can be clearly seen, separated the strata, and, by enormous ac- 
cumulations of the molten material, arched the superposed strata over 
its domed summit. The strata which overlie the trachyte are probably 
mostly Carboniferous, as Carboniferous fossils occur at the right, but 
little above the eastern edge of the laccolite. The width of the lacco- 
lite from east to west is not less than 3 miles, and its thickness in the 
middle portion will not fall far short of 1,000 feet. There are a number 
of lines running across the steep face of the laccolite that are appar- 
ently included fragments of the sedimentary rocks, and probably mark 
the junction of separate intrusions. 

In the bed of Indian Creek, beneath the base of the eastern edge of 
the laccolite, the granites appear. A low, wooded hill on the north 
side, at the exit of the creek from the mountain, is underlaid by these 
rocks. Between the hill and the laccolite wall is a depression through 
which an Indian trail passes. It appears to have been the trail used 
by the band of Bannocks who madea raid through the Park in August. 
It follows up Indian Creek and crosses the mountains to the head of 
the Gallatin River. 

In ascending the cliffs to the base of the laccolite, I found first at the 
base a covered space of some 300 feet, with outcrops toward the top, 
and just beneath the great limestone wall of greenish-gray micaceous 
shales. These are probably the lowest Silurian rocks of this region and 
lie directly upon the granite. I found the great wall to consist of up- 
wards of 300 feet of dark-gray limestones, which, although apparently 
at one time rather finely bedded, are now exceedingly compact. The 
vertical lines of weathering which have such a remarkable appearance 
at a distance prove to be owing to a rudely columnar structure, super- 
induced either by metamorphism or by some conditions of the weath- 
ering. I found no fossils, although the planes of bedding show many 
markings that are probably due to the presence of animal life at the 
time of their formation. 

The laccolite is composed of hornblendic trachyte, in every respect like 
that on the south side. It is 400 to 500 feet thick at the point visited, 
but at the highest part of the arch is not less than 1,000 feet. The 
arched strata that overlie the laccolite, are, so far as the fallen masses 
indicate, yellowish and grayish limestones and siliceous limestones, 
without fossils. They comprise a thickness of from 500 to 800 feet. 
(See general section, Plate XIV). 

Passing around the east face of the laccolite spur, I found, just be- 
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yond the end of the laccolite and a little above, a series of yellowish 
limestones which belong to the series passing over the arch of the lac- 
colite. From these beds I obtained the following fossils: 

Spirifer Rocky Mountainensis. 
Athyrus subtileta. 
Hemipronites crinistreata. 
Zaphrentis Stansburyii. 
Productus. (2) 
Terebratula. (?) 

The occurrence of the Carboniferous rocks so low down surprises me 
somewhat, as there can hardly be more than 500 feet interval for the Si- 
lurian strata, between this and the granite. In Mount Holmes there 
was apparently a much greater thickness. The thickness cannot well 
be determined until some approximate idea of the thickness of the in- 
trusive sheets is obtained. 
At camp, which I found on Panther Creek, far along the east base of 

the mountains, I observed that the drift contained fossil-bearing Carbon- 
iferous limestones, many of the species being the same as those enum- 
erated above. Snow fell during the night to the depth of several inches, 
and the following day was spent in a successful elk hunt. 
On the morning of the 12th we concluded to send the outfit to the 

Springs and close the season’s work, as it was impossible to continue the 
topographical work, and geologic examination was by no means Satis- 
factory. I spent the day, however, on the lower ends of the spurs that 
lie between Panther Creek and Electric Peak, and succeeded in com- 
pleting, in a general way, the section of the sedimentary strata of this 
range, as given in Plate XLV. 
From camp on Panther Creek, I passed to the north for about three 

miles, along the base of the range, and ascended the table-like spur at 
the first accessible point. The section exposed in the steep cliffs to the 
west of the place of ascent is as follows: At the base, less than 100 feet 
of hard rough-surfaced and brecciated limestone that probably overlies 
the fossiliferous limestones observed a mile or two farther south. Upon 
these rest the compact, massive, yellowish quartzites which form the 
main series of cliffs of this part of the range. There are upwards of 300 
feet of these strata. Above these, and forming the upper part of the 
ledge, are 20 or 30 feet of laminated limestone and calcareous sand- 
stones; these contain some indistinct impressions of fossils—probably a 
species of lingula—which would indicate the Jurassic age of the strata. 
Above the brink of the cliffs a steep slope reaches up to the top of th. 
mountain. 

The upper surface of this mountain is quite broad and has a slope con- 
forming with the dip of the strata at an angle of 3° or 4° to the north. 
Far up the incline, toward the crest of the range, a few fragments of 
superior strata still remain upon the compact stratum that has so suc- 
cessfully arrested the progress of erosion. On the north there is an 
abrupt descent of about 500 feet to the valley of Fawn Creek. Here 
the compact quartzites are again exposed, but the limestones which 
occur at the base of the preceding section are beneath the creek bed and 
do not appear. North of the creek, I ascended a steep terraced slope, 
to the crest of the first great spur south of Electric Peak. At an eleva- 
tion of 500 feet I reached an outcrop of coarse gray sandstone, some 30 
feet of which were exposed. Near the summit of the ridge, at an eleva- 
tion of 12,000 feet above the creek, some thin seams of limestone appear 
through the heavy alluvial deposits, in these are great numbers of a 
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small spiral shell, that is thought by Dr. White to be Jurassic. As- 
sociated with the ‘limestones is a seam of hornblendic trachyte having 
the same dip and strike as the sedimentary beds. Above this and 
forming the crest of the ridge is a heavy stratum of quartzite, beneath 
which, on the northern slope, I found the heavy conglomerate so char- 
acteristic of No. 1 Cretaceous. In this part of the range the strata rise 
at a slight angle toward the crest of the range, 3 to 4 miles to the 
west; in places—noticeably about the head of the main Gardiner, 
southwest of the base of Electric Peak—there are occasionally more 
abrupt dips, as much as 10° and 12° to the northeast... This spur is the 
first prominent one south of Electric Peak and descends in an irregular 
slope, composed of the Lower Cretaceous and possibly Jurassic rock, 
to the bed of the main branch of Gardiner River. North of this stream 
the Cretaceous strata appear in full force in the broad steep face of Elec- 
tric Peak. At the base are a number of beds of sandstone probably 
belonging to the Dakota Group, upon which rest a thickness of 3,000 
feet of dark slates and shales. It is worthy of notice that the dip and 
strike of these beds correspond pretty closely to the dip and strike of 
strata of corresponding age in Mount Evarts and the valley of the Gar- 
diner about the Hot Springs. 

Just what agencies conspired to break the continuity of the strata, I 
cannot determine. Much of the erosion has been accomplished by the 
present drainage, but the abrupt eastern wall of the Gallatin Range can- 
not have been produced in that way. The present valley of Cache 
Creek is probably due chiefly to erosion by its own waters, but the 
break in the strata, which at one time were continuous from the Galla- 
tin Range to Mount Evarts, existed before the formation of the present 
valley, and even before the conglomerate deposits of Sepulchre Mount- 
ain existed. (See section, Plate X.) 

Crossing the river at the point of its exit from the mountains, I as- 
cended a low rounded ridge that reached far down into the broad val- 
ley of the Upper Gardiner. On the left there is a rather steep, wooded 
descent to the West Gardiner. Beyond this rise the smooth slopes of 
Sepulchre Mountain. On the right is the sage and grass-covered val- 
ley of the Main Gardiner. The exposures of strata are very limited, on 
account of the prevalence of drift materials. The summit of the ridge 
is composed of coarse basaltic conglomerate, which is like the conglom- 
erates of Sepulchre Mountain. 

UPPER GARDINER. 

I have already pretty fully described the lower valley of Gardiner 
Riter. My acquaintance with the upper valleys, of which there are 
three, is almost entirely confined tothe western, and but for the apparent 
simplicity of the geologic construction I would not attempt a description. 
Still, there are some very interesting points that may properly be men- 
tioned here. Topographically, the chief features of the upper valley 
are the great plateau and the isolated mountain (Bunsen’s Peak) that 
lies upon the plateau border, overlooking the Hot Springs, and which 
forms such a marked feature in the landscape of the neighborhood. 

I have already described the manner in which the Cretaceous strata 
exposed in the lower valley pass beneath the sheet of rhyolite that crowns 
the opposing walls and circles the head of the valley, and mentioned 
the probability that this rhyolite sheet has at one time been continuous 
across the valley. It seems to me plain that at the time of the flow of 
these sheets of rhyolite the northern border of the great basin into 
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which the molten material was poured extended along what is now 
the southern base of Sepulchre Mountain, extending thence across the 
space occupied by Gardiner River to the highest point of Mount Evarts, 
and thence in an irregular line up the valley of the Yellowstone, but 
always to the south of the present bed of the river. At that period 
the valley of the Yellowstone did not exist, but in its place were the 
foot-hills of the Great Yellowstone Range, rising gradually from the 
brink of the lava lake, the borders of which I have partly defined. Why 
the valley of the Yellowstone happened to be formed where it now is, 
I shall not, now attempt to say. I am convinced, however, that its 
formation was subsequent to the period of rhyolite flows, and that at 
the time it was laid out the waters of the Gardiner River Valley flowed 
out to the north on the upper surface of the lava floor until the Yellow- 
stone was reached. The latter has since cut a bed 2,000 feet in depth 
along the northern border of the rhyolitic sheet, and the great valley 
of the Lower Gardiner is but a notch cut in the edge of the sheet. At 
three points, where the branches of the river descend, this cutting is 
still actively going on, but at a much retarded rate, as every foot of 
advancement to the south gives increased thickness to the lava cap and 
diminished thickness to the friable shales beneath. The three branches 
of the river are formed to the west, upon the upper surface of the floor 
of rhyolite, and before their union reach its edge and descend by splen- 
did cascades the steep faces into the valley beneath. There has doubt- 
less been a time when they formed a junction before descending from 
the plateau, and it is not improbable that one fork at least—the eastern 
—reached the Yellowstone without forming a junction with the other 
branches by passing down to the east of Mount Evarts. One cannot 
pass along the trail which leads through the low pass from the East 
Fork to the valley of Black-tail-deer Creek, without being convinced that 
at one time a stream occupied the depression. It is not impossible that 
the Yellowstone has occupied this part of the valley at one time, as the 
coarse river drift is everywhere found at and above this level from 
Mount Evarts to the Great Falls, but it is probable that the East Fork 
of Gardiner River occupied it much more recently. Such a change in 
the course of this stream could have been brought about by the deep- 
ening and expansion of the valley of the Middle Gardiner, which was 
first to penetrate the harder strata of the surface. 
Now, there are a number of interesting facts that bear upon the ero- 

sion of these great valleys as to time. In the first place, the river drift, 
both of the Yellowstone and Gardiner Rivers, is found everywhere upon 
the upper surface of the rhyolite plateau, and that drift contains granitic 
materials which are not exposed on the south side of the river at as great 
a height as the summit of that plateau by fully 1,000 feet. It therefore 
had its origin either far up the river in the East Fork region or upon 
the northern side, lower down. In either case the river must have been 
at or above the level of the present plateau. It therefore seems plain 
that the present river valleys, 2,000 feet in depth, have been eroded 
since the period of rhyolite flows of the park district. Again, the very 
noticeable series of terraces that occur on the west side of Gardiner 
River, and on the northern side of the Yellowstone from Cinnabar Mount- 
ain to Bear Gulch and above, reach to the level of the rhyolite plateau, 
but apparently no higher. 

Another interesting fact that should be noticed is this, that the great 
sheet of hot spring limestone capping the long ridge above Gardiner’s 
Springs is on the upper surface of the rhy olite, and that its débris is 
mingled with the drift of the terraces. We have here, therefore, a very 
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interesting chapter in the history of these springs. They existed before 
the valleys of Gardiner River and the Yellowstone were laid out, and 
built their heavy sheets of deposit upon the level floor of the unbroken 
sheet of rhyolite that bridged the future valley. As erosion went on 
and the bed of the river sank, the springs sank and have followed step 
by step until now they issue from the hills, a thousand feet below their 
old level. The great series of terraces that grow less distinct as we 
ascend from the river attest the truthfulness of this conclusion. The 
geyser and hot-spring action has been spoken of frequently as the last 
stage of the great volcanic activity of the later Tertiary age. Here we 
trace the hot-spring terraces far back as so many links that connect the 
far-distant past with the present without a break. 

In Plate XV, I givean outline drawing representing the main features ~ 
of the plateau border region as seen from the eastern flank of Quadrant 
Mountain, in the East Gallatin Range. In the middle part of the pict- 
ure we have a glimpse of the lower valley of the Gardiner. In the fore- 
ground and on the right hand are the upper valleys of the Gardiner. To 
the right of the center is Bunsen Peak, a conical mountain (a) which ovre- 
looks the springs on the south. At the right, beyond, are the rounded 
forms of the northern part of the Washburn Range, and beyond this and 
extending across the picture to the left, the Yellowstone Valley, with 
the Yellowstone Range rising to its distant crest on the north. The 
dotted line marked b indicates the location of the mouth of Gardi- 
ner’s River, which is at an elevation of 5,500 feet. The letters d, f, 
and h indicate the extreme head or heads of the lower valley. At h 
the West Fork descends in a cascade over the edge of the rhyolite high- 
land. At f the middle or main Gardiner makes a corresponding de- 
scent, and at d we have the falls of the East Fork. The flat mass m 
with the steep wall fronting us is Mount Evarts, m’ being the highest 
point, 2,200 feet above the river, and the northern termination of, the 
sheet of rhyolite. Beneath, forming the cliff, are the Cretaceous shales. 
At the head of the valley, between the West and Middle Forks, is 
Bunsen Peak, the bulk of which is composed of a reddish or pinkish 
rhyolite. Iwas prevented from giving this mountain its proper amount 
of attention, and in consequence am quite unable to explain its oceur- 
rence at such a place. Iam inclined to the opinion, however, that it 
can hardly be a relic of a former plateau of corresponding height, as 
there are no other remnants of equal height, and the amount of erosion 
required to reduce the whole of the plateau so many hundreds of feet-is 
greater than the local drainings could have accomplished. It more 
probably marks the site of some center of eruption, where the accumu- 
lations of the rhyolite lavas were unusually great. The fact that the 
rhyolite appears so much deeper beneath the general surface here than 
at other points about the valley below, rather tends to confirm such a 
conclusion. According to the testimony of Dr. Hayden, who visited this 
mountain in 1871, the summit is capped with fragmentary basaltic ma- 
terial. Mr. Gannett brought away, at the time of his visit in 1878, a 
small fragment of hornblendic trachyte, which is identical with the frag- 
mentary materials comprising the breccias of Sepulchre Mountain and 
Mount Washburne. ‘To the left of this mountain and on this side of the 
deep valley of Gardiner River is the long ridge or narrow plateau n 
which has already been described as having a capping of hot-spring 
limestone with underlying rhyolites. To the left of this, and on the 
opposite side of Wagon-road Pass J is the rounded rhyolite hill n’, 
in the sides of which the Jurassic strata outcrop. To the left of this 
still we have the spurs of Sepulchre Mountain j, which have a capping 
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of rhyolite which corresponds to the capping of Mount Evarts at m, as 
also to the capping of the hill n, and the rhyolitic substratum of the 
plateau n. The basaltic and hornblendic trachyte conglomerates of 
Sepulchre Mountain extend down to the point o. 

The West Fork of Gardiner River is a small creek that rises along 
the south base of Sepulchre Mountain, and runs down an open, grassy 
valley, upon a bed of drift. At g it turns abruptly to the northeast 
and descends through a rhyolite gorge to the lower valley. The main 
branch of the Middle Fork, which, heads in the Gallatin Range south 
of Electric Peak, appears in the sketch at 7, passing in a most sin- 
uous course across the foreground to the right. After passing a 
considerable distance to the south it is jomed by Indian Creek, and 
afterwards by Obsidian Creek. From the junction of the latter it turns 
to the north at a sharp angle, and descends into the lower valley at f. 
The low ridge (¢), which may be seen extending down between the 
West and Middle Forks, is a much-prolonged spur of Electric Peak, 
that terminates near the mouth of Indian Creek. At the left it is 
capped with conglomerates and breccia, which are identical with the 
conglomerates and breccias of Sepulchre Mountain. Much of the ridge 
is covered by drift. deposits, and the rounded, sparsely-tree-covered 
slopes abound in rich upland pastures. In the lower part of this ridge 
there are masses of basalt, the extent of which I am quite unable to de- 
fine. It seems probably that they may underlie a large area of the drift- 
covered flats in the vicinity of the junctions of the main branches of 
the Upper Gardiner. The course of the main Upper Gardiner is much 
obstructed by beaver dams, as indicated by the sinuosity of its course. 
Before reaching the main descent into the lower valley at e, it passes 
through a shallow caiion, the walls of which are probably formed of 
the rhyolites. However, this particular region remains quite unex- 
plored. Here, also, the pine forest prevails, and beyond this, extending 
to the valley of the Hast Fork c, there is but little open pasture land. 
Of this region I must plead total ignorance, excepting as to its general 
character, which is that of the other parts of the rhyolite plateau. The 
ast Fork hasits sources along the western base of the Washburne Range 
and passes through a number of small lakes. My only opportunity of 
observation in the western part of the Upper Gardiner Basin was en- 
joyed during a hurried trip from the Hot Springs to the Gibbon Geyser 
Basin, by way of Obsidian Creek. 
Leaving the springs, we passed up through the pass J, and followed 

the Norris road down the valley of the West Gardiner, past the small 
lake s, and thence across the main Gardiner, and up Obsidian Creek. 
About the mouth of Indian Creek there are deposits of compact dark- 
gray basalt. Beyond this there are only the rhvolites and obsidians. 

In ascending Obsidian Creek, by way of the wagon-road which con- 
nects Mammoth Hot Springs with the Geyser Basins, we pass first 
through broad meadows and parked forests. Farther on, the valley 
narrows up and the timber becomes extremely dense. At a point about 
12 miles above the junction of the creek with the main stream, there is 
a narrow gateway, known as Obsidian Caiion, through which the road 
and creek pass. From the east side of the valley a low promontory ex- 
tends forward to the creek and breaks off in an abrupt nearly vertical 
wall, in which the obsidian rocks are exposed. The road appoaches 
the cafion along the west side of the valley, and crosses to the east side 
at the lower end of the cafion; in order to avoid the swampy ground 
that borders the stream, it has been carried across the steep débris 
slopes of the obsidian cliffs. Fora half mile it is paved with glassy 
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fragments and lined by huge angular masses of black and banded ob- 
sidian rock. From the upper border of the débris slope the vertical cliffs 
rise to the height of nearly 200 feet. The lower half is composed of a 
heavy bed of black obsidian, which exhibits some very fine pentagonal 
columns, somewhat irregularly arranged and frequently distorted, but 
with perfectly cut faces that glisten in the sunlight. The upper portion 
of the wall is composed of a much more obscurely columnar mass of im- 
pure spherulitie obsidian, the rude faces of the columns being often as 
much as 10 or 12 feet across. To the right and left the columnar char- 
acter becomes less marked, both in the upper and lower part of the cliff, 
and farther out seems to be entirely lost, the glassy rocks grading into 
the gray sanidin trachytes and obsidian porphyries of the surrounding 
hills. 

Extending upward from the edge of the promontory in a moderately 
gentle slope are 400 or 590 feet of obsidian strata that exhibit some most 
interesting characters. There isno heavy mass of pure glassy rock, but 
a succession of irregular layers of a dozen or more varieties of spheruli- 
tic obsidian, obsidian porphyries, and breccias. The colors of these 
rocks are exceedingly varied, the prevailing blacks giving way to reds, 
browns, greens, and the richest possible marblings and mottlings. 

One of the most striking characteristics of these rocks are the spher- 
ulitic concretions which occur to a greater or less extent in all the 
varieties. These bodies seem to prevail in the ashy-like bands or lay- 
ers which, in the more compact mass toward the base, are frequently 
contorted, giving the rock the appearance of a banded and contorted 
gneiss. The ashy-appearing layers are probably composed of the same 
material as the concretions, since when we split the rock with the bands, 
the surfaces of the gray bands next the glassy layers are simply a con- 
nected or coalescent series of nodes or hemispheres, which have the 
usual appearance of the more isolated concretions. Where the concre- 
tions are scattered throughout the glassy mass, they are globular or 
composed of a cluster of globes. They have, in most cases, a distinctly 
radiated structure, with not infrequently concentric layers near the sur- 
face. The interior is gray or pinkish-gray, and the surfaces pinkish or 
flesh-colored. 

In the coarsely columnar part of the wall the spherulites are often 
a foot or more in diameter, and appear much flattened and distorted. 
It is probable that these irregular forms are produced by the coales- 
cence of a large number of smaller ones, as there are apparently many 
centers of radiation. Large beds of the rock seem to be made up al- 
most wholly of the concretions, and, where decomposed, a mass of 
coarsely cellular or honey-combed obsidian remains. The brecciated 
beds consist of ,an ashy matrix, in which are imbedded angular frag- 
ments of every variety of the brilliantly-colored spherulitic and ordin- 
ary obsidians. 

The collection of hand specimens made at this place is very complete, 
numbering upwards of three hundred. Their examination by special- 
ists in petrography will doubtless develop many new and interesting 
features, aS no equally rich deposit of similar rocks has heretofore been 
brought to their notice in this country. 

Indian implements.—It occurred to me, while making examinations 
at this point, that the various Indian tribes of the neighboring valleys 
had probably visited this locality for the purpose of procuring material 
for arrow-points and other implements. A finer mine could hardly be 
imagined; for inexhaustible supplies of the choicest obsidian, in flakes 
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and fragments of most convenient shapes, cover the surface of the 
country for miles around. 
Having climbed the promontory, I observed that an old but quite 

distinct trail passed along the brink of the ledge and descended the 
broken clifis to the valley above and below. In the vicinity of the 
trail the glistening flakes proved to be more plentiful than elsewhere, and 
were also apparently gathered into heaps. After a short search a 
Jeaf-shaped implement of very fine workmanship was found; it is made 
of the black opaque obsidian, and is 4 inches in length, 3 inches in 
width and one-half inch in thickness; an outline of this implement is 
given in Fig. 1, Plate XVI. Having continued the search as long as 
the time at. my command would permit, I was amply rewarded in the 
possession of ten more or less perfect implements. Three are leat- 
Shaped and nearly the same in size as the first specimen found, but 
imperfect from having been broken. One is somewhat pyramidal in 
Shape, as shown in Fig. 2; the bottom is flat, the flaked surfaces extend- 
ing from the base to the apex; it is 23 inches in width and 1? in height, 
and is the only specimen in the collection that appears to. have been 
in the least used; the sharp edge at the base is considerably worn; Fig. 
3 is a top view of the same. Another specimen is triangular in shape, 
with sides about 3 inches long; another is rectangular and about 3 
inches wide by 4 in length, and still another is a rude oval; nearly al 
of these implements are imperfect, as if broken or unfinished. If we 
are to suppose that the’ great quantities of minute flakes are the frag- 
ments left from the manufacture of implements, we must conclude that 
extensive supplies have been obtained here, but by what tribes or at 
what period it will be quite impossible to determine. 
My observations in this region were too limited to enable me to deter- 

mine the true relations of the obsidian rocks to the ordinary rhyolites 
that surround them. Their horizontal extent is a matter of conjecture. | 
The western side of the valley rises in a steep, tree-covered slope to 
an elevation of about 600 feet, the rocks exposed along the base being 
gray rhyolites. Above Obsidian Caton the valley expands somewhat, 
and is occupied by a shallow lake, about one mile in length by half a 
mile in width at the widest part. It is intersected by a complicated 
system of beaver dams. The water is strongly impregnated with alum 
and other impurities and is quite unfit for use. About a mile above 
the lake we cross the divide and enter the valley of Gibbon’s Fork of 
the Madison. The general character of the formations remains every- 
where the same. 

In returning from the Gibbon Geyser Basin we turned up Indian 
Creek on our way to the Gallatin Mountains. There are but few outcrops 
of rock of any kind, and it is difficult to say just where the borders of 
the rhyolites are. In preparing the geologic map I have colored a broad 
belt along the west side of the Gardiner Valley as drift. 

WASHBURN RANGE. 

Of all the prominent mountain groups of the Park no one is so little 
known as the Washburn Range. Situated as it is in the midst of the 
Park and between two of the great basins of the wonderland, it has all 
along been simply an obstacle in the way of travel. It presents no feat- 
ure of general interest, save the noble outlook obtainable from the chief 
summits. Travel has always been by the one pass which leads across 
the range near the west base of this peak. The several geologists who 
have visited the Park confined their observations to the vicinity of the 
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pass and the main peak, and nothing like an analysis of the geologic 
structure has been attempted. The writer also unfortunately made but 
little advance over the information previously gained, not, however, for 
want of effort. 

Our first passage of the range was made on the 6th of September, 
while en route to the supply camp at the Springs. The storms had effect- 
ually prevented a satisfactory study of the region about the falls and 
the upper part of the cafion, and I was glad to get a partially clear day 
to make a panoramic view from Mount Washburn. I was even pre- 
vented from completing my sketches by the storms of wind and snow, 
and close geologic study was out of the question. Our second visit to 
this region was rendered totally fruitless by the heavy snow-storms 
which finally drove us from the Park. 

Topographically this range is very simple. A narrowrange of rounded 
crests extends from Mount Washburn to the west for a distance of ten 
miles; thence an equal distance to the northward; and thence to the 
east about eight miles, thus forming three sides of a hollow square. 
Tower Creek drains the inclosed area, passing out tothe northeast into 
the Yellowstone. The drainage on the north is into the Yellowstone by 
Black-tail-deer, Elk, and Geode Creeks ; of the west and southwest, 
into the East Fork of Gardiner River, and on the south into Cascade 
Creek and theGrand Cafion. The range rests upon the floor of the great 
rhyolite plateau as a base, and has a general elevation of about 9,000 
feet above the sea and 1,000 above the plateau. 
With the geologic structure of this range I had considerable difficulty. 

A little additional study at a few points would clear up the obscurity 
that yet envelops the relations of the various groups of the volcanic 
Tertiary formations. 

I shall first give briefly the details of my visits. On the 5th day of 
September I followed the Grand Cafion from the falls to the mouth of 
Sulphur Creek, and thence passed to the west across a broken table- 
land to the head of the Cascade Creek meadows. The rocks of thecaton 
are mostly compact rhyolites. On the higher parts of the plateau, be- 
tween the cafion and Cascade Creek, there are heavy deposits of Obsid- 
ian strata. Atthe point wherethe trailreaches the base of the mountain 
there are considerable deposits of drift, composed of the disintegrated 
rocks of the range. A belt of this drift extends all along the base of 
the range, and at every point visited obscures the junction of the pla- 
teau formations with the formations of the mountains. The larger 
masses of the drift are compact hornblendic trachyte and andesite, 
such as occur on all parts of the range. The lower slopes are 
smooth and partially tree-covered. Higherup, dark, gnarled, massive 
rocks project from the slopes. The first ‘outcrops observed along the 
trail are within perhaps a mile of the summit of the pass. They seem 
to consist of stratified eruptive rocks that dip at various angles and 
have a generally north-and-south strike. Beds of compact hornblendic 
trachyte alternate with basalts, compact conglomerates, and other rocks 
of poorly-defined species. None of these rocks, however, resemble in 
the least the horizontally bedded sheets that form the plateau. To the 
right and left of the pass we have the same formations, with probably 
some coarse conglomerates and breccias overlying them. In descend- 
ing the northern | slope, in the valley of 'Tower Creek, the upper 900 feet 
consist, so far as can be seen, of the same rocks. In the bed of a small 
branch of Tower Creek, which descends from the northern face of Mount 
Washburn, we came suddenly upon the horizontal rhyolites, at a level 
which corresponds very closely with the disappearance of the same 
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formations on the other side. Thére are no outcrops of the rocks of the 
summit sufficiently near to establish their superposition. 

In ascending the northern face of Washburn I passed up a gulch 
that heads against the summit. At an elevation of 9,000 feet I encoun- 
tered the trail that crosses the range by way of the first saddle north 
of the peak. <A short distance above this trail the steep cliffs of the 
mountain begin. At the base of these, in the deeper gulches, there are 
outcrops of a series of bedded basalts and hornblendic trachytes that 
resemble those observed on the south side of the pass. The basalt is 
mostly reddish and brownish, as if considerably decomposed. It is fuil 
of cells which contain greenish grains, and often small concretions of 
chaleedony. Resting upon the upturned edges of these rocks are mas- 
sive layers of horizontal breccias and conglomerates, composed greatly 
of dark, compact fragments of varied sizes, that appear to be basalts. 
There is also a large amount of finer ejectamenta. These rocks form 
steep, crumbling, and almost inaccessible cliffs. They do not seem 
to constitute the main body of the mountain, as the upturned horn- 
blendic rocks project through them in places, but are filled into the 
irregularities of the pre-existing slopes and have had unknown horizon- 
tal extent. About the summit of the mountain we have a series of 
hornblendic trachyte, conglomerates, mixed conglomerates, and com- 
pact hornblendic rocks, that have great diversity of dip and strike. 
Vhey appear to be the stratified ejectementa formed about the cones of 
ancient voleanoes. ‘There are occasionally beds of basalt interbedded 
with the hornblendic rocks, but in no case are the rhyolites observed. 
The eastern spur of the range, which extends down to and overlooks 
the canon of the Yellowstone, is also composed of the same series of 
rocks that constitute the peak, while the flanks and lower slopes show 
great deposits of the coarse conglomerates and breccias. 

I was very desirous of getting a complete panoramic view from the 
summit of Mount Washburn, and spent all the time at my disposal in 
sketching, 80 that the geology was neglected. All visitors to this region 
agree in pronouncing the view from this point unequaled, and I may, 
with the knowledge of experience, add that it is one which is unusually 
difficult to place upon paper. The broad expanses of the great plateau, 
with its lakes, canons, and poorly defined forest-hidden drainage, is an 
almost unintelligible maze which has no strong lines to tempt the pen- 
cil, The distant ranges of the south and west, and the very compli- 
cated tangle of mountains to the north, consume hours in their analysis, 
and days ought to be allowed for their proper delineation. This is the 
point from which the great problems of the Park should be studied. 
No other point gives such a comprehensive view of the extraordinary 
formations of the volcanic Tertiary peried. 

There are still a number of points that must be examined before all 
the difficulties can be overcome. The most important are the upper 
part of the valley of Tower Creek and the cafion of the Yellowstone 
beneath the east. base of Mount Washburn. The latter point I was es- 
pecial’y desirous of visiting, as the section is cut to such a depth below 
the plateau level that the relation of the plateau rhyolites to the rocks 
which constitute the core of the mountain will in all probability be 
shown. While in the region, however, I did not realize fully that this 
relation would be so hard to establish, or an extra day might have been 
spent in investigation. 

The triangular spur that extends down between Tower Oreek and the 
cation is formed in the lower flattish part of the rhyolitic rocks. Hx- 
tending down upon the flat portion from the summit of Mount Wash- 
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burn are a number of spurs, formed of coarse basaltic breccias and con- 
glomerates. The bedding is very irregular and there is a general incli- 
nation from the mountains of from 3° to 10°. The spur down which the 
trail passes is underlaid by the strata which constitute the interior parts 
of the mountain, as attested by a number of outcropping, upturned 
edges. In the loose material covering the slopes there are many frag- 
ments of sandstone and quartzite that are doubtless due to the break- 
ing up of Tertiary strata. The valley of Tower Creek, as before re- — 
marked, is surrounded on three sides by the low ridge of the Washburn 
Range. The erosion over the greater part of the valley has been car- 
ried down to a general level corresponding to that of the rhyolite plateau, 
so that the observer gets the impression that the range is a connected 
Series of cones built up subsequently to the formation of the plateau, by 
an accumulation of volcanic ejecta. 
Iam inclined to the opinion, however, that the range existed prior to 

the flow of the plateau rocks, as we have in no case found fragments of 
the plateau rocks included in the steeply inclined strata of the mount- 
ains, which is also true of the conglomerates. This could hardly be the 
ease if the volcanic channels had penetrated the deposits of the plateau. 
On the other hand, if this range had existed prior to the rhyolite out- 
flows, the molten materials must have been remarkably plastic to have 
filled in all the indentations on all sides so wniformly and completely. 
The chief difficulty, however, in determining the question lies in the facet 
that the breccias, which are surely subsequent to both the rhyolites and 
the hornblendic rocks of the mountains, lie upon the flanks of the mount- 
ains and obscure the junctions. The main channels of the stream have 
cut down into the plateau formations and flow at the bottoms of pretty 
deep catons. ‘The surface upon which the conglomerates and breccias 
were deposited seems to have been pretty uniform, with a slight inclina-. 
tion toward the north, and down toward the river, in the vicinity of 
Baronett’s Bridge—has been pretty deeply eroded. 

On the northern slope of the northern wing of the mountains, between 
Black-tail-deer and Elk Creeks, the conglomerates and breccias extend 
far down toward the third canon of the Yellowstone. These formations 
are chiefly basaltic and seem to be associated with the numerous basaltic 
flows that occur in the same district. It is probable that the basalts 
and basaltic breccias were contemporaneous in their origin, and that 
their formation has continued down to a comparatively recent date. 
The location of the vents from which the lava issued cannot be made 
out, and as to the origin of-the fragmental deposits, I do not wish to 
advance any theories. The bulk of those about Washburn have been 
formed of material derived from the mountain itself, and have more the 
appearance of sub-zrial deposits than any other in this part of the Park. 
Ji Plate XVII, I present a section which shows the relations of the vari- 
ous formations of the region to each other. 

GRAND CANON. 

From the summit of Mount Washburn we have the only comprehen- 
sive view of the Grand Cation that can be obtained. The apparently 
bottomless gorge may be traced from its head at the Great Falls to 
Junction Valley, a distance of nearly 20 miles. From the falls to the 
base of Washburn Range it has a pretty direct northeast course. Below 
the Washburn Gap it curves slightly to the northwest and afterwards 
turns to the north. From the mouth of Agate Creck to Tower Creek 
the course is nearly northwest. I speak of the passage of the Washbuin 
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Range as a gap for the reason that on the east side of the cafion there 
is a low, rounded ridge that seems to be a geological continuation of the 
Washburn Range. The canon is everywhere quite abrupt, the walls 
descending from the general level of the plateau to the bed of the river 
without the interruption of shelves or terraces, yet the slopes are not so 
steep as to prevent the growth of dense forests over a larger part of 
their surface. . 

The exposed rocks are generally yellowish or brownish in color, and 
present very regular and continuous walls, indented by numbers of 
notches, very few of which cut back far into the plateau. All the 
tributary streams excepting Jasper and Broad Creeks run upon the 
upper surface of the plateau, or have but shallow valleys. All of the 
walls that can be seen from Washburn seem to be formed of rhyolite. 
In the cliffs about the mouth of the cation of Broad Creek there are 
immense walls of yellowish-gray rhyolite which exhibit a marked 
columnar structure. The neighboring plateau up to the very brink of 
the canon is densely timbered with the usual pine forest. The northern 
Slopes of Washburn and the southern slopes of Amethyst Mountain 
beyond Agate Creek present a delightful contrast, however, to the 
somber forest, and abound in rich, grassy parks. The upper surface of 
the plateau at the falls has an elevation of 8,000 feet; at the base of 
Washburn also 8,000 feet, and between this and a point opposite the . 
mouth of Tower Creek 7,200 feet. The depth of the canon at the base 
of the Great Falls is 800 feet at the base of Mount Washburn 1,200 
feet, and at Tower Creek 900 feet. The depth of the canon may be 
therefore pretty fairly stated as 1,000 feet. The width is almost as 
uniform as the depth, varying from less than one-half mile to one mile. 
This cation is without a doubt entirely one of erosion, and has been cut 
by the waters of the Yellowstone since the flow of the rhyolites and 
probably very greatly since the conglomerate forming era. 

On the 3d and Ath days of September we were in camp on Cascade 
Creek, near the Upper Falls of the Yellowstone. Heavy rains descended 
continuously and but little could be done. Early on the morning of the 
4th a small party, consisting of Mr. James Eccles, an English geologist, 

- Mr. Gannett, Mr. West, and inyself forded theriver atthe head of the rapids 
and proceeded tothe br ink of the canon, below the Great Falls. Abouttwo 
hours were spent in an attempt to measure the height of the falls. We 
descended a narrow, crevice-like gulch, and after considerable difficulty 
in the descent and a very dangerous passage along the face of the shmy 
walls that hug the torrent, found ourselves at the base of the falls, but 
such was the force of the whirling spray that we completed our work 
and retreated in the greatest haste, completely drenched. I should not 
advise any visitor to attempt the passage to this point without the use 
of ropes, as there is almost no hold for the hands and feet and a single 
slip on the damp, smooth rocks would precipitate him, without hope of — 
rescue, into one of the wildest torrents that the world can show. ‘The 
falls from below are inimitable, and, taken together with the canon, 
form a picture without a rival. The lithologic characters of the canon 
walls are very interesting and extraordinary. The formations consist 
almost exclusively of igneous rocks, which include a very great variety 
of rhyolites and pitchstones. Captain Dutton describes two specimens 
in his catalogue, Nos. 10 and 11. A feature of the walls. below the falls 
is the occurrence of fragments of horizontal strata which have been built 
into irregular recesses and are thus shielded from erosion. They are gen- 
erally coarse-grained sandstones or conglomerates and have very much 
the appearance of the lake beds which occur on the upper surface of the 
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plateau. If it could be ascertained that they really are lake beds they 
would take a very important place in our discussions of the erosion of 
this cafon and the drainage of the old lake, but it seems to me that 
they may be simply beds of alluvial material formed by the river before 
the falls had receded to their present position. At the falls, however, 
we are really within the borders of the ancient Yellowstone Lake, and 
the lake beds play an important part in the geology of the locality. 
The wall of the cafion between the Upper and Lower Falls, on the east 
side, is capped with about 20 feet of horizontally-bedded sandstones, 
under which are 30 feet of sandy clays. These are at a height of about 
100 feet above the top of the Upper Falls. In the banks of the river, 
near the head of the rapids, similar strata outcrop at a height of from 
100 to 150 feet above the river. The low, grassy hills that lie along the 
east side of the river, and the sage-covered terraces bordering the 
broad valley of Sour Creek, are probably composed chiefly of the lake 
beds. They occur also on the west side of the river both above and 
below the falls, and have their greatest development in Hayden’s Valley, 
about 10 miles above. ‘They rest upon the uneven surface of the pitch- 
stones, rhyolites, and mixed, igneous rocks that constitute the body of 
the great plateau. In Plate XX XI, I give an approximate outline of 
the ancient lake in which these formations were deposited. 

On the morning of the 5th I left the falls with the intention of pass- 
ing down the western side of the cation and between the cafon and 
Mount Washburn. Attherequest of Mr. Gannett I undertook to make a 
meander of the river course. The work proved to be very tedious, as it 
was quite impossible to know the approaches to the salient angles of 
the cafion wall on account of the dense timber, and much time was re- 
quired to follow the sinuosities of the brink. Looking down from the 
cliff west of the falls; the view is cut off by a great white promontory, 
the steep, outer point of which projects forward and overhangs the 
river. This promontory is probably nearly a mile below the falls. The 
walls of the caiion, from the falls to this point and a short distance be. 
youd, are extraordinary in form and color. They have already been de- 
scribed by many visitors. The rocks are all rhyolites (No. 9, of Captain 
Dutton’s catalogue), mostly of whitish and grayish colors, which have 
been stained by the oxidization of minerals. As a rule the walls do 
not present broad, vertical faces, the peculiar jointage of the rocks hav- 
ing a tendency to produce steep buttressed slopes. Below the white 
promontory the character of the walls is greatly changed. The rocks 
are brownish and grayish rhyolites, which weather very dark, and are 
so amorphous and compact as to form walls remarkably steep and per- 
sistent. On the eastern side, beginning opposite promontory point and 
extending down nearly two miles, we have the finest wall exhibited any- 
whereinthecation. Thecaiion is here about 1,000 feet deep, the upper half 
of the wall being a sheer precipice. The dark-brownish face is scarred 
and seamed in a most remarkable manner. There is apparently a tend- 
ency to the columnar structure. The joints have the greatest diversity 
of directions, extending in great sweeping curves across the wall, reach- 
ing from base to summit in almost straight lines or arranged in groups 
set at all angles with each other. Down the middle portion of this 
scarred wall a cascade falls. In the upper 500 feet the thread of water 

_ Slides down the almost vertical groove which it has cut for itself. Below 
it strikes the débris talus and sinks from sight. The débris slope is for 
the most part covered with trees. An attempt to sketch this fine wall 
was defeated by a rain-storm, which, unfortunately, continued most of 
the day. At the lower end of the wall, and nearly three miles below the 
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falls, the river makes a bend, first to the east and then a little farther 
on, to the north, and soon afterwards into its course to the northeast. 
From the promontory, which overlooks the bend, we have a very good 
view down the eaiion. (See Plate XVIII). The walls on both sides are 
broken down a good deal, and are partially covered with forest. There 
is much brilliant color in this part of the caton, owing to the presence 
of hot springs, which seem to occur in considerable numbers on the 
slopes, more especially near the bottom on the west side. To the left, 
beyond, we have the profile of the eastern end of the Washburn Range, 
with Mount Washburn at the left. About two miles below the point of 
observation, and near the base of the Washburn Ridge, there is an es- 
carpment of stratified rocks, which is apparently formed of voleanic 
conglomerates. Whether these beds are underlaid by the rhyolite 
rocks of the plateau, or by the fragmental materials that constitute the 
core of Mount Washburn, Ll am quite unable to say. It was quite use- 
less for me to go farther in the heavy storms, as nothing could be seen 
with clearness beyond a very short distance, so I turned back and crossed 
to Cascade Creek, passing around the base of the foothills of Mount 
Washburn. The formations, wherever exposed, are of the rhyolites and 
obsidian porphyries of the platean. Late inthe evening I found camp at 
the summit otf Washburn Pass. 
On the 29th of September I made another attempt to follow the brink 

of the canon from the falls to Tower Creek, but failed, the continuous 
snow-storms making such a feat impracticable. We broke camp at the 
mud geysers early in the morning. I had an opportunity of making 
some examinations at Crater Hill and at the falls, and had reached Sul- 
phur Creek at the point of its descent into the canon, when it became 
evident that the storm would continue throughout the day and night, 
and I sought camp at the head of the Cascade Creek meadows. The 
snow in places was already a foot deep. On the following day we 
crossed the range, and were delighted to find that the valley of the 
Yellowstone was almost clear of snow. On reaching the crest of the 
spur, which extends from Washburn down towards Tower Falls, I 
turned to the right across the base of the conglomerate spurs that lie 
between the branches of Antelope Creek, and reached the brink of the 
canon at a point nearly opposite Jasper Creek. The cation is here quite 
narrow and the walls steep, although not so precipitous as to prevent 
the growth of pine forest. The canon of Jasper Creek is also very nar- 
row, and the geologic formations are finely exposed in its steep walls. 
All that can be seen of the creek is a white, thread-like cascade leaping 
over the rocks into the river. To the left of Jasper Creek, and about 
half a mile below, is the mouth of the canton of Agate Creek; and just 
beyond that is the naked wall which I examined while engaged in the 
study of Amethyst Mountain. I had some difficulty in finding a place 
to descend the cafion wall, but finally struck a broken spur (g, Plate 
XIX) that seemed to extend down to the river without vertical cliffs. 
In the spurs to my right and left were fine exposures of the geologic 
formations. Four hundred feet of the upper part consists of the ordi- 
nary gray and mottled rhyolite. Toward the top it is somewhat decom- 
posed, and weathers down in heavy, rounded masses. Below come 
about 40 feet of yellowish, coarse-grained rhyolite with a rude columnar 
structure. The surfaces of the columns are rounded off by decomposition, 
and the tops are weathered into rudely conical points. Below this are 
about 100 feet of yellowish columnar trachyte, forming a fine vertical 
cliff. Toward the top the columns, which are generally pentagonal, 
are from 2 to 6 feet in diameter, but towards the base there is con- 
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siderable irregularity, the columns being smaller and much warped and 
indented. To the right of the spur which I descended there was a deep, 
narrow recess or gulch (f, Plate XVII), and beyond that an irregular 
spur, in the face of which I could see a mass of dark rock (d, Plate XIX) 
projecting from beneath the ledge of rhyolite that appeared to be con- 
glomerate. Determining to examine it more closely, [ descended into 
the deep gorge which intervened, and was not a little surprised to tind 
myself in an old voleanic pipe or crater, three sides of which were still 
preserved, the other having broken down. Portions of the loose materi- 
als that had‘once filled the space are still clinging to the compact walls. 
They are scoriaceous materials and brecciated masses that seem to 
grade imperceptibly into the surrounding rhyolites. Judging by the 
remnants, the contents of the pipe have been of a most heterogeneous 
character. The light, often beautifully-colored scoriaceous breccias, are 
filled with pockets, which contain the greatest variety of rhyolitic frag- 
ments, pitchstones, spheerulitic obsidians, and voleanic bombs. Some of 
the latter are over a foot in diameter. At the back part of the pipe, 
and rising 200 feet above the slide of débris which partially fills it, is 
the wall of trachyte that forms the brink of the cafioh. Crossing to the 
spur beyond, I found that the dark mass of rock which I had taken 
for a conglomerate was a heavy bed of black, finely-jointed rock that 
has the appearance of a basalt, although a specimen from the middle of 
the mass is pronounced an augite andesite by Captain Dutton (No. 27, 
catalogue). This bed of rock, which I shall continue to call basalt on 
account of its perfect resemblance to other unidentified rocks that I 
have found it convenient to class as basalts, is nearly 200 feet thick, and 
forms a steep ledge, which extends for a considerable distance along the 
middle part of the cation wall. At the base there is a columnar band 
some twelve feet thick, which rests upon a great series of Tertiary 
strata, sandstones, and conglomerates. These strata are horizontal, 
and where in conjunction with the basalt are much metamorphosed. 
They extend down to the river bed, some 400 feet below. In following 
along the base of the sheet of basalt I came upon the section of an old 
river bed (e, Plate XIX) which had been filled up by the basalt. The 
stream had flowed in a shallow bed eroded from the Tertiary conglomer- 
ates. The well-rounded pebbles, extend over a width of 150 feet, and 
are of a great variety of rocks, the granitic, however, prevailing. That 
part of the basalt which lies in the old river channel has, on the under 
surface, a layer of pumice about a foot in thickness. 

Something of the past history of this valley can be learned from the 
facts here observed. A stream—whether the Yellowstone or not, no one 
can say with certainty—had cut down through the Tertiary strata to a 
depth of 600 feet below the top of the present valley, and about 400 
above the bed of the present river. The lava has flowed into it, filling 
the valley to the depth of 200 feet or more. Whether this occurred 
before or after the flow of the rhyolite I am unable to say from any 
facts observed, although on general principles we would probably 
be safe in concluding that it is more recent. The débris at the ends 
and on the top of the mass of basalt make it difficult to say whether it 
passes beneath the rhyolite of the main wall of the cation or is simply 
set against it. The fact that it does not continue across the crater to 
the right, as seen in the drawing, proves nothing, as the rhyolite, which 
extends down the opposite spur to a point considerably below the base 
of the basalt, may have been deposited either before or after it. I had 
not time to go on with this interesting investigation or I should, with- 
out a doubt, have been able to solve the whole problem of the relative 
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ages of all of the cafion rocks. During the short interval between 
storms I had a good opportunity of studying the interesting features of 
the opposite side of the cation. The relations of the rhyolite sheets to 
the Tertiary conglomerates and sandstones are evident at a glance. In 
the north wall of Jasper Creek and in the promontory that overlooks 
the Yellowstone between Jasper and Agate Creeks there are some inter- 
esting phenomena (Plate XX). The great sheet of rhyolite is from 300 
to 400 feet thick and forms the escarpments of the walls on the north 
side of Jasper Creek. At the top, for a thickness of about 100 feet, the 
ledge is broken and partly tree-covered. Beneath this follows a magnifi- 
cent wall, some 300 feet in height, in which we havea series of the most 
perfect columns, straight, regular, and generally vertical. In one place 
the columns are exposed to the full height of the wall. At the base of 
the steeper part of the wall is a dark recess thatis probably a cave, the 
result of the crumbling away of the soft deposits at the base, which 
here seems to consist of a dark band of porous pitchstone underlaid by 
white, bedded tuffs similar to those of Mount Evarts. The rhyolites are 
yellowish and reddish-gray in color. These igneous rocks rest upon the 
rather uneven surface of the Tertiary strata. The latter formation 
extends down to the river in dark, deeply lined and buttressed slopes. 

Back in the cafion of Jasper Creek, a fourth of a mile or more, there 
occurs a most interesting feature which, more than anything else I 
have seen, throws light upon the topographical character of the surface 
upon which the rhyolites were flowed. It is clear at a glance that at 
that period a caiion existed where Jasper Creek nowruns. Therhyolite 

_ flows have, on reaching the brink of the old cation, poured down its 
sides and filled in the valley, the line of contact being now plainly 
exposed, sloping at an angle of nearly forty-five degrees. The drawing 
(Plate XX) will make my meaning clear. As would be expected, there 
is a tendency on the part of the columns, which are characteristic of 
this rhyolite, to form at right angles to the plane of the base of the sheet. 
Whether or not this flow entirely filled the old canon it is difficult to 
say, but the fact that the upper surface of the rhyolite sheets has such 
a uniform general level, tends to show that all irregularities of the old 
surface were totally obliterated, and that the subsequent drainage has . 
probably been formed without regard to the preceding, and that the 
occurrence of a modern river on the site of an ancient channel is merely 
an accident. Following the face of the sheet of rhyolite from Jasper 
Creek around to the end of the promontory overlooking the Yellow- 
stone, we can see the same tendency to curve down the slopes of the 
cation, although the erosion has been carried back so far as to obliterate 
the inclined part of the sheet. On another occasion, while making 
examinations on the Amethyst Mountain side of the cation, I examined 
closely a similar case of inclined flow, which 1 will describe further on. 
The walls of the cation on the east side, above the mouth of Jasper 
Creek, are so broken as to allow of the growth of considerable forest. 
There are numerous outerops of rocks, however, and along the middle 
of the slope there is a ledge that has the appearance of basalt. It is 
possible that it is a fragment of the same flow that I had just examined 
on the west side, but may be interbedded with the rhyolites as others 
appear to be farther down. 
When I had emerged from the cafion it was already late, and I had to 

make all haste to reach camp on Hik Creek. Following the brink of the 
cation I encountered two troublesome guiches or side canons before reach- 
ing Tower Creek. One of these was Antelope Creek, which I crossed 
pretty high up so as to avoid the cafioned part. The rocks, so far as they 
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are exposed, appear to be rhyolites. On the opposite side of the cafion 
the capping of rhyolite could be traced with ease. At Agate Creek itis 
from 300 to 400 feet thick. The upper surface is quite flat, and, extend- 
ing back to the slopes of Amethyst Mountain, there are broad meadows. 
The rhyolite sheet seems to thin out toward the northwest. The Tertiary 
formations, which form the greater part of the cafion wall, rise higher 
and higher until, at the point of the promontory, opposite the mouth of 
Tower Creek, they reach the top of the wall and the sheet of rhyolite 
feathers out and falls back from the cafion brink. It is exposed, how- 
ever, on the north side, facing Hast Fork. Atone place a mile or more 
above the mouth of Tower Creek, there is a break in the sheet or sheets 
of rhyolite. A later sheet seems to have flowed over the eroded edges 
of a former one so as to give the appearance of a non-conformity. The 
rhyolites extend down to the mouth of Tower Creek. They may be 
seen both above and below the falls. They appear in the bed of the 
ereek near its mouth, and in the highest point of the short ridge that over- 
looks the falls on the east. Strangely enough the rhyolites do not reach 
across the creek, the western bank being formed of basalts and Tertiary 
strata, mostly conglomerates. At the falls these rocks occur on both 
sides and form most of the high towers for which the locality is noted. 
These rocks also extend down to the bed of the stream below the falls. 
The strange relation of the rhyolites and conglomerates I was not able to 
make out for want of time. From what I could see, the creek must flow 
along the line of an old Tertiary cliff against which therhyolites flowed, 
otherwise we have here a point of outflow, and the rhyolites that occur in 
the creek bed low down occupy the old rents. The presence of rhyolitic 
breccias and tuffs at the Devil’s Hoof confirm this. This locality has 
often been described, and I have but little to offer that is new. The 
character of the conglomerates and their relations to the volcanic rocks 
can be studied here to great advantage. 
On a previous day, while engaged in the study of Amethyst Mountain, 

I descended to the brink of the cation on the north side near the mouth 
Agate Creek. In descending from the ridge that extends to the west- 
ward from the main summit of Amethyst Mountain, I found that the 
conglomerates reached to the base of the steep slopes, and that the 
table-land which extends from the cation to the base of the mountain 
is composed entirely of the rhyolites. To all appearances these rocks 
pass beneath the conglomerates of the mountain. In descending the 
canon wall I passed down over about 200 feet of light, yellowish rhyo- 
lite, and found below the well-known Tertiary conglomerates; these 
extend down to the river in a rather gentle slope, which is broken mid- 
way by a partially wooded terrace. At my left, and inclining with the 
Slope at an angle of 50°, I found a tongue of rhyolite (d, Plate X XT) 
extending down over the conglomerates, precisely as 1 saw them on 
Jasper Creek. The base part of the mass was dark, resembling a pitch- 
stone, and identical with the lower part of the great sheet which caps 
Mount Evarts. Beneath this, and separating it from the conglomerates, 
is a bed of finely-grained white and gray tutaceous sandstone (e, Plate 
XXI), which also is precisely like the similar formation in Mount 
Evarts. This locality is, perhaps, two miles below that previously de- 
scribed opposite the mouth of Jasper.Creek. The mist which prevailed 
at the time prevented me from making satisfactory observations of the 
opposite walls of the cafion. The upper third evidently consists of the 
coarsely columnar rhyolite. Beneath this, appearing through the pretty 
dense covering of trees, were two ledges of dark, very perfectly colum- 
nar rock that may be basalts. The geologist who attempts to study the 
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- canon should follow the north side from the bridge to the mouth of Jasper 
Creek, descending at three or four points to the base of the rhyolite cap- 
ping; once at Jasper Creek, near the cave shown in Plate XX, again 
midway between that point and the falls where there is some irregularity 
in the flows, and finally at the mouth of Tower Creek. On the south side 
there are several points within the same distance, but the key to the 
whole situation will probably be found at the last base of Mount Wash- 
burn. 

JUNCTION VALLEY. 

This valley is situated in one of the most interesting as wellas one of 
the most beautiful regions in the Park. The geologist might find a year’s 
profitable work within a radius of 10 miles about Baronett’s Bridge, and 
the tourist could find almost unlimited sources of pleasure. Geologi- 
eally there are iliustrations of many of the most interesting problems 
of geological history, and the very perplexing events of the “‘ Volcanic 
Tertiary” period may be studied to the best advantage. 

North of the valley rises the great range of Granitic Mountains that 
must have looked down in succession upon the Hocene, Miocene, and 
Pliocene lakes, and witnessed the extraordinary events of the volcanic 
period. Here, during the latter part of the voleanic epoch, while the 
subaerial deposits were in process cf formation, the erosion seems to 
have been more than usually deep. The trachytes and rhyolites were 
poured out into valleys cut in the Tertiary and Paleozoic rocks. Subse- 
quent flows filled in the valleys eroded from the first flows, and so on 
through the basaltic and conglomerate producing period, on account, 
however, of the occurrence of so many products together their relations 
are hard to make out. This may be remarked of the Tertiary strata es- 
pecially, the several groups of which cannot easily be distinguished from 
the conglomerates formed in more recent times through alluvial and vol- 
canic agencies, and positive identifications are very nearly impossible. 
Of course prolonged study may make everything clear. 

Dr. Hayden has already given a very good general account of this 
locality in his annual report for 1872, and others have given it casual 
attention. Ishall give as much additional detail as seems to me de- 
sirable. The map (Plate XXII) will give a pretty correct idea of the 
surface relations of the various formations. 

In following the general course of the Yellowstone Valley from below, 
it will be seen that the Hast Fork is its direct continuation, cccupy- 
ing a line along the base of the granitic range, while the main river 
crosses the volcanic plateau from the southeast, reaching the granite 
in Junetion Valley. The channel of the Hast Fork is in the granites 
in the lower 10 miles of its course. The main river runs from the bridge 
to the western base of Garnet Hill over a granite bed. Below this for 
a short distance it has not yet penetrated the full thickness of the Ter- 
tiary strata. Garnet Hill is the largest body of granite occurring any- 
where on the south side of the river. The granitic rocks are generally 
distinctly stratified, and have a‘northwest and southeast strike, with a 
steep dip to the northeast. The more compact layers, which consist of 
feldspathic granite and mica schists, form pretty marked ridges that 
run at right angles to the course of the river, and may be traced far up 
the uneven slopes of the Yellowstone Mountains. On the south there 
is an irregular and much broken ascent from the channel of the river 
to the general level of the rhyolite plateau, an ascent of approximately 
1,000 feet. _Aside from the main Yellowstone, however, there is no im- 
portant stream draining into Junction Valley from the ‘south. Among 
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- the most striking topographical features of the valley and vicinity are 
the broad, dritt-covered meadows, lying between Hlk Creek and the 
base of Specimen Ridge, Junction Butte, the well-known landmark of 
ve valley, and Garnet Hill, which lies at the lower end of the valley. 
Garnet Hill consists of a heavy angular mass of dark schistose rocks 

iat have their direct continuation in corresponding strata north of the 
ver. From all surrounding points and from many points on the trail 
s steep rugged walls catch the eye. The summit is covered with 

_tunted pines. On the east the dip of the strata gives a rather gentle 
incline toward the meadows and river. Close under the southwest face 
is the little stream known as Elk Creek, and the Yellowstone rushes 
with great force through a ragged cation at the north base. The 
rocks consist of alternating mica schists and coarse-grained granitic 
seams. The bedding is quite irregular and there is considerable con- 
tortion, as if the strata had undergone great pressure. Garnets occur 
in the greatest quantity and can be seen dotting the faces of the exposed 
rocks or may be picked up where they are weathered out and mixed 
with the soil. All are very much flawed and so filled with impurities 
that they can never have any particular value. Lying against the east- 
ern and southern flanks of Garnet Hill are the eu Cnn we edges of a 
sheet of peculiarly brecciated trachyte (Nos. 1, 2, and 3, of Captain 
Dutton’s catalogue) which presents a variety of Hie running through 
all grades of red, purple, orange, and even green. It rests directly 
upon the schist and is apparently the oldest of the voleanic products of 
this district. At various points in the valley of Elk Creek there are 
outcrops of thisrock. It is first encountered on the trail in approaching 
from the Mammoth Springs, shortly after descending the steep Tertiary 
wall that borders Elk Creek on the west. ‘This is at an elevation of 
some 500 feet above the river and at least a mile from the point at 
which the trail enters the Elk Creek Meadows. It also occurs in the 
low cliffs which border the meadows. It may be seen in a curious 
triangular mound, from 1 to 3 feet in height, that lies in the midst of 
the smooth meadow. On our left, as we pass by the mound, is a low, 
flat-topped hill (from which the sketch given in Plate XXIII is taken). 
Along the base of this there is a dark ledge of the brecciated trachyte 
that at first sight would be taken for basalt. At the left base of this 
hill, facing Elk Creek, the garnetiferous schists outcrop. The hill is 
capped by a mass of grayish rhyolite (No. 4, Captain Dutton’s. cata- 
logue) which is similar to the rhyolite of the plateau. Between this 
hilland the bridge, a distance of upwards of a mile, the surface is covered 
mostly with drift, such outcrops as occur being chiefly basalts. In 
passing over this drift-covered terrace to the north, keeping close to 
the base of Garnet Hill, we find the reddish brecciated trachyte out- 
cropping in a ledge that overlooks the Yellowstone, where it turns to 
the north around Garnet Hill. As we pass to the right, up the river, 
however, the trachytes soon give way to basalts and the only rocks from 
this to the forks are of the latter kind. 

Along the southern side of the valley, midway between the bridge 
and Elk Creek, and near the low pass in the meadows, where the Bil 
Creek drainage meets the Lost Creek drainage, there are low bluffs 
formed of the brecciated trachyte. Here it is chiefly greenish in color, 
but in other respects is identical with the trachytes elsewhere. There 
are also basalts in the vicinity, but in what relation to the trachyte I 
am unable to say. One small mass of this basalt (No. 29, Captain 
pe uetors catalogue) occurs in the lowest part of the low pass just men- 
tioved. 
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The steep slopes that reach up to the plateau on the south side of 
the valley are composed of Tertiary conglomerates and rhyolites, the 
former prevailing towards Elk Creek and the latter towards Tower 
Creek. The trachytes are probably younger than the conglomerates, 
although in many places they seem to pass beneath the conglomerate | 
walls. This appearance is doubtles the result of their having been 
filled into sharply-cut depressions in the Tertiary rocks. 

The breeciated trachytes are found again in Junction Butte, where 
they may be seen on the north side, beneath the capping of black ba- 
salt. Here the color is reddish yellow. The weathered surfaces and 
débris slides are almost as dark as the basalt. There is not a large ex- 
posure, although it is probable that the layer forms the base of the 
butte and rests upon the granites. These trachytes are nowhere more 
than 200 feet in thickness and occur at an elevation above the river 
of from 100 to 600 feet. It is not improbable that they all belong to 
the same flow and that the old valley was filled up to a pretty gen- 
eral level by that flow. The sheets of trachyte had undergone a large 
amount of erosion prior to the flow of the basalts. The rhyolites, 
which belong chiefly to the plateau flows, descend to the valley in two 
or three places. As mentioned before, the low hill that lies between 

_ Garnet Hill and the Elk Creek Meadows is capped with a mass of 
light-gray rhyolite that closely resembles the plateau rhyolites. Be- 
neath the rhyolite we have the brecciated trachyte. Between the 
bridge and Tower Creek the rhyolites outcrop along the brink of the 
shallow cafion, beneath sheets of basalt. At the bend of the river, 
near the mouth of Lost Creek, there is an outcrop of rock that resem- 
bles a rhyolite but which has the appearance also of a sandstone. It 
is probably disintegrated rhyolite recompacted. West of this, toward 
Elk Creek, the rhyolites occur in the plateau face and form the upper 
part of the cliffs. They extend back toward the south and pass beneath 
the conglomerates of the Washburn Mountains. The small stream which 
I have called Lost Creek, because it apparently sinks from sight in the 
lower part of its course, ‘falls over a high wall of pinkish-gray rhyolite 
at the point of its entrance into the valley. 

I have already described the manner in which the rhy olites occur at 
the mouth of Tower Creek. 

The basalts of this valley form an important geologic feature. Dark 
masses of this rock may be seen on all sides. These are remnants of a 
few flows or sheets, however, as attested by the uniformity of levels. In 
age they are evidently the youngest of the volcanic products, and have 
been poured into the valley at so late a period that it had reached al- 
most its present conformation. 

The old river channel has been obliterated, and the irregularities in 
the granites, tertiary sedimentaries, trachytes, and rhyolites filled in. 
The highest occurrence of the basalts is about 600 feet above the © 
river bed at the forks, and the lowest is within less than 100 feet 
above the river. Since the flow of the basalts, the river has therefore 
cut through the 500 feet of basalt, and nearly 100 feet into the under- 
lying formations. How nearly the river runs in its old channel it is 
difficult to say. There seems to have been a tendency on the part of 
the river to shift toward the base of the granite range in this part of its 
course, if we are to judge by the distribution of the river drifts. The 
great body of the igneous flows are at present on the south side of the 
river. On the north side, below the junction, there are a few remnants 
representing at least two ‘distinct flows, which are set into depressions or 
recesses in the granites. Fronting the river these remnants break down 
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in steep cliffs or bluffs, and dark slides of the finely-divided rock ex- 
tend down the slopes. The drawing given in Plate XXIV will give a 
good idea of their appearance, and the accompanying map will show their 
location. Farther down, in the vicinity of the mouth of Heli Roaring 
Creek, there are other remnants, but evidently belonging to different 
flows. 
A greater part of the drift-covered mesa that occupies the middle part 

of the valley between Elk Creek and the bridge is underlaid by sheets 
of basalt, and some idea of their extent and thickness may be obtained 
from the outcropping ledges near the bridge and below. Although the 

‘outlines are very indefinite, it is probable that the basalts of this valley 
do not altogether occupy as much as one square mile of surface. The 
thickness will probably reach 260 feet, but it may be that there are inter- 
colated beds of sedimentary or alluvial deposits. There is no outerop- 
ping ledge more than 20 feet in thickness. On the side next the river, 
just below the forks, there are some pretty well developed columns. 

In passing to the west from the bridge, we ascend the basaltic mass 
by way of a rounded depression or notch in the east face. When we 
reach the highest level we find that there is a general but gentle slope 
toward the west. The whole surface is drift-covered. We are here 
about 400 feet above the river. The capping of basalt on Junction 
Butte is some 200 feet higher, and unless the sheet flowed upon an 
incline, or has been subsequently tipped, must belong to a higher flow 
than any other of the remnants of the valley. It is less than 200 feet 
thick, and in color quite black. It breaks down in minute, irregular 
blocks. 

I present in Plate X XIII a sketch of the valley, looking east from the 
low rhyolite hill near Elk Creek. In the foreground we overlook the 
rounded, drift-covered mesas of the middle portion of the valley. At 
the right we see a small portion of the drainage of Elk Creek, connecting 
through the low pass (m) with the Lost Creek Meadows. At the extreme 
right we have the border of the rhyolite plateau. Lost Creek descends 
from the plateau at r. The course of the river may be traced, coming 
from the right, crossing the middle of the picture, and coming out to 
the left. We look directly up the sinuous valley of East Fork (c), the 
junction being at a. The granites are exposed in the sharp bluffs on 
both sides. Jt will be seen that Junction Butte (d) rises from a drift- 
covered mesa which lies between the two rivers. Beyond the butte, a 
little to the right, is the point of Specimen Ridge (p), and beyond we 
can see the ridge which leads back to Amethyst Mountain (e). Between 
the higher part of the ridge and the cafion there is a plateau-like belt 
on which there remains a portion of the great sheet of rhyolite (¢) that 
once extended across the space now occupied by the valley. The Ame- 
thyst Ridge formed the northern border of the basin in which the 
rbyolites were deposited. The main body of the ridge is composed of 
Tertiary strata and conglomerates. North of the Hast fork we have 
rugged hills rising toward the mountains. 

In the drawing I have indicated the trail, which divides in the middle 
of the drift-covered mesa, the left branch crossing to the bridge and the 
other turning to the right, crossing Lost Creek near the bend of the 
river and continuing up the west bank toward the mouth of Tower Creek 
at h. In the wall which extends from b to g we have some of the 
most puzzling phenomena of the region. The main formations of the 
wall are rudely but horizontally bedded conglomerates, which, unfortu- 
nately, I had no opportunity of examining closely. To all appearances 
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they belong to the same series of conglomerates that occur about Tower 
Falls, and form the walls of the cation above Tower Creek. They are 
apparently continuous with the formations that constitute the bulk of © 
Amethyst Mountain, and which by the evidence of their flora are Miocene 
or Pliocene. The interesting feature is this: that a number of beds or 
sheets of basalt are intercolated with the conglomerates in the wall of 
the cation. This basalt is beautifully columnar, as every visitor to the 
region knows, and the outcropping edges of the sheets are very uniform 
in thickness and quite persistent horizontally. It is safe to say that 
they are not intrusions but contemporaneous flows, and therefore, since 
they are interbedded with the conglomerates, that they are older than 
the rhyolites of this region, as the latter uniformly overly the conglom- 
erates. 

On the opposite side of the canon the butte 0 is capped with a mass 
of basalt underlaid by rhyolite, beneath which are the conglomerates. 
Table rock at Tower Falls is also formed of basalt. The bed to which 
it belongs is quite massive, but so far as 1 have seen not columnar. 
In the walls of Tower Creek, above the trail, this bed of basalt curves 
down and apparently extends beneath the bed of the creek. Under 
the basalt are greenish sandstones and conglomerates. That the 
strata upon which the basalts and rhyolites of the south side rest are 
Vertiary I have no doubt. The beds in which the columnar basalts of 
the opposite side lie are apparently the same, but may possibly be more 
recent. An examination of the conglomerates ought to determine this 
question, sinee, if they are younger than the other strata of the region 
and subsequent to the rhyolites and trachytes, they will contain trag- 
ments of the rhyolitic rocks which abound in the locality from which their 
materials must be derived. Iam strongly of the opinien, however, that 
none of these rocks will be found in this formation, and hence expect 
that time will demonstrate that all these valley conglomerates are older 
at least than any of the rhyolites. 

I present two sections, A and B, Plate XX VI, which will show the re- 
lations of the various formations of this part of the valley. 

With the lower end of the valley I have only a limited acquaintance. 
West of Hik Creek a steep, irregular slope leads up to a high promon- 
tory—an outstanding spur of the Washburn Mountains—that overlooks 
the third cation of the Yellowstone, opposite the mouth of Hell Roaring 
Creek. In ascending this eminence by way of the trail from Hlk Creek 
we pass up very steep slopes to a gap or saddle just west of the 
highest point of the promontory, and find at the base some 400 feet of 
the breeciated trachytes. These rocks seem to outcrop all along the 
Elk Creek base of the promontory. They are identical with the bree: 
ciated trachiytes of the valley. The main wall of the promontory is com- 
posed of Tertiary strata, sandstones, and conglomerates, with possibly 
some Post-Tertiary conglomerates above. 

In 1872, Dr. A. C. Peale obtained a number of species of Tertiary 
leaves from the sandstones near the trail on the Elk Creek side of the 
promontory. Toward the base, on this side, the sandstones are fine- 
grained and grayish and greenish in color. They alternate with com- 
pact conglomerates, and are pretty evenly bedded. The materials which 
form the conglomerates are only moderately coarse, and are chiefly, if 
not altogether, composed of basaltic or andesitic materials. The mass 
is frequently so compacted that it breaks with an even fracture, the see- 
tions of the constituent fragment appearing on the surface. These frag- 
ments are never well rounded, yet do not seem to be sharply angular. 
Higher up and in the sides of the gorge, through which the trail passes 
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before reaching the open upland, the materials are much coarser, con- 
sisting frequently of great angular masses of basalt and probably also 
andesitic and sedimentary rocks. There are also considerable columns 
of dark and ferruginous basalt. Geodes of banded agate and chal- 
cedony are very abundant. The basalts are very abundant on the 
rather gentle slopes that extend from the trail downward to the cation. 
The Tertiary strata, however, appearfrequently, and even extend down 
to the bed of the river in a few places. As mentioned before, the river 
is mostly in the granites, but near Hell Roaring Creek it is in the con- 
glomerates. At one point they form a sort of gateway of picturesque 
cliffs. In a number of places the basalts reach down to the river, and 
in a few instances occur in small bodies on the north side. 

I have not seen this region thoroughly enough to make a good map 
of it, as the conglomerates, basalts, trachytes, and schists occur without 
the least regularity. My study of this locality has unfortunately in 
every case been of the twenty-five-mile-a-day kind. My knowledge of 
the cation between Garnet Hill and the mouth of the Black-tail-deer 
Creek is limited to the memories of a hurried trip in 1872, and such 
glimpses as were afforded by a visit to Garnet Hill in 1878. 

One of the most noticeable features of this valley is the occurrence of 
drift deposits, and especially of huge masses of granite on the various 
benches about the forks from the river bed to the level of the great 
plateau 1,000 feet above. These granite masses have doubtless been 
brought down from the valley of the Kast Fork, as they correspond in 
lithologic characters to the massive granites that occur from 8 to 10 
niles above the junction. Their transportation has begun with the 
beginning of the erosion of the valleys, and they have been deposited 
on the various flood-plains formed as the river descended through the 
rhyolitic plateau and its underlying formations. 

EAST FORK AND AMETHYST MOUNTAIN. 

The valley of the East Fork of the Yellowstone is one of the most en- 
chanting in the Park. Fer nearly 20 miles above Junction Valley it is 
broad aud smooth, abounding in meadows and terraced grass lands. . 
On the north rises the massive range of the Yellowstone Mountains, and 
on the south the peculiarly interesting walls of Amethyst Mountain. 
Twenty miles above the bridge the valley narrows up and is pretty 
densely timbered, but the upland region about the headwaters abounds 
in delightful parks. The beds of the various tributary streams are gen- 
erally in rather precipitous valleys from 500 to 1,000 feet in depth. 

The two main tributaries from the north, Slough Creek and Soda 
Creek, emerge from deep-cafioned valleys, which they have cut in the 
massive voleanic formations of the Yellowstone Range. On the south 
ane a dozen or more small streams of clear water descend from Amethyst 

idge. 
In the lower part of its course the river is in the granites, which here, 

as at the forks and below, have astrong dip to the east. About 9 miles 
above the junction a massive stratum of reddish, feldspathic granite forms — 
a low ridge across the valley, this seems to have offered very determined 
resistance to the progress of erosion. The valley is here more than a 
mile wide, and the river seems, in times past, to have oscillated from side 
to side, descending. with great force over the granite ledge, detaching 
the great bowlders that now appear so plentifully in all the valleys 
below. At present the river has cut a deep and narrow passage through 
this belt of granite far over toward the north side of the valley. Above 
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this the valley is wide and smoothly terraced, the terraces for the most . 
part being underlaid by thin sheets of basalt, which may be seen out- 
cropping on both sides of the river. 

The belt of very compact granite is evidently the most easterly ex- 
posure of these rocks in this valley, as they are overlaid by limestones 
which appear on the trail a short distance above the last exposure of 
granite. On the north side of the river the line of contact between the 
granite may be traced by a depression which follows the strike of the 
latter. Further back toward Slough Creek the limestones appear in 
force, and on the broad plateau to the northwest of Slough Creek seem 
to lie in massive strata nearly horizontally upon the granites. Lime- 
stones again appear near the trail on Amethyst Creek, and at the mouth 
of Soda Butte Creek we have 500 or 600 feet of limestones; from these 
I obtained Carboniferous fossils. These strata are everywhere appar- ’ 
ently horizontal and rest unconformally upon the granites. 

The paleozoic formations have very limited exposures in the deep val- 
leys. They underlie the massive formations of the so-called volcanic 
Tertiary age, which in this region reach their maximum development. 
These strata rest upon the unevenly-eroded surfaces of the paleozoic 
and granite rocks, and form a great part of the mountain ranges that 
inclose the valley. They are horizontal, and apparently conformable 
thoughout the entire thickness of 5,000 feet. The greater part of this 
immense group of strata is filled with the silicified remains of ancient 
forests. 

The section given in the accompanying plate occurs in the north face 
of Amethyst Mountain, opposite the valley of Soda Butte Creek, and in- — 
cludes upwards of 2,000 feet of strata. The bed of the river is at aneleva- 
tion of 6,700 feet above the sea, and the summit of Amethyst Mountain 
9,400. On the north side of the valley, near the mouth of Soda Butte 
Creek, there are between 300 and 400 feet of Carboniferous strata exposed 
along the base of themountain slope. On thesouth side occasionalledges 
of limestone appear above the detrital deposits. The valley is here less 
than a mile in width, and is covered with thin sheets of basalt. 

The north face of Amethyst Mountain does not present as abrupt a 
profile as that given in the section, the middle part only being so pre- 
cipitous. At the base and top there are comparatively gentle slopes; 
nevertheless the actual stratigraphical conditions are truthfully repre- 
sented. 

As we ride up the trail that meanders the smooth river bottom, we 
have but to turn our attention to the cliffs on the right hand to discover 
a multitude of the bieached trunks of the ancient forests. In the steeper 
middle portion of the mountain face, rows of upright trunks stand out 
on the ledges like the columns of a ruined temple. On the more gentle 
slopes farther down, but where it is still too steep to-support vegetation, 
save a few pines, the petrified trunks fairly cover the surface, and were 
at first supposed by us to be the shattered remains of a recent forest. 

In ascending one of the steep spurs that project from the main wall, 
the strata were found to consist, toward the base, of shales and fine- 
grained sandstones. Higher up conglomerates occur, and still higher 
coarse conglomerates and breccias prevail. Interbedded with the mas- 
sive, irregular beds of the latter rocks are always thin layers of sand- 
stones and shales. The sandstones are fine-grained, thinly bedded, and 
contain more or less tufaceous material. Their prevailing color is green- 
ish and greenish-gray. They areapparently composed chiefly of material 
derived directly or indirectly from volcanic sources. In no case are 
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pebbles of quartz or other granitic constituents found in either the sand- 
stones or conglomerates. 

The exposures of strata in the first three or four hundred feet at the 
base are not good, and but few of the silicified trunks appear above the 
covering of vegetation. At the height of 500 feet the occurrences be- 
come very numerous, and the great size and fine state of preservation 
of many of the trunks was a matter of much surprise. Prostrate trunks, 
4) and 50 feet in length, are of frequent occurrence, and not a few of 
these are as much as 5 or 6 feet in diameter. 

The standing trunks are generally rather short, the degradation of the 
compact inclosing strata being so slow that the brittle trunks break 
down almost as fast as they are exposed. In many cases the roots are 
exposed, and may be seen penetrating the now solid rock with all the 
original ramifications. One upright trunk, of gigantic proportions, rises 
from the inclosing strata to the height of 12 feet. By careful meas- 
urement it was found to be 10 feet in diameter, and as there is nothing 
to indicate to what part of the tree the exposed section belongs, the 
roots may be far below the surface, and we are free to imagine that 
there is buried here a worthy predecessor of the giant Sequoias of Cali- 
fornia. Although the trunk is hollow, and partly broken down on one 
side, the woody structnre is perfectly preserved, the grain is straight, 
and the circles of growth distinctly marked. The bark, which still re- 
mains on the firmer parts, is 4 inches thick, and retains perfectly the 
original deeply-lined outer surface. Specimens of the wood and bark 
were collected, but no microscopic examinations have been made. Itis 
clear, however, that the tree was not a conifer. The strata which in- 
close this trunk are chiefly fine-grained greenish sandstones, indurated 
clays, and moderately coarse conglomerates. As would naturally be ex- 
pected, these strata contain many vegetable remains: branches, rootlets, 
fruits, and leaves are extensively inclosed. One stratum of sandstone 
that occupies a horizon nearly on a level with the present top of the 
giant tree contains a great variety of the most perfectly preserved 
leaves. Such specimens as we were able to bring away with us have 
been submitted to Prof. Leo Lesquereux for identification. They are 
found by him to belong to the Lower Pliocene or Upper Miocene, and 
correspond in a number of their species with the Chalk Bluffs speci- 
mens of Professor Whitney. They include— 

Aralia Whitneyi, . 
Magnolia lanceolata, 
Laurus canariensis, 
Tilia (new sp.), 
Fraxinus (new sp.), ° 
Diospyros (new sp.), ° 
Cornus (new sp.), 
Pteris (new sp.), 
Alnus (new sp.), and a 
Fern (new sp.). 

It will be observed that most of these species are new, which was also 
the case with the collection of Professor Whitney. It is also worthy of 
remark that none of the genera are identical with those of the Elk 
Creek locality previously mentioned. The stratigraphical relations of 
the two localities cannot easily be made out, as they are separated by 
15 miles of broken country, in which the strata are obscured by igneous 
flows and Quaternary drift. The Elk Creek strata are lower by fully 
1,000 feet. 

4H, PT I 
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As far above the leaf-bearing horizon as I was able to ecad the sili- 
cified trunks were very numerous and well preserved, and, by the aid of 
a field-glass, others could be detected in all parts ‘of the cliff to the 
highest stratum. 

At another point, nearly a mile farther east, I climbed the rugged 
walls of the mountain for the purpose of examining a number of large 
trees visible from below. Trunks and fragments of trunks were found 
in great numbers and in all conceivable positions. In most cases the 
woody structure is well preserved; the trunks have a tendency to break 
in sections, and on the exposed ends the lines of growth, from center to 
circumference, can be counted with ease. In many cases the wood is 
quite completely opalized or agatized, and such cavities as existed in 
the decayed trunks are filled with beautiful erystals of quartz and cal- 
cite. Our party was so fortunate as to procure some very handsome 
specimens of amethyst and ferruginous quartz. It is a matter worthy 
of observation that nearly all of the beautiful crystals occurring so 
plentifully in this region have been formed in the hollows of silicified 
trees. The same fact has been noticed in regard to similar crystals in 
many parts of the West, and notably in the case of the smoky quartz of 
the Pike’s Peak region in Colorado. 

The silicifying agents have been so unusually active in these strata, 
that not only are all organic remains thoroughly silicified, but all cavi- 
ties in the loosely bedded rocks and all fracture- lines in the strata are 
filled with chalcedony or other forms of quartz. 

On reaching the heavily bedded conglomerates of the upper third of 
the cliff, I found the trees still more perfectly preserved. Many of the 
trunks are 20 and 30 feet in height. Their roots are in most cases 
imbedded in the layers of finer-grained materials in which they grew, 
while the battered and branchless trunks are encased in the coarse con- 
glomerates and breccias. These latter rocks are composed chiefly of 
basaltic fragments, many of which are of great size; there is, however, 
always enough tufaceous and other fine-grained material to "all in the 
interstices and act as a cement. These beds are massive and irregular, 
and seem to have accumulated too fast to be thoroughly redistributed 
iby the waters. In most cases where upright trunks penetrate the en- 
tire thickness of an inclosing bed, the tops may be seen to terminate 
with the upper surface of that bed, as if causes had acted at the begin- 
ning of the deposition of the succeeding stratum to plane down the 
irregularities of the old surface. In due course of time, this succeeding 
stratum produced its growth of forest which, in its turn, was buried by 
the rapidly accumulating conglomerates. 
eThe very precipitous character of the cliffs prevented my reaching 

thé upper part of the wall at this point, but I succeeded in making my 
way to the summit of the mountain at two other points, and found that 
everywhere the section was practically the same. 

On the opposite side of the valley the same conditions were observed : 
the fossil trees occur at the highest point reached, 3,000 feet above the 
river. The ranges forming the rim of this valley on the north and east _ 
reach an elevation of 11,500 feet, and as the conglomerates may be seen 
reaching and forming the loftiest summits without perceptible break or 
change of character, it is probable that they will be found to inclose the 
remains of forests throughout. 

I am totally at a loss to determine just where the truly subaqueous 
sedimentary rocks end and the subaerial begin, as there is no well- 
marked break. 

There are probably three distinct groups of the Tertiary formations, 
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although they are much alike in character and materials, being composed 
greatly of unworn fragments of eruptiverocks. Therei is, first, the group 
of strata occuring in the vicinity of Junction Valley, in the walls of the 
cation beneath the great rhyolite flows, and which form the lower part 
of the strata of Amethyst Mountain. They are undoubtedly the oldest 

of the Tertiary rocks of this region. They are older than the flow of the 
rhyolites and basalts, and contain, according to Lesquereux, Hocene flora. 
To all appearances they are truly sedimentary in their character. They 
contain, so far as I know, but few fossil trees. 

The second is a more widely distributed group that contains pretty 
well but irregularly stratified materials, most of which are coarse and 
irregular, and are chiefly andesitic, trachytic, and basaltic. In the 
East Fork district they reach a thickness of 3,000 or 4,000 feet, and cover 
large areas. They lie apparently conformably upon the earlier groups, 
and the precise horizon where the first ends and the second begins is 
not determined. In many cases they appear to rest upon the rhyolites 
of the plateau, and where found in contact with the old volcanic ranges 
abut horizontally against them. They contain great numbers of the re- 
mains of Miocene and Pliocene forests. In many places they have the 
appearance of ordinary sedimentary rocks, but more frequently present 
the appearance of alluvial drift or of direct subaerial deposits. The 
abundant occurrences of forest would find a more ready and consistent 
explanation if the latter idea were adopted. Captain Dutton has spent 
a number of seasons in the study of a great series of similar formations 
in the plateau regions of Utah, and has come to the conclusion that 
they are wholly of alluvial origin. He presents the matter in a clear and 
forcible light in his valuable report on the plateau region of Utah. 

The third group forms the cores of the great volcanic ranges around 
which the horizontal beds are built, and from which much of their 
material was derived. I have observed rocks of this group both in the 
Washburn Mountains and in the great range east of the lake. 

The two days to which our visit to the valley of the East Fork was 
limited, were spent mostly in the examination of Amethyst Mountain. 
On the third day I crossed to the valley of Soda Butte Creek, and thence 
up the river to the first large tributary that enters from the east. The 
valleys are terraced and drift-covered, and the slopes of the mountains 
are composed of the usual volcanic conglomerates. 
Camp was made in a high valley near the head of the second stream 

east of Amethyst Mountain. The rocks are unusually coarse conglom- 
erates. Some of the massive spurs overlooking the river on the south 
are capped with heavy sheets of basalt. 

On the following day we crossed the divide of Amethyst ridge and 
found ourselves on the headwaters of what is probably Broad Creek. It 
is a remarkable fact that the crest of the ridge is composed of rhyolite, 
which seems to occur in layers with strong dips i in divers directions. In 
following the divide to the east, I found that while the rhyolites form the 
erest and are the chief rocks of ‘the broken plateau which extends south- 
ward toward the lake and cafion, the northern slopes of the ridge are 
composed of basalts and conglomerates. The elevation here is generally 
about 9,000 feet. There is considerable conglomerate débris scattered 
over the surface of the rhyolites of the plateau. In the region of the 
divide lakes, which were visited by the survey in 1871, the “formations 
are all rhyolite. These are light in color, distinetly bedded, and have 
very numerous and large sanidins and quartzes. 

The abrupt basaltic promontories bordering the deep valley of East 
Fork on the south afford a fine view of the country about the head- 
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waters of that river. The geologic formations are apparently entirely 
volcanic. The bold promontory from which I made my observations is 
formed of massive sheets of dark, coarsely crystalline basalt, that show 
in the vertical faces some pretty fine columns. These basalts are ap- 
parently associated with the conglomerates. 

The upper valley of the East Fork has but slight exposures of rock, © 
excepting in the range that encircles it, and is a beautifully diversified 
upland, which abounds in parks and pine forests. Bands of elk were 
met with hourly, and the forests were continually resounding with their 
varied and somewhat extraordinary calls. 

GLACIAL PHENOMENA. 

In common with very many of the more elevated districts of the 
Rocky Mountains, the Park district presents a variety of glacial phe- 
nomena. In exploring the deep valleys of the higher ranges, the geolo- 
gist is never surprised at encountering on all hands partially rounded 
masses of transported rock. These are pretty sure to be found on most 
of the old flood-planes of the streams and often high up the sides of the 
valleys. They are frequently the only remaining records of ancient 
glaciers which have filled the valleys at different stages of their erosion. 
The glaciation of rocks in situ, in the narrow gorges, also bears testi- © 
‘mony to the former existence of glaciers. Loose bowlders are doubtless, 
in many cases, carried from their original beds by the force torrents, 
and not infrequently reach places very far distant from their original 
station by a gradual creeping or sliding movement—the result of under- 
mining or yielding of the soil beneath. It is, therefore, far from safe 
to conclude that wherever erratic rocks are found glaciers have for- 
merly existed, especially in cases where these rocks may have had their 
origin in surrounding highlands, or even quite distant mountains of very 
considerable elevation. In a region like this, however, there is every 
reason to suppose that glaciers once existed on a very extensive scale. 

The Park, with the great continental water-shed that surrounds it, 
forms one of the grandest masses of highland in the United States. 
In early Quaternary times, as now—if there have been no important 
changes of level in the mean time—the general level of the Park district 
exceeded 8,000 feet, and the broad areas of mountainous country on the 
west, north, and east represent a former general elevation of 12,000 feet 
or more. 

Glaciers exist now in the neighboring Wind River and Teton Mount- 
ains at elevations much. below 12,000 feet, and in the midst of glacial 
times descended in immense sheets to 4,000 and 5,000 feet. It would, 
therefore, be a matter of surprise if traces of glaciers were not found 
here, not only in the high valleys, but upon the surfaces of the broad 
plateaus of the Park. There is, however, a singular absence of well 
defined glacial moraines. ‘Che tens of thousands of granite bowlders 
that occur on both sides of the Yellowstone Valley, from Cinnabar Mount- 
ain to the north base of Amethyst Mountain, generally lie upon the 
smooth surface of the flood planes of the river, or upon low ridges of 
alluvial drift. The significance of this fact may be that the transport- 
ing glaciers existed in the earlier stages of the erosion of the valley, and 
that the morainal ridges have been destroyed by the river as it oscil- 
Jated from side to side in the succeeding stages of its descent from 
the plateau level to its present bed. These great bowlders would, in 
such a case, be the more durable masses of the moraines stranded on 
the various flood planes for want of water power to transport them. 
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When we come to search for the source of the granite, we are led to 
observe an interesting fact. The only bodies of granite rock within the 
limits of this valley are found either on the north side or on the bottom 
at no considerable elevation above the river. But the erratic masses 
occur to a great extent on the south side of the valley and at all eleva- 
tions. In the vicinity of Mount Evarts they reach the upper surface of 
the plateau more than 2,000 feet above the river bed. It: is evident 
that these masses of granite were transported to their present resting 
places either before the valley existed or that the ice streams were 
so deep as to fill the valley to the brim and thus carry and strand 
them. Still itis a question whether in the latter case these bowlders 
would ever reach their positions on the south side—supposing the gla- 
ciers to follow the course of the valley—as they would have to accom- 
plish the feat of crossing the whole width of the glacier as a boat would 
eross a ferry. This could really only occur in case there should be such 
an increase in the masses of ice descending from the highlands to the 
north as to completely fill the valley, sweep across its course, and over- 
spread the broad table-land to the south. ‘This table-land I have named 
the Park Plateau; it is wholly volcanic, and is separated from the base 
of the granite highlands on the north by the valley of the Yellowstone 
proper, and by the Hast Fork, its geologic as well as topographic con- 
tinuation. It extends, with but few interruptions, 100 miles to the 
south. We are here led to inquire whether or not there are evidences 
of former glaciers on this plateau. Such evidences do exist, but they 
are certainly not such as we might expect. Instead of well-defined 
moraines, an area dotted by erratic bowlders and broad expanses of 

_ polished surfaces as in the Wind River and Teton Mountains, we find 
only a few rocks other than those that may have been derived from the 
plateau itself. It should be remarked, however, in this connection, that 
the soft rhyolites which form the greater part of the plateau would not 
retain glacial markings for any considerable length of time. 
An occasional small block of granite indeed is found, and sometimes 

at unexpected levels, as on the slopes of the Washburn Mountains, 
many hundreds of feet above the general level of the plateau. <A very 
few have been observed beyond Mount Washburn, on the south side. 
The most remarkable example of these is a bowlder resting upon the 
brink of the grand cafion, about a mile and a half below the great falls 
and nearly eighteen miles from the northern border of the plateau. 
On a stormy day in December I undertook to meander the Grand 

Canon from the falls to the base of Mount Washburn, and during a 
storm of rain and sleet took shelter under the overhanging edge of a 
great rock in the dense timber. Considerably to my surprise I discov- 
ered it to be a very compact, coarsely crystalline feldspathic granite. 
In shape it is somewhat rectangular, the edges for the most part sharp 
and unworn, the result of spawling by the heat of forest fires. In 
cubical dimensions it will probably exceed 2,000 feet. It is within a 
stone’s throw of the brink of the cafion and rests upon a sheet or a 
series of sheets of rhyolite, not less than one thousand feet in thickness, 
as may easily be determined by an examination of the section exposed 
in the canon walls below. 

In seeking the possible source of this rock, we naturally turn to the 
south, towards the sources of the Yellowstone. The plateau alone the 
river’s course and around the lake is totally voleanic. The great ranges 
to the east and south of the lake are not known to contain a single ex- 
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posure of granitic rock. That there are no such formations in the 
whole drainage of the Upper Yellowstone is established by the fact of 
the almost total absence of granite pebbles on the shores of the lake or 
in the bed of the river. The home of this wanderer must be sought 
elsewhere. To the north, beyond the valley of the third canon and the 
Kast Fork, lies the granite highland previously mentioned. To the 
northwest, beyond the valley of Gardiner River, at the southern end 
of the Gallatin Mountains, is another exposure of granite at an eleva- 
tion sufficient to have given origin to it. The distance in either case 
is upwards of 20 miles. From the great falls the river descends in 
a northerly direction until it strikes the base of the granite high- 
land; here it unites with the Hast Fork and turns to the west along the 
south base of that highland, following the line of the great displacement, 
until it passes the granite gateway of the second canon (see map, plate 
XXX). To reach its. present position from the northern locality, the 
bowlder must cross the course of the great valley of the East Fork 
and the third canon and ascend the river, as it now exists, a distance 
of 20 miles, avoiding on its way, by a circuitous route, the-interven- 
ing Washburn Range and the opposing mass of Amethyst Mountain. 
If from the Gallatin Mountains, it must first have crossed the valley of 
the Upper Gardiner River and afterward a considerable spur of the Wash- 
burn Mountains—a journey of 20 miles southeast. Notwithstanding 
the fact that this pathway would, with anything like the present 
topography, seem to present fewer obstacles to the advance of a glacier 
than that from the north, I cannot regard it as at-all probable that this 
was its course. The mass of the Gallatin Mountains is not great. 
Glaciers origimating in its short abrupt valleys would have no great_ 
longitudinal extent, and would probably advance no farther than the 
deepest part of the valley that lies along its immediate base. 

The great ranges to the north are of sufficient extent to give birth to 
ice rivers of the grandest proportions. The present distribution of the 
erratic fragments of granite tends to strengthen the impression that 
they had their origin in the north. If this be admitted, it becomes at 
once clear that the erosion of the Grand Canon has been accomplished 
since the close of the glacial period, or at least that a second erosion 
has taken place if a canon did exist prior to the glacial epoch. 

That a very profound erosion had taken place along the course of the 
canon at a very early date is proved by the fact that during the rhyo- 
litic period as well as the basaltic and andesitic, there were canons 
almost as deep as the present one, into which the coulées cascaded. At 
one spot near the northern base of Mount Washburn the section of a 
fossil river is exposed more than half way down the cafion wall, the 
bed of which has been cast in andesitic lava, and the volume of whose 
water discharge is recorded in pumice stone. 

These events probably belong, however, to Miocene and Pliocene times, 
and the topography of this region in those periods—the course of the 
rivers and the configuration of the country must for the most part re- 
main unknown. 

Topographic changes of Quaternary times are, however, much more 
easily traced. The mass of glacial ice necessary to carry the great 
bowlder described above to its present resting place would change the 
whole drainage of the Park. The waters of the Upper Yellowstone 
and of the numerous tributaries of the lake would be forced across the 
low continental divide to the south and become tributary to Snake 
River and the Pacific, or otherwise to some of the western branches of 
the Missouri. 
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Thus far I have spoken of the granite bowlders only.. Ido not imagine 
that these giveanything like a full record of the glacial work accomplished 
in this region. There are indications of glaciation on a grand scale in 
which the voleanic rocks alone were involved. In order to get at this 
matter in a comprehensive way, let us go back to the beginning of Qua- 
ternary times; let us try to determine the configuration of the country 
before the ice had begun its work. The last great event of the Pliocene 
age was the accumulation of a great series of stratified conglomerates— 
the greatest of all the wonders of this unique region. The remnants of 
these formations are found distributed over an area of nearly 10,000 
square miles, and occur in such a manner as to lead us to believe that 
they were formerly continuous over a large part of this area. That they 
are of Pliocene age is proved by the plentiful occurrence of the vegetable 
remains of that age. 

The fact that this great series of formations could be laid down in 
moderately well distributed strata from the bottoms of the lowest valleys 
to the summits of the loftiest peaks, without inclosing, so far as observed, 
a Single granite fragment, is sufficient proof that the granitic rocks could 
only have formed the sub-strata of the country in Pliocene times. 

At the beginning of the glacial period, therefore, the surface of the 
Park district must have been almost exclusively volcanic. The ice 
streams would encounter no other than volcanic rocks, and the record 
of the earlier part of the glacial work must be looked for in the volcanic 
rocks and in the voleanic drift of the glaciated district. 

‘It takes no great effort of the imagination to picture the whole Park 
Plateau covered with a mass of snow and ice—a great nevé tield fed by 
the accumulating snows from the surrounding highland, and extending 
its numerous ice tongues far out to the south and west, forcing them 
across the ocean divide into the Snake River Valley, or into the head- 
waters of the Missouri. 
A dense forest now covers the whole region, and the deposits of glacial 

drift are hidden from the observer. 
The geologic formations are of a character not fitted to retain the 

striations and the polishing accomplished by the ice. 
The only result remaining to bear witness to the great events of that 

time is a fine group of lakes now resting in the center of the plateau. 

YELLOWSTONE LAKE. 

I may not be able to find good evidence that these lakes are of glacial 
origin, for who can say that they do not occupy basins of subsidence, 
or basins resulting from the building up of a rim by deposits of lava. 

In reference to these two points, it may be remarked that no evidences 
of subsidences or displacements have been observed about the shores of 
these lakes, besides their very irregular outline and their long arms 
reaching out in all directions make it difficult to believe that their basins 
are areas of subsidence. 

In regard to the building up of the rims of the basins and the filling 
up of outlets by streams of lava, it may be answered that so far as we 
know the rhyolites which form nearly the whole of the lake shore were 
deposited long antecedent to the period of erosion and glaciation which 
witnessed the modeling and remodeling of the face of the whole country. 

The rhyolite lavas are probably Miocene and Pliocene, and the basin 
into which they flowed may or may not have contained a lake or lakes. 

Such exposures of the bottoms of the flows as occur at the north show 
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that the flow did not occur in a lake, but in a deeply eroded surface of 
dry land. 

The present Yellowstone Lake is so well known as to need no extended 
description here. Its shores are generally flat and timber-covered, mead-. 
Ows occurring at rare intervals. The only mountains that approach it 
so closely as to give it their drainage are the Yellowstone Mountains to 
to the east; even these do not rise directly from its shores, but stand 
back from 5 to 10 miles. 
A good idea of the character of the surrounding country may be had 

by observing that if the waters of the lake were raised 200 feet the wa- 
ter surface would be more than doubled. The history of the lake has 
not yet received the attention its importance demands. The great ex- 
tent of the deposits of the ancient lake are dwelt upon at length by Dr. 
Hayden in the reports for 1871 and 1872. 
My own observations tend to show that his estimates of the thickness 

of the deposits and of the elevation of the old shore-line are too great 
and contrary to what he surmised, and to what any observer might be 
led to suppose, the ancient lake expanded to the north and east consid- 
erably more than to the south and west, where the country seems open 
through to the broad plateaus of the Pacific Slope. My own observa- 
tions in the southwest are, however, by no means satisfactory. 

In Plate (XX XI) 4 I present a sketch of the Yellowstone Lakes, an- 
cient and modern, the shore-line of the ancient lake being defined as 
far as possible by the actual occurrences of its deposits. Where these 
deposits have been removed by subsequent erosion, the outline is con- 
tinued along the contour which represents the ancient lake level. 

The level of the present lake, as determined by the most recent ob- 
servations, is 7,738 feet. Among the many barometric observations 
made on the highest levels of the lake deposits there is no single one 
which reaches 300 feet above the present lake, the highest record be- 
ing made at a point near the Howard road, some 8 or 9 miles west of the 
Mud Geyser. This, by aneroid, is 8,028 feet. 
On Pelican Creek the highest terrace has a general level of 7,950 feet. 

On the eastern shore of the lake, and so far as I have observed on the 
south, the highest terraces are not over 100 feet above the present lake. 
It is possible that higher levels exist. The heavy growth of forest 
makes it very difficult to trace beach-lines that might otherwise be fol- 
lowed with the greatest ease. ~ 

The most extensive deposits occur in the valley of Pelican Creek and 
in Hayden’s Valley. The region occupied by the Pelican Creek deposits 
was formerly a wide bay of the ancient lake. The deposits consist of 
coarse sandstones and conglomerates, both of which seem to have been 
greatly altered by solfataric action. The series of fine terraces bordering 
Pelican Creek are probably in some eases river terraces. 

The western shore of the ancient lake has not differed greatly from 
that of the present lake, but on the south its waters have probably cov- 
ered a very extended area. 
Promontory Point existed as an island, but most of the flat tongues 

of land separating the arms were covered by the waters of the old lake. 
The low divide that seperates the waters of the Yellowstone from the 

Snake River drainage is from 2 to 10 miles from the lake shore and must 
have been almost on a level with the ancient lake. 

There are no indications, however, that the lake ever had an outlet 
in this direction, although one is at a loss to see why such a large part 
of the drainage of the rhyolite plateau should eut its way through the 
great metamorphic range to the north, when the divide to the south and 
west presents such inconsiderable barriers. 
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At present the only view that can be taken is that before the flow of 

the rhyolite a passage-way had been cut through the northern ranges, 

and that the flows of lava were such as to sustain the old divide or build 

up a ridge of sufficient height to create a new one at the present place. 

Such is the character of the great divide district, even after a great 

period of erosion in which enormous valleys have been cut, that a flow 

of lava 300 feet thick, into the Yellowstone Valley at any point above 

the falls, would turn the drainage of the whole lake district, together 

with that of the Upper Yellowstone Valley, into the valley of the Snake. 

It is easy to see, therefore, what a diversified succession of events may 

have taken place in the drainage of the Park Plateau during the vol- 

canic period, as very slight flows of lava might have kept the drainage 

of many thousand square miles balancing between the Atlantic and 

Pacific. 
It seems probable, however, that since the close of the rhyolite pro- 

ducing period there has been but little change except that of the deep- 

ening of the drainage by erosion. The greatest changes effected by this 

agency being the carving of the cafion and the draining of the ancient lake. 

An important area of the ancient lake has been completely drained. It 
occupied the depression now known as Hayden’s Valley. 

On the north this arm extended almost to the immediate base of 
Mount Washburn. The accompanying map, Plate (XXXI), gives an 
approximation to the outline of the ancient lake. 

PETROGRAPHIC NOTES ON THE VOLCANIC ROCKS OF 
THE YELLOWSTONE PARK. 

By Capt. C. E. DUTTON. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 3, 1879. 

Mr: W. H. HOLMEs: 

My DEAR Str: I have examined the volcanic rocks you collected in 
the Yellowstone Park and vicinity, and they are very interesting. The - 
rhyolites especially present an attractive study. ‘They are all of the 
most typical kind, being hyaline or vitreous, and abounding in those 
characters which are associated or even correlated with the most siliceous 
eruptive rocks. I understand from you that this series of rocks comes 
partly from massive sheets of ancient lava and partly from volcanic 
conglomerates. ‘Those from the former sources are rhyolites and basalts; 
those from the latter are chiefly hornblendic andesites with a few horn- 
blendic trachytes. The former are much younger than the latter and 
agree as to their time relations with the general laws of succession of 
eruptions prevailing throughout the mountain regions of the West. As 
to the geological relations of these rocks, I am unable to say anything, 
being insufficiently apprised of the observed facts. 

There is one feature which seems to be shared by pretty nearly all 
these rocks, and that is the great amount of alteration which they have 

- undergone since their extravasation. The alterations are not only ex- 
tensive but are somewhat peculiar. It is most conspicuous in the horn- 
blendes, which have been altered, not, as more frequently happens, into 
viridite or magnetite, but into peroxide of iron, which has the facies of 
hematite rather than limonite. This alteration, however, generally 
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affects the surfaces of the hornblende crystals more than the interior, 
and where a crystal so altered is exposed by fracture it might readily 
be taken for a pseudomorph of hematite or limonite after hornblende. 
A section through the crystal, however, generally discloses a core of 
unaltered or only partially changed hornblende. In the cases of smaller 
crystals or hornblendic dust and microlites, the alteration is often com- 
plete and the color of the groundmass is changed from the normal dark 
gray or green of hornblende andesite to a light yet strong red. In the 
fine-grained varieties this has produced a strongly deceptive appear- 
ance, and any one familiar with voleanic rocks would have been led after 
macroscopic inspection to pronounce such rocks either acid trachytes or 
even rhyolites. The thin sections, however, show abundant plagioclase 
and very little sanidin; they also reveal abundant traces of the disso- 
lution of the hornblende. The cause of this extensive alteration may 
possibly be found in the action of hot-spring waters so abundant 
throughout this district. It appears to be decidedly different in its 
effects from the ordinary action of atmospheric waters. 

I give herewith a diagnosis of the various specimens: 

N > 1. RHYOLITE. 

This specimen contains a very few small crystals of sanidin and still 
fewer and smaller quartzes, disseminated in a hyaline or perlitic base, 
showing indistinct fluidal texture. The field is occasionally traversed 
by lines or seams which appear to be almost pure quartzite; also spots 
ormiculiof thesame. There is considerable ferritic matter disseminated 
throughout the base, imparting a pale reddish color. A few dark brown 
spots occur, which may be decomposing hornblende. 

Locality.—Kastern spur of Sepulchre Mountain, about one mile above 
Mammoth Hot Springs. 

No. 2. RHYOLITE. 

Contains very few fragmental crystals of sanidin and quartz, the quan- 
tity of crystaline matter being quite small. The base has very strongly 
marked fluidal characteristics, and exhibits figures which are axiolitie 
(very similar to that given by Zirkel in Fig. 1, Plate VI, Survey Fortieth 
Parallel, Vol. V1). 
Locality—Summit of Mount Evarts, opposite Mammoth Hot Springs. 

No. 3. RHYOLITE. 

An extremely fluidal base, showing a web of coarse, glassy fibers, form- 
ing tangled meshes without any definite direction. Base wholly glassy. 
Crystals very few and very minute, chiefly sanidin, with curious inclu- 
sions of Jong, slender needles of feldspar. 
Locality. Base of sheet capping Mount Evarts. 

No. 4. RHYOLITE. 

Shows a mottled or damosene base, which is axiolitic. Crystals few 
and fragmentary. Several plagioclase crystals noted. 
-Locality.—Low hill to the left of Elk Creek crossing, Junction Valley. 

No. 5. RHYOLITE. / 
Holding fragmental and distorted crystals of quartz and sanidin; 

seanty and small. The base shows the fluidal structure to an extreme 
degree, in very irregular forms, however, as fibrous or drawn out in the 
direction, of flow in wavy lines, consisting of a thoroughly transparent 
glass surrounded by a border of nearly opaque glass, probably charged 
with ferrite. Whenever this peculiar groundmass borders upon a crys- 
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tal it takes the ordinary eye-form: The crystals seem to be bent as if 
they had been viscous or nearly fused during the flow. 
Locality.—W all of Yellowstone Canon, south side, 5 miles above Tower 

Falls. 

No. 6. RHYOLITE. 
Indistinctly spherulitic base. There are no distinct crystals. 

er —Same as preceding. 

No. 7. RHYOLITE. 

ee as preceding. 

No. 8. RHYOLITE. 

Showing a few crystals of quartz and sanidin, both containing very 
numerous and fine glass inclusions, which are in some cases double. 
The base of the rock is one of the most extraordinary I have ever seen, 
presenting avery remarkable form of globulitic devitrification (see Zirkel, 
Survey Fortieth Parallel, Vol VI, last figure). The groundmass is 
densely charged with spherulites, which are closely appressed and in 
actual contact. They show radial fibers, radiating from centers which 
polarize well, and are evidently crystalline; and between crossed nicols a 
dark cross is formed by the intersection of two planes of extinction in 
the center of each globulite. The radial fibers are too minute to be 
individually recognized, but are evidently thoroughly crystalline, for as 
the nicols are rotated opalescent colors are formed which rotate around 
the center of each globule like the four arms of a windmill. 

Locality.—Near the Mud-puffs, Lower Geyser Basin. 

No. 9. RHYOLITE. 

Has a white opaque base containing a great abundance of rounded 
and fragmental quartz crystals ; feldspars extremely rare. 

Locality—Caition of the Yellowstone, near falls. 

No. 10. RHYOLITE. 

The base is globulitic and of a most interesting character, showing 
that the texture is due to the operation of crystallogenic forces. The 
devitrification of the base commences around a great number of points 
as centers, and leads to a radial arrangement of the matter in its vicinity, 
a portion of which is probably definitely crystallized. In some cases this 
crystallization has proceeded so far that the crystal can be very distinctly 
recognized, and seen to possess an arrangement similar to that of fine- 
grained porphyritic granite ; but in most cases the crystalline structure 
can be detected by the polariscope. When the polarizer is rotated four 
arms of a cross (four brush-like groups of rays) are seen to rotate around 
the center of each globulite. Thus some portions of the groundmass 
are wholly crystalline, while other portions are in incipient stages of 
crystallization. 
Locality—Yellowstone Caiion, foot of the Great Falls. 

No. 11. RHYOLITE. 

A white, chalky rhyolite. It holds moderately thickly disseminated 
crystals of quartz, with rounded edges, and usually having either glass 
inclusions or inclusions consisting of base. There are few crystals of san- 
idine. The base is quite striking, and rather unusual, though I have be- 
fore seen instances very similar toit. Itis minutely eranular, almost uni- 
formly so, with fluidal texture. When seen with a power of 350 diame- 
ters, the base has an appearance suggesting that of very fine-grained 
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quartz porphyry when it is viewed with a very low magnifying power. 
The amount of aggregate polarization is considerably less than is seen’ 
in most of the quartz porphyries. 

In the vicinity of some of the quartz crystal the base has a grayish 
color, forming a grayish band around the crystal. In some instances 
this grayish band gradually shades into the body of the crystal itself in 
such a manner that there is no definite boundary, suggesting the pos- 
sibility that the secretion of the crystal from the base had proceeded 
from the center or axis outwards, gradually absorbing the base, and con- 
verting it into crystalline substance. : 

Between crossed nicols the groundmass shows many spots which are 
much brighter than the adjoining portions, while between parallel 
nicols the same spots are darker than the adjoining portions. These 
spots obviously contain crystaline matter in some form, and may be in- 
cipient crystalloids. 
Locality.—Grand Canon of the Yellowstone, at foot of Great Falls. 

No. 12. RHYOLITE. 

Contains comparatively few crystals of sanidin, and many small erys- 
tals of quartz. Base consists of granular felsite, with decided aggre- 
gate polarization. ‘The quartz crystals contain glass cavities. There 
is no accessory hornblende or mica. 
Locality.—Madison Plateau, opposite the junction of Gibbon River 

with the Madison. 

No. 13. RHYOLITE. 

Locality.—Mount Sheridan. 

No. 14. RHYOLITE. 

Locality.—Mount Sheridan. 

Nos. 15, 16, and 17. TRACHYTE. 

Much altered, probably by solfataric action. Feldspars much decom- 
posed, and do not polarize except occasionally in very small portions 
of the original crystals, and then only imperfectly. Crystals porphy- 
ritie, the base having a fine-grained felsitic character, very nearly 
amorphous. Fragments of hornblende very much decomposed and 
largely replaced with hydrated peroxyd of iron. f 

In the green specimen the hornblende shows the ordinary alteration 
into viridite and epidote. 
Locality.— Junction Valley, near the base of Garnet Hill. 

No. 18. PoRPHYRITIC TRACHYTE. 

This rock has the usual characters common in the laccolite tra- 
chytes; very large and beautiful crystals of sanidin, showing less 
than the usual amount of decomposition; polarizing sharply, many of, 
the larger crystals showing beautiful twins which have the zonal strue- 
ture. The base is micro-crystalline, and shows a large amount of polar- 
ization, approaching to that of some granite porphyries. There is con- 
siderable biotite, also grains of magnetite, disseminated throughout the 
ground mass. Small crystals of plagioclase are present. 

Locality.—The great laccolite, Indian Creek, East Gallatin Mount- 
ains. 

No. 19. HORNBLENDIC TRACHYTE. 

Locality—Summit of Mount Chittenden. 
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No. 20. PROPYLITE (?) 

This specimen has many of the characters of a propylite. It consists 
of a tolerably homogeneous base, holding crystals of plagioclase and 
orthoclase and an abundance of what was once probably hornblende, 
but which has been converted into peroxide of iron. Presuming these 
to be hornblendes, the mode of their occurrence, their dissemination in 
fragments of fine dust throughout the base, is quite characteristic of 
propylite. The larger feldspar crystals are in most cases sanidins, hay- 
ing the zonal structure and often exhibiting Carlsbad twins. The 
plagioclases are far more numerous, but smaller in size than the sani- 
dins. Very many of them show a curious fibrous structure, as if the 
crystals were built up of minute microlitic stuffs, and myriads of these 
swarm throughout the base. Traces of brown hornblende not wholly 
decomposed are sometimes seen, but ordinarily the characters of the 
hornblende are past recognition. 

Locality.—In breccia, Terrace Point, head of Yellowstone Lake. 

No. 21. HORNBLENDIC ANDESITE. 

A much.altered rock, externally reddish, differing from the hornblende 
andesites, which are usually bluish, greenish, and grayish; the color 
is undoubtedly due to weathering or solfataric action. The character- 
istic color of epidote is seen in macroscopically greenish-yellow spots, 
which occur abundantly in the groundmass, but do not sensibly affect 
the reddish tone of the rock itself. Crystals quite small and rare, 
though the microscope shows great multitudes of small ledge-formed 
crystals of triclinic feldspar and a great abundance of two varieties of 
hornblende, dark brown and pale green, the latter being very strongly 
dichroitic, the former moderately so. The brown hornblendes have the 
characteristic black shaded border, which is seldom wanting in the 
hornblende andesites. Green stains, arising doubtless from the decom- 
position of hornblende, are abundant throughout the base. There are 
many feldspar microlites. The base is for the most part amorphous. 

Locality. Crossing of Beaver-dam Creek, near head of Yellowstone 
Lake, in breccia. 

No. 22. HORNBLENDE ANDESITE. 
Differing notably from the one just described, containing, however, 

a large number of similar plagioclase crystals, many of which seem to 
be broken and shattered transversely. There is much microfelsitic mat- 
ter desseminated throughout the base, which polarizes considerably. 
The hornblende seems to be confined to crystals of notable size. There 
is an absence of minute hornblende dust disseminated, throughout the 
base. The rock is, therefore, grayish rather than green. The large 
hornblendes have characteristic black shaded borders. They polarize 
splendidly and are strongly dichroitie. 
Locality—Summit of Mount Chittenden. 

No. 23. HORNBLENDE ANDESITE. 

Closely approximating No. 21. 
Locality—Summit of Mount Chittenden. 

‘No. 24. HORNBLENDE ANDESITE. 

Locality. Summit of Mount Chittenden. 

No. 25. HORNBLENDE ANDESITE. 

This is almost wholly a feldspathic rock, much altered by weathering; 
base highly charged with microlites, which must be plagioclase; larger — 
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plagioclase crystals are much decayed; most of the hornblendes have 
disappeared; a few sanidins can be detected, but have lost most of their 
polarizing powers. 
Locality.—Summit of Grizzly Peak. 

No. 26. HORNBLENDE ANDESITE. 
Locality.—Tower Falls, in breccia. 

No. 27. AUGITE ANDESITE. 

Groundmass consists of small plagioclase crystals and many feldspar 
microlites, disseminated throughout the base, which show a very large 
amount of aggregate polarization. The base is exceedingly fine grained, 
and between crossed nicols is so full of luminous points, which yet can- 
not be distinctly recognized as possessing definite crystalline form, that 
the diabase is suggested. On the whole, however, there is probably 
present a considerable amount of amorphous base. 

Locatity— Yellowstone Caiion, south side, 5 miles above Lower Falis. 

No. 28. HORNBLENDE ANDESITE. 
Locality.—Northwest spur of Mount Washburn, in breccia. 

No. 29. BASALT. 
Has very large crystals of beautifully-striated triclinic feldspar, the 

lines of striation being wonderfully minute in some of the crystals. 
Small grains of olivine are tolerably numerous, some of which have been 
much altered. <A few curious crystals of augite and large quantities of 
amorphous augite are disseminated throughout the mass. 

Locality —Junction Valley, Elk Creek Meadows. 

No. 30. DIABASE. 
Locality Gardiner River, above junction of East Fork. 
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THE THERMAL SPRINGS OF YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, 

By A. C. PEALE, M. D.. 

SCHUYLKILL HAVEN, PA., August 1, 1881. 
Sir: I have the honor herewith to submit my report on the Thermal 

Springs of the Yellowstone National Park. It is based mainly upon 
the observations made in 1878. We reached the Shoshone Geyser Basin, 
our first working point, on August 15, 1878, and spent ten days mapping 
and describing the springs of this interesting area. Our next stopping 
point was the Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River. Here we had 
in all eight days between the 26th of August and the 11th of Septem- 
ber, having in this time also visited the Heart Lake Springs and those 
of Lewis Lake. We next mapped the Gibbon Geyser Basin in a little 
over aday and a half. We then worked up the Mammoth Hot Springs 
of Gardiner’s River, leaving them about September 21 to follow up the 
-Yellowstone River and examine the various spring localities along its 
course. 
On October 1 we began work in the Lower Geyser Basin of the Fire 

Hole River, and finished October 10.. We were therefore in the Park 
within a few days of two months. A considerable portion of this time 
was spent in traveling from point to point, the spring areas being sep- 
arated by distances which will be appreciated by a reference to the map 
of the Park. A large portion of the writer’s time was necessarily de- 
voted to topographical work in assisting Mr. J. E. Mushback, to whose 
fidelity and zeal is due the fact that the accompanying maps of the 
various Geyser Basins are presented. The writer’s thanks are also due 
to Mr. H. Gannett, Mr. W. H. Holmes, and Mr. F. E. Owen for the prep- 
aration of maps and illustrations. 

The accompanying report is divided into three parts. 
Part i is devoted to the description of the spring areas according to 

their location on the systems of drainage that lie within ‘the Park. 
In Part II I have given short descriptions of the principal geyser 

regions of the world for the sake of comparison with our own, and also 
because the remarks in the portions of the report following are partly 
based on observations made in other geyser regions than our own. I 
have also added brief chapters on the Thermal Springs of the United 
States and other parts of the world, incorporating catalogues of the 
same, which are as complete as the time at our command permitted us 
to make them. 

In Part III, as a reference to the table of contents will show, I have 
considered briefly the points of a more general nature in relation to hot 
springs and geysers. I have been obliged to present them in a some- 
what incomplete state, owing to the fact that our organization was dis- 
banded before even this portion of the report was begun. This fact, 
with the removal from a general office and from as free access to the 
libraries as is desirable, with the cares of business since the breaking 
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up of the survey, have precluded the completion of the report in full 
according to the original plan. 

The chemical work, for which I am indebted to Dr. Henry Leffmann, 
owing to the limited’ amount of money devoted to it, is not as compre- 
hensive as wished, and the experiments as to the cause of the color in 
the waters of the ’ springs of the Park have only been commenced. I 
present the results of the experiments as far as they have been carried. 
A bibliographical appendix is added, containing the bibliography of the 
the Yellowstone National Park, Iceland, and New Zealand, and thermal 
springs in general. These have been ‘made as complete as boss 
although they are not exhaustive. 

But few references to the geology of the Park have been made, as ihe 
report of Mr. W. H. Holmes will present it in detail. All topographical 
details will be found in Mr. Henry Gannett’s report, and I have there- 
fore merely given the situation of the springs. 

Hoping this report may prove satisfactory, I remain, with great re- 
spect, your obedient servant, 

A. C, PEALE. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

United States, Geological and Geographical Survey 
of the Territories. 



PART I. 

DESCRIPTIVE OF SPRINGS AND GEYSERS OF YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL 
PARK. 
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IX, Third Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River...-.....--. -.--.---- soe 248 

SECTION III. Springs on Snake River Drainage.:.-.....---..----------.----- 249 
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XII. Hot Springs of Lewis Lake and Snake River...--...--.. .----. 300 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Yellowstone National Park (or reservation, as it may perhaps be 
more correctly termed) lies mainly in the northwestern corner of Wyo- 
ming, extending on the north and west into the Territories of Montana 
and Idaho, which are adjacent. It is 55 miles by 65 miles, and includes, 
therefore, 3,575 square miles or 2,288,000 acres. In connection with this 
large area, the name “park” is perhaps misleading, as it is exceedmgly 
diversified, containing numerous parks, or open spaces, high mountain 
ranges, and beautiful lakes. The name is not used in the way it is in 
Colorado, meaning immense valleys or basins of approximately level 
country, but is more nearly synonymous with “reservation” in this 
place. 

John Colter or Coulter was probably the first white man who ever 
saw any of the springs or geysers of this wonderful region. He was con- 
nected with Lewis and Clarke’s expedition, and on their return, in 1806, 
left the expedition to go back to the headwaters of the Missouri to trap 
and hunt. After a narrow escape from the Blackfeet Indians, he lived 
for some time with the Bannock Indians, who ranged through the coun- 
try in which the Park is located. In 1810 he returned to “Saint Louis 
and told wonderful tales of the region, which were not believed. ‘Coul- 
ter’s Hell” was the term afterwar ds applied to the region by bunters and 
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trappers, who had heard of it from him, but had never been there. As 
far back as 1844, James Bridger, one of the best and most noted of Rocky 
Mountain guides, is said to have described some of the wonderful springs 
and geysers, but his stories were supposed to be made out of the whole 
cloth, and although it is said he endeavored to get some of the western 
newspaper men to publish some of his tales, they were so marvelous 
that no one would do it. 

In Capt. John Mullan’s report on the construction of a military road 
from Fort Walla Walla to Fort Benton occurs the following mention of 
geysers. He says: 

As early as the winter of 1853, which I spent in these mountains, my attention was 
called to the mild open region lying between the Deer Lodge Valley and Fort Laramie. 
x * * Upon investig ating the peculiarities of the country I learned from the Indians, 
and afterwards confirmed Dy my own explorations, the fact of the existence of an in- 
finite number of hot springs at the headwaters of the Missouri, Columbia, and Yellow- 
stone Rivers, and that hot geysers, similar to those of California, existed at the head 
of the Yellowstone; that this line of hot springs was traced to the Big Horn, &c. 

On page 10 of Captain Raynolds’s report on the exploration of the 
Yellowstone River* is the following paragraph : 

Beyond these [referring to Pryor’s River, Clark’s Fork, Big Rosebud, and Beaver 
River] is the valley of the Upper Yellowstone, which is as yet a terra incognita. My 
expedition passed entirely around, but could not penetrate it. My intention was to 
enter it from the head of Wind River, but the basaltic ridge previously spoken of in- 
tercepted our route and prohibited the attempt. After this obstacle had thus forced 
us over on the western slope of the Rocky Mountains, an effort was made to recross 
and reach the district in question; but although it was June, the immense body of 
snow baffled all our exertions, and we were compelied to content ourselves with listen- 
ing to marvelous tales of burning plains, immense lakes, and boiling springs, without 
being able to verify these wonders. I know of but two white men wno claim to have 
ever visited this part of the Yellowstone Valley—James Bridger and Robert Meldrum. 
The narratives of both these men are very remarkable, and ‘Bridger, in one of his re- 
citals, described an immense boiling spring that is a perfect counterpart of the geysers 
of Iceland. As he is uneducated, and had probably never heard of the existence of 
such natural marvels elsewhere, I have little doubt that he spoke of that which he had 
actually seen. 

This is probably the first printed reference to the springs and geysers 
of the Park, although there were floating traditions among the early 
trappers and hunters. 

In 1863 a party of prospectors, of which Capt. Walter W. De Lacey 
was’ one, ascended the Snake River, and from Shoshone Lake (which 
was named De Lacey’s Lake afterwards by General Meredith, surveyor- 
general of Montana) crossed to the Lower Geyser Basin, one branch of 
the party having visited the springs and geysers of the ‘Shoshone Gey- 
ser Basin. No description of the Shoshone Geysers was published by 
them. Captain De Lacey, writing of the Lower Geyser Basin in the paper 
by him published in the « Contributions to the Historical Society of 
Montana,” says they 1eached the valley on the 9th of September, 1863 
(see page 132). He does not give any description of the various springs. 
In the following years many prospectors visited portions of the Park, 
the Botteler Brothers, C. J. Barronette, and Bart Henderson being among 
them. In 1869 Messrs. Cook and David E. Folsom visited the region, 
and the account of their trip, published in the Lakeside Monthly, of 
Chicago, is probably the first authentic description ever published of 
these springs and geysers outside of brief accounts in the local papers 

*Senate Executive Document No. 77, Fortieth Congress, first session. Report of 
the Secretary of War, communicating, &e. Seems Utey “the report of Byt. Brig. Gen. 
W. F. Raynolds, &c. 
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of Montana. Mr. N. P. Langford, formerly superintendent of the Park, 
in a private letter to the writer says: 

An account of their expedition was written by David E. Folsom himself, and his 
partner (Cook) sent it to his brother for perusal, and it seemed so wonderful that the 
proprietors of the Lakeside Monthly, of Chicago, published it in May or June, 1870. 
Not knowing who the author was, the publishers gave the name of Mr. Cook as the 
“author. Mr. Cook was much chagrined by this blunder, which deprived Mr. Folsom 
of the honor due him, and did all he could to set the matter right. 

In Raymond’s Mining Statistics West of the Rocky Mountains (Wash- 
ington, 1870), in the chapter on Gallatin County, Montana, page 312, 
occurs the following paragraph: 

Parties who have visited this terra incognita [Yellowstone Basin] report it replete 
with grand and wonderful phenomena—crevasses of stupendous depth, petrified 
forests, plains of lava and brimstone, geysers spouting boiling water fifty to seventy ‘ 
feet high, &c., but their reports are too indefinite to serve for reliable description. 

In 1870 the Washburn party explored the region, and two of the 
members of the party described its wonders in magazine articles pub- 
lished in the spring of 1871. Mr. N. P. Langford’s illustrated articles 
appeared in the May and June numbers of Scribner’s Magazine, 1871, 
and Mr. Walter Trumbull’s description in the Overland Monthly, June, 
1871. Lieutenant Doane, of the Second Cavalry, who accompanied the 
Washburn expedition in command of the escort, also made an official 
report of the trip to General Hancock. 

During the summers of 1871 and 1872 the Geological Survey of the 
Territories made their explorations of the Park, and gave to the world 
the first scientific account of the region. One of the results of the ex- 
ploration of 1871 was the setting aside of the region including the vari- 
ouS spring areas, as a National Park. 

From 1872 to 1878, the time of our third visit, the Park was visited 
by many parties, and for a further list of publications relating to it the 
reader is referred to the bibliography appended to this report. 
A glance at the map of the Park will show that within its limits we 

have the principal sources of two of our largest rivers, viz., the Mis- 
souri and the Snake River or Lewis’ Fork of the Columbia. The largest 
portion of the Park lies to the eastward of the Continental Divide or 
water-shed. As to its geology, the reader is referred to the more detailed 
report of Mr. Holmes. Suffice it to say here that it is mainly voleanie, 
rhyolitic rocks being spread over its surface, forming immense plateaus 
in most places. The elevation is such that it is not suited for farming 
purposes. In 1871 there were several mornings in which the tempera- 
ture fell below the freezing point. August 1 we had ice one-sixteenth of 
aninch in thickness in our camp on the Kast Fork of the Fire Hole River, 
and on the 10th, on Yellowstone Lake, at sunrise, the thermometer re- 
corded 155°. In July the six o’clock temperature ranged from 42° to 
50°. The noon temperature through the summer ranged from 50° to 
78°. We had almost the same weather in 1872. In the last of June, 
1872, at Fort Ellis, we had a snow storm which whitened the surface 
where the day before flowers were in bloom. In 1878 we had snow 
storms on September 8, 23, and 24, and on October 1, 15,and14. On the 
10th of September the temperature was 23°, on the 23d it was 18°, and 
on the 26th, 10°. These temperatures were taken early in the morning. 
Mr. P. W. Norris, in his report for 1878, gives the average temperature 
at sunrise for July at 57° and for noon at 80°. For August he gives the 
average at sunrise at 44° and at noon 78°. Jn September he says it was 
39° at sunrise and 61° at noon. The following table, compiled from his 
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report for 1879 (pp. 24-27), will give the result of his observations for 
1879 at the Mammoth Hot Springs: 

Averace temperature. i ca aa Lowest | Highest 
Month. temper- | temper- ae 

Sunrise. | Noon. | Sunset. | 2¢™re. | ature. 

Co) ° ° ° ° 
a. ane (QS Gays) S66qgbedecasdecsososucoscee 43 70 57 36 80 | None 
Why ssedoo SodcoososHbodesSuaqqoass sosa0da 59 80 63 32 88 | None 
ees BO Ese a ANE aba d SOE Spor ie 49 74 69 42 86 | None. 
September Jon agodcoeasoaconoscobHdobasKS 39 60 53 25 78 3: 
October yaar ccc -cumeccate sae ceeelee l= 22 52 30 20 70 4 
INMOWENNI Ne BoasooskeaKS cooDoS. cosucbooSHeS 23 40 31 2 65 13 
December (26 days)-.-.----------.-------- 12 18 UP) |losconcoses 46 15 
August 1 to 16, on way to Geysers ...... 43 73 54 30 84 2 

On the 8th of October there were 2 feet of snow, and during most of the month 
there was snow on the ground. 

The following table is compiled from the record of temperatures taken 
during 1880 at the Mammoth Hot Springs by one of Superintendent 
Norris’s assistants (see his report for 1880, pp. 52-57): 

Table of temperatures of air, Mammoth Hot Springs. 

Average temperature. 
Lowest | Highest 

Month. -| temper- | temper- 

Sunrise. | Noon. | Sunset. 

1880. oF, OF, OF. oF, oF, 
DB IMUER EY? cog cooeddocdoobooobe souboEHooEeSHEDaEeSHoa6 18 27 21 —36 46 
INGLE 7a cco da socabons seuoadonouoboHSSOsoEsadcssse 12 28 18 —16 37 
WEAN Se gadoueoucoeoabodope DAs ooReeaorooocoasodd 13 30 22 —40 46 
ANTI’ sceacodnnd mansascoeqosuouasHEoseeacoososds 5000 50 68 62 41 92 
ANTIGEN 5000 995000 canbe osgqnSEDRSOdSEeesnbeSdedso0 50 68 64 35 85 
Sie OuSTM NE ooaso kode ondosaoddoudooDUooooSesesa Socc 41 66 58 30 80 
(OTE CEH Ha WA MEn ya at HA CES Creme Mare rme pte arenas kbar iE m 32 57 42 14 80 
INO YOON CUES Co Gok SOA se Bee canneScon iDoaceecce 5 24 17 —22 56 
ID SCOMIDPERH oe ee eieiaee cna ie a eealeleletela aicinin lj telescioisierctes 16 25 20 —26 50 

On the 13th of March the mercury froze. On January 29 the thermometer fell 26° 
in one-half of an hour. 

_ Mr. Walter Trumbull, in his article in the Overland Monthly (vol. vi, 
p. 495), says: 

As an agricultural country I was not favorably impressed with the great Yellow- 
stone Basin, but its brimstone resources are ample for all the match-makers of the 
world, A snow storm in September, 2 feet deep, is hardly conducive to any kind 
of agricultural enterprise or stock-raising. 

At a ranch on the Yellowstone, below the mouth of Gardiner’s River, 
there was a garden and potatoes were successfully raised in 1878. This 
is just beyond the limits of the Park, and the elevation is below 5,500 
feet; but even here gardening is precarious. Although frosty nights 
are the rule in the Park, the cold i is less severely felt than in the Hast, 
probably because of the extreme dryness of the atmosphere. A temper- 
ature of 15° or 20° does not cause as much discomfort as 40° in the 
East, where there is so much more moisture in the air. 
AS to the scenery of the Park, a few words are all that will be neces- 

sary here. The various’ picturesque views in the Park have so often 
been illustrated and its wonderful scenery so often described that a repe- 
tition here is needless. As the vivid coloring of the walls of the Grand 
Cation of the Yellowstone has been often questioned by those who have 

never visited the region, I will quote a description of its coloring from 
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the article of one of Philadelphia’s distinguished physicians (doctors 
- are not much given to sentimentality): 

The man whose love of color is not satisfied by the view down this marvelous valley 
must indeed be hard to please. For a mile away the sides are formed of slopes, from 
which rise vast battlements, turrets, pinnacles, alone or in clusters, of tall, conical 
spires; some are of basalt, some of limestone [?]; they rise through slopes part clay 
and part broken silicates and limestone. On this mass of material Nature has lavished 
her wealth of colors with a spendthrift hand. The taller rocks of ruddy browns or 
Pompeian red melt away in the débris from which they spring to rich yellows, fading 
below to cool grays in exquisite gradation. Here and there are rocks of a red-like 
claret-lees ; others have a basis of rich ocher, with the projections of umber-brown. 
In places the reds are nearly of a dark scarlet. Here, the rocks are of a lovely French 
gray; there, ef a delicate fawn tint, rising above to saffron and melting to snow- 
white below, while in places patches of vivid green, orange, or black mark the masses 
of moss and lichen, fed by the abundant spray, and forced into luxury of growth by 
the warm streams from the numberless springs issuing from the walls of the cafion.* 

The view of this cafion is one that never disappoints, and if the visits 
to the Grand Falls are separated by a few years each succeeding visit 
only serves to strengthen and heighten the impressions of the first visit, 
for the coloring is on such a grand scale that it is impossible to retain 
the memory of its vividness. : 

The reports of 1871 and 1872 and the various newspaper and maga- 
zine articles will give the reader any further descriptions of the scenery, 
as the space at the writer’s command will not permit of any extended 
descriptions in this report. 

As has already been stated, the setting aside of the area now known 
as the Yellowstone National Park was one of the results of the survey 
ot 1871, and it may be stated that the movement was started by Dr. F. 
Y. Hayden, and its success was mainly due to his personal efforts. 

On the 18th of December, 1871, the bill to set apart this tract was 
introduced into the United States Senate by Hon. 8. C. Pomeroy, and 
about the same time a similar bill was offered in the House of Repre- 
sentatives. The bill was referred to the Committees on Public Lands by 
both houses and reported upon favorably. In the Senate there was 
some discussion, the bill being opposed by Mr. Cole, of California, and 
advocated by Messrs. Pomeroy, Edmunds, Trumbull, Anthony, and 
others. Mr. Trumbull, in reply to Mr. Cole’s objections, made the fol- 
lowing argument in favor of the bill: 

I think our experience with the wonderful natural curiosity, if I may so call it, in 
the Senator’s own State should admonish us of the propriety of passing such a bill as 
this. There is the wonderful Yosemite Valley, which one or two persons are claiming 
by virtue of a pre-emption. Here isa region of country away up in the Rocky Mount- 
ains, where there are the most wonderful geysers on the face of the earth—a country 
that is not likely ever to be inhabited for the purpose of agriculture, but it is possible 
that some person may go there and plant himself across the only path that leads to 
these wonders and charge every man that passes along between the gorges of these 
mountains a fee of a dollar or five dollars. He may place an obstruction there, aud 
toll may be gathered from every person who goes to see these wonders of creation. 
Now this tract of land is uninhabited; nobody lives there; it was never trod by civi- 
lized man until within a short period. Perhaps a year or two ago was the first time 
that this country was ever explored by anybody. It is now proposed, while it is in 
this condition, to reserve it from sale and occupation in this way. Now, before there 
is any dispute as to this wonderful country, I hope we shall except it from the gen- 
eral position of public lands, and reserve it to the government. At some future time, 
if we do 80, we can repeal this law,if it is in anybody’s way, but now I think it is a 
very appropriate bill to pass. 

After this the bill passed. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the bill was passed so soon after the 

explorations, there were claimants for certain portions of the Park. J. 
C. McCartney and Mr. Hore claimed the Mammoth Hot Springs, and 

*Lippincott’s Magazine, vol. XXV, No. 150, June, 1880, p. 699. 
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had erected some buildings there before the Park was reserved. C. J. 
Barronette also had constructed a bridge across the East Fork of the 
Yellowstone. This bridge was destroyed by the Nez Perce Indians in 
their raid across the Park in 1877. 

The following is the report of the House Committee on the Public 
Lands: 

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK. 

Mr. DUNNELL, from the Committee on the Public Lands, made the following report: 

The Committee on the Public Lands, having had under consideration bill H. Kh. 764, 
would report as follows: 

The bill now before Congress has for its object the withdrawal from settlement, 
occupancy, or sale, under the laws of the United States, a tract of land 55 by 65 miles, 
about the sources of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, and dedicates and sets it 
apart as a great national park or pleasure-ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the 
people. The entire area comprised within the limits of the reservation contemplated 
in this bill is not susceptible of cultivation with any degree of certainty, and the 
winters would be too severe for stock-raising. Whenever the altitude of the mountain 
districts exceeds 6,000 feet above tide-water, their settlement becomes problematical 
unless there are valuable mines to attract people. The entire area within the limits 
of the proposed reservation is over 6,000 feet in altitude, and theYellowstone Lake, 
which occupies an area 15 by 22 or 330 square miles, is 7,427. The ranges of mountains 
that hem the valleys in on every side rise to the height of 10,000 and 12,000 feet, and 
are covered with snow allthe year. These mountains are all of volcanic origin, and it is 
not probable that any mines or minerals of value will ever be found there. During the 
months of June, July, and August the climate is pure and most invigorating, with 
scarcely any rain or storms of any kind; but the thermometer frequently sinks as low 
as 26°, There is frost every month of the year. This whole region was, in compara- 
tively modern geological times, the scene of the most wonderful volcanic activity of 
any portion of our country. The hot springs and the geysers represent the last stages— 
the vents or escape-pipes—of these remarkable voleanic manifestations of the internal 
forces. All these springs are adorned with decorations more beautiful than human art 
ever conceived, and which bave required thousands of years for the cunning hand of 
Nature to form. Persons are now waiting for the spring to open to enter in and take 
possession of these remarkable curiosities, to make merchandise of these beautiful speci- 
mens, to fence in these rare wonders, so as to charge visitors a fee, as is now done at 
Niagara Falls, for the sight of that which ought to be as free as the air or water. 

In a few years this region will be a place of resort for all classes of people from all 
portions of the world. The geysers of Iceland, which have been objects of interest for 
the scientific men and travelers of the entire world, sink into insignificance in com- 
parison with the hot springs of the Yellowstone and Fire-Hole Basins. As a place of 
resort for invalids, it will not be excelled by any portion of the world. If this bill fails 
to become a law this session, the vandals who are now waiting to enter into this wonder- 
land will, in a single season, despoil beyond recovery these remarkable curiosities, 
which have required all the cunning skill of Nature thousands of years to prepare. 
We have already shown that no portion of this tract can ever be made available 

for agricultural or mining purposes. Even if the altitude and the climate would 
permit the country to be made available, not over fifty square mules of the entire area 
could ever be settled. The valleys are all narrow, hemmed in by high, voleanic mount- 
ains, like gigantic walls. 
The withdrawal of this tract, therefore, from sale or settlement takes nothing from 

the value of the public domain, and is no pecuniary loss to the government, but will 
be regarded by the entire civilized world as a step of progress and an honor to Congress 
and the nation. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., January 29, 1872. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 27th 
instant, relative to the bill now pending in the House of Representatives dedicating 
that tract of country known as the Yellowstone Valley as a national park. 

T band you herewith the report of Dr. F. V. Hayden, United States geologist, relative 
to said proposed reservation, and have only to add that I fully concur in his recom- 
mendations, and trust that the bill referred to may speedily become a law. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. DELANO, 

Secretary. 
Hon. M. H. DUNNELL, 

House of Kepresentatives. 

The committee, therefore, recommend the passage of the bill without amendment. 
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[GENERAL NATURE—NO. 16.] 

AN ACT to set apart a certain tract of land lying near the headwaters of the Yellowstone River as 
a public park. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled, That the tract of land in the Territories of Montana and Wyo- 
ming, lying near the headwaters of the Yellowstone River, and described as follows, 
to wit, commencing at the junction cf Gardiner’s River with the Yellowstone River, 
and running east to the meridian passing ten miles to the eastward of the most east- 
ern point of Yellowstone Lake; thence south along said meridian to the parallel of 
latitude passing ten miles south of the most southern point of Yellowstone Lake; 
thence west along said parallel to the meridian passing fifteen miles west of the most 
western point of Madison Lake; thence north along said meridian to the latitude of 
the junction of the Yeliowstone and Gardiner’s Rivers; thence east to the place of be- 
ginning, is hereby reserved and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy, or sale under 
the laws of the United States, and dedicated and set apart as a public park or pleas- 
uring-ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people; and all persons who shall 
locate or settle upon or occupy the same, or any part thereof, except as hereinafter 
provided, shall be considered trespassers and removed therefrom. 

Src. 2. That said public park shall be under the exclusive control of the Secretary 
of the Interior, whose duty it shall be, as soon as practicable, to make and publish 
such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the care and man- 
agement of the same. Such regulations shall provide for the preservation, from injury 
or spoliation, of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or wonders within 
said park, and their retention in their natural condition. The Secretary may, in his 
discretion, grant leases for building purposes for terms not exceeding ten years, of 
small parcels of ground, at such places in said park as shall require the erection of 
buildings for the accommodation of visitors; all of the proceeds of said leases, and all 
other revenues that may be derived from any source connected with said park, to be 
expended under his direction in the management of the same, and the construction of 
roads and bridle-paths therein. He shall provide against the wanton destruction of 
the fish and game found within said park, and against their capture or destruction 
for the purposes of merchandise or profit. He shall.also cause all persons trespassing 
upon the same after the passage of this act to be removed therefrom, and generally 
shall be authorized to take all such measures as shall be necessary or proper to fully 
carry out the objects and purposes of this act. 
Approved March 1, 1872. 

In 1872 Mr. N. P. Langford was appointed superintendent of the 
Park, and in 1877 Mr. P. W. Norris was appointed as his successor. The 
latter has made several reports. 

In 1877 the Nez Perces Indians raided the Park, killing a number ot 
people and destroying some property. Following them, General How- 
ard entered the Park, building the road up the Madison and across to 
the Yellowstone River at Mud Volcanoes. 

In 1878 the Bannack Indians crossed the Park on the trail leading 
from the Madison River to the East Fork of the Yellowstone and to 
Clarke’s Fork. On the latter stream they were captured by General 
Miles, who was on his way to the Park with a pleasure party. 

In the following chapters the numbers given the springs in the tables 
correspond with the numbers on the accompanying maps. 

SECTION I—SPRINGS ON YELLOWSTONE RIVER DRAINAGE. 

CHAPTERI. 

MAMMOTH OR WHITE MOUNTAIN HOT SPRINGS OF GARDINER’S RIVER. 

About 35 miles above the mouth of Gardiner’s River, a branch of 
the Yellowstone, in the northwestern part of the Park, is one of the 
most remarkable developments of thermal action to be found in the 
world, remarkable principally on account of the extent of the deposits, 
as calcareous springs are probably the most widely distributed. (In 
Asia Minor there is a formation which from the description is the coun- 
terpart of our springs at Gardiner’s River.) The deposits, which are 
largely calcareous, occupy an area of 3 square miles. Of this the recent 
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deposits, on which the springs are at present found, occupy about 170 
acres. They extend over two miles back from the river, and the upper 
springs are 1,000 feet above its level. On the summit of a long, ridge- 
like mountain which extends south from the head of the gulch im which 
the springs are situated, is found also a thick deposit of old spring ma- 
terial, covering an area of about three-quarters of a Square mile. An- 
other area, including about 90 acres of old deposits, is found between 
.the forks of Gardiner’s River, southeast of the main springs. These 
remnants prove that formerly the springs at this locality must have 
extended over a much larger area than ney do at present. These old 
deposits will be referred to again. 

History.—These springs were not feted by the expeditions of 1869 
and 1870, to the members of which they were unknown, because they 
followed the Yellowstone River, and, therefore, passed the mouth of 
Gardiner’s River without seeing them. In 1871, when we first visited 
them, we found that several cabins had been erected, and that two men 
from "Bozeman, Mont., had entered a claim to the springs, while a 
number of invalids were using the waters with benefit. They called the 
springs Mammoth Hot Springs. The first description ever published 
was that in the report of the survey for 1871. 

Geology.—The geology of this region will be fully given in Mr. 
Holmes’s report, and I will therefore only refer to it briefly. The rocks 
upon which the deposits are found are referable to the Middle and 
Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic formations. Rhyolite is found east of 
the springs, on the north side of the gulch, where it is in connection 
with the Jurassic. It is also found on the summit of the long, ridge-like 
hill, where it is capped with old hot spring deposits. Beneath the 
Jurassic rocks there are probably Carboniferous limestones, in which 
we have the source of the carbonic acid and carbonates that are found 
in the water of the springs. The comparatively low temperatures 
found here are also explained by the presence of sedimentary rocks, the 
water in passing through them losing a great portion of its original 
heat. South of the springs the local drift obscures the underlying rocks, 
but it is probable that they are mainly Jurassic and Cretaceous here as 
on the north side. 

The springs at present are found mainly on two masses of deposit; 
and these are arranged in terraces. Of these there are four principal 
ones, which have minor subdivisions. The map shows the main divisions, 
which have a remarkable resemblance to each other. The lower mass, 
on which the most active springs are now situated, has at its foot two 
cones or isolated masses of deposit, and is fringed along its front with 
basins. The upper mass has a similar front, but its springs now are 
few and feeble in their action. Back of this upper mass is an older one 
still, at the foot of which are several old cones, which are shown in the 
left-hand lower corner of the map. This old upper mass is overgrown 
with trees, but the ruins of old basins can still be detected, almost 
covered with soil, and much broken down. Northeast of Lookout Hill 
another old terrace is found, with remnants of basins on its front. It is 
probable that at some time in the past springs were active on all the 
terraces, not perhaps simultaneously, but successively. 

In the report for 1872 I divided the terraces into fourteen for the sake 
of comparison. As a map accompanies the present report, this will be 
unnecessary, and I will designate the springs by number, and in the de- 
scription give their identification with the numbers and terr aces of 1872, 
as far as can be done. The changes that have occurred since that time 
will be noted after I have given the descriptions of the different SQ JuIES 
that are included in the following table: 
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MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS. 

j : a 
i) oO f->) 
HH nD HH 
=| oe 2). 
S wie 3-H 

Number and name. Size. A 6-5 5 Remarks. 
i= os aS 
A gr S| 
o “4 o 

a H iI 

oF On 
Ve eee | Re eee an eS ne Seung @ 161 | 3.15 p. m-..| 70 | This spring, or springs rather, 

i> 162 seem to take the place of the 
c 161}! 2nd terrace springs of 1872. 

2. Cleopatra Spring. .|------...-.2-2-..--.--=--- *154 | 10.80a.m -} 57 | This is the most beautiful - 
sprivg in the basin. 

3. Little Joker....... 2 by 3 feet,6inchesdeep| 143 |...--..-.... 68 | This spring has a coating of 
carbonate of lime. 

Bes soutias ace see ecee Spring not well defined..; 157 | 4p.m..... 68 | Water oozes from hill and 
spreads out into a pool. 

Or isee asset sesstectesecs Fissure 18 by 3 inches..| 89 | 8.30 a.m ..| 53 | Stream of water 5 inches wide, 
1 inch deep, escapes. This 
spring is near the Bath 
Springs. 

6. Bath Springs....-- 18 inches by 2 feet -.-.-- BY) lcadesconcsas ----| Water escapes from fissure 
__ into a basin. 

7. Bath Springs-.-----. 4 by 3 feet ...........-.- 100 |.---.-- re---|---- meteives some water from 
Yo. 6. 

8. Bath Springs-.....].--.-.- sinnbopneheneaaseaoe HOP |oseeaosscoe ----| Small fissure. 
9 Bath |S pringgs* see: |aoseedeoss ese sceec= =etiseee 166) lossacoccoses ----| This is the main spring that 

supplies the bath houses. 
| 3 by 5 feet, 1 foot deep..| 158 |..--.---.--- ----| Back of the spring is a pool. 
| Pool 3 SCHON ee eee ay Beh ara aa oe fener creas 
4 to 6 inches diameter --|' 152 |.--.--....-- fete : 
4 to 6 inches diameter-..| 152 |.-...-.-.... paac ; Two bubbling holes. 
6 inches by 1 foot.-.-.-- 157 | 10.15 a.m.| 57 
Za Yooh) saaeicen ene ame 157A Sect cee sah 
oiby la teebea-eercee see 143 | 1.15 p.m..} 61 Gecenish basin in red-stained 

deposit. 
Uf/scaesseecsnastokoss 15 by 20 feet -........... HGH Nocoecoosase6 ----| This is one of the principal 

springs, on what was known 
: in 1872 as the 9th terrace. 

Sees Somacacseodeese Aa yAOURTGG bem aeeeer WL |jocoassscooae ----| White basin with three cen- 
ters of ebullition. It opens 
into No. 19. 

Pee BO Bo eoeneaaaes Indefinitets. 2+ scseese- G4 | tereaterey selena ----| White, with yellowish tinge 
and filaments radiating. 
There is a fissure in the cen- 
ter. 

QO re eetee a setae Small hole ina basin6 | 165 !..........-- .---| Receives water from 18 and 
feet wide and about a 19. Below it are flat, shallow 
fontideep) aes. -en=-ess basins. 

21. Main Springs..-.' Pool 160 by 200 feet ..--. 4147 | 2.30 p.m..| 65 | There are in reality three 
pools; they are 10 feet lower 
than Nos. 18,19, and 20. 

22. Sulphur Spring..| Irregular fissure....---. TW cemoneceada ----| This spring is ona mound 12 
feet above No. 21, and to the 
right of it. 

PA oaomneaecocoont ene. |enseoborcadsotasesonnetoce NG | saosnece26se ----| This is where the small gey- 
| ser-like springs once were. 

DAR eee ana ese ae 2 inches diameter -...... NO 2 Sa cereise see .---| The water spreads ont over @ 
wide space, and sinks in hole 
about 150 feet distant. 

led os hn otal mr a ee Small fissures.....-.---.'@ 139 | 9.15 a.m..| 49 | Slight escape of water, which 
‘D141 spreads out on a flat and dis- 
le 137 appears. 

ij. ce oa cnodecocetsiocc Small holes in space ‘a 157 |------------ .---| There is considerable overflow; 
measuring about 3 Bb 153 one hole bubbles spasmodic- 
feet diameter. i¢ 155 ally; b is temperatnred at 

the lower end, ein the pool. 
7 (ee eBRE ACC Cone hone Mound-like mass with 160 |..---.---.--|---.; This spring, with 25 and 26, 

spring on top measur- ‘a 161 are on lowest terrace in this 
ing 3 by 4 inches,and b 158 secluded basin or depression. 
three points of bub- ¢ 161 
bling, @, b, andec, at | 

a. base. 
DBO armas deo Oe alae oe Spring 4 by 10 feet on | 142 |.....-..--..- |__..| This spring is a remnant of 

mound or terrace of ; what was not long ago an 
35 by 40 feet. extensive terraced spring ; 

; white empty basins form the 
front. Itison ahishber level 
than 25, 26, and 27. 

pe te eee Cannot define basin ....| 164 |.----...--.-|.--. There are three centers of 
ebullition. 

*Both on the edge and in the center. 
tOn the edge. 
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MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS—Continued. 

Remarks. 

D & o 
a Q mH 
S 2. =I 
3 2 ad 

Number and name. Size. ia ros 38 
= os Oty 

3 ENG SE 
3) “4 o 

isa H ical 

oT, 
Essdedoesasaanecocucs Small mound with 2 ja 121 |..........-. ats 

openings. |b 120 
ale iele wala civeisisstemistsis ats Threesmgll conesabont |@ 125 |.......-..-- BD 

an inch each in height. |b 112 
e 120 

-| 150 feet long .---.-...--- RE oem aa e é 
20 feet diameter .--..--: Ch USS ees cect i 
These are on a long | 151 
mound of deposit, | 150 
peihaps200feetlong, | 141 | >--........ 
10 feet high. 153 | 

156 
Small holes ..-----.-...-. a 143 | 10.30 a.m., 63 

b 144 
c 144 

ek () eee etre Legare cha ee 2 We eichailar at aya het a are a NOB) ee sooa Goose yates 

ANID E RSE UM SEIN fy Re aS a igieeemein 2S i aera eae Ae 

CMoscacsoctasco0daseEs a 4 feet diameter......-- (3 KDB) |laccnécaccsss S 
b 112 
e 102 

(Bee oo Sob GpD SER GOORas Small oozing holes....-.- 0B} sososso0555- x 
b 110 

FA SOG ee else ines ye Se wis euis Sem mee cet elena ae NRE Sbanbeaade = 
Oo odeaa oooh coossos5us a2 by 2 feeb. 2232-222. 1B) ladaccsbocacs i 

b cone 6 inches high .--.| 142 
e cone 4 inches high .-..| 18 
d 8 inches high ...-....- 107 

AG Reece see ye seerarere lien nin es inte eee tetris] aera eaters UBD |e eceonoooes ee 
b 136 

Glen Grotto...--. Oblong mound with ja 148 |___.......-- Lie 
cones of 6 inches to |b 148 
afoot height on top. |e 130 

d 106 
e 147 

LES eats pea ne are Bil aaoor sebeoed aore 
48 a. Cave Spring. - SOilaeaseocceanallscsa 
48 b. Small springs in G3 a] Rese Os ees | ee 

grass. 91 
BUS SHAUN Sars agian tate 2 holes each about 3 @141 | 2.40 p.m-..| 65 

feet diameter. b 141 
SB Ge OAT A Pea BS a OO Ga CeA ley. |) BUN jo, woes see 
Ea is A SE le Se ge HRCA Baal See Cee euelaeg exes ; 
Dente alesis rete rere frail ersielersislarcjcisinersisiereraisie siatsiaie PO Soe earls aeaee 

.| At the north base of the 

-| Ina rather isolated depression. 

-| These are on the same ridge 
of deposit with 34, 35, 36, and 
37, only further north, where 
it is much lower and over- 
grown with pines. 

-| Lake like pond. 
-| Round spring near 30 and 31. 

These are small holes on a 
ridge or mound of deposit 
similar to that of 34-88. 

One of several oozes further 
down the ridge of 39. 

.| Spring on low mound. Beyond 
are several old cones. 

b and ¢ are oozes nearer the 
road than a. 

.| Between 42 and the read. 

Nearest to road. 
.| Low mound next to the Glen 

Grotto. 

Glen 
Grotto; between a and bi is a 
dead cone. 

.| a and b are at the north end; a 
is coated with sulphur; 6 is 
a bulger, and with a spurts 
a few inches; c,d, and e bub- 
ble slightly, and are at the 
south end of themound. Be- 
tween the two groups are 
dead cones. 

Conical mound in broad basin. 

Onthe river’s edge; there are 
others near these. These 
three are close together. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPRINGS. 

No. 1.—There are here two basins with two springs each (a and b, ¢ 
and d). 
white basins. 

They are opposite the cabin on the lower level, and have hard, 
The greatest amount of water gushes out atcand spreads 

out over a sulphur-lined, shallow basin; in this are filament-like threads 
of sulphur-covered deposit. Below, the water has formed shallow pools, 
some of which have a red lining. Back of the springs are old basins 
reaching as far as the Bee Hive cone. 
where, in 1871 and 1872, we saw the delicate, pink-tinged shallow basins. 
The temperatures (1619, 1614°, and 162° F.) are the same as those of 
the second terrace of 1872 (springs 56 and 57 of table, page 123, Report 

These springs occupy the place 
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for 1872). They have moved down about 100 feet. In 1871 they were 
near the Bee: Hive, having broken out in August of the preceding year. 
They broke out in their present situation in the fall of 1875, and in 1873 
were about half way between the two locations. These notes were fur- 
nished me by Mr. McCarthy, who has had a permanent residence at the 
springs. The basins are from 6 inches to a foot and 2 feet high, and 
are irregular in shape; they are from 6 feet to 15 or 20 feet in length. 
The lower deposit is soft, and the water when it reaches this point has 
a temperature of only 88° F. Suiphureted hydrogen is given off. On 
the terrace back of these springs, around the Liberty Cap, are shallow 
basins, mostly empty and broken down, the deposit being soft. 

No. 2. Cleopatra Spring.—This spring was named by some of the earlier 
visitors to the springs, and is one of the handsomest in the group. It is 
on the summit of a mass of deposit that is 40 feet in height and covers 
an area of nearly three-fourths of an acre. Onthe summit is the spring, 
which has light-blue-tinted water in a white basin, with light yellowish- 
red edges. A large flat basin surrounds the spring. At the east end 
are basins lined with reddish tufted material. The greatest overtlow 
escapes at the west end, and the basins here are fringed with stalactitic 
masses, aS Shown in Plate I. The basin at the edge here where these 
stalactites are most prominent is 8 feet high. Below it the water flows 
over an incline, at the base of which are handsome white, red, and yellow 
basins. The whole front of the mass is lined with these basins, and on 
the west side, where the overflow was in 1871, they are snowy white. 
The amount of water is very small in comparison with the amount of 
deposit. It sinks out of sight at the base of the mass. This spring has 
a temperature of 154° at the edge. As the water escapes it flows over a 
ladder that has been placed against the edge for the purpose of coating 
articles that are hung on it. The rate of deposition under favorable cir- 
cumstances is about one-sixteenth of an inch in 4 days (96 hours). The 
illustration will give the best idea of this mass and the basins that com- 
pose it. It is almost impossible to describe them ion words. The spring 
is 20 below the terrace, immediately back of it, and 90 feet below the 
terrace of springs 11-15. The terrace immediately back of it appears to 
be composed of laminated deposit. Below the Cleopatra mass is an 
irregular terrace of old basins which is 25 feet high, and below this is 
the terrace on which Spring 10 is located. This terrace is about 78 feev 
above the level at the base of the Liberty Cap. Spring No. 3 is nearly 
at this level. The front of the main terrace facing this lower level has 
old gray and white basins which are in ruins. 

Liberty Cap.—This curious mound or chimney is well shown in Plate 
Ja. It is about 45 feet in height, and is composed of overlapping layers 
of sediment, having evidently been built up by the overflow of the water 
from the orifice at the top, the evaporation of the water depositing the 
sediment in layers, until either the mass became too high for the hydro- 
static pressure, or the water, having found a new outlet, left the channel 
in this cone. It is about 20 feet in diameter at the base. The deposit 
is hard, of close, compact structure, and evidently of considerable age. 
Surrounding this cone are a number of shallow basins, some of which 
are snowy white, tinted with pink. But few active springs are found 
here at present. It is probable that certain springs, especially No. 1, 
have shifted their position, building up these basins one after another 
orin groups. The older deposits are gray, and much broken down. 
Near the back of this terrace, in the side of the mass rising froin it, is a 
second cone, not so high. It is called, on the map, Liberty No. 2, and has 
sometimes been called the Bee Hive. Below the shallow basins which 
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form this subterrace is a wide flat, which probably once was a spring 
terrace, in which the traces of the basins have been completely obliter- 
ated. This flat gives the best view of the main terraces. The mass 
which they form is nearly 300 feet above it, and its white and gray 
colors contrast with the green of the fringing pines like a huge frozen 
caseade suddenly arrested in its descent. No living trees are found 
where there are any new deposits, although many dead trunks are scat- 
tered over them. On the old gray deposits, however, pines have grown 
since the disappearance of the springs. Almost east of the Liberty Cap 
is the spring next to be described, viz, the “ Little Joker.” 

No. 3. Little Joker.—This is a small hole 2 feet by 3 feet, and only 
6 inches deep. Its surface is covered with a crust of lime ‘carbonate. 
In the outlet is a sulphur deposit in fine, silky, thread-like filaments. 
The temperature of the water is 145° F. It stopped flowing in 1874, 
and began again in 1876. It was once used for bathing, and. has been 
used for drinking purposes when cooled. It is said to have been bene- 
ficial in rheumatism. It has a cathartic action, as most of the other 
springs at this place have in a less degree. 

No. 4.—Twenty feet below No. 3 are several holes out of which the 
water oozes from beneath the deposit, and spreads out into a large 
shallow pool that is surrounded with red gelatinous material. It ‘is 
impossible to define the basin, but the average temperature where the 
water gushes is 157° F. 

Nos. 6 to 9. Bath Springs.—These springs are so called because the 
water from them is led by wooden troughs into the bath-houses. Most 
of the water is supplied by No. 9, which is a small fissure-like hole. 
Although the springs are smail, the flow of water is vigorous. The 
channels and wooden troughs are covered with a bright-green confervoid 
growth, mingled with which is a brown growth. These springs are 10 
to 20 feet in elevation above the Little Joker. The temperatures are 
90°, 100°, 107°, 115° F. In 1871 the temperature was given as 92°. 

No. 10, as we have already noted, is situated on the main terrace below 
the Cleopatra Spring. It is 3 feet by 5 feet, and 1 foot deep. It has a 
hard, irregular, cell-like basin. In the outlet are sulphur filaments. The 
water after flowing down an incline fills large basins. The deposit is 
white, brownish- red, and yellow. The temperature of the water is 158° 
F., and sulphureted hydrogen and carbonic acid gas escape in bubbles 
from its surface. Back of the spring is a large pool covered with a crust of 
lime carbonate. This deposit is also noticed on the surface of the water 
in some of the basins below the spring. The temperature here in 1871 
was 155° F. In 1872 the temperature was noted as 152° I’. The spring 
is in a sort of a ravine, and southwest of it is an irregular terrace, over 

’ which the road to the Gibbon Geyser Basin ascends the mass of deposit. 
Nos. 11 to 15 form a small group on a flat-topped mound which is 

really a spur or projection from the main terrace (ninth terrace of the 
description in the report for 1872). The level of this mound is 90 feet 
above the Cleopatra Spring, and about 190 feet above the Bath Springs. 
The sides of the mound are arranged in beautiful reddish and reddish-gray 
basins, from 2 feet to 18 feet in size, very irregular, and from 6 inches to a 
foot or moreindepth. Plates III and IV show some of the basins near the 
base ofthemound. Thespringsaresmalland comparatively unimportant. 
They are sufficiently described inthetable. The highest temperature was 
157°F. In1871 the highest taken here was 158° F., and in 1872, 157° F., so 
that the temperature is probably unchanged. Between the projection on 
which these springs are situated and the one on which the main springs 
(21) are located there is a depression in which are basins arranged like 
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a stair-case leading from the terrace. They are arranged in a compara- 
tively narrow line near the lower end, and look somewhat like a line of 
tubs piled one above the other. They extend down about 100 feet. 
Below them the deposit is much broken, and consists of a mass of soft, 
crumbling, white calcareous material. There are remnants of old basins, 
among which dead trees are standing. Old basin ruins are seen also 
toward the summit of the terrace. The deposits are white mingled with 
red and yellow. On the east side of the mound on which are the springs 
just described the basins are well marked, and extend down about 15 
feet below the levelof the springs. Fifty-five feet below is a projection 
or table on which Spring No. 16 is located. 

No. 16 is a greenish basin 5 feet by 12 feet, surrounded by red-stained 
deposit. Where the water overflows, green filaments like a confervoid 
growth are seen in the channel. The temperature of the water in this 
spring is 143° F, 

Ninth terrace of 1872.—This, at present, is really the main terrace 
level, and is wellshown in Plate V. It includes ten acres, and is about 
280 feet above the level of the springs opposite the Cabin (Spring No. 1), 
and about 200 feet above the camping place near Lookout Hill. On the 
east and north sides the basins are prominent. The subterrace on which 
Nos. ‘11 to 15 are is really a part of this terrace. On the northwest or 
north side is a long ridge 3 to 5 feet high, which in 1871 had a fissure 
in which the boiling water could be heard; and at its south or west end 
was a spring with a temperature of about 162° F. This spring has dis- 
appeared, although the fissure remains, and boiling can be heard far 
beneath. On the south or southwest side of the terrace is another ridge- 
like mass of deposit, 30 feet high, which is separated from the ter- 
race level above by a hollow. Near the base of this ridge, a little above 
the level of the terrace, is a mass of stalactic deposit, once the site of 
a spring, which, from the curious shape, has been termed the Pulpit 
(Plate IiI). In 1871 the fissure extending along this ridge was filled 
with boiling water and steam, and sulphuretted hydrogen escaped from 
it, as it did also in 1872. From Professor Comstock’s account (page 208 » 
of Jones’s report) it was active in 1873, but this year (1878) it is almost 
extinct; only at the northern end, in the hollow between the ridge of 
next terrace, is there any sign of life, where there is a slight escape of 
water from a small fissure (Spring No. 23). The temperature in this 
spring is 165° F. This is really the site of the small geyser tubes that 
in 1871 spouted intermittently to the height of 3 feet. In 1573 there 
were three boiling springs here, but the geysers were not In action. 
Now, however, we find only one spring, and a cone in which the spring 

is extinct. The gully leading from this cone opens out onto the main 

terrace. Returning to this we find two main groups of springs (li to 

20 and 21) on the central portion of the terrace, and another slightly 

raised above its level. 
No. 17.—This is the principal spring of the first group. It measures 

15 feet by 20 feet, and has a beautiful white, marble-like basin, in which 

the transparent water has an exquisite light-blue tins. At a number of 

places on the surface are scum-like masses of lime carbonate floating 

about like cakes of ice; some of them are red on the surface. The water 

boils and bubbles constantly, a large portion of the ebullition being 

probably due to the escape of carbonic acid gas and sulphuretted 

hydrogen gas. The temperature is 165° I’. The water from the spring 

spreads out in minute terraces and shallow basins, extending toward 

the group 11-15, and toward No. 21 particularly. Beneath the crust 
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back of this spring there is a deposit of sulphur in the main mass of 
the sediments. : 

No. 18 is a pure white basin 12 feet by 20 feet in its dimensions, with 
three centers of ebullition. The water has a temperature of 161° F., 
and a portion of it flows out into No. 19. 

No. 19 is a yellowish-white fiat basin, with a fissure in the center 
and several holes in which the water bubbles and boils. The size of the 
spring is indefinite, as it opens out into No. 20. In that direction are 
yellow sulphur-tinged filaments which radiate from the margin of the 
spring. The temperature was 164° F. 

No. 20 is a hole in a basin that measures about 6 feet in width and 
a foot in depth. It receives water from the springs above (19 and 20), 
but in the active portion of the spring has a temperature of 165° F. 
Below it are the radiating sulphury filaments that are seen between it and 
No. 19. They spread out on flat, shallow basins, which are white and red 
in color, and are very handsome in some places. These are best appreci- 
ated by a reference to the accompanying plates (Plates Vb and Ve), 
which show the general appearance of the terrace in 1878. This group 
in 1871 was much nearer the base of the ridge, and the water spread 
over the greater part of the terrace so that it was only on the edges 
that we could walk. We can now go over the very place where the 
spring then was without any danger. There was a great change from 
1871 to 1872, and even more to 1878, as a comparison ‘of Plates Va, VO, 
and Ve will show. The highest temperature in this group in 1871 was 
only 162° F., because we could get only the temperature at the edge 
of the spring and not in the center of ebullition. Near the springs are 
several fissures and cavities, the chambers of extinct springs, in which 
are fragile stalactitic masses of deposit of pure white and light yellow- 
ish colors. They have been formed by the percolation of water through 
the mass of sediment. At the foot of the ridge back of these springs 
is a mass pulpit-shaped, from which we called it the Pulpit. It marks 
the site of a former spring. The changes from 1871 to 1878 in the 
springs of this portion of the terrace are best shown by the photographs 
taken in the two years (Plates Va, Vb, and Ve), although they were taken 
from slightly different points in order to best show the springs. Plates 
Va and Ve are from nearly the same point of view, the latter being 
taken from a point a little more to the right. 

No. 21. Main spring.—This spring occupies very nearly the same posi- 
tion it did in 1871 and 1872. It may, perhaps, reach back a little farther 
from the edge, but the change in position, if any, has been slight. It is 
a large pool-like spring about 100 by 200 feet. It reaches back to the 
white basins that spread out below the group just described. It is 10 
feet lower than they are, and the basins between are empty. Sur- 
rounding the spring are large shallow basins and pools, some of which 
are lined with a red deposit. East of the spring, on the slopes leading 
down from the edge of the terrace, are some of the handsomest basins 
to be found at the locality (Plate VI). The tubs are irregular in size 
and shape, and extend far down the sides. The edges of many are 
tinged of a rusty color. The temperature of the water could be ob- 
tained only at the edge, where it was 147° F. In 1871 a temperature 
of 155° F. was recorded for this spring; 162° was recorded in 1872. 
These temperatures were probably all at different points. The line of 
tubs extending down the ravine between the main spring and group 
of 11-15 has been mentioned when speaking of the latter. 

No. 22 is a sulphur spring on a mound of deposit at the south end of 
the ninth terrace, above the general level of which itis raised 12 feet. It 
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is irregular in shape, and the water comes out from a fissure and has a 
temperature of 144° fF, In 1871 it was 150° F., which appears to indicate 
a diminution in its activity. The ridge back of the ninth terrace (Plate 
Vd) is the tenth terrace of the table in the report for 1872. It has been 
described, and I pass on to the next terrace level. 

Eleventh terrace of 1872.—This terrace is 40 feet above the ninth terrace, 
and has an area of over 15 acres, over which grass grows toa great extent. 
The principal spring (24) is near the edge of the terrace that overlooks 
the gully between the terrace, and the ridge just back of the ninth 
terrace. 

No. 24.—This spring is a couple of inches in diameter, and the water 
as it comes from the deposit spreads out to the right and left over a 
white surface coated with yellow suiphury filaments that appear soft 
and silky. The water that goes to the right disappears in a sink-hole 
about 150 feet distant. The temperature is 162° F., which is higher 
than that observed in 1871 (15659). The terrace level extends south- 
ward to the high bluff of the thirteenth terrace. On the west is an- 
other ridge, on the summit of which is a fissure and a cone which once 
were active springs. The water still bubbles shghtly in them, but they 
do not deserve the name of springs. Where the road crosses the end 
of this ridge next to the hill the water oozes from the deposit. Extinct 
basins are found on the sides of the ridge. Between this ridge and the 
bluff of the thirteenth terrace is a mound with dry basins on its sides. 
Toward the ridge just described a spur of old deposit extends from the 
thirteenth terrace, in which the laminated overlapping structure of the 
mounds is well shown in the places where it has weathered and has 
been broken down. Some of the mounds are overgrown with pine trees 
which give evidence of the age of these deposits. ‘This, however, is 
more particularly noticed on the thirteenth and fourteenth terraces, and 
will be referred to again. The best view of the springs of the ninth 
terrace is to be had from the edge of the eleventh terrace, which directly 
overlooks them. Dr. Hayden, in the report for 1871, describes it as fol- 
lows: } 

The wonderful transparency of the water surpasses anything of the kind I have 
ever seen in any other portion of the world. The sky, with the smallest cloud that 
fiits across it, is reflected in its clear depths, and the ultramarine colors, more vivid 
than the sea, are greatly heightened by the constant, gentle vibrations. One can look 
down into the clear depths and see with perfect distinctness the minutest ornament 
on the inner sides of the basins; and the exquisite beauty of the coloring and the 
variety of forms baffle any attempt to portray them, either with pen or pencil. And 
then, too, around the borders of these springs, especially those of rather low temper- 
ature, and on the sides and bottoms of the numerous little channels of the streams 
that flow from these springs, there is a striking variety of the most vivid colors. I 
can only compare them to our most brilliant aniline dyes—various shades of red, from 
the brightest scarlet to a bright rose tint; also yellow, from deep-bright sulphur, 
through all the shades, to light cream color. There are also various shades of green, 
from the peculiar vegetation. These springs are also filled with minute vegetable 
forms, which under the microscope prove to be diatoms, among which Dr. Billings 
discovers Palmella and Oscillara. There are also in the little streams that flow from 
the boiling springs great quantities of a fibrous silky substance, apparently vegetable, 
which vibrates at the slightest movement of the water, and has the appearance of the 
finest quality of cashmere wool. When the waters are still these silken masses be- 
come inerusted with lime, the delicate vegetable threads disappear, and a fibrous 
spongy mass remains, like delicate snow-white coral. 

At present the colors are white and red, with which the blue color of 
the spring contrasts beautifully. At the south end of the eleventh ter- 
race is a long, narrow, spur-like ridge from the thirteenth, covered with 
a growth of pines. Crossing this we come to a somewhat inclosed area, 
which is the twelfth terrace of 1872. 
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| 
Twelfth terrace.—This was the seat of very active springs in 1872, 

which were not there in 1871. They are now dying out again. The 
springs are at two different levels. A slight terrace between them has 
at present no springs, although the snowy-white basins show that it is 
not long since they disappeared. 

Nos. 25, 26, and 27 are on the lower level. 
No. 26 marks the location of several small holes that bubble in a space 

of about 3 feet diameter, surrounded with a reddish deposit on which 
there are the soft silky filaments. ‘There is considerable overflow, and 
one of the holes bubbles spasmodically, giving off sulphureted hydro- 
gen gas. The water spreads out in a pool. 

No. 25 marks the place of three small fissures. The flow of water is 
very small, and it soon spreads out on the flat surface of the deposit 
and disappears. 

No. 27 isa raised mound, and on the summit is the spring with a tem- 
perature of 160° F. There are three bubbling points at the base of the 
mound. 

No. 28 is on the upper level, on the summit of a mound measuring 35 
feet by 40, with white basins on its front. It is a white spring, and has 
a coating of lime carbonate on the surface. The water has a tempera- 
ture of 142° Ff. Back of these springs is the bluff of the thirteenth 
terrace. 

At the foot of the narrow ridge which separates the eleventh from the 
twelfth terrace are two oblong mounds that in 1872 had some of the 
most active springs of the twelfth terrace. They appear to have ceased 
flowing recently, judging from the appearance of the deposit. By re- 
ferring to the table of springs it will be seen that of the eight tempera- 
tures taken only one was at all high, and it was only 160° F. Of the 
eight temperatures taken in 1872 three were 162° F., and five 160° I’. 

Thirteenth and fourteenth terraces.—For the purpose of description 
these two terraces may be considered as one, with a very irregular sur- 
face. As seen from the surrounding hills it presents a quite uniform 
surface back for some distance, and its edges, fronting the wagon road 
and the eleventh terrace, are fringed with old empty basins. It must 
once have been a prominent part ot the springs, far exceeding the pres- 
ent state of theninth terrace, to which it bears some resemblance. When 
it was the seat of active springs the eleventh terrace held the same re- 
lation to it that the area about the Liberty Cap does to the ninth terrace, 
the mounds and ridges on the eleventh terrace corresponding to the 
Liberty Cap and Bee Hive. The mounds and ridges on the back part 
of the nineteenth terrace hold the same relation to the old terrace, the 
bluff face of which now forms the upper limit of the active springs. This 
old terrace is concealed by the very heavy growth of timber which covers 
its sides, but traces of old basins can still be seen along the wagon- 
road which goes up over it. Back of the level portion of the thirteenth 
terrace the surface is broken into hollows and ridges, all heavily timbered. 
Beyond these is what was described as the fourteenth terrace in 1872. 
At some places, particularly near Glen Grotte, its level is slightly below 
that of the thirteenth terrace. On the west side of the latter a ridge 
with a fissure, like the one on the ninth terrace, rises above the road. 
This must once have been the site of active springs. The slopes facing 
the wagon-road are covered with old gray basins. At the summit a 
little steam still escapes. On the east side of the terrace, at the edge 
of the bluff overlooking the twelfth terrace, there have been active springs 
recently. There are fissures in the deposit, from which there is a slight 
escape of steam. 
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In the timber growing on these terraces we have the evidence of the 
great age of the springs. It is impossible, of course, to even estimate 
the number of years. We do not know the thickness of the sediment, 
and after the springs which deposited it ceased their action it may have 
been a long time before the conditions were favorable for the growth of 
the pines which we now see growing there, and yet some of them have 
a diameter of nearly three feet, which would be equivalent to a growth 
of more than five hundred years. In some places, after the trees gained 
a foothold, new springs broke out, and killed them. Itis probably true, 
as Dr. Hayden said in 1871, ‘“‘that all the deposits in the immediate 
vicinity of the active springs are constantly changing from the margin 
of the river to the top of the White Mountain and return.” The de- 
posits in these upper terraces are of great extent, but the water flowing 
from them now is comparatively small in quantity, and the temperatures 
with but one exception are low. 

No. 29.—This spring is on the edge of the thirteenth terrace, just 
above the point from which starts the ridge that separates the eleventh 
from the twelfthterrace. Itis at a considerably higher level, and between 
the springs and the beginning of the ridge is a succession of basins 
built by the water which comes from above. The water spreads and 
runs into a sink-hole. The basin of the spring cannot be defined; there 
are three holes from which the water, which has a temperature of 1649 
F., escapes. 

No. 30 is a small mound in a somewhat isolated basin, which will be 
found best by reference to the map. It has two openings from which 
water flows. The temperatures are 120° F. and 121° F. 

No. 31.—This is the northern end of the ridge or mound on which 
Nos. 34-38 are situated. There are three small conical chimneys, each 
about an inch in height, from which there is a slight flow of water, with 
temperatures of 112° F., 120° F.,and 125° F. This portion of the mound 
is covered with a growth of pines, which obscures the situation of the 
springs. 

No. 32.—This is a pool 150 feet in length at the foot of a gully, with 
a mound of deposit on both sides. The water is generally clear and has 
several points of ebullition. The temperature is 91° F. Back of this 
spring there are mounds and ridges, after crossing which we come out 
into the open space in which Glen Grotto and other mounds are situ- 
ated. They will be described farther on. 

No. 33 is a round spring, about 20 feet in diameter, with a tempera- 
ture of 89° F. 

Nos. 34-38 are small cones on the top of a long ridge-like mound of 
deposit that is 10 feet in height and has a length of about 200 feet. A 
number of the cones are extinct as regards the springs. The tempera- 
tures given in the table range from 141° F. to 156° F. Following the 
mound southward we find an old fissure, overgrown with cedars, and a 
short distance beyond this the fissure contains a little warm water. Still 
farther north are the springs described under No. 32. This ridge forms the 
eastern boundary of a level which reaches westward to the wagon-road. 
Back of this, which is the fourteenth terrace of the description in my 
report for 1872, is a high bluff of deposit, covered with a thick growth 
of pines. This immense mass of deposit extends to the head of the 
gully. It is covered generally with soil, which obscures the old basins. 
Traces of the ruins can still be seen at places. At the foot of the bluff 
which marks the northern end of this mass are several cones or mounds 
and a ridge similar to the one just described. 

No. 39 marks the position of the ridge just mentioned. It extends 

6H, PT 
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from the bluff like a spur. Near the beginning of the mound are sev- 
eral small holes, from which there is aslight escape of water that trickles 
down the side of the mound. The temperatures are 143° F., 144° F., and 
144° Ff, At the head the mound is about 25 feet high. It extends to- 
wards the oblong mound (Glen Grotto) and diminishes gradually in height 
until it ceases, and the line is continued by several broken mounds and 
cones. 

No. 40 marks the site of several springs farther down the mound; the 
temperature is 105° F. Af this point, on the west side of the mound, 
there is a marshy area with several pools of water. 

No. 41 is a spring on a low mound, with a temperature of 128° F. Here 
the ridge runs out into the marsh, and beyond are several old cones, 
remnants of the ridge. West of these cones and dead mounds are 
marshy spots with oozing springs. Below them are the following 
springs: 

No. 42.—This is a spring 4 feet in diameter, from which bubbles of 
carbonic acid gas escape. The temperature is 105° F. Above it are 
several holes from which water oozes, near the road. Here the tempera- 
tures are 102° F. and 112° F. 

No. 43.—TIwo oozing holes between No. 42 and the road; the tempera- 
tures are 103° F. and 110° IF. 

No 44 is nearest to the road, and has a temperature of 125° F. 
These springs just described are all somewhat concealed in the grass, 

and all give off carbonic acid gas. 
No. 45 is a low, flat, oblong mound, in which the present openings mark 

what was probably once a fissure extending along its entire length. At 
present the fissure is closed, and in the small cones we have shown, on 
a small scale, the process by which the larger mound was built, viz, by 
the overflowing water depositing layer upon layer. There are three 
cones and one flat-rimmed spring. The temperatures range from 107° 
F. to 135° F. 

No. 46.—At the north end of the Glen Grotto, between it and the mound 
of No. 46, are two small cones, one of which has an active spring and 
the other dead. There is also a small spring. The temperatures are 
130° I. and 136° F. 

The slope of the mound above these springs is constantly wet by the 
water that flows from the springs on the summit. 

No. 47.—Glen Grotto (Plate VI,a.) This oblong mound is about 50 feet 
in length by 25 or 30 feet wide, and i is about 20 feet above the general 
surrounding level. The wagon-road passes near one end of it, so that it 
is readily found. On the summit there are seven or eight cones, five of 
which have active springs. Besides these there are a number of old 
holes that once were peeunicd by springs. a. Throws the water out 
with a spurt which reaches 5 or 6 inches in height. It has a tempera- 
ture of 148° F., and is surrounded with a coating of sulphur. 6. Also 
bulges, and has a temperature of 148° I’. c. d. and e. Have tempera- 
tures, respectively, of 130° F., 106° F., and 147° F., and are bubbling 
springs. 

The cones which these springs have formed are from 6 to 8 inches in 
height, and show the same method of formation that the large mound 
does, viz, the overlapping layers. The sides of the mound are colored of 
a rusty yellow in places, and dead trees stick through the deposit, having 
been killed by the hot water and the accumulation of the Caleareous 
sediments. The springs present about the same appearances noted in 
1871 and 1872. In the former year the temperatures ranged from 1429 
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F. to 143° F., and in 1872 they were 130° F. to 148° F., indicating that 
there has been little if any change in this respect. 

No. 48.—Above the mounds on a flat area there are several old spring 
holes, only one of which contains water at the presenttime. The others 
have probably been extinct for a long time. The water in the conical 
mound, which is at present the only spring here, has a temperature of 
only 83° F. Above this flat we find several small springs. 

No. 48 a.—This is at the foot of a cave-like opening in the deposit, 
and is a mossy-lined hole with several points of ebullition or bubbling. 
The temperature is 90° F. Above it are several holes, the sites of old 
springs. ‘ : 

No. 48 b marks the location of several small and unimportant springs 
that are almost concealed by the grass at the foot of the ridge that ends 
the rough part of the thirteenth terrace. The temperatures are 63° F. 
and 91° F. There are at present no active springs above the fourteenth 
terrace. } 

At a number of places in the old sediments caves are found, the 
roofs of which are ornamented with stalactites, and in which bones of 
animals are found. One is described by Professor Comstock in his re- 
port,* which he considers to be the basin of an extinct spring. The 
opening was hopper-shaped, 6 feet long by 3 feet in width, and beneath 
was a chamber 9 feet in height, with a steep, sloping floor covered with 
a thick deposit of vegetable mold. On one side of the sloping floor, 
near the bottom, the skull and bones of a bison. These caves are the 
resort of wild animals, and the bison bones were either carried in by 
them, or, as Professor Comstock thinks, the animal fell through some 
larger opening and passed into the chamber or cave trying to find a pas- 
sage out. The bones were imbedded in the soil, from which he draws 
the conclusion that the animal perished a long time ago, but at a much 
later period than the date of the extinction of the spring. I have al- 
ready referred to the old compact deposit found on the long mountain 
ridge south of the springs. This was visited by Dr. Hayden in 1871, 
who thus describes it (Report for 1871, page 71): 

Upon the margins of the mountain, high above the present position of the hot 
springs, is a bed of very white or yellowish-white limestone, 50 to 150 feet thick, and 
appearing in the distance like very pure Carboniferous limestone. It is regularly 
stratified, and the jointing is complete, and immense masses have fallen down on the 
slope of the mountain side. There is a belt ‘a mile long and one-fourth of a mile wide, 
covered with immense cubical blocks of the limestone 50 to 100 feet in each dimen- 
sion, usually with the wedge-shaped end projecting upward, as if the mass had slowly 
fallen down as the underlying rocks were worn away.by erosion. So thickly is this 
belt covered with these huge masses that it is with the greatest difficulty one can 
walk across it. It would seem that this bed must at one time have extended over a 
portion or all of the valley of Gardiner’s River. Much of the rock is very compact 
and would make beautiful building-stone, on account of its close texture and color, 
and it could be converted into the whitest of lime. If the rocks are examined, how- 
ever, over a considerable area, they would be found to possess all the varieties of 
structure of a hot-spring deposit. Some portions are quite spongy, and decompose 
readily; othexs are made up of very thin laminz, regular or wavy, enough to show 
the origin of the deposit without a doubt. But in what manner was it formed? I 
believe that the limestone was precipitated in the bottom of a lake, which was filled 
with hot springs, much as the calcareous matter is laid down in the bottom of the 
ocean at the present time. Indeed, portions of the rock do not differ materially from 
the recent limestones now forming in the vicinity of the West India Islands. The 
deposit was evidently laid down on a nearly level surface with a moderately uniform 
thickness, and the strata are horizontal. 

The Gardiner’s River Springs have frequently been compared to the 
Te Tarata Springs of New Zealand, where the basins have the same 

* Reconnaissance of Northwest Wyoming, pp. 212, 213. 
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general form, but instead of being composed of calcareous material are 
siliceous. The Te Tarata (described in Part III of this report) covers 
an area of about 12 acres, and the head of the deposit is nearly 80 feet 
in elevation above the level of the lake. The springs and formations 
near Hierapolis, however, more nearly resemble our springs. (See de- 
scription in Part HI.) But even they are not so extensive. The forma- 
tion, however, is calcareous, very like that of the Mammoth Hot Springs. 

In various parts of the region west of the Rocky Mountains also are 
old deposits froin hot springs which, when active, must have closely re- 
sembled the Gardiner’s River Springs. 

CHAPTER II. 

SPRINGS OF THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER BELOW THE GRAND FALLS, 

5 INCLUDING THE EAST FORK. 

In this chapter will be described three spring areas somewhat sepa- 
rated from each other. 

The first area includes the springs of Junction Valley and Tower 
Creek, which are situated in rhyolitic rocks. 

The second area includes the almost extinct springs which are located 
in Tertiary rocks. 

The third area is that just south and southeast of Mount Washburn, 
and includes the Washburn Groups, the springs of the Grand Canon, 
the Orange Creek Springs, and the Wayside Group. The two latter are 
not indicated on the geological map of the Park. The Forest Group 
might also have been described here, but it is just on the edge of lake 
deposits of Hayden’s Valley, and I have therefore put it in the follow- 
ing chapter (III). 

JUNCTION VALLEY SPRINGS. 

In Junction Valley, the beautiful small valley in which the East Fork 
joins the Yellowstone, there are several unimportant springs which were 
not visited this year, as it was nightfall when we passed them, and we 
did not deem them of sufficient importance to delay, especially as they 
were examined in 1871 and 1872. The positions of the springs are indi- 
cated on the geological map (Mr. Holmes’s). The first spring noticed 
is on the west side of the trail. It is small, and barely warm, giving a 
deposit of sulphur. 

In the lower end of the caiion of the Yellowstone that begins at Tower 
Creek and extends to Baronette’s Bridge there are numerous small sul- 
phur springs. They are near the edge of the river in an inaccessible 
place, and give off sulphuretted hydrogen in such quantity that it is 
easily recognized on the upper edge of the cafion 500 feet above the 
springs. 

Most of the springs in this region, however, represent the last stages 
of thermal activity, and are only referred to here for the sake of com- 
pleteness. Sulphur appears to be the most abundant deposit; iron- 
stains were also noted on the sides of the canon. 

TOWER CREEK SPRINGS. 

On the west side of the Yellowstone, between the mouth of Tower 
Creek and Antelope Creek (formerly called Warm Spring Creek), there 
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is a collection of vents and small warm springs or oozes. Only one is 
well defined. It is about 2 feet in diameter and 18 inches in depth, 
having a black muddy basin. The water, which is acid in its reaction, 
has a temperature of 127° F., and gives off sulphuretted hydrogen and 
carburetted hydrogen. Sulphur and alum are the principal deposits. 
The atmosphere is so impregnated with the gases that the springs are 
readily found. One has simply to be guided by his nose. There is a 
black deposit, which is probably partly carbonaceous, surrounding the 
springs. On the east side of the Yellowstone, opposite the mouth of 
Tower Creek, the high bluff is brilliantly colored with sulphur which 
has been deposited from hot springs. On the edge of the river the old 
deposits are abundant, consisting mainly of sulphur, selenite, and alum. 
There are no active springs; the ruins mark only the seat of former 
activity. The only active springs here now are on the west side of the 
river. 

SPRINGS ON EAST FORK OF YELLOWSTONE. 

On the East Fork of the Yellowstone, a few miles abovethe mouth of 
Soda Butte Creek, there are two small spring areas in which most of 
the springs are dead or dying, and do not therefore deserve special 
mention beyond this reference. Mr. P. W. Norris, in his report for 1880 
(page 7), mentions the discovery, on one of the forks at the head of the 
Hast Fork, of a spring area resembling that of Soda Butte. It lies 
just outside of the limits of the Park. On Soda Butte Creek, 24 miles 
above its mouth, stands the cone or butte from which the creek is 
named. Aithough named Soda Butte, it is composed mainly of cal- 
careous material in which there is probably only a trace of soda, if it 
exists at all. It is a conical mound about 20 feet high, 25 feet in 
diameter at its base. It is situated on a sort of platform, of the same 
deposit, which is 75 feet long and is 15 feet above the surrounding level. 
It contains no water, nor is there any hot spring near it at present. A 
cold spring close by gives an acid reaction, tastes strongly of alum, and 
gives off sulphuretted hydrogen. The cone was doubtless once a gey- 
ser or spoutivg spring, and is interesting from the fact that it is now 
a ruin and teaches something of the formation of springs. Dr. Hayden, 
writing of this cone, says: 

This old ruin is a fine example of the tendency of the cone to close up its summit in 
its dying stages. The top of the cone is somewhat broken, but it is 18 feet in diame- - 
ter at this time, and near the center there is a hole or chimney 2 inches in diameter, 
plainly a steam vent. This marks the closing history of this spring. The inner por- 
tions of this small chimney are lined with white enamel, thickly coated with sulphur, 
which gives it a sulphur-yellow hue. The base upon which the cone rests varies in 
thickness. On the east side buge masses have been broken off, exposing a vertical 
wall 20 feet high, built up of thin horizontal lamine of limestone. On the west side 
the wall is not quite as high, perhaps 8 or 10 feet. It would seem, therefore, that it 
was at first an overHowing spring, depositing thin horizontal layers until it built up 
a broad base 10 to 20 feet in height; then it gradually became a spouting spring, 
building up with overlapping layers like the thatch on a house, until it closed itself 
at the top and ceased.* 

The tufa which composes the mass of the deposit is similar to that of 
the Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River. We have not far to 
look to find the source of the ime. In the geological map Mr. Holmes 
colors a strip of Carboniferous limestones on the north side of the valley 
a short distance below the Butte. On the Carboniferous rest late vol- 
canic Tertiary rocks. As Dr. Hayden says, there is no doubt that the 
limestones pass underneath the valley of the East Fork, and from the 
passage of the water through these the lime which predominates was 

*Report U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1871, 1872, p. 138. 
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obtained. The spring alongside is lead-colored and has a deposit of 
alum around it. It is on the bank of a small creek or rivulet and has a 
most disagreeable taste. This spring has long been noted among pros- 
pectors and Indians for its medicinal properties. Speaking of its taste, 
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell says: * 

I do not distinctly recall all the nasty tastes which have afflicted my palate, but I 
am quite sure this was one of the vilest. It was a combination of acid, sulphur, and 
saline, like a diabolic julep of lucifer matches, bad eggs, vinegar, and magnesia. I 
presume its horrible taste has secured it a reputation tor being good when it is down. 

MOUNT WASHBURN GROUPS. 

The area bordering the Grand Cation of the Yellowstone, on the 
west side, extending back to the foot of Mount Washburn and the base 
of Dunraven Peak, is a heavily-timbered region. This interferes with 
the determination of the exact localities of the groups of springs which 
are situated here. In 1872, after almost passing around Mount Wash- 
burn, we crossed a high saddle some distance east of the main trail, and . 
camped in the timber near the eastern base of the spur extending south 
from Mount Washburn. Near our camp were some groups of springs, 
which I described as follows in my report for 1872+ (page 128): - 

Close to our camp there was a small gully containing some springs, of which I re- 
corded the temperatures. A small stream ran through the gully, and throughout the 
entire bed there were springs whose presence wasrevealed by the bubbling of carbonic 
acid and sulphuretted hydrogen through the water. On either side of the stream 
there are abundant deposits, of a white color, containing lime, silica, and sulphur, 
giving evidence that at some past time this place was the seat of a large group of ac- 
tive springs, of which those now existing are a mere trace. It may not be many 
years before they will be entirely extinct. The specific description of these springs is 
as follows: No. 1 is8 feet by 5, and gave off sulphuretted hydrogen abundantly. ‘The 
temperature was only 52° F. No. 2 is 3 by 4 feet, and has a temperature of 53° F. 
Nos. 4 and 5 were merely small holes in the deposit on the bank of the stream. The 
temperature of the former was 94° F. and of the latter 115° F. The remaining springs 
were as follows: No. 6, 188° F.; No. 7, 188° F.; and No. 8, 190° I. The boiling-point 
here wonld be 198°.3 F. The temperature of the air during these observations was 
76° F., the time being about 7.30 a.m. The elevation above sea-level was 8,117 feet. 
From this group of springs we caught a glimpse of a white spot through the trees, 
which indicated that there were more springs to the north of these. Toward this 
place we turned our heads, and while riding along through the woods we came to a 
pool of water which would measure probably thirty yards by fifty. The surface of 
the water was almost all in agitation from the number of points of evolution of car- 
buretted hydrogen. The temperature of the water was only 54° F., while the air still 
remained at 76° F. This pool was on about the same level as the springs mentioned 
above. A short ride from this pool brought us to the spot we were seeking, and we 
found ourselves in the midst of an active group of mud springs or salses. The springs 
are distributed over the side of a hill which steams from top to bottom. It was a most 
horrible-looking place, and brought to our minds pictures of the infernal regions. The 
black and red colors of the mud and iron deposits gave the hill the appearance of having 
been burned, while here and there were masses of bright-yellow sulphur. The air was 
filled with the fumes of sulphuretted hydrogen. The noise made by the throbbing 
and pulsating masses of mud was continuous. This, with the splashing and splutter- 
ing of some of the springs, the plop-plop of the thicker mud, combined with the un- | 
earthly appearance of the scene, made us feel that we were on dangerous ground, and 
in walking about the springs we did so carefully, fearing that we might break through 
the crust. Themud in these springs is black in some, lavender-colored in others, and 
again yellow, while in consistency it is of all grades, from that of a thick mush to a 
mere inky-black water. In the thick-mud spring the steam seems to escape with an 
effort after several vain attempts. The mud rises in a hemispherical mass, falls and 
again rises, and after several repetitions the steam bursts from it, sometimes throwing 
the mud to a distance of 20 feet. 

I divide the springs at this locality into two groups, the second group being some 

*Lippincott’s Magazine, July, 1880, page 33. 
tRep. of U. 8. Geogl. Surv. of Terr. for 1872, 1873. 
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distance higher up the hill. The following is the description of the springs in the 
first group: The first one contained a rather thin lavender-colored mud. It is a 
cavernous-like opening on the side of the hill, and is the topmost spring of about five 
springs that are situated in a line, one above the other, at different levels. There 
seems at one time to have been a fissure here which determined their position. It 
was the only spring of the five that could be approached, but the temperature even 
of this could not be taken on account of the steam coming fromit. It was probably 
at the boiling-point. The mud was in active motion, and the steam came from it with 
a continuous roar. The spring also gave off sulphuretted hydrogen gas. 

No. 2 was a large pool of muddy water, through which a number of steam jets forced 
their way, giving the spring the appearance of a sieve full of water, through the bot- 
tom of which the stream was forced. The temperature of the water was 194° F., and 
the air 78° F., the time of observation being about 9 o’clock in the morning. This 
spring was 30 feet above No. 1. Near it there was a spring of very thick, blue mud, 
the temperature of which I was unable to take, it not being safe to approach near it, 
as the mud on the banks was very soft. 
A short distance to the right of No. 2, and a little above it, is No. 3, a large, yellow, 

muddy pool 30 feet by 50 feet in diameter, in which there wasa great deal of bubbling, 
the water near the edge of the spring being especially agitated. The temperature 
was 140° F., the airremaining at 78° F. On the banks of this pool there was an abund- 
ant deposit of sulphur and alum. No.4 is the most active spring of the group. It is 
about 20 feet higher up the hill than No. 3, and is about 30 feet in diameter, somewhat 
irregular in shape. The mud has formed a rim about it which is 2 feet above the 
spring on one side and 3 feet on the other. It contains a very thin blue-black mud, 
which is in violent ebullition, rising at times to the height of 3and 4 feet. A dense 
column of steam, mingled with sulphuretted hydrogen gas, is continually escaping 
from it. I was able to take the temperature only at the edge, where I found it to be 
190° F.; air, 78° F. In the center it was probably atthe boiling-point, which at this 
elevation is 198°.2 F. About 20 feet below No. 4, and a'little to the right, is No.5. It 
is 15 feet long and 5 feet wide at the widest place, being somewhat triangular in shape. 
One edge of the bank overhangs the water and is coated witha deposit of sulphur, 
which is deposited by the sulphuretted hydrogen gas. The water here is clearer than 
in any of the surrounding springs. The center of the spring is in violent ebullition 
from the escape of steam. The temperature of the water at the edge of the spring 
was 184° F., the air being 78°. The second group has a general elevation of about 
150 feet above the first, and is also situated on the slope of a hill. 

No. 1 in this group was called the ‘‘Mush Pot.” It is about 20 feet in diameter, and 
has three openings, each abont 10 feet in depth. The mud at the bottom of these 
holes is very thick and of a bluish-black color. The mass heaves and throbs as the 
steam escapes through it. It was impossible to take the temperature of the mud, as 
the steam scattered it in all directions, rendering it impossible even to look into it 
with safety. 

No. 2 was named the ‘‘Paint Pot,” the mud in it resembling lead-colored paint. 
The entire surface was in violent agitation. The diameter of the spring is narrower 
at the top than at the surface of the mud, which was 8 feet below the surface of the 
ground. The mud is scattered in all directions, as in the last-mentioned spring, ren- 
dering it impossible to obtain its temperature. At intervals of about three minutes 
it seems to tuke.a rest, remaining quiet for a few seconds. 

No. 3 is a fissure of nearly 100 feet in length, in the course of which there are a 
number of black-mud springs, their average temperature being 185° F., while the air 
was 79° F. This fissure is about 100 feet above spring No. 1. 

No. 4is a similar fissure of about the same length. It is about 100 feet above the 
preceding one, and contains mud springs of the same character, the average tempera- 
ture being 190° F. The boiling-point at this elevation is 197.69 F. All around this 
fissure there is an abundant deposit of sulphur and alum, the sulphur crystals being 
exceedingly brilliant and delicate. 

No. 5 isa blue-mud spring of about 3 feet in diameter, having a temperature of 
190° F. 

Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 form a small gronp distinguished by the abundance of sulphur 
surrounding them. The mud in them was very thick, and varied in color from blue 
to black. The ground about them was too treacherous to allow of a near approach, 
but their temperature would probably average about 185°-190°. 

Besides the springs I have described above, there were numerous smaller ones, and 
a great many steam vents. I have only mentioned the most importantsprings. Both 
the groups are situatedin banks of clay, and the deposits consist mainly of clay, alum, 
and sulphur. All the springs are acid in reaction from the presence of sulphuric acid. 
The sulphur results from the decomposition of the sulphuretted hydrogen which is so 
abundant in this locality. The oxidation of the sulphur and its union with the 
alumina and iron give us the alum which we find here, 
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Whether these springs are the ones indicated on the map or not I 
am unable to decide. My impression was that they were somewhat 
farther north. They are, I think, without doubt, the springs described 
by Lieutenant Doane* in his report, and by Dr. Hayden in the report 
of the survey for 1871.+ 

Captain Barlow also probably saw some of them, for he says:{ 

While in the forest I came upon a valley of chalk-white rock, evidently an old sys- 
tem of warm springs; several small ones were still in operation, giving a perceptible 
warmth to a small stream flowing through the valley and filling the atmosphere with 
an intense odor of sulphur. 

SPRINGS OF THE GRAND CANON. 

It is scarcely to be doubted that the coloring which is so vividly dis- 
played in the walls and slopes of the Grand Cafion of the Yellowstone 
is due to the presence of hot-spring deposits, as I indicated in my re- 
ports for 1871 and 1872.§ The yellows. which are so brilliant and wide- 
spread, are due to sulphur, and the reds to the oxidation of iron. The 
extent ‘of these argues a greater prevalence of springs in the past. At 
present the springs are confined mainly to the bottom of the chasm, be- 
ing found near the river’s edge. The difficulty of reaching the bottom 
of the canon has prevented their investigation except in a few instances. 

Lieutenant Doane descended to the bank of the river, about 3 miles 
below the falls, in 1870. He says: 

Selecting the channel of a small creek, and leaving the horses, I followed it down 
on foot, wading in the bed of the stream, || which fell off at an angle of about 30°, 
between walls of gypsum [?] * * * On entering the ravine we came at once to 
hot springs of sulphur, sulphate of copper, [?] alu, stream jets, &c., in endless va- 
riety; some of them of very peculiar form. One of them in particular, of sulphur, 
had built up a tall spire from the slope of the wall, standing out like an enormous 
horn, with hot water trickling down its sides. * * * After descending for 3 [?] 
miles in the channel we came to a sort of bench or terrace. * * * Krom here the 
ereek channel was more precipitous, and for a mile se climbed downward over masses 
of rock and fallen trees, splashing in warm water, ducking under cascades, and skirt- 
ing close against sideling places to keep from falling into boiling caldrons in the chan- 
nel. After four hours of hard labor since leaving the horses, we finally reached the 
bottom of the gulf and the margin of the Yellowstone, famished with thirst, wet and 
exhausted. The river water here is quite warm, and of a villainously alum and sul- 
phurous taste. Its margin is lined with all kinds of chemical springs, some deposit- 
ing craters of Calcareous rock, others muddy, black, blue, slaty, or reddish water. 
The internal heat renders the "atmosphere oppressive, though a strong breeze draws 
through the canon. A frying sound comes constantly to the ear, mingled with the 
rush of the current. The place abounds with sickening and purgatorial smells. 

Professor Bradley, in 1872, descended to the river level on the west 
side of the caion over the slopes near the ‘ Fall.” 

These slopes descend directly into the river, so that, even at the bottom, the utmost 
care must be used in walking. Along the edge of the river several small hot springs 
occur, which steam moderately, but rarely to. such an extent as to be visible from the 
top of the cation. I was able to reach but one of these, which had a temperature of 
150°. On the opposite bank a miniature geyser was in operation ; from the top of a 
steep cone, about 2 foot high, a half-inch stream was constantly spurting about a foot 
trom the orifice.* 

* Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p. 11. 
+Report U. S. Geol. Survey for 1371, 1872, p. 86. 
+t Reconnaissance of Yellowstone River, p. 15. 
§ Report U. S. Geol. Survey for 1871, p. 179. Report for 1872, p. 132. 
|| This is probably either Sulphur Creek of the map of the Park, or the small one 

south of it. 
q Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, pp. 13, 14. 
** Report U. S. Geol. Survey of the Terr., 1872, p. 233. 
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In 1871, in company with Mr. H. W. Hlliott, artist of our party, after 
several ineffectual attempts, I reached the edge of the river, probably 
about a quarter of a mile below the falls.* Three or four small, warm 
springs were found on the brink of the water. They caused an abun- 
dant deposit of iron and gave off carbonic acid gas. A white organic [?] 
material was contained in the springs. Having no thermometers with 
us we could not determine the temperature, which we estimated at 
about 90°. 

The small geyser cone mentioned by Professor Bradley is on the east 
side of the cation, and is only one of ‘the Springs scattered along this 
side, although they eannot be followed along the bank of the river. 
Sulphuretted hydrogen is given off from nearly all of these springs. 
None of these are of much importance. 

WAYSIDE GROUP. 

This group of springs is situated on Broad Creek, and are described 
as follows by Dr. Heizmann: ft 

Six miles from Camp 40, on our trail, was found a group of springs in a ravine, the 
upper half of which was filled with extinct springs, where the water flowing through 
it was potable, the lower half, with active sources, greatly acidifying it. ‘These were 
(contents, deposits, &c.) exactly like the last mentioned (Orange Spring Group). 
Farther on another group, similar to thatabout Turbid Lake, exists. A large central 
pond, water 100°, with an outlet giving a considerable flow toward a small creek, is 
surrounded by many small, clear, bubbling springs, with nearly the same variety. of 
temperature (86°, 150°), and with the sane deposits. Near it is a mud-hole (40 by 
25 feet) in v iolent agitation, somuch so that the mud in its center is sometimes thrown 
2to 3 feet into the “air—ereat waves of mud being thrown with considerable force 
against and over its sides—but in other respects having the same characteristics as 
those at Turbid Lake. 

ORANGE CREEK SPRINGS. 

Under this head I shall quote the description of Springs near the 
head of Orange Creek, given by Dr. Heizmaun, as he is probably the first 
one who has given any specific account of them. Prof. Comstock refers 
to them under the head of “Wayside Group and Isolated Springs.”t 
His name, ‘‘ Wayside Group,” I shall give to another group in the same 
region, near the head of Broad Creek. Both of the groups are situated 
in a heavily-timbered region, east of the Grand Cafion of the Yellow- 
stone, and have never been visited by any of our parties. They are 
not indicated on the map of the Park. Captain Barlow, in his trip from 
the “ Falls of the Yellowstone” to the Hast Fork, probably saw some 
of the springs, but gives no specific description. He says§: 

The wholeregion is filled with signs of warm-spring formation and brimstone basins, 
with occasionalswampsof volcanic mud. * * * Beyond the next ridge was found 
another pretty stream, having a white, chalky bottom. Both (probably Orange and 
Broad Creeks) flow into the Grand Cation of the Yellowstone. Steaming sulphur- 
jets were discovered on the banks of White Creek (Broad Creek?) 

The following is Dr. Heizmaun’s description of the Orange Creek 
Springs, which are situated at about the forks of the creek : 

We found a number of springs on the bank of Orange Creek, which, where we 
crossed, had a fine appearance, flowing rapidly between rocky and timbered hills, 
over a bright orange, siliceous bottom, though its valley is redolent with odors of sul. 

*Report of U. S. Geol. Surv. of Terr., 1871, p. 179. 
tReport of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. siya, in 1873, 

1875, p. 300: 
{ Ibid., p. 198. 
§ Senate Ex. Doc. No. 66, 42d Congress, 2d session, p. 40. 
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phurous gases. All of these differed in temperature; two of the largest, within a 
few feet of each other, were of 170° and 196°. The first (green-yellow deposit) send- 
ing a blackish water into the stream, contained iron and alumina, lime, sulphates, 
hyposulphites and sulphides, and silica, which last deposited in enormous quantities. 
The largest and most numerous steam-jets we saw in the Yellowstone region were 
found here, in agap giving egress to a small stream arising from them, and flowing from 
the south into one of the forks of Orange Creek. Its sides and bottom, of deep red and 
yellow, included about 50 acres, and were filled with hundreds of steam-jets, but con- 
tained only a few small holes bubbling hot water. Over the greater portion of its 
surface the ground was very insecure, often breaking under the tread and exposing 
soft sulphur crystals, from the midst of which issued a new jet. Hard chips of sul- 
phur, in very great quantities, are strewn about. Scattered in this gorge, on firm 
foundation, were rocks of all sizes, some 50 feet high, from beneath most of which 
violently puffed steam which deposited on the roofs sulphur crystals. There were 
two very large vents, whose action could be heard a great distance, that of throwing 
columns of steam from caverns half-way up the declivity, 200 feet into the air. 

These, together with a few others not so large, emitted small, clear streams with 
variegated deposits, which united to form the main one through the gap. Water 
taken about 20 yards from the greatest jet, as near as one dared to venture, had a tem- 
perature of 144°, while the temperature of the steam issuing from the smaller and acces- 
sible vents was 196°; of the air, 59°. It contained iron and alumina, magnesia prob- 
ably, and sulphates.* 

Recapitulation of springs of Yellowstone River below Grand Canon and on Kast Fork. 
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As far as known, there are no geysers in the springs enumerated 
above. 

CHAPTER III. 

HAYDEN’S VALLEY SPRINGS. 

Hayden’s Valley is about 10 miles from east to west and from 6 to 8 
miles in a northerly and southerly direction, wider toward the west, 
along the course of the Yellowstone River. It marks the site of an old - 
lake, a former extension of Yellowstone Lake, and the valley is under- 
laid by lake beds (sands and clays). As the result of the argillaceous 
and sandy character of the beds we have many mud springs in the valley. 
Sulphur appears abundantly also, probably due to the organic material 
that has been incorporated in the lake beds. 

On an old map once seen by the writer, Coulter’s route is laid down 
as passing through this valley, and the locality of Crater Hills is indi- 
cated. The first group described in this chapter might have been classed 
with those of the preceding one, but it really lies within the limits of 
the old lake basin. Wherever we have clear springs in this group it is 
probable that the clays have been removed from the sands or trachytes. 

“Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, &c., by Capt. W. A. Jones, 1873, 
1875, pp. 299, 300. 
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FOREST GROUP.* 

This group of springs is located near the right wall of the Grand 
Canon of the Yellowstone, near its head, and was so named by Profes- 
sor Comstock, from its being nearly surrounded by timber. The 
springs were visited by one of our parties in 1871, and a sketch made 
by the topographer. The position of the springs is indicated on Mr. 
Holmes’s geological map. Most of the springs are situated on a broad 
flat of sand, mud, and gravel. Mr. Schonborn’s notes give temperatures 
ranging from 90° up to 190°. Dr. Heizmann gives a description of 
these springs as follows: 

At camp 39, which was opposite the head of the cafion, were numerous extinct and 
active springs, the latter materially aiding in the formation of a clear, rapid stream 
(70°), which was very acid and astringent, depositing reddish yellow, and running by 
a great mound-shaped bank containing both the active and extinct springs. Its wa- 
ter, taken from below all its sources, contained only iron and alumina, sulphates and 
chlorides. It is formed by several groups of springs about camp 39, closely allied, 
judging by the great prevalence in all of iron and alum. Two springs in one set 
north of us (156° and 158°), each 4 or 5 feet in diameter, muddy, bubbling contents, 
with no outlet visible, emitting a strong odor of sulphuretted hydrogen, and ejecting 
with it sulphurous acid gas, contained lime, iron, and alumina, magnesia, sulphates, 
sulphides, chlorides, and hyposulphites. They are surrounded by countless springs 
and mud vents of all temperatures. The contents of one of the latter, a very large 
one, are colored like molasses, and have in agitation a curious, intermittent, thudding 
sound. Of the others the shades areas various as their temperatures—black, mud and 
lead, light and deep green, colorless, &c. Six of those with light-green water (88°-100°) 
having an outlet and very acid, gave only reactions for iron, alumina, magnesia 
(abundant), sulphates, sulphides (slightly). Two in thesame group had water, 
blackish (deposit drab-green), boiling (170°) and bubbling so violently in deep 
oblique holes as to be thrown out in great waves, slightly acid, and containing iron 
and alumina, sulphates and sulphides. The sulphur was hardly appreciable after 
the water was taken out, but together with hyposulphites was deposited in great 
uantity. 

‘ Another group, separated from the last by a small ridge filled with the remains of 
springs and apparent geysers, possessed not so many springs, but all of the same 
kind excepting one (140°), which had a colorless water, more acid than any tested, and 
contained iron, alumina, sulphates, and sulphides (slightly). Allof these springs test- 
ed emitted sulphuretted bydrogen, (some steam and sulphurous acid gas), the deeper 
colored the greater quantity, but none evolved carbonic acid gas. The deposits of all 
contained silica in various, though small, proportions. 

Professor Comstock, speaking of the group, says: 
This group comprises representatives of all the great classes of thermal springs, 

including also a variety of cold springs of varying composition and temperature ; 
while, as a whole,the locality in which they occur may be said to belong to one of the 
latest stages of thermal intensity. * * * The majority of the active springs, in- 
cluding the salses and solfataras, emerge through the enormous accumulations of 
ancient hot-spring deposits, which here almost completely obscure the underlying 
beds of volcanic origin. * * * One feature of several of these mud bowls is es- 
pecially noticeable, i. e., the thickness or toughness of the mud, which causes it to be 
arranged in the form of low cones about the centers of ebullition. This represents 
the stage of tansition from the salse proper to the mud puff, but none of the latter 
were observed in the basin occupied by the Forest Group. 

CRATER HILLS. 

As has been indicated in another portion of the report, the rounded 
hills which mark this locality were laid down on some of the earlier 
maps. On Raynolds’s map it is called Sulphur Hill. The hills, which 
were called “Seven Hills” by the Washburn-Doane party in 1870, are 
composed in part of spring deposits and trachyte tuff. For the geology 
of this region the reader is referred to Mr. Holmes’s report. There 
are only two hills, instead of seven; one is 150 feet in height, and the 
other about 140 feet. No temperatures were taken in 1878, and the fol- 
lowing description is made up mainly from the reports of 1871 and 1872. 

*This is the title given by Comstock in Jones’s Report, p. 197. 
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Yellow Sulphur Spring (Plate VI 6).—This is the principal spring of 
the group, and the one that first claims the attention of every visitor, as 
it is characterized by the escape of great volumes of steam and is gen- 
erally in violent ebullition. Dr. Hayden, in the report for 1871 (p. 89), 
thus describes this spring: 

On the south side of these hills, close to the foot, is a magnificent sulphur spring. 
The deposits around it are silica; but some places are white, and enameled like the 
finest porcelain. The thin edges of the nearly circular rim extend over the waters of 
the basin several feet, yet the open portion is 15 feet in diameter. The water is in a 
constant state of agitation. The stream that issues from this spring is so strong and 
hot that it was only on the windward side that I could approach it and ascertain its 
temperature, 197°. The agitation seemed to affect the entire mass, carrying it up im- 
pulsively to the height of four feet. It may be compared to a huge caldron of per- 
tectly clear water somewhat superheated. Butitis the decorations about this spring 
that lent the charm, after our astonishment at thé seething mass before us—the most 
beautiful scalloping around the rim, and the inner and outer surface covered with a 
sort of pearl-like bead-work. ‘The base is the pure white silica, while the sulphur 
gave every possible shade, from yellow to the most elegant cream. No kind of em- 
broidering that human art can conceive or fashion could equal this specimen of the 
cunning skill of nature. 

In 1870 Lieutenant Doane observed it, and speaks of it in his report 
as follows: . 

It measures 15 by 20 feet on the inside. The water boils up constantly from 3 to 7 
feet in height, the whole surface rising and falling occasionally with a flux and reflux 
of 4 feet additional, overflowing its basin and receding every few minutes. The basin 
is built up with a solid rim or lining of pure crystalline sulphur (?) 4 feet in width all 
around the edge, probably amounting to 40 tons in weight. The water is clear, but 
of a whitish cast, and above the boiling point, steam being evolved from its surface. 
The basin cannot be approached nearer than 20 feet distant on account of the scalding 
vapors. A small channel leads down the slope, and for several hundred feet its bed is 
incrusted with a sulphur deposit, showing that the spring occasionally flows a con- 
siderable quantity of water. The deposit is from 3 to 10 inches deep. 

In Dr. Hayden’s description the temperature is given as 197°. The 
same year I found it to be 1834°, which is the temperature obtained by 
Mr. Schonborn and placed on his chart in the report for 1871. In 1872 
the temperature obtained was 178°F. These variations are due partly 
to the fact of differences in the spring at different times and partly to 
the fact that the temperature at the edge is different from what it is in 
the center. We passed the spring in 1878 and found that it presents 
the same characters it did in 1871 and 1872. The steam jet, however, 
which we noticed in 1871 and 1872 quite close to this spring did not 
appear to be in action. 

Turbid Blue Mud Spring.—This is near the Large Sulphur Spring, and 
in 1871 had a temperature of 164° F., and in 1872 163° F. It has a 
basin about 35 feet in diameter, and its contents are rather thin muddy 
water than mud. It is acid in reaction, and tastes of alum. 

South of the springs just described is a basin filled with innumerable 
mud-puiis, sulphur holes, and steam-vents. Lieutenant Doane, on page 
16 of his report, thus describes them: 

The mud ejected is of different degrees of consistency, but generally about the thick- 
ness of common mortar, and mostly of an iron-brown color. It boils slowly like mush, 
with bubbles of gas escaping, and is spouted to various heights, from 2 to 40 feet, falling 
with dull splashes around the edges of the craters, which are being built up continually 
and continually caving in, to be worked over and ejected as before. Some of the 
springs throw up yellow mud, others white, and a few pink. The different springs 
of all classes had no apparent connection with each other, though often but a few — 
feet apart ; the mud being of different colors, the basins having different levels, and 
the pulsations being independent, one being frequently in violent ebullition while 
another near by was quiescent. <A plasterer would go into ecstacies over this mortar, 
which is worked to such a degree of fineness that it can be dried in large lumps, either 
in the sun or in a fire, without a sign of cracking, and, when once dry, is a soft, finely- 
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grained stone, resembling clay slate when dark, or meerschaum when white. Mortar 
might well be good after being constantly worked for perhaps ten thousand years. 

The principal mud spring in this subgroup, the “ Blue Mud Pot,” is 
graphically described by Dr. Hayden as follows: 

One of them has a basin 20 feet in diameter, nearly circular in form, and the con- 
tents have almost the consistency of thick, hasty pudding. Thesurface is covered all 
over with puffs of mud, which, as they burst give off a thud-like noise, and then the 
fine mud recedes from the center of the puffs in the most perfect rings to the side. 
This mud-pot presents this beautiful picture; and although there are hundreds of 
them, yet it is very rare that the mud is in just the condition to admit of these pecu- 
liar rings. The kind of thud is, of course, produced by the escape of the sulphuretted 
hydrogen gas through the mud. Indeed, there is no comparison that can bring before 
the mind a clearer picture of such a mud volcano than a huge caldron of thick mush. 
The mud is so fine as to have no visible or sensible grain, and is very strongly im- 
pregnated with alum. For 300 yards in length and 25 yards in width the valley of 
this little branch of Alum Creek is perforated with these mud-vents of all sizes, and 
the contents are of all degrees of consistency, from merely turbid water to a thick 
mortar. The entire surface is perfectly bare of vegetation, and hot, yielding in many 
places to a slight pressure. 

The mud spring described had a temperature of 180° F. The follow- 
ing table, taken from my report for 1872, gives the remainder of the 
springs in this subgroup at Crater Hills: 

: Temper-| Temper- 
: Size of spring. atureof| atureof Remarks. 
° spring. | air. 
+ 

— 

15) (| 1749F.| 59°F. |) 
2 A collection of springs ie 2 
4 covering an area of 600 186 59 The water in this collection of springs has a 
5 square feet, and vary-} 144 59 milky hue, and the noise made by them re- 
6 ing in size from one} 160 59 sembles that made by a number of pots boil- 
7 to three inches in diam- 168 59 ing simultaneously. 

Bully eeveks 150 59 
9 \J 160 59 

10 | 3 feet diameter.............. 80 59 White-sulphur spring. 
il | 8 feet diameter 148 59 Clear spring. 
1173)|| ECA SEOEr renee 176 59 Thick greenish-mud spring. 
13 | 2 feet diameter 180 59 Yellow-mud spring in active ebullition. 
WARIS <2 feet s---secieeaeeeeeee . es By A turbid pool bubbling at the edges. 
1G) |lnossesnesneotoorectectesosesue 2 

a8 Oa TS EE SETS oe aera ae be A collection of greenish-sulphur springs, each 
PRU os. co ee ee ege 59 a few inches in diameter. 

1M) |l se oeesondasecsioes sAcoas codecs 108 59 
DUN feos sigs -taeie ciao ae mnie retire te 180 59 This Bpuing was called Foam Spring last year. 
PBL || PPM CUIGED oancceccncnanos6en 170 59 Bluish muddy water. 
DUNGYODXC Ske Oti esac sees en eee 188 59 peor these springs have lavender-colored mud 
23 | 2 feet diameter...-.......... 180 59 and No. 2 is in active agitation. 
24 (| 150 59 
25 184 59 
26 130 59 
27 170 59 
28 168 59 
29 184 59 
30 106 59 
31 154 59 
32 188 59 
33 160 59 

Se ; a Pe This collection of springs varies is size from a 
26 These springs occupy a 174 59 few inches to four feet. The water in the 
37 space of about 1,200 128 59 majority is of a milky hue. In others it is 
38 square feet. 120 59 ‘ yellow or lavender-colored, and in some it is 
39 106 59 transparent. 

40 176 59 
41 146 59 
42 186 59 
43 168 59 
44 174 59 
45 178 59 
46 172 59 
47 90 59 
48 158 59 
49 170 59 J 
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The following table gives the comparison of the temperatures taken 
in the two years, and completes the list of springs in this locality : 

. Tempera- Tempera- 
REE, Sa turesin 1871. | tures in 1872. 

Ol oF. 
Yellow Sulphur Spring..----.--.-----....-. 12 to 15 feet diameter --..--. 183% to 197 178 
WOCOMOLVE, Set se sa eee eee se cine Opening 6 inches diameter. - MA) Weooesosseobase 
Steam Jets, near Sulphur Spring.-.-....---.|--.--------- EES HERE e nn AQ Te Sue Ne 
Turbid Blue Mud Spring .-----..-....----- 45 feet by 60 feet..-.- ae 163 164 
‘Bluey Mudge oteeesasseeeeeeeeee tesa eee ae: 4 feet by 10 feet............. TREE ISGSE Soocaenane 
Sulphur Spring (east of hills)....-----..-.-.|.-.-..------ eM Mee Seatials BOP | eae eee 
Sulphur Spring (in north part of hills)......|.-...-------.----------------- 1400) | ae eeeneene a 

The deposits at Crater Hills are mainly siliceous, but sulphur is a 
characteristic of many of the springs, and the springs therefore give acid 
reactions. An analysis made in 1872 of a specimen from the Yellow 
Sulphur Spring gave 3.23 per cent. of sulphur after 23.48 per cent. of 
water had been expelled by ignition.* 

The surface surrounding the springs, at many places, consists merely 
of a crust, and the under side as is shown on breaking it is coated with 
crystals of sulphur. Nearly all the springs give off sulphuretted hydro- 
gen gas. The deposits of alum are due to the action of the sulphurous 
waters upon the alumina and iron in the clay banks through which the 
acid waters pass on their way to the surface. The small stream which 
carries the water from these springs is strongly impregnated with alum. 
This creek is known in the reports for 1871 and 1872 as Alwm Creek, 
but on the map of the Park in this volume the main stream of the valley, — 
which enters the Yellowstone a short distance below, is called Alum 
Creek. On the map accompanying Comstock’s report this is called 
Warm Spring Creek. Iron is also present in the springs, as the weath- 
ered deposits show; the red stains on the white hills being one of the 
characteristic appearances. ‘The area occupied by the remains of ex- 
tinct springs is much larger than that occupied by those that are now 
active. : 
On the east side of the Yellowstone, opposite Crater Hills, there are 

sulphur springs along the edge of the hills, but none of any importance 
until the mud volcanoes are reached. They are not indicated on the 
map. 

P MUD VOLCANOES OR MUD SPRINGS. 

This locality, which is designated on the maps as Mud Geysers, is 4 
miles below Yellowstone Lake and 6 miles from Crater Hills. It is the 
point from which Howard’s wagon road starts for the East Fork of the 
Fire Hole or Madison River. Its name designates the character of its 
springs and salses. The name “Mud Volcanoes” is taken from the fact 
that one of the principal springs here is the Giant’s Caldronor Mud Vol- 
cano. Besides this there are a number of mud springs with craters like 
miniature volcanic. craters. Besides the Mud Volcano there is here a 
muddy sulphur geyser, which is the first geyser met with by parties en- 
tering the region via Bozeman Botteler’s and the Mount Washburn route. 
I prefer to keep the name by which I designated the locality in 1871 and 
1872. 

The springs occupy an area of about three acres, and are found in 
ravines and gullies cut into sandstones which were deposited when Yel- 
lowstone Lake spread over the entire area of Hayden’s Valley. 

These at the base are rather coarse, as shown in the exposures along 

*Report for 1872, p. 137. 
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the river. In some places these sandstones appear to have been infil- 
trated with thesiliceous waters which has given them a vitreous appear- 
ance. Above these sandstones are finer-grained ones, as shown at the 
Grotto (No. 12.), and on the surface are clays. When the water passes 
through these we have the mud springs. When it emerges from the 
sandstones it is clear, as in the Grotto, or simply turbid as insome of the 
springs near the river’s edge. As I pointed out in my report for 1871 
(page 181), the difference in the springs is due to the character of the 
rock through which the water has to pass. 

Every possible variation is to be found in the contents of the mud 
pots; some are simply muddy water, others are like kettles of boiling 
soap; some like caldrons of mush or paint, and still others like stiff 
mortar. The supply of water has a great deal to do with the consist- 
ency of the mud. In a wet season, when the surface supply is greater, 
the mud will be thinner. It is of all colors—red, pure white, like meer- 
schaum when it is dried, lavender, gray, or blue. Nearly all the springs 
give off sulphuretted hydrogen, and silver watches carried by members 
of the party soon showed the effect of the sulphurous gases. The quiet 
pools are generally sulphur pools, some of them of large dimensions. 
Besides the springs there are many steam vents, whose holes are lined 
with sulphur crystals. The mud voleanoes have generally a circular pit 
about 10 feet deep, with arim or mound on the outside raised several feet 
above the general level. Such a spring may begin simply as a clear 
spring, into which the earth falls. The steam gradually works this up 
with the water, and it is a mud spring. It may become thicker by the 
caving in of the sides, although the evaporation of the water is the 
cause in mostof thecases. After atime the spring may become choked, 
and we have one of the many dead holes seen among the active springs. 

I shall now give full descriptions of the three principal springs, which 
are the Geyser, the Mud Volcano, and the clear boiling or pulsating 
spring (Grotto). The rest of the springs will be given ina table follow- 
ing, in which a few additional] points will be given briefly. 
Mud Geyser (Plate Vic).—This is the principal object of interest at 

the mud springs locality, and is easily recognized by its depressed ba- 
sin, which measures 150 feet by 200 feet, and is 8 feet deep. In this the 
basin proper, or crater of the geyser is about 60 feet in diameter, sur- 
rounded by a rim that slopes inward at an angle of 30° to a funnel- 
shaped orifice. This is seen projecting above the water in the picture 
(Plate Vic), just to the right of the fountain-like mass. Between this 
crater and the rim of the outer basin there is a deposit of clay and silica 
which has hardened and resembles a very fine clay-slate. It has been 
deposited by the water of the geyser. The outer rim is broad and mound- 
like, and has a channel cut through it by which any surplus water is 
carried from the basin, although ordinarily there is no overtlow from the 
geyser. This is shown in the foreground of the illustration. On the 
west side of the basin, near the crater, there is a steam vent, and in the 
south end two springs, or spring-basins, for there are numerous springs. 
When the outer basin is filled, the outlines of these springs as well as 
that of the geyser crater are not distinguishable. These springs appear 
to be perfectly independent of the geyser in their action. 

In order to show the changes that have taken place in the geyser since 
it was first described, I will present the characteristics described each 
year. 

1870.—Lieutenant Doane describes this geyser in his report and gives 
an account of its eruptions, as follows: 

This was a periodic geyser, having eruptions every six hours, and in the following 
manner: The crater being full of boiling water, and the vapor vent active, suddenly 

4 
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columns of steam shoot up through the water to the height of 300 feet. The ground 
trembles, the vapor hisses through the vent with increased force. The water of the 
crater is violently agitated, being thrown up in vast columns to the height of 30 and 
40 feet, splashing out as far as the rim of the basin with great force. This continues 
for half an hour, the water increasing in quantity in the crater all the while. Then 
the steam ceases suddenly to escape, the water settles, and commences to lower in the 
erater, continuing to fall to the depth of 35 feet, leaving bare the incrusted and fun- 
nel-shaped walls, which converge at that depth to the diameter of 7 feet. The water 
here stands for a time, the steam jets cease to hiss, the vapor vent to give forth its 
fumes, and allis quiet. After the lapse of an hour, the water stoutly rises again, the 
vents become active, and at the end of the regular period the whole performance is 
repeated as before. 

1871.—We spent a couple of days at the Mud Volcanoes in 1871 and 
noted a numer of eruptions. In the report for 1871 I described the 
eruption briefly as follows: 

Soon, however, there began a slight bubbling in the center, and the water began to 
rise gradually in the basin until suddenly it was thrown into violent agitation, the 
contents becoming very muddy. Immense volumes of steam escaped, throwing the 
water to the height of 20 feet. The eruption lasted about a quarter of an hour, when 
it ceased as suddenly as it began, and the surface of the water was more placid than 
before. This eruption took place eight times in twenty-six hours. 

After we left the locality, Mr. Carrington was sent back to observe 
the geyser, and his report is found in Dr. Hayden’s report. He says: 

We arrived at the mud geysers ten minutes after 9 o’clock a. m., July 1. [This 
is a misprint; it should be August 1.] The pool was calm, with exception of the little 
boiling bubbles that are always on its surface. In circumference it measures nearly 
100 feet. While selecting a place to camp, unsaddling our horses, &c., we heard a 
loud, hissing noise, as an escape of steam. Hurrying to the geyser, I saw a wave 
about three feet in height rise and die away to the left; three similar ones followed 
in quick succession. It then, with a dull, heavy sound, accompanied by dense col- 
umns of steam, suddenly burst up to a height of 20 feet. It continued in action for 
the space of fifteen minutes, when it ceased flowing as suddenly asit had commenced. 
The average height of this flowing was about 15 feet, although some jets reached fully 
30. Five minutes after the eruption, the pool measured 25 feet in circumference and 
3 feet in depth, where before it was 100 feet in circumference and 11 feet in depth. 
Ten minutes after (at 9.45 a. m.), l noticed that it was slowly commencing to rise again. 
It continued to do so until twenty minutes after one (1.20 p. m.), when it began to 
boil near the center, a black formation waking a ring around the boiling part. This 
boiling gradually increased in violence, lasting twenty minutes; it then suddenly 
stopped, and a wave 2 or 3 feet in height arose, dying away to the left, and the flow- 
ing then took place as before described. Average height of this flowing, 15 feet; 
duration, 20 minutes. i 

I tabulate the eruptions witnessed by Mr. Carrington, so that they 
may be compared with those of 1872. | 
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* This, in the original notes, is July, which is a misprint. 

1872.—In 1872 I spent about two days and a half at mud volcanoes, 
and noted eight eruptions of the Mud Geyser, although they were not 
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consecutive as those of 1871 were. As my description of the eruption as 
witnessed in 1872 contains some additional particulars to those already 
given, I transcribe it from the report of 1872 (pp. 128-140). 

The following is the description of an eruption: The water gradually rises until the 
inner basin is filled, when there is noticed a bubbling in the center. Suddenly, with- 
out any further warning, it becomes violently agitated and an immense mass of 
muddy water, mingled with clouds of steam, is thrown into the air. This action lasts 
a few minutes and is followed by a lull, the action not ceasing entirely. Then it re- 
commences with renewed violence, and the water fills the entire outer basin, the water 
striking the banks in a succession of waves. The water is thrown up in a succession 
of impulses that follow each other rapidly, and sometimes the water is thrown ob- 
liquely, and seems as though it would overwhelm one standing on the bank. The 

_mass of water and mud isimmense. After the maximum height is obtained the jets 
become smaller and smaller, and the eruption ends as suddenly as it began. Itis a 
very impressive sight, and the stopping is like a calm after a storm. The water of 
the geyser is very muddy, and bluish in color, having an acid reaction, due to the 
presence of sulphuric acid. 

I will transcribe my field-notes below and then give the result in a tabulated form, 
so that the whole may be placed before the eye at once. 

August 11. 

_ 4,02 p. m.—The temperature of water in the basin is 140° F. and the air 50° F. 
4.37 p. m.—The water is rising rapidly and there is considerable bubbling in the 

center of the basin, the temperature remaining the same. 
4.42 p. m. to 4.52 p. m.—The water is still rising and flows in currents, giving it a 

variable temperature of 140° F. to 180° F. 
5.02 p. m.—The temperature is still 180° F. at the edge, although in the center it 

must be considerably higher. It is stillin ebullition. 
5.04 p. m.—The eruption commences. 
5.10 p. m.—There is a lull in the action. 
5.14 p. m.—The maximum (40 feet) is attained. 
5.17 p. m.—The eruption ends and the water at the edge of the basin has a temper- 

ature of 172° F. 
5.52 p. m.—Temperature of water is 148° F. and the air 489 F. The water is 4 feet 

lower than it was during the eruption, and the sides of the basin are shown sloping 
inward. Several steam vents, not seen before, are now made apparent. The sarface 
of the water is quite placid, save in the center, where a slight bubbling takes place. 
The water seems to be rising slowly. 

6.37 p. m.—The water has risen 1 foot since the last observation, and is still rising. 
7.37 p. 1.—The water is now 6 inches above the level last observed. 
9.35 p. m.—The eruption commences. 

_ 9.48 p. m.—The eruption ends. The maximum height was estimated at 20 feet, it 
it being too dark to take any angles. 

August 12. 

6.19 a. m.—The geyser has evidently had an eruption during the night. The basin 
is full and the center in ebullition. 

6.31 a. m.—The eruption commences. 
6.35 a. m.—There is a lull. 
6.42 a. m.—The eruption ends. The maximum height was 25 feet, and I noticed 

that the ground shook beneath me while the eruption was going on. 
10.19 a. m.—The temperature of the water at the edge of the basin is 148° F. and 

the air is 60° F. The center is bubbling, and a black, oily substance floats on the 
surface. 

10.29 a. m.—The temperature of the water is from 140° F. to 180° F., and is rapidly 
filling the basin. 

10.49 a. m.—The eruption commences. 
10.55 a. m.—There is a lull. 
10.58 a. m.—The maximum (18 feet) is attained. 
11.02 a. m.—The eruption ends. 
11.08 a. m.—The temperature at the edge of the basin is 170° F.; air, 60° F. The 

water has fallen a foot already. 
11.15 a. m.—Water, 150° F.; air, 60° F. The water has fallen 18 inches, 
11.20 a. m.—The water has fallen 5 inches since the last measurement. 
11.24 a. m. to 11.29 a. m.—The water still has a temperature of 150° F., and has 

fallen 2 feet 10 inches. 
11.39 a, m.—The water has fallen 3 feet 2 inches since the eruption ceased (lowest 

point), 
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11.49 a. m.—The water is rising slowly. 
2.39 p. m.—The water is within 1 foot of the top of the basin and paeeee in the 

center. Its temperature near the edge is 146° F., the air still being 60° F 
3.14 p. m.—Temperature outside the rim of the basin is 125° F. 
3.15 p- m.—The eruption commences. 
3.21 p. m.—There is a lull. 
3.25 p. m.—The maximum (22 feet) is reached. 
3.27 p. m.—The eruption ends. Temperature of water at edge of basin 170° F, 
7.39 p. m.—The eruption commences. 
7.44 p. m.—There is a lull. 
7.48 p. m.—The maximum (19 feet) is reached. 
7.51 p. m.—The eruption ends. 

Ler} mS . Sloane took observations of two eruptions on August 9, as follows: 
.40 p. m.—Eruption commences. 
.47 p. m.—Lull. 
.49 p. m.—Maximum estimated at 25 feet. 
.52.30 p. m.—Eruption ends. 
5B p. m.—Eruption commences. 
.04 p. m.—Lull. 
.07 p. m.—Maximum estimated at 30 feet. 
.11 p. m.—Eruption ended. 

The table following is practically the same as that given in the report 
for 1872, the difference being that the one now given contains some 
additional points not included in the one for 1872: 

Oke eee Se 

AS ae oa elon $ 
Eom peey Pace Be Seals is} S 6 ety 
eS H EA cS q Eo i o tee “3 
3 os) ~~ Oo o) Yous ~ 
a : acre tise oe@ ofA] A 
=) wg 2ead | a3 em. a mons 

Date. BW Oe ces! | aS -,f# | § | Temperatures. 
3) oe cl Sa mode aa “S36 qd (>) 3 
oe ae a 3 g she CJ ese) g 
Sales Paes] boas P tos PorSeord|) |S 

2) Soh | Os S2k | Saeco] H 6] 8 soa /S58) Seo | Sc2q) 8 
ra A 4 4 4 a 

1872. M.S. M. M.| H.M.S.| H. M.S. | Feet. °F, 
JMTBMS Oo ascogcoancasesuscee 1| 12 30 6 Br) (PRA aed eae ALE Sir 25 

OEE AdolssoaSssecea Tene 2 13 00 6 3 418 00] 4 05 30 30 
SIR Sve An aa 3} 13 00 6 Cc a Pea rr OS a 40 | 180 just before. 
A ee pleaisye asics ale ieicisiziele 4 LSU eee uilesetoose 43100} 418 00 20 
1) doe eGendesoouocsous 5 | 11 00 A eS aS Re Ae AAO ee 25 
RSS SSG Ets MESES 6 | 13 00 6 3 42000) 4 07 00 18 | 180 just before. 
MU eeeraterain iaicaseisieisizint stares 7 | 12 00 6 4) 4 26 00 | 4 13 00 22 | 170 at end. 
TOAEE SEAS Be Se cna aes a ae 8 | 12 00 5 4| 42400] 4 12 00 19 

Comparing this with the table for 1871 it will be seen that the length 
of the eruption is less by several minutes (2 to 5) and that the intervals 
between the eruptions is greater. 

The following table compares the averages of the two years: 

1871. 1872. 

JNSHEE IRS IieraEn A Or Cie) THOME), Ga5 5 sengoub ocodcosaToUd Aton aUseecosdeosaasoos 15m.374s. 12m. 26. 75s. 
Average intervals between ends and beginnings................----.----- 8h. 15m. 4h. 11m.6s. 

It must, however, be remembered that these averages are derived from 
comparatively few observations. 

1873.—As far as I can learn no observations were made in 1873, as 
Professor Comstock passed down the right bank of the river and did not 
therefore see the “ Mud Geyser.” 

1874.—The Earl of Dunraven saw two or three eruptions, but gives 
no particulars,* except to say that they lasted about 10 minutes and 

* The Great Divide: Travels in the Upper Yellowstone in the Summer of 1874, by the 
Earl of Dunraven, London, 1876, p. 247. 
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reached a height of 20 to 30 feet. On his first visit he found the water 
receding, and was obliged to leave before the eruption took place. * 
1875.—Captain Ludlow in his report describes the eruption of the gey- 

ser in 1875: + 

About 4 p.m. pistol shots from the Mud Geyser summoned us to witness an explo- 
sion. The water had risen gradually until the smaller springs were submerged and 
the basin enlarged to its full dimensions. Near the center, the geyser was boiling 
and bubbling actively, and soon spurted to a height of 5 or 6 feet, failing and rising 
again, and after about three minutes of excitement subsided, the water lowered, being 
gradually swallowed down the several orifices, and the discharge was over. The 
geyser has a period of about 44 hours, and several of the subsequent eruptions were 
witnessed. None exceeded 10 or 15 feet. 

1876 and 1877.—1 can find no record of any observations for 1876, but 
in 1877 General Sherman’s party visited this locality and saw the geyser 
in action. Col. O. M. Poe, of his party, says: 

It has an interval of somewhat more than an bour, and rises above the ordinary 
level to a height of 5 or 6 feet, with considerable disturbance. 

1878.—We arrived at the Mud Springs or voleanoes on the afternoon 
of the 26th of September, and left on the morning of the 29th, and during 
this time the basin of the Mud Geyser whenever seen was full of water, 
so that the inner hard basin or bowl was not seen. The water also 
covered springs 2 and 3, which in 1872 were seen to be independent. A 
great many points of ebullition were noticed over the crater of the 
geyser, and the steam vent alongside of the geyser in the bank con- 
tained water through which the steam escaped with a thumping sound. 

Ou September 27 I saw an eruption which began at 9.29 a.m. It 
consisted only of a bulging of the mass of water, which attained a height 
of perhaps 3 feet in a surging, splashing mass, muddying the pool sur- 
rounding. The water in the latter was thrown into waves. This erup- 
tion ended in 1 minute and 15 seconds, and the water did not recede as 
in the eruptions seen in 1871 and 1872. The temperature in the basin 
was 127° F., but this temperature was on the edge, as it was impossible 
to reach to the central orifice. 

It is difficult, in view of the limited data we have, to determine 
whether this geyser is declining in activity or not. Just before our 
visit there had been a great deal of snow and rain, which probably had 
something to do with the filling of the basin, and may have diminished 
the apparent activity. We really know nothing of the effects of the 
variations in the supply of water upon the geysers and hot springs. 
There is no doubt, however, that the greater the body of water supplied by 
rain and snow the lower is the surface temperature. Those taken this 
year were much lower than the ones taken in 1871 and 1872. Inthe tem- 
perature of those years a decrease of 11° was noted from 1871 to 1872. 
It seems probable therefore that there has been some actual decrease 
in the activity of the Mud Geyser. Lieutenant Doane speaks of the 
action lasting half an hour in 1870. In 1871, as we have seen, the dura- 
tion was about 15 minutes, which in 1872 had decreased to 12 minutes, 
and in 1575, according to Captain Ludlow, it was only about 3 minutes. 
In 1878 the eruption I witnessed was only 1 minute and 15 seconds in 
length. It is possible of course that there is an irregular regularity 
which will have to be determined by future observations. The height 
to which the geyser spouts also appears to be diminishing. In 1870 
it was 30 feet or 40 feet; in 1871, 15 feet to 30 feet; in 1872, 18 feet to 
40 feet; in 1875, 5 feet to 15 feet; and in 1878 only about 3 feet at the 
one time noted. 

*The Great Divide, p. 237. 
tReport of Reconnaissance from Carroll Mountains to Yellowstone Park, 1875, p. 24. 

’ 
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N. P. Langford, speaking of the change from 1870 to 1872, says: 

The jet of the Mud Geyser was thrown with greater force [in 1870] and to a loftier 
height, and its basin, but partly filled in 1870, now overflowed whenever an explosion 
occurred.* 

Lam inclined therefore to think that there has actually been a de- 
crease. 

Giant’s Caldron or Mud Voleano.—This is perhaps equally interesting 
with the Mud Geyser. Its crater or excavation is about 25 to 30 feet 
in diameter and 20 to 30 feet deep, situated on the slope of a wooded 
ravine. The deposit surrounding it is a dark gray mud, consisting mainly 
of alumina. The contents consist of thin blackish mud in a state of 
constant ebullition, and from its surface a column of steam escapes 
with such volume that it can be seen for miles. This mud spring has 
given name to the locality, and was first seen by the Washburn party 
of 1870. I shall give the descriptions chronologically, as in the case of 
the Mud Geyser. : 

1870.—Lieutenant Doane describes the Mud Voleano as follows: 

Heavy volumes of steam escaped from the opening, ascending to the height of 300 
feet. From far down in the earth came a jarring sound, in regular beats of five seconds, 
with a concussion that shook the ground at 200 yards distant. After each concussion 
came a splash of mud, as if thrown to a great height; sometimes it could be seen from 
the edge of the crater, but none was entirely ejected while we were there. Occasion- 
ally an explosion was heard like the bursting of heavy guns behind an embankment, 
and causing the earth to trem)le for a mile around. These explosions were accom- 
panied by a vast increase of the volumes of steam poured forth from the crater. This 
volcano has not been long in operation, as young pines, crushed flat to the earth under 
the rim of mud, were still alive at the tops. The amount of matter ejected was not 
great, considering the power of the voleano. The distances to which the mud has been 
thrown are truly astonishing. Directly above the crater rises a steep bank, a hundred 
feet in height, on the apex of which the tallest tree near is 110 feet high. The top- 
most branches of this tree were Joaded with mud 200 feet above, and 50 feet laterally 
away from the crater. The ground and fallen trees near by were splashed at a hori- 
zontal distance of 200 feet. The trees below were either broken down or their branches 
festooned with dry mud which appeared in the tops of trees growing on the hill- 
side from the same level with the crater, 50 feet in height, and at a distance of 180 
feet from the volcano. * cf * It was with difficulty that we could believe the 
evidence of our senses, and only after the most careful measurements could we realize 
the immensity of this wonderful phenomenon.t 

1871.—We had no difficulty in recognizing the Mud Volcano in 1871. 
A dense column of steam constantly escaped from the orifice, and it was 
only when a puff of wind blew it aside that we could look into it and see 
the seething contents, 30 feet below the surface. No eruption took 
place during our stay. The steam poured forth with a steady roar. 
The coating of the trees with mud was noticed, and small pines were 
seen still alive within 10 or 20 feet of the orifice. We still supposed 
that eruptions of mud occurred, but concluded that they must occur at 
long intervals. 

1872.—The Mud Volcano appeared to be in much the same condition 
asin 1871. Mr. Langford, who had not seen it since 1870, however, 
saw great changes init. He says: 

The crater, which in 1870 was in a state of constant ebullition, the report which 
resembled the noise of distant artillery, the cone which had been builded by a constant 
accretion of varied deposits, all had disappeared. A large excavation remained, and a 
seething, bubbling mass of mud, with several tree-tops swaying to and fro in the midst, 
told how terrible and how effectual must have been the explosion which produced 
such devastation. I could not realize that in this unsightly hole I beheld all that was 
left of the rarest of those physical wonders which filled this extraordinary region. 

*Scribner’s Magazine, Vol. VI. : 
t Yellowstone Expedition of 1870. Senate Ex. Doc. No. 51, 41st Congress, 3d session, 

pp. 17, 18. 
¢ Seribner’s Magazine, Vol. VI. 
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All the time we were at the locality we saw no eruption of mud, and 
still the coating of the trees appeared to go on. This led to investiga- 
tion, which appeared to prove that the mud is carried up mechanically 
instead of being erupted. The following on the subject is taken from 
my report for 1872: 

Last year, when at this locality, we noticed that the trees near the Giant’s Caldron 
had their branches coated with mud, and the question was raised as to how the mud 
got there; we concluded that the geyser sometimes ejected its contents. This year, 
however, investigation seemed to prove that the mud is carried up mechanically, 
mixed with the steam that is constantly rising from the caldron, and that the spring 
never has any eruptions. We were led to this opinion first by noticing that it was 
only the under side of the branches that held the mud. Mr. Holmes then placed some 
dead branches in such a position that the steam came upon them, and in a few hours 
they had a coating of mud. Again,some of the trees on which the branches are coated 
are living, which would hardly be the case had they received the mud from an erup- 
tion. Another reason also is found in the fact that the surface of the spring is con- 
stantly agitated, which is rarely or never the case with a true geyser. Still, in the 
past it may have been a geyser and had regular eruptions.* 

1873.—Professor Comstock of course did not see the caldron, as he was 
on the opposite side of the river, but he evidently noticed the column of 
steam from it. He says: 

Dense clouds of vapor may be seen issuing from these localities at certain hours, 
and the thumping noise produced by the throbbings of the agitated mud of the 
salses may be distinguished without difficulty at a con~iderable distance.t 

1874.—The Earl of Dunraven refers as follows to the Giant’s Caldron: 

This caldron is filled with thin mud in a state of most fearfully wild commotion, 
boiling, spitting, and spluttering like a pot full of stirabout screeching hot. The 
roar of it can be heard at a considerable distance, and the steam of it ascends in a 
dense column to heaven. A slight smell only of sulphureted hydrogen is noticeable 
here, but with many of these mud springs not only does the steam ascend to heaven 
but the stench also.t 

The condition of the spring in 1874, therefore, appears to be about as 
it was in 1871 and 1872. The steam still escaped with a roar. Ludlow, 
in 1875, makes no mention of the caldron. 
1878.—We noticed little if any change. Perhaps the noise made by 

the escape of the steam is not so great, but the column is still dense © 
enough to prevent our getting the temperature of the muddy contents. 
From the descriptions quoted it is evident that there has been a de- 

crease in the power of this mud spring, for it is a constantly agitated 
spring and not a geyser, since it was seen in 1870. When seen by the 
Washburn party it was probably new. The fact that trees still alive 
were crushed under the rim of the crater would seem to prove this, as 
do also the force and violence described by both Doane and Langford.§ 
A portion of the mud surrounding it was probably ejected, as they sup- 
posed, by eruption, but it occurred, I think, when the volcano first broke 
out. The mud on the trees, as I have indicated, is probably deposited 
from the steam; at least we know that it will thus form, and as Doane 
says in his report,|| the elevation to which it would have to be carried 
would have to be very great to account for the lateral distribution of 
the mud, as the ventissmall. The lateral distribution is easily accounted 
for, if the steam carries it, and the wind blowing from different directions 
at different times would be sufficient to coat the trees on all sides of the 
crater. Hyven when Doane, Washburn, and Langford saw it in 1870, 

*Report of U.S. Geol. Surv. of Terr. for 1872, p. 113. 
t Reconnaissance of Northwest Wyoming in 1873, by Capt. W. A. Jones, p. 196. 
t The Great Divide, p. 248. 
§ Langford describes the Mud Voleano in Vol. II of Scribner’s Magazine, p. 17. 
|| Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p. 18. 
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there were no actual mud eruptions, although there may have been one 
not long before. It was probably in about the same condition as the steam- 
boat ventin the Gibbon Basin was at the time of our visit this year. In 
the latter case, however, the steam-vent is in the rock and does not pass 
through a mud bank as is the case with the Giant’s Caldron. 

Grotto.—There is a cave or grotto-like hole in sandstones and clays at 
the head of a ravine which is a branch of the one leading from the 
Giant’s Caldron. The opening is 3 feet high, 8 feet wide, and about 20 
feet deep. The top of this entrance is somewhat like a gothic arch, and 
is coated with a thin coating of vivid green vegetation where the steam 
strikes the rock. The cavern has a slight downward inclination, and . 
at the back of the cave the steam escapes in pulsations of about 1 minute © 
10 seconds. These pulsations shake the ground, and there is a roaring 
noise in the cavern. With each pulsation there is a gush of water, 
which is clear as crystal. The flow from the spring is not very great. 
In 1871 the temperature was 184°; in 1872, 182°, and in 1878, 1819. This 
does not necessarily prove a decrease in temperature, as the difterence of 
3° may be due to a slight difference in the thermometers or to the 
difference in the place of taking the temperature. The colors over the 
entrance to the grotto are green and red, and add to the beauty of the 
spring. The water has a slight alum taste, and gives off a slight odor of 
sulphuretted hydrogen. This is the only really clear spring at this 
locality, and it is due to the fact that the water escapes through the sand- 
stones, and escapes from them without coming out into a basin of mud, 
as do most of the other springs in the surroundiug groups. As the 
accompanying table will show, most of the springs at Mud Voleanoes are 
either sulphur springs or salses. There are all crades of the latter. A 
large number are found on the right bank of the river. They are not 
included in the table. Professor Hayden visited them in 1871, on his 
way from the lake to the east side of the falls, and describes them as 
turbid and mud springs. One he called the mud sulphur spring. It 
has a basin 15 feet by 30 feet, and init three centers of ebullition. Pro- 
fessor Comstock describes one at this locality as follows: 

One of these [mud bowls], near the water’s edge, strongly reminds one of a large 
kettle of boiling soap; the resemblance to this uninviting substance being increased 
by the peculiar streaky appearance arising from the imperfect mixture of the yellow 
sulphurous, the red or pink ferrnginons, and the blue and greenish argillaceous ingre- 
dients of the mud. The mud-paste is in a constant state of sputtering ebullition, and 
it is occasionally spurted with force to a height of 2 or 3 feet. There were some signs 
about the rim of the bowl of recent more vigourus action. There are some springs 
bubbling from the river near the northern or eastern shore. The springs are of the 
same general character as those on the left bank and give off sulphureted hydrogen. 

The following table presents all the principal springs and salses on 
the left bank, and compares the temperatures of this year (1878) with 
those of 1871 and 1872. 

The springs are really divided into two groups. Those from No.1 to 
No. 12, with Nos. 24 and 25, forming the first, and those from No. 13 to 
23 the second. 
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The three principal springs of this locality having been described, I 
now present the special points in reference to the others that are enu- 
merated in the table: 

No. 1.—This mud spring has a funnel-shaped crater, at the bottom of 
which the mud rises in two hemispherical masses, which every now and 
then burst, sending up aspurt of mud. The contents do not appear as 
thick as in 1872, due probably to the rainy season supplying a greater 
quantity ot water. Near the principal crater is a second of the same 
shape, with quiet muddy water at the bottom. 

Nos. 2 and 3 are in the basin of the mud geyser, which was so filled 
with water that theoutlines of these springs could not be distinguished, 
and the temperatures were therefore not taken. 

No. 4 is a turbid mud spring, with a scum onthe surface. It gives off 
sulphureted hydrogen. 

No. 5 is a mud pot, which appears to be almost dried up, although 
boiling and throbbing can be heard somewhere below. 

No. 6.—In this spring the green color is probably due to the color of 
the basin or bowl of the spring. 

No. 8.—Besides the springs enumerated in the table, there are other 
simmering holes, and opposite them across the trail is a steam sulphur 
vent. 

No. 9.—Above this on the edge are numerous small springs. 
No. 11 a, 6, and c.—Above these the ground on the edge of the small 

rivulet is perforated with sulphur-lined steam vents and sizzling holes. 
Nos. 13 and 14.—These springs occupy one basin, No. 13 being an 

irregular pool of green sulphur-water, outside of which are a number of 
sizzling holes and several small springs, from 1 foot to 2 feet in diameter. 
Under No. 14 two of these are given. They are constantly boiling, and 
are really sources of supply to the pool (No. 13). The small water-ways 
leading to the latter are lined with a vividly green deposit. 

No. 15.—The contents of this mud pot is alight-colored mud that looks 
like paint. At one end there are hemispherical bulges. Back of the 
mud crater there are sulphur-lined vents on the side of the hill. There 
are also other mud craters near by. 

No. 16.—There is a very large sulphur pool, with vents and springs on 
the hill back of it. Nos. 17 and 18 are two of these holes near the large 
pool. No. 19 is a small mud volcano near it. North of it isa blue mud 
pot or volcano, with a circular mound around it. At the bottom is a 
blue mud, so thick that the steam which escapes from a great many 
points throws it into concentric rings. Hemispherical bulges also occur 
and burst, splashing the mud in all directions. Steam is constantly es- 
caping, and the hole looks like some great pot of blue or lead-colored 
paint. 

No. 20.—This is a mud pot with lavender-colored contents. It is at the 
head of a ravine leading down to Nos. 21 and 22, and bas a basin 6 by 7 feet, 
in which are 7 or 8 points of bulging hemispherical masses 6 inches in 
diameter; are raised 3 or 4 inches, and leave the mud in rings that look 
like melted taffy. This spring was not seen in 1872 or 1873, asit is some 
distance back of the others. 

No. 21 is a large, constantly boiling mud pot, with greasy-looking con- 
tents. 

No. 22 is a turbid sulphur spring or pool, with yellowish water, which 
has many points of ebullition. The temperature appears to have de- 
clined since 1871. 

No. 23.—This number designates the springs in a ravine near the 
river’s cdge, just south of the springs included in the group from No. 13 
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to No. 22. They are at the foot of a bluff of rock that rises from the 
river’s bank. ‘The temperatures are from 166° F. to 182°. At the head 
of the ravine a little farther south there is a steam vent. On the east 
side of the river, immediately opposite this locality, there are springs on 
a bar in the river, and steam vents and a mud spring on the blufty 
point. 

No. 24 designates the next ravine to the south of No. 23, and is the 
one that brings overflow from Grotto and Grant’s Caldron whenever 
there is any to bring. Thesprings are on the river edge, and consist of 
openings in a conglomeritic sandstone, in which the water has a milky 
hue. There are also several small mud pots. No. 24 is the principal 
spring, and comes out from a small grotto-like cavity in the rock, which 
is lined with a green, red, and yellow coating, probably organic in char- 
acter. Below the spring is a fissure about 4 feet long and 2 to 3 feet 
wide; a and bare openings in this, and are evidently only on the line of 
waterway from the main spring, which accounts for their lowered tem- 
perature; cis a fissure in a fine-grained sandstone, which appears to 
underlie the coarser rock in which No. 24 is located. It is about 3 feet 
long and gives off but little water. The rocks surrounding these springs 
are tinged withiron. Back of 24 are steam holes, and in the river there 
are places of bubbling. ‘These springs are about 40 feet below the level 
of No. 9, and although small, have in the two that are really springs 
(a and c) the highest temperatures at the locality, with the exception of 
the mud geyser. 

No. 25.—Following up the ravine which leads from the mud geyser 
and passing Nos. 4 and 5, we soon come out on a sort of plateau, and 
turning to the left find a flat place that was once the seat of mud springs. 
Only one at the present time is active. 

VIOLET CREEK SPRINGS. 

These springs were not visited by us in 1878, and I therefore quote 
from my report of 1872 (pages 134 to 136), where they are first de- 
seribed. Violet Creek is laid down on the accompanying map of the 
Park asa branch of Alum Creek, near the sources. In my notes of 
1872 I mention the first group of springs as being about 5 miles north- 
west of camp (at Mud Volcanoes), whereas those laid down in the map 
are at least 10 miles distant. The latter are without doubt either the 
group described by Professor Comstock as ‘“ boiling springs near source 
of Warm Spring Creek” * or are included under his Prairie Group.* 
Five miles from our camp would bring us to the sources of the creek into 

_ which the drainage from Crater Hills ‘flows, and this is what I understood 
at the time to be ‘Alum Creek. Violet Creek is therefore a branch of this 
stream. One of the groups described in my report may be included 
under Professor Comstock’s Prairie Group, the description of which I 
shall quote further on. We had no map with us, and during the season 
of 1878 I had not the time to revisit the groups, so as to identify them 
on thelater map. I shall therefore simply quote the descriptions given 
in the report for 1872, and add afterwards Professor Comstock’s descrip- 
tions, in a somewhat condensed form, under the headings given in his 
report. 

The first spring we met with was on the right bank of the creek, in a siliceous 
cone-like mound that rises six feet above the bed of the stream. Its temperature was 
126° F., the air being at 70° F. The bed of the creek was filled with confervoidea, 
leading us to suspect that there were springs still farther up. After a further ride of 

*Report of Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, p. 216, 217. 
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about a quarter of a mile we came to quite a large group of hot springs, lining both 
sides of the creek. The first spring I will describe is on the right bank of the creek, 
in thecenter of a white mound 20 feet in diameter and rising 10 feet above the bed of 
the creek. This mound is formed of deposits from the water, which consist mainly of 
various carbonates and silica. The oritice of the spring is circular and about three 
inches in diameter, and looks as though it had been artificially punched in the deposit, 
so mathematically exact isit. The water gives off carbonic-acid gas, leaving a de- 
posit of iron. Its temperature was 190° F., the air being 70° F. Spring No. 2 is on 
the opposite side of the creek, and has a basin measuring 4 feet by 2 feet; the temper- 
ature of the water was 160° F., the air remaining at 70° F. No.3 has a cirenlar 
basin 2 feet in diameter, which is lined with an abundant deposit of iron. Car- 
bonic-acid gas bubbles through the water. It temperature was158° F. No. 4 is 6 feet 
deep and 1 foot by 3 feet in diameter, and has a temperature of 188° F. The next 
three springs had temperatures as follows: No. 5, 192° F.; No. 6, 194° I.; and No. 7, 
188° F.; the air still remaining at 70° F. All these springs have circular orifices of 
about 6 inches diameter, and the water proceeding from them flows over a series of 
small terraces, resembling those of the Gardiner’s River springs on a miniature scale. 
These basins are lined with a gelatinous form of silica, which has a leathery appear- 
ance and is coated with an iron deposit. The springs are about 10 feet above the 
level of the creek, and all give off carbonic-acid gas. No. 8 is very irregular in shape 
and almost hid in the grass, about 40 feet from the creek. There is a slight bubbling 
in it, and its temperature was 178° F. No. 9 is a smail spring, 2 feet in diameter and 
1 foot deep, lined with confervoidea, and having a temperature of 140° F. No. 10 isa 
very pretty spring, about 4 feet above the creek, and has a beautiful scalloped edge, 
moss-lined on one side. Its temperature was 175° F. The boiling point at this local- 
ity is 198°.3 F. None of the springs reached this temperature, 194° F. being the 
neatest approach. The rocks exposed near these springs are sedimentary and con- 
tain a great deal of obsidian. 
About three-fourths of a mile farther up stream we came to the head of the creek, 

and found that it originated in a most important group of springs. [This group may 
be on the main Alum Creek, but I am not now certain.] They are situated in a ssmi- 
circular basin, bounded by a low hill, wooded on the summit. Thesides of the hill are 
perfectly bare and covered with a glaring white deposit, through which steam jets force 
their way. Looking down into the basin from the top of the hill is like looking into 
a volcanic crater. The fumaroles, solfataras, and mud springs scattered through it 
give it a most peculiar appearance. The general color throughout the basin is a glar- 
ing white, relieved here and there by patches of brick-red iron deposits and the yellow 
of sulphur masses that are scattered throughout the basin. The crust extending over 
the basin is lined with beautiful crystals of sulphur. On the left of this basin there 
is a ravine, covered with deposits of the same character, but containing no springs. 
There are a few fumaroles remaining, the evidence that once the ravine was the site of 
active springs. A few yards on the opposite side of the basin there is a second ravine, 
similar to the first, and in which also the springs are all dead, nothing remaining but 
me rust-colored deposits. I will give the different springs in this basin below in tabu- 
ar form: 

Springs at the head of Violet Creek. 

August 10, 1872; time of observation, 12.30 a.m.; general elevation above sea-level, 8,059 feet; boil- 
ing point, 198°.1 F. 

No.| Character of spring. Size. Gas evolved. Pea oon Teniperaire 

1 |) SUG) o eee peesnse 8 by 10 feet ..-.-..-. SIWeRICY Soos5e5q5000 185° F. 72° BF, 
4 rodd tl) csesdoscnachcenas 3 feet diameter.-.--.|.--. Oss ween ce ee 172 72 
Ree el Of peace sane 2 feet diameter.-.---|..-. Gko) SSaecuaecones 194 72 
AM es GO) ative acto cue uelaia eal ep ect lce rise elas eeu etelaa |e bite ose Pacis ae 194 72 
BI Shri Sees pec soc 20 feet diameter .--.| Steam and sulphu-| Not taken. 72 

reted hydrogen. 
D lose GIDaRS RG: todetassc: 30 feet diameter .--.|.--. donee ees 165 72 
7 | Mud spring...-.-..-..- 2 by 4 feet...........]--2. Osetia ees 170 72 
Si SMD NOT. ers oeclerais 8 feet diameter......|.--. OO) eee eseesssee 140 72 
9 | Blue-mnd spring....-- EG byaloiteate sees sees: Oe ee 162 72 

10 | White-mud spring....| 1 by 3 feet .--....-..].... Ope Meteae cicsictns 168 72 
11 | Blue-mud spring..--..- SCE H IONS meen sales a: GO™seees Boe 188 72 
12 | Yellow-mud spring ...| 4 feet diameter......].... COUR a ese 180 72 
13 | Blue-mud spring..-..- 2 inches diameter. ..|....do ..----. ------ 190 72 

Besides the springs enumerated in the table, there were many smaller ones, and a 
few large pools, through which the gases bubbled at various points. The ground near 
the majority of them was too treacherous to allow of our approach. There are also a 
great many steam vents lined with sulphur crystals. The hardened deposit about 
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some of the mud springs is an indurated clay that has been deposited by the springs. 
The first four springs given in the table have clear water, and the first one was in 
violent ebullition, the water at times rising 4 feet above the ordinary surface. In 
No. 10 I found butterflies that had fallen into the water and been killed by the heat. 
The odor of sulphureted hydrogen was not so strong at this locality as at the foot of 
Mount Washburn. 

On the way back to camp we came across another group of springs, about a mile 
southeast of the group given above, and having an elevation about 200 feet lower. 
They are situated in a ravine bordering a small branch of Violet Creek. The following 
table will show them all at a glance: 

Springs on branch of Violet Creek. 

August 10, 1872; time, 2 p.m.; elevation above sea, 7,873 feet; boiling point, 1989.5 F. 

Temperature | ‘Temperature No. Size. Gas evolved. arian offspring? 

MSAD yet heete may ssts neers ceicins/sacine a)=5 Carbonic acid and steam...... 68° F. 160° F. 
2 | 10 feet diameter.--..--... Pinions Sue CO! neSeeeeth esse sean 68 184 
3) bo feet diameter---- 22: 2-24--.22---- o-\eee se do sobs See cee 68 154 
Gh GF yr PALE Bi Sebo os SR eOU a neneeoe easel nece de (WM cenoaseeodoncadacdacaee 68 188 
Dil isateotj diameters) o 20. sa cissececn se Saes ae ooes Gore ee SE a 68 180 
GaleoihyeoocoMeenee ha ec. ccc ee BUR G0 Le eae 68 191 
alneGDypotteeu 22 ees eects aoc seats eam eeeea Os. Se ekazts Aare eee eels 68 186 
Sulnsitect diameters ssaes sos ce cele sic belloaseee GO ee ese 68 192 
Ol Qleny seers suekocenecdaseouscdooesueelsedans OD casdan accncnsqcé4sanecs 68 194 

The amount of carbonic acid given off from these springs is small, and although 
there is considerable bubbling in some of the springs, it is caused mostly by the escape 
of steam. This in some is enough to cause the ground to tremble beneath. All the 
springs deposit iron. ‘The first three springs given in the table are on the edge of a 
pool of water having a diameter of 100 feet by 50 feet, in which the thermometer stood 
at 120° F. There is also one spring in the midst of this pool which was beyond reach. 
The bottom of the pool is lined with gelatinous silica, which is coated with oxide of 
iron. The edge of the pool next the creek slopes to the level of the stream in a series 
of small basins, over which the water flows. The creek itself is divided into a number 
of basins formed of the deposits (mostly carbonates(?) ), and the water flows from one 
basin to the other, they being at different levels. These basins are filled with a Inxu- 
riant growth of very bright confervoidea. The temperature of the water in the creek 
a short distance below the springs is 140° F. 

WARM SPRING CREEK OR PRAIRIE GROUP.* 

These springs are described by Professor Comstock, who passed them 
on his way to the Geyser Basins of the Fire Hole. His trail led up 
Alum Creek (Warm Spring Creek on his map). He says: 

The first collection of hot springs occurs about two miles above the mouth of the 
ereek. They are situated mostly upon the left bank, not far from the main stream, 
with which they are connected by a small branch entirely supplied by their overflow. 
The temperature of the water is sufficiently high to heat the contents of the creek to 
a very perceptible amount above the previous temperature, and to make this influence 
felt for some distance below. The springs themselves do not differ essentially from 
others which have already been described not far distant; but such differences as were 
noted furnish a clew to the causes of observed dissimilarities in the members of a sin- 
gle-group. In other words, we are here given a striking illustration of the principal 
elsewhere enunciated, that variations in the character of different springs are depend- 
ent not only upon dissimilar geological structure but also very largely upon variation 
in the intensity of the subterranean forces. The structure at this point is almost 
identical with that along the banks of the Yellowstone in the neighborhood of the 
Salses; but the deposition of sulphur is here more abundant in proportion to the size 
of thesprings. In general the bowls may be described as sputtering fumaroles, though 
there are a few fair-sized pools from which little or no vapor escapes. The clearness 
of the water, compared with that usually present in springs emerging from the old lake 
deposits, and the marked absence of mud bow1s, is a matter of some surprise to one who 
has previously visited the groups which lie in similar relations to the lacustrine form- 

*See report of Prof. Theo. B. Comstock in Report of Reconnaissance of Northwest- 
ern Wyoming, p. 216. 
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ation. This seeming discrepancy may readily be understood, however, by referring it 
to the comparative feebleness with which the water is ejected in most of the members 
of the Prairie Group. 

Professor Comstock also says that iron is less abundant, which want 
he refers to the constant and rapid flow of water observed in the group. 
He also says: 

The small amount of special deposits formed by precipitation from the water after 
it has become condensed by cooling points to the conclusion that the solution of the 
subterranean rocks is less complete than in many localities. 

It has been my experience that the waters of the springs of these re- 
gions, with the exception of the sulphur springs, do not precipitate 
much, if any, deposit upon cooling, but that the formation of deposits 
is due almost entirely to the evaporation of the water, and that the 
character of the deposits varies according to the circumstances under 
which the water evaporates. 

Another important collection of thermal springs occurs two or three miles farther 
up the valley of Warm Spring [Alum] Creek. These were just in view from the point 
at which we turned southward away from the creek. * * * The water which 
flows from them remains quite hot until it has reached a point below our crossing. 
* * * So far as we were able to ascertain, the prominent springs of this upper group 
emerge from the volcanic rock. Quantities of vapor were ascending from the locality 
at the time of our passing. 

If the distances given by Professor Comstock are correct, it would indi- 
cate that the springs last mentioned are the ones marked ‘ Violet 
Springs” on the map of the Park in this volume, which I think on this 
point incorrect. 

BOILING SPRINGS NEAR SOURCE OF WARM SPRING CREEK.* 

The springs described by Professor Comstock under this head are, 
judging from the maps accompanying his report, about a mile or a mile 
and a half east of the Hot Sulphur Springs indicated on the map of the 
Park. The latter, as will be noted further on, give off considerable sul- 
phureted hydrogen, which this group, as indicated by Professor Comstock 
and Dr. C. L. Heizman, does not to any great extent, and have deposits 
that are mainly siliceous. The locality is indicated as follows by Pro- 
fessor Comstock: 

After crossing Warm Spring [Alum] Creek [near Violet Springs?] we pushed on in 
a southwesterly course for several miles. * * * After atime we were able to pro- 
ceed, when we soon struck a trail (Barlow’s, 1871) for which we had been searching, 
which led us near to the source of the creek. By leaving the trail at a point where 
it turns to make a considerable detour, we made an advantageous cut-off, not impracti- 
cable for riding animals, and quickly reached an interesting group of springs, in the 
neighborhood of which we spent the night. 

The following descriptions are copied from Professor Comstock’s re- 
port: 

The stream on which these hot springs are situated probably comes from cold springs 
some distance above, a number of which also add to its volume from along its sides in 
a meadow above ourcamp. Here it also meets with a number of hot springs, which, 
with the contributions from the numerous boiling springs below, soon render the water 
exressively hot. 
The springs are scattered along both sides of the creek above and below, but the 

most powertul and interesting bowls occur near the edge of the current, on the left 
bank, just within the lower end of the short pass, or gorge. This set of jets, as they 
have been called, is the nearest approach to geysers that we have yet noticed, and, in 
the ordinary acceptation of the term, it would not be improper to designate them thus, 
but it will be more convenient and, for our purpose, more correct to describe them 
under the present head. * * * These springs vary in size and intensity from 

* Report of Recennaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, p. 217, 
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furious boiling pools, in which the water spurts but an inch or two, to those in which 
it is thrown to a height of more than twice that number of feet. One bowl in par- 
ticular, the largest in the group, is partly surrounded by a chimney nearly 5 feet 
in height, and the water is occasionally thrown to a height of more than 6 feet, so as 
to pass completely over this rim. The contents of this bowl are continually agitated, 
and the constant but irregular thud of the successive impulses reminds one vividly of 
the sound produced by the dashing of the water on a rock-bound coast. The chimney 
is open on the side next the stream, thus allowing the overflow to pass off freely 
in this direction. * * * There are several smaller orifices, with correspondingly 
diminished chimneys, but the majority of the minor springs of this group are mere 
bubbling jets, in which the water is occasionally spurted to the height of a few inches, 
and these are not usually provided with raised walls. In all of these, however, there 
is something of an approach to the same structure, and a few differ only in degree 
from the largest bowl. 

Sulphureted hydrogen is evolved from some of these springs, and small deposits of 
sulphur are found in favorable situations, but the chief and most characteristic ingre- 
dient throughout is silica, of which the chimneys are mainly composed. 
Were we to classify these jets according to the character of the deposits alone, their 

place would undoubtedly be among the geysers, for we find here not only a compo- 
sition nearly identical with that of the products in the Fire Hole basins, but even the 
peculiar structure of the geyser products is very closely imitated in the formations 
about the bowls. About some of the smaller jets clear white deposits of the most 
beautiful geyserite are formed, resembling porcelain beneath, with an upper surface 
of delicate tracery, or of coarser excrescency, according to the force of the falling 
water. Sometimes a glistening pink surface is disclosed by the fracture of the rougher 
incrustations, which are usually of a light-brown color. Manganese in the form of 
pyrolusite (manganic dioxide) is extremely abundant as a coating to parts washed by 
the outflow and by the falling spray, as well as on portions of the interior walls of 
many of the bowls. Iron is not scarce, being more particularly present exteriorly, 
where it gives rise to the brown and pink colors which are visible in the siliceous 
crust, and itis noticeable that the growth of green cryptogamic vegetation in the 
water is especially abundant in those spots where iron is most common as a deposit. 

This group of springs was first described by Captain Barlow, who met 
with them on his trip from the Yellowstone River to the Geyser Basins. 
He says:* 

Ten miles west of the river we came upon a very hot stream, formed from the over- 
flow of a large system of springs, in some respects more interesting than any we had 
yet encountered. One, with a curious crater, was constantly throwing up boiling 
water to the height of several feet. The crater is of calcareous [siliceous? ] rock, 6 
feet in diameter, and bears a strong resemblance to a humanear. A beautiful braneh 
joins this stream from the northwest, cool and highly impregnated with alum. The 
water from these springs is remarkably clear and colorless, except that from a single 
one, which had the bright color of gamboge. On both sides of the hot stream the 
ground isa soft, hot marsh, very dangerous to examine, and it is only in the immediate 
vicinity of the largest springs, where a rocky deposit has been formed, that one is 
entirely safe. A steam jet, flowing beneath the surface of the water into the stream, 
at one point presented a very interesting appearance, and gave off a very novel sound, 
something like that made by the spindle of a spinning-machine. 

The spring with the crater is the one described by Professor Comstock. 
Captain Barlow is the discoverer of the group. We passed to the west- 
ward of them in 1871 and south of them in 1878, so that I have never 
seen the group, which is especially interesting from the occurrence of 
manganese in its deposits. 

Dr. C. L. Heizmann, in his report on the mineral and thermal waters, | 
speaks as follows of the springs on Alum Creek: t 

All along its banks were hundreds of boiling and bubbling springs and remains of 
extinct ones, all of which may be classed with the last [7. e. mud volcanoes and turbid 
lake springs], although there is a greater profusion of clear alum springs, evolving 
only sulphureted hydrogen, intermixed with the others, than elsewhere. One, near 
the head of the stream, was for the most part walled (6 feet high) by its deposit on 
small timber, which, partially silicified, gave it the shape of a yellowish-brown, 
snaggy cone. Although not exactly like a geyser, it nevertheless threw constantly 

*Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 66, 42d Congress, 
2d session, p. 19. hi 

+tReport of Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, 1873, 1875, by Capt. W. A. 
Jones, p. 302. i 
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its water (194°) with great violence against its sides and 8 feet into the air. It con- 
tained lime, iron, alumina, magnesia, sulphides, sulphates, and chlorides, and evolved 
sulphureted hydrogen but no carbonic acid. All of the springs surrounding it, very 
numerous and close together, evolved carbonic-acid gas, but, strangely, some of them 
only it and sulphureted hydrogen. 

The creek above, besides being supplied by many small springs (100°-180°) on its 
banks, contains in its bed many bubbling carbonic acid gas, but no sulphureted hy- 
drogen. 
The temperature of the running water here was 84°. However, a tread or the mere 

piercing with a stick of its sandy bottom anywhere within one-half mile started a 
thin, hot, and unbearable stream, containing carbonic acid gas, but no sulphureted 
hydrogen. Of course, as its flow was cnly momentary, its relative temperature could 
not be got, but the temperature of the surface sand, where no visible spring existed, 
was the same as that of the water, 84°. Abovethe point where the camp was made, 
and where this phenomenon gradually disappeared, the water of the creek was pure 
and potable. 

HOT SULPHUR SPRINGS, OR BRIMSTONE GROUP. 

This is a collection of fumaroles and solfataras at the head of Alum 
(Warm Spring) Creek, near the divide between the East Fork of Fire 
Hole River and the Yellowstone drainage. On the map of the Park it 
is indicated as Hot Sulphur Springs, and Professor Comstock, in his re- 
port, names it “ Brimstone Group.” It is south of the Boiling Springs 
Group, and was passed by our party in 1871, and is mentioned in my 
report for that year.* Captain Barlow also passed them after leaving 
the Boiling Hot Springs already described. The Howard wagon road 
passes the springs, or rather fumaroles, for the latter predominate. Dr. 
Hayden thus describes this locality : t 

There was one locality, where the deposit covered several acres, that presented a 
most attractive picture. The entire area was thickly covered with conical mounds 
of various sizes, ranging in diameter from a few inches to a hundred feet or more, and 
these cones, or hillocks were full of orifices, from which steam was issuing. All these 
little chimneys, or orifices, were lined with the most brilliant crystals of sulphur, and 
when the heated crust was removed we found the under side adorned in the same 
manner. The basis of the deposit was silica, as white as snow, but it was variegated 
with every shade of yellow from sulphur, and with scarlet or rose color from oxide of 
iron. In the distant view the appearance of the whole country may be not inaptly 
compared to a vast limekiln in full operation. 

Captain Barlow, describing this area, says:{ 

Then we came upon an immense area covered with sulphur vents, each hillside con- 
taining thousands of these little crystal chambers, which, upon being broken into, 
sent forth quantities of sulphuric steam. In passing through the orifice from below, 
this vapor had been sublimated into beautiful crystals of pure sulphur, varying in 
dimensions from the size of a needle to the thickness of the finger, while some were 
even larger. The country presents the appearance of a vast limekiln in active com- 
bustion. The crust of soft white rock was exceedingly thin, requiring great caution 
in picking a route for the animals, 

Professor Comstock, speaking of these springs, says.§ 

The time spent in this locality was not sufficient to allow of much careful work, and 
the nature of all the products was, consequently, not ascertained. Sulphur, however, 
is the principal ingredient, being probably produced here in greater quantity than in 
any other portion of the National Park thus far described by the several authorities, 
There are some bowls of considerable size, but the most striking feature of the whole 
area is the occurrence of a large number of small orifices, in which the water bubbles 
constantly, giving rise to deposits of crystallized sulphur, which are formed upon the 
walls of numerous cavernous incrustations. 

There are really two groups of springs, from one of which quite a 
large stream of water passes. There are anumber of sulphurous ponds 

* Report United States Geaipgical Survey for 1871, 1872, p. 182. 
t Ibid, p. 102. 
{Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 66, Forty-second 

Congress, second session, p. 19. 
} Report of Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, p. 221. 
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also, and what most distinguishes these springs is the presence of calca- 
reous matter in the deposits, which is the result of the water passing 
through limestone. The sulphur vents, however, are located on tra- 
chyte, on which are probably remnants of lake deposits. In this re- 
gion it is somewhat difficult to tell at times what is the direction of the 
drainage, as the timber is heavy and a number of depressions exist 
which appear to have no outlet. 

Recapitulation of Hayden's Valley Springs. 

Name of groups. 

Number of 

springs 

Highest tem- 
perature 

ORY 
IMOTESt GROUP saa essae cae eae isinc sine o2s duis wisie ww mcinjelaseeie smn ema nemciciee seule Coie meas 20-- 190 
CraterlHillsi Springs Peseta cecal Sake aswins oes cece einen weetne Seiccincencmeese ees 56+ 197 
IMugRViolcano Springs: aus s22 Fh. ein ssid ce ciclecis aoe nese eae ae msis eee Ceres seine cme cene 30+ 191 
WAOLCHOreEOk Spr Osos eAc  eceresiiece soee bait ale eae meee ee eecinoe emeloeceeee yea a 22+ 194 
Prairie Group (or Warm Spring Creek Springs) ...--...-.------------seeees coon eee [een ee eee Sones soc 
Boiling Springs, near source of Warm Spring Creek .......----...---2----------------|ee---- ee 194 
Bri Stone) GLOUp yo sare acoso! scat ec arn, sje wins bie lew whee Sis ie ere ie tatats Sere retnre is Ee oe ete Oe eroce eee ST ee eee ees 

ARCO TAN 3) 0) cb 0F 22S er OBB SEOE SSR ARISE EI eae sce ae ae ra 128+ 

The only genuine geyser described in this chapter is the “Mud Geyser” 
of Mud Voleanoes, unless the Caldron near it should turn out to be one. 
The geysers described by Comstock in the Boiling Springs are probably 
small, and might be classed as pseudo-geysers, although one of them, he 
says, throws the water to a height of 8 feet. 

CHAPTER IV. 

SPRINGS OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE. 

Yellowstone Lake is the largest body of water within the Park, and its 
shape has often been compared tothat of an outstretched hand, of which 
the thumb and index and little fingers are swollen and deformed, and the 
other two fingers dwarfed. Of the arms representing the latter, one in 
dry seasons becomes a separate lake, which has been named Delusion 
Lake. The greatest length of Yellowstone Lake from north to south is 
20 miles, and the width from the eastern shore to the west side of the 
west arm a little over 14 miles. The main body measures about 7 by 12 
miles. Its greatest depth is 300 feet. 
On early maps of this region a lake is indicated as the head of the 

Yellowstone River, in about the position of Yellowstone Lake, but with 
the shape anything but correctly shown. On some of these maps it is 
called Eustis’s Lake and on others Sublette’s Lake.* On later maps it 
appears as Yellowstone Lake, and is so named on the the map accom- 
panying the report of Captain Raynolds’s expedition of 1859-60. 

*An examination of the maps illustrating vol. xi of the reports of surveys for the 
Pacific Railroad shows that on the maps as known in #95 the Yellowstone River is 
not even indicated. A sketch made in 1818 has Eustis’s Lake, but the shape is incor- 
rect. This map was published by General Land Office. On Finly’s map of 1826, no 
lake is shown, nor is it indicated on Bonneville’s map of 1827. 
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In the report of the survey for 1872 Professor Bradley says: 

The first map which, so far as known, represents the lake with anything like its true 
form is a manuscript one by Jedediah S. Smith, who hunted through the mountains 
from California to the British Possessions during the years from 1821 to 1830. The 
original was purchased in Oregon for the War Department, but is supposed to have 
never reached Washington. A copy taken in 13853 exists in the hands of Mr. George 
Gibbs, of New Haven, Conn. 

The present lake is the remnant of one that formerly extended over a 
much larger area, and which had a more regular shape, the arms to the 
southeast being then merged in the main body. One extension also 
occupied what is now called Hayden’s Valley. 

The water of the lake is always cold, averaging about 60° F., and has 
frequently quite a strong surf dashing on its beach, a strong westerly 
wind usually ruffling its surface in the afternoons. The surrounding 
rocks are mainly volcanic, rhyolites predominating. On the immediate 
confines of the lake the lacustrine formations deposited by the old lake 
are found. 

On the west, southwest, and south the country is plateau-like, and the 
divide or watershed between Yellowstone Lake and the Shoshone Lake 
is only 300 feet above the level of the former. On the east is the 
Yellowstone Range, whose peaks rise from 2,000 to 3,500 feet above the 
lake. This range, with the mountains southeast of the lake, form the 
impassable (?) barrier that prevented Boneville in 1833 and Raynolds 
in 1860 from reaching the lake. It can, however, be crossed in two 
places at least, as was proved by Captain Jones’s expedition of 1873, viz, 
from the head of Wind River to the Upper Yellowstone River, and from 
the head of the Stinking-Water River to the head of Pelican Creek. 
The springs on the margin of the lake are comparatively inactive, those 
of the west being the most important. 

SULPHUR HILLS. 

This name has been somewhat inappropriately given to a mass of old 
spring deposits on the north side of the lake, which are made up mainly 
of silicious materials, although sulphur is present in small quantity. I 
have never visited the hills, and therefore present the descriptions of 
those who have visited them. Dr. Hayden, in 1871, writes of the local- 
ity as follows: 

Sulphur Hills, on the north side of the lake, is another of the magnificent ruins, of 
which only a few steam vents now remain. The deposit, however, is a large one, 
and covers the side of the mountain for an elevation of 600 feet along the lake shore, 
the huge white mass of silica covering an area of about half a mile square, and can be 
seen from any position on the lake shore, and appears in the distance like a huge bank 
of snow. 

The great mass of hot-spring material built up here cannot be less than 400 feet in 
thickness. A large portion of it is pudding-stone and conglomerate. Some of the 
rounded masses inclosed in the fine, white silicious current are themselves pure white 
silica, and are 8 inches in diameter. It is plain, from the evidence still remaining, 
that this old ruin has been the theater of tremendous geyser action at some period not 
very remote; that the steam vents, which are very numerous, are only the dying 
stages. These vents or chimneys are most richly adorned with brilliant yellow sul- 
phur, sometimes a hard amorphous coating, and sometimes in delicate crystals, that 
vanish like frostwork at the touch. It seems that it is during the last stages of these 
springs that they adorn themselves with their brilliant and vivid colors.* 

Professor Comstock, writing of this locality, says: 

At this point there are three deep basins or hollows between ridges of the old 
spring deposits, in each of which there is a small group of springs. From the west 

*Report U.S. Geol. Surv. of the Terr. for 1871, 1872, p. 136. 
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side a powerful stream has issued at one time, draining off the surplus water by a series 
of interesting cascades. Throughout the whole section between this spot and Green 
Spring [on Pelican Creek] there has been, during a recent geological period, and 
probably within the historical epoch, a degree of activity greater than is at present 
manifested anywhere in this vicinity; and yet it does not appear that the existing 
phenomena are materially less thanthey have beenfor verymany years * * * The 
history of the accumulation of the extensive deposits, here forming a mass several 
square miles in area and fully 200 feet in thickness, is not to be read in an hour, but 
it will require the patient labor of years to unravel the intricate problems which 
arise even while viewing hastily a single section like this, which is but one of the lesser 
of ahundred of thisnature * * * Thesnow-whiteaspectof the hills, which enables 
them to be distinguished from a great distance, is due to the silica which forms the 
great bulk of the deposit. Sulphur exists in broken masses, mostly amorphous, with 
some sublimated crystals about the active springs. Occasional brick-red spots are 
visible, caused by the presence of iron. The mass of the silicious deposit is a fairly 
compacted white rock, fine grained, and much jointed ; but there is much of a very 
beautiful tough quartzite, with a conchoidal fracture, and having a pearly luster, or 
it is sometimes iridescent in a favorable light. 
Between 12m. and 1 p. m. of the 4th of August a heavy cloud of vapor was ob- 

served ascending from this spot while passing along out main trail, one mile distant. 
I visited the locality about 2 o’clock in the afternoon of August 7, and also had 
several other good opportunities of observing such emission, if it had occurred, but 
not near midday. Had I not seen it I could not have believed it possible for such a 
quantity to be emitted by such a small number of apparently unimportant springs as 
were afterward found to occupy this section. Judging from this accidental cirewm- 
stance, it may not be unfair to suppose that these fumeroles are periodically agitated, 
though nothing can be predicated concerning the regularity of the action, nor the 
duration of the quiescent intervals.* 

TURBID LAKE GROUP. 

Turbid Lake is a small, heart-shaped body of water, about a half mile 
long by a quarter of a mile in width, and was named from the muddi- 
ness of its water, through which sulphurous gases bubble constantly 
It is back of Steamboat Point, about 2 miles from the lake. Two small 
streams flow into it, and the region bordering the lake, near the en- 
trance of the one from the east, is the seat of quite'a number of im- 
portant springs. These were first visited in 1871, while we were in camp 
at Steamboat Point. 

The lake is 400 or 500 feet above the level of Yellowstone Lake, and 
has a temperature of 60° or 65°. It tastes strongly of alum. 

On the south side of the mouth of the creek from the east the princi- 
pal springs are located. They are of all sizes and descriptions; some 
have raised vents and others are turbid springs. The surface is per- 
forated like a colander, with simmering vents from a few inches in 
diameter to several feet. The temperatures here were as follows: Sul- 
phur Mud Spring, 178° F.; White Turbid Spring, 190° F.; Turbid 
Springs, 176° F., 190° F., 182° F., 176° F., and 190° F. Back of these 
the side of the hill was composed of sulphur, alum, and clay deposits, 
which made unsafe footing, a step being apt to cause a new spring to 
burst forth. In the bed of the creek, east of these springs just described, 
is the most powerful spring in the group. It is 10 feet wide and 2 feet 
deep, and boils up furiously. Although the water is milky, the tem- 
perature is not greater than in the creek above and below the spring. 
Farther down the creek, below the sulphur vents and mud springs, were 
two more, close to the stream, having a temperature of 186° F. On the 
north side of the creek are several muddy springs. One of these is 
black (sulphide of iron?) and the other white. Sulphur is abundant in 
the deposits near them. The black spring is about 30 feet in diameter, 
and the muddy water has a strong alum taste. 

* Report of Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 
1873, pp. 194, 195. 
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Farther north, near the shore of the lake, are several cold springs con- 
taining common salt, which our riding-animals immediately recognized. 
From the numerous game-tracks about these springs, it is evident that 
the place is used as a lick by deer and elk. 

Professor Comstock in 1873 visited the Turbid Lake Springs three 
times, and records the following in regard to periodicity of action in 
these springs: 

About 3 p.m. of the 2d day of August I first caught sight of Turbid Lake, from a 
high point north of the Stinking Water Pass, 2,000 feet above the level of the springs. 
At that time no vapor was rising from this spot, although the locality of the con- 
cealed Steamboat Springs, which emit much Jess vapor at any time than the Turbid 
Lake group when in action, could be plainly discerned by the vapor. On the following 
day, as previously stated, I reached this locality, at 11 a. m., and discovered that an 
eruption had occurred before my arrival. Upon the way, at least two hours before reach- 
ing the place, I clearly distinguished volumes of white vapor issuing from the direc- 
tion of the group, and then the view was obstructed by timber for the remainder of 
the distance. On the 4th of August I found the springs in action at 3.45 a. m., and 
the emission of vapor had almost ceased at 10 a. m. 

Returning to spend the night in this vicinity on the 6th of the same month, no 
notable quantity of vapor was visible, but during the night a heavy mist shut out 
the springs from view. When this had been dissipated by the sun, I again saw the 
springs in vigorous action, before 6 a.m. From these observations it seems reasonable 
to conclude that the increase of activity, or the eruptive throe, takes place in all 
the springs of this group quite regularly, beginning before 6 a. m. each day, and con- 
tinuing for at least four hours, without interruption. It is possible that another period 
of activity may occur at night; but this I regard as exceedingly doubtful, for good 
reasons, which it will be impossible to give here.” 

My visits in 1871 were both in the afternoon, which is probably the 
reason I saw no evidence of special activity. The deposits about Turbid 
Lake consist largely of clay beds, which is the source of the alumina in 
the springs, and the cause of their assuming the character of mud and 
turbid springs. 

Sulphureted hydrogen is the gas evolved from the springs, and sulphur 
and alumina the principal constituents of the deposits. 

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS AT STEAMY OR STEAMBOAT POINT. 

Steamboat Point, or Steamy Point, as it is sometimes called, was so 
named from the existence on the point of the bluff which here extends 
into the lake of a powerful steam vent from which a vast column of 
steam escapes with a continuous roar that exactly resembles the escape 
from a huge steamboat. The locality is interesting, as it shows the re- 
mains of what was once a very active group, the point once having been 
covered with very active springs. There are at present only two or 
three very small springs containing any water. One of these is like a 
sieve through the bottom of which the water bubbles with a simmering 
sound. ‘There are a number of steam holes, and the ground is perforated 
in many places, so that one has to be-careful in walking over it. 

Steamboat Spring.—This is an orifice in solid rock, from which the 
steam escapes with a constant puffing noise like the escape of steam 
from a high-pressure engine. The resemblance to the escape of steam 
from a steamboat is perfect. The second steam jet was named in 1873 
by Professor Comstock, who named it the— 

Locomotive Spring.—Professor Comstock describes this spring as fol- 
OWS: 

A few rods further up the lake [from the Steamboat] sulphurous vapor issues from 
a cavern, in conglomerate, with a seething noise, as it comes in contact with the waves, 

*Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, &c., p. 191. 
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not unlike the sound produced by the escape of steam from the cylinders of a locomo- 
tive moving slowly. For purposes of distinction this wiil here be called the Locomo- 
tive Spring.* 

There are besides a number of other steam vents, but the two de- 
seribed are the principal ones and are typical of the others. 

Professor Comstock is of the opinion that the action of the waves on 
the point is gradually converting the Steamboat and other springs into 
Locomotive Springs, and the latter into boiling springs in the lake, 
where there are already several. Steamboat Point probably once ex- 
tended out into the lake as far as Pelican’s Roost, which is now an island 
about half a mile from the present point. The lake has probably worn 
away the intervening portion, which it might do readily, as the deposits 
which form the point are soft and friable. Several hundred yards back 
of the point, on the south side, there is a small group of mud springs, in 
which the mud is of a pure white color. Dr. Heizmann, in 1873, took 
temperatures at Steamy Point, and writes: 

Steamy Point, covered with large vegetable growth, contained a small number of 
springs (184°-192°), all bubbling violently, and afew holes in the side of a rocky bank, 
from which issued jets of steam, but little water, depositing a yellowish brown on the 
surface. At times, irregularly, the puffing steam was more violent than at others. 
The ground about these was insecure, as about the mud springs.t 

He gives the temperature of another spring as 192°. 
The principal constituents of the deposits at Steamboat Point are sul- 

phur, silica, iron, and alumina, and sulphureted hydrogen is the prin- 
cipal gas, although it is not so abundant as at Turbid Lake. Professor 
Comstock mentions carbonic acid as having been given off from the ~ 
dried mud from one of the springs when treated with chlorhydric acid, 
but it was not present in great quantity.t 

MARY’S BAY GROUP. 

By this name I have designated the group situated on the northeast 
side of Mary’s Bay, about 2 miles beyond Steamboat Point. The first 
spring met with on the way from the point toward Pelican Creek is a . 
turbid spring, at the end of a small lake-like pool. It had a temperature 
of 183° F. A short distance beyond are three boiling springs, with 
temperatures of 185° F. to 186° F. Near there is a second small pool, 
with several springs at the north end, having temperatures of 178° F. 
One of them is a black, boiling spring. Beyond these, near the lake - 
shore, are two springs, one a turbid boiling spring, with a temperature 
of 180° F. North of these two is a white sand spring, the temperature of 
which is also 180° F. 

These springs were visited in 1873 by Dr. Heizmann, who writes of 
them as follows: 

Between the mouth of Pelican Creek and Steamy Point, on the shore of the lake, is 
a chain of springs (100°-192°), some steaming, most of them with lead-colored deposit 
and water, all bubbling carbolic acid, and only some sulphureted hydrogen. In one 
I noticed the gases rising from small holes similar to those of the springs at camp 37 
[at the head of Pine Creek], and trom the top of little cones in its bottom. One, 
(106°), the largest, and like Turbid Lake, a reservoir, bubbled along its shore, while 
its banks were filled, like it, with small active and remains of small extinct springs; 
one 20 feet from the last, 3 feet in diameter, temperature 120°, lead-colored deposit, 
reacted for sulphureted hydrogen, iron, alumina, and soda, sulphides, sulphates, and 
hyposulphites, and became very acid after standing four hours.§ 

* Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, p. 192. 
+ Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, p. 298; 
} Ibid, p. 192. 
§ Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, 1873, p. 298. 
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These springs at present, therefore, represent the last stages of ther- 
mal activity, and were once probably connected in some way with the 
Sulphur Hill Springs. 

LAKE BUTTE SPRINGS. 

North of Lake Butte, between it and the mouth of Turbid Creek, but 
nearer the former than the latter, is a small group of hot springs and 
steam jets. They are near the shore, on the east side of the beautiful 
bay* that lies east and south of Steamboat Point. There are four or 
five principal springs on the slope of a bluff or hill that is bare of vege- 
tation, and covered with a reddish deposit, on which there is, in a few 
places, a deposit of alum. The highest temperature observed was 192° 
F., and the lowest 110° F. Below these about a quarter of a mile are a 
few iron springs, on the side of the butte near the base. The average 
temperature here was about 170°. Common salt was observed in some 
of the springs, but sulphur, silica, and iron appeared to be the principal 
deposits of this group, which is comparatively unimportant. No con- 
nection with the springs of Steamboat Point, which is so near, nor with 
the Turbid Lake Group could be determined. 

BRIMSTONE BASIN. 

This name has been given to a basin of spring deposits, which are 
on the northwestern slopes of the ridge that extends southwest from 

. Mount Stevenson. It is about a mile east of the lake, and covers an 
area of about 3 miles in extent. It is easily seen from a distance, the 
white deposit on the slopes rendering it quite conspicuous, and the 
sulphurous odors greet the visitor some time before he reaches the 
place. At present there are no warm springs at this locality, although 
there are many places in the channel of the small creek which bubble 
with sulphureted hydrogen. The deposit is generally white, mingled 
with yellow and blue clay. Sulphur is abundant, and it is the source 
of the sulphureted hydrogen. The stream draining this basin is 
strongly impregnated with alum, and has been called Alum Creek. 
Its channel is coated with sulphur, and the water is milky in its hue. 
Not even the trace of a spring with a temperature above that of ordi- 
nary water could be found, although the deposits give evidence that 
some time in the past this was the seat of very active thermal springs. 

COLD SPRINGS AT HEAD OF PINE CREEK. 

While the cold springs of Brimstone Basin are described, it may be 
interesting to mention the springs at the head of Pine Creek, described 
as follows byDr. Heizmann: 

Around us, buried in the woods, we discovered a number of circular springs 10 to 
15 feet in diameter, each on a small terrace. The water of these (temperature, 37°- 
42° I’.) was clear and limpid, revealing a soft, grayish bottom, pierced here and there 
by little round holes, from which bubbles of gas ascended at intervals of one minute 
exactly. It showed no reaction of any kind, while the gas collected was suspected 
to be sulphurous-acid gas, on account of its bleaching litmus paper. Tests for car- 
bonic acid and sulphureted hydrogen were frequently but fruitlessly applied. These 
springs were remarkable because of being sui generis, none analogous having been 
found afterward in the other hills or valleys of this region.t 

This locality may represent a stage of decay many steps in advance 
of Brimstone Basin. 

*This is the bay that was originally named Mary’s Bay, but on the map the name has 
been given to the bay north ot the point. 

t Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, 1873, p. 296. 
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SPRINGS ON WEST OR SOUTHWEST ARM OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE, AT 

i HOT SPRINGS CAMP. 

This group of springs was first visited by the Doane-Washburn party, 
in 1870. It has not been visited by the writer since 1871, but a portion 
of the notes then taken were not used in the preparation of the report 
for that year, which was only a preliminary report.* The locality is 
known as Hot Springs Camp, and has become a favorite resting place 
tor those who go to Yellowstone Lake from the Upper Geyser Basin. 
To one who has just seen the powerful geysers of the latter region the 
springs of this group will not seem to present much of interest, yet these 
springs are not uninteresting. They are divided into mud springs or 
mud puffs, pulsating springs, and quiet springs. They are scattered 
along the shore of the lake for about two or three miles. The upper ones 
may be considered as a subgroup, although the interval between has 
numerous springs scattered along the shore of the lake. 

The lake shore is composed of thick siliceous deposits which have been 
worn into a bluff of 20 to 25 feet in height. Most of the springs are 
situated on this terrace, although a number are at the water level and 
extend out into the lake, where they have formed, in two instances, 
cones which are surrounded by the water of the lake. The deposit 
extends out beneath the waters of the lake, and numerous points of 
bubbling attest the presence of spring orifices at various points in the 
lake. ‘The deposit forming the shore or bank is laminated, and on it is 
a considerable thickness of broken up geyserite, which in some places © 
has been cemented into large masses. 

Lower Group.—The springs that first attract attention are the cones 
in the lake. One of these we named the “Fish Pot,” from the fact that 
persons standing on this cone may catch trout in the lake and, without 
moving from their position, cook them in the spring without taking them 
from the hook. 

The cone has been built up by lamine of the siliceous deposit until it 
has a height of three feet above the level of the lake. Its shape is that 
of a truncated cone, and the water in the spring on top has a temperature 
of 160° F.t A spring onthe shore north of this gives a temperature of 
143° F. These springs affect the temperature of the surface of the lake, 
as we found on bathing init. A layer of hot water is on top of the cold. 

South of the Fish Pot, along the lake shore, is a line of springs with the 
following temperatures: 191°, 130°, 153°, 154°, 153°, 1539, 141°, 191° F. 
These are large springs with deep basins, in hard deposits. Some have 
an overflow, while others were quiet, although they may, and doubtless 
have, periods of increased action. The water is beautifully colored, of 
an azure tint, as in the springs of the other regions. One of the boiling 
or throbbing springs is divided by a bar or bridge of deposit into two 
basins. 
A few hundred-yards back from the lake shore there are the— 
Mud Pufjfs—The mud putts are situated in a bank of clay (to which 

their peculiar character is due) of bright pink and red colors. The basin 
is about 50 feet in diameter, and the center is a seething mass of very 
finely divided mud, which on drying is lighter in color, and becomes a 
hard mass resembling chalk. Around the edges of the ‘pasin are small 
conical mounds of mud, about a dozen in number, 0 ot 2 or 3 feet height, 
from which the mud is spurted at irregular intervals to a height of 3 or 
4 feet with a thud-like noise. 

“See introduction, Report of U.S. Geol. Surv. of Terr., 1871, p. 165. 
tAll the temperatures given of this group were taken in 1871, unless otherwise stated. 
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These mud puffs resemble closely the mud puffs in the Fountain 
Group of the Lower Geyser Basin of the Fire Hole. The center of the 
basin is depressed in the same manner, and the mud cones or mounds are © 
similar. The mud forming the latter has about the consistency of putty. 
The variation in the character of the mud springs, as I have mentioned 
in previous reports, depends on the amount of water supplied to the 
springs. When we saw these springs the mud was thick and tough. 

In the immediate neighborhood of the mud puffs are numerous mud 
springs of all consistencies. Some are simply turbid springs; others 
have thin muddy water of white, red, or yellow colors, and some are 
thick mud springs resembling mud pufts. 
One red turbid spring gives a temperature of 190° F.; a white one 
north of it is 182° F.; a second white one 142° F.; and other turbid 
springs have temperatures of 134° F., 176° F., 132° F., 174° F. In the 
south end of this subgroup the temperatures are 190° F’., 146° F., 163° F., 
185° F., and 168° F. 

North of these are clear springs of 10 to 50 feet diameter and 40 or 
50 feet depth, usually with funnel-shaped orifices. In some of these the 
ultramarine and sea-green tints are beautifully shown. ‘They are prob- 
ably pulsating springs. One is particularly noticeable, having a diame- 
ter of about 50 feet and a temperature 173° I’. Further north the springs 
are lake-like in character, the water standing over large areas. In 
many of the springs the soft leathery-looking substance noted in the 
Shoshone Basin and in the Geyser Basins of Fire Hole River is abun- 
dant. The surface is generally brilliant in color, while underneath it 
is brown or black. It fills some of the basins to a considerable depth, 
although on the surface it is about 2 inches in thickness. It resembles 
jelly in some places, and is no doubt ‘ viandite,” the new variety described | 
by Mr. Golschmith in Part III of this report. In some of the lower lay- 
ers it is seen in a solidified state, and is more like the harder varieties 
of other varieties of the geyserite. 

Still further north the temperatures of twenty-four or twenty-five 
springs were taken and found to range from 140° F. to 185° F.. 

The character of the deposits about the silicious springs of this local- 
ity is not so fine as in the Fire Hole Geyser Basins, and the ornamenta- 
tion is much less. Dr. Heizmann, speaking of this group, says ‘the 
temperatures range from 70° to 180°, and all evolve carbonie acid; a 
few only sulphureted hydrogen.”* He gives the deposits as silica, iron, 
alumina, magnesia, lime, soda, sulphides, sulphates and chlorides, and 
classes the springs with those of the Fire Hole Valley.t 
None of the specimens of the silicious deposits collected by us have 

ever been analyzed. The mud I found in 1871 contained iron, alumina, 
lime, and silica. Specimens of the mud collected by the Washburn- 
Doane party in 1870 were analyzed and found to contain silica and 
alumina as the principal constituents. These analyses will be given in 
Part III of this report. 

Underneath the silicious deposits which line the shore of the lake at 
' this locality are modern lake deposits—sandstones composed of disin- 
tegrated volcanic rocks (obsidian, &c.) and indurated clays. 

Upper Group.—I did not visit this group in 1871, and the following 
description is taken from Professor Comstock’s report, he having seen 
them in 1873, before he came to the Lower Group: 

Like most of the collections within the limits of the ancient lake basin, this cluster 
contains 2 number of bowls, which emerge directly from the silty deposits, the con- 

* Report of Reconnaissance of N.W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, 1873, p. 304. 
- tlbid., p. 304. 
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tents of which are, therefore, more or less contaminated by the admixture of insoluble 
ingredients. Near the lower end of the group a small, muddy flat runs back from the 
shore, which appears to have been the bed of an ancient stream, if not the channel of 
a recent creek during seasons of flood. On this are situated several mud bowls and a 
number of orifices of smaller dimension, in which the agitation is not powerful enough 
to render the contents turbid. Nearer the shore there are several large, clear, or 
nearly clear, springs, which constantly overflow, sending their surplus into the lake. 
The little stream which carries off the waste is so highly heated that one cannot bathe 
with comfort in its track, except by wading for some little distance into the lake before 
venturing opposite its entrance. Several mud pots occur at a higher level, just north 
of the flat on which the above are located. South of this point, at a still higher level, 
there are what may be called three clusters of springs, although they are not widely 
separated. The first collection comprises a set of half a dozen bowls of varying dimen- 
sions, which emerge from the summit of a kind of terrace of old hot spring deposits, 
15 feet above the level of the lake at low water. In several of these the vapor issues 
with considerable force, but with a seething rather than a puffing sound. 

One spring has a large bowl about 4 feet in diameter. Back of these the members 
of the second cluster issue from a silty area, for which reason the contents are mostly 
turbid or muddy. The third group is further from the lake and more elevated than 
the others, and may be said to combine, in a measure, the features of them all. The 
products are as varying as the varying character of the springs would suggest. The 
mud pots deposit about the usual proportion of ferric hydrate in addition to the 
other ingredients, and the amount of iron dissolved in the water of the clearer springs 
is apparently large, judging from the amount of colloid and confervoid growth, which 
exists wherever favorable conditions are present for such accumulations. The orna- 
mentation of the margins of the clearer bowls is comparatively simple, and raised 
rims are almost entirely absent. Hydrated alumina is a prominent ingredient, and in 
some of the ancient deposits it is blended and intermingled with the silicious accumu- 
lations in a very interesting manner. In the past, as now, there has evidently been a 
close connection between this group of springs and the Yellowstone Lake, for all the 
bowls are situated in a section which has been worked over by the beating of the 
waves upon a beach, and the ancient deposits have been greatly modified since their 
formation by the same action.* 

Recapitulation of springs of Yellowstone Lake. 
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So far as known, we have no large geysers in the groups of springs 
surrounding Yellowstone Lake. 

CHAPTER VY. 

PELICAN CREEK SPRINGS. 

The springs on Pelican Creek may be divided into three groups, ac- 
cording to their location, viz, ‘‘ Lower Group,” ‘‘Three Forks Group,” 
and ‘West Pelican Springs.” 

Lower Group.—Dr. Hayden, in 1871, visited these springs, which are 

*Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, 1873, pp. 
233, 234. 
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really a portion of the Lake Springs, although more conveniently de- 
scribed here. He writes :* 

In the valley near Pelican Creek a few springs are issuing from beneath the crust, 
distributing their waters over the bottom, and depositing the oxide of iron, sulphur, 
and silica, forming the most beautiful blending of gay colors. Although the waters 
of the springs are 160° F., yet the channels are lined with a thick growth of mosses 
and other plants, and in the water is an abundance of vividly-green algous vegeta- 
tion. 

The spring here described by Dr. Hayden was visited by Professor 
Comstock in 1871 and named the Green Spring. He says: 

At the further edge of this deposit [red ocher] is a magnificent hot sulphur spring, 
the stream from which sinks after running a few rods, then passes over the surface 
again along th» edge of the ore bed, finally discharging into Pelican Creek. The tem- 
perature of the water, according to Dr. Heizmann, is 104° F. Large quantities of a 
slimy, green cryptogam grow in the bed of the stream, which suggests the name, Green 
Spring, proposed at the head of this section.t 

Dr. Heizmann says: 

Although a few of these springs steamed and gave off the ordor of sulphureted 
hydrogen, none bubbled carbonic acid. Curiously, the red bank contained carbonate 
of iron. * * It is of mixed consistency, color, and texture, portions being soft and 
oily to the touch, others hard and irrefragable; from dark to light red, with purple 
and brown intermixed ; compact or loose, and these differences not owing to the depth 
from which taken.{ . 

Animal life occurs in one spring. 
On the iron deposit described above there is, some little distance to 

the right of the sulphur spring, a cold iron spring in which, as indicated 
on the topographical notes of 1871, the water has a temperature of 
66° F. 

The springs of this lower group are situated near the trail crossing of 
Pelican Creek, about a mile and a half from the mouth of the creek. 

Three Forks Group.—These springs, which are few in nunber and com- 
paratively unimportant, are in the broad upper valley of Pelican Creek, 
near the mouth of West Pelican Creek. There are a number of springs 
scattered along tbe creek, some in the stream and others on the banks. 
Many of them are hot and of considerable size, but the majority are dead 
or dying—cold springs being therule. There area few old geyser cones 
of hard siliceous deposit, but as geysers they are now extinct. 

WEST PELICAN CREEK SPRINGS. 

The following description is kindly furnished by Mr. W. H. Holmes: 

Pelican Creek flows to the south along the eastern border of the Park, near the base 
of the Yellowstone Range. West Pelican Creek is asmall branch of this stream that 
comes down from the highlands to the northwest. About three miles above its junc- 
tion with the main stream it emerges from the low hills and meanders an open valley 
whose gently sloping sides rise to the height of 1,000 feet or more. 

In approaching this valley from the timbered hills to the north the first object that 
attracted my attention was a column of steam that appeared to issue from the hill- 
side at a considerable elevation above the creek. 
Descending to the creek at its exit from the hills and crossing obliquely to the south, 

I soon reached the spot from which the column of steam ascended. Some 300 feet 
above the creek I came upon a caldron of boiling mud which presented the usual 
appearance of the mud springs so common in this region. The pool is about 10 feet 
in length by 7 in width, and is surronnded by a low rim of dried mud. ‘The gray 
liquid mud is kept in a constant state of agitation by the rising of great bubbles of gas 
from the vent beneath, and slender jets are thrown to the height of 5 or 6 feet. Sur- 
rounding the main caldron are a number of small fumeroles, all of which have made 

* Report of U. S. Geol. Sury. of the Terr. for 1871-1872, p. 136. 
+ Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, p. 194. 
f [bid, p. 298. 
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considerable deposits of yellow sulphur. A cave-like vent at the lower end of the 
pool keeps up a constant hissing and roaring. The air in the vicinity is loaded with 
the peculiar odor of sulphureted hydrogen. 

This part of the valley seems to have been the site of many ancient springs, as the 
rhyolites which form the lower slopes and the heavy breccias which form the summits 
ot the hills seem to be much altered by solfataric action. 

About half a mile farther down the valley and only a few rods from the creek I came 
upon another group of hot springs and steam and snlphur(?) vents. The central feat- 
ure is a broad shallow basin, partly filled with yellowish-gray water, which is kept 
constantly pulsating and bubbling by rising gases which issue from innumerable vents 
in the bottom of the basin. An area of some 20 yards in diameter surrounding this 
uncanny pool is covered with hillocks of whitish and reddish clay, from which issue 
small jets of steam or muddy water. 
On the opposite side of the creek, near the base of the hill which borders the bottom 

land, is a boiling spring or geyser worthy of note. The pool of slightly turbid water 
is about 12 feet in diameter. The spring issues from the bank at the north side of the 
pool. The jets of water, which are driven upward with considerable force, strike a 
projecting ledge of tufa and are thrown obliquely upward to the height of 10 or 15 feet. 
The action is almost constant, but the flow of water is exceedingly slight. Descending 
the creek 2 miles farther, I came out into the open terraced valley of the main stream. 

To the geyser described above by Mr. Holmes I have given the name 
“West Pelican Geyser.” 

PELICAN CREEK MUD VOLCANO. 

In Lippincott’s Magazine for July, 1880, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell describes 
a mud volcano, which, at first, I thought might be on the West Pelican; 
but after carefully reading the description, t have concluded that it is the 
one described to us in 1871 by some of our men, and which was said to 
be east of us as we traveled up Pelican Creek. Another thing that 
confirms this view is that the West Pelican Springs are only about 13 
miles from the lake, and the camp from which Dr. Mitchell started to visit 
the mud volcano was 18 miles from the lake, and, moreover, he ascended 
the hills on the east side of the valley and descended on the far side. His 
description is as follows: 

A gradual rising ground, made up of soft sulphureous and calcareous earth, was 
crowned by a more abrupt rise some 35 feet high, composed of tough gray clay. This 
was pierced by a cone of regular form about 30 feet across at top and 5 feet at the 
bottom, On the west, about one-third of the circumference was wanting from a point 
6 feet above the lowest level, thus enabling one to be at a distance or to stand close 
by, and yet see to the bottom of the pit. The ground all around and the shrubs 
and trees were dotted thick with flakes of dry mud, which gave, at a distance, a curi- 
ous stippled look to the mud-spattered surfaces. As I stood watching the volcano, I 
could see through the clouds of steam it steadily emitted that the bottom was full of 
dark-gray clay mud, thicker than a good mush, and that, apparently, there were two 
or more vents. The outbreak of imprisoned steam at intervals of a half minute or 
more threw the mud in small fig-].ke masses from 5 to 40 feet in air witha dull, boom- 
ing sound, sometimes loud enough to be heard for miles through the awful stillness of 
these lonely hills. It is clear from the fact of our finding these mud patches at least 
100 yards from the crater, that at times much more violent explosions take place. The 
constant plastering of the slopes of the crater which these explosions cause tends to 
seal up its vent, but the greater explosions cleanse it at times, and all. the while the 
steam softens the masses on the sides, so that they slip back into the boiling caldron 
below. As one faces the slit in the cone there lies to the right a pool of creamy thin 
mud, white and yellow, feebly boiling. It is some 30 feet wide, and must be not more 
than 20 feet from the crater ; its level I guessed at 16 feet above that of the bottom of 
the crater. 

After an hour’s observation near to the volcano, I retired some 50 feet, and, shelter- 
‘ing myself under a stunted pine, waited in the hope of seeing a greater outbreak. 
After an hour more the boiling lessened and the frequent explosions ceased for per- 
haps fifteen minutes. Then of a sudden came a booming sound, followed by a hoarse 
noise, as the crater filled with steam, out of which shot, some 75 feet in air, about a 
cart-load of mud. It fell over an area of 50 yards around the crater in large or small 
masses, which fattened as they struck. As soon as it ended I walked towards the 
crater. A moment later a second squirt shot out sideways and fell in a line athwart 
the mud-pool near by, crossing the spot where I had been standing so long, and cover- 
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ing me as I advanced with rare patches of hot mud. Some change took place after 
this in the character and consistency of the mud, and now, at intervals, the curious 
spectacle was afforded of rings of mud like the smoke rings cast by a cannon or engine- 
ehimney. As they turned in air they resembled at times the figure 8; once they as- 
sumed the form of a huge irregular spiral some ten feet high, although usually the 
figures were like long spikes, or, more rarely, thin formless leaves, and even like bats 
or deformed birds. 

Recapitulation of Pelican Creek Springs. 

Number of 
springs 

Highest tem- 
perature 

Name. 

oF. 
LOO GT? ERRNO = ssn dons scoscoaao soe eins stongsscos cegebedsson socecn enone reccadcecsodDs 2+ 160 
JU aieeys) UNDANS) (GRADED) - Soe sesssopeooedabuotis commen sees ssodronoooososobasodsoseoseandsde Deo |aciseneee 
Wiestrhelicami@reckss prines see e acer eect rate ne sine eee semen siatecoeree tess cere a, eee 

Potalnumber OlspEne simoledecsmwetes ames eectee tea esee serine sane eee see Pees eoeoeaS 

This table is, of course, very incomplete, as the areas indicated were but 
cursorily examined and all the springs are not enumerated. The fol- 
lowing are the geysers: 

Name. Interval. Duration. Me Blarie. 

Feet. 
Wiest Er elicaniGoysere-occen- decane osees seceas ceasesc ote |-aesiseee meceee Constant...- Seto) 
Pelican Creek Mud Volcano...-.--.......------------- eee Not known .|...--..-...... 2a 

* The Mud Volcano, as noted by Dr. Mitchell, has periods of about half-minute eruptions, during 
which the mud is thrown 5 to 40 feet. The height given here is during the main eruption. 
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SECTION IL—SPRINGS ON MADISON RIVER DRAINAGE. 

CHAPTER VI. 

GIBBON RIVER SPRINGS. 

Gibbon River was named by Dr. Hayden in 1872, in honor of Gen- 
eral John Gibbon, United States Army, who had partially explored it. It 
rises opposite the waters of Gardiner’s River, and flows in a southerly 
direction for about 15 miles, when it turns eastward and, after a course 
of about 6 miles, unites with the stream from the Fire Hole Geyser 
Basins just at the head of the Upper Canon of the Madison. 

In 1871 we were told of springs existing at the head of Gardiner’s 
River, and on the streams opposite, but did not get any detailed descrip- 
tion, nor did we visit them. Mr. P. W. Norris visited this region in 
1875, and mentions it in his report for 1877,* and in his reports for 1878 
and 1879 there are fragmentary descriptions of some of the springs. 

The entire course of the river is in volcanic rocks, and where we have 
open valleys there are deposits of clays, in which there are mud springs. 

The spring areas on Gibbon River are some six in number. The 
three most important of these will be deseribed in detail further on. 
Near the head of the main spring are some sulphur vents and dead 
springs, much like those at the head of Obsidian Creek, just across the 
divide from the head of Gibbon River. They are unimportant and will — 
not be further described. West of these fumaroles and north of the 
main Gibbon Basin is a locality that has never been visited. It is in- 
dicated on the map at the head of a small stream that joins the river in 
the broad open valley north of the Monument Basin. Great volumes of 
steam were noticed rising from it, and it is probable that it is the site 
of an important geyser. The two other localities which will not be 
described in detail are those of Geyser Creek and the one on the west 
side of the broad open valley. Their position is indicated on the geo- 
logical map of the Park. 

GIBBON GEYSER BASIN. 

The Gibbon Geyser Basin covers an area of about 6 square miles, and 
is one of the most interesting within the limits of the Park, as here we 
have a geyser that has broken out within a short period. Mr. P. W. Nor- 
ris is probably the discoverer of the basin. In his report for 1877 the 
accompanying map does not indicate the locality, although, on page 13, 
he says he passed from the forks of the Fire Hole, via Gibbon River, 
&c., to the Mammoth Hot Springs. On the map accompanying his 1878 
report, he indicates the locality as Fire Hole Basins, and on the map of 
the succeeding year calls it Norris Geyser Plateau. We have decided, 
however, to retain the name Gibbon Geyser Basin, so that it will be 
uniform with the names of the other localities. Norris built his wagon 
road through the basin in 1878, and soon after it was finished we passed 
over it and visited the springs described in this chapter. In none of 
his reports does Mr. Norris give any detailed description of the springs, 
and we believe the following description, with the accompanying map, 

# Report upon the Yellowstone National Park, by P. W. Norris, p. i3. 
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is the first published. He refers to them on page 6 of his report for 
1878 and page 16 of the report for 1879.* i 

Our time in this basin was limited, and we mapped only the springs 
in the immediate basin through which the wagon road passes. 

In the following table is a list of the springs of which the tempera- 
tures were recorded, and following it is a description of the springs that 
were mapped, the numbers corresponding with those of the accom- 
panying map. The relative position of these springs will be appreciated 
by comparing this map with the geological map of the Park. 

Table of Gibbon Geyser Basin Springs. 

ey le 3 
2 |s 2 

: a) S28 og 
Number or name. Size. a \oa 4 Remarks. 

& | 2H os 

q@ |se gP 
oO) |e =| 
aH |H a 

OF, | OF. 
etnias = Janaosososasa Fissure 10 feet long. .-.-. TO VCIAE SEAM ae There are several vents near 

by. 
i coossosesasdeqneccde 2 by 3 feet is size of fis- | 195 |.--.|-...-.....-. Steam bulges slightly. 

sure; outside basin is 
20 feet diameter. 

5. Emerald Spring ..| 40 by 50 feet diameter-..-| *186 |.--.|.-.......--- Handsome yellow-green pool. 
Qo sdeb5scnopsadeaoS 25 feet diameter..--.-.... =100)) (Saas oe eee bee Constantly bulging. 

M4 socsosbesessesessne 25 by 30 feet..........-.- UGB) | seacloccoooscoce Turbid bulging pool. 
IWGsssososeqdccoeceHee 8 feet diameter....--.... 182 | 63 | 10.45a. m.} Bulger, sending water foot or 

two. 
DE, (Oppel SORENESS So] boca sa asecion seme scoceccacac BD |locacliscoasoccsene Opalescent tint to water. 
45. Echinus Geyser--.| 40 feet diameter-.---.-...-. TSO ELSE eee et 
68. Pearl Geyser. .--- Basin 25 feet diameter; | 162 |..-.|.-----.----- Water rises and falls periodi- 

central orifice 5 by 6 cally. 
feet. 

WO specie cie sss cceicsss Basin is 20 feet diameter-| 180 |....]...--------- 
(Woo sos2 cnenegaceccsse|leosn sonepooseaBeDedasadeSs TED |losodl[ecossesesoce Muddy sulphur spring. 

ssacosooeesuaSacducsclspcase co ndaocedaee ddoanoes 175 |.--.|..---.--.-- | Small sulphur pool near No. 79. 
Gil: Sopeeaconceerneees 10 by 15 feet ......- -----| 175 | 42 | 10a.m.-.-..| Black sulphur spring. 
OM sogsa oosses se s0ccn||ornos seoscecesdoosoSgsS Rt USD, |joconl|asoccosueete Clear green sulphur spring. 
BB acondnoucoescenuae. 30 feet diameter..--..... L764) 42) Ree eee ee Sulphur spring. 
Wao aseesédseecsaaseeee LOMeC HR WAC OL [2 cle -iaia\=1- MOD are ae cas Do. 
Wl scceeccsossace s9as32 10 feet diameter...--..-. 142 | 51 | 12.15 p. m.| Green sulphur pool. 
CE seosctosas aopsonsaa|lscoocaoseosg gdacpeccoogdes AY ered Reince naaneee Large basin with three fissure- 

like openings at the bottom. 
Th paanonneaSenean 15 feet long ..-..--.-.-.- 1020) (604) pe meee. Milky-blue pool in salmon-yel- 

low basin. 

* On the edge. 

Note.—This table gives only those springs of which the temperatures were recorded. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Springs Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 42 are located on the hill which sep- 
arates the two main groups of the basin. The first four are west of the 
wagon road on a bare summit, and are described as follows: 

No. Lis a milky, green, sulphur pool about thirty feet diameter, in 
which the water is violently agitated, splashing from three to four teet 
above the basin, and frequently sending spurts to the height of 8 or 10 
feet with a great escape of steam. The temperature could not be taken 
as the bank surrounding the spring was soft and unstable. If at any 
time there is an overflow from the spring it probably goes to the gulch 
north of it. 

Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are at a little lower level than No. 1. 

*Mr. Norris, in his report for 1881, p. 57, mentions several geysers, calling them 
Monarch, New Crater, Emerald, Vixen, &c., but I have no means of identifying them. 
The Monarch, he says, spouts 100 to 125 feet at an interval of over 24 hours and lasts 
20 to 25 minutes. 
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No. 2 is a fissure about 10 feet in length with a spring about a foot in 
diameter at one end. This is a sulphur-lined opening in reddish tinted 
hard geyserite or sinter, in which the water has a temperature of 197° 
F. Near No. 2 area steam vent and a turbid pool of about a foot in 
diameter. 

No. 3 is a milky-looking pool about 3 by 3 feet, in which the water is 
gently boiling. Sulphur appears to be characteristic of these springs. 

No. 4 is a basin 20 feet diameter, of broken geyserite, in which is a 
second basin in hard deposit with a fissure-like center, which is sulphur 
lined, and gives forth steam. In this the temperature is 195°F. 
N 0. 5, emerald spring, is somewhat concealed in the timber, and is a 

handsome, yellowish emerald- tinted pool, measuring 40 by 50 feet. The 
basin is sulphur lined and has a gray border. The water boils at one 
end, and has a temperature of 186° F. on the edge of the spring. There 
is considerable overflow, which goes to the southwest. 

No. 6, Locomotive Spring.—This is a boiling sulphur mud-hole about 
12 feet in diameter with a raised margin about 3 feet high, composed of 
mud coated with sulphur. A stake with the name Locomotive was 
found near the spring, probably put there by some one of the party when 
building the wagon road. The spring is across the road from No. 1 on 
somewhat higher ground. Nearitisa pool, and the surface is perforated 
with steam vents and mudholes. 

No. 42 is on the slope of the hill south of No. 5, and is a turbid sulphur 
spring that spouts. Back of it are several sulphur mud-pots, and the 
guich beyond is full of sulphur vents. 

Most of the springs to be described now are in a broad flat depression 
or basin measuring about 200 by 300 yards. It is from 50 to 100 feet in 
depth, and besides the springs enumerated contains hundreds of sizzling 
holes, steam vents, and mud pots. The sketch map accompanying this 
report will give the best idea of these springs. The hill on the east 
contains a number of springs, and Nos. 7 and 8 are in a gulch near the 
wagon road on the south side. Nos. 33 to 37 are at the north edge of 
the flat which carries the drainage from the group, while Nos. 39, 40, and 
41 are on the south side. 

No. 7. Black Geyser is a small spouter at the head of a gulch, where 
the wagon-road turns to go around the group. It is in dark bluish- 
black deposit of spouts, with a great deal of steam to the height of 10 
feet. The water is milky-hued, and has a strong odor of sulphur, which 
is probably the cause of its turbidity. The water fluctuates. 

No. 8 is a steam vent or fissure 2by 3 feet, in a rock in the gully 
below No. 7. 

No. 9 is a whitish pool in a gray basin, about 25 feet diameter. The 
central orifice measures 2 to 3 feet diameter, and from it there is a con- 
stant bulging which throws the water in the pool into waves. The tem- 
perature on the edge is 190° F. 

No. 10 is a collection of muddy pools, receiving water from No. 9. 
No. 11 is three mud springs. The upper one is a light-colored bulger. 

The lower ones are lead-colored. 
No. 12 is a greenish-white pool surrounded by steam vents and mud- 

pots. 
No. 13. is a collection of greenish mud-holes. 

_ No. 14is a turbid milky pool, 25 by 30 feet, which bulges slightly in 
the center and has a temperature of 155° F. 

No. 15 is a constant spouter, throwing a mass of water 5 feet into 
the air, and occasional spurts 15 to 20 feet. The temperature was not 
taken. The geyser is at the end of the pool. 
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No. 16 is a bulger, sending water to the height of a foot or two from 
the center of a basin which measures 8 feet diameter. ‘The water is 
turbid and has a temperature of 182° F. 

No. 17 is a white boiling spring 8 feet in diameter. 
No. 18 is a semi-turbid spring, about 10 feet in diameter, and bulges. 
No. 19 is a milky-tinted pool, 15 feet long by 6 or 8 feet wide. 
No. 20 is a bulging pool 15 feet in diameter. 
No. 21 is a circular basin, 3 feet in diameter, with a bright red bor- 

dered hole in the center, from which water and steam are alternately 
spurted. Around No.21 are a number of vents, sulphur holes, and turbid 
springs. The surface is too treacherous to allow of temperatures being 
taken. 

No. 22. Grindstone Springs. Thisis a collection of circular mud mounds 
with small circular orifices, about a foot each in diameter. The mounds 
are several feet in diameter, and resemble a lot of grindstones as much 
as anything. No. 22 and 22a are the most perfect. Between these 
springs and the road are a number semi-turbid springs. 

No. 23 is on the right of the road, and is a greenish sulphur pool. 
Near it is alake-like pond. 

No. 24. Opal Spring is on the mound forming the Eastern boundary 
of the depressed basin. It has bluish-white water, which flows from 
the spring over ocher-yellow terraces. Between the spring and the 
depressed basin there is a slope covered with minute terraces, over 
which the water flows from a small fissure. The tint of the water 
in the spring is probably due some substance held in suspension, the 
temperature being only 90° F. On the mound above the spring there 
are fissures and holes, from which both steam and water escape. One 
has a peculiar, trough-like, small basin, from one end of which the water 
spurts. There are also old crater-like holes, with small mounds about 
6 inches in height. 

No. 25 is a long bluish-white pool on the summit of the mound. There 
is a small spurting geyser at one end. The pool is constantly agitated, 
and thereis a large escape of steam. 

No. 26 is a bulging and spouting milky-hued spring, with three cen- 
ters of ebullition on the slope of the hill. It is 8 by 15 feet, and the hill 

- back of it is coated with sulphur and alum. A great quantity of steam 
escapes. 

No. 27 is a fissure back of No. 26. There are several holes from which 
steam escapes in large volume. One of the holes is yellowish-white, 
another white, and all boil vigorously. 

No. 28 is a spouter on the line of the fissure of No. 27. The water is 
clear, in a basin of hard geyserite measuring 4 by 8 feet. 

No. 29. Mound Geyser.—This is a flat-topped mound or platform meas- 
uring about 12 by 15 feet, and rising 6 inches to a foot above the general 
level. The orifice in the center of the platform measures 3 inches by 1 
foot, and sends out with great force alternately a spurt of water and 
steam. In this it resembles No. 21. 

No. 30 is a dark-gray sulphur pool about 20 feetin length. Theedge 
is sulphur-lined, and at one end the water bulges and boils violently. 
Between Nos. 29 and 30 there are sulphur-lined vents. 

No. 31 is a semi-turbid sulphur pool which bubbles slightly. 
No. 32 is a creamy-white thin-mud pool, in which the mud or muddy , 

water is in constant agitation. 
In the valley below these springs there are large ponds, or lakes, of 

greenish-yellow tint. The largest receives water from the springs in- 
cluded under Nos. 29 to 32. There appears to be no outlet, although the 
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water may at some time have escaped by way of the gulch leading to the 
springs of group containing Nos. 88 to 94. The hills or mounds north 
and west of this sulphury basin with the lake-like ponds are generally 
white tinged with red, presenting the appearance of a burnt district ; 
the red color is due to the oxidation of the iron in the deposits. 

Springs Nos. 33 to 38 are ‘at the base of the hill which forms the 
western boundary of the depression. 

No. 33 is a double spouter, throwing water from 2 to 5 feet into the air. 
Between this spring and the lakes there are numerous vents, mudholes, 
and spurting springs. 
_ No. 34 is a bright-yellow sulphur spring about 4 by 4 feet. Back of 
it, on the slope of the hill, is a pink steam vent, and below is a bluish. 
drab triangular turbid spring. 

No. 35 is a spring 15 feet in length, with five centers of ebullition. 
Near No. 35 are several round turbid pools. 

No. 36 is a dark bluish-gray spring 4 by 3 feet, with dull yellow and 
red border. There is considerable overflow from this spring. 

No. 37. Yellow Crown Spring.—This is a lemon-yellow-hued mound 
Spring, with an oak-leaf shaped margin. The mound is 5 feet in diame- 
ter and about a foot high. The basin is 2 feet deep and sulphur-lined. 
Bubbles escape gently from the small central-orifice. Between Nos. 36 
and 37 there are a number of small holes. 

No. 38. Two brown-lined pools, about 2 by 3 feet, surrounded by blu- 
ish-gray geyserite. 

No. 39 is a large lake-like muddy pool. 
No. 40 is a boiling spring about 10 feet in diameter. In the flat below 

it are a number of vents. 
No. 41 is a dark-gray, almost black, boiling spring, 13 or 14 by 18 feet, 

with a black and gray border. Between Nos. 40 and 41 there are several 
springs at the head of a small gulch, and on the hill back of these 
springs there are steam vents in the timber. 

The group to be described next contains all the principal geysers of 
the ‘Gibbon Basin” here described, and is the one first entered when 
we follow the road coming from the south. After passing by springs 
Nos. 67 and 71 the road descends into a broad flat, which it crosses and 
leaves again near the minute geyser, where it begins the ascent of the 
hill on which springs Nos. 1 to 5 are located. The springs are found 
mainly to the right or east of the wagon-road and are somewhat con- 
cealed by trees. There are three guiches leading into the flat, and in 
these are found a number of important springs. The one that attracted 
notice first, in 1878, was the great steaming vent on the side of the hill 
opposite the point where the road enters the basin. A huge column of 
steam ascends from this with a great roar. This is located on the map 
as No. 43, Steamboat vent. It consisted of two roaring steam-holes on 
the side of the hill, that look as though they had just burst through the 
surface, and the gully leading towards the ravine to the south is covered 
with sand that appears to have been poured out during an eruption. 
Trees standing in the line of this sand-flood are dead, and a number up- 
rooted and covered with sand, and some of the trees back of the vents 
have had their foliage killed, but it had not yet fallen from them. 
Everything seems to point to the fact of the recent formation of this 

. vent. There is no deposit marking the opening, although stones sur- 
rounding the hole are beginning to have points of geyserite deposited 
on their upper surfaces. Whether it is now a geyser with regular 
periodical eruptions I cannot determine, but that water has been poured 
from it admits of no doubt, as the gully leading from it presents all 
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the evidences of the flow of water. This may have occurred when the 
vent burst open. 

The description just given is from my field-notes for 1878. Since 
writing them out Mr. Norris informs me that in 1875 the vent had no 
existence, and in his report for 1879 he gives the date of its formation 
as August 11, 1878. In the same report also he says (on page 16) 
that it has settled down to business as a very powerful flowing geyser, 
which has a double period; one eruption occurring every half hour, and 
projecting the water toa height of 30 feet, and the main eruption occur- 
ring every six or seven days, the action being long continued, and the 
column attaining a height of nearly 100 feet. When we saw it in 1878 
there was no water in sight, and the steam escaped in a steady column. 
This promises to be the most interesting geyser in the Park, as it will 
afford most important data as to the building of the deposits and the 
age of the geysers. This subject will be discussed in another portion 
of the report. The study of the future of this geyser and of the “New 
Geyser,” to be described farther on, promises to be most interesting. 

No. 44 is a large gray mud_-pot, 20 by 23 feet, situated in the valley 
below No. 43. It boils vigorously. 

No. 45. Hchinus Geyser.—This was so named because the pebbles 
around the basin have some resemblance to the spine-covered sea 
urchin. The basin is about 40 feet in diameter, and throws a mass of 
water 15 to 20 feet into the air at intervals the length of which we were 
unable to determine, on account of our short stay in the basin. The 
border of the spring is gray and red or reddish brown, coated with black 
and bluish gray spinous-like processes. The coating of geyserite is thin, 
and the underlying rocks are exposed at places, as though this were a 
comparatively new geyser. Below the basin deep red and maroon colored 
terraces spread for some distance from the geyser, and it is probable 
that the geyser has at times eruptions on a grand seale. The eruption 
which we witnessed lasted about three minutes. I think this geyser 
marks a step in geyseric action beyond that shown by No. 73, which 
itself marks a stage beyond that shown in No. 43. 

No. 46. Vermillion Spring.—This is a bright red muddy spring 8 feet 
in diameter. 

No. 47 is a large sulphur spring in a basin about 35 feet in diameter, 
with several centers of ebullition. 

No. 48. Pond-like turbid pool boilirg in the center. 
No. 49. Large greenish pool with several centers of ebullition. 
No. 50. Muddy steam vent on the side of the hill back of No. 48. 

The opening is 3 feet in diameter. 
No. 51 is a large pool about 30 feet in width with three centers of 

ebullition. Back of it is a gray boiling mudhole 6 by 10 feet. 
No. 52 is a deserted geyser hole with a little water at the bottom. 

There are steam vents near it. . 
No. 53 is a bubbling spring 2 feet in diameter. Back of it are sulphur 

springs. ‘ 
No. 54. Double bulger.—Two bulging springs with rims and a pool 

back of them. Below, it is a large pond. 
No. 55. Pebble Geyser.—This, as far as we could determine, is one of 

the most important geysers in the basin. It is a tube 6 inches by 2 
feet, in a mound of hard semi-translucent geyserite. When we visited | 
it on the 15th of September there was no water visible, but the surround- 
ing basin gave evidence that it is a geyser. Its name was given to it 
from the abundance of rosetted pebbles in the basin outside of the 
tube. On the 14th we saw from a ebisteniice two eruptions of this geyser, 

9 H, PT IL 
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which we estimated to reach a height of over 50 feet. The interval be- 
tween them was one hour and fifteen minutes. They lasted a few min- 
utes only. 

No. 56 is a blackish, muddy, boiling spring, 8 by 12 feet. 
No. 57 is a gray mudhole, 12 by 20 feet. 
No. 58 is a yellowish mud pool, near a large pond-like quiet pool. 
No. 59 is a bluish-gray boiling pool, 20 feet in diameter. 
No. 60 is a collection of yellow sulphur springs near some large pools. 
No. 61 is a hole in the rocks on the bank of the creek. 
No. 62 is a boiling spring with two centers of ebullition. It Hypa 

into the large pond. 
No. 63 is a black sulphur mudhole, 15 by 20 feet, in the timber above 

No. 60. 
No. 64. Mud pools and springs above a large pond at the head of a 

grassy gulch. The rocks near these springs appear to be obsidians. 
No. 65 is a bulging sulphur spring, 6 by 8 feet, on a mound, over 

which the water flows in waves, forming small terraces. 
No. 66 marks the site of some old geyser holes, in which the old de- 

posit has become converted into hyalite. The sediments were deposited 
layer on layer, and are to a great extent covered with the soil. 

No. 67 is a clear, vault-like spring, 6 by 10 feet, in which the water is 
18 inches below the top. There are other springs in the neighborhood 
of this. 

No. 68. Pearl Geyser.—This geyser is named from the white pearl- 
like appearance of the deposit around the spring. The basin is about 
25 feet in diameter, inside of which is a bowl 5 by 6 feet, from which the 
water bulges, and, judging from the surroundings, at times spouts. 
The basin has a greenish-gray and yellow-gray border with beautiful 
white rosette-like formations on the outer basin, and pearly deposit 
lining the edge of the inner basin. The water rises and falls, and had 
a temperature of 162° F. when it was filling only the inner basin. 

No. 69. Cradle Mud Spring.—This was named from the curious cradle- 
like mound which the spring has built. At one end is a hood-like 
mound 2 feet high, from beneath which the mud spurts. The orifice or 
basin is about 3 feet wide and 5 feet long. The mud is of a dark bluish 
color and rather thick. 

No. 70 is a small geyser on a hard flat mound of gray and reddish 
geyserite. The basin j is about 20 feet diameter and the central orifice 
only 18 inches across. The temperature was 180° F. 

No. 71. Large clear greenish tinted hot steaming pool, near the wagon 
road as it enters the basin from the south. 

No. 72 is a boiling spring near some sulphur springs. 
No. 73. New Geyser.—This consists of two fissures in trachyte. They 

are parallel, measuring about 15 feet in length by 4 feet in width at the 
.top and a foot below. In these the water is boiling vigorously. The 
surrounding rocks are colored brilliantly with red, orange, and yellow. 
There is no mound and the rocks of the fissures are just beginning to 
get a coating of geyserite. This probably represents the first condition 
of a geyser after the fissure fills with water, marking perhaps the second 
step in the history of a geyser, No. 43 marking the first. The gully 
leading from the fissures and the character of the surroundings present 
proof that there are eruptions, but we did not witness any. “When we 
visited them the water was some distance below the top and was in 
vigorous action. It was perfectly clear, but its temperature was not 
ascertained. : 

No. 74 Minute Geyser.—This geyser, which is close to the wagon road. 
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on the right as it begins the ascent of the hill, was named by Mr. Norris. 
It is a fissure 3 feet by 10 feet, in the center of a basin measuring about 
25 feet diameter, on a mound of blackish-gray, hard geyserite. It is 
probably a fissure in trachyte which is being gradually coated with the 
deposit formed by the evaporation of the water after the eruptions. 
The following eruptions were noted: 

Eruption No.1.—Spouted at 4.28 p. m., throwing water 30 feet. Erup- 
tion lasted 2 minutes. 

Eruption No. 2.—45 29™ 45%: Spurt. 4% 29™ 55%: Eruption began; 
interval from beginning of first was 1 minute 55 seconds. 4® 30™ 168: 
Eruption ended heavy; lasted 21 seconds. 

Hruption No. 3.—4" 31™ 15: Eruption began; interval from beginning 
of No. 2 being 1 minute and 20 seconds. 4" 31™ 25%: Eruption ended, 
having lasted 10 seconds. 

Hruption No. 4.—4" 32™ 308: Eruption began; interval from beginning ot 
No.3 was 1 minuteand 15 seconds. 4°32" 50*: Eruption ended, having 
lasted 20 seconds. 

Hruption No. 5.—4" 30™ 108: Eruption began; interval from beginning 
of No. 4 was 4 minutes and 40 seconds. 4°3™ 328: Eruption ended, hav- 
ing lasted 22 seconds. 

Judging from these few observations the geyser has been very well 
named. ‘The water is thrown to a height of 30 to 40 feet. Between 
Nos. 73 and 74 there are several muddy pools, and back of the Minute 
Geyser is a sulphur pool. 

The springs next described are on the right of the wagon road near 
the gap in the low hills through which the water from the springs just 
described finds its way from the basin. 

No. 75 is a small spouter sending up steam and water in alternate 
pufis, the former preponderating. 

No. 76. Old steam sulphur vents and mudholes. 
No. 77. Steaming mud craters in the timber. 
No. 78. Steam vent. 
No. 98. Three fissures in hard deposit, opening into a large basin, in 

which the water is quiet. Near it is a sulphur spring and steam vents. 
No. 99 is a steam vent back of No. 98. 
No. 100 is still farther back of No. 98 in the timber. 
No. 101 is a milky-blue pool 15 feet long, with a scalloped edge and 

temperature of 102° F. 
Below this subgroup of springs the water from the first group described 

joins that from the main basin and spreads out on a broad flat, which 
has numerous sulphur pools and mud-pots and ponds of standing water. 
These form the group to be described last, as follows: 

No. 79 is a boiling sulphur spring of turbid water having a tempera- 
ture of 180°. Another small one near it has a temperature of 175°. 
ame are also a collection of mud pots and lake-like sulphur ponds on 
this flat. 

No. 80 is a large lake-like sulphur pond, as shown on the map. 
No. 81 is a black sulphur bubbling spring 10 by 15 feet, with a tem- 

perature of 175°. 
No. 81a is below No. 81, and is a bubbler 3 feet in diameter. 
No. 82 is a clear greenish sulphur spring with a temperature of 186°. 

Near it is a spouter 2 feet in diameter. 
No. 83 is a circular bubbling sulphur spring about 30 feet in diameter, 

with a temperature of 176° F. 
No. 84 marks the location of a number of shallow sulphur pools and 

steam vents. 
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Leaving this group and proceeding northward through the timber we 
come to No. 85, a collection of mud pots 2 to 3 feet in diameter, with 
white mud. 

No. 86. A collection of simmering holes and steam vents. 
No. 87. Sulphur holes and vents. These are not far from the main 

creek that is north of the basin. 
Returning through the timber, the next subgroup is opposite that of 

No. 79, and is composed of the following: 
No. 88. Double sulphur spring. 
No. 89. Milky green sulphur spring 10 by 12 feet. 
No. 90. Small green spring. 
No. 91. Steam hole in rocks. 
No. 92. Large green pool, about which there are numerous sulphur 

simmering holes. 
No. 93. Mud pot, with thick white mud. 
No. 94. White mud pot, 10 feet diameter, surrounded by vents and 

mud-holes. 
The two following are near the large pool, No. 80, already mentioned, 

Viz: 
No. 96. Sulphur spring 10 feet long, with temperature of 161° F. 
No. 97. Green sulphur pool, 10 feet in diameter, with temperature of 

142° F, 
There are several points in connection with this Geyser Basin that 

are particularly noticeable when we review its numerous springs. They 
are: 

First. The absence of any very great accumulation of deposits, such as 
are seen in the Geyser Basins of Fire Hole River. 

‘Second. The newness of some of its most important geysers. 
Third. The abundance of iron and sulphur in the deposits. 
It is, I think, evident that here we have the newest development of 

thermal! action to be found in the Park, not only because we have a 
geyser which dates only from 1878, but because when we examine the 
other geysers we find that the deposits have not yet reached any con- 
siderable development. The oldest geyser in the group, if we judge 
from the accumulation of deposits, is the Pebble Geyser. 

Southwest of the springs just described and about a mile distant, in 
what he calls the Upper Catton of the Gibbon, Mr. Norris says there is 
a collection of red pulsating geysers.* In his report for 1878} he speaks 
of them as follows: 

Along and near the upper cafion of the Gibbon are pulsating geyser cones of both 
yellow and crimson, paint springs, and rivulets of nearly every color, geysers throwing 
their jets, some at least 100 feet, at an angle of 40° to 60°, instead of vertically, as in 
the old basins. 

This is probably the same as the Red Geyser Basin he speaks of in 
his report for 1877 (page 13). 

MONUMENT GEYSERS. 

This collection of geysers, named by Col. P. W. Norris, is on a spur of 
the plateau on the south side of the open valley above the head of the 
lower cation of Gibbon River. The group is about 1,000 feet above the 
level of theriver, and the columns of steam can be distinctly seen from the 
open valley. I was unable to visit them from lack of time, and the 

* Report on the Yellowstone National Park 1879, p. 16. 
t Report on the Yellowstone National Park 1878, p. 6. 
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following description is from Mr. Norris. He says the group is spread 
over somewhat less than 5 acres, and contains numerous hot springs, 
among which are twelve geyser cones from 2 to 20 or 30 feet in height, 
in form similar to the Liberty Cap of Gardiner’s River. The majority 
are in a dead or dying condition. One has its orifice horizontal in the 
summit of the cone. ‘There is at least one powerful geyser in the group, 
and whenever there is water from an eruption it pours down the slope 
of the spur in a series of cascades. 
About 2 miles down the cafion is another small group in which there 

is a geyser which we call “ Oblique,” that spouts out obliquely over the 
road. 

LOWER GROUP ON GIBBON’S FORK. 

This group is situated about half a mile above the junction of Gibbon’s 
Fork with the Fire Hole River. The springs were first visited probably by 
General Gibbon, who partially explored the stream which now bears his 
name. He directed Professor Bradley to the springs, who describes 
them in his report for 1872.* Still later Dr. Hayden and myself visited 
them, and the description I shall give will be compiled from these 
reports. ; 

The springs are on the north side or right bank of the river in a valley, 
about a mile in length and a half mile in width. These are on a ter- 
race at the base of the hills back from the river, above which their ele- 
vation is from 80 to 100 feet, the deposit covering several acres. The 
water flows from a dozen or more different openings. The largest spring 
is in reality a small lake or reservoir, at one end of which are two orifices, 
one of which is constantly boiling. 

It is of an irregular form, something like the outline of a goat-skin bottle, with the 
spring in the mouth of it, about 200 feet long by from 50 to 90 feet wide in its main 
part, while the narrowest part of the neck is from 10 to 15 feet wide. 

The temperature I obtained in 1872 was 140°. Professor Bradley de- 
scribes the temperature as follows: 

The temperature at the point of nearest safe approach to the center of ebullition 
was 146°; 100 feet distant, the water escaping from the pool gave 126°; while the 
farthest point of the pool gave 120°. The exit flow was rapid, along a channel aver- 
aging about 3 feet wide by 9 inches deep. This had built up its banks a few inches 
aneNe the surrounding level, and at two or three points the deposit had even bridged 
the stream. 

The spring at the end of this pool is a pit from 2 to 3 feet in diameter 
and about 15 feet in depth. Im this, which is constantly boiling, the 
water is projected 1 to 3 feet into the air, above the surface of the pool. 
Two small streams flow into this lake-like pool, having their origin in 
two springs that have temperatures of 135° F. to 150° F. One of them 
is a pulsating spring, and the water spouts about a foot. A short dis- 
tance east of the pool are two springs with temperatures of 100° F. and 
122° F. 
A second pool, quadrangular in form, measuring 50 feet on a side, is - 

described by Professor Bradley. The center of ebullition could not be 
approached, and the temperature along the edges of the pool was only 
113°. 

The smaller flows varied from 110° up to 124°, and in one case up to 150°. Several 
old openings along the outer edge of the terrace were long since deserted, and the flow 
is now only from higher levels farther back. ‘The deposit thus appears to stop up the 
channels and so to force the water back until it finds or makes new openings in the 

* Report U.S. Geol. Survey of the Terr. for 1872, 1873, p. 230. 
t [bid., pp. 55 and 159. 
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disintegrating jointed masses of the porphyry which form the underlying stratum and 
the hill behind the terrace. At only one point is there a strong flow below. This is 
on the immediate bank of the stream, and the temperature being only 92° indicates a, 
mingling of cold and hot springs.* 

About the center of the valley there is an old spring basin composed 
of three terraces, rising about 18 inches one above the other, in much 
the same manner as the terraces on a larger scale at the Mammoth Hot 
Springs. Here the springs are extinct, and the terraces overgrown with 
grass. There is considerable lime in the deposits, and a coating of iron 
lines the channels of the small streams that carry away the overflow of 
the springs. The varied colored jelly-like deposit is abundant. The 
springs have doubtless passed their most active period. 

Dr. Hayden, speaking of the deposits, says: 

The old deposit has now become dry, but it was formed into quite large terraces, 
somewhat like those made by the calcareous springs, with larger reservoirs or pools, 
instead of the more delicate ones in the Geyser Basin. In the reservoirs and along 
the channels of the living springs are most beautiful masses or locks of vivid green 
confervoid vegetation, floating in the water like locks of wool. There are several 
other fine springs, but mostly of low temperature, with the inner surface of the basin 
covered over with a thick, deep rusty yellow, leathery substance, which gives them 
the look of a tan-vat. t 

Recapitulation, Gibbon River Springs. . 

Num- |Highest 
Name. ber of |temper- 

springs.) ature. 

OF, 
Gibbon'Geysersbasinvesnsescssnes cea seas sees eae ce rae anne scrmareeeeae tae asaee serene 101 197 
MMonumentr basil essere sect eesesees ste seinesiee econ ceseteeeeeeseetiste saree ese steer WAY Wes oca5s 
DOANE CHEW) ssc sobboocosdodbocdoscoScOoNON sus SbodosSseosedsce coocbanHnodcoSagadaoess 8 150 

: jot ey ee 

The following are the known geysers, with the points that have been 
obtained : | 

| aes 
Name. Group or location. | Interval or period. Parlour ores . "=p 

ga 

Feet. 
Black Geyser..-..---.--.---- Gibbon Basin ses see cee tas ea alee aan oleae ea On -10 

@; NG) Sascagodasascsoesoesa Joes Oicinisia( Laie Se acatia|| ise ereiatenetaree eae ere Constant.-...------. 20 
Mound Geyser .....-----.--- PRET 8 Ko paper pene ea KAR Sy este OE) ew Ua Ta [A Ae OU oe 
Steamboat Vent .......-...-. seoc@®) cobnosécsaessos Has a double period, !....2--.-------------- 100 

one being every half 
hour. and the other 
every 6 or7 days. 

Echinus Geyser.....-.--..--- AULT Ca (0 eae Not known ......--- 3 minutes....-..-..- 20 
Pebble Geyser. 2.2.3.6 ss se ne -OO) once oe ee yhourils minuwtessen|eeee eee eee ee eee eee 50 
BearliGeyser 42 vee EL Oy assis) eas Sala Not known ....-..--. | Not known .......-.)------ 
New Geyser ..-.--.....--.--. MeL OL sie ois oe oes elles Ee eee Sauer eta ea St ea RTE mai 
Minute Geyser.......-...---- Eric ley Sameer ys aime 75 to 100 seconds ----| 10 seconds to 2 min- 40 

utes. 
Monument Geyser.....-....- Monument Basins 24|e sues cose seine selec aeae oa eee see sane al eeltce 
Oblique Geyser.--.........-.|---- LO a NE A RTA aN AEN SS a HO MEAN Sa IN ETS SN eA PP 

The tables just given are not, of course, complete, but give all the 
data obtainable up to the present time. 

* Bradley’s Report, p. 231. 
tReport U. 8. Geol. Survey of Terr. for 1872, 1873, p. 55. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

LOWER GEYSER BASIN OF FIRE HOLE RIVER. 

The Lower Geyser Basin is a wide valley that extends southward 
from the junction of the East Fork of Fire Holé River with the main 
stream. Several smaller branches come in from the west, above the 
mouth of the East Fork, and one on the east. The entire area is be- 
tween 30 and 40 square miles, and over this the springs are scattered 
in groups. In this chapter we have catalogued 693 springs, including 
the Egeria springs, all of them being shown on the map. There are J7 
known geysers in this Basin. The central portion of the valley ex- 
tending from Twin Buttes to East Fork Butte is a wide flat plain of 
some 6 or 7 square miles, partially timbered, but for the most part 
bare and covered with spring deposits or marsh. The view of this 
plain on a frosty morning is interesting, as columns of steam are 
seen rising from all parts of it. To Lord Dunraven it gave the im- 
pression “that some modern cities of the Plain had been overwhelmed, 
and had so lately sunk amid flames into the bowels of the earth that 
the smoke of their ruins was still ascending through white heaps of 
smoldering ashes.”* The general elevation of the basin is 7,236 feet, 
and above this the surrounding plateau rises from 400 to 800 feet, the 
slopes being heavily timbered. 

Geology.—As to the geology of the Lower Basin the reader is referred 
to the report of Mr. Holmes for the details. The rocks of the plateau 
are rhyolites, and in the remnants of lake-beds, which are formed in the 
buttes scattered through the valley, we have the evidence of the former 
existence of a lake. Professor Bradley was inclined to think that the 
two Geyser Basins are remnants of a huge crater, as he found dips 
towards the Basin in the rocks on several sides.t I am, however, 
inclined to think that these inward dips are due to a depression in the 
basins caused by a deep-seated fissure, through which the thermal waters 
are forced to the surface. The general slope of the plateau, interrupted 
only by this depression, continues to the south or southwest, indicating 
a flow towards the south or southwest. 

Professor Comstock thinks that the Geyser Basins not far in the past 
were overflowed by siliceous waters, because— 

In some portions of these districts the trees are marked for 2 feet above the base of 
the trunk with a white incrustation, giving them something of the appearance of the 
whitewashed trees in an orchard. 

I think this condition can be more readily explained as follows: The 
hot water flowing from the springs surrounds the bases of the trees and 
kills them. Upon evaporating, the sediment deposits about the trees 
and the water standing upon this is carried up the trunk by capillary 
attraction, and evaporating from the outside of the trees leaves the white 
siliceous deposits referred to above as the result of inundations, having 
a depth of 2 feet. 
History.—In the early accounts of this region this locality was spoken 

of as the Burnt Hole, and as such was vaguely indicated on the maps 
from hearsay. Thus, on the map accompanying Raynold’s report of his 
expedition of 1859-60, the region east of Henry’s Lake, across the mount- 

*The Great Divide, p. 257. 
t Report U. 8. Geol. Survey, 1872, p. 241. 
¢ Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, 1873, p. 258. 
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ains, on the Madison River, is marked Burnt Hole, and was probably 
so called from Bridger’s description of the Fire Hole Basins. It is too 
far north, but is evidently meant for the Lower Basin. 

In 1863, a party of prospectors on their way from Snake River to Vir- 
ginia City passed through the Lower Geyser Basin. Capt. W. W. De 
Lacey speaks of it as follows: 

In another mile we reached the head of a small stream, the water of which was hot, 
and soon entered a valley, or basin, through which the stream meandered, and which 
was occupied on every side by hot springs. They were so thick and close that we had 
to dismount and lead our horses, winding in and out between them as we best could. 
The ground sounded hollow beneath our r feet, and we were in great fear of breaking 
through, and proceeded with great caution. The water of these Springs was intensely 
hot, of a beautiful ultramarine blue, some boiling up in the middle, and many of them 
of very large size, being at least 20 feet in diameter and as deep. There were hundreds 
of these springs, and in the distance we could see and hear others, which would eject 
a column of steam with aloud noise. These were probably geysers, and the boys called 
them ‘‘Steamboat Springs.” No one in the company had ever seen or heard of any- 
thing like this region, and we were all delighted with what we saw. ‘This was what 
was afterward called the “Lower Geyser Basin” of the Madison, by Professor Hayden.* 

The Washburn and Doane expedition of 1870 passed through the 
Lower Geyser Basin on their return from the Upper Basin to Virginia 
City, but they did not devote any time to its examination, considering 
it mainly a basin of extinct springs, although they remarked upon the 
great quantity of water flowing from them. They, however, described 
the Great Spring of the Egeria Group with more interest. 

The Lower Geyser Basin was the first visited by the survey in 1871, 
and we at first supposed we were in the Upper Basin. Fortunately we 
made on that account a much more careful examination of the springs. 
Our descriptions, published in the report for 1871, are the first details 
of the Lower Basin ever published, at least in book form. As this basin 
possesses less attractions to the ordinary traveler than the Upper Basin, 
a shorter stay is usually made in it, and on account of this and also from 
the fact that the springs are scattered over so large an area, less is 
known of the periods of its principal geysers than of the geysers of the 
Upper Basin, which are not only more numerous but also closer together, 
so that several may be observed at the same time from one point of 
view. 

In the following pages I have described the springs in groups, after 
first describing the springs of the East Fork of the Fire Hole. The lat- 
ter are beyond the limits of the Lower Basin, but it is more convenient 
to consider them here, as they are too few in number to warrant a chap- 
ter being devoted to them, and they are of the same character as the 
springs of the latter. 

HAST FORK SULPHUR SPRINGS. 

First Group.—This group of springs is on the southern branch of the 
East Fork of the Fire Hole, about 2 miles from the forks in the valley 
from which the Howard road ascends to the plateau to reach the level 
of Hayden’s Valley. The small stream coming from the group is warm 
and filled with bright green vegetation. The springs occupy an area of 
about 200 square yards. The “deposits are mainly silica and sulphur. 
The first spring met with has a temperature of 182° F., and is on the 
right bank of the creek, and is a clear sulphur spring with a light yel- 
low deposit. The overflow is considerable. On the opposite side of the 
creek, a little back from the stream, is another sulphur with a tempera- 

*A Trip up the South Snake River in 1863, in ‘‘ Historical Society of Montana, Con- 
tributions,” Vol. I, page 132. 
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ture of 193° F. Above the latter, and close to the creek, is a spring in 
which the water rises and falls about once asecond with an impulse and 
sound like a grunt. Its temperature is 192° F. Still farther south a 
small branch brings in the water from about five springs. The largest 
of these is a boiling spring with a circular basin 5 feet in diameter, in a 
black deposit. Its temperature was 172° F. Back of this and tribu- 
tary to it is a small spring, with a temperature of 17° F. To the right 
of these two springs is another cluster of three springs. The upper 
one of these is a clear sulpbur spring, the hottest in the basin, having a 
temperature of 199° F. Next to it is a white sulphur spring, in which 
the mercury recorded 183° F., and below the latter a hot sulphur spring 
of 189° I’. in temperature. Back of these springs there are steam jets 
in a crust, the under side of which is lined with crystals of sulphur. 
Crossing the creek, the upper spring on the right bank is found. It is 
a small white-sulphur spring, with a temperature of 128° F. Above 
this spring the water in the creek is cool. 

Second Group.—About a half mile below the forks there are two 
springs on the left side of the Hast Fork. They have beautifully clear 
water. One is about 20 feet in diameter, and the other about 40. The 
temperatures are 142° F. and 192° F. In one of them the basin into 
which the water flows is coated with ferric oxide. . 

Third Group.—Nearly 3 miles below the forks a warm creek comes 
into the Kast Fork from the south. This has its origin in a basin similar 
to the one already described. ‘Dr. Hayden visited it in 1871, and de- 
scribes it as follows: 

About 2 miles below our first camp [near the forks] we passed a pretty little stream 
flowing down from the hills, with the channel lined with a delicate veil of creamy 
sulphur. We followed it up the valley a half a mile and came to another group of 
springs similar to those just described [First Group]. There were a number of 
steam vents, with the same variety of delicate linings and shades of coloring. In 
some of the springs iron predominates. over the sulphur, and to these we gave the 
name of Iron Springs. In others the sulphur isin excess, and those we called Sulphur 
Springs.* 

LOWER GEYSER BASIN. 

The numbers given to the springs correspond with those on the map, 
each group having its separate numbers. In the case of the Sixth or 
River Group we were somewhat hurried in our work, and therefore all 
the numbers do not appear on the map, but each spring is described 
and almost all of them are actually located on the map. The theoreti- 
cal boiling point in the Lower Basin is 1999.3 F., but the thermometers 
were tested and showed that water actually boiled at 199° F. 

/ FIRST OR EAST FORK GROUP. 

This group includes a large number of springs which are located 
mostly in small ravines and along the foot of the hills on the south side 
of the East Fork of the Fire Hole River. Although extensive it is not 
of very great importance, there being no very large basins or even a 
good sized geyser, although there are several small spouting springs 
which might be termed pseudo geysers, as they throw jets of water sev- 
eral feet into the air. 

The maps which have been made do not show the springs of this 
group in such a manner that they can be identified, so that I have found 

* Report of U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1871, p. 103. 
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it impossible, except in a few cases, to compare my notes of 1878 with 
those of 1871. The highest temperature recorded in 1871 was 198° F., 
which agrees quite closely with the highest (1984$° F.)which I obtained. 

In the following table I have given all the springs of which I took 
the temperatures, with the descriptions that are sufficient, except in a 
few cases, which will be noted after the table: 

Table of the First or East Fork Group. 

§ Size of spring. 

g 
5 
a 

1] 8 feet diameter ........-..- 
2) 1Onby Vo teetr se ceclaesee rr - 
3 | 10 feet diameter......---.... 
4| 2by 4feet..............---- 

5.| 15 by 25 feet ...-...-..2....-. 

6 | Pool 8by 3 feet spring back 
to beneath a rock. 

COM Wlany aketepekonaa Soeeon eouenS 

il 1 Loy WARE Sodcosob5oaaedee 
DNi2ibiyesnee baseeecacemce cee 

10), 2)bysiteeti. 2-5. 2-.------- - 

11 | Diamond shaped ............ 

12 | 4 by 6 inches......-......... 

TS oibysoueeb-osceseeciee --\-1--- 

14 | 8 by 18 inches...-....-...-.. 

| re ate ere a\ialnsia clcine'ccies 

16 | 24 feet diameter.......-..,-.. 
17 | a=18 inches diameter .-.-... 

b=6 inches diameter ..- .... 
18 | Triangular pool 23 feet on 

sides. 

Be Seo en acieaes Ses eer Oe eae 

AN Neosdesauboeekoodooco oooucdonGs 
DIEING a er docddcoddode 
22 |3 inches diameter .....-...... 
2 (Nes Lyi BE Sooo UaéocH sede 
7A: Capra ern a neh ee i A ee 
Dad ji\iosis Cala Lieibiore ae leet eee ee 
PA aE mentary ers ol es CN 

ai 3 feet diameter.......-.----- 

PH) | iy Oe Sole dol obeccbenuce 

PaO eee ees aoe NS gd cai ae La 0 
Sa NG tee blORO eames eeeeeciceee 

32 | 4 feet diameter..........-.-- 

33 | 5 feet diameter............-- 
34)| 6 by 15 feet) -c2-.22 242 cease 
30) Pal Dy DiteOb eee eessns seer eee 

BE ile meee acs se tase. aide, 
CE ete RS Ae a a ee Se, 

| B 2 
B63 D 5 
Genes) ee 
oR Saige! o* Remarks. 
aH oe eS 
ie Oia) 8 
Ri A A 

OF. OF, 
136 | 11 a.m. .- 48 | Brown-lined. 
IBY) lgcdnoaadesaolledssas Much like No. 1. 
TN Cee MN Dee Circular, green-lined pool. 
MOI) sates sreratel| everaieins White-rimmed, brown basin, on a mound 

of broken geyserite. 
TBR SAS cee eel Se acse Green and brownish lined, -irregular- 

shaped spting, on a mound of broken 
fragments of geyserite. 

PIN) Wosoooseceosallooo4o4 Clear spring, with red pool. 

SES Ones Soe el ae ase Clear water, with a red-lined pool just be- 
low it into which it spreads. 

D2GR eee cictmier eileen Red-lined basin. 
UO Gils elseneetee eee White-bordered basin. 
NOTA eee re foeisteretel| eters Boiling spring in white deposit, with 

| pointed edge. 
TNR ossSuosso4eellcodoes Bubbling, yellow-edged spring, white and 

blackish basin. 
1907) ae es Pee small holes close to No. 11; @ is 
WIAD Nesasa6 cogacellocande nearest. 
NEE oasocoocande|Isa0inc6 mall hole on opposite side of ravine from 

10 and 11. 
OY PAN ee Serer secs esccia White-bordered deep hole on platean be- 

tween the ravines. 
Us) soooooosoocdlensods Spouting spring, in which the water rises 

eee e ce cocace 

and falls; yellow orifice in gray and black 
deposit, yellow-lined outlet. 

Spouter, with gray and yellow edge and 
white-bordered outlet. 

Yellow and white lined. 
Two holes below. 
No. 16. 
Below 17, near creek. 

| ee of holes near creek. 

Bubbler. 
Bubbler. 
Quiet spring. 
Bubbles occasionally. 
Red spring. 
Quiet, red spring. 
Light, greenish-tinted spring, with white 

border. Back of it is a bubbling hole. 
Receives water from No. 26. 

57 | White hole below 26. . 
Double circular spring, yellowish-green 

basin, spreads out on red mound. 
Bitar Bubbler, with other holes close by. 

..-| Pear-shaped spring, red-lined basin; two 
small red holes back of it. 

Clear, yellow-gray spring on mound of 
white, broken deposit. 

Red spring. 
asia’ Red pool below 27 and 28. 
--4...| Gray spring. 

Red pool near 35, almost extinct. 
Spouting spring. 
Quiet, gray spring. 
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Table of the First or Last Fork Group—Continued. 

: oa ) 
Sh Maes z 
ro 2 d 2. 

: QS cane 
8 Size of spring. o8 iss os Remarks. 
a Wy oe 3 oe 
=I CS a a e go 
S ae = 2 
a M =. <a 

38) |) 2by. 4 Leb) sese cre cemeelnene = 
39 | 6 inches by 1 foot ----.-..-..- ; 
40 | A foot or two in diameter. .- Hard geyserite mound; bubbles and spouts 

a foot or more. 
AN ike ete Glen anecorcuadasrsossed On mound with 40. 
G27 siby; Steet ee eee aia eels In the grass. 
43 | A toot or so in diameter. .-... ie mound with No. 40 only, below in 
BA eee COpNG Nea treeiee ele aes ravine. 
Bai tea raieatere nies ei stagare leva ais ee Sle Dead hole on mound. 
AG Wl See a vr Ne cleats ease tstele Stel era Hole beneath rock on side of hill. 
47 | 18 inches diameter ..-......- Hole with bubbler back of it. The water 

rises and falls. 
48.| 24 by 4feet.-.........-.....- A eee elaerateedlfeteratei ale Leathery looking lining. This spring is on 

the water-way from 47. 
COLSON ee es ee eioe Back of 48. 

49 | 4 feet long, 18 inches to 2 | 200 |......-...--].----- Geyser cone constantly bubbling. 
feet wide. 

45a, 7 inches by 1 foot .......-..- GIGS ees Balin ty eae ee Near 49. 
G3 GB Sener oe tae Bubbling hole. 

GN ascSeSen espe NEE AececoscSaBA 176 | 1.30 p.m-.| 55 | Small, gray spring. 
51 | 2 inches by 1 foot -.....----. 195 |.-...-......|.-.--:| Fissure on side of hill above 50. 
52:,| LOiby 80 feetinsscecee ae ee eel eee al asaeeer eeeee Metis Pool in the grass, with other holes near it. 
5a) LOibydloteetenconsseseaee sees A Hig RES AS OH HS Cavern-like pool. 
5A ery (8 Leta seas ce a oaaeeee ee TG ee eee ae Bubbles escape from oneend. Above this 

are other springs not yet taken. 
55 | 25 feet diameter...........-- ZT HOY Roeser a eee This spring is on flats in timber, near the 

trail between the river and springs 
grouped near No. 40. 

RD) Behe ake Goocou spose osee NGS. Besse cee aeeelees ae: White pool in which sand bubbles up with 
water. Back of it are sizzling holes. 

Hip el otby24 feet... 22sec cee cose C5 Del ss Turbid pool. 
58h) GibylOiteet. -=-4.2- 2. 252422 PGE Re see ES eae 

2 3 by 5 feet --...-.---.---.--- ue Pah HERR lke Holes in grass. 

61 | Mound 18 inches diameter .-| 186 |......-----.|------ 
G2 ee rah oa ye cede Ba ls ASD Ue aa aya ANG ak Hot ooze. 
63 | 3 by 8feet ...--...c00.--2-2% 117 | 2p.m..... 53 | Red spring above white mound. 
G40. 2ibvyiaiteebeseten en Ue OOM ee eee ete Red spring, almost extinct, on a geyserite 

mound. 
Quiet spring, 

White-bordered springs. 

Red pool. 

: Red, slimy-looking oozes. 

W2nelOby.10 feetic J -c-ci- 55-56 125)! csehaseobesleeeues Greenish and reddish lined cavern. 
74 | 9feetlong, 44 feet wide, with | 150 |......------|------ 100 yards below group of 69-72, in the 

overhanging edge 4 feet timber. 
igh. 

Caeeane Sr i SH Se nent 130) cceeees es ee lsec eee Round, red, leathery-like lined spriag. 
HG Nesath wee sueocosoashocposAeaace DE Nlsseeeocootes||scoset Almost dead spring on white mound. 
Tf |) Gites WONG coe costepeeaoces WAG conan sscbacl [econ Pear-shaped pool. 
78 | Spring 8 by 18 inches, pool) 170 |............|....-- Pool, with spring at end. 

15 feet long , 
79 | 2holes, each 44 feet diame-| 161 |............|...... White and funnel-shaped. 

ter. 
80 | 34 feet diameter........--..- 146) se oceses chee eames Greenish-lined basin. 
81 | 4 feet diameter....-......... L204 soos sh eeu lees Spring in bed of small stream, leading 

from others. 
82 | 3 inches diameter ........-..- 140) socisema cae e=i|lseeiee 
83) | ;Subyro deeb cceos sas see aes cee Ue oe eae er eee Gray basin, with white border on outside. 
84 | Two springs, each about 3| 193 |.....-..-.--|.-.--- Two dark gray, almost black, holes. 

feet diameter. 
85 | 3 feet diameter...........-.. 116 | 3p.m..... 50 | Small, red spring. 

*On the edge of spring. 

DESCRIPTION. 

The springs included from No. 1 to No.5 are on a sort of marshy pla- 
teau, which is bordered by low butte-like hills. They are evidently the 
remnants of what were once numerous springs, now overgrown with 
grass and converted into a marsh. The drainage from these springs 
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collects and runs into into a ravine, on the sides of which Nos. 8, 9, 10, 
11, and 12 are situated. Nos. 6,7, and 8 are a short distance back of 9 
and 10, on more level ground, while No. 13 is farther up the ravine, on 
the left side, the same side with No. 12, only farther back from the ravine, 
and really on the plateau separating the two branches of the creek. 

No. 6 is aclear spring, which gushes out from under a mass of conglom- 
erate rock on the south side of the area which I have just described. 
The spring is actually beneath the rock, and outside spreads out into a 
red-lined pool measuring 3 by 8 feet. The temperature of the water as 
it emerges from the rock is 190° F. The conglomerate contains frag- 
ments of trachyte, and is a remnant of the lake deposits that once 
spread over this area. 

No. 13 is a deep hole, obstructed by wood. It is 3 by 5 feet and has 
a white border. The water has a temperature of 172° F. I recognize 
this as a spring which in 1871 had a temperature of 169° F. The walls 
are very handsome in their ornamentation. In the ravine east of No. 13, 
but higher up, is the spring with the highest temperature; it is No. 15, 
‘and is on the east side of the gulch. It is a spouter, as is also its com- 
panion, No. 14. It has a gray and yellow edge and a white-bordered 
outlet. The temperature is 1984°. _ 

No. 14 is perhaps the main geyser, and has a gray and blackish basin, 
with a yellow scalloped rim. The orifice is 8 by 18 inches. The water 
rises and falls periodically and spurts to a few feet. The temperature 
was 198° F. In 1871 the temperature recorded was 197° F. ‘This dif- 
ference is probably due to the difference in the thermometers used. 
Practically the temperature is the same. Back of these two spouts are 
a number of sizzling holes in the clay bank at the head of the small gulch, 
and below them a small pool of standing water. 

Springs 20 to 23 are on the steep side of a hill on the east side of the 
ravine. On the top of the hill there are two small spouting holes in the 
rocks. They are not indicated on the map. 

Springs 24 to 30 form a cluster, the drainage of which unites before it 
flows into the ravine. Only one, No. 30, has a high temperature (195° 
F.), and is a bubbler. 

Nos. 31-33 are below the cluster of 24, &c., on the same side of the 
Stream, and drain into it below the junction of the two branches. 

Nos. 34 and 35 have no outlets, and are nearer the bluff. 
Following along the foot of the hill, going east from 35, we soon come 

to No. 36, which is a small spouting spring on the side of the hill. 
Farther on are two quiet springs nearly extinct. Between them and 
the river there is a great deal of timber, most of which is dead. Next 
is No. 37, in a sort of hollow among rocks at the foot of a rocky slope. 
It is a quiet, gray spring, with a temperature of 155° F. 

From No. 37 is some distance to the next cluster, the first indication 
of which is met with in Nos. 38 and 39, two small, unimportant springs. 
The main springs are in the gulch, some distance above the general 
level. No. 40 is a spouter, and No. 41 has a temperature of 196° F. 
Nos. 41, 43, and 44 are on the hard, geyserite mound with No. 40. In 
the grass about these there are numerous springs not included in the 
table, none, however, of any importance. Between them and 45, which 
is an extinct spring, there are other holes, and in the flat below numer- 
ous mudholes and pools are found. 

Nos. 46 to 51 are comparatively small holes on the side of the hill. 
Most of the temperatures are high. 

Nos. 52-54 are at the foot of the bluff, in a group of stagnant pools 
and holes of muddy water. There are other springs above these that 
were not included in the table, from want of time for their examination. 
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We now return to the foot of the gulch which contains the principal 
springs, and find springs 56 to 75 scattered along the foot of the bluff 
between the gulch and a ravine still farther west. The springs are 
sufficiently described in the table. Between them and the river are 
serubby pines, among which are many old holes that were once springs. 
In the ravine above referred to springs 76-84 are situated. They are 
mostly of low temperatures, and all are small. This subgroup, with No. 
85, which is a little farther west, completes the group on the south side 
of Hast Fork, with the exception of the Butte Group, yet to be described. 

Springs on north side of Hast Fork.—In addition to the springs enumer- 
ated in the table there are four springs and a mud pot on the opposite 
side of the stream. They were not visited this year on account of the 
limited time at our disposal, so I copy from my notes of 1871 and 1872. 

No. 1. This is a circular, funnel-shaped basin 6 feet in diameter, with 
clear water about 30 feet deep, and a temperature of 162° F. in 1871 and 
164° F. in 1872. 

No. 2 is another funnel 3 feet in diameter, with a circular, funnel- 
shaped basin with white porcelain-like sides tapering to an orifice of 
about 4inches. Its temperature taken in 1871 was 170° F., in 1872 it 
was 178° F. 

No.3. This has an opening about a footin width, in which the mercury 
recorded 174° F. in 1871, and 180° F. in 1872. 

No. 4 is the largest, and is somewhat irregular in shape, measuring 16 
feet in length by 6 feet in width. In 1871 the temperature was 156° F., 
in 1872 164° F., 

The measurements given here are the correct ones, those given in 
1871* being estimated. The differences in temperature not being con- 
stant are probably due partly to an actual difference in temperature on 
account of periodicity in action and partly to the difference in place of 
taking it. 

Below these springs is a mud spring, the contents of which are an 
agitated mass of thick bluish mud, with a temperature in 1871 of 190, F. 
The crater or basin of this mud-pot is only about a foot in diameter. 

Below these springs and below the Butte Group there are isolated 
springs along the banks of the East Fork, which have not been included 
in the catalogues and are not shown on the map. Oneof these, near the 
mouth of the stream, has a temperature of 197°, and is mentioned by 
Professor Bradley in the report for 1872 as having a mucilaginous de- 
posit on the sides. 

Some of the springs farther up have had cones, but all of them give 
evidence that their activity is diminishing. 

BUTTE GROUP. 

Below the springs included under the East Fork Group are four or 
five clusters of springs situated on the south side of the Hast Fork be- 
tween and at the foot of the buttes, between which the trail passes out 
from East Fork into the open flat basin. Only the first cluster was 
visited for the purposes of examination this year. The others were care- 
fully examined in 1871, and all are shown on the map. 

First cluster.—This consists of about a dozen or more quiet springs at 
the foot of the Eastern Butte in aravine. The temperatures of three 
springs were taken, viz, 140° F., 180° I*., 150° I’. The side of the hill 
back of these springs is stained with an iron deposit, and appears to be 
full of extinct spring holes and steam jets. 

* Report for 1871, p. 182. 
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Second cluster.—The springs of this group are out on a flat place ex- 
tending over most of the space between the river and the butte at the 
foot of which the first cluster is situated. Four temperatures taken here 
in 1871 are, 122° F., 145° F., 162° F., and 165° F. These, however, are 
but a few of the springs at this place, as the map shows. 

Third cluster.—This includes the springs at the north base of Hast 
Fork Butte. Two of the springs are well up on the slopes. The follow- 
ing are temperatures taken in springs at the base: 126° F., 126° F., and 
98° F. This cluster would be included with the fourth cluster, but the 
drainage of the latter is towards the main open basin. 

Fourth cluster—This comprises three or four springs between the 
buttes. They have temperatures of 157° F., 167° F., and 1679 F. All 
the springs of the group are only of slight importance. I have referred 
to them simply to make the description of the basin as complete as 
possible. 

CAMP GROUP. 

The trail that follows down the East Fork of the Fire Hole River 
leaves the latter stream at the ‘“‘ Butte Group” and passes between the 
two buttes out into the broad open portion of the valley, which is here 
a wide, marshy tract covered with a rank growth of grass in most 
places. Turning southward along the west side of the marsh we soon 
reach the favorite camping place in the basin, on a small stream of good 
water at the edge of the timber, nearly two miles east of the Fire Hole 
River and a mile and ahalf fromthe East Fork. Back of this camping 
place, at the foot of the buttes, surrounded by timber which conceals 
them from view from the other portion of the basin, is a number of springs 
to which I have given the name of “Camp Group.” They have never 
before been mapped, and are of considerable beauty and various in form, 
although there are no geysers among them. They are somewhat above 
the general level-of the basin, on a flat place which narrows above into 
a ravine, and again spreads out into a marshy space that was once a 
spring area, as the grass-covered mounds now in it show. The follow- 
ing are the springs of the group: 

Table of Camp Group Springs. 

ee 
pO Ss) Fae 

8 Size of spring. o8 8 54 Remarks. 
2 os OB oe 
g &o op go 
=} ia & 3 
A 2) H a 

@195 oF. 
1 | Small oozing hole, 4 by 8 1549 eee ee cee Cee There is slight overflow. 

' inches, on same mound 
| with No. 2. | 

2| Two small mounds on a 
large mound; @, 16 inches | | a,160 |...--.--.--- dea ae gray mound springs; are gray- 
by 1 foot; 6,1 foot by 2 | fb, 162 |.......-...- ire lined. There is slight overflow. 
eet. 

3 | Geyser? tube..-..-.--......- NP |ocanoss stases ..--| Water is low, but evidently rises and falls. 
4 | 5 feet by 34 feet-.-....------ 186 | 3 p.m..... 45 | Clear gray-lined spring. 
5 | 3 feet diameter .........---- TOPS esadcodesoce .---| Tron-deposit lined. 
5a\ 3 feetidiameten ossee- aaa a|eieienoaiecel= ..--| Dead hole between No. 4 and No. 10. 
Sb eR elie eee eee eee cisial eee clineiarall siniete relia ..--| Water from No. 4 and No. 5 runs into this. 
6 | 6 feet by 7 feet...--..--.---- HBX [Sdoccd eGescc ..--| Greenish yellow funnel with pink-lined 

basin ; overflow goes to No. 7. 
7 | 10 feet long .......--..-.---. ADSL ih eran eee .---| Red-lined basin. 
7a| 2 feet by 24 feet....--.------ SOS |meeteneeeys ..--| Near No. 7, and is clear, gray-lined hole. 
8 | 1 foot diameter -.......---.- GY Wet oogeusace .---| Dead spring. 
9 | 2\feet diameter --.-.-.222.- | 222--.- ..--.| Water out of sight in hole. 

10 | 3 feet by 34 feet..-.......-.. 5 .---| Red, quiet spring. 
11 | 4 feet by 6 feet.........-..-.|----.--- ..--| Clear, gray spring, with overhanging walls 

; of geyserite. 
Dre AN ese eee Sen aiariatatereisiale oe (Bp ES ae tees sede Large, red pool, close to No. 11; near by 

are other holes. 
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Table of Camp Group Springs—Continued. 

g 5 g 
Sel My estan ie 

8 Size of spring. a8 oe 56 Remarks. 
= Ss os BS 
‘=| i) g & =| ° 
i=] 5 i aS] (3) 

A DM i=] ISI 

oF, oF. 
13 | Three springs; principal TAD |[eeanoccestds ----| Turbid springs. 

one is 5 feet diameter. 
149 'Ssteel oy, 1b techs see eee seed aaa cnet .---| White mud-pot on the same hillside with 

Nos. 13 and 15. 
Tt tee bye fects-sses ee as |See eee oe meceeeeeca ss ....| White cavern, in which water bubbles 

from among black pebbles. 
16 | 30 feet diameter-......---.- ae 92 | 4p.m..... 46 | Turbid spring in marsh. 
17 | 7 feet diameter....-..-...... TAD llacoecoscoses .---| Nearly concealed in the grass. 
18 | Cone, 2 inches by 3 inches-- WY) enceisanassos ----| On edge of stream. 
1G) | ookesheceteonbea ps acsosesereece WAY Wecaasossbecs .---| Small, yellow-lined pool with white border. 
20 | 3 feet wide; 1 foot high..... TBO Ne. sees sresiele ...-| Flat, white cone. There is a thumping 

noise beneath the ground. 
Al ehlaefel es sloisie\a ajscicia siento tc oat season | pemeemees ere .---| Turbid pool. 
2B || IRAE TOO es geo codeesoaeeseleascancieconnecacens .---| There are springs back of this stream 

flow through it. 
23 | 3 feet by 44 feet.....-..----- ISGi| ose ee see .---| Red-lined. 
24 | 25 feet diameter..---.------- DTH Beeessenacae .--.| Turbid greenish pool; other springs near 

by in marsh. 
25 | Basin, 10 feet diameter; AZGEessciscesne .---| Quiet, gray spring; no outlet. 

spring, 5 feet diameter. 
26 | 10 teet diameter-......--..--- 1A ere eisai .---| Beautiful blue-gray basin with outlet. 
27 | 15 feet diameter. ...-...-..-- 139 | 4.30 p.m.-| 43 Haniel spapel, hard, greenish-yellow 

asin. 
' 28 | Number of boiling holes. --- MOY NHecSco odes] bon: Considerable overflow from these holes, 

which are very active. 
29 | 15 feet diameter basin, with IER) loootodosuaoallasee Salmon-colored basin. 

a triangular opening 5 
feet on a side. 

30 | 10 feet by 15 feet by 18 feet. - IEG inonesgeeseas ..--| Beautiful white basin, with blue-tinted 
water; cliff-like sides to the basin. 

31 | 8 feet diameter---.----.-.--- ; , Pe Vices aE scien i two greenish turbid holes. 

32 | 20 feet diameter..-.........- TAB Hee ates cistenels eee nore? yellow and green lined cavern-like 
ool. 

33 | 2 feet by 10 feet....--..-.... Ai leansepicscarc teks Fivsnredike spring of clear boiling water. 
Steam escapes from constantly boiling 

a es water. Near by is a quiet gray pool. 

35 | , Small holes ..--..-—..--.--- ; 12a eae cacissecce eae = 
36 | Pas eseee gh e ra 

DESCRIPTION. 

Nos. 1 to 12 form a subgroup, or cluster, south of the main springs and 
nearest to the camp. They are separated from them by a fringe of tim- 
ber. Near No. 12 are a few mud pots, one of which is 6 feet in diame- 
ter and filled with a thick mud paste, which the stream throws into 
rosette-like masses in its escape. None of the springs in the cluster are 
very active nor are the temperatures high. 

The main springs, 13 to 33, are in the space at the immediate foot of 
the butte. Between the butte and a spur on the south side of the space 
is a marshy area, in which springs 19, 20, and 24 are located. 

Nos. 13, 14, and 15 are on the north side of the spur already indicated. 
Following up the ravine from these we come out into a broad, marshy 
valley, in which Nos. 16 and 17 are situated. No. 16 is a grassy mound 
raised about 2 feet above the level. It is 30 feet in diameter, and con. 
tains turbid, greenish water, in which the temperature is only 92° I- 
No. 17 is in the grass; below No. 17 and above are other holes not noted 
in the table, but which are shown on the map. 

teturning now to the main group, we find that No. 28 attracts the 
attention first, on account of the amount of steam which escapes from 
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it. It consists of a number of small holes on the side of the butte. 
They are filled with pebbles, among which the water boiis violently. 
There is a considerable overflow, and the temperature is 197° F. 

No. 33 has the highest temperature (200° F.) in the group. Itisa 
fissure 10 feet long by 2 feet wide, filled with clear, boiling water, from 
which steam is continually arising. Near it is a quiet gray pool. 

The color of the water in a number of the springs in the group is very 
handsome. In the marsh are a number of vents and minor springs not 
included in the table. 

SECOND OR THUD GROUP. 

Following the edge of the timber south from the camp location, within 
about a half a mile we come to the Thud Group. In the previous re- 
ports this was indicated as the second group. It occupies an area of 
about 16 acres, and fronts the open portion of the basin. Back of 
it the slopes of the hills are well timbered. The timber separates 
the group from camp, and a few isolated patches of trees also stand 
between it and the Fountain Group. The group is named from one of 
the springs of the group, which makes a thud-like noise when the steam 
escapes. There are really two springs that have this thud sound, which 
fact has given rise to a little confusion. ‘The name is given sometimes 
to the wrong spring. It should, perhaps, be given to the spring which 
is periodic in its action, and this is No. 3, which, in the description of 
1872, was called Fungoid Spring. However, as both are thud springs, 
I have retained the names as there used, calling No. 4 the Thud Spring. 
It is not a geyser in the true sense, as no column of water is thrown out, 
so far as known. 

Table of Second or Thud Groups. 

a aE 
we Se is 

Name and number.| Size of spring. oe cals! Ss Remarks. 
=a os a C=S) > go 
cla | 2 
a H sal 

oF. oF, : 
1. Lone Spring..-.| 9 by 16 feet; 43 174 | 10.30 a.m ./....| Milky-hued water. 

: 3 feet deep. 

tata ae eT (LIE Sellow water-way. 
Gin IOS) loa gccoddanes|[sooe 
(Oy OYE ec edoagoseer||scee , Small holes near No. 2. 

3. FungoidSpring.| 13 by 17 feet soto liege a ea bt oid Spring - 4 ect; 
7 basin, |G) iiches (9 conser colle cating a i rhud Spring of 1871 maps. 

deep. ge, 163 |------------|---- 

a, 190 |------------|---- Set basin with two aper- 
ures. 

4, Thud Spring...| 16 by 18 feet; 8 to 187 | 11.45a.m--|] 39 | Boiling at 3 or 4 centers. 
13 feet deep. 

5. Oak-leaf Spring.| 6 ec caameter 15 TS9F| Pesce skeeeseleees Greenish-tinted water. 
eet deep. 

Cone...--------- 2 feet high; 5/ Cone, 186 |.......--.--]---- The cone is near the main 
inches diameter. spring (5) on same mound. 

6. Kidney Spring .| Irregular, 15 or 18 a Aye Py seer tee Beautifully colored outlet. 
by 6 feet; 1 foot : 
deep. : ) 

7. Cliff Spring --..| 4 by 8 feet; 5 feet nS] Veh ess Sa hata Light greenish-tinted water. 
deep. 5 

8. Jug Spring .-...| 4 by 5 feet; 3 feet BS) ih sea eee el ea Funnel-shaped basin. 
eep, 

9. Gourd Spring ..| 10 by 15 feet; 12 165 ee eee ee Square at the base, but gener- 
feet deep. ally of gourd shape. 

10. Round Spring..| 5 feet diameter. --- WA OL eee Greenish-brown basin. 

* 2 feet below the surface. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

No. 1. Lone Spring.—This spring is somewhat isolated from the rest 
of the group, being quite a distance to the east of them, on the side of a 
hill, at an elevation of about 40 feet higher. It has an ash- colored basin 
measuring 9 feet by 16 feet, with a white border, and the basin, which 
is somewhat funnel-shaped, is 44 feet in depth. The water has a milky 
hue and a temperature of 174°. 

No. 2. Stirrup Spring.—This spring has a basin measuring 9 by 8 feet, 
with a white rim raised about 6inches. Itis 5 feet deep, and the overflow 
is carried away through a lemon-yellow colored water-way. There are 
two holes in the bottom of this spring, from which the steam escapes, 
and a fissure also, which makes the spring resemble the head of an old 
woman with a cap on; the scalloped edge of the spring representing the 
ruffles of the cap, and the fissure the mouth, while the other steam-vents 
represent the eyes. The temperature at the surface was 186° F., and at 
2 feet below 187° F. This agrees closely with that (188° F.) taken in 
1872. Close to the spring are several small holes, in three of which 
temperatures of 195°, 194°, and 181° were obtained. The latter is 
probably the one which in 1872 gave a temperature of 182° F. 

No. 3. Fungoid Spring, or Thud Geyser (Fig. 1, Plate VIL).—This is 
the spring called Thud Geyser on the map published in 1871, but in 1872 
was renamed from the fungoid-like masses that form the margin. It is 
140 feet west of the Thud Spring (No. 4) and 345 feet south of the Oak- 
leaf Spring (No. 5). Its basin measures 13 by 17 feet and averages 
about 6 inches in depth. The deposit is pure white silicious, sinter- 
coated with yellow in the shallow basin. In the center of the latter is 
an inner or central basin, 5 feet in diameter and 7 feet deep, over which 
the water has a light-greenish tinge, which contrasts well with the 
white and yellow colors of the basin and rim. The latter resembles a 
margin of fungoid growths on short pedestals. They are gray-brown 
on top. The temperature over the central orifice was 165° F., and in 
the basin near the edge 163° F. This was taken when it was quiet. 
During the thumpings it is probably higher. Surrounding the basin is 
a mound of sinter over which two small streams, lined with orange- 
colored deposit, carry off the surplus water. On this mound, close to 
the main spring, are two small basins. One of them (a) has four open- 
ings, in which the water had a temperature of 190° EF. just after the 
thumping in the main spring occurred. During the latter the holes 
were empty, but as soon as the thumping ended the water began to 
flow steadily from them. ; 

The following are the observations on the main spring: 

| Began. Duration. | Interval. 

| 11.00 a.m 10™ 
11. 23 a.m. ues 23" 
11. 38. 30 a.m. 7m 15™ 308 

| 

During the action the basin is full, but immediately afterwards the 
water falis. The observations were too limited to determine anything 
in regard to the regularity of this spring. The noise made is a dull, 
suppressed thud, which seems to be below the surface somewhere. 
There is a slight escape of bubbles. 

No. 4. Lhud Spring.—This spring is 375 feet southwest from the 

10H PT Ir 
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Gourd, and measures 18 by 16 feet. The depth varies from 8 to 13 
feet. This of course refers only to the basin of the spring, as at the 
bottom there are orifices the depth of which cannot be ascertained by 
the line. There seem to be three centers of ebullition, two of which 
are very active. At intervals of a few minutes there seems to be an 
accumulation of steam, the escape of which shakes the ground, making 
a thud-like noise, whence its name. On looking into this spring 
the water seems to have an inky-green color, and had a temperature of 
187° KF. The centers of ebullition are in constant action, boiling steadily 
all the time, but increasing at the time of the thud, which is a low, 
muffled sound like that in the Fungoid Spring. No data were obtained 
as to the duration or exact interval of the active periods. 

No. 5. Oak Leaf Spring.—This is west of the Cliff Spring (No. 7) and 
north of the Fungoid Spring. The deposit surrounding it has a gray 
color, and the margin of the basin somewhat resembles a fringe of oak 
leaves. The spring is about 6 feet in diameter and 15 feet deep, and 
the water has a greenish tint, with a temperature of 189° F. About 7 
feet from the spring, and on the same mound, is a small cone 5 inches 
high and 2 feet in diameter at the base, in which the temperature was 
186° F. The temperatures taken this year (1878) are lower than those of 
previous years, the difference being due, probably, to a difference in 
activity in the spring. The 1878 temperatures were probably taken 
during a period of quiescence. 

No. 6. Kidney Spring.—This spring has a very irregular renal shape, 
whence its name. There are two somewhat globular-shaped arms at 
right-angles to each other. One is 19 feet in length, and the other 15 
feet, the average width being about 6 feet and the depth about 1 foot. 
The spring is fringed with large scallops, each one of which is made up 
of smaller ones. There are three fissure-like centers of ebullition, out- 
side of which the basin is white. The temperature was 1779 F. The 
surplus water flows from the spring through a beautiful channel lined 
with saffron and lemon-yellow colors. This spring is 180 feet from the 
Oak Leaf (No. 5). 

No. 7. Cliff Spring.—This spring is 240 feet southeast of the spring 
(No. 6) last described, and 122 feet east of the Oak Leaf. It measures 
4 feet by 8 feet, and is 5 feet in depth. The deepest portion is at one 
end of the spring, where there is a cavernous opening, overhung by 2 
scalloped edge. The water here is of a light green color. At the other 
end there is a rugged fissure, to which the edge of the spring slopes 
from the surface, having the form in miniature of cliffs. These above 
the water have a brown color, and below a deep purple. The tempera- 
ture of the water is 190° F., which is somewhat lower than that obtained 
in 1872. The overflow of water finds its way from the spring over an 
orange-colored bed. 

No. 8. Jug Spring is named from a fancied resemblance of its shape 
to that of a jug. It is 123 feet from the Cliff Spring (No. 7), and 150 
feet from Oak Leaf Spring (No.5). It measures 4 feet by 5 feet. It is 
3 feet in depth, and is funnel-shaped. The temperature was 190° F., 
which is higher than that (188° F.) taken in 1872. 

No.9. Gourd Spring.—This spring is somewhat like a gourd in shape, 
with a square base, and measures 15 feet by 10 feet. This basin, which 
is 12 feet deep, is in the center of a large, circular mound of siliceous 
material. Its temperature was 165° F. The bed of the small stream 
which carries away the overflow of the spring has a copious depost of 
iron, and a short distance below we find the gelatinous material (vian- 
dite?)f ound so frequently in springs of low temperature. 
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No. 10. Round Spring.—This spring has never before been described. 
Ithasa globular basin about 5 feet in diameter, which is lined with green- 
ish-brown deposit with a white orifice at the bottom. Itis a quiet spring 
with a temperature of 140° F. Near it are several holes in the deposit, 
which mark the sites of springs that are now extinct. 

Alnost all the springs of this group have what may be termed globu- 
lar basins, t. e., basins which widen below the surface, having overhang- 
ing edges, and narrow again to fissures or tube-like orifices. None of 
them are at the boiling point, and all except No. 10 belong to the class 
of constantly agitated springs, although all have probably periods of 
inereased activity, as noted in two of them. It is doubtful if any are 
real geysers, as the deposits surrounding them do not present any of 
the characters seen about the known geysers. The following table 
compares the temperatures of the three years in which I recorded them: 

| 1871. | 1872 | 1878. 

No. 

Spring.) Air. Spring. | Air. | Spring.| Ain 

A . i— 
OF. oF. OF. OFF: oF. °o fF. 

al 187 | 55to60 186 62 174 39 
2 195 | 55to60 188 64 186 39 
2c. 55 to 60 182 64 181 39 
3 185 | 55to 60 162 64 165 39 
* 551060 190 64 190 39 

192 | 55to60 192 62 187 39 
5 196 | 55to60 194 64 189 39 
Oona 195 | 55to 60 190 64 186 39 
6 196 | 55to60} 184 to190 64 177 39 
of 55to60| 192 to195 64 190 39 
8 192 | 55to60 188 64 190 39 
9 175 | 55to60 171 62 165 39 

I am not of the opinion that the temperature of the air has much to 
do with the variations in temperatures of the springs, although the 
hygrometric condition of the atmosphere may slightly affect the sur- 
face temperatures, especially in very large pools. 

In the table above, the differences are probably due mainly to differ- 
ences in the intensity of activity, and a degree or so may possibly be 
due to the differences in the thermometers. 

THIRD OR FOUNTAIN GROUP. 

This is probably the most important group in the Lower Geyser Ba- 
sin, as it contains more active geysers than any other group, one of 
them, The Fountain Geyser, being almost equal to the Great Fountain. 
It also contains the Mud Puffs, one of the most remarkable and beauti- 
ful mud basins within the limits of the National Park. 

The mound of siliceous deposits on which the Fountain Geyser is sit- 
uated is conspicuous from most parts of the Basin. The springs on 
it are Nos. 7 to 15, and of these four are true geysers, while others are 
spouting springs. Below the geyser mound or plateau is a wide, flat 
area on which the drainage from the Fountain and the adjacent 
springs spreads out. There are several large basins on this lower level 
besides many small springs and steam jets. 

The Mud Puffs are on a higher level than the Fountain, from which 
it is separated by a growth of low, scrubby pines. In this area there 
are evidences of the former existence of springs and geysers, 
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ells 2 
i) = 2g ae 

* és ; E} os £5 
Wumber and name. Size of spring. es Sees oe 

aH 8 a 
sO op go 

| | = | 3) 
aa) 4 a 

+ < Pee 

oF, Onn 
1. Mad Puffs ......- 40 to 60 feet (2).---.-----|------] --------22- pee 

Bi dedceneadoonse sn 25 feet diameter......--. 162 | 2.45 p. m..| 45 
PoconpacegsoG bes Fel sasce soosnaqdadessos 000565 OS Vesosedcostes us 

APY Secosoas asec meen coctgsosdasecodedassasSoe Tit) |Sadcobdcaese Bee 

Be see ose seeesteesia= = (EA DOUG LO) DY OO teebiss = 5) 2120 jE oeceecceee| cre 

Buss ca SN ea 16 feet long; 9feetlong | 198 |-........--- nln 
at one end, and 5 feet 
at the other. . 

Gece ese ee tees Pa DYiOdeCb cs a sicesecus as 193: | sSecbeeeaes eae 

lgeereaepesesee =e Spring 4 ibylO feet, ini mlTOn|s-cessene eee Bind 
basin; 6 by 20 feet. 

Chosecoomsdsoncccgsca} Lema Tf Why Estee oat |) I) a eooceeells So5 
fice, 4 inches by 1 foot. 

SO SG OS SOSA SEAS EE SooS 3 holes in beaded silica..|...--.|----.--.---.|--- 
Old Cone Spring..| Triangular, 6 feetacross | 197 |.--.---...-. ae 

the basin. 
10; Fountain Geyser-.| 100 by 150 feet..-.---.-.. 199 | 3.40 p. m.-|.--. 

11. Jet Geyser......- 20 feet diameter. --....-.- OSH see ene elle 
12, Spasm Geyser....) 12 by 25 feet...-..-.---.- $184 | 4p. m....- 41 

{176 
1% Clepsydra Geyser.) 45 feet; 10 feet wide, 3} 192 | 12m......] 43 

feet high; orifice, 2 by 
3 feet. 

eb ponosaadasseoccuses Sibydlo tects. a ose I eae eanocedlaose 

TIGR 2 by 3 feet.......--- a A Oy ee ee S 

Gore Springs...../ Fissure spring........ , pa Tits Bieores a 

c 18 inches by 1 foot..--. (eg 1 95g lqemaen wes eae 

d@ 2 feet by 18 inches... -. Bi190 i See eo ee 

HHbfoONG eyserie cea ee SLE a ee e195" | S453 320 See A 

g 10 feet long ....-- BSsonlG) LUGilssosasoaosod =e 

UGS) |ooncssoosces coo8 
Ee Sedeeasooaoe son 
UES) |loccooesascKe Bot 
LOD Rie Ae ceieee ele oe 

h2 by 3 feet. 02525-2028. PLETE See ae ane a ae 

Apholepese cate ees eeee Crap Le oath es ereearyes ees 388 
IG. Seaobodosooon0e6 aE IEE Se ceassoollocoso4|lbbaossuosedells es 

War Soo geaddooSbbbobna jpBanesdos SHON US sopsoneE oe 2 San a ala hee 

TUES ee ae ap AN 2a ad A 1985 ses oe eee a See 
17. Back Spring -.--.-. 10 feet diameter (?).-.--.|...--. 9.40 @ m-..| 40 

IU (ES SA emu a 10 feet diameter......... SU GO|: Besa ees 

Be ces lte sera niaeaeee ete | 20 feet diameter........- oy ANNs | Se sere eee | cea 

Tht seta ap RRL eR cat i es Ue rye NSPE AL BY, LOG )| foe atae a 

0 eeseimaa cle easel ( 10 feet diameter (?)...--- SEES Se see tase 

* At edge of spring. tIn orifice. 

Remarks. 

Described in full in text fol- 
lowing this table. 

Milky-blne tinted water. 
.| Large bluish spring, with white 

and yellowish basin. 
-| Red-lined fissure-like spring 

on water-way from No. 2. 
-| Green-lined spring, with scal- 

loped border; bubbles in 
center. 

.| Spouting and boiling at nar- 
row end. 

.| Beddish muddy spring water; 
rises and falls. 

.| Clear bubbling spring. 

The basin is composed of 
beaded silica; spouts a foot 
or two. 

-| Water out of sight. 
.| This spring is back of a cone, 

in which spring is dead. 
For further temperatures see 

text following table. 
.| A very active geyser. 

The spouting orifice is in a 
gray-edged basin. 

Active geyser. 

Greenish-tinted spring, bub- 
bling slightly. 

Water is 5 feet below the sur- 
face, in a cavern-like hole, 
which receives some of the 
overflow from the Fountain. 

@ is a spouter. 
b has two orifices. 
¢ has clear water; overflow _ 

goes to b. 
dis a clear, light, yellow-lined 

hole. 
This ¢ is ab one end of the 

basin f. 
-| f is a basin; g is greenish 

basin. 

Four small holes between / 
and g. 

| h is funnel-shaped below e 
and f. 

-| tis a spouter below a b. 
Two basins of about 5 feet 
diameter; each receives 
water from gore springs. 

On fissure with 16; a quiet 
white-lined spring. 

Spouter below 16 a. 
Boiling spring; can’t reach 

for temperature. 
Quiet spring, 17; 17 6 and an- 

other hole are all in same 
basin, which connects with 

Large pool, with two beautiful 
blue springs and a spouting 
hole; Basin is white, marble- 
like. 

Circular spring near the end 
of No. 17. 

Merely a basin near 19. 

tIn basin. § At edge. 
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Table of Third or Fountain Group—Continued. 

Surface tem- 
perature, 

Timo of obser- 

yation. 

Temperature 

of air 
Number and name. Size of spring. Remarks. 

oF. OBEE 
BELO) |e eeesse cee Basin with three orifices; @ 
b 174 , and b are greenish-tinted; 21 
c 174 is between 22 and 19. 

D2 estes JS Openings, 5 or 6 by 3 |a 172 |.-....-.---.].- Three opeings in yellow de- 
feet. b 173 posit. 

-| 10 by 6 feet - -- 3 Quiet pool, with green lining. 
Jess eaiiisestateebsse as Quiet green holes. 

2a es esee ste teteksee 4 by L0feet asec os -ne =. : Spouts irregularly a foot or 
wo. 

26..--.--..-------.---| 100 feet diameter (3)-.... +169 | 10.30 a. m.} 39 | Probably ageyser; has a large 
poolof greenish-tinted water. 

@ UD |lacesoctcoas .---| @1is a spouter. 
(UG Nesearodosone Haha: DisaBpouter, 

Allon a long fissure; | 'c 198 |....--.....- ....| ¢ bubbles occasionally. 
Mic -seaajocsestae ce: ; J isd by12 feet; gis; }d 190 |.-....---.-- ...-| @is a quiet spring. 

10 feet diameter. 2 USS Woceececossae ..-.| @is a constant boiler. 
F186 )\|2 ses ee .-..| fis @ violent boiler. 
1GylG2 tbe cesses .---| g 18 aquiet spring. 

Blin BeOS CCIOBORUEABS aby 4teet ---acecsee-2--| 198) dian m= ees| 42 tween 27 and 28. 
DOT E eee vsti as 100 feet long; 30,50, and | $157 |.--.-..-.... Bee 

75 feet wide. 
DOU ace e aaa tans 4 feetidiameter: =. - s2-5| seas teeter cease ..--| Spouts a foot or two. 
Peon bia GORGE Cae Ore 12 by 30 feet; spreads | 160 | 1.40 p. m-.-| 45 | Cavern-like spring at foot of 

: out into a pool. Fountain plateau. 
SOL ANae EE 1O0\feet diameter: s. 2222 4: | sien lecceseesence ..-.| Green spring. 
3) SB Re OSC OCU TON Oooo Se poge OS On SS Eee DOs ber EoE oeaco| lEocereecencd ---.| Stream, jets, and springs not 

examined. 

* When quiet. t+ At edge. 

DESCRIPTION. 

No. 1. Mud Puffs (Plate VIII).—This remarkable mud caldron has a 
basin which measures about 40 by 60 feet, with a mud rim on three sides 
which is from 4 to 5 feet inheight. In this basin isa mass of fine, white 
mud which is in a state of constant agitation. It is like some huge 
boiling paint-pot or bed of mortar. There are numerous points of ebul- 
lition, and the constant boiling has reduced the contents to an inti- 
mately mixed mass of siliceous clay. There is a continuous plop-plop 
of mud, which rises in hemispherical masses, cones, rings, and jets. On 
the fourth side or south end of the basin the rim is low and forms the 
edge of a mud flat of pink and red mud, which is cracked, and over 
which there are some 30 or 40 mud cones, generally of pink and rose col- 
ors, although a few are gray. They are from a foot to 2 feet high as a 
rule, although some are3 feet. These cones or mud puffs are what have 
given rise to the name for the caldron. Some are geyseric in action, 
and send spurts 4 or 5 feet into the air. The mud in them is much 
thicker than it is in the main basin. There are also several pools of 
turbid water in this mud flat, and outside of the basin are a couple of 
mudholes. The red mud cones are seen in the foreground of the illus- 
tration (Plate VIII), and back of them the White Mud Basin is shown. 

No. 2. Back of the Mud Puffs at a somewhat lower level is an almost 
circular spring about 25 feet in diameter, with a white rim inclosing 
rather turbid, milky-blue water with a temperature of 162° F. When 
examined it was perfectly quiet, but the surrounding deposit indicates 
that it is subject to periodical overflows. Near it is a small throbbing 
mud vent which is about 3 inches in diameter. The channel leading 
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from this spring is lined with very handsome rosetted pebbles of gey- 
serite. Pine cones coated with silica are also seen along its course. 

No. 3. This spring is near the foot of the ravine below No. 2, and is a 
large white and yellowish cavern-like basin in which the water has a blu- 
ish tint, which is especially dark over the spring proper, for there is both a 
pool and a spring in the basin, which is very irregular in shape. The 
water at the spring has a temperature of 196° F., and a great quantity 
of steam escapes from it, obscuring the view. No. 3, a,is simply a red- 
lined fissure in the water-way from No. 2, and the water it contains is 
largely derived from the latter spring. 

No. 4. This is a large spring about 75 by 100 feet, a short distance 
northwest from the Mud Puffs. It has a green-lined basin and bubbles 
in the center. The border of the spring is scalloped. The temperature 
of 125° F'. was taken at the edge. Between this spring and the Mud 
Puffs there are several steaming mudholes. 

No. 5. is a very active boiling spring at a little higher level than No. 
1. Itis a square-cornered hole in laminated geyersite, measuring 16 
teet by 9 and 5 feet. The active part is at the narrow end, where there 
is a constant spouting and boiling. The water here has a temperature 
of 198° F. 

No. 6. is the remaining spring on the upper level. It is a small pul- 
sating spring of reddish, muddy water, with a temperature of 193° I. 
Between it and No. 5 there is a small hole filled with clear water. 

Besides these springs there are several old cones that mark the former 
sites of springs. In some of these the deposit has a firm, hard, opaline 
structure. 

The springs and geysers from No. 7 to No. 16 are on the main geyser 
mound, whieh is almost circular in shape, the drainage radiating in all 
directions but one, and in that we have the higher level on which the 
Mud Puffs are located. This mound has been called Fountain Terrace, 
and on its summit is the Fountain Geyser. It is about 80 feet above the 
general level. Springs 7, 8, and 9, are back of the Fountain Geyser 
and are unimportant. Old Cone Spring is merely the remnant of what 
was once probably a geyser. 

No. 10. Fountain Geyser (Fig. 2, Plate VII).—The Fountain Gey- 
ser consists of a spring and a pool separated only by a narrow constric- 
tion. The spring, which is the geyser proper, is about 30 feet in length 
by 20 in width. It narrows in the direction of the pool and has rather 
Square corners. It is an opening in laminated geyserite on a broad, 
table-like mound. This appears to have had a flat surface, the edge of 
which forms a distinct rim or line around the basin, over which, in most 
places, it projects a few inches. From beneath this rim the sides slope 
in somewhat rounded masses, which are distinctly seen when the water 
is low in the basin, and have a little resemblance to a series of cush- 
ions around the edge. The rim marks the level at which the water usu- 
ally stands, and just outside of this, on all sides but one, there is an 
irregular mound-like mass of beaded geyserite which has been built up by 
the evaporation of the water that falls during the eruptions. It is from 
2 to 4 feet in height. In one end of this basin is a cavern-like hole, 
which is the true geyser, and over which the water is of a beautiful blue 
tint, like the color of blue-bottle glass. 
The pool of the Fountain, a portion of which is shown in the fore- 

ground of the illustration (Plate VII, fig. 2), is about 120 feet in length 
and 100 feet in width; an immense quantity of steam rises from it, 
which obscures the view. Itis generally shallow and without a marked 
rim. It has two basins, or bowls, however, that aredeep. ‘The largest 
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of these is about 50 feet in diameter, and cavern-like, with greenish- 
tinted water. ‘The small basin or bowl measures about 15 feet by 6 or 
8 feet. 

The following are the temperatures that were taken this year (1878): 

Date. Condition of basins, &c. 

October e228 ee Basin is fall 10 minutes before the eruption. 
2 ur seen Basin is full 1 minute before the eruption. 
Die en eee ee About an hour after the eruption and the water is perfectly quiet. 

The temperature of the water in the pool was 160° F. 
The eruptions witnessed by us are not known to be consecutive. The 

first one occurred on October 1, and lasted 17 minutes. The spouting 
occurs from the crater-like hole, and preceding the action the water 
was boiling rather vigorously, somewhat like the Giantess in the Upper 
Basin. A great mass of water was pushed out tumultuously to an 
average height of about 10 feet, and through this jets were projected 
which reached a maximum height of 50 feet. There appeared to be sev- 
eral centers from which the steam escaped, and the water was churned 
and dashed about until it was a white mass. There were periods of in- 
creased activity and cessation. About half an hour before the eruption 
the water did not quite fill the basin, but immediately after it was over 
it was level with the top, eight minutes later it was 6 inches below the 
rim. After none of the eruptions was the basin entirely empty. Pro- 
fessor Comstock describes the eruptions seen by him in 1873 as follows: 

* * * The water in No. 5 [Fountain] which had previously been quiet and not 
entirely filled, rose suddenly until the bowl was ready to overflow, when a large 
amount was elevated to a height varying from 6 to 10 feet, in a column of nearly equal 
diameter. The action began at 4.40 p. m. (August 23), and the eruption did not cease 
wholly until 5.40 p.m. Occasionally very sudden impulses would carry smaller but 
quite large columns 25 and 30 feet into the air. Sometimes the whole would gradu- 
ally die down, and more than once when I thought that the ejection had ended, a 
vigorous throb would violently throw the water and vapor to its greatest height. The 
rushing noise produced by the escaping liquid was very loud, and a subsequent erup- 
tion, which occurred from 7.30 a. m. to 8.30 a. m., on the following morning, was dis- 
tinctly audible at our camp near White Dome Geyser, more than a mile distant. At 
the close of the first eruption the water receded in the bowl, so that we could look 
down many feet into the large open pit which was thus formed. * * * A third 
eruption of this geyser (apparently) began at 1.20 p. m., August 24, the duration of 
which was not determined. * , 

Captain Ludlow witnessed an eruption of the Fountain in 1875, and 
describes it as follows: 

The water, of a deep azure hue and a surprising clearness, was rising gradually but 
constantly to the level of its scalloped and ornamented rim, constantly becoming hot- 
ter and hotter, with bubbles of steam escaping more and more rapidly. Ebullition 
began near the middle, and the geyser finally commenced tospout, throwing the water 
about in all directions and to heights varying from 10 to 50 feet. The display con- 
tinued for over an hour, and we left 1t playing, but with gradually diminishing force. 
Meanwhile other smaller geysers in the vicinity played from time to time, all appar- 
ently independent of each other. t 
Ee 

* Report of Reconnaissance of Northwest Wyoming in 1873 by Capt. W. A. Jones, 
pp. 245, 6. f 

+ Reconnaissance from Carroll, Mont., to Yellowstone National Park in 1875, by Capt. 
W. Ludlow, p. 25. 
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The following are the observations of Professor Comstock and myself: 

| 
Eruption | z 

Observer. Date. besa | Duration. 

ze | i 

h. ™. Minutes, 
TOMS toc ey I As SU Ut Pos eS SS LS a Aug. 23, 1873 4.40 p.m. 60 

BD) ee tera se ela eet YIN et eta cla acne mao Aa aici a ety Aug. 24, 1873 7.30 a.m. 60 
SW) ep rirets eu ei ratieiavetaie eiseictate tee eicia arate al mere eap eee ea LRN LG Aug. 24, 1873 USO” RG fooeosoakacce 

TEASE ey Co ra NE NE re SAIN LGA ea ee a Oct. 1,1878 3.50 p.m. 17 
1DXG) Ae oe ae Bay SCC AU REMC CCH ARC GOT SHEE See Ge eEEe ae Oct. 2,1878} 12.11$ p.m. 19 
1 YOY eS rte a pepe Hat A ea ER a Re nA Oct. 5,1878 3-205 poms | seseeeeeee 

These obeservations are of course too limited to base any law upon 
them but they may be of use in the future, and they are therefore re- 
corded. 

It appears probable that there are about six eruptions in the twenty- 
four hours, although the geyser has not been studied constantly nor 
closely enough yet to determine thisfact. In 1871 we were of the opinion 
that they occurred every twelve hours, but even in that year we were 
not sure that we saw all the consecutive eruptions. The duration ap- 
pears to be very variable. In 1871 it is was noted as 45 minutes; in 1872, 
30 minutes; in 1872, 60 minutes; in 1875, over an hour; and in my obser- 
vations of 1878 only 17 to 19 minutes. in 1871 the lowered state of the 
water, until just before the eruption, was also noticed, and the time of 
the preparatory bubbling was noted as about an hour. We could not 
devote time enough to determine this in 1878. The following note is 
trom Col. P. W. Norris’s report for 1881, page 57: 

Fountain.—Unusually had an eruption each forenoon, those observed being of from 10 
to 15 minutes’ duration, with water column from 60 to 90 feet high, and very spreading. 

No. 11. Jet Geyser.—This geyser was named in 1872, but not described, 
and in 1873 Professor Comstock called it Impulsive Geyser. Itis a short 
distance south of the Fountain, and has a beaded basin 20 feet in diam- 
eter, which slopes to a funnel which has an orifice at the bottom only 
about a foot wide. When in action the basin fills, and the water is 
thrown out in all directions, with every now and then a perpendicular jet 
which reaches 10 or 15 feet above the basin. The water is fearfully 
agitated, and there is a throbbing noise under the surface. The wind 
blows the column sideways, but at intervals a jet appears to be pro- 
jected with extreme violence. After the eruption is over, the water 
sinks outof sight. Professor Comstock describes the eruption witnessed 
by him as follows: 

At first it sputtered sullenly, and the water was thrown upward but a little dis- 
tance, but gradually the action became more rapid and violent, a small jet occasion- 
ally rising with considerable force to a height of 15 feet. The contents of the bowl 
were thoroughly agitated, but the greatest activity occurred in the center, the jet 
being thrown, as it were, through the middle of the main mass ejected, which may 
be likened to fountain." 

The data obtained are not sufficient to determine the period of this 
geyser, but it is probably frequent in its action. On October 1 I saw 
one eruption that lasted 25 minutes. On the 2d an eruption lasting 19 
minutes was observed, and after it ended the water was sucked into the 

* Report of Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming in 1873, by Capt. W. A. Jones, 
p. 244° 

{In Colonel Gregory’s report to General Sheridan (in Report of Expedition through 
the Big Horn Mountains, Yellowstone National Park, etc., in 1881; Washington, 1882) 
the Fountain is said to have played August 24, 1881, the action lasting 45 minutes. 
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tube. In 1873 the eruption witnessed by Professor Comstock lasted two 
hours. The following are the temperatures I obtained: 

Temper- 
Time. oyiipeeey Remarks. 

OF. 
11. 22 a. m. 198 Water is rising and bubbling, with occasional steam bulges 

and spurts. This is 57 minutes before the eruption. 
12. 05p. m. 193 Water still rising. 
1. 36 p. m. 197 Water is rising. 

The first eruption ended 5 minutes after an eruption of the Fountain 
began, which occurred 20 minutes after the Jet began. When the sec 
ond one was observed, the Fountain began nearly 27 minutes before the 
Jet began to spout, and it ended before the eruption of the Jet ceased. 
There is therefore, probably, no connection between the two geysers. 

No. 12 was spouting continuously during the first eruption of the Jet, 
and during the second it was quiet; and in the eruptions noted by Pro- 
fessor Comstock in 1873 the two ceased action almost simultaneously, so ~ 
that between these two also there is a lack of sympathy, although Pro- 
fessor Bradley in 1872 thought there was sympathy between their action 
and the Fountain. He says: 

I stood one morning upon the mound of Fountain Geyser, in the Lower Basin, whose 
pool was filled to overflowing, and was watching a vehement steam jet a hundred 
ards away, on the lower slopes of the terrace. Suddenly this ceased, and at the same 

instant Fountain commenced playing. * * * This continued for about 30 min- 
utes, and then ceased rather abruptly; as suddenly the steam jet commenced again. 
About 20 minutes later it ceased again, and a small pool [Jet Geyser] a few yards 
from Fountain, which had been empty before the latter’s eruption, but partially filled 
by its overtiow, immediately began to boil and spit water from 5 to 10 feet high, and 
continued intermittently for a half hour or more. During its periods of moderate 
boiling the steam jet opened again, but ceased when the boiling became more violent. * 

This apparent sympathetic action was only a coincidence, as more ex- 
tended observations have shown. 

No. 12. Spasm Geyser.—This, which is rather a spouting spring than 
@ geyser, was named by Professor Comstock in 1873. It has a yellow, 
rather shallow, basin 25 feet long by 12 feet wide. It has a gray edge, 
and is handsomely ornamented on the edge and in the basin. The water 
is spurted from a hole at one end and rarely attains a height over 2 or 
3 feet. When seen on the Ist of October it was spurting continuously 
from the time we arrived, about two o’clock, until we left, at half-past 
four. On the 2d it was in action part of the time we were near it, and 
part of the time it was quiet. The temperature in the basin was 176° F., 
and in the spouting hole 184° F. It receives the overflow from the Jet 
Geyser. 

No. 13. Clepsydra Geyser.—This geyser was named by Professor Com- 
stock in 1873 from its fancied regularity. He says: 

Like the ancient water-clock of that name, it marks the passage of time by the dis- 
charge of watcr.t 

It has a central cone which is 15 feet in length, 10 feet in width, and 
3 feet in height. In this cone, which is beautifully beaded, the orifice is 
about2 by 3feet. To the right of it, 7. e., in the direction of the Fountain, 
is a large yellow-lined orifice, which has an opening into the main cone, 

* Report U.S. Geol. Surv. for 1872, p. 235. 
t set of Reconnaissance in Northwestern Wyoming in 1873, by Capt. W. A. Jones, 

Pw edo. 
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and when the latter is in operation the water spurts from it into this 
orifice and the overflow pours from it into a depressed basin in old gray 
geyserite, just to the east close toit. At the west end, at the foot of the 
cone, is a white-lined, shallow basin, in which the water has a depth of 
an inch. In this basin, near the cone, is a bowl] measuring 3 by 4 feet, 
from which the water is continuously spouting and bulging, sometimes 
reaching a height of 5 or 6 feet. This bowl has periods of quiescence 
which appear to be independent of those in the main geyser, spouting 
sometimes when the latter is quiet and sometimes when it is in action. 
The temperature in this poolis192° F. The entire length of the geyser, 
ineluding the pool and the depressed hole, is 45 feet. The main cone 
spouts in a spasmodic manner with vigorous spurts which reach a height 
of 10 to 25 feet, and even 30 feet at times. On October 1 it was in action 
from two o’clock until half-past four. How long before this it had been 
spouting I cannot tell, nor how long it lasted after I left. At 11.30a.m 
on the 2d it was spouting as when I left it the previous evening, and it 
was still in action when [ left, at 1.40 p.m. In six minutes there were 
388 spurts, which is an average of one about every 10 seconds. The in- 
tervals were from 3 to 26 seconds, the longer intervals being at about 
every seventh one. Professor Comstock gives the interval as about 
every 3 minutes. The geyser was in action constantly during his visit 
to it (a period of about two hours and a half). On October 5, when I 
noted an eruption of the Fountain, this geyser was perfectly quiet, so 
that itis not a constant geyser, as Professor Comstock supposed. 

No. 14 is a bubbling pool between the Clepsydra and the Gore Springs. 
No. 15 is an unimportant hole which receives some of the overflow from 
the Fountain. 

Gore Springs—I have given this name to a group of springs near 
the edge of the terrace, which are characterized by an abundant de- 
posit of ferric oxide, which gives a gory appearance to the surround- 
ings. ‘There are altogether about a dozen springs and pools. To one 
of them (e) Professor Comstock has given the name of Fitful Geyser, 
although it spouts only a foot or two. It has intervals of quiet, the 
duration of which was not determined. Several of the springs besides 
are spurters, but none throw the water to a height of more than 2 feet. 

No. 16. This is a spouting spring on the line of a fissure in the mound 
near the edge, just below the Gore Springs; a and b are on the same 
fissure. 

This completes the springs that are on the Fountain terrace, or platean. 
At the foot of it, south of No. 13, is No. 29, a large cavern-like spring 
with a pool. No. 30 is here also, and beyond this is a wide flat with 
smnall springs and numerous steam vents. Following around the edge 
of the terrace to the west and northward we find the remaining springs 
of the group (Nos. 17-28). Several of these are very large, and a num, 
ber are spouters of considerable size, and one or two are probably gey- 
sers of considerable power, although they were not seen in action. 

Nos. 17 (Back spring), 17), and No. 19 are three openings or bowls in 
@ large, somewhat irregular basin; No. 17 is a boiling spring and 17bis 
quiet; No. 19 receives overflow from them. Outside of the bowls the 
basin is shallow. It was difficult to obtain the temperatures in these 
bowls as they were some distance from the rim of the basin. | 

No. 18 is a handsome, large pool or basin with two bowls, each about 
20 feet in diameter, with beautiful blue-tinted water. The basin is 
white. and marble-like with a yellow ornamented rim of fungoid-like 
mosses. At one side there is a spouting hole, from which the water is 
spurted occasionally. This hole is about 6 inches in diameter. At 
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times the water of No. 18 evidently connects with that of No. 17. No. 
18a is one of the two large cavern-like bowls in the basin, and is theonly 
one in which I could obtain the temperature. Back of No. 18 are a num- 
ber of sizzling holes. 

Nos. 2U-23 are back of No. 17 and are sufficiently described in the 
table. 

Nos. 24 and 25 are back of No. 18. They are really within the limits 
of one basin when full of water. No. 25 spouts irregularly to the height 
of a foot or two. 

No. 26. This is a large pool, probably a geyser, north of No. 18. It 
was estimated to be about 100 feet in diameter. It has a gray basin, 
in which there is a fissure over which the water has a greenish hue. 
The temperature (169° F.) was taken at the edge of the basin. 

No. 27 includes a number of springs on the line of a fissure. They 
represent only a few of the springs on the flat. The surface is perfor- 
ated with steam holes and bubbling and spouting springs. No. 274 is 
one of those nearest to No. 28. No. 31 is in the opposite direction. 

No. 28. This one of the handsomest springs on the lower level. It is 
somewhat irregular in shape, 100 feet in length by 39, 50, and 75 feet 
in width, and has a white, scalloped, overhanging edge. As far as seen 
it is a quiet spring, no boiling centers having been noted. It receives 
some of its water from the subgroup on the Fountain terrace. It has 
& beautiful sky-blue hue over the deeper parts of the pool. The tem- 
perature (157° F.) was taken on the edge. 

No. 28a is a circular spring, 4 feet in diameter, with a grayish-white 
basin and yellow and white rim. From the center of this basin a small 
jet of water is thrown a couple of feet into the air. 

The map made in 1871 shows only seventeen springs in this group, and 
af these No. 4 is the only one in which I can compare the temperature. 
In 1871 it had a temperature of 140° F., and in 1878, 120° F. On the ter- 
race of the Fountain the springs are so crowded that is difficult to show 
them on the map, and in the fiat below only the most important are 
given on the accompanying map. 

FOURTH OR FISSURE GROUP. 

This group might well have been named the Lake Group, for it is 
characterized by hot lakes and ponds. A large quantity of water 
goes from the springs and ponds, flowing over steps and terraces in an 
intricate network of streams. Some of the latter are wide and deep, 
and are filled with a luxuriant vegetation. Below the lakes and ter- 
races the water spreads out on the flat and unites with the drainage 
from the springs about the White Dome Geyser. In this area there are 
large numbers of dead trees that have been killed by the flow of hot 
water. This group is interesting also as containing a few springs in 
which sulphur is deposited, which is rarely found to be the case in the 
Lower and Upper Geyser Basins. The springs are situated mainly on 
the sides of the ravine or valley in which the lower lake is situated, and 
at the east end of the main or upper lake. There are four lakes, the 
largest of which is about 1,000 feet long and 800 feet wide. There are 
two principal geysers, although the height to which they throw the 
water is not great. The following table contains the principal springs 
of the group: 
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Name or number 

12, Pink Cone Geyser 

US cescosecHssbaaceeae 

Baines h dice We 

Steady Geyser ...-... 
Ss BU Sema aece we wos 

* At one end. 

| Small hole 

Table of Fourth or Fissure Group. 
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Size of spring. 

Cone in which the water 
is 2 feet below top of 
the spring. 

5 by 10 feet; water in 
basin 2 by 3 feet, and 4 
feet below the top. 

were -- coc ece ---- 1c oe ee =e ee 

10 feet diameter-........ 
Basin 5 feet in diameter; 

orifice 1 by 2 feet. 

Cone 18 inches high, 
with orifice 2 feet in 
diameter. 

30 feet long; average 
width is 7 feet; great- 
est width is 10 feet. 

8 by 10 feet long 

.| 30 by 35 feet ; inside ba- 
sin is about 15 feet 
diameter. 

6 feet diameter; basin 
below is 5 by 15 feet. 

2 by 3 feet 

Smiallies ete: IAN 
7 feet diameter.......... 

3 feet by 18inches; water 
is 2 feet below top. 

ecw ee see ee ee ee eee eee ce 

we ete eee ee coeseccccc one. 

wwe ete te cet or eee eee cee cee 

eee eae ee ee em cece en ee 

Ome me enw me emcee pees wenn 

Ce ie Sei 

t Pool. 

Surface tem- 
perature. 

Time of obser- 

vation. 

Temperature 

of air. 

wee ccc meee 

185 

198 
144 

ene cen nome 

{In hole. 

ees ere een ey 

11.45 @ m. 
weccccucces 

10.45 am. | 43 

Bee 

.| Beautiful 

Remarks. 

These are on the south side of 
the marsh that is on the 
south side of the lakes. 

dl There are others in the 
marsh that were not taken. 

‘| Beautiful spring, with dark, 
green-tinted water. 

-| This cone is probably an old 
geyser. It is lined with 
globular masses. 

The walls are vertical, and the 
water bulges from an orifice 
of about a foot in diameter. 

-| Beaded Geyser, with other 
springs back of it. 

-| Quiet; white-lined spring. 
-| White-beaded flat basin. This 

is a geyser that spouts at 
times. 

-| Beautiful pink cone, with a 
second cone closeby; also, a 
small pool near it. 

Leathery-lined spring. 

-| Red springs, in which there is 
a _strong odor of sulphuret- 
ed hydrogen gas. 

.| Gray-lined spring thet gives 
off bubbles of sulphureted 
hydrogen gas. 

bluish-green tinted 
spring in sulphur-lined basin. 

.| Lemon-yellow, funnel-shaped 
spring, with iron-lined basin 
below; gives off hydrogen 
sulphureted gas. 

.| Inhard geyserite; bulges a lit- 
tle and gives off hydrogen 
sulphureted gas. There are 
other similar springs near 
this one. 

; Two outlets on hard deposits. 

Brown-lined basin in hard gey- 
serite; boils vigorously, and 
has considerable overflow. 

-| Fissure in hard geyserite. 

Rather quiet, brown-lined pool, 
with a hole at one end just 
outside of the pool. 

.| A red pool, receiving water 
from 24, which sinks in a 
shallow pool still further be- 
low. 

.| Fissure-like near the edge of 
the lake north of the Steady 
Geyser. 

.| A rather powerful egos 
.| Back of the Steady Geyser, and 

receives water from the 
springs above. 

Small bubbler. . 
..| Pool in the water-way fram 

Young Hopeful Geyser. 
White fissure. 
Blackish boiling spring, with 

pool below. 
Boiling spring. 
Blaek-lined pool. 

§In pool of geyser. 
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Table of Fourth or Fissure Growp—Continued. 

erature air. - Wame or number. Remarks. 

m 0} 
urface tem- perature. EE Time of obser- 

vation. 

| Te P 

lo) Ry 
52 | Spouting continuously when Moung Hopeful Gey (esse ee seas --eecece ees ee 

notes were taken. ser. 

32/5 (Guemy 1a. one ooee ose oe Soe Bese e IE |oosceoseecesllosss Bulges through a hole in gray 
geyserite. 

SF oa Gea pensod de sossHiel laosdadooKpeo mosueEeEosbbEE Git onsdacoceedelsaes Quiet pool. 
SObee esac esiseneeneeele ioopacossccodascobcessaad NYG losoodésocead|décn Boiling spring. 
BY (SEERA R ERE Ee se ced DESO neers SUE cee tener NEE) Se SeGence sa ears Boiling spring. 
BS BR ARER COE SO BE SeuS eal lOdno ae aaa cee Seas acs aeaeeae OO ce eae ----| Quiet. 
BWassootocsetcoos st068 10 feet diameter....... GOH Peete SaHE 
AQ ee eae oe eS Cea Meee ee cereale na euee ais WY |e snososos6en -.--| Boiling spring. 
Abs cees me PR ee 7 feet diameter........-- IO odcoaneadeas ----| Black-lined fannel-shaped 

spring on opposite side of 
lake from Young Hopeful. 

Dy ooo no sone conesesage 3 feet diameter.......... HAD Nocosoo eases ----| Quiet, black spring. 
Ee SOP SE Der ic eaOrnoS Beenie cabins economia val LOOy| seeee oiiecees .---| Red-lined@pring in the grass. 

There are other small holes 
near this. 

BAe eS Soe eee 12 feet diameter....-.... 140 | 1.15 p. m.-.| 48 | Small greenish spring. 
ye a ae a Raye Saleebememaenecroccelsenewelinowousoemed ale ot | Turbid boiling spring. 
AO oie noes cre peer cera vata ERR ee ly Ss IE ees BP) le sRosnccubedloeee Quiet pool. 
Mesa aeacces >a 20 teetiGiametenys onset: GOW Seva cree ele Sulpaoriined spring. 
Ce ESRC ASCOnOrOn oA Pap iieTh (GUENING F) ope oanoe|| Ws) lesacooaancee|scae Pink-beaded basin: yellow- 

beaded one. 
BOS. is ccotececsceunee 2 feet triangular; sides | 185 |............|--.- 

to orifice. : 
BR) ote cosccns ase Sieeu ameter neseess| ili lesa scesoesae| sea. White and yellow-edged 

spring. 
Dives os ssees seen Diby Giteebsscense saa (Q) 196) \poasacsceeea|a eal IWihite ‘basin with two open- 

|? 186 ings. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Springs Nos. 1 to 5 are on the south side of the ravine, and are the 
first met with on coming from the White Dome. They are at the foot 
of the hills in very marshy ground. Besides these there are others, as 
the map indicates, but it was impossible to reach them on account of 
the treacherous nature of the soil. 

Nos. 6 to 11 form a cluster on the opposite or north side of the valley 
orravine. They are situated on a mound of hard deposit, on which 
No. 6 is the central and most important spring. 

No. 6 has a beautiful basin, 10 by 15 feet, of irregular shape, in which 
the water has a dark-green tint. The rim extends over the spring in 
great scallops, on which the water stands to a depth of half an inch or 
so. This is white and yellow, and forms an outer basin 3 to 4 inches 
above the general level outside. The spring constantly bubbles and 
boils at one end and sends the water in waves over the scalloped rim. 
The temperature was 201° F. 

No. 9. Bead Geyser is a spouting geyser with a beautifully-beaded tube. 
No data were obtained as to the height, duration, or interval, as our 
stay was too short to allow of much time being devoted to it. 

No. 11 is a spouting spring on the water-way from No.6. It has a 
beaded flat basin. 

No. 12. Pink Cone Geyser.—This is a beautiful rose-tinted cone 18 inches 
in height and about 5 feet in diameter. The orifice is round, measuring 
2 feet in diameter. It is beautifully beaded, and the cauliflower-like 
formation is strong evidence that it has periods of eruption. It has 
never been seen in action, and therefore nothing is known as to its in- 
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terval nor height of its column. Balls of geyserite are found ina fissure 
close by, and there is a second smaller cone and a pool. 

Springs Nos. 13 to 18 are situated on a flat north of the main Hot Lake. 
Hastward from this flat there extends a valley which has a deposit of 
broken fragments of geyserite, which is overgrown with pines. A ridge 
separates this valley from the ravine in which the springs already de- 
scribed are situated, and another ridge separates the western end from 
the Mud Puffs. Most of the springs in this cluster have sulphur in their 
basins. 

No. 13 is a leathery-lined spring or pool 30 by 10 feet. In the grass 
above it are several red springs, the principal one of which (No. 14) has 
two bubbling basins which give off sulphureted hydrogen, and in wi 
the water has a temperature of 127° F. Still farther above is No. 15 
gray-lined sulphur spring with a high temperature (197° F.). Baw 
this spring and the lake are sulphur-coated spots. 

No. 16 is a handsome spring of bluish-green tinted water in a sulphur- 
lmed basin of 15 feet diameter. There is an outer basin which measures 
30 by 35 feet, and beyond this the water reaches to a distance of 6 or 8 
feet on a brown- coated area. The spring has a white rim, and the out- 
let is coated with iron oxide. Sulphureted hydrogen is given off, and 
the area outside the spring has sulphur holes in it. The water bubbles 
slightly and has a temperature of 151° F. 

In the grass surrounding these springs there are others, and in the 
timber back of them are several with hard, mound-like basins. 

The springs next described are east of the Steady Geyser, and are in- 
cluded under Nos. 19 to 27. Nos. 19 and 20 are not shown on the map. 
They are two small hot streams coming out of a hard deposit without 
basins, and flowing into a red basin in marshy ground ‘The rest of these 
springs are sufficiently described in the table. 

Steady Geyser.—This geyser was named in 1871 from the constant ac- 
tion of the column. It is close to the edge of the small lake which is 
just east of the main Hot Lake. The water is projected with rather 
steady force in an oblique direction from the side of an irregular mass 
of deposit that forms a mound a couple of feet in height. The deposits 
are not remarkable either for beauty or quantity. Most of the water 
falls into the small Hot Lake. There is no well-defined column of water, 
but an irregular, splashing mass that appears to be pushed out with 
great violence. <A great quantity of steam accompanies it, and the ex- 
treme height attained is not over 30 feet. Usually the height is from 
10 to 15 feet. It was impossible to take the temperature of the water, 
but in the pool just south of the geyser a temperature of 195° F.was ob- 
tained. In the lake the temperature was 142° F. The latter drains into 
the largelake. Just south of the Steady Geyser is a small spouter which 
appears to be in constant action. 

Back of the geyser are a number of pools and springs, some of which 
are on the drainage lines that come from the lake near which Young 
Hopeful Geyser is located. These springs, as well as those near the 
lake just south of the Steady Geyser, are sufficiently described in the 
table. 

Young Hopeful Geyser.—This small geyser was so named by Professor 
Bradley in 1872, and appears to be a constantly acting geyser. It is 
near the edge of the Upper Lake, and has a flat basin, lined with nodu- 
lar masses of deposit, which is brilliantly colored, orange, yellow, and 
cream colors being mixed with the white. The central orifice is about 
2 by 3 feet. The temperature is 175° F. The spouting is rather irreg- 
ular. When I saw it it appeared to be continuous. Professor Bradley 
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says it spurts from 2 to 10 feet high for from 65 to 80 seconds, with quiet 
intervals of about the same length. Professor Comstock, who saw it in 
1873, says it spouted irregularly, with active and quiescent epochs of 
one or two minutes’ duration, and gives the height as 3 to nearly 10 feet. 
I estimated the height as 5, 10, and 15 feet. Itis doubtful if it ever ex- 
ceeds 20 feet. Beyond the geyser is a red pool, and back of it a small 
geyser which I have named. 

No. 34. Gray Bulger.—It spurts to the height of a few inches only at 
intervals of 45 to 60 seconds, the spoutings or bulgings lasting from 30 
to 40 seconds. 

At the east end of the lake is a collection of springs (Nos. 35 to 39), 
which do not merit specific description. Several of them are boiling 
springs. Beyond them is a brownish laminated rock which appears to 
be an old spring deposit. 
On the north side of the lake, opposite Young Hopeful, are several 

unimportant springs (Nos. 41 to 43), and a number of holes in the grass. 
Returning now to the Lower Lake, we find in the timber on the edge of 

the ravine or valley south of the Steady Geyser a circular, green-lined 
spring (No. 44), and still farther west a collection of sulphur springs 
(Nos. 45 to 47). Thesandstone deposits near this latter cluster are honey- 
combed and riddled like the sandstones near some of the springs in the 
Shoshone Basin. Professor Bradley found similar perforated sand- 
stones near the Architectural Geyser or Great Fountain in the Fifth 
Group just South of the locality in which these springs occur. He thinks 
that it represents on a small scale the process by which the basins of 
the springs are formed.* 

Crossing now to the north side of the valley below the terraces, and 
skirting the hills on that side as we go to the westward and northward 
towards the Fountain Group, we find four interesting springs (Nos. 48 to 
51), which I have ineluded in this group. 

No. 48 is a pink-beaded basin 25 feet in diameter on the outside and 
15 feet in the inner basin. The water was 10 feet below the top, and 
had a temperature of 186° F. The basin and throat of this geyser are 
beautifully frosted and beaded. The orifice is triangular, measuring 3 
feet on the sides. The height to which it spouts is 15 or 20 feet, as ob- 
served on the one occasion on which it was seen in action. Farther 
along is No. 49, a cone with atriangular orifice. Northwest of the latter 
is No. 50, a white mound spring with yellow edge; steam escapes with 
a thumping noise. 

No. 51 is a beautiful white basin (5 by 6 feet) with two openings, one 18 
inches in diameter and the other 8. The latter (a) bulges, and has a 
temperature of 196° F’., while the former is 186° F. The water rises and 
falls in the basin in pulsations. 

FIFTH OR WHITH DOME GROUP. 

South of the springs last described, under the fourth group, is a wide, 
flat area, partly marshy and covered with broken geyserite, over which 
an intricate network of small streams from the Fissure Group inter- 
lace with others coming from the south, and which have their origin ina 
group of springs surrounding a cone that forms a conspicuous object in 
the landscape. This cone was named the White Dome Geyser in 1871, 
and from it the group of springs is named. South of it the valley nar- 
rows into a ravine, which is lined with hot springs, which I have in. 

*See Report of U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, p. 235. 
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cluded in the same group. The stream from this ravine, instead of 
flowing past the White Dome to join the stream from the Fissure Group, 
as was formerly supposed and shown on all previous maps, turns to the 
westward in the neighborhood of the Great Fountain, and disappears 
in the timber, to reappear on the banks of the Fire Hole, opposite the 
marshy lakes, with a diminished supply of water, most of it having been 
lost in marshes in the passage through the woods. This has been 
one of the reasons why the stream has not been recognized before. Mr. 
Mushbach followed and discovered this fact this year, although it had 
been suspected by Mr. Holmes. In this group we have the largest and 
most active geyser in the Lower Geyser Basin, beside the only true 
geyser cone or mound of any height that at all resembles those of the 
Upper Basin. 

The springs extend up the ravine in small groups, somewhat isolated, 
to a distance of about 1,500 feet above the Great Fountain. There are 
two falls of 7 feet and 10 feet, respectively, on the stream. Below the 
White Dome, on the plain, there are a number of trees that have been 
killed by the action of the hot water, and their bases are coated with a 
white deposit of silica, which has_ been carried up from the base of the 
tree in the water by capillary action and left by the evaporation of the 
water, and not, as Professor Comstock supposes, by deeper floods of sili- 
ceous water. 
According to my usual plan, I now give the springs of the group. The 

temperatures of about 62 springs were taken, although there are per- 
haps more than that number of springs, all not being enumerated : 
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* This group of springs (1a to v) is on a broad, flat space below the White Dome Geyser. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

No. 1 includes a lot of small springs, mostly round and flat, without 
marked rims. There are also pools of standing water, with red linings. 
ais a thumping spring. Temperatures in this cluster in 1871 were 
162° F., 175° F., 162° F., 153° F. Between this cluster and the White 
Dome are two red-lined springs at the edge of the mound of deposit 
that surrounds the White Dome, and on the platform of the latter, prin- 
cipally on the northwest side, are a number of holes and steam vents. 

White Dome Geyser.—(Plate IX.) This rather dilapidated cone repre- 
sents the condition of old age in a geyser, its deposits being soft and 
crumbling, evidently decaying. It is about 25 feet in height, resting on 
a platform of deposit. Steam escapes from the sides and from the ori- 
fice ontop. It spouts irregularly about 5 or 6 feet, occasionally reaching 
10 or 12 feet. There is very little water ejected, steam mingled with 
spray predominating. The geyser is evidently in a state of decay, and 
the deposits are dingy-gray in color. An old channel shows that once it 
was a powerful geyser. Steam escapes with gentle force almost con- 
stantly. No temperature was obtained, as the water was too far below the 
top to be readily measured. Professor Comstock gives the following 
description of the deposits of the Dome: 

The material of the mound at this point is a very compact, flinty variety of geyser” 
ite, arranged irregularly in plates, with a clearopal appearing inspots. The exterior 
is covered with a dark-brown growth of a scummy substance, which turns black upon 
drying, and a perceptible pink tinge, with a few touches of green, are found beneath 
and in patches. The recent mechanical deposits about the mouth of the chimney are 
compactly granular, breaking readily into coarse, uneven joints along no particular 
lines. The surface contour is irregular, and the whole, when wet, has very much the 
appearance of a massof white commercial sponge of a mixed variety, i. e., an average 
mass with frequent spots of a very fine-pored variety. In an ordinary light, small 
piecessometimes have a dingy aspect,much like the color of coarse granular salt recently 
removed from a saturated greasy brine, but this changes to an extremely delicate 
pinkish hue in the full play of the sunlight.* 

No. 2 marks the site of several cones and springs on the platform a 
little east of south from the “‘ White Dome.” The water in the cones was 
below the surface when examined. One of them spurts water and steam 
in a jet to the height of 3 or 4 feet. One of the springs (b) has a basin 
7 feet in diameter, in which, 2 feet below the surface, at the bottom of a 
globular-edged cavity, there is an orifice a foot in diameter. This is 
orange-colored, and from it the water comes in bulges, with a tempera- 
ture of 196° I’. The surface of the platform in several places near these 
springhs as caved in. 

No. 3 is a collection of holes in the surface west of the Great Fount- 
ain, with very high temperatures (2004-201° F.). 

Great Fountain or Architectural Geyser.—(Plates X and XI.) This 
geyser was named Architectural in 1871 and renamed the Great Fount- 
ain in 1872, which is by far the preferable name, and the one that will 
probably be retained. It is probably the unknown geyser of Professor 
Comstock (see p. 248 of his report). It isa bowl or basin on a platform 
of geyserite, which is composed of beautifully ornamented gevserite, 
well shown in Plate XI. The following description by Mr. W. H. Holmes 
is taken from my report for 1872 (p. 144): 

During our somewhat protracted stay in the lower basin I found time to observe 
pretty carefully all the geysers of any considerable importance. Among the six or 
eight which throw columns of water to the height, say, of 30 feet, there is only one that 
possesses the dignity and grandeur of the great geysers of the Upper Basin. Although, 

*Report of Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoning in 1873, p. 247. 
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in some respects, it is much inferior to its more popular rivals, in others it is cer- 
tainly superior. In approaching the crater of this geyser the observer is not at first 
impressed with its importance, as the outer rim of the basin, or rather table—in the 
center of which the fissure is situated—is raised but two or three feet above the gen- 
eral level. This elevated part I should estimate to be upwards of 120 feet in diame- 
ter, and, with the exception of the crater, it is built up nearly to a level with the 
border. The surface, formed entirely of siliceous deposit, is diversified by ap infinite 
number of forms and colors. The depressed parts in some places are so level and 
white and hard that a name could be engraved as easily and as well as upon the bark 
of a beech tree. In others there are most exquisitely modeled basins and pockets, 
with ornamented rims, and filled with perfectly transparent water, through which 
thousands of white pebbles of geyserite could be seen lying in the white, velvety 
bottoms. Rising above the general level are innumerable little masses and nodes of 
cauliflower-like and beaded silica, standing out of the shallow water like so many 
islands. Those near'the crater swell into very large, rounded masses. The whole 
surface is so solid that I walked, by stepping from one elevation to another, up to the 
very brink of the fissure, where I looked down with no little apprehension into the 
seething caldron, where, 12 or 15 feet below, was a mass of dark-green water in a 
state of constant agitation, threatening an eruption. The crater is about 10 feet in 
diameter, lined with an irregular coating of beaded silica. The water soon began to 
rise, plunging from side to side in great surges, sending up masses of steam and emit- 
ting angry, rumbling sounds. This demonstration caused a precipitate retreat on 
my part to the border of the basin, thinking that I could appreciate the beauties of 
a scalding shower-bath better from that point of view. 
An irregular mass of water was thrown into the air in the utmost confusion, spread- 

ing out at every angle and whirling in every direction, some jets rising vertically to the 
height of 60 or 80 feet, then separating into large glistening drops and falling back into 
the whirling mass of water and steam ; others shooting at an angle of 45° and falling 
upon the islands and pools 30 or 40 feet from the base. The eruptive force, for a mo- 
ment, dies away and the water sinks back into the tube. Then, with another tremen- 
dous effort, a second body of water is driven into the air, but with a motion so much 
more simple than before that the whole mass assumes a more regular form and is like 
a great fountain with a thousand jets, describing curves almost equal on all sides and 
forming a symmetrical whole more varied and more grand than any similar werk 
by man. The intermittent action continues for nearly an hour, but is so constantly 
changing that at no two moments during that time are the forms or movements 
the same. The eruptions are repeated at irregular intervals of a few hours, and 
are not known to vary essentially from the manner of action here described; yet I 
have good reason to believe that at certain times there isa much greater exhibition 
of power. It must be borne in mind that all the elevations, such as the tubes, 
rims, and mounds about the crater of a geyser, are built by the evaporation of the 
water, and the portion of surface covered by the beaded silica indicates precisely the 
area over which the erupted water falls. Inno case did I observe the water fall outside 
of a circle of 60 feet in diameter, and the additional force necessary to scatter it over 
twice that amount of surface must produce a display truly magnificent. That this 
display actually occurs is attested by one of our mountaineers, and almost demon- 
strated by the extent of the beaded surface. During the earlier part of the eruption 
a considerable quantity of water flows over the rim and down the sides, where it has 
formed a series of basins somewhat similar in form and color to those at the springs on 
Gardiner’s River. Falling from one to another of these, it passes off down the slope 
and joins a large stream of hot water which issues from a steady spring not far away. 

Plate XI a shows some of the ornamental forms. The exact height 
of the column has never been measured, nor has the interval been accu- 
rately determined, because the geyser is quite a long distance from the 
camping place, and the various groups of the basin are at such great 
distances from each other that we did not have time to devote to this 
geyser to the exclusion of the other springs. Dana and Grinnell saw 
this geyser in action twice in 1875, They say: 

The discharge took place in the evening, and was repeated again in the morning, 
lasting each time about 45 minutes. There was no single stream thrown toa great 
height, but a continued, confused mass of jets was thrown in all directions, with occa- 
sional spurts to a height of 30 or 40 feet. From its very irregularity it seemed to us 
one of the most attractive of the small geysers. * 

We saw one eruption in 1871 estimated to be about 100 feet in height. 
No. 4.—This is an irregular-bordered spring, 18 feet in length and 8 

* Ludlow’s Report. 
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feet in width at the widest part. In the bottom are two basins or ori- 
fices, one of which is yellow and the other black. The latter is the bub- 
bling center of the spring, and is the point at which the temperature of 
197° F. was noted. Below the spring are oozing spots and cavities in 
the deposit. 

No. 5.—This is a spouting spring, with a basin 10 feet by 12 feet, sur- 
ivanded by a bright-yellow rim. In the center of the basin are two i ir- 
regular fissure-like orifices. There are two outlets or water-ways to this 
spring, one of which carries the water to the north and the other to the 
south. 

No. 6. Terrace Spring—This spring is easily recognized by its high 
mound, which is south of the Great Fountain. On the summit of the 
terrace-like mound is the spring, an oval basin measuring 8 feet by 12 
feet. Itis very deep, and the water has a dark, inky-green tint, almost 
black in places, The rim around the spring is raised from 3 to 5 inches, 
and formed of pointed masses of geyserite, which are yellow inside and 
grayish-white outside. At oneend of the basin the water is in ebulli- 
tion, and has a temperature of 201° F. 

Beauty Spring.—This spring, whichis one of the handsomest basins in 
the Lower Geyser Basin, was described as follows by Mr. Holmes in my 
report for 1872: 

It is isolated from the neighboring springs and nestled in against an abrupt bank, 
so obscured by tall pines that the visitor is liable to pass it by unnoticed. In ap- 
proaching from the creek I passed up a gradually ascending slope down which the 
water flows, covering in its meanderings more than an acre “of ground, and leaving 
wherever it touches, brilliant streams of color. About a hundred yards (?) from the 
creek I came upon the spring, the waters of which stand nearly on a level with the 
surrounding surface. Approaching the border, I looked down into the blue, mysteri- 
ous depth and watched the large bubbles of steam slowly rising to the surface and 
passing off into the air. The ‘larger of these bubbles would lift up a considerable 
quantity of water, sometimes to the height of 3 or 4 feet, producing a kind of spas- 
modic boiling, and dashing a succession of waves against ‘the rim. The spring issur- 
rounded by an irregular rim, which stands a few inches above the general level of the 
water. The basin is 20 feet long and 10 feet wide, one end being narrower and par- 
tially separated from the main Dasin by an irregular row of beaded islands and pro- 
jections. 

Although the spring and basin are very chaste and delicate in form as well as color, 
there are other springs more beautiful in those respects. But when I ascended the 
bank and looked down upon the spring and its surroundings, I concluded, without the 
least hesitation, that I had never seen anything so uniquely beautiful. On the upper 
side of the spring, next to the bank, the water in overtlowing ran into large shallow 
pools, painting whatever it touched with the colors of the rainbow. Beds of rich, 
creamy white and rich yellows were interlaid with patches of siennas and purples, and 
divided up and surrounded by the most fantastic patterns of delicate grays and rich 
browns. On theside next the creek the running water has made anetwork of streams. 
In those where the water is still hot the colors are bright, varying from a creamy 
white to the brightest yellows, but as the water becomes cooler, farther down, the 
colors grow darker and richer, the siennas greatly predominating, while the basins 
of the larger pools are stained with still darker colors, frequently of a purple tint, and 
reflecting ‘the picturesque groups of pines on their dark surfaces. \ Scattered irreeularly 
over the whole surface are numberless little areas of dry deposit, from which the 
brighter tints have faded, but which still retain such a great variety of purple and 
blue grays that the harmony of the whole field of color is complete. 

This spring, so well described by Mr. Holmes, is on the west side of 
the creek, and has periodical bulgings at intervals of a few minutes. 
The steam escapes with a throbbing pulsation. The temperature, 194° 
F., was taken on the edge. 

White Spot Spring. —This i is a small, unimportant spring on the side 
of the hill west of the Beauty Spring. Its temperature was not taken, 
and it is therefore not included in the table. 
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No. 7 marks the location of a cluster of springs and steam vents near 
the creek on the north side, not far below No. 5. No. 8 is at the upper 
end of the cluster, in which there is a violent bulger (8 e), which has a 
triangular opening in laminated deposit. Its temperature is 199° F. 
On the opposite side of the creek (opposite Nos. 7 and 8) there are several 
springs not included in the table. 

Springs Nos. 9-18 form a cluster, all but one of which is on the same 
side of the creek as No.8, but farther south. They are principally located 
on a mound of deposit. 

No. 9. This is a diamond-shaped pool 18 feet long and 8 feet wide, in 
which the water has a green tint, which contrasts well with the white 
basin in which it is contained. It is near the base of the mound, rather 
close to the creek, and has a temperature of 178° F. 

No. 10 is on the summit of the mound, and is a very handsome cavern- 
like spring, with a white yellow-lined border surrounding greenish- 
tinted water. It is irregular in shape, measuring 20 by 30 feet in its 
greatest dimensions. One end of the spring has a hammer-head shaped 
prolongation, in which there is a black center of ebullition, where the 
temperature is 199° F'., while in the pool it is only 182° F. Back of 
this spring is a ravine from which there flows a stream of pure, cold, 
drinkable water, which is an interesting fact to the visitor of this group, 
as in most parts of the basin he is in much the condition of Coleridge’s 
mariner, surrounded with water, but ‘‘not a drop to drink.” 

Crossing this cold stream or rivulet we find the remaining springs of 
the cluster. 

No. 11 is a nearly circular (9 feet diameter) gray-lined spring, with a 
white edge, in which the water has a bluish tint. The outlet is yellow 
lined. The water has a temperature of 181° F. 

No. 12 is a spring of low temperature (146° F.), and, as is usual im 
such springs, it is lined with a leathery-looking substance (probably a 
variety of viandite) of red and greenish-brown colors. 

No. 13 isa yellow and white lined basin, with rounded triangular sides, 
measuring, respectively, 4 feet, 5 feet, and 6 feet. 

Nos. 14-17 are sufficiently described in the table. 
No. 18 is on the opposite side of the creek, on the edge, and opens 

directly into it. 
The next cluster (19-23) is on the west or southwest side of the creek, 

farther up, and are raised but little above its level. 
No. 19 is a beautiful greenish spring, 15 feet in diameter, with a white 

border and a temperature of 182° F. It is back from the creek, next the 
edge of the timber. 

No. 20 is a bulging hole back of No. 21, with which it is connected. 
The water is thrown up in a splashing mass, and has a temperature of 
199° F’., whereas in No. 21 the temperature is only 163° F. 
A short distance above this cluster, on the same side of the creek, is 

another (Nos. 24 to 29). 
Nos. 25 and 26 are long and narrow, and appear to be openings into a 

subterranean outlet from No. 24. There are several holes in the cluster 
that are not included in the table. 

Some distance above this cluster, on the opposite (east) side of the 
creek, at the upper end of a small meadow, are three small basins, the 
Ppa one of which (No. 30) is a bulger and has a temperature of 

e aby 

Crossing the creek again, we find on the west side a cluster (Nos. 31, 
32) almost opposite No. 30. The principal spring (No. 31) is a large 
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triangular pool, lined with a vivid green deposit. It is at the base of 
the hill, and down the latter the water trickles into the spring over a 
red and green surface, the green being due to moss. The outlet of the 
spring has a white border in the grass. The temperature is only 157° F. 

No. 32 is a small gray-lined spring, without an outlet, and having a 
temperature of 176° F. 

No. 33 (Black Spring) is still farther up the creek on the west side, and 
is a clear spring, gushing from the side of the hill, 30 feet above the 
ereek level. It is surrounded by a bare spot, covered with a black de- 
posit, which spreads out over a large area on the slope below. It has a 
temperature of 162° F. 

No. 34 is a clear spring on the east bank of the creek, above the Black 
Spring, at the falls. It has a temperature of 1849 F. There are some 
dead pools in the grass above it, and also on the hill opposite are several. 
A small cone is noticeable. This spring is the last one noted in the 
ravine, although there are others above that are small and unimportant. 

No. 35 is a large round spring, hidden in the timber east of the White 
Dome. Itis about 40 feet in diameter and lined with brown leathery 
substance. Its temperature is 153° at the edge of the pool. 

I have tried to compare the temperatures of 1871 with those of this 
year, 1878, and the result is given in the table below, which, however, is 

far from being complete. No temperatures were taken here in 1872: 

Comparison of temperatures taken in the White Dome Group in 1871 and in 1878. 

Number and name. 1871. 1878. 

OF, oF, 
BIN Ospilrerteee hay aie Niele eintticic alpine ws Bia cicle Oia clueaions aldoie w cid Greet rer ear ane CHE ey TY ESNet 162-193 | 128-1993 
Greatehonm tame et es eee oe ee eee ee ee aU aa ius Lies ae 197 199 
MSO MUL OP LIMO eis eo cio oe Sctetemia dic asic cislore oie eserateretsp aerate enti eee eee ey age ree eee 190 194 
CUS TOTAGSI Re eo Goa eisicias osleedon cS cc chee lee cicte ere ee ere See ee ree eee ee aeertes 166-194 | 168-199 
(CIS Hehe a ED Yer er eae EV UC AK owen 184-187 | 163-199 
INTO S Oe ee ee ee ee SN CeO OER ARE aoe 180 189 
ANTON SA pi eeteiers cele sie aug Sar talea he Se I Ee eae poe era sents aioe mane ene melee aes 180 184 

About 42 temperatures were taken in 1871, but the above are all that 
I can positively identify as being the same springs. 

SIXTH OR RIVER GROUP. 

Although this group is perhaps the largest in the Lower Geyser Basin, 
it is the least important as far as geysers are concerned. It includes all 
the springs on both sides of the Fire Hole River from the mouth of 
Fairy Fall Creek to the mouth of Fountain Creek. The table contains 
147 temperatures, and these are by no means all that could have been 
obtained had time permitted. They are scattered over an areaof about 
1,300 yards by 500 or 600. In all the springs there is not one known 
geyser of any power, although there are many spitting or spouting 
springs which project the water to the height of a few feet. There are 
a number of the springs with small cone-like craters, and many large, 
handsome pools, with transparent water of beautiful blue and green 
tints. The springs present an infinite variety in structure; some are 
periodically agitated, others are constant boilers, and still others quiet 
pools, with gelatinous and leathery deposits. The ornamentation of 
their rims is varied and in most cases extremely handsome, as will be 
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seen from the descriptions of the most prominent springs, given after 
the table: 

Table of Sixth or River Group. 

Number and name. Size of spring. 

Surface tem- 
perature 

OF, 
1 Sees Seacamac see Small spring, spreading | 180 

out into pools in the 
marsh. 

eins Seiniam elas eee eee 3 feet diameter-..-....-..- 131 
Be set eee se eeeen | soateetiaiamebererass seem: 105 
4, Fortress or Conch| Cone 18 feet across, 2to | 201 

4 feet high. 
8 feet diameter--.....-.-.-- 163 

-| 10 feet diameter.......-. 108 

184 
180 
198 
175 

eee Pent cate festa al ote | tte eatata Ss of etcyorstarsictersyaiare totarers 150 
sc sisacesaseo nas cod ltasec ocr vieks aialceiiecsiciele 190 

biemiaecie=s 170 
eee eile afomiaia weet aie ete steels aa\sieerinloteeie ee 165 

Bicsiaa s'ajodat ase cackn| ee semrescocmee suseeen ce 198 
Wis ao dereiaiae wie. Sote [aise online G ineteeino eee ereceme 186 
Reis ea cleeeeme es wae ates ae oem na asec aie sae 178 
aja ode wae se a ee See ctotoee sistas ersyot am eiavelerc/rotiei 192 
BOISE CHEE PE Ad Vicon SEC anber Boece oeoetas 160 
Dua aicaw eo accsus sees | se deeeetiotececessncncesees 160 
Weiecdice so uc ate SS SSee eth selec eee acces 165 
SCORES C Bonar BOI ROE E COS ce Sobre Maree 180 
Bis sia’sla nia a aioie a na cata eee ein cso mine earmiacie 155 
COBO CE SOCIO OE lace: ocbbassseanodeetenTe 150 
BES Siok fal oraa ESSE foe semen eeioicias seo sores aes 178 

2 feet diameter -........ 185 
18 inches diameter ....-. 159 
10 feet diameter.-.-.-..... 117 
@} lOn7 Gl WeiGASdeGooseecee 163 
bifeetWlongmeesaeccaeccme 160 
2 feet. diameter-....-....| 115 
8 feet diameter on out- | 165 

side; 4 feet inside. 
Fh ee Se ae Smahiholeszece. -eesse- 150 
Mee wickicamuins ta deees Small holes..-..........- 117 
2 ee eRe EeIER ee econca Shinns sroCuonOO Son ecadsome 147 

AO Wraatc Misutsatele seeeue 4 feet diameter.........- 
40... .-| 4 feet diameter 
Ae oe JS ah asia Se eee ao cleatale 
42... 
MMe sacs swe e wince ate | tee apie cms shicmtsner meee isles 
ME sions ss ots | CE Cae ee eee 
Ce EOP DCE ER EOD EnLD lomcecnoontoscibaceeaSta soca 
ERED eee eae vim) or a arora ates | wil eletete ale eater ater aisha tee 
BGe cos cccnaccweceaer 2 feet diameter.........- 

i rs a eran wieta a rere re ate | Siatital etate nisictelmis mn iaicl niente wistorele 143 
AS ccs scccamens ste ced adobaas = eae'e Sah actidcecose 141 
BO eee en cestc as vee ae mecleabina spe neat ee ate 157 

SRIORN Sadved aid (| 175 
DL. - 2222-220 noonn- Are all on the same 128 
a eT ceo. eee mound. re 

5 ee eae. | 181 
Eo ee =p ye 15 by 6 or 8 feet......... 178 

Bie ttt cccveueducse CONGs ae Se stesso 184 
BGM bec tan ssc euatl SEEN hi scakephoueae ase 168 
G(s SS | 4g 9 A RT ERE Sede NN 188 
Se SOO EDEEDEE EEOC one SOACC EE OL IOCO SAE RC OR IIC 133 

4 (>) 

gg 2a 2. 
og alg 
Sars os Remarks. 
os ae 
leu el 
= a 

oF, 
Leeele se emseialeee Below No. 1 are several other 

springs not enumerated. 

Uayateareremersieralie stale Quiet red spring. 
Hesotesertes || ---| Above No. 2. 
eaiteteletate2 ale ---| Spouts, and has considerable 

overflow. 
aca eal ls ---| White basin. 
Seas eats Sats ---| Red basin, close to 5, really 

connected at times. 
-| Turbid. 
-| Turbid. 

Back of No. 5. 
Ho he basins, with clear 
waa water. 

-| Bulging spring in hard basin. 
-| Like 10 and 11. 

| 

; es in hard, white deposit. 

J 

White basin. 
-| White basin. 

scones |..--| Red hole. 
.| Gray-white basin, with bluish 

edge and yellowish border. 

-| Red. 
-| Gray basin, with bubbling 

fissure close to it. 
-| Red spring. 
-| Red leathery lining on mound. 
-| Gray holes 

s } Small holes on white deposit. 

Small holes on white deposit, 
with No. 42 and No. 43. 

Clear spring, with white 
border. 

SHon Elbe } Red pools, withothers in grass 
ees cle ctueesee eee near. 

.| Gray pool,'with two apertures; 
others near it. 

Small. 
Small red spring. 
Small red spring. 
Small. 
Small gray. 
Geyser-like hole in gray de- 

posit, greenish-tinted water, 
and yellow water outlet. 

On river bank. 

eed is 

Receives overflow from No. 55. 
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Table of Sixth or River Group—Continued. 

Number and name. Size of spring. 

Gul nooo cedecaneasocs 

89. Cavern Spring -. 

2 feet by 8 and 10 inches. 

3 feetlong, 18inches wide 

18 inches diameter...--- 

\ieroin 1 foot to2 feet 
diameter. 

1 foot outside, 4 inches 
inside. 

6 inches diameter-...--- 

-| 44 feet high, 6inches di- 
ameter at top. 

Conerising 10 feet above 
the edge ofriver, 4 feet 
diameter, with orifice 
2 inches diameter. 

5 by 8 feet eww cee se coceee= 

15 by 22 feet 

40 by 45 feet 

30 feet long, 8 feet wide 
at one end, near river, 
and 20 feet wide at 
other end. 

40 by 40 feet 

GibylO feet wees. sass 

3 feet diameter..-......-. 

34 by 34 feet omens ccecee 

4 by 8 feet 
4 by 4 feet 

4 by 5 feet 
9 feet diameter---.--...-- 

z 5 g 
lp a IN 

= og js i=l or Salgsy @& 

Ss S38 Ren 
£5 op ge 
| i gq oO 

n a A 

OF. oF. 
UGE) |lcgoogdodéace se 
G49 | Preetetstalatelet=(at- aa 
IO) essodscodsss ae 
UPS |[oasoesscases male 
WR |lscsodso5saa¢ oie ee 
WAG Nesacoadescos Sree 
UBD IJocaacososase es 
UG |essososcesss fete 

IIB) esoodsecéabe Bue 
WOE lSscssoeceoss oes 

AW). le sacccoosses ae 
MN |osacds occas: Ee 

IE) |easooagsesec 8 

GA reesei at 
UAW Baaschodhads 56 
WED) eaeogahasoae G06 
IBD E I SSaacodoadec as 

USP) Ilddaaccoscanallé ae 
105} 1.15p.m. | 53 
125) Secsicemacesle oe 
GH) |lssmoecn’ 6546 Wel 

UB), |easooéceoscollaced 
WAG losscoséocedellosas 

WHO) Woe saleseeec|rsies 
UN) Weesosesoésoc 35 
IED |e aoéstisoGons emi 
IE) |lSacooaaaocos aac 
TD: Weems sce oS 
IS apocesepeooe one 

GON Peacemceet eee 
UP NeGoanocgecte ee 

ISB |lecosaseqcoscllonce 

UGE |esSococeacee mos 

200) eects adonoo||ease 

162 | 2.15p.m. | 58 

GE) Sacto aabooslsess 

MOY) pmcthoobossaslloeée 

PB pesca casand| scoe 

BD Ua Re AS Sleds 

TGS see See eeeestas eee 
TDF Sek 33 SOSA oer 
BD ir erate ey ae oes | petetate 

LGR BIERC Ao aaneaalepcS 
LO GG eeerereseiel teres 

Remarks. 

.| Large greenish hole. 

.| Cone. 

.| Spring back of cone. 
-| Quiet spring. 

Gray spring near No. 46. 
Below Fortress. 

-| Red spring. 
.| Middle of three holes of about 

equal size. 
.| Red spring. 
-| Black-lined and white-bor- 

dered spring. 
.| Red hole on cone. 
.| White-bordered spring, with 

hole back, and other springs 
near it. 

-| White bordered, and on same 
mound with 67. 

.| Oval spring on white mound. 

3 
.| Red-lined spring on white 

Two white-bordered springs 
on edge of river bank. 

mound. 
-| Small white spring. 

Sulphur lined. 

Small white hole. 
.| Small red spring. 
Between No. 69 and No. 79. 

-| On river. 
.| Near No. 81. 4 
.| Horn-like cone, near the river’s 

edge 
.| Below Horn Spring. 

White-lined cavern-like spring 
on a mound of deposit, over- 
looking the river. 

Large cavern-like spring, with 
milky, blue-tinted water, on 
same mound with No. 86, but 
further from the river. 

This spring is at theriver level, 
and has @ hard rim, corru- 
gated. There is a large out- 
let towaids the river. The 
spring was named on map 
made in 1872. 

Beautiful quiet blue spring on 
edge of river below No. 88. 
Fronting the river is a rim, 
and at other end there is an 
overhanging edge. 

Blue cavern-like pool in gray 
basin. 

Red cavern-like hole near No. 
90. 

Red spring on mound near No. 
90 

Clear spring in hard geyserite, 
near No. 90. 

Gray fissure-like spring. 
Gray spring. 
Geyser-like, with yellow-bead- 

ed basin. 
Gray spring. 
Red pool. 
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Table of Sixth or River Group—Continued. 

Number and name. 

River Cone 

Twin Cones 

Fissure Cone 

Size of spring. 

10 feet long by 4 feet 
wide. 

20 by 40 feet ..-......-.. 
15 feet diameter......--. 

30 feet long by 5 to 10 
feet wide. 

Cones 18 inches diam- 
eter each. 

5 by 2 feet 

Each 18 inches diameter. 

3 feet long 

6 feet diameter, with 
orifice 1 foot by 6 
inches. 

2 feet diameter 

18 inches by 2 feet ---..-- 
4 feet diameter.......--. 

A DY: 7 LOGE. se cins cice:nicte ain 

12 by 15 feet 
Wallon) Ie ihencer Boosones 

| L0by 15 feet --- 2. <0 
Fissure in bard deposit. 

10 by 15 feet 
1 foot diameter 

Surface tem- 
perature. emperature 

of air. 

Time of obser- 

vation. 

| T 

se ececesecce |= 5" 

a 
-| On the river, near the falls; has 

-| Oblong spring, 

Remarks. 

; ; Red pools. 

i : Turbid pools. 

Clear white springs. 

-| Turbid spring. 
-| Mad spring against side of 

hill at the bend of the river. 
-| Quiet spring on mound near 

river. 
-| This is a white spring with 

two basins. 
-| Lake-like red pool. 
-| Circular spring, with green- 

tinted water. This spring 
is back some distance from 
those just described. 

-| Red-lined pool on large mound. 
-| White crown-like basin, with 

rim 4 inches high. 
-| This spring is just back of the 

Crown Spring, and between 
it and No. 107 are others not 
taken. 

-| Oblong cavern, with white 
overlapping edge and beau- 
tiful blue-tinted water. 

-| Geyser-like spring, with yel- 
low masses lining it. 

Lined with yellow globular 
masses. Water was 3 feet 
below top when examined. 

Small double cones. 

Cone on oblong mound; boil- 
ing spring, in the cone, with 
rim 6 inches high. 

-| Between No. 110 and Mound 
Cone; yellow and green-lined 
funnel, with white border ; 
slopes inside to two orifices. 

-| Four feet above the river. 

, Two holes back of the cone. 

These cones have quiet red 
springs. 

gray basin of clear water. 
Red spring. 

-| Red spring. 
-| White funnel-shaped basin. 
-| Water rises in pulsations. 
-| Gray spring, with water 1 foot 

below the surface. 
with small 

spouter back of it. 
.| Green pool, with red border. 
.| Oblong spring; boilsand spouts 

6 inches at times. 
.| Bubbler. 
-| Basin white, with greenish- 

tinted water. 
Circular pool. 
Fissure. 
Red pool. 
Gray pool, with fissure. 
Hole in hard deposit. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

Springs Nos. 1 to 61 form a subgroup on the east side of the river, 
extending north from the mouth of Fountain Creek. Nos. 5 to 35 and 
No. 59 are on the top of the bank, or mound, and are divided into three 
clusters. The remainder of the springs in the subgroup are on the slope 
of the mound nearer the river. There are only two springs here that 
merit description, and these are the Fortress and No. 58. 

No. 4. Fortress Geyser, or Conch Spring. (Plate XII).—This is sup- 
posed to be a geyser, from the fact that it has built up a mound, or cone, 
although it has never been seen in action. It is near the river, at the 
lower end of the sloping bank, and is about 18 feet in diameter. It is 2 
feet high at the back and four feet in front, on account of the slope in 
the bank. This crater is about a foot in thickness, and beautifully 
beaded with pink and gray geyserite. Its sides are broken with open- 
ings something like port-holes, whence the name. The water boils fu- 
riously, so that the mass is thrown up 4 to 5 feet above the crater. 
The overflow is carried off through a channel in a raised water-way, 
which is two feet in height. This channel is about 6 inches in width and 
a couple of inches in depth. The water has a temperature of 201° F. 
There are periods of activity which are followed by a cessation of the 
boiling, when the water falls in the crater and there is no overflow. 

No. 58 is below the Fortress, and is a large basin in the laminated 
masses of deposits which extend in tables over a portion of the spring. 
It is filled with greenish-tinted water, in which the temperature is 188° 
F. Back of it is a small bowl, or cone, 2 feet in height, with a flat top, in 
which the temperature is 164° F., and back of this is another part of the 
spring (b), in which the temperature is 190° F. 

Springs Nos. 62-65 form a sort of cluster on the line of the drainage 
from cluster 31-35, but nearer the river the area in which they are sit- 
uated is marshy, and beyond them we have a large cluster of springs 
at the foot of the low bluff. Here only a few temperatures were taken 
(Nos. 66-85) compared to the number of the springs. I shall mention 
only two of the group, as they are mainly small and unimportant. 

No. 83. Horn Spring.—This is one of several cones near the river. 
It is 44 feet high and 6 inches in diameter at the top, with a much 
broader base. The temperature was 196° F. The water is in constant 
ebullition. 

No. 85. Cone Spring.—This is a large cone rising about 10 feet from 
the edge of the river. It is 4 feet in diameter on top, with an orifice 
only 2 inches in diameter. The temperature was 172° F. There is be- 
sides this a horn-shaped mass of deposit on the edge of the river. 

Following down the river from the cones we find several springs on a 
high mound. 

No. 86 is near the edge of the mound and is a white, cavern-like spring, 
with a temperature of 186° F. 

No. 87 is the main spring on the summit of the mound, and is a cavern- 
like basin 22 feet long and 15 feet wide, with milky, blue-tinted water, 
with a temperature of 161° F. The mound breaks off abruptly beyond 
these springs; and just across a ravine filled with muddy pools and steam 
vents we find the next spring, which is— 

No. 88. Bath Spring.—This handsome boiling spring is at the level of 
the river, from which it is separated only by a narrow run of hard, cor- 
rugated geyserite. It has a rather square-shaped basin about 40 feet 
across. It was named Bath Spring in 1871, although the water is not 
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at all suitable for bathing, having a temperature of 200° F. A short 
distance below this is another handsome spring— 

No. 89. Cavern Spring.—This also was named in 1871, and is a beau- 
tiful, quiet, blue spring, with extremely transparent water. It is on the 
edge of the river,drom which it is separated by a narrow rim. This 
part is the narrowest portion of the basin, being only 8 feet wide, and from 
this edge the bottom of the basin slopes away from the river into a deeper 
pool, 20 feet in width, at the back of which is an overhanging edge. The 
temperature of the water is 162°, which is only 1° more than that observed 
in 1571, showing that the spring has not changed since then Back of 
Nos. 88 and 89 is a large cluster of springs (Nos. 90, 91) which are com- 
paratively unimportant and extend some distance north at a little dis- 
tance from the river. 

The next cluster is somewhat isolated from those already described, 
and is located opposite the island at the bend of the river. 

The Grotto is a mud spring 6 feet in diameter, at the base of the hill, 
with a temperature of 180° F. There is also a white mud pot near these 
springs (102-104), which are mainly quiet springs, with a considerable 
deposit of iron. There are a number of springs and pools in the grass 
that were not given in the table. 

No. 105 is east of the cluster just referred to, and is an isolated circu- 
lar spring 15 feet in diameter, with greenish water. 

All the springs hitherto described in this group are on the east side 
of the Fire Hole. Those remaining are on the opposite side, and begin- 
ning at the north we have first the Crown Spring, which is a circular, 
white basin 4 feet in diameter, with a rim 4 inches high. It is somewhat 
crown-shaped, on a mound, and has a temperature of 169° F. 

Nos. 107 and 108 are two springs south of the Crown Spring, and are 
surrounded by other springs and vents. Near them, also, are several 
lake-like ponds. 

Proceeding southward we soon reached the mound opposite the falls, 
or rapids, of the river. 

No. 109 is a geyser-like spring, with globular, yellow masses lining it. 
The water outlets are also yellow lined, and there are many fissures in 
the mound around it. The temperature is 199° F. This is probably a 
geyser. 
Mound Geyser.—Although never seen in action, this is probably a 

geyser. It hasa basin 25 feet long and 10 feet wide, in which at 
the time of our examination the water was 3 feet below the top. It is 
lined with handsomely-ornamented yellow globular masses of geyserite. 
It was seen bulging several times, but no active spouting was observed. 
The temperature of the water was 199° F. This is the same as in No. 109, 
and the ornamentation of the basin isalso similar. South of these, which 
are the two important springs of this cluster, are a number of cones sim- 
ilar to those on the opposite side of the river. They are sufticiently 
described in the table. On an island opposite them, near the eastern 
bank, are the Island Cones, which were not closely examined. South of 
the cones are a number of springs not examined. The next cluster (113- 
118) is on a flat opposite the Fortress. There ar no important springs 
here. Still farther south is a cluster (119-123), most of which are in hard 
deposit. Crossing the river, now we find the last cluster above (south 
of) Fountain Creek, at the foot of a marshy area near the river. They are 
124-126, and are, with the exception of No. 125, small, rather obscure 
holes. 

In 1871 only 95 temperatures were taken in this group, the highest 
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being 196°F. The springs were not mapped with sufficient accuracy to 
identify them all, but the following gives the comparison of the tempera- 
ture of those that are undoubtedly the same springs: 

1871. 1878. 

Oo o >) oO 

; Seb 5 Bo 5 
ee BH | ea | ee lee 

RS B'S aH a 
om o on Go 
a2 Ban aa ae 
gy | g° |. gu | 4 
o 3) a9 S) 
a a a a 

OF. oF. oF, Ose 
INO. 4b JBWERE Ss coadooedodo cnoboSHdodaSHDOCHy cHddgDouadaddcasesocsoses 196 70 201 48 

@> BB ce sacagooododco 0s aobe0s cseeScuEOoSS os adoUsOREaSDoDOSSacbS HosOSE 191 70 186 53 
IN@> Weesaas cocooocgea co sonobucunacs sndeduessuResSosaccnaosooODaosere 166 70 161 53 
INO) So ccococosasossoeos cose as cage cu std OdU odeonocaogURyaedoSeobeNeESeS 183 70 200 58 
INO» FocsososcescoccseqcurobbouoooNs noRdos Sean boBH Bg aos So=SesDedOONCe 161 70 162 58 
Mound Geyser....- Boodesdnosouad ey SoaoKOOnadoUSOsObSUSLS cosSgsauSERS 196 70 199 51 

On the accompanying map of the Lower Geyser Basin, only the num- 
bers of the most important springs are given, especially on the east side 
of the river. 

GOOSE LAKE MUD SPRINGS. 

These mud springs are situated near a small lake or pond (named 
Goose Lake in 1872) a small distance east of the active boiling springs 
of the River Group. There are from 30 to 50 springs in the group, 
which are of all sizes from a few inches to 20 or 30 feet in diameter. 
They are boiling, sputtering, and spouting springs, in which the mud is 
of all consistencies, from that of a simply turbid or muddy water to 
that of stiff mortar. The colors are white, brown, and lead-colored 
blue. Some of them are deep pits 15 to 20 feet in depth, at the bottom 
of which the mud sputters and spurts at times above the rims of the 
craters. One of these, near the lake, is nearly forty feet in diameter 
and is in constant action. Surrounding it are a number of small mud 
cones, 4 inches to a foot in height, which keep up a simmering noise. 
They are steam vents, and on breaking them open they are seen to be 
streaked with sulphur and iron stains. Some of them are lined with 
erystals of sulphur. Sulphur is found at one other locality in the Basin, 
but is more prominent here, although not nearly so abundant as at many 
of the localities on the Yellowstone. 

SEVENTH GROUP OR FAIRY FALL SPRINGS. 

Under this head I include all the springs found along the course of 
Fairy Fall Creek, although they are readily divisible into two groups. 
The creek is named from the fall at the head of the valley called Fairy 
Fall by its discoverer, Colonel Barlow, who determined its height to be 
250 feet. The creek rises in the plateau south of Twin Buttes and 
turns around them, flowing a little east of north for about 4 miles to the 
Fire Hole, which it joins a short distance above the mouth of Sentinel 
Creek. 

On the south side of the buttes there are some springs in the timber, 
their presence being revealed by the columns of steam. They were 
not visited, and I cannot, therefore, present any description of them. 

The principal springs are out in the open valley. The upper sub- 
group comprises the springs included under Nos. 1 to 15, most of them 
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being on the west side of the creek below a marsh east of the North 
Butte. 

table of the group. 

The remainder of the springs form a well-defined subgroup 
farther down stream, just abeve a marshy area. As usual, I present a 

Table of Fairy Falls Group. 

q 
3 

Loot 

Size of spring. 9 8 
S65 
BR 
=| 

c o) 

o F, 
Basin 15 by 20feet, orfice | 150 

3 by 4 feet. 
SSB AES SEC OopcoS OOne 171 
Hole in ground.....-..-- 200 

3 by 4 feet ----..--.-- 2. 195 
A by 4 fectioasecae ee eeier 200 
Black fissure ------.---- 197 
2 feet diameter-.----.--.--.- 199 

Fissures ..---..---- Seceal} Ike 
15 feet diameter-.......-- 181 
25 feet diameter.-.-.-.---. 186 
5 Dy 7 fe0b ceo eecseseeniee 197 
3 by 4-feet ....--........ 157 

45 feet diameter...------ 123 
7 feet diameter. -- 194 
Siby Gifeet?----s-ceeeeee: 120 
5 feet diameter....-...-. 161 
6) by; 10) feetis sees sessee- 131 
Bosco ea\ce on acee cee enone 198 
10 feet diameter......--- 85 
D Dy; 10) feshie =e seen 130 
3 feet diameter. --.-...... 140 
10 by: 15 feetis22 22 s-e asa: 80 
20 féet long se2-secceseee 105 
3 feet diameter---.-....... 182 
Sifeetilong 2 2A2=- -macaeme 130 
4 by 5 feet tia. csecsee 155 
Siteetlong)so2.4-ss5-2ee- 140 
18 feet diameter......... 157 

40 feet diameter.....-.-. 135 

B..  ou gas eee eee 195 
5 feet diameter...--....-. 125 
6 inches by 1 foot -...... 197 

| 2 feet diameter..-.....-.. 190 
6 inches diameter -...... 196 
2 feet diameter.....-.... 175 

5 feet diameter.........- 172 

162 
Ban! sin. o/in aieterel ola eetat aero ; 180 

190 
4 by 10 feet ............. 105 
Aby Steet). =.= aesseeeee 170 

Pool 20 feet lon ei z pa le +190 
30 feet long .--.---2. 2222 120 
LO Dy 12 feetia. ---.saeeee 140 
O Dy 8 feeti.o-- eee soem 110 
20 by. 20 feety<oaaeqeeeeee 162 

“SAPO BORIC EH acIe gc oe 196 

10 feet diameter......-.. 175 
15 by 25 feeb -.5.-.---.-. 174 
20 by 30 feet .....-....-. 145 
EPP PPOPEP EPS oon 165 
3 by 44 feet ...--...-.... 177 
15 feet diameter......... 142 

* Pool. 

Time of obser- 

vation. 

Temperature 

of air 
Remarks. 

Large flat basin. 

Spring on a small mound. 
Water bulges out from under a rock. It re- 

ceives water from No. 4. 
White basin on a hard mound. 
Strong escape ot water. 
A bulging spring. 
Peo ueiae spring in hard deposit above 

0. 6. 
Black deposit. . 
Black-lined, cavern-like spring. 
Basin and fissure. 
Inky-black pool. 
Greenand red lined spring with sandy center; 

bubbles occasionally. 
Leathery-lined, flat spring, with terrace. 
Bulging spring. 
Red, quiet spring, with tufted lining. 
Black sand basin,norim. 20a. 
White and yellow gray basin. 
Gray-edged border. 
Red spring. ° 
Green lined. 

Pinkish-red spring, clam shaped. 
Pear-shaped. 
Broken hole. 
Oval, red and green lined. 
Yellow-lined. 
Pear shape, red lined, with white border. 
Glass-green, cavern-like hole, with white basin; 

fissuer-like on edges. 
Greenish pool in a basin; the run of the poolis 

2 to 4 feet from the edge. 
Clear white-rimmed spring, with scalloped edge. 
Reddish basin. 

} Two bubblers in beaded cones. 

Bubbler. 
Flat white springs, with small openings 4 

inches in diameter. 
Old geyser tube in basin of hard geyserite. 
Red spring between 34 and 35. There are a 
number of holes in the grass. 

Several holes on a mound. 

Pink-lined. 
Deep hole, with hard geyserite rim.. 

White pool, with a spring back of it. 

Reddish, leathery-lined, heart-shaped basin. 
Rather deep, green-lined basin. 
Greenish and red basin. 
Deep, gray-lined cavern, square opening, with 

blne-tinted water. 
Yellow spouter. 
Pool, with water 3 feet below surface. 
White spring. 
Turbid, blue spring, with white edge. 
Boat-shaped, with green-tinted water. 
Handsome blue cavern. 
Oval basin. 
Yellowish basin. 

+ Spring. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 do not deserve special mention. 
No. 5, ‘Locomotive Spring, is probably the most important spring in 

the eroup. It has a black basin, 4 by 4 feet, of boiling water, from 
which there is a strong overflow through a black- lined water-way. The 
temperature in the basin is 200° F. 

Alongside the spring is a steam vent, evidently connected with the 
spring, from which the steam escapes with a sound that at a little dis- 
tance exactly resembles the escape from the waste- -pipe of a locomotive. 

The next spring I will mention is— 
No. 10, which has a basin 25 feet in diameter, in which there is ‘a fissure 

from which the water boils. The deposit about this spring is black and 
white. Back of it is a red spring. 

No. 11 is a rectangular pool measuring 5 by 7 feet, in which the 
water has a black, inky tint, with a temperature of 197° F. The border 
is of hard, white, scalloped geyserite, with a black edge. Arm-like pro- 
cesses extend out into the spring. 

Below Nos. 10 and 11 are two lake-like ponds. Asshown on the map, 
there are other springs in the vicinity that were not examined. Those 
to be described next are across the creek, 2. ¢., on the east side. 

No. 13. This is a large, flat spring, about 45 ‘feet in diameter, with ter- 
races outside. It is lined with a leathery- like substance (viandite ?), 
and in the center is a basin or bowl about 3 feet in diameter. The tem. 
perature is only 123° F. 

No. 14 is a white and gray pebbled basin, 7 feet in diameter, flat, with 
a central orifice which measures about 2 feet across, and from which the 
water rises in pulsations or bulges, which sends waves to the sides of 
the basin. Nos. 15, 16, and 17, described in the table, complete the sub- 
group. 

I have tried to compare the temperatures I obtained with those ob- 
tained in 1871, and indicated on the map then prepared, but find it im- 
possible to identify the springs on the latter. The highest temperature 
given there is 196° and the lowest 142°. 

Of the subgroup next to be described, Nos. 18 to 26, inclusive, are on 
the east side of the creek, partially concealed by timber. They nearly 
all have broad, circular mounds a foot or two in height. The springs 
are handsome, but it was late in the evening when we plotted the springs, 
and little time was allotted to their detailed examination. 

No. 22 is a pear-shaped, greenish-brown basin 20, feet in length and 
10 feet wide at the widest part. On the north side the rim was a foot 
high. The temperature was 105° F., one of the lowest recorded in the 
group. 

No. 26 is of similar shape but with a white border. No. 18 had the 
highest temperature (198° F.), being a boiling spring. 

These springs are surrounded by an area of white siliceous: deposits 
and are back from the creek some little distance, and Nos. 24, 25, and 26 
are separated from the others by timber. There is no appreciable drain- 
age from any of the springs. 

Crossing the stream, now, we find a large number of springs (Nos. 27 
to 52), many of which are very interesting. We were obliged to work 
rapidly in examining this subgroup and the table therefore contains 
most of the information obtained. Besidesthe springs there enumerated 
there are many minor ones besides mere vents that are not included in the 
table, as it was impossible in the limited time to map any but the main 
springs. 
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No. 49 is a peculiar-shaped basin 20 by 30 feet. It is somewhat likea 
boot in shape, and has a white basin with a white rim, in which the 
water has a green tint. At one end is a deeper pool which is yellow in 
color. The temperature was 145° F. 

No. 50 is a blue, cavern-like spring, with an overhanging white edge, 
which reaches several feet over the spring. The water is of a handsome 
bluish-green tint and has a temperature of 165° I. 

As the table shows, only a few of the springs have high temperatures, 
196° F. (in No. 45) being the highest. The highest temperatures are in 
the bubbling and spurting springs. In 1871 a temperature of 198° F, 
recorded in was one of the springs of the group. At the lower end of 
the marsh, situated at the base of a low hill, is aconstantly-boiling spring, 
which has a peculiar toadstool-like rim and sends forth vast columns 
of steam. In 1871 it had a temperature of 196° F. 

EIGHTH OR SENTINEL GROUP. 

This group of springs was discovered in 1872, and is indicated on the 
map made in that year as the Highth Group. Professor Bradley thus 
describes the discovery: 

From our camp on the east side of the Lower Basin we saw on several occasions tall 
columns of steam rising from near the foot of the ridge on the extreme western side 
of the basin, but at first referred them to the cluster among which we had camped 
on the evening of ourarrival. But upon examination we found a considerable stream 
coming from west of the Twin Buttes, which had not been seen by previous explorers, 
and whose valley included a cluster of large geyser mounds, from which these columns 
of steam must have escaped. Though this group was visited on three different occa- 
sions, none of us were so fortunate as to witness any eruption from these vents. On 
entering the valley from below we see before us a range of four large mounds run- 
ning diagonally across it. The two central ones are the highest, and appear so much 
as if they were guarding the Upper Valley that this was called Sentinel Branch.* 

Sentinel Creek, as laid down on the map of 1872, is not exactly right, 
as a comparison with the map accompanying this report will show. 
We followed it from its mouth and carried a meander line from the 
Fire Hole to a point above the springs. Just below the springs the 
valley begins to widen, and is to a great extent a marsh, in which there 
were probably once numerous springs. The creek flows through it in 
a deep channel, with muddy banks, which make the crossing difficult, 
as we found on several occasions. The active period of this basin has 
probably been long passed, and in the isolated mounds we see only the 
monuments of what were once powerful geysers.t 

It is probable that the only geyser now active in this basin is the one 
to which I have given the name Rosette. I judge from Professor Brad- 
ley’s description that this geyser was not seen by him in 1872. I shall 
now give the springs of the group in tabular form and then describe 
specially those that appear to me to be of sufficient importance to de- 
serve it. 

*Report U. 8. Geol. Surv. for 1872, 1873, p. 237. 
t Mr. Norris calls this Basin Geyser Meadows. See his Report for 1881. 
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Table of Eighth or Sentinel Group. 

8 5 
2 ee Sore eH 
® Name. Size of spring. ob 22 nid Remarks. 
‘3 a8 3 ats 
A a9 ga aS. 
5 ae | &£ S 
a a A a 

OF, OF. 
1 | Flat Cone.....- 9 feet diameter.....-..-- AN) leossdéndosccllocosos This spring is on a high 

mound. Waterrises and 
falls; boiling. periodical. 

la | Small Cone.-..| 10 inches diameter .--.- DUCTS Eee Salles 
2 | Rosette Geyser| Basin 20 feet diameter, MOI Sod saaetoscljocoass Has a basin filled with ro- 

geyser 1 by 2% feet. sette-like pebbles; spouts 
10 to 30 feet. k 

BEG Bearers Two openings, each WOE eaogdasacacs}feaacee Yellow-lined. oblong, flat 
about a foot diameter. mound. 

A eiatetey eleiajei ice ae 2 by 3inches...........- 1) ecacascocassllasaoac 1 foot diameter outside. 
De Maereinsvate cite scm vel eM ers Cues kiserenia aie mies Sy al ete essere | eect Beaded mound, 6 inches 

high. 
Os Bytes aera cron oS late Se Biasletct Se cA ne eae Dg Tee eas er Pa earey Irregular, yellow-lined 

hole; mound 1 foot high. 
7 | Steep Cone....| 8 feet diameter ........- 199 | 9.45am-..| 45} This spring is on a high 

mound like No. 1. Tt 
boils vigorously, and 
sometimes bulges a foot 

| or more. 
8 | Mound Spring.| 12 by 15 feet .........-.. D0 Perle Socercaectesl| eee Boiling spring like 187; 

ai194 mound is flatter; a and 
6195 b are vents alongside. 

9 | Red Terrace ..-| 60 by 20 by 25 feet ...... 1D |sscadotoacas|loooaas Lake-like spring, bulging 
at one end. 

MOS iaeeeis tosses soe a 40) by 25 by 18'feet, dou-|) @182) |-oic-ees-cealeecues Green-lined pool, circuler 
ble spring. b140 at each end. Itis in 

timber. 
MB) Afar seieeiom cic Basin is 6 feet diameter, 175 | 10.45 a.m.| 49 | White basin, lined with yel- 

‘ 18 inches deep; fissure low globular masses. 
in center 2 feet by 6 
inches. 

Aiea aces lle byjoteetmeceeeeeeeeeee G3 tri ase sieeve is Siete nice eran Slope g, beaded edge; bub- 
es. 

ASE UIPOTS ey scioccio4|aceac oseee eae estrone eee aQl90 erste see 49 | Yellow-beaded silica sepa- 
199 rates the two openings, 

and a yellow and_ red 
water-way carries off the 
overflow. 

HA Pc toteteia stores Sciiate hcl Se oa cake tian ee TOSWG Sse eee eee Small fissure-like hole. 
15) |[oodoccoseads canes Sibyotectessssemeereeee 135 aie se ee Clear spring, with mud- 

holes beyond iv. _ 
Git ese te sie oe vs 2 feet diameter ...-....-- 19 Zi ae 2 There are other small holes 

near by. 

* At low water. + With water down. 

DESCRIPTION. 

No. 1. Flat Oone.—This is the first spring met with on the north side 
of the valley. It is on the top of a mound of gray geyserite that rises 
between 15 and 20 feet above the surrounding level, and has a diameter 
of about 55 feet on the summit. It is of course much larger at the base. 
it was named Flat Cone Geyser in 1872, although mound would be a 
better designation than cone. I do not think it is a geyser, as the spring 
on the summit is regularly agitated, and the surface of the mound shows 
no evidence of any spouting. The spring basin on the summit of the 
mound has a diameter of about 9 feet, and has a dark brown rim which 
is raised 6 to 8 inches. The water rises and falls, and has periods of 
very active ebullition. The temperature of the water was 200° I. The 
temperature obtained by Professor Bradley in 1872 was 197° F. Just 
outside of the spring is a small cone 10 inches in diameter and a foot in 
height, in which the water has a temperature of 165° F. The spring is 
not in the center of the mound, but near one side, and outside the mound 
has considerable standing water. 
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Nos. 2-6 form a cluster a little west and north of the Flat Cone. They 
are on a platform of deposit which is only slightly raised above the gen- 
eral level. When the water is low in No. 2 all the others appear to 
have low water, so that there is evidently some connection between 
them. Only one was seen to spout, although the character of the de- 
posit about all of them indicates that they have periods of eruption. 
This is the cluster mentioned by Professor Bradley, as follows: 

Still going westward we find in the extreme edge of the valley, on the top of a low 
mound, a cluster of four vents (there are really five, although one is very small), from 
1 to 21 feet across, quite irregnlar in shape, and all boiling too violently to allow one 
to take the temperatures. All were surrounded by bead-like incrustations. I judge 
that they all spout moderately.* 

No. 2. Rosette Geyser.—I have given this name to the only known 
geyser in the group from the occurrence in its outer basin of beautiful 
rosette-covered pebbles. Some of these are white on a black ground, 
others are pink or slightly yellow, and others are pearly. The basin of 
the geyser is about 20 feet in diameter in its outer dimensions, in which 
the central orifice or bowl is about a foot in diameter. Surrounding 
this orifice the inner basin is 24 feet diameter, lined with beautiful yel- 
lowish-tinted beaded silica. Only one eruption was noted, and this 
attained a height of about 30 feet as estimated from a distance. The 
temperature of the water taken some time after, when it was some dis- 
tance below the surface, was 196° F. 

No. 3. The mound of this spring or geyser is oblong and raised 6 or 8 
inches, beaded on the outside, and is rather flat on top. Each of the two 
openings is from a foot to a foot and a half in diameter, and the tem- 
perature was 198° I. 

No. 4 is a small hole close to No. 3. 
Nos. 5 and 6 are much like No. 3 in the character of the deposits. The 

temperatures (195° and 199°) were taken when the water was some dis- 
tance below the surface. These springs, although few in number, and 
small, are about the most active in the group, and are, I think, the source 
of most of the steam that is noticed rising from this locality when one 
is at a distance from them, although the mound springs may have periods 
of violence when they give off large volumes of steam. 

No. 7. Steep Cone.— This cone or mound is 20 or 25 feet high, of about 
the same dimensions as No. 1, and is on the right bank of the creek, in 
a bend which it has probably caused. The stream has cut intoits western 
side and may ultimately be the cause of its destruction. The spring on 
the summit is nearly circular, about 8 feet in diameter, and like the spring 
on the Flat Cone. Ithas adark yellow-brown rim raised about 6 inches 
and handsomely frilled. The deposit on the outside is white stained. 
with yellow. ‘There are four small channels which carry off the overflow 
over two sides of the mound. The water in the spring has an inky tint 
and boils vigorousty and has a temperature of 199° F., which is 1° more 
than that observed by Professor Bradley in 1872. In all respects this. 
spring is similar to the one on the Flat Cone. 

No. 8. Mound Spring.—This is indicated on the map of 1872 as Cone: 
Spring, but the latter name is so inappropriate that I have changed it 
to Mound Spring. The mound is very flat, low compared with the two. 
principal ones (Nos. 1 and 7). It soon fades out into the general level 
and bas on its summit a handsome oval spring and two small vents (a 
and b). The former has a white basin 16 by 12 feet, in which the water: 
is of a green tint. The rim, which is beautifully scalloped, is raised only 
3 or 4inches, and is flat on top. White cake-like pieces of deposit extend 

* Report U.S. Geol. Survey of the Terr. for 1872, 1873, p. 238. 

12 H, PT 11 
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into the water, which has a temperature of 201° F. This temperature is 
3° more than that obtained by Professor Bradley in 1872, due, perhaps, to 
an increased activity in the spring at the time of my observation. The 
water flows from the spring through a beautiful white-lined channel. 
The two vents have temperatures ot 194° I’. and 195° F. 

No. 9. Red Terrace Spring.—Thisis a lake-like pool 60 feet long by 20 
to 25 feet wide. Itis on the south side of the valley, back from the 
creek, and is conspicuous on account of the brilliant color displayed on 
its terraces. These terraces are like those of Gardiner’s River on a 
very small scale, and are at the north end, where the pool is very shallow. 
The water from the pool spreads out over them and deposits ferric oxide 
on cooling. The active part of the spring is at the south end, where the 
water is of a handsome blue tint and is bordered with a gray and yel- 
low rim of coral and mushroom-like forms of geyserite. Dense clouds 
of steam are given off from this part of the spring, and the water bulged 
constantly during the time our observations were made. The temper- 
ature was 190° F. Professor Bradley, in 1872, recorded 187° for the 
pool. About 2 feet from the south end of the pool is asmall geyser- 
like cone 6 inches high. 

No. 10 is a green-lined pool with two basins separated by a constric- 
tion. The total length is about 40 feet and the diameters respectively 
of the two basins, 18 feet and 25 feet. The temperature in the smaller, 
.b, is 140°, and in the larger, a, 132°. There is aslight bubbling on 
the surface, and the outlet i iS by No. 8. This pool is in the timber, “and 
there are others in the vicinity that were not noted. 

Iron Pot.—This is a deep, crater-like hole, with smooth, dark sides. It 
is about 6 feet in diameter, and was named by Professor Bradley. The 
water is 6 feet below the surface, although seen to fill the basin by 
Professor Bradley on one occasion in 1872. The deposit is reddish 
brown in color and mainly siliceous, the color being due to the iron 
contained in it. This spring is near the foot of the spur south of the 
.Sheep ‘Cone. 

Nos. 11 to 16 form a small group or cluster on a flat oe south of 
ithe Sheep Cone, between it and the Iron Pot. 

No. 13, which is really two springs in one basin, being separated only 
by a: band. of beaded silica, and is the principal spring in the cluster, 
having the highest temperature, and being in active ebullition con- 
stantly. The ‘deposits about the spring are very handsome beaded, 
pearly masses. 

No. 11 is the largest spring and No. 14 the smallest, being merely a 
fissure-like hole. The temperatures obtained in this group in 1872 were 
ifrom 191° F. to:193° F. 

The mounds which are so conspicuous in the valley of Sentinel 
‘Creek are, I think, the craters of old geysers which have become ex- 
tinct as geysers by. the closing up of the orifice, so that now we have 
‘only the small springs on the summit, which are secondary in their 
formation. I do not believe that at the present time any of them are 
\weritable geysers. 

HALF-WAY GROUP OR EGERIA SPRINGS. 

“This group of springs was designated the Half-way Group in 1871 
‘because it was some distance up the river (about two miles above the 
‘open; portion of the valley). It is, however, within the limits of the 
Lower Basin, the canon which separates the latter from the Upper Basin 
beginning just abeve the Egeria Springs. Since 1871, also, the extent of 
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the basin is better known, and if we include the Fairy Falls Group and 
the Sentinal Creek Springs, we must include the Egeria Springs. The 
position of the springs is not indicated on the map of the Lower Basin, 
but the detailed map gives a good idea of this exceedingly interesting 
and important group of springs. They are principally on the left bank 
of the river, although the only known geyser at the time of our visit in 
the group is on the right bank, close to the trail. The springs occupy 
an area extending along the river about a mile in length and a quarter 
of a mile in width. The river, as it comes from the canon valley above, 
makes a sharp turn or bend about opposite the center of the group. 
The main springs are at the lower or north end, on a mound which is 
about 50 feet above the river level. The following table catalogues the 
springs: 

‘ Table of Half-way Group or Egeria Spvings. 

A S g 
Sis & 2. 

5 o 5 BLE 
Name or number. Size of spring. ois cS = ao Remarks. 

cs is on ES 
He | fF | 8 
RR a ise 

OF. 
1. Grand Pris- | 250 by 350 feet......-..- SUED | ce oocecoses||sos¢ee This is probably the largest 
matic Spring. spring in the Fire Hole Re- 

gion. 
2. Turquoise | 100 by 100 feet.-......-. AC Bl Sears Seer aa Square lake-like blue-tinted 
Spring. spring. Receives some of 

the overflow from No. 1. 
3. Cliff Caldron | 200 by 380 feet..-..----. HUD |looecoccctosolscasce A great boiling caldron. It 
or Excelsior was impossible to take the 
Geyser. temperature anywhere ex- 

cept near the outlet. 
Ge teeteseee oa. 80 by 150 feet..-........| Cold | 12.10p.m-| 57 | Turbid blue pool with gray 

basin. Receives water trom 
No.1. 

Den eseeteneee ss i: 20 feet diameter......--. TBO) 2/2522 cemciseilessecs Light-blue spring with white 
basin. Receives some of the 
overtiow from No. 1. 

6. Indigo Spring} 20 by 25 feet......------ 196! | scote ede cesses Dark blue boiling spring, tri- 
angular in shape. 

[ bco ott SARS EOE a. 5 bys8iteeteeeeemeeee UG ESSE Sen aes| eaReeG These springs bubble gently. 
b small oblong pool..-.. W26) |codoossacouoenoo: 
c 34 foot diameter.-....-- 1 ER eee eee 

O coc o7ncdpespend 9 by 12) feeteeesees-= = UB) Noeetqocngouallbosoc- White basin, bubbling rapidly. 
Dee eeeeeeo cia- oo - 2 feet diameter-.......... NE Wereeideagscsldossas Clear bubbler with two open- 

ings. There are others close 
by it. 

ee eetniec<ic ons = a 6 inches diameter...-. 194 Heo acct steels ee Two small holes. 
b G6 inches diameter..... MOSH, 2B sccrteesnaleee scr 

BME eee are ciswin nine 22 feet diameter..-....-. Wes noconneceadallooades Cavern in center about 9 feet 
in diameter, in which the 
water is of a bluish-green 
tint; boils gently. 

Mops tae secse cts D by 4fecteea:has6---=~- DOO oes ceisceee soe ssei< White-lined basin which boils 
gently. 

35 asa RaBAB ee | 2 bysditeetrasseee sone. I |eesbeaccoocallbéeaces Spouting hole with a fissure 
at the bottom 2 to 3 inches 
wide. 

1 Oe ae ese 10 by 15ifeetesee ees 52252 LOS) eicereere ts ciete| elo eres Greenish hole at the end of a 
red shallow pool. 

UG Ae Ae eee LO by, 20btestrecese encase ONG i ee roses ee a Basin red at one end and white 
at the other. 

BE GE J ote c later 10) by 1oideete se. a-.5225- 60))|| ps ate 57 | Red hole. Receives water 
from No. 14. 

Nips Semone we ar 25 by 30) feetress-0-.5..- 1 PA Bet ee cl PS Gray basin with cavern-like 
hole 15 by 20 feet. 

WS). . de cscenaonn| soe dee~ eee eee eels UUM awe seice es crallsmis cles Greenish pool with a red 
| basin. 

Re eioc A ape 20 feet long, 8 to 10 feet. UO eereemiea nmi eictatere Gray spring with black cen- 
: ter. 

Ose. « date e te ata 15) byi18 feeteser os: nc a Pace eae ere Ae Oval red pool with gelatinous 
border. 

NE moecofonoeee 10 by 20 feet... .s52.2... LSQNIE cere ene cn sete. Cave-like spring in conglom- 
erate sandstone and geyser- 
ite. 

*On north edge. 
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Table of Half-way Group or Egeria Springs—Continued. 

1 fy 5 

al g B 
BE Sie a8 

Name or number. Size of spring. 2s = 8 i s Remarks. 

fle! ee o 
oD) HH a 

oF. 
PPA Sy Ae A SA ae 2 holes, each 1 foot diam- WG) lpsadseccsaes|josoocs 

eter. 160 
CB aa aS ee 6 inches by 1 foot....... 186 | 2p.m....- 59 | Small white hole with white 

scalloped border. 
A AN iain sci so Siby, Steet sees se ccee- MQW) fooecessossne|edsoae Clear spring with black and 

gray basin; spouts at one 
end, splashing against the 
other. 

Nay clr al a Dibyspifeet seem eceee era: DBAs ee cereale aa Gray and white spring with 
two white funnel holes. 

2 ates Se NG 20 by 25 feet ..-.--...... HED leoconcdooscc|scocce Deep white fluted basin with 
triangulor funnel and green 
water. 

OT nets slate et 3 feet diameter..-......- TSO vee Seas |e Chimney-like Lole in hard de- 
posit. 

98 25 feet diameter-.....-.- CE Eee sce aaeoe Large blue cavern. 
Fee cemen cn ccence a 5 feet diameter -.----- HOTS enema se a4 eee eB olime rs prime. 

OAS SS ee 2byp2etectieee ncn ace 95 Ne eee eee Ghee eee Gray basin with white edge. 
There is a deep blue cavern 
at one end. 

Yt) Sc Sat a A0Ibyio0 teebereseeeeetee BAS Py os ascseeel earl Green cavern-like spring 15 to 
20 feet below the surface. 

31. Pebble Spring) Flat basin 6 feet diam- HO eee aes als Bas Bubbler in which the water 
eter. spouts 6 inches or a_ foot 

from a hole 3 inches in diam- 
eter. 

32. Catfish Gey- | Cone 5 feet high ......-. SALI eek Sena Wiser Ure gs Horn-like fissure. Spouts 6 
ser of 1871. ; inches to a foot. 

A ASIC (7I RPE ane Sotectesiey beater NS 4 ; 
é 2 Bubbler like No. 31. Orifice 

BB «scanner cone ee Basin 8 feet diameter - -. ‘a ie SST ARG Tae CA Dot l aa is about a foot in diameter, 

SC BOSS Meares Bee ee Sa ey ee it ecbacc onsoscllscoges White-lined holes. 
SORE eee os oa eel lise nie nisi nie = stalk Sicemiceeiseeies 195 | 3.30p.m-..} 56 | Bulging spring at the foot of 

the bluff. Steam comes out 
in large bubbles. 

BOosancacoseasonde 15 feet diameter......... USB Joocokidesoddallesoode Yellowish-green spring. 
SAA er ers ies a ra 5 feet diameter ...-..-.. G3} 15 cena ggsossalléoooce Gray spring on edge of river. 
Owen Neretersis nics Slee Geyser nies cS Site (Seo al] Bs aoa 
BO ee eyo ata Pools s soe WAS I Sa SPR Bane a encase 

DESCRIPTION. 

No.1. Grand Prismatic Spring.—This is perhaps the handsomest 
spring in the whole Park, and it is certainly one of the largest, if not 
the largest. It measures 250 by 350 feet. I have named it Prismatic 
on account of the brilliant coloring displayed in it. The steam gener- 
ally obscures the view, but the best point to see it is from the point of 
the bluff on the opposite side of theriver. Over the central pit or bowl, 
which is constantly boiling and sending up vast columns of steam, the 
color is a deep blue, which fades into green towards the edge. The sur- 
rounding shallower basin has a yellow tint, fading into orange, and out- 
side the rim is a brilliant red deposit. This fades into purples, browns, 
and grays, the whole being on the gray-white ground of the deposit, 
forming the mound on which the spring is situated. These colors are 
vivid and perfectly distinct. No imagination is needed to distinguish 
them, but they stand out in well-marked bands. 
When we visited these springs in 1871, Mr. Thomas Moran, the artist, 

accompanied us, and made water-color sketches of the springs, which 
show these vivid colors, as did also Mr. W. H. Holmes. As time elapsed 
after our return our recollection of the coloring naturally became less 
and less distinct, and we began to think perhaps the colors shown in the 
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sketches were a little too bright. The visit of 1878, howéver, proved to 
us again the truthfulness of the pictures. <A view of the spring heré de- 
scribed will convince any one, no matter how skeptical, that the colors 
cannot be exaggerated. 

As I have already stated, the spring is on the summit of a mound, 
which, as shown in the walls of the next spring to be described, is built 
up of layers of the siliceous deposit. The water, which flows away from 
the spring in all directions, rises and falls in a series of wave-like pulsa- 
tions, which has formed a succession of terraces, especially at the south 
end, where they have formed steps several inches in height. The small 
raised rim is a series of beautiful large scallops. The temperature of 
the water at the north end near the edge was 146° F. 

Our observations do not show whether or not there is any periodicity 
in the activity of this spring, but the indications are that it is not a gey- 
ser, although closer observations are needed to prove the fact. 

No. 2. Turquoise Spring.—This is a deep, blue tinted, square spring, 
measuring 100 by 100 feet, below No. 1 and to the left of No. 3. The color 
is intense in hue. Near the outlet is a white shelf projecting a short dis- 
tance into the spring, and over it the water is shallow. The tempera- 
ture of the water at the south edge is 171° F. The comparatively low 
temperature is probably due to the fact that part of the water is de- 
rived from the overflow of No.1. On the map of 1871 I find the tem- 
perature of 190° I’. given for a spring which appears to occupy about 
the position of this one, but the map is not correct enough to identify 
it positively. The water outlet is like a trough, 6 or 8 inches in depth 
and 18 inches to 2 feet in width. Itis of a brilliant white on the bottom, 
with white and yellowedges. As the river is approached the channel is 
yellow, with asalmon-color edge. It joins one of the outlets from No. 3, 
and through it there is a rapid and strong flow of water, a large part of 
which is actually from the spring, and not from the overflow of No. 1. 
The name has been given from the tint of the water, which is the blue 
of the turquoise. 

No. 3. Cliff Caldron or Excelsior Geyser (Plate XIII).—Equally inter- 
esting with the Grand Prismatic Spring is the one to which I have given 
the name of Cliff Caldron. We called it the caldron in 1871, to which 
I have added the name given it by Professor Comstock in 1873. Itis an 
immense pit, of rather irregular outline, 330 feet in length and 200 feet 
wide at the widest part. The water is of a deep-blue tint and is intensely 
agitated all the time, dense clouds of steam constantly ascending from it. 
It is only when the breeze wafts this aside that we can see the surface 
of the water, which is 15 or 20 feet below the level surrounding. The 
walls are perpendicular, cliff-like, and sometimes overhang, and are found 
on three sides, having been worn away at the outlet. The deposit in 
which this pit is cut is laminated old spring deposits, showing that this 
spring is secondary in its formation. 1t is probable that when the lam- 
inated deposit was laid down, the spring on the summit (No.1) was the 
main spring and of vastly greater extent. It appears that this spring 
broke out near the river and has been working backward, the constant 
undermining of the deposits constantly enlarging the basin of the spring. 
Large masses have broken off the edge and have tumbled in. Towards 
the river the walls become less high, as the top has the slope of the mound 
which is in that direction. There is an immense column of water pour- 
ing from the spring, which soon spreads out on terraces and finally poars 
over the marginal slope in two well-defined channels. Some of the 
upper channels are small and narrow, and others broad, all brilliantly 
colored, yellow, orange, red, and rose tints being liberally displayed on 
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a white ground. It was impossible to obtain the temperature in the 
central portion of the basin. In the outlet the water had a temperature 
of 175° F. This was taken on the terraces above the deeper channels, 
and was of course lower than the actual temperature of the spring. 
Around the outside of the pit, or caldron, a pile of débris composed of 
broken pieces of geyserite was seen, forming a sort of rim, just as though 
it had been washed back by an overflow of the spring. This, however, 
I think is impossible on account of the absence of a wall at the foot of 
the spring. It is possible that it may be a geyser with long periods, but 
we have no data to that effect. 

Since the above notes were made, this Cliff Caldron has been discoy- 
ered to be a powerful geyser, to which Mr. P. W. Norris has given the 
name Excelsior. The following record of its eruptions is taken from 
the report made by Mr. C. H. Wyman to Mr. P. W. Norris. (See Re- 
port of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone National Park, by P. W. 
Norris, 1881, pp. 54-56.) 

Record of the-eruptions of the Excelsior Geyser in the Midway Basin, Yellowstone National 
Park. 

a, | 4a 
PS Su 
oe of 
a= as 

: ; On Ea 
Date. Time of eruption. eel ss s Remarks. 

is} 

ee | Se. 
el Seo 
BS | ose 
Ay | 

1880.* 
Sept. 2 8.00 a, M..---....---- 5 100 | Witnesssed the last eruption from a distance. 

BURY fb jiig ue ene auens 7 15 
7a || Beat) jh SGeagosoenb oS 7 100 
G7 |) Tale im enee ee okus al 6 90 
41 500 Bb WS cesabsssacec 5 60 | Heavy fog in the morning, clear until sunset, and 

thence dense mists from the Excelsior Geyser, 
and fogs from the foaming, hot Fire Hole River. 

2} |) UO) Gp ws ooosaodaeSS 7 75 
Om eA Sieve nM ners iaiclare alalololel= 7 75 
AS |) 8h Ojos wile sGososoos5o5 5 100 
28) | oy 20 se = mcicia accel 6 100 
Ps) |). (oat) jth sbonood sonee 7 125 
29 |} 9.30 a,m............. 7 60 
2D) I BaD [Osc oae Ce oddoes 5 60 | Ileavy snow squalls, shutting off all observation 

after 7.20 p.m. 
2 OU ON OOM ame sine ereiee aia 5 70 
2B) | 16 AD jos ues eno GobSas 7 75 m 
BD) || S00 Bb ts s6oacacqusee 5 50 
30) || 2) satis Soshdooadess ul 100 | Heavy clouds and mists much of the day. 
30) GAO ime sooo skse od 5 125 
3 to 2D) Ts WNSSooccgsqsoce 5 75 | Mists too dense for observation at night. 
510) GLeO jdm seoocetobeone 6 75 

Oyen, 1b} Guile, wiescocbemsesee 5 60 
it |) (GhOB Ss Ws -coecaud ade 10 150 | Cloudy and nearly dark all day. 
IL |} 210) 30) Bis THe Sooeeouaeoue 15 100 
I | At Bi) 1s Wl Soest oocotoos 10 200 
il | 648) toh i oes0cecosce 10 250 
i | 6, 40) Joss baGoe seasons 10 225 
| Wo NO Ts We Soe osoasdoae 5 75 | Too dense fogs and mists to continue observations. 
il ||, 5 OO josie soos oceekece 5 75 
A} |) U2 GS Bh, tt osocetococae 5 75 
7A GREW Os GN Boagabecdade 5 75 | Clear, but a very heavy wind down the valley, al- 

lowing approach upoa the windward side, dis- 
closing the fact that heavy masses of the hori- 
zontally-banded wall-rock were fractured and 
falling into the foammg caldron, which was all 
that could be observed, save an occasional rock 
eruption. 

Pl) Ghai pag osteconsache 5 75 
A) Sb UG, We poososecoac 5 75 
Ay WD, WO Bet), SsoceSdéodce 5 75 
2) || 1h6 15) Re Aas besoasooc 4 60 

* This is evidently meant for 1881, as the instructions to Mr. Wyman are dated September 27, 1881, 
and his report is dated October 10, 1881. 
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Record of the eruptions of the Excelsior Geyser in the Midway Basin, §c.—Continued. 

- aa 
g@ | Sq 
mS oO 
os C5 

Sa | SE 
Date. Time of eruption. 8 Sins os Remarks. 

oo gas 
52 | ose 

“AY | 

1880.* 
Cct. Bl PANG, Ws Sas0nnsssces 5 50 

Dultedel sinamies eee eeeee 7 200 
Oui Ove eS Os meee eee eee 5 75 
A TE ep theoosoooceaace 5 50 
DY ip OMUa ims gneosecaaces 5 50 
ON ted pamesseser anes 5 60 
3 AW. Wile oHsosas sass 5 100 
B35) S:O0rametscoaseteeee 10 150 | Countless rocks, of many pounds weight, hurled 

like a rocket high above the column of water, 
some of which fell in and across the river, which 
is here 100 yards wide, and during much of the 
day was a foaming flood of hot water. 

83 | 10. 10 300 
3 | 12. 10 75 
3} 3. 10 250 
3) 4. Ul 75 
3 5. 5 80 
Senate 6 75 
3 9. 2 5 75 
5 ped Oe bs 75 
4 6. 5 75 
Chl O(c 5 75 | Broke camp and went to the Upper Basin at 9 a. m. 
4 9. 7 75 
4 | 10. 10 150 aad 
4} 11. 5 150 
Gulies: 5 75 | Returned through mist and snow squalls ; weather 

quite cold. 
Gl) <9. 7 100 
Di AE 6 80 
GniG eo: a 120 
6 | 10. 5 75 
7| 3.45a.m 6 80 Cleat and cold, but dense fogs along the river for 

miles. 

7| 5.202 7 125 
a 6.45 a. m 5 100 
7| 9.08a.m 7 120 | Left the basin for the Norris Geyser. 

*See note on preceding page. 

No. 4 is at present probably only a reservoir for surplus water from 
No. 1, which it is below, and only a short distance away. It is a turbid, 
blue pool, about twenty feet in diameter, which spreads out into a shal- 
lower gray basin, the entire dimensions being 80 by 150 feet. Nosteam 
rises from it, and the water is cold. 

No. 5 is a light-blue spring, with a white basin about 20 feet in 
diameter. It receives considerable water from No. 1, and has a tem- 
perature of 135° F. 

No. 6. Indigo Spring.—This is a dark blue boiling spring. It is trian- 
gular in shape, measuring 20 by 25 feet. There are several points of 
ebullition, and the temperature is 196°. The water outlet is lined with 
lemon-yellow colored deposit. Back of this spring, and south of it, are 
a number of fissures and steam vents. 

No. 7 is a collection of three small bubbling pools: a is white lined and 
bubbles rapidly, but not violently; ) is an oblong opening in broken 
fragments of gray geyserite; cis a white basin. The temperatures are 
169° F., 125° I’., and 151° F. 

No. 8 is a rapid bubbler, in a white basin 9 by 12 feet. 
No. 9 is near No. 8, and is a clear bubbler with two openings; tem- 

perature 190°, There are several other small ones near by. 
No. 10 indicates the position of two small holes, 6 inches each in diam- 

eter, with temperatures of 194° and 195°, The water from them spreads 
out on @ red deposit. 
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Between the springs 8, 9 and 10 and the river are three crater-like 
holes in the deposit, at the bottom of which there is a little water. 
These holes are about 8 feet in diameter. 

The springs already described are either on the mound of which No.1 
is the center or on its slopes. Those next to be described are mostly 
on a broad flat nearer the level of the river. 

No. 11 is probably a geyser, although not seen in action by any one as 
faras I can learn. Ithasagreenish-gray-brown basin, 22 feet in diame- 
ter, in the center of which is a deep cavern-like pool 9 feet in diame- 
ter, over which the water has a bluish-green tint. It boils gently and 
has a temperature of 174° F. The rim is gray and composed of hard 
geyserite. 

No. 12 and 13 do not deserve any mention further than that given in 
the table. Near them are other small holes not numbered on the map, 
but none deserve special mention. 

No. 14 is a greenish hole 10 by 15 feet, at the head of a large, irregular- 
shaped, shallow, red basin over which the water spreads. The latter 
has arim, and is one of two pools, besides which there are several small 
holes. The temperature of No. 14 is 105° F. 

No. 15 is a basin with two orifices, one of which is red lined and the 
other white, the former having a temperature of 150° F. 

No. 16 is simply a reservoir for water from No. 14. Between it and 
No. 15 there are numerous small openings, as indicated on the map. 

No. 17 belongs to same system as 14-16. 
No. 20 has a red, gelatinous deposit, probably viandite. This deposit 

is found abundantly at various points among these springs. 
Nos. 23 to 26 are situated near the river, on the left bank, above the 

bend, where the valley is narrowing, and are sufiiciently described in 
the table. There are others still above not indicated on the map. 

Crossing the river we first met No. 28, which is the upper or most 
southern spring of the group. 

No. 28 is a very handsome blue cavern 25 feet in diameter, and back 
of it a smaller (5 feet diameter) black, boiling spring (a), from which 
the water flows into No. 28. The water escapes from beneath porch- 
like masses of deposit and opens directly into the spring below. The 
temperature is 197°, while in No. 28 it is 183°. The latter therefore 
is in part at least a reservoir, as is the case with so many of the larger 
basins. 

No. 29 is nearer the river than 28 and has a gray-white basin with a 
white edge. It is a deep, blue cavern, 25 by 28 feet, and has at one end 
a deeper hole, which is the spring, and where the temperature is 195° F. 

No. 30 is in a pit-like hole 15 to 20 feet deep. The water has a green- 
ish tint, is quiet, and has a temperature of 178° F. The basin is 40 by 
50 feet and deep. 

No. 31. Pebble Spring.—This is a spouting spring, and has a flat basin - 
6 feet in diameter, which is filled with reddish-brown geyserite pebbles. 
The water spouts from a hole about 3 inches in diameter, and when seen 
in action spouted from 6 inches to a foot. The temperature was 191° F. 

Nos. 32 and 33 are described in the table. No. 32 1s probably the 
Catfish Geyser illustrated on page 112, in the report for 1871. 

No. 34 represents several white-lined holes, which extend under the 
bed of a small, warm creek. The temperature is 171° F. 
' No. 35 is a bulging spring at the foot of a bluff of gray deposit, which 
is stained with iron and perforated by steam vents. The steam escapes 
from the water in great bubbles. The temperature is 195° F. 

No. 38 is a geyser with a circular basin about 30 feet diameter. Itis 
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close to the trail and, gives constant exhibitions, although the height 
to which the water is thrown is not great; 20 feet, perhaps, being the 
maximum. 

I saw two eruptions on October 9, separated by an interval of 50 
minutes, the first occurring at 1.35 p. m., and the second at 2.25 p. m. 
On the 11th I saw the following eruptions: 

+. | Time of be- No. ginning. Interval. 

ij] WL St)) Bi, Tite 5 |)s 5 sce cetotecs 
Dane visas ecouaeee es 
3 | 2.20 p.m.-.] 41 minutes. 
4) 3.00 p.m-.--.] 40 minutes. 
5 | 3.40 p.m-..| 40 minutes. 

The eruptions therefore appear to occur with considerable regularity. 
They last 6 or 7 minutes, and the average height of the column is not 
more than 5 feet. 

In Plate XIII a we have a general view of the plateau of geyserite, 
on the left bank of the river, upon which most of the springs are sit- 
uated. The view is from a photograph taken from a point opposite the 
bend in the river, and looks a little west of north, showing north Twin 
Butte in the distance. Almost on a line with it, a little to the right, is 
the Grand Prismatie Spring, indicated by a faint cloud of steam, and 
still farther to the right is the steam rising from the Cliff Caldron. The 
position of the other springs will be apparent on comparing the illustra- 
tion with the accompanying map, on which the springs are indicated 
by their numbers. 

RABBIT BRANCH SPRINGS. 

Rabbit Branch is a small hot creek which flows into the Fire Hole 
at the lower or south end of the Egeria or Halfway Springs. It rises 
by two branches in ravines east of the Egeria Group and south of the 
Tifth or White Dome Group. Each of these ravines is the seat of 
active hot springs. They were not visited in 1871, but were seen in 
1872 and 1878. It was my intention to visit them in this latter year, 
but I was obliged to leave the Lower Basin before the work was com- 
pleted, and I therefore give the description of the springs given by 
Professor Bradley in the report for 1872, as he is the only one who has 
visited them. The springs at the mouth of the creek are included with 
the Egeria Springs and are shown on the map of that group. The 
whole stream is lined with warm and hot springs, but there are two 
principal groups, the northern and the southern. 

Northern Group.—The principal one [spring] at the head of the northern fork, a 
large steaming pool, reaches 148°, and is not surpassed by any of itsneighbors. About 
the forks of the stream a considerable cluster of steam vents, pools, and mud pots give 
various temperatures up to 186° and 192°; yet, as a whole, the group shows but little 
activity. Steam vents and small pools run far up the side of the mountain. 

Southern Group.—At the head of the,southern fork, separated from the last group 
by from 200 to 300 yards of timber, is a cluster of mostly small springs, which show 
rather greater activity. The principal vent is situated under the precipitous bank, 
and is apparently working backward by undermining the overhanging rock. Large 
masses have already slipped off and fallen into the narrow pool, soas to greatly in- 
terfere with the free motion of the water; and, accordingly, though steaming and 
boiling furiously, it spatters only a short distance. It was impossible to reach the 
boiling center; the nearest accessible part of the pool gave a temperature of 192°. 
Crossing the spur to the southward we found instead of a broad flat valley, like the 
one we had just left, a narrow, steep ravine, partly with precipitous sides, at only one 
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point of which did we see slight indications of warm springs. There was, however, 
an abundant flow of cold springs, fully equal in volume to that of the hot springs of 
Rabbit Branch. As no difference was noticed in the rocks of the two hollows, we 
could refer their difference in form of erosion only te the solvent power of the hot 
waters.” 

I have included these springs in the Lower Basin although they are 
separated from it by a ridge of timbered hills and are not shown on the 
map. Still they belong with the Lower Basin rather than the Upper, and 
this seems te be the best place for their deseription. 

Reeapitulation of springs and geysers of the Lowsr Geyser Basin. 

Pal. \ fez) 
fr SD Senet 

Name of group. | 28 a & 

eames 
1 a . 

! or 
IDEYiH Aor eh Swi avobe rs) g) OUNAs) BE Sqo0 Bebo eo an OGUAbEe CboO00 sdorodecoossodesrceceeescoesaa|) LB) a 193 
TS Utara Cagsihe) oAoouapanodooeconaddocHoSeosnbondoudanbe ou bosSooSSecounbHe ssn ss bo50s0 95 198% 
TBS CARDWND - 53> Coo ticod sen somesnesod aos Guapo s San doncganoSsdes acs Speso sesesesees|| Be 4¢ 180 
Qasanin Cate: Bo eo eee te eee a ee ee obs noSacoadasan sabes sede baseecoueecoe 43 200 
BOON Gre AEG: Caw) S255 eoosec hs so ocos osoden osocs cobauegoas boceEDoS EEE ESacon 7500 | FB ff | 195 
Fined ors oumtedm) Group's. -c\- cic = a aatacnee ciccis s Seislecine ais 62 wings cieveiste inicio ae cise §2 H 198 
SHOUTUMOTIERSSITE GOUT eee eee eee et aa ate me aa PAR spew eee eet) | 19 
HifUh-ormws bites ome) Grows - -ls/-1-1-\=-[l2 sche elern nla aie elaintetsie ei eiateicie  sieloe eee see eee | $5 ; 2011 
SPE MOR MRIN.eT: GrTOU Dp icile<cveiliciaicisiocin’e = stese aa te ein ain ee merce role eiciet ote ga ae ne | 14% ‘201 
(GoosewtakerMind Springs) 25522552 C5 ogee ee ee ae OT RN ee Seal 50 eae eens 
Meventivon warn ys sal! Giro wpe 2 ee eevee alee ar ote are i eee ere ra 56: , 200) 
ISMANEA Oemesnmtivey MEncny \SuisAesaqueseeobbeslcoose ode beoosceSoes Sieve ot ceaseless ase anaes | 2k i 20 
Ali ava ROMP Or Ht Oia SPCINS).-s\-15 ses Meee eee ee ee eee ee eee eelee | > 9T 
PRESTO ELEN T VANS aT Tle pee ea eI A ES TS REY CEE OCCU a oe os. 192 

etal wumiber ofisprings. 205.0220. ee aa ee es GOS) ten ee 

This table just given of course does not give all the springs, but is 
approximate, representing all the springs actually examined, and the 
most of those are actually shown on the map of the Lower Geyser Basin. 

The foliowing is a list of the geysers of the Lower Basin with the 
intervals and heights as far as known. The Upper Basin has always 
presented such attractions to the visitor and the various groups are so 
isolated from each other that these observations im the Lower Basin are 
not as complete as is desirable: 

Geysers of the Lower Basin. 

& 
5+ 

-> | Duration of the ch Name of geyser. Name of group. Interval or pesioa. pes es 

Sect 
=. 

‘ Feet. 
TMowntaim sscnjaleseclsisic siecsinis Fountain .....--..-- About 6 eruptions | 17 to 60 minutes ---- 50) 

in 24 hours..-..-.. | ; 
Not known...-.-..-- 19 minutesto Zhours 15 

Not known .. aun 

J te ce eee e-| see 10 - eee ek. Boe LO) 7s LAS ERs Seay 

Young Hopeful ...........--. SAECO WE Summ Ame oes es.| 6&to $0 seconds. -- -_| 
‘(Great Fountain .-.....-.....- White Dome 45 minutes.-----.--. ) 1® 
White Dome-...........--... een CLO) sjocemeiaenet Nearly extinct. pee eereisletetane f : 
OGURES eee ee nets ete | RAV OI ameern ee eae Not known Bae se ! 
SMO UM ae SA Sie eee see oe REN ON eet Eee Ronee pea 4 
MROSAbbO Se hoe ese ees ees. Sentinel .--.....:.-2).... CORES Spee em gn RCN Oe cee -| 6-380 
EC Sth Sa ee soars baste Egeria Springs......|...... 1 SARTO EGR al RED ee 
SNOD S8i(RSy Sr) 2-2 oe soso 565b008 a) Se 40 to 50 minute: Gto7 main stes. < 20 
Mxceleion® 27 i) Pa er ea BAGG RENE SA ge wees 1 to 4 hours.........| 5 to 19minutes..--.. 300 

* Report of the U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, 1873, p.. 229. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

UPPER GEYSER BASIN OF FIRE HOLE RIVER. 

The Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River is the most wonderful of 
the two, containing as it does the principal geysers whose names are 

- new so well known everywhere. It extends from just below the mouth 
of the Little Fire Hole River up the main Fire Hole River and Iron 
Spring Creek, a branch joining the Little Fire Hole just above its 
mouth. The principal springs and geysers are on the mainstream. As 
the two streams mentioned approach each other as they flow north, the 
basin is somewhat triangular in shape. The distance from the Soda 

Geyser Group to Old Faithful Group is about 24 miles, and from the 
latter to the Emerald Group is nearly a mile anda quarter. The entire 
area of the basin is nearly 4 square miles. The principal geysers are 
located within a distance of about a mile along the course of the river. 
The latter flows from southeast to northwest through the basin, and 
after Iron Spring Creek unites with it the direction is more northerly. 
The springs appear to add but little to the volume of the river ordi- 
narily, although some of the geysers are said to have largely increased 
the river during their periods of action. The temperature of the water, 
however, is affected by the springs, as the observations made in 1872 
plainly show. They are the following: 

oF. 

Temverature in Fire Hole River above Old Faithful........---.....-------.----- 53 
Temperature in Fire Hole River opposite Bee Hive..---..--..----..-..----------- 56 
Temperature in Fire Hole River opposite Grand Geyser..-....--...-..--.-------- 60 
Temperature jn Fire Hole River just above Giant Geyser--.--.---..--------------- 60 
Temperature in Fire Hole River below Grotto Geyser.--....--.-. ..-.------------ 60 

When the first temperature was taken the air was 56°, and when the 
last was taken it was 589°. 

In the tables and maps of the groups described in this chapter 440 
springs and geysers are enumerated, all of which are located by corres- 
ponding numbers on the accompanying map. Of these some twenty-six 
are known to be veritable geysers. The distance from the center of the 
Lower Geyser Basin to the lower limit of the Upper Basin is about 4 
miles, while from the Egeria Springs itis only 2miles. The trail between 
the two basins used before the road was cut was very marshy and made 
the trip a very disagreeable one. The Upper Basin is well timbered, and 
the soil in most places where there are no spring deposits is composed 
of the débris of the volcanic rocks, mainly a black voleanic sand. The 
surrounding rocks are rhyolitic, an obsidian mass being usually seen 
onthetop. The first detailed descriptions of the Upper Basin are those 
published by the members of the Doane-Washburn expedition, which 

_ have already been so frequently referred to, and the names given to 
the principal geysers are the ones still retained. They, however, did 
not witness all in action, and the survey in 1871 named some more. In 
1878 also we discovered some new geysers, which are now named for the 
first time in this report. 

In the following pages of this chapter the various groups of the Upper 
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Basin are described, beginning with the Soda Geyser Group, which is 
the most northern and the first met with on the way up from the Lower 
Basin. 

The best camping place in the Upper Basin is on the south side of 
the marsh that lies on the west side of the river, opposite the Giantess 
Group. From here Old Faithful, Bee Hive, Giantess, Trinity, Niobe, 
Castle, and Grand can all be seen. It was here that we had our station 
in 1878 for measuring the heights of the columns of water. 

SODA GEYSER GROUP. 

This name is given toa group of springs, including several small 
spouters, situated below the mouth of the Little Fire Hole River. The 
majority of the springs are on the west side, about 15 feet above the river 
level, although one of the most important is located on the east side at an 
elevation of about 30 feet abovethe Fire Hole. These springs were not 
closely examined in 1878, as our time was devoted to the principal gey- 
sers in the main part of the basin. 
On the west side the principal geyser is the Soda Geyser, which spouts 

about every 10 minutes. It was named in 1871 by the topographer, who 
fancied a resemblance in its jet to the jet of a soda fountain. There are 
several other small geysers near this, but their periods are not known. 
In a group of springs west of the Soda Geyser, the following tempera- 
tures were taken in 1871: 164° F., 180° F'., 194° F. The following were 
in springs south of the geyser: 140° F., 154° F. 

On the east side there is only one that deserves the name of geyser, 
and this is on the summit of the mound. 

Cauliflower Spring.—\t is bordered by cauliflower-like forms of green- 
ish-gray geyserite. The water flows from the spring in several small 
streams, the bed of each one being of a bright orange coloi. This is 
probably the spring described as follows by Professor Comstock: 

One of the largest, however, at the summit of the hill has formed a bordering rim 
at some distance outside of the edge of the original bowl, so as to wall in a large por- 
tion of the water, making it, asit were, ashallow pond about the innercup. This fring- 
ing pool is mainly upon the drainage side of the spring, leaving the main bow] nearer 
the opposite edge. 

Professor Comstock mentions seven thermal springs of importance at 
this place. Temperatures taken here in 1871 were, 146° F., 168° F., 
170° F., 180° F., 188° F., 152° F., and 180° F. 

RIVER GROUP. 

This group includes the springs on both sides of the river, from a 
short distance above the mouth of the Little Fire Hole to the point 
where the river bends from its eastern course to a northwest course—a 
distance of 800 yards. The springs are not definitely separated from 
those of the Soda Geyser Group on the east side of the river, but 
may for the purposes of description be considered as a distinct group. 
There are about seven springs on the left bank, with temperatures of 
136° to 190° F. Two of them are spouting springs. On the right bank 
there are about a dozen springs, several of which are minor geysers. 
To the upper or southern one we gave the name Restless Geyser, 
although its periods are not known. The temperatures here range 
from 138° F. to i88° F. We were obliged to pass these springs hastily, 
so that sufficient data to catalogue them were not obtained. Some of 
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the springs are handsome, and one curious fact is the existence of sev- 
eral bowls of different temperatures in close connection with each other. 

CASCADE GROUP. 

Under this head I include a few springs that are in the bend of the 
Fire Hole River west of the cascades. One spring or geyser on the east 
side also may be included. The latter was named Sentinel Geyser by 
Colonel Barlow in 1871. He says: 

Here, on either side of the river, are two lively geysers, called the Sentinels. The 
one on the left [east] is in constant agitation, its waters revolving horizontally with 
great violence, and occasionally spouting upward to the height of 20 feet. Enormous 
masses of steam are ejected. The crater of this geyser is 3 feet by 10. The opposite 
Sentinel is not so constantly active and is smaller.* 

The latter is seen in Plate 15, the distant column of steam showing 
its location. The springs on the western side of the river are separated 
from the springs of the Grotto Group by alow hill. They are some ten 
in number, and have temperatures from 170° F. to 192°; some are 
boilers, and others are quiet. The principal spring is the Cyclops 
Spring, which is a magnificent spring 50 by 60 feet, and of great depth. 
It has a temperature of 170° F. 

GROTTO GROUP. 

Under this head I have inciuded all the springs in the neighborhood 
of the Grotto Geyser, on both sides of the river. They occupy an area 
of about 800 square yards, and have among them two first-class gey- 
sers. The springs are, with the exception of No. 17, not remarkable 
for beauty, nor of any special interest. The mound on which they are 
situated is partially overgrown with trees, which separate the majority 
of the springs from the cones of the Grotto Geyser. Our time for the 
examination of the group was small, and we were unable to devote any 
time to the observation of the geysers. The latterare not in sight from 
the other parts of the basin, and the facts presented are therefore small 
as compared with those given in the descriptions of the other groups. 
The table presents most of the facts noted in the case of the springs, 
and from the description there given the different springs can be recog- 
nized. 

Table of the Grotto Group. 

Number or name. Size and depth. Pemiper Remarks. 

Up epenoscssetceS- Basin 28 feet diameter. - CASON aerate Two openings in onebasin; a 
is double. 

a3 by 5 feet..--.-.-.--.- b175 
b 3 feet diameter.....--- 

2. Grotto Geyser..-.| Large cone 8 feet high, TU] i Geese See text for full description. 
orifice 2 by 6 feet and 
19 feet deep. 

Smallcone is 4feet high, 196° 
orifice 38 by 5 feet, 16 
feet deep. 

Bea esanelaee ee naaies 19 by 9 to 17 feet........ (ce codosackcar Inky-green pool constantly 
boiling at one end. It is a 
yulsating spring. 

ho vaee ane Rneee eee 6: by; 7 feeteces .-b 2: oo TOOH eee: Fe... cia Almost constant bubbler, with 
considerable overflow. 

Ben rece tence Orifice 18 inches by 1 LOST is ccsceast => Hole in the water outlet of the 
foot. grotto from which it re- 

ceives water. 

*Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River, 1871, p. 25. 
+14 feet below the surface it is 199°, 
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Table of the Grotto Group—Continuen. 

3 Tem per- 
Number or name. Size and depth. ain. 

6.........-...------| Basin 16 feet diameter, IS Weeacsodcbos 
| in which is a fissure 2 

by 4 feet. 

(asbt osacacasaonnene 6} Ly? AD see SSe5ocsos6es UB | oacooooccsos 

Brae si nee esrecenece Crater 4by 3 feet, fissure 
at base. 

£2 a ee lea 13 by 14feet.....-...--.- AO eee eetrstaets 

OMe ri cacee sae auigby tilifeetscocsseeesee O40) Roe ae oela 
o7 by 9 feet.--.--22----- 
eoibys0iteeteenceseeeeet 

OL Se e6doncKoSSEcoas Basin 30 feet diameter in aA es a hey 
outside measurement. 
Water fills 11 by 18 
feet, 7 feet deep. 

ND attest reseisjcicinyeiarc mine 74 by 84 feet, 3 feet deep 5A es ae 

Wa eect iseisciniecieciciete ale Sibyl 0teetiiesccesesias L279) ees aan 

a oe ee eee LOjbylS8 teetiossee-eeeeee GO ei 

ne) ase R SOS Boece eSree Siby8eifeeteeeeesee eee G2 SS epee 
Bl GU eet aece ls cies) LOby/ 20 feetyeomemeeeeeiee SCR Renee se Nearer 

17. Bottomless Pit ..| Total length isabout181 QL20 Mle aejeenceceee 
feet, width varies. 6150 

a40 by 45 feet .- us €153 
b 35 by 49 feet -. d165 
¢ 20 by34 feet seeeceeee. e184 
d is 10 feet wide. 
e is 34 by 53 feet. 

1S), oem oeasouOGOREEE 17 feet diameter, 10 feet TGA ees Sa 
eep. 

1 Qe erecce accesses 20 by 30 feet............- NE asa eacerss 

A. 12 Ge OU Whe Essoss cesses eEeEsoSSoooCbellboooodoedelloaosooosunee 
Spouter. 

Dlr Al GOySebesma|iseeinicisicicecs sclee alsisinisisiseistell sealers eevee eetoces se 

DO MPRUVCLS1C Gil GOVnitl cocinisine'iaais e's icoe cin cine delat aoe eae Meee aoe eee 
ser. 

Remarks. 

} 4 
“ pp eo 

Water is 2 fect | BESS 
below the top. Soo ao 

ES Sg f 
Sis ayes 
oO Bey o 
BESas 
eS 55.8 

Light-blue fan-f 4, 5°58 
nel spring. fa. 

i) os 
wieieds 
en 2 =p 
COPS a 

Bes 
AIO<4 = 
S6nn4 
‘+68 
NSSoao 
Shas 

Yellowish basin with green 
center, red line around the 
outside. : 

Red bordered springs near 9, 
They have greenish-yellow 
basins; ¢ bubbles slightly, 

Double funnel in bluish-gray 
basin. 

Yellow-lined spring with deep- 
red border. 

White bubbler with gray bor- 
der, yellow and red edge. 

Spring with two central ba 
sins. 

Near No. 14. 
Blue-gray basin; near it are 

three small, circular pools. 
a isared-lined spring 
with moss-like ba- 
sin. 

b reddish-yellow ba- 
sin with fissure in 
center. 

ce yellow-green pool. 
d greenish-yellow. 
e deep-blue, cavern- 

like spring. 

‘1030 TOKO 

ITA poqoeu -W0d [Iv 01 ESOT, 

This spring is on the east 
bank of the river below the 
Fan Geyser. 

This.is a steam vent on the 
monnd with the crater of the 
Fan Geyser. 

See the context for the full de- 
scription. 

Do. 

All the springs enumerated in this table are not numbered on the 
map, as I was obliged to work at a different time from Mr. Mushback, 
who plotted them, and after returning from the field I could not identify 
all with certainty, and I therefore placed only the numbers of those I 
knew to be correct on the map. 

DESCRIPTION. 

No.1. This spring is between the Giant and Grotto Groups, and might 
be included with the former as well as latter if placed according to its 
location. It is a large basin, surrounded by beaded silica, and has two 
openings, which appear like two separate springs when the water is low, 
as it was when examined. ‘There is also a small hole near a. | 

| 
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No. 2. Grotto Geyser (Plates XIV and XIV a).—This interesting geyser 
received its name in 1870 from the peculiar shape of the main or larger 
erater, which is hollowed into fantastic arches, beneath which are grotto- 
like cavities that act as lateral orifices for the escape of water during am 
eruption. This crater, which we will call Cone No. 1, is very irregular, 
and is 8 feet high. The orifice is 2 by 6 feet and 19 feet in depth. On 
the north side of the orifice there rises a curious pillar-like mass of 
geyserite. It is somewhat club-shaped, and is about 6 feet in height. 
Cone No. 2 is 19 feet in diameter at the base and 14 feet on top. It 

is 4 feet in height, and has a quadrangular orifice measuring 3 by 5 feet, ' 
in which the water during quiescence is from 10 to 15 feet below the 

top. The basin is 16 feet in depth. On the east side there is a slight 
depression in the rim. The entire length of the mound, includmg the 
two cones, is 53 feet, and the width is 26 feet; the centers of the two 
cones are 30 feet apart. The space between them is raised above the 
general level, and covered with beaded silica, in which there are two 
small vents that spout during the action of the two large cones. Plate 
XIV is a view of Cone No. 1 from the west, while in Plate XIVq@ both 
the cones are shown, the view being from the east or river side. 

The white and grayish-white geyserite, of which the cones and mound 
are composed, is brittle and breaks readily into slab-like masses. Pools. 
of water are found on the west side of the geyser and on the maim cone 
near the pillar-like mass. The eruptions consist of two well defined 
eolumns, alternating with each other, from the two cones, and spurts 
from the small vents. A large portion of the water is thrown into spray, 
which adds to the effect. The water escapes in jets, which average 
about twenty per minute. 

1870.—The Grotto is mentioned by Langford as spouting to a height 
of 60 feet, the eruption lasting an hour.* 

1871.—I did not see the Grotto in action, but Colonel Barlow speaks 
of its playing several times in the twenty-four hours. + 

1872.—The fellowing eruptions were noted by me in 1872: 

Dura- 
Date. Eruption began. hina Maximum height. Average keight.. 

h. m. 
a PAN ol G meee a= 2.45 P.M ....00-. OF38) | hConewr 32 teetetes se aceee nen =e Cone 1, 13: feet.. 

Coner2s2diteetinetae eee seen es Cone 2, & feet.. 
ht | ATE LG) tats ete ats OT Dace Mest | Oonerwolutceteeemerrecmacoce see Cone 1, 16 feet. 

Cone 2, 41 teet..2 35 .....2--22.-- Cone 2, 13 feet. 

In the second eruption the maximum was attained, in Cone No. 1, 1 
hour and 134 minutes after the eruption began, and in Cone No. 2,2 min- 
utes later. After the eruption the water sank rapidly until it was out 
of sight, and everything became perfectly quiet. Inthe second eruption 
the maximum height of Cone No. 2 exceeded that of Cone No. 1, and the 
spurt made a fine display, the base of the column being wide, tapering 
to a point at the top. It was accompanied by considerable steam. In 
Cone No. 1 the average height was very unifurm, and the mass of water 
thrown up was very much spread out. The eruptions have a steam 
period at the close. In the first eruption this was about 3 minutes; in 
the last one it was not taken, but it was short. 

In an eruption seen by Mr. Holmes, but not noted, the smaller cone 
spurted higher than No. 1, although usually the reverse is the case. 

* Scribner’s Monthly, Vol. II, p. 124. 
t Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River in 1871, p. 26. 
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1873.—Professor Comstock describes one eruption as follows: 

We witnessed but one eruption, which began at 2.17 p.m., August 25, continuing 
uninterruptedly till 3.03 p.m., when it ceased altogether. The water was ejected with 
much force in two irregwarly-alternating columns, proceeding from the two large, 
conical chimneys of which the mound is made up and from several intermediate open- 
ings of small size. The volume of water and vapor was large, and a goed-sized stream 
was formed by the surplus, which ran off down the hill to the river.* ‘The maximum 
height was nearly 25 feet. 

1875.—Captain Ludlow sayst the Grotto played whenever he was 
near it, and gives the height as 20 or 25 feet. Grinnell and Dana, in the 
same report, say the Grotto was almost continuously active during their 
Stay. 

1877.—General Sherman says that during theirstay, in 1877, the Grotto 
was repeatedly in agitation, but the jets did not exceed 20 feet. 

1878.—I witnessed only two eruptions on the afternoon of September 
11. They were separated by an interval of 2 hours 264 minutes. The 
duration was not ascertained nor was the height ascertained, but it was 
not over about 20 feet in each case. A very smali »ortion of the time 
we were in the Upper Basin was devoted tothe Gru.ic, and we did not, 
therefore, obtain any data as to its periods. The following tempera- 
tures were taken: Cone No. 1, 198° I°.; cone No. 2, 193° FP. 

The duration of the three eruptions that have been noted above are: 
38 minutes, 2 hours 33 minutes, 46 minutes, which are so different that 
very little can be determined fromthem. Itis probable that the Grotto 
has a double set of eruptions. 

Springs 3 and 4 are east of the Grotto at a little lower level. 
Nos. 6, 7, and 8 are in one basin and at times evidently connect, prob- 

ably when the overflow from the Grotto is large, as the channel leading 
from the geyser carries the water directly into No. 7. The basin is of 
hard, grayish geyserite. The three bowls are ‘iciently described in 
the table. The temperatures are low, indicating that the springs are to 
a certain extent reservoirs. 

No. 17. This is really a series of bowls or basins eannected by chan- 
nels, the rim being continuous around the cure vavin, Which has a 
total length of about 181 feet. ais a quiets ‘~~ that is now probably 
nearly extinct. It is lined with tuft-like m« , .susing masses. eis a 
beautiful blue cavern-like spring of great denth, and was named by one 
of the members of the party, who called it “the bottomless pit.” The 
following is the comparison of the temperatures in this spring, taken in 
1871 and in 1878: 

= Basin. 1871. 1878. 

oF, oT, 
25 eR Ee 168} ° 120 
Oo eRe OR ea 150 150 
Oat EAE pac RAE Not taken. 153 
fs AERO en 166 165 
Coe anlage Ae i 150 184 

From this table it is probable that e has periods of activity which 
increase the temperature. a appears to have decreased in temperature 
since 1871, which the character of the basin also indicates. The other 
two springs, b and d, remain about the same. 

The rest of the springs on the west side of the river do not « 

* Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, pp. 251-252. : 
se Reconnaissance from Carroll, M. T., te Yellowstone National Park, ad returz, ir 

75, P. 20. 
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further mention than is made in the table. Crossing to the east side 
we find two geysers, viz., the Fan and the Riverside. 

No. 21. Fan Geyser (Plate XV).—The Fan Geyser was so named by 
the party of 1870 because the water during the eruption spreads out in 
fan-shaped jets, from the fact that there are two craters, the streams 
from which cross each other. These two craters have orifices of about 
2 feet diameter each, and just below them is a steam vent called the 
‘‘nerpetual spouter,” which sometimes acts in concert with the Fan. 
The crater of the geyser is composed of pink geyserite, which rises from 
the river in a series of rounded masses which are beaded with silica. 
1870.—Langford describes the eruption of the Fan as follows: 

The Fan has an orifice which discharges two radiating jets of water to the height 
of 60 feet, the falling drops and spray resembling a feather fan. It is very beautiful. 
Its eruptions are very frequent, lasting usually from 10 to 30 minutes. A vent con- 
nected with it, about 40 feet distant, expels dense masses of vapor 50 or 60 feet high, 
accompanied by loud, sharp reports during the time the geyser is in action.* 

Lieutenant Doane, speaking of the same geyser, says: 

First, the steam would rush from the upper crater, roaring violently, then this 
would suddenly cease, to be followed by a fan-like jet of water rising from the lower 
crater to the height of over 40 feet, often playing for perhaps two minutes; then this 
would suddenly stop flowing, and the steam would rush forth again fora time. Oc- 
easionally the small crater threw a transverse stream, sometimes alternating with 
either of the others; and thus they played on for hours, after which all would sub- 
side to a gentle bubbling.t 

1871.—I did not see the Fan in action in 1871, nor were any notes 
concerning it obtained by the other members of the party. 

1872.—I did not see the Fan in BOLT in 1872, but Professor Bradley 
did, and has the following: 

When Fan Geyser was in full eruption its partner, 30 yards off, was steaming 
gently. Fan stopped for a moment, and its partner fairly roared with a rush of steam, 
which stopped as soon as Fan opened again. Yet they are not in full sympathy; for 
on another oceasion Fan was steaming or boiling very gently, while its partner was 
boiling furiously and throwing water 5 or 10 feet. high, but with quiet intervals, dur- 
ing which Fan showed no access of force. (Under such circumstances, one is inclined 
to question whether Fan’s partner may not possibly serve as the vent for two distinct 
geyser-tubes. ) t 

These notes were taken mainly for the purpose of determining the 
sympathy, and do not give any facts as regards the interval or duration. 

1875.—Professor Comstock saw the Fan in action and describes the 
eruption as follows: 

This began at 2.43 p. m., almost precisely at the moment when the eruption began 
in the Riverside. Gradually i increasing in intensity, it was throwing a large column of 
water at 2.49 p. m., which continued, but gradually diminishing Suntil 2.45 p. m., at 
which time it almost ceased, spluttering occasionally, however, until 2.56 p.m. This 
record shows a remarkable similarity or sympathy between, the "Fan and the Riverside. 

1877.—General Sherman’s party saw the Fan in action, but give no 
particulars. 

1878.—I saw but one eruption of the Fan, which occurred September 
11. The following are the notes: 

First spmt at 12.13 p.m.; stopped suddenly in 2 minutes 10 seconds. 
Second spurt at 125, 15™. 40° p. m.; stopped at the end of 2 minutes 

25 seconds. 
Third spurt at 12". 18™, 35° p. m.; stopped at the end of 25 seconds. 

*Seribner’s Monthly, Vol. II., 1871, p. 123. 
t Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p Mt. 
t Report U. 8S. Geol. Survey of the Tea 1872, p. 236. 

13 H, PTO 
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peel spurt at 125. 20™.30* p. m.; stopped at the end of 2 minutes 10 
seconds. 

The intervals of quiet are 30 seconds, 30 seconds, and 1 minute 30 
seconds. After this the steam escaped gently. 

The third period the height reached was not very great, but on the 
fourth it was high. None of the spurts, however, were accurately meas- 
uréd. Only one orifice spouted. The one farthest from the river gave 
off a slight amount of steam but no water, and the “ perpetual spouter” 
steamed during the entire eruption. The column was not perpendicular 
but slanted toward the river. The amount of water ejected was slight 
and was largely broken into spray. The Riverside was quiet during 
the action. 

The following shows the comparison of the different years : 
Langford, 1870—10 to 30 minutes in duration. 
Comstock, 1873—13 minutes in duration. 
Peale, 1878—9 minutes in duration. 
No. 22. Riverside Geyser.—This double geyser received its name in 

1871. _ It does not appear to have been seen in action in 1870. It is 450 
feet above (south of) the Fan, on the same side of the river, just above 
the bend. It has a low, irregular mound with a chimney in the center. 
It has two orifices and spouts at intervals that are undetermined, the 
column reaching a height of 80 to 90 feet, as estimated in 1871. It is 
somewhat out of the way, and unless seen in action would not be taken 
for a geyser of any importance, as there is little about its crater to at- 
tract attention. 

In 1873 Professor Comstock saw it in action, and describes the erup- 
tion as follows : 

A little below the grotto, across the river, a geyser which is situated near the edge 
of the stream began to spout at 2.43 p.m. This is known as the Riverside Geyser. A 
jet of fi.e spray was very suddenly thrown more than 30 feet into the air, which con- 
tinued quite steadily until 2.47.5 p. m., when it ceased acting for one-half minute; 
then it played weakly for 2 minutes, ceasing again for half a minute; then played 
again rather vigorously until 2.53 p. m. (24 minutes). At 2.45 p. m. it roared loudly 
and became quiet at 2.56 p. m., after which no action occurred. : 

The duration of this eruption was 13 minutes. The simultaneous 
action with the Fan was probably only a coincidence, as during the 
eruption of the latter, seen by myself in 1878, the Riverside was quiet. 

In 1877 General Sherman’s party saw the Riverside in action once,* 
and Colonel Poe says “it astonished us by the duration of its eruption, 
which was more than 10 minutes.” + 

GIANT GROUP. 

Although this group is small as compared with the other groups of 
the basin, it contains two first-class geysers, and one minor geyser that 
has a cone of considerable beauty. There are three clusters of springs, 
the principal one being on the platform of the Giant Geyser, the second 
on the platform of the Oblong Geyser, and the third on the opposite 
side of the river. The latter is separated from the Grand Group by a 
narrow strip of timber, or it might be included with the latter. 

The springs are sufficiently described in the table which follows, but 
the geysers deserve special mention, which will be given after the table. 
Temperatures taken in the cluster on the east side of the river in 1871 
were 172° F. to 196° IF. Temperatures on the platform with the Giant, 
taken in 1872, ranged from 182° F. to 196° F. In the Giant the same 

* Reports of inspection made in the summer of 1877, &c., page 36. 
tIbid., page 78. 
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year a temperature of 194° F. was obtained, which corresponds with 
that obtained this year. It is difficult to get the temperature, as the 
geyser is usually in violent agitation. 

Besides the springs on the platform of the Giant enumerated in the 
table there are many vents (15 to 20 in all). 

Table of the Giant Group. 

Be 
2 ieee 
og 3.8 

No. and name. Size and depth. Temperatures. S38 S. a Remarks. 
et 

ge ES 
a A 

oF, oF. 
1. Giant. ....... Cone 10 feet high, 24} 198 at 13 feet below | 11.15 a.m-| 58 | Forcomplete descrip- 

by 25 feet at base,| levelof platform; 194 tion see text follow- 
5 by 8 feet at top| at surface. ing the table. 
orifice; is about 5 ! 
feet indiameter ; 25 
feet deep. 

PEN ae SL ae ws |soaccceesn beccebeneees M7 fat) the) surtace; |--osssseescs |e. - 
199 at 11 feet below 
the surface. 

Diee eam a So dcda es} soticsecacedecosecceee 191 at the surface; 196 |.........-.-|---- oe craters. 
at 9 feet below the 
top. 

Amvoung Haith= |----2< -ccsceneoaessece 197 at the surface; 200 |.......--.-.|---- Spouts every few min- 
ful. at 13 feet below the utes, throwing the 

surface. water in spurts to 
5 or 10 feet. 

FL oe cOSeee Eee Fissure:3} feotlon gents esasoaniee Ae acrs ee nal seen cisisicsce a esios 
6. Oblong Gey- | 50 by 21 and 31 feet.) 195; 8 feet below the|.-...-..--.--|---- On aplatform of gey- 

ser. surface the tempera- serite near the 
ature is 196. river. 

Meese nae clece Conemasnese eases Soiodoneeg Sacco eccebe||s44ecoudaded| S50 This small cone has 
several openings 

. _ and 2 other cones 
near it. 

Beesees sf lcce 2s eA 48 feet; 14feet | a. Surface, 194........|......------|---- @ is a bulger. 
eep. 

3 b. 13 feet below the |......----.-|---- bis a pool. 
surface, 175. 

0) Ee Sees 14 by 30 feet; 9 feet | Surface, 186; 8 feet be- |......-..--.|---- Inky - tinted boiling 
in depth. low surface, 195. pool. 

esses es. sas s2- 16 by 17 feet ........ Ieee socbsenddoetadballsconecosaood| Saoe Constant boiler. 

No. 1. Giant Geyser (Plate X VI).—The Giant was named in 1870 by 
the Washburn party, N. P. Langford first publishing the name in 
Seribner’s Monthly, in 1871. Although rarely seen in action it well de- 
serves its name. Itisreadily recognized from its peculiar crater, which 
has been compared to a broken horn, but, as Stanley* says, itis more like 
the stump of a hollow sycamore tree of gigantic proportions, the top of 
which has been torn off by a storm. 

Tt swells out irregularly at the base, just like the roots of a huge tree; the grayish 
silica crust represents the bark of the sycamore, while. the cavity is carved into nu- 
merous little grooves, and stained with various minerals, giving it a dark coating, 
reminding you of the decayed part of the inside of an old stump. 

This curious crater is broken down on one side, as though it had been 
torn away during an eruption of more thanordinary force. On this side 
one can look into the crater if he can manage to avoid the jets which 
are being continually spurted from it. 

The crater is dark-colored, lined with tawny-yellow, and rises 10 feet 
above the platform. At the base it measures 24 feet by 25 feet, which 
diminishes to 8 feet at the top. The platform, or terrace, on which it is 
situated has a circumference of 342 yards, and rises four feet above the 
general level. It is composed of lamin of geyserite, which are well 

*Rambles in Wonderland, p. 114. 
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exposed on the river side, where they have been cut into by the water. 
These layers are irregular in composition and very hard, especially in the 
lower ones, which are the older. From these the specimens of pealite 
described in the report for 1872* were obtained. In some of the shal- 
low pools near the crater, smooth pebbles of various shapes are found, 
as in the pools surrounding other geysers. The depth of the crater, as 
ascertained by dropping a ‘line into it, was 25 feet. 

1870.—Langford, describing the eruption witnessed by the Washburn 
party, says: 

The Giant discharged a vast hod of water, and the only time we saw it in eruption, 
the flow of water, in a column 5 feet in diameter and 140 feet in vertical height, con- 
tinued, uninterruptedly, for nearly three hours.t 

Doane gives the time as 34 hours.{ 
1871.—During our stay in the Upper Basin, in 1871, no eruption of 

the Giant occur rred, but Mr. Jackson, who was in the basin longer, saw 
it in action. The eruption he saw is the one described by Colonel Bar- 
low.§ He says: 

It throws a column of water the size of the opening to the measured altitude of 130 
feet, and continues the display for an hour andahalf. The amount of water dis- 
charged was immense—about equal in quantity to that in the river—the volume of 
which during the eruption was doubled. But one eruption of this geyser was ob- 
served ; its periodic times were not, therefore, determined. 

Colonel Barlow does not give the date of this eruption, but it was on 
either the 6th or 7th of August, for we left the basin on the morning of 
the 6th, and he followed us on the morning of the 8th. 

1872.—The Giant was not seen in eruption during the three days I 
was in the Upper Basin. When visited it was found boiling, vigorously 
spurting at times above the top of the crater. There appeared to be 
periods of increased activity, when some of the smaller vents became 
quiet. This fact was also observed by Professor Bradley, who says :|| 

When the two large vents [Giant and Young Faithful] began to show activity, 
though boiling to only small elevations, these little ones became quiet. 

The question of sympathy between these vents and the geysers can- 
not, however, be definitely determined, upon the limited data obtained 
up to the present time. 
1873.—Edwin J. Stanley witnessed an eruption of the Giant, and de- 

seribes it graphically as follows: 

The first thing I observed when it gave signs of action was the cessation of the little 
steam-jet, when the geyser nearest it began to surge at a fearful rate, throwing a 
great volume of water to an altitude of 20 or 30 feet. It played but a moment, and 
the next one went through a similar operation, when, as it ashamed of their signifi- 
cant failures to rise in the world, or in honor of the erand chief of the realm who was 
about to appear, they all retired from the scene of action and became quiescent. Then, 
with a terrible rushing and rumbling below, with a powerful effort and fearful heavings 
that caused the very earth to groan, sand seemed sufficient to tear the solid walls of the 
crater into a thousand atoms the Giant came forth in the majesty of his mighty power. 
A volume of boiling water, the size of the nozzle of the crater, was projected to a great 
altittide, the action being repeated several times. Then for a moment all was quiet. 
Thinking it only a feint, we attempted to approach the orifice and make investiga- 
tions, when we were met by an immense volume of steaming water, asif just from one 
of Heeate’s caldrons, causing another disorderly retreat. ‘It now commenced in ear- 
nest, and we surely witnessed one of the grandest displays of water-works ever beheld 
by mortal eyes. The foundations of the great deep seemed literally to have been 

* Page 153. 
tScribner’s Monthly, Vol. II, 1871, p. 124. 
{Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p. 31. 
§ Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River, p. 26. 
|| Report of U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, 1873, p. 236. 
4] Rambles in Wonderland, New York, 1878, pp. 114-115. 
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broken up and turned loose again upon our sinful world. A steady column of water, 
graceful, majestic, and yertical, except as swayed by the passing breezes, was by 
rapid and successive impulses impelled upward above the steam until reaching the 
marvelous height of more than 200 feet. At first it appeared to labor in raising the 
immense volume, which seemed loath to start onits heavenward tour, but it was with 
perfect ease that the stupendous column was held to its place, the water breaking - 
into jets and returning in glittering showers to the basin. The steam ascended in 
dense volumes for thousands of feet, when it was freighted upon the wings of the wind 
and borne away in clouds. The fearful rumble and confusion attending it were as the 
sound of distant artillery, the rushing of many horses to battle, or the roar of a fearful 
tornado. It commenced to act at 2 p.m., and continued for an hour and a half, the 
latter part of which it emitfed little else but steam rushing upward from its cham- 
bers below, of which, if controlled, there is enough to run an engine of wonderful 
power. I advanced and stood near enough on the windward side to cast large masses 
of silica into the ascending volume, which were hurled with force many feet into the 
air. The waving to and fro of such a gigantic fountain when the column is at its 
highest— 

> “‘Tinseled o’er in robes of varying hues,”’. 

and glistening in the bright sunlight, which adorns it with the glowing colors of many 
“x gorgeous rainbow, affords a spectacle so wonderful and grandly magnificent, so 
overwhelming to the mind, that the ablest attempt at description gives the reader 
who has never witnessed such a display but a feeble idea of its glory. Our entire 
party were perfectly wild with enthusiasm. We could not suppress emotion, but 
shouted and cheered till out of breath, and some fired revolvers and guns in the air, 
so great was their excitement in the midst of such a display. Every person in the 
basin—thirty-four in number—was soon on the ground, and lawyers, judges, profess- 
ors, farmers, merchants, miners, and philosophers, were all alike filled with enthusi- 
asm by the magnificent spectacle. A perfect river of water, equal to the volume of 
the Fire Hole, rushed down the slope; and in ourexcitement to get a view from every 
point of vision, we several times slightly tested its temperature by amisstep, landing 
us half-way to our boot-tops in the steaming flood. Every one thought the column 
250 feet high, though we had no means of measuring it. 

He does not mention the date on which this occurred, but it was either 
the last of August or the early part of September, for on page 90 he says: 
‘* Next day, August 29, we were to arrive at the real Geyser land.” 

Professor Comstock left the Upper Basin for Yellowstone Lake Au- 
gust 26, so that he did not see this eruption. During the time he was 
in the basin ‘the action was constant, the water being rarely thrown 
in successive jets to a height of 3 feet or less above the summit of the 
encircling wall, but as a rule the column did not rise sufficiently to 
throw the liquid over the edges.” * 
1874.—The Earl of Dunraven, in his “Great Divide” (p. 273), says: 
I was fortunate enough to see the Giant play, but I was not sufficiently near to form 

anything like an accurate estimate of the quantity of water cast up, or of the height 
to which it was thrown. The volume of water appeared immense, and huge clouds of 
steam arose from it. The eruption lasted only a few minutes; which is strange, as 
Professor Hayden describes it as playing for an hour and twenty minutes, and throwing 
a column ot water to a height of 140 feet. 

Although I cannot say so positively, yet I am of the opinion that the 
eruption seen by Dunraven was not of the Giant, but of the Oblong Gey- 
ser. The description and the duration agree better with the action of 
the Oblong; and if, as his notes seem to show, he was at a distance he 
might easily have made the mistake, as the two are near each other, 
and in 1878 we thought, on several occasions, that the Giant was in ae- 
tion, but discovered afterwards that it was the Oblong. The two being 
on a line, as seen from the upper portions of the basin, was the cause of 
the mistake on our part, and I suspect the same mistake was made by 
him, especially as he was probably not aware of the existence of the 
Oblong Geyser. 
1875.—Dana & Grinnell say (p. 132 of Ludlow’s Report): ‘The Giant 

was quiet, occasional spurts of water to the top of the crater being the 
only sign of latent energy.” 

* Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, p. 251. 
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1877.—The geyser was not, so far as known, seen in action during this 
season. 

1878.—The geyser was visited a number of times during our stay in 
the Basin, and always found boiling vigorously, with occasional spurts 
or jets which reached above the top of the cone. It was not seen in 
action by any member of our party. Its period is evidently a long one. 
The following temperatures were taken: Surface, 194° F. to 198° F.; 
13 feet below the platform level, 198° IF’. It was difficult to keep the 
pole carrying the thermometer in the water, as the spurts were projected 
with great vigor from the orifice of the geyser. The platform and cone 
presented the same appearance as in 1872.* 

No. 4. Young Faithful Geyser.—This geyser is on the platform with 
the Giant. I do not know where or how it obtained the name, but it 
is so called in Dunraven’s Great Divide; and as this designation is the 
only one it has had, as far as I can learn, I have retained it. It has a 
mound of beautifully beaded geyserite, rising 6 feet above the level of 
the platform, or terrace, and having a circumference of 232 feet at the 
base. On the summit of this mound are two orifices, or basins. The 
first measures 24 feet by 6 feet, and at the bottom are two holes from 
which the water is projected simultaneously. The greatest depth reached 
in this with the line was 174 feet. 

The second orifice, or basin, is 3 feet higher than the first, and is a foot 
in diameter and 12 feet in depth. 

This geyser acts somewhat continuously, with irregular spurts from 
10 feet to 20 feet. It is probable, judging from the deposits about it, 
that it has periods of action that would place it among the important 
geysers. Its behavior during the eruptions of the Giant have not been 
noted. The temperatures taken this year areas follows: Surface, 197° F.; 
13 feet below the surface in orifice No. 1, 200° F. The temperature in 
this geyser had never been taken before, on account of the violent spurt- 
ng of the water from it. 

No. 6. Oblong Geyser (Plate X VII).—This handsome basin was thought 
to be merely a hot boiling spring in 1871, but in 1872, when it received 
its name, it was suspected to be a geyser, although not seen in action. 
It has never before been described, although it figured in the report 
for 1872 (p. 155). It is an oblong pool 50 feet in length by 31 feet wide 
at the end nearest the river, and 21 feet at the opposite end. At the 
bottom are two large cavern-like bowls that are of great depth and 
over which the water appears of a deep greenish-blue tint. The ridge, 
or platform, separating these two bowls is 7 feet below the surface of 
the water. The bowl nearest the river end is the largest and deepest. 
The rim of the geyser is raised from 2 to 6 inches and is elaborately or- 
namented with large, white, globular masses of: geyserite, somewhat 
like those in the crater of the Turban Geyser, ouly more numerous and 
more regular. Outside of these is a layer or rim about 2 inches high, 
which has an appearance as though it had been cut out by a die, so 
clearly defined and regular is it. The basin thus described is on the 
summit of a broad platform (about 250 by 150 feet), which is about 5 
feet above the level of the river. The water boils in the center, and 
when examined on the morning of September 11, 1878, had a tempera- 
ture of 195° F. at the surface and 196° F. below the surface. The 
overflow passes off from the center of the south side of the basin, flow- 
ing into a series of shallow basins ornamented like the main spring, on 
a diminutive scale. They are gray and yellowin color. Similar basins 

*In the Report of the Superintendent of the Park for 1881, page 57, an eruption of 
_ the Giant is noted as occurring on Oct. 5, 1881, at 8 p. m., lasting 25 minutes, the 
column reaching 250 feet in height, accompanied by terrific earth-trembling. 
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are seen on the north side also, but here instead of receiving the over- 
flow they hold the water that falls during the eruptions. The erup- 
tions are very fine, and resemble in some respects those of the Giantess, 
although the duration is only a few minutes. The whole mass of water 
in the basin appears to be tossed into the air in an immense splashing 
mass, with an immense escape of steam, through which occasional jets 
are projected.to a height of 30 or 40 feet. Several eruptions were seen 
from a distance while we were in the Upper Basin, from August 27 to 
September 1, but they were not identified at the time and no obser- 
vations were made. On our second visit the following were noted : 

No. 1.—Eruption began at 5 p. m., September 10; duration, 6 minutes. 
No. 2.—Eruption began at 1.15 p. m., September 11. 
The notes are of course too few to determine anything in regard to 

the periods of the geyser, but the interval is probably not of very great 
length, as clouds of steam were seen rising from the position of this 
geyser almost every day of our first visit to the Basin. As I have 
already indicated, I think it probable that the supposed eruption of the 
Giant, seen by the Earl of Dunraven, was of this geyser instead. It is 
not strange that it escaped notice in previous years, as the Basin is so 
large that one is working in the upper part he necessarily misses seeing 
the geysers in the lower part. Our stay in 1871 and 1872 was limited 
also, as was that of Doane in 1870 and Comstock in 1873. 

ROUND SPRING GROUP. 

This name, for convenience, has been given to a small cluster of springs 
that are situated between the White Pyramid Group and the river, 
opposite the lower or northern cluster of the Grand Group. The name is 
given because the prevalent form is circular, seven out of the nine 
springs having large, flat, circular basins. But two of the springs have 
high temperatures, one of which (No. 7) is a small spouter and theother 
(No. 9) a vigorous boiling spring. Three temperatures taken in this 
group in 1871 are, 148° F., 154° F., and 156° F., whichis about the same 
as showninthetable. There are probably no true geysers in the group, 
as the deposits surrounding thesprings do not indicate the falling of the 
water from any great height. The springs are all sufficiently described 
in the following table: 

Table of the Round Spring Group. 
. 

q 
= 
5 

Number or name. Size of spring. 5 Remarks. 
a 
5 
a 
a 

cr. 
foc sah peices anaaeeeeeee ZODY BLTCOL. ce enco<ncesnen': 146 | Red and green lined pool. The water does 

not fill the basin. 
Dees Jctel tar camnaae ee Basinis 38 by 46 feet. Spring] 150 

in center is 15 by 16 feet. 
3. Round Spring..-... 18 feet diameter, orifice 3 | 164 | Yellow-lined flat basin ; with funnel-shaped 

feet diameter. orifice. 
4, Pear Spring.......- 374 by 10 feet and 21 feet | 159 | Double white-lined basin ; water has green- 

ish-white tint. 
CREO ICE Cocaine 52 feet diameter............- 146 | Outside basin is gray; inner one is green- 

Pp s ish-yellow. 

Geabadlcenn ee 78 fe eae 12 18 reo Tagine sith anal oridieas: 
fi cacnatecpeeteneeee Basin is 8 feet diameter | 180 | Spouting spring. 

spring 3 feet diameter. 
i satan sia Weta wai sete = ater Basin 19 feet diameter; | 144 | Basin not full. The spring has a small fis- 

spring is 7 by 74 feet. sure in the center. 
eer oc ouneperedceine BRDY GdOOticessc0. exer on nae 196 | Clear boiling spring in a white basin. 
—_—_—_—_————————————————————eeeeeeeee ee — —  ——————— EE eeeeeeeEeeFE 
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WHITE PYRAMID GROUP. 

This group is 400 or 500 feet back of the Round Spring Group, at a 
little higher level, being about 50 feet above the level of the river. We 
succeeded in getting all the springs of this group mapped, but were 
ordered to the Lower Geyser Basin before the temperatures of all were 
taken. The group is named from the white pyramid which stands back 
of the springs and forms a prominent landmark in this portion of the 
basin. 

The Punch Bowl has been included in the group, although it is some 
distance from the rest of the springs. Its drainage, however, joins that 
from the other springs and goes with it past the white pyramid. 

Springs 1-8 form the principal cluster. West of them are four springs, 
with spongy mounds, in a marsh; they are not enumerated in the table. 

Springs 9-11 are in the midst of a number of bubbling holes. I have 
called the cluster ‘The Bubblers.” 

Table of the White Pyramid Group. 

a] 
q 

= 
Number and name. Size and depth. FA Remarks. 

i=" 

5 
al 

OF, 
SSE os he ae ee 9 feet diameter.........-.--- 162 | Turbid spring in grass, under a log. 
OB eieerccianl sae icele cir Basin 20 by 25 feet; ais 7 by ja 146 | Two openings in one basin. 

5 feet, b is 8 feet wide. b 150* 
Beer Serene araisn ta 3 feet diameter ......---. 185 | Small spouter. 
A Ree ae LE adioe ts Has a large platform of de- ja 195 | @ is a long gray pool extending under a fis- 

posit. b 190 sure over which is a platform with hole 
b. Outside is basin ec. 

5. Spray Geyser ..... Geyser cone 24 feet high, 19 | 199 | Boils violently at one end. 
feet long by 7 feet wide; ; 
basin is 15 feet long. F 

Gee Evecare sceieeieies 12 feet deep .- -..-.--.----- 165+ | Beautiful white and blue basin. ° : 
7. Comet Geyser..... Mound 18 inches high and |186to| This isatrue geyser. For complete descrip- 

3 feet diameter, with an- | 200 tion see following notes. 
other only 1 foot high, and 
@ spouting pool between. 
Allare ina large flat basin 
that connects with No. 6. 

és The basin is about 30 feet 
in circumference. 

RS NS Aa aL ea I nec a ded ee Sd Reddish and yellow spring in the center of 
a hard geyserite basin which was once 
evidently a geyser. 

Qe Seren leaitialayaciaiaicte cies 2 feet in diameter-.....-....|------ A small pool with fissure holes near it. 

These springs are surrounded by holes and 
Bubblersiecss sens cecsssecieelosee ; fissures. e were obliged to leave before 

137] - completing their examination. 

14. White Pyramid-..| Mound about25feetinheight.|...-.. It steams slightly and may have periods of 
activity. 

15. Punch Bowl...-.- Basin with a crest 14 foot in |..-... This is Bebe a@ geyser. 
height. ; 

AS A ech eames Bibyabteet een eeteee te eeeee | ea A small spring near the Punch Bowl. 

* When quiet. § Bulging spring. 
+ At the surface; 11 feet below it is 169. 4] Bubbler. 
{ Yellow-lined bulger with red border. 

DESCRIPTION. 

No. 2 is a bulging spring. When first seen it was a spring of two 
_ basins, but later the water rose and it was one basin with two orifices at 
the bottom, the right hand one being the bulger. The temperature here 



Fia. 6.—Giant Geyser in action. 
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-when the water was low was 150° F.; when bulging it had increased to 
186° F. The spring is on the edge of a platform of geyserite. 

No. 4is a flat basin with several holes (see table). It is on a plat- 
form of grayish-white geyserite. 

No. 5. Spray Geyser.—This is probably a geyser, and should perhaps 
have the name Comet which I have given to No. 7 provisionally. The 
latter I saw in action while I was close to it, but one afternoon an 
eruption occurred in this group which I saw from a distance, and which 
seemed greater than the eruptions I observed carefully in No. 7 on Sep- 
tember11. As the latter is known to be a geyser, I have for the present 
given it the name Comet, and call this Spray Geyser. 

The mound of No. 5 is 24 feet high and beaded on the outside. The 
basin is 15 feet by 7 feet. It is yellow-lined, and the water had a tem- 
perature of 199° F. It was boiling violently during the time I saw it, 
and I have no doubt that it is a geyser. If it should so prove to be, I 
propose the name Spray Geyser for it, as indicated above. 

No. 6. This is a handsome white basin in which the water is of a 
beautiful light-blue tint. In the outer portion of the basin where the 
water is shallow the bottom is yellow, which becomes saffron and red- 
colored as No. 7 is approached. The border, where the overflow from 
No. 7 comes into No. 6, is gray, and is raised about 3 inches. The outer 
rim of No. 6 is continuous with the outer rim of No. 7, so that they are 
really in one basin. The following temperatures were taken: At the 
surface after the eruption of No 7, 165° F.; 11 feet below the surface, 
169° F. A large part of the overflow during the eruption of No.7 
passed away over No. 6. ' 

No. 7. Comet Geyser.—This name is the one originally given to the 
Grand by Colonel Barlow, and I have transferred it to this which, from 
allaccounts, is a geyserof some importance. It has alarge, flat, grayish, 
white basin’which connects with No. 6 when it is full. In about the 
center of this basin are two mounds of yellowish-green-gray beaded 
geyserite. The largest is on the west side, and is about 18 inches high 
with a diameter of about 3 feet. The eastern one is only about a foot 
in height, and has two orifices. These two mounds appear to be in con- 
stantaction. Betweenthemisa pool from which the spouting takes place. 
Its south edge has masses of geyserite along it, like the two mounds, 
although they are only 6 inches in height. Between the eruptions the 
water in the pool isin ebullition. The following temperatures were 
taken on September 11: 

2.39 p. m.—Surface temperature, 191° F. 
2.45 p. m.—Temperature 2 feet below the surface, 199° F. 
2.51.50 p. m.—The eruption occurred. 
2.55 p. m.—Surface temperature, 186° F. 
2.56 p. m.—Temperature 3 feet below the surface, 200° FE. 
The following are the notes of eruptions taken September 11: 
No. 1.—9.33.15 a. m.—The geyser spouts 25 or 30 feet at the maxi- 

mum. An irregular splashing mass is thrown sideways and straight up 
into the air. The duration of the eruption was 1 minute 15 seconds. 

No. 2.—1.37 p. m.—Spurts about 20 feet; duration 30 seconds. 
No. 3.—1.50.45 p. m.—Spurts 15 feet; duration 1 minute 5 seconds. 
No. 4.—2.10.10 p. m.— Eruption begins and lasts 55 seconds. 
No. 5.—2.28.45 p. m.—Spouts to a height of 30 feet, with spurts in all 

directions. The eruption lasts 1 minute. 
No. 6.—2.51.50 p. m.—An eruption begins, lasting 55 seconds. 
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The intervals and duration in tabular form are as follows: 

Number. Duration. | Interval. 

m. 8&8. m. 8 
NL eeeemlem erste cnctimtarare eat LAB oP sisson 
De eerie ee ilerera|s tye eteinje, ote OBO ee Cee 
Dee erolene sel ssa Sian science 1 05 13 45 
A ea are eens 2 he stola aise 0 55 18 20 
Eel SE Bear pl a a en 1 00 17 40 
Gee ee tesa aris eis cicis'e seis 0 55 22 05 

As far as these observations go they seem to point to a considerable 
uniformity in the action of this geyser. They may represent the fre-- 
quent periods which so many geysers have. 

At 3.15 p. m. on September 10 I saw from a distance an eruption of 
some geyser in this neighborhood. The column appeared to reach a 
height of at least 100 feet, so that I am rather uncertain about its being 
this geyser, although it may have been one of its regular eruptions. 
Dunraven, speaking of a geyser in this group, says: 

In the largest basin are two apertures, and by one or both of these the water is con- 
stantly heaved up in a great rounded mass, like a huge bubble. The different basins 
are not in connection with each-other. I was fortunate enough to see one of them in 
a state of great activity, but I was at some distance, and although I made all possible 
haste, the eruption, which only lasted a few minutes, had ceased before I arrived at 
the spot. The volume of water ejected appeared enormous, and I judged the height 
of the jet’to be about 150 feet. I supposed this to be the Grand Geyser, but I see that 
Protessor- Hayden locates it at the other side of the river.* 

The basin that Dunraven describes is without doubt the basin of No. 
7, but whether the eruption is of that spring or of No. 5 I am uncertain, 
although I am of the opinion it is the latter, which I am also inclined to 
think is the one I saw in action from a distance. 

This geyser (No. 7) is also the one mentioned by Professor Comstock 
when describing the Pyramid. He says: 

Near its base are several fumeroles and one fair-sized, boiling or spouting, which pos- 
sesses on a small scale all the essential characteristics of some of the simpler geysers.t 

It seems, therefore, that No. 7, which I have named the Comet, is a 
rather constant spouter, but there is also in its vicinity a geyser that 
is first class in its action. Whetherit is No. 5remains to be determined 
by future investigation. 

Springs 8-13 were mapped and descriptions partially taken when we 
were obliged to leave the basin. These temperatures were therefore not 
obtained. 

No. 14. White Pyramid.—This conspicuous mound of white geyserite 
is back of the springs just described, and is a little over 500 yards from 
the river, about due west of the Giant. It is 200 yards from the main 
cluster of springs in the group, to which I have given its name, and most 
of the drainage from them passes it, going northward to flow into the 
Fire Hole below the cascades, where it again turns to the northwest. 
Judging from its size (it is 25 feet in height), it has once been a power- 
ful geyser, but at present doubtless spouts very seldom if at all. <A 
gurgling can be heard in it and steam éscapes almost continually, but 
there is no evidence of recent activity. It has probably closed its vent 
by the gradual deposition of silica. Itis pyramidal in form and stands 
out boldly against the dark evergreens that are back of it. 

*The Great Divide, p. 274. 
t Reconnaissance of Northwest Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. J ones) in 1873, p. 233. 
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No. 15. Punch Bowl Geyser (Plate XVIII). This handsome spring is 
900 feet southwest of the Pyramid. It is remarkable for its crested rim, 
which rises 14 feet above the general level. Itis handsomely beaded 
and has a pointed border. <A large area surrounding the spring is cov- 
ered with siliceous deposit. Comstock found the spring active in 1873, 
and Captain Ludlow says it played frequently during August 23, 1875. 
See p. 28, Report of reconnaissance from Carroll, Mont., to Yellowstone 
ational Park and return in 1875.) We have never seen it in action. 

CASTLE GROUP. 

The springs included in this group are spread over an area of about 
22 acres, and are dividable into several clusters, one of which is on the 
mound which has been built up about the crater of the geyser. Another 
(28-30) probably corresponds to the ‘Hidden Springs” of the map of 
1872, as no other springs could be found in this neighborhood. They 
are 200 yards east of the Castle. North of them is another cluster (1-6) 
which is about 300 yards from the Castle. The remaining springs (7-18) 
are scattered along the edge of the river for a distance of over 300 yards 
northwest from the mound of the Castle. The Castle Group contains 
but one powerful geyser, viz, the one from which it is named. 

Between the group and the river, extending southward towards the 
Three Crater Group and southeastward to within about 200 yards of 
Old Faithful, is an extensive marsh in which there is asmall pond. The 
southeast side cf this marsh is bounded by a terrace, which makes one 
of the best camping groundsinthe Upper Basin. From it the principal 
geysers, except the Giant and Grotto, can be seen in action. 

Table of the Castle Group. 

a i8 |e 
$¢/24/8 

SH 

Number and name. Size and depth. 2 = Sz Sa Remarks. 
SH a 

ee| Be” |e? 
AN Shy 4S 

oF oF. 
1. Four Bubblers...| a3 by 34 feet.....-.-.......- GUGR) |\seticos| + soses a _b, and ¢ are continuously 

b3 by 3 feet 3inches...-.--.. b17 boiling ani spurting; d is 
5 by.64 feet...... -...-! e193 quiet. 
a7 by 8 feet. Total length d178 

is 24 feet. 
Pe ARocotcsSSneoNCEoS 53 feet long by 20 and Pax (atte || G}s) eee lsc Red and green lined mossy 

wide. basin. 
Beescen Satmaadacscoae 7 feet diameter.......----..- LEWD WErceodjlsce sac Small red pool. 
Bae cote deve deise --| 10 by 5 feet 4 inches, 2 feet | 186 |---..-|...--- Gray spring, with 4 openings. 

eep. 
Tie MEerRidceannoneen. +b 174 by 9 feet and 134 feet...) 151 |....../.--... Deep crater at one end. 
UiedesotedcdoSotbecdse 44 by 44 feet .....-....------ We | oocimenboe sue Gray pools. 
Ueeieoagie Jeon secs 7 by 11 feet, 3 feet deep -.---- IY PA | emoso5ibeS sce Muddy pool near river. 
ole seo ctisobebots5: PO CODHON Cie sae mils sates! oes lei ies | eee eet Dead spring in grass near the 

| river. 
tb hee rprapSosuecsuacde 34 by 5 feet, 2 feet deep ----. LSOR stomatal arate 15 feet back of this is funnel 

18 inches in diameter on 
mound. 

Tl ccenninnjewsinnniaie en si'o'= Mound 18 inches 2 feet high,} 193 |......).-.... Spouter. 
opening is 8 by 10 feet. 

EE OR pee ti isae| Peco Or euee cod peceemessereed aeeciaa|loas6q|oca5 Near 10 Pos gently. 
Ee eerie 3 by 4 feet, 3 feet 9 inches | 145 |..-...|...... Muddy pool. 

cep. 
OEE ecorinte ieee 1 foot by 18 inches.......... TO eee clcrooe Water 8 inches below the top 

: of the spring, which is red. 
| RE eta See es 3 feet by 8 inches, orl foot..| 170 |..-...|...... Fissure in which there is clear 

water. 
ee oe anes heh anal « TDW RAS Wena aio cine wei LO | eee Two sputtering holes, each 2 

Be or 3 inches in basin. 

By ss a dae ok 2 Holes 1 to 3 feet long ....--. Fie } Dae bei Hidden in grass. 
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Bho WS ye 
2s|/2.|8 “ 

A Oe fae 
Number and name. Size and depth. Boe | Sage) | ay Remarks. 

5/25 | 5S 
5 | ® 
mn a a 

OF, NN |p 
16. Washtub.......-- 5k by 5 or 6 feet -.........-. OY) hel ess) ses Crater of beaded silica, with 

others near it. 
17. Dishpan........--. 3 feet long by 8 inches,or | 198 |......|.----- Irregular fissure surreunded 

foot wide. by sputtering holes. 
If Gooddsnabodoooeoase 6 by 74 feet ..----- BHOROBRONS ASS eese assess Cone on river 6 feet above 

edge. 
ASE SHEEP SUM eee ae eeielcye Ue ernie leiaolnc we Siete I dia a eiered genetics ee eee Dead holes in the grass. 
1 ieee eee 11 by 11 feet, 2to6 feet devp| 191 |..--...].---.. Throws water 5 to 10 feet. 

V9 Gece ce eerie soe Two small holes ...-....-... aC B 

Ws sonbegesodoocosabe 3 feet by 18 inches .........- IMS GScooslbaeaac Close to river. 
SLO Gee ates niece eee 5% by 6 feet .....--.....-.--- NOD |ossoas|leacose Red pool. 
20ers ee eee ae SibyelObeetieseeeeeeesesee cae IY ON eGseoullocooes Yellowish-green pool. 
Aah cossaabesooseads So6 The: outside measures 19 | 188 |.-...-- | Bee This has always been one of 

feet 6 inches by 19 feet 9 the noted springs, and has 
inches. frequently been photo- 

graphed. 
Beautiful BlueCrest- | Spring basin, 14 by 15 feet | *195 |.-..-.|.----- 
wees Spring. i aneide piepth 44% feet. 

gaoadbScoscossoseuec SEW) dodods sodddascoads|| UGYS odosoo|lbs56c6 . “ 
Ce A rae ies am ETRE es AG Kae eae cay eh geo OPN canoallosaacs } Beantifal SDN 
2B Nea Nelay meee lara petaya ie Tiby Lei feet -ih- cclsec \eesne = TSG6M ceca tecia A great boiler. 
Castle, Jr .-.--.------ 15 feet deep. .......--..-.--- T2O 2 Peeenl ee cerets Near the Castle. 
Coe ee ee ees anaeoard 18 inches by 3 feet .....-.--- NAL oasceallososas Small hole. 
ABs ssoopocdacassanocos 6 by 10 feet .........-..-..-- VOT eel ene Red, leathery-lined pool, with 

two gently-boiling centers. 
Pt scaoocdsauassacadesd Diby ls feetiooe so ecciascee TSO Neo e Ses eee Spring, with two basins. 
MBacogangcsoacbosce3645 13 by 14 feet .......--.----.- 3G) eeeeyeyel|aeerior Greenish, red, and yellow de- 

posit. 
DO evowasieeies cele clei Giby/6:feet) 2 22.2) cm ecee nies UGB |\assocelloaceso Gray pool. 
GW scosbagdasusnuaosane 14 by 25 feet ........--...--- 140; eee aes Quiet pool. 

4138 feet below the surface. 

v 

*10 feet below the surface. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Castle Geyser (Plates XIX and XIX a).—This geyser has the most 
imposing crater in the Upper Basin, and was so named by Langford 
and Doane in 1870, because of its fancied resemblance to the ruins of a 
feudal castle, although from most points of view it is more like the ruin 
of a tower or turret on the end of a platform, suggesting the form of a 
“monitor iron-clad vessel.” It is on the summit of a mound of white 
and gray deposit that covers about 34 acres and rises about 40 feet above 
the level of the river. On this mound, 400 feet back from the river, is 
the platform on which the cone or turret is situated. This platform is 
composed of laminated geyserite, and is 100 feet in length by 75 feet in 
width, and on the north side is 3 feet above the level of the mound. On 
the south side the geyserite is much broken, and the destruction between 
the platform and the mound is not marked. The turret or cone is 
towards the west end of the platform, as viewed from the north, and 
rises 11 feet 11 inches above it, with a circumference at the base of 120 
feet. The diameter on top is 20 feet. The contour is very irregular, 
especially on the east side, where there are a series of rough steps of 
globular masses of beaded silica (see Plate XIX). 
compact, and in many places has a silvery or leaden-gray color. The 
orifice of the geyser-tube on the summit of the cone is 3 feet in diame- 
ter, nearly circular, and lined with large beaded globular masses of a 
dull orange color. Steam is almost constantly escaping from this orifice, 
and jets of water occasionally spurt above it in the intervals between 
the eruptions. 

The deposit is very’ 
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1870.—Langford speaks of the Castle being in action at intervals of 
ad or three hours and spouting to the height of 50 feet,* and Doane 
svys he saw it on one occasion throwing water to the perpendicular 
height of 60 feet, with the escape of heavy volumes of steam.t They 
were of the opinion that the geyser was becoming extinct or at least 
had passed its most active stages of existence. 
1871.—We saw no bona fide eruption of the Castle in 1871, but it was 

in frequent action, spurting irregularly to the height of 10 or 15 feet 
several times when we were in the neighborhood. 

1872.—The eruptions we witnessed in 1872 began with a succession of 
jets numbering about 20 per minute, which reached various heights. 
These lasted about 15 minutes and were followed by a steam, mingled 
‘ith spray, which escaped in pulsations which soon ceased and the 
team escaped with a steady roar, which afterwards changed to an es- 

cape of cloud-like masses of steam. This gradually died down and 
ended an hour and twenty minutes after the beginning of the eruption. 
The following are the eruptions that were noted: 

} 

7 Eruption be- Duration of Duration of Maximum . 
No. Date. gan. water period. | steam period. height. Mean height. 

1872. h.m. 8 M. 8 h.m. 8. Feet Feet 
| WANA SS Si |p ome Om OOsctetten |psee sarsisien itera ils ossicles ater -.-.-. 34 | Water-.--.... 21 
2 | August 19....-. 10 30 00a.m 15 00 1 22 00+ | Water..... 93 | Water ....... 57 

team ....115 | Steam ....... 81 
3 | August 20 ....| 7 24 20 am. NGS00) |Peaaceseeaeeeee Water ..-.- DUS eS aetcla reratevape Stoterate 

In the second eruption the maximum of the water period was at- 
tained 3 minutes 40 seconds after the eruption began. The steam was 
still escaping when we left the vicinity of the geyser, so that the period 
was not determined. The intervals are 25 hours 20 minutes and 20 
hours 54 minutes 20 seconds; but we cannot be certain that the erup- 
tions were consecutive as the night intervened in each case. 

1873.—Professor Comstock witnessed parts of two eruptions. His 
description is as follows: 

When we entered the basin early on the morning of August 25, the Castle was roar- 
ing vigorously, and a small amount of vapor escaped steadily from the vent at the 
summit. This gradually dwindled, and no eruption took place until the following 
day, although spurts of 2 or 3 feet only occurred at irregular intervals. Shortly 
before 4 p. m. on the following day, a large mass of water was ejected in a column 
which was maintained for two minutes at a height of nearly 30 feet. Leaving the 
basin one hour later, the roaring, which continued after the eruption, was still very 
audible at a considerable distance. From this it may, perhaps, be justly inferred 
that an eruption had taken place just before our arrival on the previous day. There 
was a certain fitfulness of action before and after the main ejection, all of which may 
properly be considered as part of one eruption, lasting more than one hour. We ob- 
served the phenomena from a little distance, when we were unable to devote any time 
to special examination. ¢ 

1874.—The Earl of Dunraven gives a graphic account of the eruption 
of the Castle, which I quote in full: 

Far down in his bowels a fearful commotion was going on; we could hear a great 
noise—a rumbling as of thousands of tons of stones rolling round and round, piling 
up in heaps and rattling down again, mingled with the lashing of the water against 
the sides as it surged up the funnel and fell again in spray. Louder and louder grew 
the disturbance, till with a sudden qualm he would heave out a few tons of water and 
obtain momentary relief. After a few premonitory heaves had warned us to remove 
to a little distance, the symptoms became rapidly worse; the row and the racket in- 
creased in intensity; the monster’s throes became more and more violent; the earth 

*Seribner’s Monthly for 1871, vol. ii, p. 124. . 
t Report of Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p. 30. 
t Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, p. 250, 251. 
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trembled at his rage; and finally, with a mighty spasm, he hurled into the air a great 
column of water. I should say that this column reached, at its highest point of eleva- 
tion, an altitude of 250 feet. The spray and steam were driven through it up toa 
much greater elevation, and then floated upward as a dense cloud to any distance, 
The operation was not continuous, but consisted of strong, distinct pulsations, occur- 
ring at 4 maximum rate of seventy per minute; having a general tendency to increase 
gradually in vigor and rapidity of utterance until the greatest development of strength 
was attained, and then sinking again by degrees. But the increase and subsidence 
were not uniform or regular; the jets arose, getting stronger and stronger at every 
pulsation for ten or twelve strokes, until the effort would culminate in three impulses 
of unusual power. The'column of water appeared quite perpendicular, and was con- 
stantly ascending, for long before one jet had attained its greatest elevation, another 
had been forced through the aperture; but in the column the different efforts were 
plainly visible. The volume of water ejected must have been prodigious; the spray 
descended in heavy rain over a large area, and torrents of hot water, 6 or 8 inches 
deep poured down the sloping platform. The noise of the eruption was indescribable. 
I know of but one simile drawn from nature that conveys the smallest impression of 
it, and even then the impression is quite inadequate to illustrate the subject. Have 
you ever sat upon the very verge of a steep sea-cliff in a gale? I don’t mean one of 
your yachtman’s breezes, but a real bona fide full winter’s gale of wind, roaring trom 
the northwest over leagues and leagues of white Atlantic, and striking full against 
the cliff-face. If yon have, you will know that there is,at the edge a little space of 
complete calm, where the sea-pinks are scarcely stirred, and where you can sit and 
listen to the awful riot around you, untouched by it. If you will sit there, and are 
unaccustomed to such a scene, you will be half deafened and quite frightened by the 
strife of wind, and rock, and sea. Hear with what tremendous blows the gale strikes 
against the bold front of cliff and flies hoarsely howling with rage just over your 
head! Listen to its vicious scream as, baffled, it beats against the crags, and shrieks 
shrilly round some jutting rock! The ground seems to shake under the shock and 
thunder of the breakers against its base; and under all you will note the continuous 
hollow roar of the pebble bank crumbling to the sea with each receding wave. Toall 
these sounds of elemental war add the shrieking of the steam-pipes of many steamers 
blowing off, and you will have some idea of an eruption of the Castle. Or, if you 
don’t know much about the sea, you may imagine a gigantic pot boiling madly with 
a thunder storm in its stomach, and half full of great stones rolling and knocking 
about its reverberating sides. Taken with the above-mentioned steam-pipe aecompa- 
niment, which is indispensable, this may convey a faint idea of the noise. The total 
display lasted about an hour. Water was ejected for 20 minutes, and was then suc- 
ceeded by steam, which was driven out with much violence and in great quantities. 
Like the water, it was expelled in regular beats, increasing in rapidity as the jet de- 
creased in strength until the pulsations merged into one continuous hoarse roar, which 
gradually but fitfully subsided, and the exhausted geyser sank back into complete re- 
pose. To enjoy such a sight as this, aman should have time to get a little accustomed 
to it, for the display of such stupendous force exhibited in such an unusual manner 
is, to say the least of it, startling.* 

This appears to be the only eruption witnessed, and must certainly 
have been a grander display than we have ever seen. The heightis esti- 
mated, but it was certainly as high as any of the other geysers have 
reached. The Earl of Dunraven considers it the greatest geyser in the 
region, and his description certainly indicates this to be the fact. 

1875.—Captain Ludlow speaks of the Castle giving off vast quanti- 
ties of steam on the morning of August 22, and says it spouted 10 or 
15 feet; ‘‘several times during the morning it repeated its performance, 
rarely exceeding, however, 20 or 25 feet.” + 

Grinnell and Dana, in the same report,t say that it was active dur- 
ing most of their stay, but that the amount of water discharged was 
never very great, and the highest jets did not exceed 50 feet. 

1877.—The Castle was in constant agitation during Sherman’s visit, 
but no well-defined eruption was seen. 

1878.—The following are the notes of the eruptions I obtained in 1878: 
August 28.—1.50 p. m. The eruption began, and reached a height of 

*The Great Divide, pp. 265-268. 
t Report of Reconnaissance from Carroll, M. T., to Yellowstone Park, &c., p. 27. 
tIbid., p. 132. 
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105 feet. 2.5 p.m. The water period is ended, and the steam escapes 
with steady thumpings. After some time there are periods of deep 
rumbling and thundering, after which the steam escapes with great 
violence. The steady roar can be heard in all parts of the Basin. 3.5 
p.m. The steam is escaping very gently. 3.9.45 p.m. There isa slight 
roaring, lasting three-quarters of a minute, when the eruption is over. 

August 29.—9.45.20 a..m..The Castle begins ‘throwing water in irreg- 
ular spurts; the height was not measured. 10.12.30 a.m. The steam 
begins to come out with a thumping noise. 10.21 a.m. The steam ap- 
pears to be propelled in jets at intervals. 10.46.45 a.m. The eruption 
is at an end, and the steam is coming out as usual. 

August 31.—8.45 a. m. There are several violent spurts from the 
erater, which lasted altogether 3 minutes 30 seconds. 3.49 a.m. Spurts 
began again, and in 30 seconds reached a height of 50 feet; then slowly 
sank, with steam intervals, until 8.50 a. m., when there was a violent 
spurt for a minute, followed by steam, after which there were occasional 
spurts at intervals of 10 to 60 seconds until 10.10 a. m., when the inter- 
vals became longer. These kept up during nearly the whole day, and 
probably represent the continuous action of the geyser in the intervals 
of the eruptions. 

September 9.—During the night there was an eruption, but the time 
was not known. 12.39.25 p.m. An eruption began ‘which reached a 
maximum height of 88 feet. 12.49 p.m. The steam eruption begins. 
The end of the steam period was not noted, as we were obliged to go to 
another portion of the Basin before it was ended. 

The notes taken on the 31st of August were not those of an eruption, 
but of the constant action. None of the eruptions witnessed equaled 
the one noted by Dunraven in 1874. The escape of steam from the 
crater was so great that I did not succeed in obtaining any tempera- 
tures. 

The following table composes all the eruptions that have been re- 
corded. I include only those in which the steam period is noted as 
occurring after the water-spouting: 

s 3 
x a 
Ee aq 

Date Gueenver No cs Bg Maximum height 
; are alee ee of water eruption. 

vom") o 
x a) 

~ = 
i=) iS) 
A a 

m. 8. | h. m. 8. . 
ANS So) TAs OE CAIO. 2-2 scuencasrcanmsisasleniescaames 2 USE pete Se Saas 34 feet, measured. 
Aug. 18, 1872 |...... OG ei oe Sk th eel cece nee eee 2/15 00}1 22 00+) 93 feet, measured. 
Aug. 18, 1872 OOo cccseaaccecncasi cane aecee teaser 63] SKS Wal Resesaereace 51 feet, measured. 
Aug. 25, 1873 | Prof. Theo. B. Comstock ..............---- 1/10 00/1 00 00+ | 30 feet, estimated. 
Bn 25518740 Barl-Dunravell =s-2- 22s deei- ssa eae ener 1} 20 00)1 00 00+ | 250 feet, estimated 
Op NOLO As On LCAlGs caso cas sanseaeeeleteeee ee eee ner 1/15 00|1 50 30 | 105 feet, measured. 
Aung. 29, 1878 |...... CA eo ecnencboroeschoreasobeoe 227 10) L 1°25 
Sept. 9, 1878 |...... GO fs cote See e ec eacuan cues une SHOR Bb albeowcte esses 88 feet, measured. 

The observations are tooisolated to determine the interval of the geyser. 
The points we have recorded prove that, besides the eruptive action, 
which has a well-defined course of procedure, there is a state of constant 
activity, which is accompanied by spurts, which reach 50 feet, or even 
60 feet, as seen in 1870 by Doane and Langtord. They, however, did 
not see a genuine eruption, in which the steam period is the most marked 
feature, and forms the peculiarity of the action of the Castle. There 
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appears to be a daily eruption of considerable magnitude, but the 
grandest eruptions seem to be separated by longer unknown intervals. 
It is probable that this is one of the oldest geysers in the Basin, if not 
in the world, and its future study promises to develop some important 
points. One thing is certain: its age does not interfere with the grandeur 
of the display when it, has one of its characteristic eruptions. 

Seguin speaks of witnessing an eruption of the Castle in 1879 which 
reached the height of 164 feet.* 

Springs Nos. 1-6 are on a flat area of deposit, about 200 yards from 
the river, and are separated from it by a line of trees. They are of no 
special importance. 

Nos. 7-18 are along the edge of the river, north of the mound of the 
Castle. They are but little above the river level. No. 10 is a spouter. 
No. 17a is a cone on the river’s edge. 

No. 16 is a pulsating spring. Besides the main basin, which is 53 by 
6 feet, there is a minor one with several holes. The craters are of pink- 
beaded silica. The main basin has two openings, from which the water 
rises gently at first, and is followed by bulges. It rises and falls at 
intervals of about 3 minutes. 

- Nos. 19-27 are on the mound of the Castle; 19 and 20 are near the 
river’s edge, and are not specially important. 

No. 21. Beautiful Blue-crested Spring.—This handsome spring is 150 feet 
north of the Castle, and has an almost circular basin, measuring 19 feet 

_9 inches by 19 feet 6 inches, bordered by a scalloped rim 6 inches in height, 
which projects slightly over the basin. The latter slopes to an opening 
on the southwest side, which measures 14 by 15 feet, and is somewhat 
funnel-shaped. The depth in this basin is 443 feet. The water is of an 
ultramarine hue, which is intense over the deep portion of the basin. 
Whenever observed, the water was quiet and steaming very gently. 
There was little or no overflow, but the channel leading from the spring 
indicates that at times it must be considerable in amount. This channel 
is of gray, geyserite, lined with yellow and salmon-gfay tints, which are 
deeper as the spring is left, deep yellows and reds replacing the grays. 
Words are inadequate to present a picture of the beauty of a spring 
of this description, for it is only one of the many that may be found in 
the Upper Basin. ‘The following are the temperatures that have been 
taken: 

OR: 

Surface temperature in 1871 ............--..------ AAR TR VOIR 28 Sb aL a 172 
Surface temperature an 1872 2253s 58 See ae eee teeta 180 
Surtacestemperature an’ 1878) .2 35552 ae eet ete ee eae iets 188 
Temperature 10 feet below the surface in 1878....--....----------------------- 195 

These temperatures prove that there is a variation in the thermal 
condition of the spring, and point to the probability that at certain times 
there may be periods of active ebullition. It probably does not spout, 
as there is no indication of that fact in the surrounding deposits. 

Springs 22, 23, and 24 are near the base of the Castle platform, on the 
northwest side. The first two have a common outlet, which is of a 
beautiful yellow and orange color, lined with bright red. No. 23 has a 
yellow and white rim, and is a double spouter. The temperature in it 
was 1974°. In 1872 it was recorded as 192°. Back of No. 22 the geyser- 
ite overhangs the spring. 

No. 24. Castle Junior.—This is a very active boiling spring (shown in 

*Mr. P. Norris, in his Report for 1881, p. 57, mentions two eruptions of the Castle. 
One occurred October 4, 1431, at 3 p. m., and reached a height of 75 feet, lasting 25 
minutes; the other occurred at 9.45 a. m. on the 6th of October, reached a height of 
100 feet, and lasted 30 minutes. 
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Fig. 7.—Grand Geyser, 1871. 
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the foreground of Plate XIX a), which occasionally spouts a few feet. 
Jt has a basin 7 by 12 feet, surrounded by beaded. geyserite. Its sur- 
face temperature was 186°F., and at 13 feet below the surface, 202° F. 
It 1872 the surface temperature was 199° F., but it was taken near the 
time of action. During the water period eruption, No. 3 of the Castle, 
August 20, 1872 , Castle Junior was pulsating, seeming to sink when- 
ever there ‘was a | spurt of spray and steam from the Gastle. During 
the steam period, however, Castle Junior was spouting to a height of 
2 or 3 feet. 

The remainder of the springs in this group are sufficiently described 
in the table. 

GRAND GROUP. 3 

The ppune os included in this group occupy an area of about 24 acres, 
extending 2,400 feet along the east side of the river opposite the Castle 
Group. The Grand Geyser is about the middle of the group, and is about 
500 feet back from the river. 

Besides the Grand, which is one of the prominent geysers of the Basin, 
there are several minor ones besides the Turban, which has attracted 
considerable attention on account of its handsome crater and its prox- 
imity to the Grand. The located springs are 56 in number, and are 
situated on a mound of geyserite that in most places slopes gently to- 
wards the river. At spring No. 39 (Limekiln), where the mound is 
steepest, the height above the river is 10 feet. 

Besides the springs enumerated in the table, there are a number of 
steam vents and holes in the crust. 

The springs are divisible into several clusters. Below the Grand 
Group, on the same side of the river are three springs that I have in- 
cluded with the Giant Group. They are separated from the lower springs 
of the Grand Group by a fringe of trees. 

Table of the Grand Group. 

[NotTre.~-When not specified, the temperature is at the surface. ] 

bees babe Henig 
\ 3 z 
Bl-eg (2. 

Number and name. Size and depth. 5 += 3 Ea Remarks. - 
=" a =) 
q z A 
>) =) oO 

A = a 

oF OBR 
In reality a long fissure ex- (| UO Aa Aly. Adi fect oa eee 3) Seana eee ae ; panded at points into pools Eee yo oe 54 feet wide. --2.....-5.- AY ea ey or springs. P P 

Sn Scecaben see seenedos a, Ee feet long by 4 feet |a 163 |............ ....| Fissure of about 15 feet, with 
wid b 158 two main basins. 

tL. CosSedriters opigcosiae 21 feet diameter......... QD ye Abessessase ..--| Large greenish circular pool. 
1D SSRIS RIE SDE CE DOC AG 8 by 9 feet; 20 feet deep.|..---.!......------ Nooo} Almost extinct greenish pool. 
do spteadeqsstacocdase 8 by 8 feet; 7 fect deep..| 162)|.......---..|.... White basin. 
1. SS BORCS SOC ACribemos Basin 15 by A0piteeten) 168) coc cot neil. saat 

spring 15 feet diame- 
ter. 

“sac eeeb arenes Basin 20 feet diameter; | 154 |............ .---| Greenish white spring, with 
spring 10 feet diame- | *156 white and red bordered 
ter, 12 feet deep. basin; it has two outlets. 

ce SBaeioce CHEESE oe 18 inches diameter ...... APB sc otk sterelels 5 ats Sputter’ hole at river con- 
stantly agitated. 

Restore eo sinelna ae citc se roteeateeeletsc ccs. suseiee ROB Secreta taatmine ....| A collection of holes, in which 
t179 the water rises and falls reg- 

ularly, flowing into the river. 
Spouts also a foot or two in 
splashes. 

* 11 feet below the surface. + When spouting. 

14 H, PT IL 
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Table of the Grand Group—Continued. 

Name and number. Size and depth. 

Iblssebsboecdcoasnodcas 9 by 10 feet ............- 

DD et rave aieinintaley steve stats 4 by 6 feet ...........--- 

BBE Hereeee iam iatelseraicteia.c Cone 8 feet above the 
river and 2 feet above 
mound on the land 
side; top is 2 by 4 feet. 

the UbdadanudeEncuaoans 18 inches by 1 foot .....- 
Mi scoosoocoooSpaon00s 1 foot by 2 feet........-.. 

MG nse eco adiee ese s 2: 54 by 84 feet; 14 feet 
deep. 

WfagoggudoacagRaEsauEe Cone 8 feet above river, 
34 by 44 feet on top. 

Be raeceiceminwecieiciaaicee Cone 15 feet above the 
river; 11 by 16 feet on 
outside; orifice 3 by 
4 feet. 

Ie ooossgdadeoS ssa base D) DY 9 feeb)= ce aeice see 

OO eeetie Socials esas 18 feet diameter ......-- 

21. Saw-Mill Geyser -| Outer basin is 43 feet 
diameter; inner, 7 by 
8 feet; funnel at bot- 
tom. 

22. Tardy Geyser..-..| Basin 174 by 18 feet; 
orifice 2 by 2 feet, 
with funnel at bottom 
6 inches in diameter. 

23. Spasmodic Geyser-| 50 by 28 to 30 feet....... 

DE ecotosocdEgandasado 2 feet diameter.......... 

DOs ainintalcie ninteictorniatoree ats 9 feet by 2 to 4 feet ..... 

BERR RN Sat recHaacbacte Conese ess ee eee. sel 

Deere eeeseienee clar 26 by 30 feet .....--..--- 

Beanie cess a eels 11 feet by 64 and 8 feet. 

PAUSE a Uo 13 by 20 feet ...-........ 

30. Bulger ....--...--. Basin, 16 by 17 feet; in- 
side it is 9 by 6 feet. 

Be ceeSooucsoussaasnoe 22 by 29% feet; orifice 
about Z by 8 feet. 

Sr pebabodoodedooSb sare 16 by 17 feet .........--. 
BSc ncesioneeaeee lees About 15 feet in diame- 

ter. 
Grand Geyser...--.-- Basin 52 feet diameter, 

1 foot deep; oritice 2 
by 4 feet. 

Turban Geyser 23 by 11 feet; 6 feet deep. 
* 13 feet below the surface. 
+ In basin when quiet. 
t When in action. 

Temperatures. 

ne Silos am 

195 

178 
175 

185 
*196 

194 

199 

175 

§163 
i169 

193 
*194 

erature of air. 
Remarks. 

Time of obser- 

vation. 

| Temp 

C 

‘A Greenish white pool, with 
water rising and falling. 

Steaming spring on the edge 
of the river, where it boils 
under the bank with thud- 
like noise. 

-| There are four holes on top 
and one at the base, next 
the river. They boil and 
sputter. 

.| Quiet spring. 
-| No. 14 and No. 15 are close to 

No. 13. 
Boiling spring, with rusty- 

yellow rim and greenish 
black-tinted water. Below 
16 is a mound close to the 
edge of the river. 

Geyserite cone; water escapes 
trom it under a bridge of 
deposit. 

Irregular double-topped cone, 
almost level back of mound. 

9.30 a.m ..| 42 

There are two cones on edge, 
which are distinct. Water 
is in vigorous ebullition. 
Water outlet is lined with 
yellow and orange colors. 

Circular pool; bubbles a little 
in the center. 

IDLE RSE bose This is a geyser, from which 
gteam comes in bulges. 

10.30 a.m -| 48 |Double basin, with sputter- 
holes at one side; one basin 
has water constantly boil- 
ing. This is a small geyscr. 

Water is 2 teet below the sur- 
'_ face. 
Double basin; one of them is 

lined with pearly deposit; 
the other spouts and sput- 
ters. 

SARs ac eee mers There are three openings near 
it. 

seduesenessaloeme Basin without an outlet. The 
center is fissure-like. 

PES IRE srael ise White basin. Yellow outlet 
leads to a pool 

BEA E eae tes White pool, with two holes 
in it. 

sdooboosedoo||bake Water was 3 feet below sur- 
face. This is a geyser, 
throwing water 5 feet at 
times. : 

WY codSos 47 | Gray pool, in which water is 
quiet. 

Ae \ayatere Seeunna lee Gray pool. ~ 
ndebodnsssdallacso Gray pool, which sometimes 

overflows into No. 32. 
12.5 p.m..| 47 | (See following notes for full 

description.) i 

ahaa aie tena | eae Do. 

§ When basin is nearly empty. 
|| When full. 
{| During splashing. 
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Table of the Grand Group-—Continued. 

Size and depth. 

.| 64 by 64 fect 
-| 44 by 64 feet 
.| 7 feet by 18 inches 

a, 10 by 2 feet; typical 
of all the pools. 

23 by 39 feet; 15 feet deep. 

12 feet by 6 and 7 feet... 
11 by 18 feet 
10 by 74 feet; 6 feet deep- 
Basin 23 by 32 feet; 

fissure 2 by 5 feet. 
Concis 8 to 10 feet above 

river level; @ is basin, 
5 feet wide by 74 feet; 
b is cone, 2 by 3 feet. 

9 by 11 feet 
-| GO by 153 to 244 feet; 

15 feet deep. 

2 by 3 feet 

54 by 64feet 

4% by 64 feet 

Basin 5 feet in diameter. 

Outer basin is 18 by 28 
feet; inner basin is 5 
feet diameter; fissure 
at bottom is 18 by 6 
inches. 

Outer basin is 22 by 263 
feet; inner basin is 
6 feet diameter. 

22 by 24 feet 
6 by 5 feet 

18 by 9 feet; a is,in cen- 
ter, 5 by 2 feet; b, in 
center, 1s 2 by 2 feet. 

49 by 51 feet 
10 teet diameter..-....... 
22 by 31 feet 

Temperatures. Time of obser- 

vation. 

emperature of 

| T 

A [o) » 

sec eer cence |---- 

* 14 feet below the surface. 
t Not taken. 

Remarks. 

Collection of clear and muddy, 
cool pools in the grass. 

.| Large bluish pool near the riv- 
er’s edge; boils at one end. 

.| Boiling pool. 
-| Steam vent. 
.| Quiet pool. 
.| Crater, evidently an old gey- 

ser; boiling spring in fissure. 
Both springs sputter and boil 

constantly. 

Lavender-colored mud pool. 
Pool-like spring, with scal- 

loped edge. 

.| Greenish-tinted water. 
Group of fissures and holes. 
Beaded geyserite hole; boils 

vigorously; near it is a fis- 
sure spring. 

Geyser water rises and falls in 
yellow beaded basin spouts 
at intervals. 

White pool, shaped like bath- 
tub. It is a quiet spring. 

The water bubbles from a fis- 
sure in the basin. 

.| Gray basin, in which the water 
is thrown into waves by the 
escaping steam. 

Blue center in a gray basin, 
vabh scalloped rim; no out- 
et. 

.| Gray basin. 

.| Back of No. 51. 
A very handsome spring, with 

greenish, white center and 
yellow edge, changing to red 
and saffron ou outside. 

-| Two boiling springs in one 
basin. 

Blue pool, with cavern. 
-| Blue spring, with gray edge. 

Large, bluish, green basin, 
with broad outlet. 

+ 4 feet below the surface. 
§ When quiet. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Grand Geyser (Plate XX).—Unless the eruptions of this magnificent 
fountain had been witnessed, one would scarcely take it for one of the 
most important geysers in the Basin; for, unlike Old Faithful, the 
Grotto, or the Giant, it has no raised cone or crater, nor even a huge 
cavern-like bowl, as in the case of the Giantess or Oblong. It is situ- 
ated near the base of a hill, and is easily recognized by the crater of 
the Turban, which adjoins it on the north. The basin is 52 feet in di- 
ameter, and but slightly depressed below the surface, the greatest depth 
in the central portions being only about a foot. 
is very irregular, and near the mouth of the geyser tube is lined with 

The bottom of the basin 
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large cushion-like masses of geyserite, somewhat like those in the crater 
of the Turban. In these masses the orifice is 2 by 4 feet. It is situ- 
ated near the Turban rather than in the center of the basin. There 
is no marked raised rim to the latter, but there are shallow basins and 
pools over the surrounding surface, the irregularity of which add to the 
beauty of the general effect. This geyser was called the Comet by 
Colonel Barlow, in 1871, but the same year we called it the Grand, 
which name has been retained. I have given the name Comet to a 
geyser in the White Pyramid Group. The descriptions following will 
give the best idea of the eruptions. 

1871.—The Grand Geyser was first seen in eruption in 1871, having 
been unnoticed by the Washburn party in 1870. It spouted soon after 
our arrival, on the evening of August 4. We had just camped on the 

_ west side of the river, almost opposite the geyser, when a tremendous 
rumbling was heard, accompanied by a shaking of the ground and a 
huge escape of steam. It would be difficult to. describe the feeling of 
excitement with which we saw the immense column of steam and water 
shoot from the crater to the height of 200 feet. The column was ver- 
tical and accompanied by immense clouds of steam, and the water in 
falling shook the ground. It was carried up in a succession of jets, the 
main mass being large, and the highest jets appearing to be forced 
through the latter. It was the first geyser of any power that we had 
seen, and we called it the Grand Geyser. The display lasted altogether 
about 20 minutes, and after it was over the water sank out. of sight 
inthe tube. The next day its temperature was 188° F., the water having 
again filied the basin. 
“The first eruption took place at 5 p. m., August 4. A second oc- 

eurred at night on the. 5th, after an interval of about thirty-one hours. 
A third one was noted by Colonel Barlow the last night of his stay, but 
the time was not noted.* 

1872.—All the eruptions witnessed in 1872 occurred in the morning, 
two of them so early that we obtained only the time of beginning and 
time of ending. In order to get the height of the column, we kept guard 
one night near the crater. It did not spout, however, until daylight, 
when we succeeded in getting the height. The following are the erup- 
tions noted: 

First eruption, August 18.—Eruption began 5.20 a. m.; duration, 15 
minutes. 

Second eruption, August 19.—Eurption began 3.35 a. m.; duration, 37 
minutes. 

Third eruption, August 20.—Eruption began 6.33 a. m.; entire dura- 
tion, 42 minutes. 

This eruption was in three distinct periods, as follows: 

‘ Spouting 5 Interval of Mean Maximum 
Periods. - began. Duration. quiet. height. height. 

Feet. Feet. 
MTS teers ceisler (8) Bs Wl Sool) SJaebbmeaness sallosoacocesocoas 79 122 
Second.-.....-. 6.42 a.m..-..| 4 minutes...| 6 minutes. .- 149 173 
hird sees ' 6.56 a.m ....| 9 minutes...} 10 minutes... 53 

This eruption did not appear to reach as greata height as the others. 
The interval between the beginnings of first and second eruptions was 22 
hours. The intervals between the beginnings of second and third erup- 

* Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River, p. 25. 

~ te 



Fic. 8.—Grand Geyser in action, 1878. 
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tions was 26hours. The third eruption began with 73 pulsations to the 
minute, which gradually died down to 71, and finally ceased entirely. In 
the third period the main eruption lasted only about 3 minutes, the other 
7 being occupied by preliminary spurts, the maximum height being at- 
tained just 1 minute before the end. Just before it began the steam vent 
near by ceased acting. In the second period there were two quiet inter- 
vals, lasting a minute and a minute and a half. The maximum was at- 
tained on the first spurt, and the duration of each of the three spoutings 
was 30 seconds. 

The maximum in the first period was reached in 30 seconds. 
Preceding the eruption the water in the basin was lifted in a dome- 

shaped mass, and then the steam shot through it, carrying up the 
water in a mass that was somewhat pyramidal in shape. The highest 
jets were projected through this. The column was not much obscured 
by steam. After the action ceased, water ran into the basin from sev- 
eral channels, and in 3 minutes had sunk out of sight. Twenty-two 
minutes after the end, steam was still escaping from the orifice. About 
half an hour later the basin was filling, two large streams from the over- 
flow of the Turban pouring in. In the Grand it was pulsating, falling 
from 1 foot to 6 or 8 feet, and rising again with occasional squirts. 
During this time the Turban was spurting, and the adjoining steam 
vent was in irregular action. I am of the opinion that the Grand, Tur- 
ban, and steam vent are independent of each other. Professor Comstock, 
however, thinks there is sympatby to a certain extent. I shall refer to 
this again when speaking of the Turban Geyser. 

1873.—Professor Comstock witnessed one eruption of the Grand in 
1873, which he describes as follows: 

Passing down the river a few rods, upon the right bank we saw a heavy mass of 
water rising in a square pool at the foot of a cliff some ten rods back from the stream. 
With a rush of wonderful power the column of dark blue liquid ascended nearly 
200 feet, mingled with a cloud of dense white vapor, which rose to a much greater 
height. This tremendous fountain was kept suspended during five minutes, from 4.01 
p. m., to 4.06 p. m. by aseries of successive fierce impulses, which caused the surround- 
ing platform of geyserite to tremble with the shock. The water then receded in the 
bow], passing entirely out of sight, and remaining quiet during one-half minute; then 
playing vigorously for one minute in the same manner as at first; it again receded 
and remained quiet for one minute, afterward playing once more, even more fiercely 
than before, for two minutes, remaining quiet from 4.11 to 4.12, and then continuing 
with more or less of vigor until 4" 12™ 58 p.m. At 4 17™ 5%p.m. vapor issued from the 
mouth of the bowl, and water was ejected at 4 20™ 5s, continuing until 4.24, when the 
action ceased, the water, as in every case, receding to a great depth. Spurting took 
place at 45 28™ 5s, sradually increasing in intensity, with occasional jets, until 4.31, 
when it again spouted 200 feet till 4" 32™ 58 p.m. Remaining quiet until 4" 48™ 5s, it 
again spurted several times, less rapidly than before, but very gradually increasing in 
power and frequency, till 5.47 p. m., when the action wholly ceased.* ' 

In this eruption there would appear to be four periods instead of 
three, as in the eruptions noted in previous years. Tabulating them, 
we have the following: 

7 P Spouting : Intervals of | Maximum No. of period. begins. Duration. quiet. height. 

h. mM. 8. Mm. 8. Mm. 8. Feet 
Vn eee eae 4010 p.m. MB. eetadgededsse. |lpscapa sates 
Second....2:., 4 20 5 p. m. 3 55 UY) occas connec 
Third......... 4 28 5 p.m. | 4 00 4 5 200 
Fourth........ 4 48 5 p.m. | 58 55* HY) Wissestosseber 

tes lg the time of ending, 5.47, should be 4.57, which which would give a duration of 8” 55%, instead 
of 58™ 55%. 

* Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming in 1873, p. 252. 
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The total duration, if the time of ending is 5.47 p. m., as published, 1s 1 
hour and 46 minutes. Ithink , however, that this should be 4.57 p-M., as 
Professor Comstock speaks of its spurting several times, and eradually 
increasing in power during the last period (58 minutes). If it is 4.57 
the total duration would be 56 minutes, which is a little longer than 
has been previously observed. There are, however, four periods, which 
may account for the greater length. As observed in 1872, the longer 
period is the last. 
1874.—Dunraven did not witness an eruption of the Grand. 
1875.—Dana and Grinnell describe an eruption witnessed by them as 

follows: 

The height of the first discharge did not much exceed 100 feet. It rose to this point 
in a series of violent pulsations, remained at this altitude for 3 or 4 minutes, and then 
sank back into the pool, which became quite still. A moment later it had commenced 
again, the water rising certainly 150 feet by estimate. This again sank down, and 
again rese to its maximum height, and this was twice repeated.* 

Captain Ludlow, speaking of this eruption, says: 

Meanwhile the neighboring geyser [Turban] was splashing its waters in all direc- 
tions and discharging clouds of steam, while asteam vent close at hand kept up a most 
outrageous rear. t 

Only one eruption appears to have been witnessed by the party, so 
that nothing was noted in regard to the interval of the geyser. 

The maximum was attained i in the third period, as in the case of the 
eruption observed by Professor Comstock in 1873. 

The data are not sufficient to give the lengths of the periods for com- 
par?son with the other eruptions already noted. 

1878.—Six eruptions were noted during the season, four occurring 
during our first visit and two during the second They were noted from 
a distance, the heights being taken from a base line of 2,500 feet. The 
following are the eruptions : 

First eruption, August 27.—Hruption pager 3.50 p.m.; duration, 14 
minutes 45 seconds. 

Second eruption, August 28.—Eruption heran 11.26 a.m.; duration, 16 
minutes. 

Third eruption, August 29.—Eruption began 4.14 p. m.; duration, 18 
minutes 45 seconds. 

Fourth eruption, August 30.—Eruption began 9.09 a. m.; duration, 11 
minutes 30 seconds. 

Fifth eruption, September 9.—Eruption began 10.15 p. m.; duration 
not taken. 

Sixth eruption, September 10.—Eruption began 8.15.30 p. m.; duration 
15 minutes 20 seconds. 

The following are the intervals between the beginnings of eruptions : 
Between first and second eruptions, 19 hours 32 minutes. 
Between second and third eruptions, 28 hours 48 minutes. 
Between third and fourth eruptions, 16 hours 55 minutes. 
Between fifth and sixth eruptions, 22 hours 00 minutes 30 seconds. 

* Reconnaissance from Carroll, M. T., to Yellowstone National Park, &c., p. 131. 
t [bid, p. 27. 
{In 1881 Colonel Gregory, with General Sheridan’s 6xpedition, saw an eruption of 

the Grand with 8 distinct spoutings, the total time of the eruption being 22 miuutes. 
(See page 21 of General Sheridan’s report.) 
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The following table shows the periods as nearly as they can be deter- 
mined : 

Maximum 
Eruption. Periods. | Duration. | Intervals. height. Remarks. 

No. mM. 8. mM. § Feet 
IMT hese ete een ceioodk: 1 TOW Resceessaaa paodsseesece 

2 1 45 () 285) |otisene cet bac 
3 1 30 EY eGeone codons 

Second sass eee ae 1 2) 0 Aescodenesegalboodouedadae 
2 1 30 1. (0 |looscmesccces In the second period there were 

two spurts. 
3 2 30 2 00 165 | In the third period there were 

three spurts with the follow- 
ing intervals, 1™. 45s. and 
om, 455, 

Dhird\Sesecssecess se 1 8) 20s Be eremestacnlemetererclsentie 
2 3 23 (1) 2B ledddeesacste In the second period there were 

three spurts with intervals of 
1™. 338. and 1™. 45s. 

3 5 00 TE ceesccocauoe They lasted only afew seconds, 
the last one 5%.; one spurt in 
third period 5s. long. 

Hounrthisecee seats al fs) Bil) oesonesoones 95 
2 (*) BiOOh ase Ser One spurt in second period. 

TEE ae aci costes 5 or 6 (LH) aaa es set es AEE |e Sa I could not determine spurts 
from periods. 

SixGlyaoasaessieme mae 1 QW lasso) sods ccllcosodacasase 
2 3 25 OOMISyMer ee asta Three spurts in second period, 

with intervals of 1™. 35:., 1. 
10s. and 0™. 40s. 

3 0 20 220) Pose ee Two spurts in last period, in- 
terval of 0™. 20s. 

*One spurt not timed. + Not taken. 

The fourth eruption was noted by Mr. Ladd, and the measured height 
was not-of the highest eruption which was attained in the last spurt, 
and was so much obscured that he could not take the angle. The in- 
strument was not set up when the first and third eruptions were noted, 
and when the fifth and sixth occurred it was too dark to read the angles. 
A comparison of the tables that I have given seems to indicate that the 

Grand is very irregular in its action; but we must remember that the 
observations are not consecutive over a long time, and until they are 
carried through at least a period of several months consecutively we 
cannot predicate anything as to the laws of action it has. What now 
appear to be irregularities may recur at regular periods. We know very 
little also as to the effects of the varying supplies of water that may 
eccur at different seasons. It is to be hoped that at some time a party 
will be stationed on the Upper Basin to carry on observations extending 
through several consecutive seasons. An eruption of 10 minutes’ length 
was noted from a distance at 6.40 p.m. on the evening of August 26. 
It is not included in the table, as we could not be absolutely certain 
of its being the Grand.* 

* The following observations on the Grand Geyser is taken from Mr. P. W. Norris’ 
Report for 1881, p. 56: 

Duration Tay of 
Date. Time of eruption. of eruption ee conn Remarks. 

in minntes. of water in 
feet. 

1881. 
Oct (4)\9.45ia, mse teense 20 200 | Observed by Rowland. The column of 

ASD ALO ie etetlote al-teleists 25 200 water at all of these eruptions was verti- 
BO Eyeonp lig oa aectaeauxce 20 200 cal and of remarkable symmetry and 
OP POLE ates Miya oe a ciavel statin) aint 20 200 beauty. 
Gr AZO Nps eet ocala eta ecle 20 200 
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On the 10th of September, at 12 o’clock, the temperature in the basin 
of the Grand was 189° F. The basin was full and receiving some of the 
overflow of the Turban. This temperature is practically the same as that 
taken in 1872 (185° F.). No temperatures were taken immediately prior 
to the eruption, but there is no doubt that it is higher then than at other 
times. 

Turban Geyser (Plate XX1).—Although one of the minor geysers of 
the Upper Basin, it has attracted considerable notice from its connec- 
tion with the Grand, and from its peculiar crater, which is well shown 
in the illustration. ‘Tt was named in 1872 from the fancied resemblance 
of some of the large globular masses in its basin to a Turkish head- 
dress. These masses are irregular in form and size, and are found around 
the rim as well as in the bottom of the basin. They are yellow, and 
some look like squashes or pumpkins. 

The Turban and Grand are on the same platform of deposit, the former 
being raised about 3 feet above the latter. The basin of the Turban is 
irregularly quadrangular in form, 23 feet in length and 11 feet wide. 
The depth is 6 feet. The geyser orifice is at the north end, and is very ir- 
regular in shape, measuring 3 by 4 feet. Preceding the eruption the water 
rises and fills the basin, and atter the action ceases it sinks in the tube 
very rapidly, leaving the basin entirely empty, as shown in the illustra- 
tion. During the eruption it is violently agitated, and the mass is so 
large that the height attained is not great, the water being splashed out 
irregularly in all directions. Surrounding the Turban are shallow pools 
with ornamented rims. 

No observations were made in 1871 other than to note the form of the 
basin. 

1872.—The following are the notes taken in 1872: 
August 20.—6.58 a. m., spurts for three minutes, attaining a height ot 

25 feet. 7.5.30 a. m., spurts again, lasting 15 seconds, height only 10 feet. 
Two and a quarter minutes later the basin is empty. Thirty- four min- 
utes after, steam escapes and the water rises. 7.32.30 a. m. “5 small spurts. 
7.37 a. m., spurts, the maximum height ae 22 feet. 7.44 a. m., the 
basin is full and water overflowing into the Grand. 

In this eruption, or rather in the two eruptions, which are separated 
by a period of 26 minutes and 45 s-conds, we cannot determine much as 
regards the interval. The first began 2 minutes after the second-period 
of ‘the Grand began, i. ¢.,25 minutes after the beginning of the first period, 
and lasted 45 seconds longer than the end of the eruption of the Grand. 
The second began 275 minutes after the Grand had finished its eruption. 
This would appear to indicate independence in action. 

The steam vent spurted steam and water at 7.38 a. m., 7. é.. while the 
Turban was in action, and after the Grand had subsided. It was in 
action before the latter, and while the two were in action simultaneously 
it was quiet. The Turban was not observed during the first and second 
eruptions of the Grand, as they occurred early in the morning, and we 
were in camp across the river. 

1873.—Professor Comstock saw the Turban in action during the erup- 
tion of the Grand. His description agrees closely with the eruption 
noted by myself in 1872. He-says: 

Shortly before an eruption, as is common in the geyser basins, the water rises so as 
to fill the pit. At 4.09 p. m., August 25, during one of the spoutings of the Grand 
Geyser, the water in the Turban was agitated, ‘boiling up in a powerful throb to a 
height of 3 feet, with occasional protracted spurts varying from 20 to 30 feet. At 4.12.5 
the water receded far down the subterraneous passage; at 4.17 p. m. vapor ascended, 
followed by water at 4.17.5, after which the agitation was variable in degree, being con- 
tinued without interruption until 5.40. Frequently during the eruption quantities of 
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water poured over the rim of the bowl, a considerable portion flowing directly into the 
mouth of the Grand eyser, and apparently prodveme an important effect upon the 
action of the latter.* 

In this there are really two eruptions, separated by an interval of 5 
minutes, instead of over 26, as in the eruption I observed. It began 8 
minutes after the Grand began to act. The second eruption was pre- 
ceded by an escape of steam, which corresponds with what I observed. 
In the 1 hour and 23 minutes which he gives as the duration of the sec- 
ond eruption I am of the opinion there were a number of eruptions, 
judging trom what I saw in 1878, and from the fact that Professor Com- 
stock says the agitation was variable. 

1875. —Captain Ludlow, in describing the eruption of the Grand wit- 
nessed by him, says that the Turban and Steam Vent both were in action 
with the Grand. 

1878.— The eruptions of the Grand having been noted from a distance, 
the behavior of the Turban during its action could not be noted. 

The Turban was seen spouting at 3.59 p. m. on August 26, and at 
9.15 a. m. and 6.48 p. m. on the 50th, and at 11.02 a. m. on the 31st by 
Mr. Richardson, but beyond the fact that it was spouting nothing was 
noted. On our second visit to the Basin, while mapping and investi- 
gating the springs of the Grand Group, I obtained the following notes 
on the Turban. The temperature a little after 12 o’clock, while the 
splashing was going on, was 195° F. The following notes of the eruptions 
were obtained : 

September 10.—11.40 a. m., splashes and spurts to 5 or 6 feet. 11.45 
a. m., action ceases. 12.10 p. m., spurting begins again, 5 or 6 feet. 
2 p.m., the geyser is perfectly quiet. 2.15.15 p. m., the water begins to 
bulge and overflows to Grand. 2.18 p. m., bubbling quietly. 2.19 a. m., 
action ceases. 2.34.50 p. m., bulges again. 2.38.30 p. m., action ceases. 
2.54p.m., spouting. 2.57.30 p. m., action ceases. 3.12 p.m., spouting. 
3.14.50 p. m., action ceases. 

The eruption of the Grand on September 10 did not occur until 
10.15 p.m. During the spoutings of the Turban just noted the basin 
of the Grand was full, and the water in it was perfectly quiet. Whether 
the splashings I have noted were periods of one eruption or distinct 
eruptions I cannot say. The time devoted to the examination of this 
geyser was too short to determine much. 

In the following table, for the sake of comparison, I bring together 
all the eruptions of the Turban that I have recorded in ti:e previous 
pages, considering each period of spouting as an eruption. 

Date. No.| Duration. |Intervals. Observer. 

h. m. 8. m™m. & 
PREP USL 20) LOlaeccsaeeenestEneesee aaa sec esicce ces DE POhe os 200) iseencae 4. A, C. Pealo 

Pali. AMY (0) aly 4 30 0. 
Gy as acein poe 26 45 Do. 
Ae Oprah Oe eee aries = Do. ; 

EMMEMSh) 20; 1Olacomsetataaeeslsee aanevidne asics ste He Ose ou OD) Hl tase os tule Prof. ‘theo. B.Comstock. 
2 125 00* 5 00 Do. 

Bepromber 10) 18789 eeseeees costo nceccecsscecsses QB) Ao 1510 | A. C. Peale. 
2/0 3 10 (t) Do. 

, Se Gee eeLO) oiliaelae esis Do. 
4 3 40 15 50 Do 
5 4 30 15 30 Do 
6 2 50 14 30 Do 

* As I have indicated in another place, this probably includes several er Balan 
t Nos. 2 and 3 of 1878 are not consecutive. 

* Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming in 1373, &c., p. 203, 
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These facts are recorded in the hope that ultimately, when more data 
are accumulated, they may help to solve some of the problems presented 
by the geysers. 

I think that the balance of proof is against the idea that there is any 
connection between the Turban, the Grand, and the Steam Vent (incor- 
rectly called the Saw-Mill by Comstock). The Turban acts frequently, 
and it is merely a coincidence when it acts in concert with the Grand. 
Professor Bradley in 1872 thought that the Turban was startled into 
more violent action by the eruption of the Grand, and saw it rise and 
fall synchronously with it. The same year, however, as I have noted, 
it was quiet during some of the most active periods of the Grand and 
spouting during others. As to the Steam Vent, I saw it in action just 
before the eruption of the Grand, during which it was perfectly quiet, 
whereas Professor Comstock saw it spouting simultaneously and ceas- 
ing with the Turban and Grand. 

No. 21. Saw-Mill Geyser.—This name was given in 1871 by Mr. Schon- 
born, our topographer, to a very active little geyser on the same mound 
or terrace with the Grand, from which it is distant 450 feet to the south- 
ward, being separated only by a few trees. It is a very interesting gey- 
ser, although one of the smallest in the Basin. The mass of water thrown 
up is not great in quantity, but it is so broken into spray and glittering 

_ erystal drops that it presents a beautiful appearance, especially in the 
bright sunlight, when a rainbow may be seen in its fountain-like column. 
Preceding the eruption the basin fills with water. The following is the 
description of the eruption I witnessed in 1872: 

There were noticed during the eruption five distinct periods of action 
per minute, each one made up of fifteen impulses. While this is going 
on the mass of water pulsates and reaches a height of about 5 feet, and 
through this jets shoot to 15 or 20 feet. The following are the notes 
made in 1878: 

August 27.—Saw-Mill is in action at 6.25.15 p. m. 
August 23.—Saw-Mill is spouting at 12.21.41 p.m. 3.19 p.m., spouts 

for 3 hours. 
August 29.—8.32.52 a. m., spouts for about 3 hours. 4.36 p. m., spouts, 

but duration not ascertained. 
August 30.—1.20 p. m., in action. 5.20 p. m., in action. 
August 31.—10.15 a. m., in action. 
September 8.—7 p. m., Saw-Mill is spouting. 
September 9.—11 a. m., in action. 6.38 p. m., began to spout. 
September 10.—9.50 a. m., the inner basin is filled with water. 10.30 

a. m., outer basin is filling. 11.46 a. m., the spouting begins with 
thumpings and lively spurts, 20 to 25 feet. The duration of the erup- 
tion is 1 hour and 49 minutes. After the eruption steam escapes, and 
in half an hour the basin is empty. 2.45 p. m., the basin is filling. 
3.17.45 p. m., the Saw-Mill begins action with a whirling motion to the 
mass of water and occasional high spurts. The eruption lasts 2 hours, 
12 minutes and 15 seconds. 

The interval between these eruptions was 3 hours 31 minutes and 
45 seconds; the interval of quiet being 1 hour 47 minutes and 45 sec- 
onds. There are probably about five or six eruptions in 24 hours, 
although more observations are necessary to determine positively the 
exact interval. The Saw-Mill Geyser described by Professor Comstock 
in his report (p. 254) is not the one we named in 1871, but the steam 
vent near the Grand. I have taken the name he gives its companion 
for the companion of the Saw-Mill, viz, No. 22, and called it Tardy 
Geyser. 
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The basin of the Saw-Millis shallow, measuring in its outer dimensions 
43 feet in diameter. Inside of this is asecond basin 273 feet in diameter, 
covered with pebbles. The outer circle is bordered by spongiform masses. 
In the center the geyser tube is funnel-shaped, 7 feet in diameter, sloping 
to a small orifice. In the outer basin or circle there is a small hole or 
steam vent. In the outer basin the temperature during the quiescence 
of the geyser was 176° F. During the second eruption, noted on Septem- 
ber 10, the temperature was 185° F, This was, however, not in the 
center, as the spurts prevented the obtaining of it at that place. 

No. 22. Tardy Geyser.—This geyser has a cireular basin about 18 feet 
in diameter, much like the Saw-Mill, which is only a few feet north of it. 
In the center is a funnel-shaped orifice 2 by 2 feet, sloping to a hole 6 
inches in diameter. The temperature while the water was quiet and filled 
only the basin of the funnel was 163° F. At 11 a.m., September 10, 
the basin was full and the steam escaped in bulges about every 2 min- 
utes, and the water had a temperature of 169° F. It spouted during the 
first eruption of the Saw-Mill, the action being very similar, but not 
reaching quite so high an altitude. During the second eruption of 
the Saw-Mill the Tardy was quiet. Nothing was determined as to its 
periods or length of action. 

No. 23. Spasmodic Geyser.—This name I have given to a basin with 
two orifices, that spouts at intervals not determined. When examined, 
at 10.30 a. m., September 10, the water was low and had a surface tempera. 
ture of 193°, and a deep temperature (13 feet below the surface) of 194°, 
and was in active ebullition. At 2 p- m. the water was 3 feet below top of 
the basin, and at 3 p. m. it filled it and was spouting vigorously to a 
height of 3 to 5 feet. The outer basin is 50 feet in length by about 30 
feet in width over the two inner basins or orifices, which are much smaller 
and almost circular. 

Nos. 24 and 25.—These are small spouters. In the morning of Sep- 
tember 10 the water was low and was pulsating; at 2 p. m. they were 
empty, and at 3 p. m. were full and spouting actively, the jets reaching 
heights a couple of feet above the craters. 

No. 30. Bulger Geyser.—This is a cone surrounded by beaded geyserite 
and having an oblong basin, in which the water rises and falls period- 
ically. At 10.30 a. m. the water was 3 feet below the top and had a tem- 
perature of 189° F. At 11.52.45’ a. m. the steam was escaping and 
throwing the water in a bulging mass to the height of 5 feet. The 
springs included in the group are sufficiently described in the table, and 
I shall not, therefore, repeat the descriptions here. 

Springs Nos. 1-5 form a small cluster, the drainage from which goes 
pte the Fire Hole at the bend just below the limits of the Giantess 

roup. 
Many of the springs of the group are situated along the edge of the 

river, and opposite them, at a lower level, are a number of springs that 
are included with the CastleGroup. Springs 31-33 are surrounded with 
a deposit of gray geyserite. 

The Limekiln Springs are so called from the fancied resemblance of 
the mound on which they are located to a deserted limekiln. 

OLD FAITHFUL GROUP. 

The first thing likely to attract the attention of the visitor to the Up- 
per Geyser Basin, especially if he comes from the south, is the Old Faith- 
ful Geyser. It is near the south end of the valley, on the left side of the 
river, 700 feet from the river edge, and is sur rounded by four cones, 
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which probably mark the sites of extinct geysers, their deposits being 
broken and shelly, evidently disintegrating. From one of them steam 
escapes occasionally, but the orifice is so thoked with broken geyserite 
that I was unable to take the temperature of the water init. This cone 
is one of the favorite points from which to view the eruptions of Old 
Faithful. There are several small vents on the mound of the geyser, 
which appear to mark the line of a fissure of the orifice of which the 
geyser isa part. It is probable that Old Faithful is the most recent of 
the cones, or mounds, which mark this location, and that when it broke 
forth the other cones ceased their geyseric action. The springs of the 
group are near the river, on a high mound, which, however, is lower 
than the level of the geyser. They have high temperatures. The fol- 
lowing table presents all the data in reference to them : 

Table of Old Faithful Group. 

: H ) 
Ba z 5 

No. and Size and depth 2 | Deep temperatures 8 ae Remarks name. pin. Se p temp . os 28 : 

Folk} gP lS 
ae A ® 
n a isa 

Old Faithful | Orifice is 2 by 6 feet.) *199 |-..-.....--..-..--.... 5.30 p.m..|....| For further notes on 
geyser. WADD |occcassaoscscoas co0550 5.50 to 5.58. temperature, see 

170 text following 
table. 

1 Se ae OOM)sssesssceses69sc||acagco||sascca scones cecsod ssen|fcosooosneosel|ss6e Choked with deposit. 
DUET eat 63 by 9 feet; 7 feet | 197 | 64 feet below the |...-..--.----]...- Greenish-hued pool. 

10 inches deep. surface, 200°. 
Bre iee umes 4 by 53 feet; 153feet | 196 | 14 feet below the |--.--...-....-|.... Boiling spring, with 

deep. surface, 199°. inky-hued water 
in a white basin, 
with white border. 

Aa ey Wee ee 3 by 3 feet 3inches; | 198 | 14 feet below the |...........-|.--. Black boiling spring. ' 
16 feet deep. surface, 207°. 5 

Bee aeacsa 9 by 16 inches.....-. TSS eee crass Ue cles nee al | erclafeysinwereiies | etn Small hole near the 
geyser. 

* Steam 4 or 5 feet in crater. 1Spurts of steam. t Pools outside. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Old Faithful Geyser (Plate X XIT).—This geyser was named by Mr. 
N. P. Langford, and well sustains the reputation given it by the Doane 
and Washburn expedition of 1870. It has been called the Guardian of 
the Valley. It issoregular in its operations and they occur so frequently 
that it has afforded unusual facilities for observation. It is a mound 
or table of geyserite, measuring at the base 145 by 215 feet, and at the 
top 20 by 54 feet. It rises 11 feet 11 inches above the surrounding level, 
and is composed of layers of deposit arranged in a succession of small 
steps that are made up of small basins. Near the top these basins are 
beautiful, broad, shallow pools, with pink, cream, white, brown, and gray 
bottoms, in which the water after the eruptions stands and is of a deep- 
azure tint. 

The chimney, or crater, of the geyser has an oblong opening measuring 
4 by 8 feet on the outside and 2 by 6 feetinside. This slopes inward, and 
is the top of a basin about 5 feet deep, at the bottom of which is an irregu- 
lar orifice, the head of the geyser tube. The inside of the basin is of a 
dark-yellow and rusty color. There is little doubt that this orifice marks 
the situation of a former fissure, and this part has been formed into a 
basin by the deposition of geyserite on its sides, which has acted as a 
perfect cement. This fissure was probably in geyserite, at the surface 
at least, and was caused perhaps by -some obstruction in some of the 
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geyser cones that are seen near Old Faithful, which rendered a new out- 
let necessary. The continuation of the fissure may be traced, although 
it is almost entirely closed. The north end of the crater has large glob-. 
ular masses of beaded, pearly deposit. The throat of the geyser and 
the edges of the basins also are beaded. Lieutenant Doane thus de- . 
scribes the deposits around Old Faithful : 

Close around the opening are built up walls, 8 feet in height, of spherical nodules 
from 6 inches to 3 feet in diameter. These, in turn, are covered on the surface with 
minute globules of calcareous [siliceous] stalagmite (7), incrusted with a thin glazing 
of silica. The rock at a distance appears the color of ashes of roses, but near at hand 
shows a metallic gray, with pink and yellow margins of the utmost delicacy. Being 
constantly wet, the colors are brilliant beyond description. Sloping gently from this 
rim of the crater, in every direction, the rocks are full of cavities, in successive ter- 
races, forming little pools, with margins of silica the color of silver, the cavities being 
of irregular shape, constantly full of hot water, and precipitating delicate coral-like 
beads of a bright saffron. These cavities are also fringed with rock around the edges, 
in meshes as delicate as the finest lace. Diminutive yellow columns rise from their 
depths, capped with small tablets of rock and resembling flowers growing in the 
water. Some of them are filled with oval pebbles of a brilliant white color, and others 
with a yellowish frost work which builds up gradually in solid stalagmites (?). Re- 
ceding still farther from the crater, the cavities become gradually larger and the 
water cooler, causing changes in the brilliant colorings, and also in the formations of 
the deposits. * * * The deposits are apparently as delicate as the down on the 
butterfly’s wing, both in texture and coloring, yet are firm and solid beneath the 
tread. * * * One instinctively touches the hot ledges with his hands, and sounds 
with a stick the depths of the cavities in the slope, in utter doubt in the evidence in 
his own eyes.* 

The eruption of Old Faithful begins with some preliminary splashes or 
spurts, from three to a dozen or more, which appear like abortive at- 
tempts at eruption. These continue for about 4 minutes, becoming 
more and more powerful, when they are followed by a rapid succession 
of jets, which escape with a roar and soon attain the maximum height. 
Clouds of steam accompany the water and reach a much greater height. 
In a few seconds after the maximum is attained the column dies down, 
with occasional vigorous spurts. The water eruption is followed by 
steam, which soon comes out very gently, and finally dies away, leaving 
the crater empty. The water eruption lasts from 4 to 5 minutes, and 
the steam period is indefinite. The wind causes a great variation in the 
appearance of the column, but the accompanying plate (Plate XXII) 
shows perhaps the most frequent form. This year I noticed that before 
the eruption, although the basin was empty, spurts were thrown from 
below into the basin, but did not go above the top. These observations 
will be detailed with the account cf the temperature. I will present my 
observations under the head of 1878, after first giving the observations 
of preceding years in regular order, beginning with 1870. 
1870.—From the descriptiéns given by Mr. Langfor in Scribner’s 

Monthly, Vol. {1, and Lieutenant Doane, it is evident that the character 
of the eruptions in 1870 were the same as noticed in subsequent years. 
Lieutenant Doane says: 

The period of this geyser is 50 minutes.t First an increased rush of steam comes 
forth, followed instantly by a rising jet of water, which attains by increased impul- 
sions to the height of 125 feet, escaping with a wild, hissing sound, while great vol- 
umes of steam rise up to an altitude of 500 feet from the crater. Rainbows play 
around the tremendous fountain; the waters, which fall about the basin in showers of 
brilliants, then rush steaming down the slopes to the river. After a continuous action 
for a space of 5 minutes, the jet lowers convulsively by degrees, the waters finally 
disappear, and only a current of steam pours forth from the crater.t 

* Yellowstone Expedition, &c., pp. 28, 29. 
tIn Washburn’s account (Raymond’s Mining Statistics, 1870, p. 216,) the time is 

given as every hour and tbe height 75 feet. 
¢ Yellowstone Expedition, p. 29. 
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1871.—As we entered the Upper Geyser Basin in 1871 late on the 4th 
of August and left early in the morning of the 6th, we had but little 
opportunity for observations, as a great part of the time was spent in 
other portions of the Basin. Captain Barlow, who was there at the 
same time, records a measurement of Old Faithful’s column as 138 feet.* 
We estimated the height as from 125 to 150 feet. No accurate time 
observations were made. 

1872.—I spent three days in the Upper Geyser Basin in 1872. and most 
of one of these days I spent in the neighborhood of Old Faithful, in order 
to record the eruptions which are given below in tabular form, which is 
the same as that given in the report of 1872,+ save that an additional 
column is given and the others are rearranged, while corrections are 
added. I found it impossible to obtain the temperature of the water, 
as I had no self-registering thermometers, and the escape of steam was 
so great that I could not use an ordinary instrument. I attempted to 
obtain the depth of the geyser, but the rope became tangled and I found 
it impossible, largely on account of the irregularities in the geyser tube. 
The heights given in the following table were from the end of a base 
line 100 feet long: 

Table of observations of 1872. 

: A BP 
4 =) = &D 2. 
3 ay 3 |B. 

A a3 8 | od 
& =| oy ° ors aes . 

= 4 S = } 3 a |a8] J; 5 | 
| Date. at 3 a= So |)° 2 1g 82) ae 
2 2 EI & a 4 ey SEE cst) |. = 

C=) 2 >) g ° ° 2 a 

S a FI 2B, 2 Pesce g he 5 8 os Sa 3 8 |ss| & |] & o = 4 ° ond 

2 2 2 2 Eig (i) 2 liellveat yee ei ee 5 a B A s COM mPer abe 4 i*) i=] om 

A a S| H 4 a |} A ia qd | a4 

1872. | h. m. 8. h. m. 8. h. m. 8 hm. 8.| h.m. 8.) m. 8.) &. Feet.| Feet 
Th) alaaers alee | 8 22) OD foe en BB OO os WM essaadsouoadodallosadano |lboscoase 00) eee al eee terermrerses 
B} | Algnpr, I} 9 BAER fay Tene Wf BY) GM) Bs Wid Cacodosccosnacallbodsdensllocoocses eV ateda||SoaesHleeocos 
3 | Aug. 18 | 8 35 30 a.m.| 8 40 30 a.m.|......-.....--. 1 08 00, 1 08 00) 5 00:......).....-].-.--- 
4| Aug.18 | 940530 a.m.| 9 46 30 a.m.|....-....-.---- 1 05 00; 1 00 00) 6 00'.-.-..).---.. jesse 
5 | Aug. 18 | 10 46 26 a. m.| 10 51 13 a. m.| 10 46 27 a.m.| 1 05 56, 5956 4 47| 1) 49.4 106.3 
6 | Aug. 18 | 11 54 31 a. m.! 11 59 10 a. m.! 11 55 00 a. m.! 1 08 05! 1 03 18! 4 39 29| 45.0 130.3 
7 | Aug.18| 105 05p.m.| 109 46p.m.| 1 05 20p. m.| 1 10 34110555) 4 41| 15) 52.2) 125.5 
g | Aug.18| 215 25p.m.| 2 2015p.m.| 2 15 46p. m.| 1 10 20) 1 05 39] 450) 21] 49.9) 125.5 
g | Aug. 18| 3 23 51p.m.| 3 28 22p.m.| 3 24 10p. m.| 1 08 26 1 03 36] 4 31| 19 31.9} 120.8 

10 | Aug. 18 | 4 33 22 p.m.| 4 38 22p.m,|_....../....... 1/09) 31) 1/05 00) 5) 00s eee eee eae 
11 | Aug.18 | 5 41 00p.m.| 5 46 00 p. m.|..--....--..--. 1 07 38) 1 02) 38) 5 OOM S52 22 )ee2 ee eee = 
ately valgniens 3) Oe) aj momllsoceoacoaoace | lcoasoq Boodcoosl|sosooHaallsqadccas||sacaoolloscocellecoocallsscace 
TIS}, aan ale ee CEN XD jon cp esa esa sooaGoaan||leoedocasocacsuclaqdddsoolleodeausalooaccd||sodacs||boooaa|looéses 
14S PATS SHB) OOO) Pep. ee sec Seis are ell ace cece eared ysl ect teyeea ell eet aero ae Pee [ented nelle eset | ere 
15 |) Aug. 19' | 10) 07 00a. m-) 10) 11 45 @. m.\2 2222. 2225.22 le one loon =e CRO seoneollsouone|socobe 
16 | Aug. 19 | 11 12 30 a. m.| 11 17 20 a. m.|.-.--.......-- 1 05 30: 100 45, 4 50-2222 3)--2 2-3 )o2-2 2. 
17 | Aug. 20 | 11 54 00 a. m.| 11 58 20 a. m.i...... ..-.--- Li SEED | geet Ch A eeeeasllosoocellosacuc 
AVerag ennterval sos jolsmnscaclaceice clic seveieteie itso ciniae see 1 07 54, 1 02 58... ... Uscoosallonscsa . 
PAV ELA Ce MUTAtIOM fess ceyteecieeainipies/aieiale cia nis a laicise see see elecis cen eee eieienll Sees db BBY Sop opoljocccos||osooss 

1873.—Professor Comstock’s description of the eruption in 1873 is 
like that of preceding years. The preliminary squirts began about 8 
minutes before the eruption in the one he describes,j and the column 
reached a height of nearly 150 feet. He says also: 

In every case the force of the ejection was much the same, but the duration of the 
premonitory and subsequent sputterings was quite variable. In the third eruption, 

* Reconnaissance of Yellowstone River, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 66, 42d Congress, 2d 
sess., p. 30. 

tReport U. S. Geol. Survey for 1872. 
t Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, &c., by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, 

p. 200. 
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given in the table [see table following], the first spurt occurred only 3 minutes before 
the ejection began, and the preliminary agitation in the fourth eruption took place 
but 2 minutes previously. 

Dr. Heizmann found the temperature of the water at the base of the 
mound in pools to be 70° between the eruptions, while those about the 
vents (containing pebbles) had, just previous to an eruption, tempera- 
tures of 122°, 1369, and 138°.* 

The following table is from Professor Comstock’s report,t and to it I 
have added a column showing the intervals between the beginnings of 
the eruptions as in the table from my report for 1872, already given: 

Table of Comstock’s observations. 

g 
é 
+, | Intervals be- 
= ‘ 3 F tween begin- | Intervals of BH Date. Eruption began. Eruption ceased. | Duration. ningsoferup- smi 

‘S tions. 

5 

1873. h. m. 8. h. m. 8. ™. 8. h. m. &. h. m. 6. 
1| Aug. 25 10 38 00 a. m. 10 43 00 a. m. ROO H| wakes eT A an earn 
2| Aug. 25 11 36 00 a. m. 11 41 30 a. m. 5 30 0 58 00 0 53*00 
3 | Aug. 25 12 39 00 p.m. 12 44 00 p.m. 5 00 1 03 00 0 57 30 
4) Aug. 25 1 41 15 p.m. 1 45 45 p.m. 4 30 1 02 15 0 57 15 
yaa. 25 2 45 20 p.m. 2 50 00 p.m. 4 40 1 03 05 0 59 35 
6 | Aug. 25 3 53 35 p.m. 3 58 00 p.m. 4 25 1 08 15 1 03 35 
7 | Aug. 25 5 11 10 p.m. 5 15 40 p.m. 4 30 117 35 113 107 
8 | Aug. 25 6 03 15 p.m. 6 07 45 p.m. 4 30 0 52 05 0 47 35f 
9| Aug. 25 Be TOM cs Fiat tg ee eles es S| Le eat na 1 08 45 1 04 15 

10 | Aug. 25 SS IMEC) FST |loooptoocetecosdcogces|sccons boone PFOZTOOS See sociation aes. 
11 | Aug. 25 als UN TT |p sosnsedscooscbsedasdlssso0asacsss UOT 00 seateieeeeisesins 

Average duration and intervals --........--..--... 4 452 1 03 48 0 59 29§ 

*Tn the original this is 58 minutes. I have recalculated the intervals from Comstock’s data. 
tIn the original this is 0 hour 47 minutes 25 seconds. 
{In origizal this is 47.25. 
§ These averages, of course, are different from the original. 

1874.—The Earl of Dunraven gives the heights to which the column 
is projected as from 100 to 150 feet for the space of about 5 minutes. 
While in action small jets and spurts of water were driven out from 
numerous points in the crack or fissure which traverses the mound.{ 
The eruption described by him is like those already described. 

1875.—In the report of E. S. Dana and G. B. Grinnell, Old Faithful 
is mentioned as follows: 

Old Faithful, the guardian of the valley, showed a very high degree of regularity 
during the whole period of our stay.§ The interval between the commencement of 
the discharges was 65 or 66 minutes, and, as timed by us for nearly twenty-four suc- 
cessive eruptions, varied very slightly from this interval. The eruptions were of a 
very uniform character, differing but slightly in manner or duration (about 3 minutes) 
or in the amount of water thrown out. During the night we were roused each hour 
by the first rush of the water and steam, and certainly nothing could be more beauti- 
ful than this grand fountain in action, illuminated by the light of the full moon. The 
average height of the column of water, as determined by Mr. Wood, was 115 feet.|| 

Captain Ludlow, in his report, gives the intervals as 65 minutes, and 
gives the height as over 100 feet. | 

*Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, p. 303. 
tIbid., p. 249. 
¢{ Great Divide, p. 271. ; 
§About GO hours was the length of their stay. 
|| Reconnaissance from Carroll, Mont., to Yellowstone National Park in 1875, p. 131. 
{Lbid., pp. 26, 37. 
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1877.—General Sherman visited the Upper Geyser Basin in 1877, and 
speaks of Old Faithful as follows: 

We reached the Upper Geyser Basin at 12 noon one day, and remained there till 4 
p.m. of the next. During that time we saw the Old Faithful perform at intervals 
varying from 62 minutes to 80 minutes. The intervals vary, but the performance only 
varies with wind and sun. * * * Soregular are its periods of activity that we 
could foretell its movement within a few minutes; sometimes we stood near enough 
to feel the hot spray, and at others we sat at our camp, about 300 yards away. Each 
eruption was similar, preceded by about 5 minutes of sputtering, and then would arise 
a column of hot water, steaming and smoking, to the height of 125 or 130 feet, the 
steam going a hundred or more feet higher, according to the state of the wind. It 
was difficult to say where the water ended and steam began, and this must be the 
reason why different observers have reported different results. The whole perform- — 
ance lasts about 5 minutes, when the column of water gradually sinks, and the spring 
resumes its normal state of rest.* 

Colonel Poe sayst that seven eruptions were observed, varying from 
62 to 80 minutes, with an average period of about 67 minutes. 
1878.—The eruptions noted by us were exactly like those seen by us 

in 1871 and 1872, and as observed by others. We were fortunate in ob- 
taining a large number of its intervals, which are given in the following 
table. I am indebied to almost every member of the party for observa- 
tions made while I was in other portions of the Basin. The heights are 
the heights of the column of water, and were obtained from angles taken 
with the gradienter, and the reason we took so few comparatively is 
due to the fact that the instrument was used a large part of the time in 
the triangulation : 

*General Sherman’s tour of inspection, &c., in reports of inspection made in the 
summer of 1877. Washington, 1878, p. 36. 

tIbid., p. 73. 
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Eruptions Nos. 1 to 10, inclusive, were noted by Dr. Hayden. 
Eruptions Nos. 49 to 55, inclusive, and No. 57 were noted by Mr. 

Richardson. 
Eruptions Nos. 59 to 67, inclusive, were noted by Mr. Eccles. 
Hruptions Nos. 69 to 77, inclusive, were noted by Mr. Ladd. 
The heights given by Mr. Ladd are perhaps a little too low. It is 

somewhat difficult to obtain the exact height unless one has been accus- 
tomed to distinguish between the steam and colamn of water. 

The heights in all cases represent the distance from the top of the 
crater to the top of the column. They were measured with the gradi- 
entor, which is the reason so few comparatively were taken, as the in- 
strument was frequently in use for the topographical work. The dura- 
tion is from the beginning until the escape of steam alone shows that 
the water period is over. The duration of someis not given as our dis- 
tance from the geyser at times prevented our obtaining it. The aver- 
age duration of the steam period, as determined from 5 observations, is 
60 seconds. f 

Four of the intervals given in this table are below 60 minutes and 
eight over 70 minutes, the range being from 54 minutes 4 seconds to 78 
minutes. Neither the long nor the short intervals occur with any reg- 
ularity, nor do they appear to influence the duration of the eruption. 
The greatest and the smallest elevation of the column have nearly the 
same duration. The twelfth eruption had a duration of 4 minutes and 
25 seconds, and the column reached the height of 135 feet, while the 
seventy-first eruption reached a height of only 88 feet and had a dura- 
tion of 44 minutes—just five seconds longer. The shortest duration was 
3 minutes and 40 seconds on the twenty-sixth and fifty-sixth eruptions, 
and the height of the column was 106 feet in the former. The longest 
duration was 5$ minutes, but no height taken; but in the seventy-third 
eruption the duration was 5 minutes and the height of the column was 
110 feet. These heights were all carefully taken to the top of the column 
of water, and are the heights above the top of the cone. At no time 
was the crater observed to be full of water, and immediately after the 
eruptions the water sinks or disappears and steam escapes. There is 
not, however, the violent steam period that is noted in the Castle; the 
steam from Old Faithful escapes very gently after the column sinks. 

The fifty-sixth eruption noted in the table above occurred August 30, 
at 6.30 p.m. At 5.30 p. m. the crater was visited and found entirely 
empty. Steam was coming gently from the orifice about 5 feet down in 
the crater and the maximum thermometer held in this registered 199° F. 
At 5.50 p. m. water began to spurt into the crater with puffs of steam 
and the temperature registered was 200° F. These spurts became higher 
and higher until they splashed over the side of the crater. They also 
came closer together, and at 5.564 p. m. spurted 5 feet above the top. 
Five temperatures were taken, all being 200° F. The last one was just 
four and a half minutes before the eruption began. The pools outside 
just after the eruption had a temperature of 170° F. This was the water 
that had fallen from the column and had been cooled by contact with 
the air. The theoretical boiling point here is 199°, so that we have a 
temperature above the boiling point caused, probably, by the heating of 
the water during the escape of the superheated steam from far down in 
the tube of the geyser. It was impossible to obtain the temperature of 
the water while the geyser was in action, but it was probably greater 
than 200°. 

1879.—Mr. Norris, the superintendent of the Park, thinks that the in- 
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tervals of Old Faithful had increased in 1879. In his report for that 
year (page 17) he says: 

Old Faithful, though still the favorite geyser, has certainly lost prestige by an oc- 
casional prolongation of its intervals between eruptions of from 5 to 15 or 20 minutes 
during the extreme dry weather of the past season; but whether it is temporary for 
want of water, or permanent from change of supply fissures or other causes unknown, 
time alone will determine. 

He, however, gives no data, and we have already seen that the length 
of the interval may have a range of nearly 24 minutes.* Dr. 8S. Weir 
Mitchell, who was in the Upper Geyser Basin in 1879, gives the average 
time of the eruptions observed by him at 70 minutes, which is only 
about 5 minutes greater than the average of the eruptions observed in 
1878. He may have observed only a few eruptions, and they may have 
had exceptionally long intervals. I think that the data are insufficient 
to show that the geyser is becoming less active, although in the course 
of time it may follow the example of the Castle, and as its cone becomes 
larger its intervals may become longer, and a roaring steam period be 
developed. 

The following table contains the results of the observations made in 
the different years, which are thus brought together for the purpose of 
comparison : 

Table of comparison of observations on Old Faithful Geyser. 

Q : ~ 

8 Intervals. 5 "ED 
(=) 3s — Oo: 
Ed ro vq 

BP 2 28 Year. Observer. Ae | a 2) 29 53 
oo B = oo ef ere =S 

of| 8 | & ES oS a g es) a sion 
Ss) | a iF Bs S 
A = | 4 <q =| 

™. & | Mm. 8. M. 8. M. 8. Feet. 
GY (ES Seee seers Pisutenant, Doane=: a. |sse= =| eee oe eee 50.0 5. 00 125 
USM) eoepcececioed MEN WIg We yeecocncoaca||ooo 20S) sand aSelloocoaciae 60.0 | not given. 75 
C7 Ane eee Ber lO Wik sic as sia ace cree | eee | ee (MI [Ferhat 1387 
UST) conse seceace Peale)--------------2-- 17 65.0 | 70.34 67. 54 4.53 130* 
IGWB) so2ce 5 sones Comstock. ..--..------ 11 52.5 | 77.35 63. 48 4.45 | nearly 150 
Ao. OO eee WUNTAVON <5 <5 tance ee aes | eee ee | | ee a ae, 5. 00 100-150 
TET Ace oe enemas Dana and Grinnell-=25|| 24) Seesewes sean see 65.0 | about 3. 00 115* 

to 

; 66. 0 
TVR CES =. Seen General Sherman and 

Colonel Poe ..-..--- 7 62.0 80. 0 67. 0 5. 00 125-130 
IGS) ote baeoscee Peale - -----.--.--.--= 97) 544] 78.0 65. 6 4.35 135* 
Ui) on a meraeeiee Mitchells. 2222) 3aaeesoaales aaah | ene alee 2) 70.0 5. 00 150 
TEI eee Professor :Geikoe)s2 22 meee. eee, Ry eh i283. 5. 09 120 

/ 1879 ---.-------- LIU Rapes cde sa cee seal nastics |laecnosou|aaaseeee 45.0 | 4 to 5.00 197 
POU as ctioms aaa IN OLTIS Se 2 Ae eS ae ees | Ee ey, 5. 00 175 

* These heights were measured. 

UPPER SPRINGS. 

Above Old Faithful and the Giantess Group the springs are few in 
number and are located on the east side of the Fire Hole River. Ihave 
designated them as the Upper Springs simply for convenience. There 
are half a dozen basins of small size and one small geyser that spouts 
about 3 feet. The deposits are brilliant in color, but the springs do not 
merit more than areference. Above these the valley narrows to a deep, 

_*In 1881 Prof. Norris says Old Faithful had hourly eruptions of five minutes’ dura- 
ee the columns of water reaching a height of 175 feet. See his Report for 1881, 

. 56. 
t Lippincott’s Magazine, June, 1880, page 702. 
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impassable canon, with nearly vertical walls, and no springs are met 
with until the Third Geyser Basin is reached. 

THE GIANTESS GROUP. 

This group of springs includes two of the most powerful geysers in 
the Upper Basin and many interesting springs. The mound of sili- 
ceous sinter upon which they are located is on the north side of the river 
immediately opposite Old Faithful Group. The Fire Hole River enters 
the basin, flowing almost due north. It very soon turns and flows west- 
ward between the Giantess and Old Faithful Groups, and after passing 
the latter turns to the northward along the western side of the latter. 
The group is very compact, occupying an area of about 22 acres. This 
area is covered with the siliceous deposits in laminz, as though origi- 
nally there had been one immense spring which built the mound, and 
on dying out had given rise to the many springs that now exist over its 
surface. 
ing cones or craters. 
geyser. 

Table of Giantess Group. 

The Bee Hive, New Geyser, and Trinity are the geysers hav- 
The Giantess would not ordinarily be taken for a 

As the following table shows, about 46 springs were examined. 

my ~) 

Name and num- : Surface and other o8 eel 
ant Size and depth. temperatures. Ss 28 Remarks. 

ee 
a = 

oF. 
Giantess Geyser | 34 by 24 feet -.....-. Surface, 199; 12 feet | 4p. m..-.- --| See text for complete 

Bee Hive Geyser Cone is 8 feet high, 
3 by 4 feet on top, 
orifice is 2 by 3 
feet, 21 feet deep. 

below the surface, 
201. 

5 feet below top of 
cone, 200; 15 feet 
below top of cone, 
204. 

notes. 

-| See text for complete 
notes. 

We coosobbeseddose 10$ by 114 feet, 14 | Surface, 175; 12 feet |.....--..--.|.--- Deep-blue spring, 
teet deep. below the surface, with scalloped edge 

186. on high mound. 
Missondcoagseecac Fissure 4 feet long..||----------2-. seo -ejecs--|-neee een e ela Yellow sputterer. 
Bi a ate es Saat Bly Qasr So soseesoe Surtacesid4a ayer eee est aes see ea Quiet inkish pool. 
A a a eas Basin 15 by 18 feet, | Surface, 193 .......-..|---.:-------|---- Crater-like hole in 

spring 8 by § feet. which the water is 
6 feet below the 
surface. 

Re vooe see ecines 8 by 114 feet, 16 feet | Surface, 180; 15 feet |.--..--...-.]. ---| Bluish-gray basin; 
deep. below surface, 198. bubbles at one side. 

6. Vault Spring | 17 feet by5 to10 feet, | Surface, 172; 12 feet |---......--.|- ---| Oblong spring on the 
9 feet deep at one deep, 173. platform of the 
end, 13 feet at the Giantess. 
other. 

ecanodsacooapaee 11 by 73 feet, 12 feet | Surface, 197; 11 feet |-----..-.---|- ---| Boiling spring with 
deep, rim 18inches deep, 205. inky-hued water. 
igh. 

Be saoosdéqocsaoe= 63 teet long, 12 feet | Surface, 195; 11 feet |------------|- .--| Active spouter. 
deep. deep, 203. 

Sie edsdceeboaueen 2 feet drain .-...---. SurfacevslOdee eae ees |e eecem seis ses ---| Near No. 8 water is 
Hie 2 feet below the top. 

Q)acnesosoeccedees 4 by 4 feet ..-....--- Can’t be taken .......|.--.--.-----|-- --| Yellow spouter. 
HO) Soccodosebosecue 63 by 8 feet .....---- MOS ee Re a NG Eo tara -.| Water is 9 feet below 

surface in a ragged 
| purplish crater. 

Te Roe eaeaoocunne 2 feet diameter -.-.- BD) ee eS Se RN ie rareetatals a eit crater-like 
ole. 

12. ..---------| Basin withtwoholes.| Surface, 176; 7 feet |..--------.-|- ---| This spring has a 
ais 10 by 14 feet, deep, 191. beautiful red, yel- 
bis 9 by 18 feet, 8 low, and salmon- 
feet deep in deep- colored lined water 
est place. outlet. 

pee aes ness Pope niuametener-- LG 2h See ender tte [isaac .---| Small pool close to it. 
Me ee pean aacanas 4 by 6 feet ---.-....- 5 feet down the tem- |.-.-.-.-----|---- White crater re- 

perature is 150. ceives water from 
overflow of Gian- 
tess. 
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Table of Giantess Group—Continued. 

UPPER GEYSER BASIN——-GIANTESS GROUP. 231 

Name and num- 
ber. 

Trinity Geysers.. 

Niobe Geyser.... 

Size and depth. 

10 by 14 feet 

44 by 64 feet 

Triangular, 10 feet 
on sides. 

Large basin with 
orifice, 3inches by 
1 foot. 

7 by 84 feet 

7 by 9 feet 

@ 11 feet diameter, 
b 13 by 16 feet. 

7% by 2 to 3 feet 

Basin i6 by 24 feet, 
spring 64 by 9 feet. 

a4by3 feet, b24 by 
3 feet. 

@ orifice 8 by 10 in- 
ches, on mound a 
foot to 18 inches 
high, 4 to Ginches 
deep; b 11 by 4 
feet, mound is 2 
feet high, general 
depth 7 feet; ¢ 
cone 24 feet high, 
orifice about 3 feet 
long. 

Cone 4 feet high, ori- 
fice 18 inches by 24 
feet. 

a7 by 10 feet, 7 feet 
deep, fissure atthe 
bottom 2 by 5 feet; 
b 7 by8 feet, small 
orifice. 

3 by 3 feet 

9 by 11 feet, inside 
it is 64 by 7 feet. 

Fissure 6 teet by 18 
inches to 2 feet. 

6 by 7 feet 

Outside is 12 by 13 
feet, inside 5 by 54 
feet, 6 feet deep. 

Whole size is 43 by 
21 feetand 34 feet; 
a is 21 by 244 feet, 
b is 34 by 234 feet; 
a i813 feet deep, b 
is 12 feet deep. 

74 by 10 feet, 15 feet 
deep. 

34 by 8 feet 

= © 

Surface and other © & Sea 
temperatures. Ss ae Remarks. 

Op a ° 
q o 
q A 

oF, A 
Surfaces 189eeeeeeseerieeer eases ----| Light-yellow bulger, 

spouts atintervals ; 
near it is empty 
hole 83 by 9 feet. 

Riaaiceaterrate A estimedconessHasedos gadoealiecis the water-way 
from No. 10. 

L79atsurtacoleeses ses lee ee eet ----| White-lined pool. 

Bean aeneccnonccoscneeclissecnacouace ----| Empty when  ob- 
served. 

138 Ss sci tetaeeeeciieerse aewemerece se ----| White pool which 
bubbles slightly. 

1S) cane cenossosocceadlesoseooosse= ---| Rusty-edged_ boiler 
with dark basin in 
which water ap- 
pears black. 

@ 112) (D1 36sec seca eeeeeseeeeee 42 | a@ has been a geyser; 
itis greenish turbid. 
b is grassy-edged 
pool nearly square. 

I pecoaccagscscoaccoSel|sopeconeoses ----| Boiling spring with 
beaued edge 9 in- 
ches high and slop- 
ing in towards 
center of spring. 

1G} ) So ssoocooeasasessss|lroscconaasseljosos Flat basin of geyser- 
ite with detached 
blocks. 

(PE Sse eo 5- scooo||oonas oe eenece|- 2 @ is a boiling spring, 
and bisa quiet hole. 

a 163; b surface, 188; |.-.......--.|---- 
c surface, 180. 

All on the same 
platform ; for fur- 
ther notes see text 
following table. 

Surface, 199.........- 10.15 a. m. | 36 

a surface, 176; 6 feet |..... senor .---| Double spring, two 
below surface, 192; orifices in one basin ; 
b surface, 141. @ is the principal 

spring. 

Surface t4leee ss see elt ccuse oes 2 Ae ---| Small triangular gey- 
ser-like cone. 

Ui Gi iwamsemiel ci acisicice |= an'sacivn ciate ---| Beautiful white ba- 
sin. 

SDR aetelain =o.) <jecelel Bete als cieereie 2a ---| Water has _ slight 
milky hue. 

ABT eet ec eie loa saiea| Suede: 2. ----| Violent bulger, 
throws water a foot 
or two. 

Surface, 180; 5 feet |.-........--|- ---| Water comes out in 
below surface, 201. great bulges, throw- 

ing the basin full 
into waves. 

@ surface, 182; 12 feet |.-.......---|- ---| Double spring; bisa 
below the surface, green pool; athrobs 
189. b surface, 176; occasionally. 
4feet below the sur- |......------ alas 
face, 182. 

Surface, 177; 14 feet |.......---.- ..--| Greenish turbid pool 
below surface, 185. in white basin. 

OOO aeels cinta oiaia eretats | 0 aaa s alate oats |= ---| Red pool, receives 
water from springs 
above. 

Beda Seem a wel | .--| Old geyser hole. 
DOG a sit aiae ciaiala olde pie panic phi athe cae emia Yellow boiling hole. 
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Table of Giantess Group—Continued. 

Name and num- SE Size and depth. 

Basin 1 foot by 18 in- 
ches, orifice 3 in- 

Surface and other 
temperatures. 

Time of obser- 

vation. 

Temperature 

of air. 

REPORT UNITED STATES: GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

Remarks. 

.|Irregular white 
holes. 

.| Old crater, without 
water. 

.| Small geyser, water 
out of sight. 

ches diameter. 
2 feet diameter...... 
6 feet diameter...... 
3 by 34 feet 

..| White hole. 
.| Bulger. 

This is a very pecu- 
liar spring. Large 
bubbles escape 
from orifice at bot- 
tom of spring, but 
do not appear to 
reach the surface. 

-| Double basin with 
three orifices ; a is 
quiet, b and ¢ are 
pbulgers and spout 
constantly, seem- 
ing to be independ- 
ent of a. 

-| Small pool. Triangular with 
sides 3 feet. 

NotTE.—W here temperatures are not marked either surface or deep, they are surface temperatures. 

DESCRIPTION. 
e 

Giantess Geyser.—This geyser, named in 1870 by the Washburn party, 
although comparatively insignificant as regards its crater, is one of the 
most magnificent in action, as described by those who have seen it in 
full activity. The eruptions that have been witnessed are four in num- 
ber, and it is probable that the periods of quiescence are long in their 
duration. The crater or basin (Fig. 1, Plate X XTI1) is irregular in shape, 
measuring 34 feet in its greatest length and 24 feet in its widest portion, 
and is on the summit of the mound or terrace. It has a broad, gently 
sloping mound of deposit about 200 yards in diameter at the base. There 
is no elevated rim, but the upper layer of the surrounding laminated 
geyserite projects over the basin, which has a depth of 63 feet. It is 
remarkable for the absence of the handsome ornamentation that is usu- 
ally seen about the geysers. There is little either in its structure or 
surroundings to indicate its power. The waterin the geyser has a deep, 
clear, bluish-green tint. The description of the eruption will be obtained 
best from those who have witnessed them under favorable circumstances. 
1870.—The Washburn party were fortunate enough to see the Giant- 

ess in action, and.the following description is by Mr. N. P. Langford: 

No water could be discovered, but we could distinctly hear it gurgling and boiling 
at a great distance below. Suddenly it began to rise, boiling and spluttering, and 
sending out huge masses of steam, causing a general stampede of our company, driv- 
ing us some distance from our point of observation. When within about 40 feet of 
the surface it became stationary, and we returned tolook down uponit. It was foam- 
ing and surging at a terrible rate, occasionally emitting small jets of hot water nearly 
to the mouth of the orifice. All at once it seemed seized with a fearful spasm, and 
rose with incredible rapidity, hardly affording us time to flee to a safe distance, when 
it burst from the orifice with terrific momentum, rising in a column the full size of 
this immense aperture to the height of 60 feet; and through and out of the apex of 
this vast aqueous mass five or six lesser jets or round columns of water, varying in 
size from 6 to 15 inches in diameter, were projected to the marvelous height of 250 
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feet. These lesser jets, so much higher than the main column and shooting through 
it, doubtless proceed from auxiliary pipes leading into the principal orifice near the 
bottom, where the explosive force is greater. * * This grand eruption con- 
tinued for twenty minutes, and was the most BE cont sight we ever witnessed. 
We were standing on the side of the geyser nearest the sun, the gleams of which filled 
the sparkling columns of water and spray with myriads of rainbows, whose arches 
were constantly changing—dipping and fluttering hither and thither and disappear- 
ing only to be succceded by others, again and again, amid the aqueous column, while 
the minute globules into which the spent jets were diffused when falling sparkled like 
a shower of diamonds, and around every shadow which the denser clouds of vapor, in- 
terrupting the sun’s rays, cast upon the column, could be seen aluminous circle radiant 
with all the colors of the prism, and resembling the halo of glory represented in paint- 
ings as encircling the head of Divinity. All that we had previously witnessed seemed 
tame in comparison with the perfect grandeur and beauty of this display. Two of 
these wonderful eruptions occurred during the twenty-two hours we remained in the 
valley. This geyser we named The Giantess. * 

1871.—We were in the Upper Basin in 1871 from the evening of Au- 
gust 4 until the morning of August 6, and during this time it was not - 
seen in action. Colonel Barlow’s party this same year spent three days 
there, but during this time no member of his party saw it in action, 
although he himself thought that during the last night of his stay it 
played, as he heard heavy concussions from some point in that direction. 

1872.—The only eruption witnessed by us in 1872 was on the evening 
of August 18, when it was too dark to see the full grandeur of its action. 
This eruption consisted of three distinct periods of spouting as follows: 

No. 1.—Eruption began at 6.56.30 p. m., lasted 17 minutes. 
No. 2.—Eruption began at 7.43.30 p. m., lasted 17 minutes. 
No. 3.—Eruption began at 8.48.30 p. m., end not taken. 
There was an immense mass of water thrown up which surged and 

splashed in all directions, with jets passing through it at intervals. 
There were about 73 pulsations under ground per minute. This de- 
creased toward the end. Professor Bradley noted the occurrence of 
five or six pulsations before the eruption began. During the first period 
angles for the height were taken from the end of a base line of 200 feet, 
and the highest jets were found to reach a height of 59 feet, the steam 
going to about 69 feet. The average height of the mass of water was 
30 feet. Itis probable that during the succeeding periods the height 
was greater, but it was too dark to take any angles. The end of the 
last period was not taken. The day after it was ended the water was 
20 feet below the surface. On the second day (August 20, 1872) I took 
the temperature at 11.50 a. m., and found it to be 192° F. at the edge, 
the air being 56° F. The water was level with the rim and perfectly 
quiet. Before the eruption it was in constant agitation, and one seeing 
it only them would have supposed it to be a constantly boiling spring. It 
is not known how long after the eruption this boiling begins. 

1873.—There is no record of this geyser having been seen in action 
during 1873 by Professor Comstock, but E. J. Stanley saw it in action, 
although he says “it positively refused to give us one of its grandest 
displays.”t 

1874.—The Earl of Dunraven, who visited the Basin in 1874, describes 
the geyser, but does not mention having seen it in operation. 
1875.—The members of Captain Ludlow’s expedition to the Park wit- 

nessed an eruption, and I insert the very full description from the re- 
port of Dana and Grinnell: 

When we arrived, August 21, the crater was quite full and bubbling, seeming to 
promise a speedy eruption. The followiug day, at 6.30 a. m., it boiled up v igorously, 

* Scribner’s Monthly, Vol. II, 1871, p. 125. 
Fras in Wonderland. By Edwin J. Stanley. New York, D. Appleton & Co., 

73, p. 103 
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throwing up jets a few feet into the air, exciting hopes that it was about to perform, 
and bringing those who were in camp somewhat hastily across the stream. At9o’clock 
it boiled up again, at times throwing out considerable water, so that it was nearly 
empty as far as we could see, looking far down into the crater. It rapidly filled, how- 
ever, and a second outburst on a Small scale took place. Two hours later a more vig- 
orous display commenced, the hot water being thrown to a height of 100 feet, by a 
series of successive irregular throbs, like the beats of a pump; the heavy thumping 
going on below in a startling manner. This irregular display, extremely interesting 
and beautiful, yet nothing compared with what the Giantess is said to do, lasted for 
one hour; the entire volume of water thrown out being very great. At length, with 
a sudden burst, the steam drove up the water to a much greater height than before 
seen, the noise and concussions accompanying the outburst being very violent. The 
water was kept at its greatest height for two or three minutes, and for this time we 
found the Giantess all that had been claimed for it. Butthe reservoir was almost ex- 
hausted, and in a short time the only escape was a mass of steam, which rushed out 
of the crater with a force which no words could describe. * * * This steam es- 
cape lasted for an hour without any sensible diminution in violence, and we could not 
help regretting that all the water had been ejected before the most powerful burst of 
steam had begun, so that we might have had a full display of the power that was at 
hand acting on the water. The conception of ferce given by this great steam escape 
was perhaps even greater than if it had taken merely the form of a fountain. Six 
hours later the steam was still escaping, though with somewhat diminished energy, 
and an occasional liquid jet seemed to show that a little water was draining into the 
reservoir, only to be immediately ejected.* 

I can find no record of any spouting in 1876 or 1877. 
1878.—I reached the Upper Geyser Basin on the afternoon of August 

27, and remained until the morning of September 2, and during this, 
nny first visit, the Giantess was quiet. We were camped immediately 
opposite the mound, and had an eruption taken place during the night 
we could scarcely have missed hearing it. In the morning before my 
arrival an eruption was noted from a distance, but the notes were 
meager. It began about 8.45 a. m., and was followed by asecond spurt 
at 10.48 a.m. The first lasted 9 minutes, and the second 13. On Sep- 
tember 1 the surface temperature was 199° F., and at a depth of 12 
feet 201° F. The water appeared to be in constant ebullition. Our 
second visit was from the evening of September 8 until the afternoon of 
September 11. During this visit no change was observed in the condi- 
tion of the Giantess, and we left the Basin without having seen it in 
action. 
From the descriptions that have been given, it is evident that the 

eruption of this geyser is divided into three distinct periods. Lang- 
ford probably saw it after the first was ended, for he found the crater 
or bowl empty, and Doane, speaking of the geyser, says: 

This grand geyser played three times in the afternoon, but appears to be irregular 
in its periods, as we did not see it in eruption again while in the valley.t 

He does not give any idea as to the interval separating these erup- 
tions. In the eruption witnessed by myself in 1872, the interval be- 
tween the first and second periods was 47 minutes, and between the 
second and third 1 hour and 5 minutes, the interval between the first 
and third being 1 hour and 52 minutes, which is nearly that observed 
by Grinnell and Dana, namely, 2 hours. They, however, do not give 
the duration of the two preliminary periods, which, in the case of the 
eruption noted in 1872, was 17 minutes for each. Dana and Grinnel 
noticed preliminary attempts 24 hours before the eruption and give the 
length of the steam period following it as over 6 hours. , 

As to the interval between the eruptions, the observations are too few 
in number to determine much. It is, however, undoubtedly long. When 

* Report of a Reconnaissance from Carroll, Mont., to Yellowstone National Park, &c., 
1875, 1876, pp. 131, 132. 

tReport of Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p. 32. 

ea a eer 
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Captain Ludlow’s party examined it it was “‘ known not to have played 
for some weeks.” They found it boiling gently the day before the erup- 
tion, and giving off clouds of steam. 

Bee Hive Geyser.—This geyser is 400 feet from the Giantess, on a 
lower level, about 100 feet from the river. It is readily distinguished 
by its cone, from the shape of which it derived its name in 1870, when 
it was first described by the Washburn party. This cone or crater is 3 
feet in height, and almost circular, measuring 3 by 4 feet on top, and 
having a circumference of 20 feet at the base. It is beautifully coated 
with beaded silica, which in many places has a pearly aspect. There is 
no surrounding terraced deposit, as there is about most of the craters 
This is probably due to the fact that very little water falls around it. 
The orifice on the summit of the cone measures 2 feet by 3 feet, and the 
line dropped into the tube reached a depth of 21 feet. Just outside of 
the cone are several vents or steam-holes, one of which acts as a sort 
of preliminary vent or signal for the eruption of the geyser. The erup- 
tion of the Bee Hive is very fine and peculiar to itself, no other geyser 
in the Basin acting in the same manner. It is preceded by a slight es- 
cape of steam, which is soon followed by a column of steam and water, 
which escapes in a steady stream, with great force, much as water is pro- 
jected from the nozzle of hose used with steam fire-engines. The column 
is somewhat fan-shaped, and keeps a high average height. “No water 
appears to fall, but the spray evaporates and is carried away as steam. 
There is probably but little water compared with the amount of steam, 
but there is a distinct water and steam period. The duration of the 
former is from 2 to 5 minutes, as observed in 1878, and the latter only 
a few seconds. The force appears to be very great, and the ground is 
shaken during the action of the geyser. 
1870.—The Bee Hive was first seen in action in 1870, by the Washburn 

party, bywhom it wasnamed. Lieutenant Doane describes it as follows: 

This morning we were awakened by a fearful, hissing sound, accompanied by the 
rush of falling water, and, looking out, saw on the other side of the stream a small 
crater, 3 feet in height, and with an opening of 26 (?) inches in diameter, which had 
scarcely been noticed on the previous day, and was now playing a perpendicular jet 
to the height of 219 feet, with great clouds of steam escaping. * * * It played 
thus steadily for 10 minutes, giving us time to obtain an accurate measurement by 
triangulation, which resulted as above stated.* 

Langford, in his description in Seribner’s Monthly, gives the duration 
as 18 minutes.t x 
1871.—The Bee Hive was not seen in operation by us nor by Colonel 

Barlow’s party. 
1872.—The following are the observations I made in 1872: 

Eruption Eruption 
Date. began. ended. 

Length of eruption Interval. 
| No. 

- ™m. _ S = 
Se 

a 

AbNY Ain rast 19) 18VO Sac Jee SEL rele 1 
PAN Perret ee ee cr EC OSe no ne CORE SOSbor 3 
S| Depa Sy VB RS Be OP = 5 aso) Se See AEO OMICS Ee 12 

5 ar ou 
=) 
o 

‘ 

DOD: mor =a “10 

1873 and 1874.—I find no record of any observations on the Bee 
Hive in these years. Edwin J. Stanley, in his ‘‘ Rambles in Wonder- 

*Report of Yellowstone Expedition of 1870, p. 32. 
t Scribner’s, vol. ii, p. 125. 
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land,” p. 102, mentions an eruption lasting 15 minutes, but gives no par- 
ticulars of special interest. 

1875.—Grinnell and Dana note three eruptions in 1875, as follows: 

During a period of 60 hours there were three eruptions, the interval between the 
first and second being 26 hours, and that between the second and third 25 hours. The 
duration of the action was 4 or 5 minutes, and the measured height 200 feet.* 

1877.—General Sherman’s party saw the Bee Hive in action twice, 
and according to Colonel Poe it has an interval of about 14 hours. 
1878.—On the 26th and 27th of August, before my arrival, the Bee 

Hive was seen in action, and the eruptions noted by Mr. Richardson. 
The following table shows the eruptions noted by us during our stay in 
the Upper Basin: 

Table of eruptions of Bee Hive Geyser in 1878. 

Interval be- 4 : I 
Duration | Duration | 24 

No.| Date. Eruption began. | Eruption ceased. |, SO | of water | of steam & & 
‘ eruptions eruptions. | eruptions. | 2% 

‘ : a 

h. ™. 8. h. Mm. & h. m. &. mM. s. M™. 8. Feet. 
1| Aug. 26 2° O7hOO; acai Mee ata estan cee ok dad ees ak cach aun a 
2| Aug. 26 As SON OOD grin eee en 2 GS TALS OO RG Nn a Asis 
3 | Aug. 27 8 S71OOWeira me eRe: bel) paras FGI OO ioe AEG aa a eae aE 
4 | Aug. 27 4 20 20 p.m. 4 25 00 p.m 7 43 20 4 40 0 15 70 
5 | Aug. 28 8 36 05 a.m. 8 39 30 a.m 16 15 45 Bir Sesser SOGSES 205 
6 | Aug. 30 DON 7) BRIS llaacnco soseeeeonoabeOjsoooda coos 65allacoeborsondallacecboonbonallscaceoss 
7| Aug. 31 2 36 00 p.m. O40) Spm ee 4145 | oh Sa 185 
8 | Sept. 10 2 36 10 p.m. PEO TA, |sessouotisaa! 3 20 61301 Lee 

NotTEs.—Eruptions Nos. 1-3 were observed by Mr. Richardson. 
Eruption No. 7 was observed by Mr. Ladd 
In No. 4 steam was stillescaping gently 11 minutes after the eruption. 
In No.8 uban escaped gently after the steam eruption, and ceased 12 minutes after the end of the 

water period. 

In the table I have given the intervals only between the eruptions that 
were known to be consecutive. On the 28th and 29th I was in full sight 
of the Bee Hive, and could not have missed seeing it in action had it 
played during the day-time. It is probable that eruptions occurred at 
night. If the 16-hour interval was observed, the next eruption after 
No. 5 should have occurred at or about midnight of the 28th, which 
might have been the case, as we were at that time asleep and had be- 
come so accustomed to the noise of the geysers that they did not awaken 
us when in action. If a14-hour interval occurred followed by a 9-hour 
period and a 16-hour interval after it, the non-oceurrence of an eruption 
by daylight until the morning of the 30th would be accounted for. The 
period of this geyser cannot be determined until observations are carried 
consecutively through several days and nights. It appears that the in- 
tervals obtained by myself in 1872, and Dana and Grinnell in 1875 (21 
to 26 hours), were probably not the intervals between consecutive erup- 
tions. The duration appears, from a consideration of all the observations 
that have been made, to vary from about 3 minutes to 18 minutes, though 
occupying oftener from 4 to 5 minutes. The heights measured are not 
quite as high as those noted by previous observers. The temperatures 
taken were as follows: 4 p.m., on September 1, 5 feet below the top of the 
cone, 200° F.; 4p. m., on September 1, 15 feet below the top of the cone, 
204° F. 

Teper of Reconnaissance from Carroll, Mont., to Yellowstone National Park, &c., 
p. 131. 
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Fic. 11.—Bee Hive Geyser in action, 1872. 
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Table showing comparison of observations on the Bee Hive Geyser.” 

No. of eruptions 

observed 

Maximum height 

of Golumn 

Year. Observer. Interval. Duration. 

Si) Seca ee | Doane). soe Weesieeste | setae woeae sece se ee 10 minutes.-.-....... 219* 
TST) bos se eee sone Rang ford eee seeeerr| aserseier| et socasntongacossoed 18 minutes. -.-..-...- 219* 
TATA) 2s6ec kbc eESese) DOSER Erno recs S56 56|5c oo Scn deter cess SOOSEE SEES 4 PO SCee SOO Bes or SE ocean acer. 
Aten gece ccse | Peale... [ase aee +3 | 21 to 25 hours --..-.-- 44 to 15 minutes.....|..-...-. 
TRY de scascaecesne | E. J. Stanley ---.---- i) |lnccecacsoscosesconsses L5iminwbes ee. .sseel\=\| sees eeee 
RSA eae icis|| ai = 2 2 os oe cee ooo op saollsSoosepodsssecaoncaodballacconeS acs dedosodsaccalla Sane 
Deis Sco aac oseeee Grinnell and Dana 3 | 25 to 26 hours ......- 4 or 5 minutes..-.---- 200* 
MP OTGipeesese ees ai= 5's === + bs sj22 Hoe ee eee eeneee -elleee tina st were toeccene ees ec ental cecsueen el Ce euoR 
TTT eee hone eo Sherman and Poe BLA OUTS), x Aci seis ln case eres Ss aie eiciaeeserarel| Deas 
SiS socseeestces eale\. ose eee §8 | 7 to 16 hours....---. 3 to 5 minutes..-.-- 205* 
WSO cose nsteeseess Seguin . -.- 3 sseeseee| see eee 5 minutes..--....---. 230 
NBS1 Ie comeeesiceet = INOLTIS 5.22 0ese ee eeeee 3 16 to 30 hours - ena ee 5 minutes-.-.--..... 200 

.* These are measured. 
7 Not seen in action. 
These are not known to be consecutive. 
Only five of these are consecutive. 

1879.—Dr. 8. Weir Mitchell saw two eruptions of the Bee Hive, but 
gives no interval nor duration. He thought it the “most perfect water- 

+ jet that could be imagined.” 
Trinity Geysers.—This name Professor Comstock has given to three 

bowls on a mound near the north end of the group.t To one of the 
three we have given the name Niobe Geyser, which is the only one seen 
in action by us. As there are four springs altogether, I have given the 
name Trinity to the three that are nearest together, and the name Niobe 
Geyser to the largest cone. In1871 they were called the chimneys by 
Colonel Barlow;t but as Professor Comstock was the first one to record 
any eruption, I have given the preference to his name. The mound on 
which they are situated is the one on which in 1872 I found mice that had 
been scalded to death from which fact I judged the cones to be gey- 
sers (p. 149 of my report for 1872). 

The mound is rather triangular in shape, measuring 42,69, and 73 feet 
on the sides, and the summit is 43 feet above the level of the river. Its 
steepest side has an abrupt elevation of 20 feet. The three openings 
are on the west side on the broadest portion, while the Niobe Geyser is to 
the eastward somewhatisolated. In the illustration, Fig. 2, Plate XXIII, 
two of the cones of the Trinity are seen in the foreground, and theN iobe 
Geyser in the background. 

* The following table is given in Professor Norris’s report for 1881, page 57 

Bee Hive. 

| 
— 45 

Date. Time of eruption. a Sh Remarks. 
5 ci 
A es 

Min-| Feet 
Ci seen eee ae W)C TOS nod aaeGEeCrOBOberere 5 175 | Column of water always vertical, and 
Ct) Or ceaeee eee Zeal ees oie -telewe sia inieinlas == 5 200 of great symmetry and beauty 
Ooty Giseeseas soe Sh CCT TT Eee) ee ae 5 180 

t Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, p. 254. 
¢{ Reconnaissance of the Yellowstone ‘River, 1871, p. 29. 
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a is acone or mound from a foot to 18 inches in height, with an orifice 
measuring 8 by 10 inches. The basin is yellow-lined and about 6 inches 
deep. ‘Thecone is covered with pearly beads of geyserite. When exam- 
ined it was quiet, and had a temperature of 163° F. 

b is an oblong mound 4 by 11 feet, with greenish tinted water, which 
bubbles constantly on the sides and at the western end with periods of 
increased violence. At this end its mound or crater is 2 feet above the 
general level, while at the opposite end it is only about a foot in height. 
The average depth of the basin is about 7 feet, except at the deep or 
westernend. There is considerable overflow from this basin. The run 
is pointed and scalloped, lined with yellow, and projects slightly over 
the basin. The following temperatures were taken : 

OF, 

SUT ACO eee eo Sc cs Se als Se UES oi Ge a aa a 188 
eee bi belOw: UNG SUTLACE cc aoc Soe caesar ease eee  ear Patt o i nny 199 
Sieeu WelOw be SUrlace fo. 5.5 cles aye seca ee rey rte ee era tie aN a em 201 
HOMeebsbelow the Surface sss ele ey Mee iT SU No 2024 
1Oteetsbelow the Surlace . 250 once a Se eee ee Beye oie aac ae sa eee a 204 

¢. Thisis the most important mound. It isoblong, with a circumfer- 
ence of 25 feet at the base, and measures 5 by 5 feet ontop. It has a 
cone at one end with a height of 24 feet, and at the opposite end is a 
little less than 2 feet above the general level. Itisa white beaded mass 
of geyserite, in which the orifice is a yellow-lined beaded diamond-shaped 
opening, in which the water was spouting and sputtering all the time 
during our examination. Atintervals the water spurted to a foot or two 
above the top of the cone. The following temperatures were taken: 
Surface, 180° F.; 6 feet below the surface, during boiling period, 203° F. 
The action in this cone appeared to be entirely independent of that in b. 
The following are Professor Comstock’s notes made in 1873: 

Another geyser (c), very near, spouted at 6.33 p. m., ceasing wholly at 6.35. This 
had a similar orifice and chimney, not quite as high as the preceding, but the column 
of water was of nearly the same dimensions. A third geyser (b), with little or no 
raised walls, but with a fair-sized pool, but a few feet from the others, spurted at 6.37 
for a few minutes, throwing the liquid about 60 feet into the air.* 

These, which are the only observations of the height that are recorded, 
prove tbe Trinity Geysers to be of considerable importance. The action 
was synchronous with the action of the Niobe Geyser, which was not the 
case when we saw the latter in action in 1878. 

Niobe Geyser.—This geyser, as I have already indicated, is included 
with the Trinity Geysers by Professor Comstock. Itis an irregular, flat- 
topped cone, 4 feet in height, having a circumference of 46 feet at the 
base, and measures 5 feet in diameter on top. The orifice is 18 inches 
by 24 feet. The outside of the crater is covered with white beaded gey- 
serite, and the throat of the orifice is lined with yellow, pearly-topped, 
bead-like masses. It is situated on the same platform with the Trinity 
Geysers, from which it is separated by a slight depression. The dis- 
tance between them is about 50 feet. Whenever seen the water in the 
Niobe Geyser was in constant ebullition, spurting occasionally above 
the top of the cone. The water appeared to bulge from one side. The 
depth of the basin is about 5 feet. The following temperatures were 
obtained: Surface, 199° F.; 4 feet below the surface, 199° F. 

Professor Comstock saw it in action in 1873. He says: 

We had left the vicinity of the Grand Geyser late in the afternoon of August 25, and 
were hastening to our camp at the upper end of the basin, when we were startled by 
the eruption of another geyser at the edge of a broad terrace just above us. This 
began at 6.30 p. m., continuing till 6.35.5 p.m. The water proceeded from a mound 

* Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, p. 254. 
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ised some 3 feet above the terrace, having a diameter of 5 or 6 feet. The water 
ached a height of 75 feet or thereabout. * 

We saw but one eruption, which occurred at 8.14 p. m., August 27, 
378. We were on the opposite side of the river at the time, near Old 
aithful, which spouted near this time, and no observations as to time 
‘height were made. The column was, however, fully as high as the 
1e noted by Comstock (75 feet). With the few data it is of course. 
ypossible to determine either the duration or interval of this geyser 
he remaining springs of the group are sufficiently described in the 
ble. 

THREE-CRATER GROUP. 

This group is located almost due south of the Castle Geyser, from 
hich it is distant 1,200 feet. It is about 1,800 feet from Old Faith- 
I, a little south of east from it. It is not in view from either, being 
rrounded by trees. It is named from the principal spring or geyser 
_the collection, and might well be called the mud group, for it con- 
ins about all the mud and turbid springs of the upper basin. It is 
so one of the few places in which sulphur is seen in the upper basin. 
is present, however, in very small quantity. 
Although the table contains the temperatures of 37 springs, as the 
ap Shows, they are but a small part of the whole number. Many of 
e turbid springs could not be approached on account of the soft 
‘ture of the surrounding soil, and but few of the mud springs have 
eir temperatures given. 

“Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, by Capt. W. A. Jones, in 1873, p. 254. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

No. 1. Three-Crater Spring and Geyser (Plate XXIV).—This spring 
derives its name from the fact that there are three basins connected by 
narrow passages. 
A is the basin at the south end in the foreground of illustration, and 

is about 12 feet in diameter, having a depth “of d$ feet, at the bottom of 
which the orifice is about 2 by 3 feet. It is a white basin with an over- 
hanging raised scalloped edge of grayish-white geyserite. Outside of 
this the tints are light salmon and salmon-gray. The water has a light 
bluish tint and bubbles gently at intervals. There appears to be some 
overflow to the central basin. The surface temperature was 191° F. 
At 4 feet below the surface it was 195° F. This basin is the one in the 

_ foreground of the illustration. There are two or three outlets when the 
basin is full. 

B.—This is the central basin, and appears to receive water from both 
the others. for which it acts asa reservoir. Themainoverflow is from this 
basin towards the east. It is almost circular, measuring 21 by 26 feet. 

It is a quiet pool, with a white basin, over the center of which the 
water has a greenish-blue tint, and a temperature of 187° F., both at 
the surface and 9 feet below it. The outer edges of the basin are com- 
posed of laminated and flaky geyserite, inside of which the sides slope 
into a basin 10 or 11 feet deep. The rim of the basin is grayish white 
capped with light yellow. 
C.—This is the northern and largest basin of the ehrees It might be 

considered as two, a being similar fo B; but there is no narrow passage 
between it and the larger portion of the basin in which b, c, and d are 
situated. It merely expands beyond a. On the west side it is about 
a foot high with small basins outside. In this direction there is evi 
dently considerable overflow at times. The bottom of the basin is flat 
until the openings are approached, and is of a creamy white color and 
light saffron, except over the orifices, where it is of a bluish tint. The 
edge is gray and white with yellow and pink tints on the west. It 
overhangs on the north side. At this end also the basin is lined with 
flakes of geyserite. The depth is from 4 to 8 inches, and the tempera- 
ture 149° F. in the center, a. The main basin about a is 29 feet wide; 
a itself is 15 by 20 feet and 12 feet deep. It is a quiet biue-tinted 
hole with two holes in the bottom. Its surface temperature is 162° FP. 

bis towards the west side of the main basin, and is a hole about 5 
feet deep, over which the water has a deep greenish tint. Around it 
the basin is light yellowish white. The temperature is 146° F. 

cis a small hole with mottled yellow and white lining and a tempera- 
ture of 151° F. It is near b, on the west side of the main basin. 

d. Three-Crater Geyser. This is towards the east side of the main basin, 
which here slopes to an orifice of about 2 feet diameter, from which the 
steam escapes and causes the spouting. The steam appears to escape 
with great effort, and makes a startling noise that is more like the noise 
made by a pack of fire-crackers muffled in a box than anything else I 
can think of. It raises the water in great bulges, splashing in all direc- 
tions, with thumps. Every now and then a jet is squirted to a height 
of 15 or 20 feet, but the average is about 5 feet. The water in the main 
basin C and in B is thrown into waves, with beautiful effect, causing an 
overflow from the latter. The steam does not appear to heat the water 
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much. The following are the temperatures obtained on August 30, be- 
tween 10 a. m. and 11 a. m. 

@) F. 

Surface temperature immediately before the eruption....--. ...--. ------ e--- o--- 159 
Surface temperature during theeruption 222-2222. 2255 222 cee eane ons cece =- == = 169 
Surface temperature immediately after the eruption.........--.-.-.---------.-- 163 
Surface temperature two minutes after the eruption ..........--.-..----------.- 156 
Temperature two feet below the surface three minutes after the eruption... poneoe HAY) 

The following are the eruptions that were noted: 

No. Eruption began. Duration. eae of 

h. ™. 8. m™. &. mM. § 
Lo |) 2) GR) eit ecco seenecccodedséodtio cbopsunesoss paododé dadsosbédopoccosdd LAO icccsegosesan 
2) 0) GS BGs tidececo ase SE eh ee NL AA he ae See Ce eee a 1 05 3 40 
SUEDE C2ko erat mnsee eases oe Sane sem uen dS aem ua nsictendaaM ene socom ee 57 4 28 
ZTE Pasig SC ig ae a a a ie eee UP SEE Vasa Pe Da 45 4 20 
Spiele 2s5 lawn see see ees N eC ow a eta ee So oiews le NOL n Sac iae ll 110 4 26 
(fp TUN EAGPGID Gis fa Techs, 3 AS Re RE ES te ae ne ae ne eA en esate F 00 3 50 
Tp wll OBsoSlagmne a teceaens Wake eG AE sous toss ccad untae toma suneaceniectes < 1 00 355 
Gi] (TUT Oe? TG ee Se ee en ge RN a gee es I an 1 00 3 50 
(2) | TASB OU Siar esc aorta ee Le a i ee ata OO SE OO OY Ee eh Oey a 1 02 3 45 

TOM PM eS iso ratmsee ts reese UST Se ae e eb ee Naan eee ng 1 06 3 57 
iy Pile Lies ivan Secon anes ee ee tant ae loc eesn ce ene SA phase esos 59 3 46 
POP BUTEA GES G atin ae orem eesecn Soot Ren eR ree kOe Le NRE oY 1 01 3 46 
US), Uh Gi 2B By oceans oscdes cocsddoondioacacacesnosse soontsedecceoseeHoncgon. 1 03 3 45 

JSC) 5 = oso nd noo neon DSH Seo aooo Toso uSSS Osos anSOSPSceoosanSeBoes 1 0155 3 5775 

From the limited time devoted to the examination of this geyser it is 
impossible to determine whether these are distinct eruptions or only 
periods of an action that is separated by longer periods of quiescence. 
D.—This is a basin 94 by 14 feet at the north end of C, into which it 

discharges water through a channel 24 feet wide. In this basin is a 
fissure 2 feet by 54 feet. The basin is yellowish-red and the fissure 
mottled with lighter colors and greenish at the bottom; the tempera- 
ture is 145° F. 

The spring I have just described is northwest of the main group, and 
is separated from the rest of the springs by trees. A large area of 
white and gray deposit, on which dead tr. es are standing, slopes toward 
Iron Spring Creek and to the northward from the spring. There is a 
low-timbered hill between it and the Castle. 
A temperature taken in basin C in 1871 was 178° F., but its charae- 

ter as a geyser was not noted that year. Its name was given in 1872 by 
Mr. Bechler. 

Nos. 6 and 6a.—These are two springs in one basin; No. 6 is the main 
bowl, although 6a is the more active spring. No. 6 is a white funnel- 
shaped basin, with greenish-blue tinted water. The basin is shallow 
around the spring in 6a, being from a foot to 2 feet in depth. The over- 
flow from No.7 flows into 6a. The entire length of 6 and 6ais about 49 
feet; 6a is 24 feet wide in widest portion, near where the overflow of 
No. 7 comes in. 

No. 10. This isa boiling, white, muddy spring. The water is milky- 
white in color, and boils in one corner from under a rock, although there 
are several points of slight bubbling. The water is four feet below the 
general level, and has.a temperature of 195° F. In 1872 I obtained a 
temperature of 196° I. in this spring. 

No. 16 is an unimportant pool of irregular shape. The bottom is 
divided into several basins by ridge-like divisions. 
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No. 19. In this collection there are about a dozen pots of light-colored 
mud. ohen 

No. 24. This is a red mud spring in a cave-like hole 64 feet below the 
general level. The hole is 21 feet by 8 to 13 feet, but the spring is only 
5 by 74 feet. The water is a thin red mud, which bubbles and splashes 
against the walls, forming red stalagmitic processes, which are very 
pretty. In the hole with the spring is a steam hole, at the wider end, 
surrounded with moss. 

No. 30 isa large, green turbid pool surrounded by numerous mud pots 
and slimy holes of muddy water. These extend through the space in- 
tervening between Nos. 30 and 31. 
A number of the springs in the group are boiling and bubbling (Nos. 

5, 12, 13, 15, 25, and 27), but there are none so far as known that deserve 
the name of geyser except No.1. There are many steam vents not 
enumerated in the table, and some of the more quiet springs may have 
periods of increased activity. Our time was short and occupied mainly 
in mapping the springs, so that we cannot distinguish all the springs 
that are periodic in their action. 

The table gives the points noted in relation to the springs that have 
not had special mention here. 

EMERALD GROUP. 

_. This group is situated mainly at the forks of Iron Spring Creek, 1,600 
yards west of the Castle Geyser and 1,000 yardssouthwest of the White 
Pyramid. It is separated from the main groups by a considerable growth 
of timber, mainly pines. 
On the right-hand branch, 800 feet above the main springs of the 

group, is @ wide marsh, in which there are a number of warm-water 
pools and several springs. Of the latter three were examined, and the 
following are the results: 

a. Small white mound, 1 by 23 feet, with a hard, geyserite edge, in 
which the water was a foot below the surface and had a temperature of 
187° F. 

b. A greenish-yellow lined basin, measuring 7 by 8 feet, in which the 
water had a temperature of 160° F. ‘ 

ce. An irregular shaped basin, 20 by 30 feet, in the marsh. As a 
spring it is nearly extinct, and the temperature was not taken. The 
marsh had an abundant deposit of ferric oxide. 

I have also included the Black Sand Geyser (or spring, for its title 
to the name of geyser is not settled) in this group, although it is sepa- 
rated from the other springs by trees. It does not come in very well 
with any other group, however, and this appears to be the best place to 
consider it. 

The Emerald Group is so far from the location of the principal geysers 
that very little time is usually devoted to it in comparison with the 
other groups. Of the 15 springs enumerated in the table, no one has 
been observed to be a first-class geyser. Nos. 1, 2, and 15 are the only 
ones that afford indications of geyseric action. The group is well worth 
a visit, however, as the Emerald Spring is remarkable for its beauty, 
and the Great Hot Basin for its great size, almost rivaling in this par- 
ticular the large spring of the Egeria Group in the Lower Basin. Itis 
not, however, so remarkable for the brilliancy of its coloring as the latter. 
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Table of the Emerald Group. 

H a {ei 

Ad > a 
ee 5) eo) 

5 2 H 
se ees od iBs 

Number and name. | Sizeanddepthofspring.| « q we aa Remarks. 
2) or rs) 
og 2 

| se; 2 ig 
ge A (>) 

P mn H isa 

1S EU eet Cone, with orifice 18 by |.-....|-.---------- ----| No water in the basin when ' 
12 inches at bottom of visited. 
basin, of 64 by 7 feet. 

2. Great Spouter..... 20 by 25 feet .-.--...-... 198 | ooo een cn=- |= ---| Great escape of steam. 
3. Green Spring ----. 50 feet diameter, 25 feet | 195 |....-..-----|- --.| Known as Emerald Spring on 

deep. map of 1872; water is bluish- 
green rather than emerald 

: *_ color. 
(one seetoocobescsnnese 43 by 10 to 15 feet,6or7 | 183 |......---.-- ----| Oblong with scalloped edges. 

feet deep. 
Seen ceo teense 4 by 24 feet is average a PT Aes Beaaeolle ---| @milky. 

size. Qanleysy | pes soceeseers Ic ---| 6 clear. 
GM8Gseoconsesease ---| e milky. 

: AIO aeocem oNdecol ks ---| @ clear. 
Oeccoceesoacesse Soccee BON7 OskSSH Sooo scocacone Sip lessee secses ----| In hard geyserite. 
Uosecsaecos-cogscensee|) 2 | 8 WEE Cososconsotoed|sea: a llbsocdoeobacalfo ae 
8. Great Hot Basin...| 140 by 200 feet; could | *188 |.......---.- ----| Has yellow, white, and gray- 

not get depth. ish basin and 6 or 7 centers 
or spring holes; bulges in 
one of the central ones, 
throwing water into waves. 
The overflow goes in two 
directions over brilliantly 
colored terraces. 

Uemeccosececocnoccaad 60 by 8 feet ........-.-.- IVE} ecomeaancocelle .--| Crater-like greenish-tinted ba- 
sin. 

TOM seee aoe areaecss 6 feet diameter, 3 feet | 170 |.-.-...--.--|-.-.. Yellow and red margin, with 
deep in center. red outlet and white basin. 

11. Emerald Spring ..| 36 feetlong and 28 to 42 | 148 |............|..-. Known on map of 1872 as the 
feet wide, 35 feet deep. Great Emerald Spring. It 

; is beautiful emerald tint 
with yellow-green basin and 
ornamented edge. Outlets 
are brilliantly colored with 
deposit of iron. 

IO eases alaciec oe 34 by 5 feet ..-......-... (Gh en Bcetececooas asec Water is 4 feet below the sur- 
face. It isa crater-like hole, 
with red and yellow lining. 

Teens eee sseeet sto y 3 by 1 foot to 18 inches..| 197 |..........-.|---- Yellow-lined hole in the gey- 
serite on the river bank. 

1 Rota no bsnosese AS) Dy 2a Heeb) <n). ace wee EC a ee eee ae On the river’s edge, above 
which it rises 2 to 3 feet, 
with a corrugated basin and 
bulging center. 

15. Black Sand Gey- | 55 by 60 feet ..-......--. 0 OEE eee ore eee 
ser. 

* At north end. tCan’t be taken. 

DESCRIPTION. 

No. 1.—This conical mound of hard gray geyserite is about .8 feet 
high, and on the summit has a yellow-lined funnel-shaped basin, 64 by 
7 feet, in which the orifice is ab 
empty when we saw it this year, 

out 12 by 18 inches. The basin was 
but the water could be heard boiling 

far below in the tube, and there is no doubt that it has periods of spout- 
ing, although the column may not be projected toa great height. A 
temperature taken here in 1871 was 152° F. 

No. 2. Great Spouter.—In this basin the water was in violent ebulli- 
tion, spurting and spouting constantly with a great escape of steam. 
The water-way leading from it to No. 4 is brilliantly colored with yel- 
lows, orange, and reds, the latter predominating as the river is ap- 
proached; greenish prevailing near the spring. 
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No. 3. Green Spring.—This spring, on the map of 1872 and in Plate 
XX VII, is called Emerald Spring, but the tint is bluer than an emerald 
color, so I have called it simply Green Spring, especially as there is an 
Emerald Spring on the opposite side of the creek. This basin is some- 
what heart-shaped, and consists of a deep cavern-like pool and a smaller 
shallow gray pool near the outlet. The temperature was 195° F. A 
temperarure taken here in 1871 was only 170° F. 

No. 4.—This is a very handsome oblong pool of greenish-tinted water, 
with an overhanging white scalloped rim. ‘ There is a boiling center at 
the back of the spring. This is the spring shown in Plate X XV. 

Nos. 5, 6, and 7 are unimportant springs, sufficiently described in the 
table. 

No. 8. Great Hot Basin.—The water from this bulging basin flows 
over brilliant red terraces. The basin is generally flat, except in the 
center. The temperature (188° F.) was taken at the north edge. In 
the background of Plate XX VII, near the trees at the right, the steam 
trom this spring is seen rising. 

No. 9.—In this spring there are two basins, only one of which con- 
tained water when examined. At times, however, the water fills both, 
making one spring. 

No. 11. Emerald Spring.—It is somewhat irregularly rectangular in 
shape. Inthe center is a rhomboidal-shaped pit or bowl 35 feet in 
depth, over which the water is of a deep emerald green color, becoming 
yellowish green towards the edges. Outside of this central bowl is a 
shallow basin reaching to the edge of the spring, which is bordered by 
a red and brown line. This shallow portion is light yellow in color. 
The tint over the central bowl is so deep that the bottom cannot be 
seen. The water-ways which carry off the overflow are brilliantly red 
on a brown and grayish white ground. The deposit covers a consider- 
able area, and scattered over it are a number of dead standing trees. 

Nos. 12 and 13 are not indicated on the map. They are on the creek 
bank. : 

No. 14 (Plate X XVI) is on the bank of the creek at a bend, and its 
basin rises from the water’s edge. The water has an inky tinge over 
one orifice, and at the other the basin is grayish white. The border is 
corrugated, with a gray edge and yellow beaded silica on it. The main 
orifice bulges at short intervals. i 

No. 15. Black Sand Geyser (Plate XX VIil).—This is one of the most 
beautiful springs in the Upper Basin. It has a delicate rim, with toad- 
stool-like masses around it. The basin slopes rather gently towards 
a central aperture that to the eye appears to have no bottom. ‘The 
water in the spring has a delicate turquoise tint, and as the breeze 
Sweeps across the surface, removing the steam, the effect of the rippling 
of the water is very beautiful. The sloping sides are covered with a 
light brown crust; sometimes it is a rather dark cream color. The fun- 
nel is about 40 feet in diameter. The entirespace covered by the water 
is about 55 feet by 60 feet. Outside the rim of the spring is a border 
of pitchstone (obsidian) sand or gravel sloping 25 feet. 
From the west side flows a considerable stream, which forms a most 

beautiful channel, in which the colors show a remarkable variety of 
shades. The extremely delicate pinks are mingled with the equally deli- 
cate saffron yellows, with here and there shades of green. These colors 
are from deep yellow to palecreamy salmon. The stream or outlet runs 
down nearly to the base of the trachyte wall on the west side of the 
basin, spreading out over a large area, which is covered with its depos- 
its. (See Plate XXIX.) The main channel, which carries off the largest 
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proportion of the overflow, is underlaid with the most delicate salmon- 
colored silica. There is also a great amount of the soft gelatinous mat- 
ter, which is probably the new variety (viandite) described in another 
portion of the report. 

IRON-SPRING GROUP. 

Under this name I have included a number of springs on the west side 
of Iron-Spring Creek, mostly some distance above the level of the val- 
ley at the foot of the bluffs. Some of them are from 125 to 150 feet 
above the level of the creek. These springs have never been carefully 
examined, as they are small and comparatively unimportant. They are 
characterized by a deposit of ferric oxide. 

With these may be included a group of springs on the Little Fire 
Hole River, about a half mile above its mouth in the canon. They are 
just beyond the limits of the map, and arereferred to by Professor Bradley 
(report for 1872, p. 241) as “*small hot springs.” I have mentioned these 
springs in order to make the reference tc the springs as complete as pos- 
sible. 

RECAPITULATION OF UPPER GEYSER BASIN. 

The following is a recapitulation: of the springs and geysers of the 
Upper Geyser Basin: 

Number of | Highest tem- 
Name. springs. perature. 

OF. 
Sik (Gahystly Gatti 0 tocetdoncesccoaas coadcS saticnooseccebsoSsucsads saedceKEds 33 194 
DSI Gir CHD pee 5 pees co seces soos cooocnes consoecedecosenp dosancssosHoodes 11 190 
CAscCAAE GROUP . sosasen eee re eeen se oeeaa nebem eee esorseraisecine a tcece cnet 14 192 
GrbstelGroupeeeen=- ae eee moreweet ay eemeiaweiee esate cise ealcisic cicionie sels sismrfa 33 198 
Giant Groupts--es sos sneer seca e ater eee ene ees ase ceeoseeneeedes ae 9 197 
Round Spring Grow pee ssa. = occa reer ee coe ae cases cesek encc ccuccnesess 9 196 
Wihitesryramid| Groupe cc sec sene nse aor ererc secs seness teeta Soasecceseees 35 200 
Castle Groups eecs cst anes soe eee tee eee einaneeeece sacciiccn are ecces. eoedous 38 198 
Grandi Group. 2 25sec ee canst = Nae eee aaa eerste souee Bascwceseb eet 80 199 
Old Waithfal' Group scssse se wo ec ore e are ee ee cnc ias 5 setae Sule tee cine seseae 5 200 
Wpper Springs) 222 oe vic ce ota ete cine aoe cae eee ce rnls ain cincoseseatiecaeisat Sook ae 2b cicsewe see eees 
Giantess Groupe. 22 sce eae c eee cee poe eee cose Sues cccare sciabenen sharon 61 199 
Three Crater Group 45 199 
Emerald Group ....- 28 198 
Fron Spring’ Group: =. s-cescess sss se eee oe aoe oe ore ga aed Ses sewdauekenaey Ah ee eRias temas 

otal. = ssecetossore aren one ae oe ee ae cea arouses dacs ences aeeeseeas UD Woppdacooconess 

This gives not only those that are catalogued in the preceding pages, 
but all that are shown on the map, except in the case of the Three 
Crater Group, all of which are not given even on the map. All of the 
springs referred to are not given above, as some are beyond the limits 
of the map. 

The following table gives a list of all the principal geysers in the 
Upper Basin, and their periods, heights, and durations as far as known: 

Geysers of the Upper Geyser Basin. 

Group in which sit- Name of geyser. Interval or period. TAnHie of erup- | Height of col- 
uated. ion. umn. 

Feet 
ROGt aes sri ow sos Soda Geyser Group | About 10 minutes...|............---------- sonthoococecbes 
Restlegs ........... RLV ER TOUTE SS cae sis lop eeeee eee oe eee s tec see h ecnemaccmacetealncsled fiestas aie 
Seltinel ..2.2..2... CaiscadeiGroupic. seal poses acer seco eee as coe lMacda ts Seen nuametons ae 20 
Ohi Dodnetce REBE DE Grotto Group....... Several times a day.| Walfhonr to 24hours 20 to GU 
VANE dcteesersecscalpuns Ae Se ad |e ee eh aaa mates § 9 to 30 (7?) minutes -. About 60 
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Name of geyser. Group in hich Sil iorateeralor period. Doranion, we erup- Heiehe ge col- 

: Feet. 
Riverside .....-..-- Grotto Group...-.---|.--..--..--. JES SCS AS 10 to 13 minutes .-.. About 80 
Guanteeesesesee eee Giant Group......--. A dong unknown | 14 hours to 3 hours.-.| 130 to over 200 

eriod. - 
Young Faithful. -.-..|....do .....-......---|-.- P Ce eet orien Ma oe A ear ee eI 
Oblong. ..---.-.---- o6 WO soceoacopoeacae Once or twice daily 
Sprayeeeeerceseecee Wi htt 6) Pyramid sO ese Pee oneness 

Group. 
Comet ...---.--.--- 6000 sd anosagccs00as 13 to 22 minutes” -..| 30 seconds to over & 30 

minute. 
Punch Bowl ..----- eac@O tecsmenceeecces Not positively | Water period 9 to 20 |.....-....-..--- 

j known as & gey- minutes; entire 
ser; spouts daily, duration 1 to 13 
but full period not hours. 
known. 50 to 200 

@astlozseeaecececicee CastleiGroup ieces 2s |osc co eco ses: | ee omic c eee cece ee ce ee rene 
Castlevreesceseoee eee COIS OS See Paes Nera er inane alge at SMe Ses aie | cera ge Oe ie Ln ag 
Grand eee aceecce ss Grand Group ....... 16 to 31 hours....... 10 to 42 minutes .... 95 to 200 
Sawa Mallee sese earl eenG Ofeeeeeeriscaasce About 5 eruptions | 13 to3 hours.....-... 15 to 20 

daily; 7.e.in 24 hours. 
Mand osssceleossealeea CE SSS ESBS RNAS seal BEC REEiS Same CCE Ob eeaa he emo soncmoo tere do mara Ssesudbeecooodas 
Bulger: 5. 52e2cseceeleose ope seve ssi oc SAP SSeS eee ticle | tes eos Re es ek 5 
Turban .......-.--.|.-.- GD Ssce6cono5q0055 About 15 minutes...| 15 Seconds to 5 min- 25 

utes. 
SPASM OIC Se ee a Oe ce clajcre sient ia ell eects clare alae ermiete eratc irae etatall Skraepe etal eet eames 5 
Old Faithful ....... Old Faithful Group.| 50 to 70 minutes .--.} 3 to 5 minutes ...--- 75 to 150 
Giantessies-- soe Gauantess! Group. | sense eoeen oe acne eee leer eee ese ee snes 250 
Bee Hive ......---.|..-- G® .sadsddaobesece 7 to 25 hours. .-...-. 3 to 18 minutes ..... 200 to 219 
trata) cecoacoaoocl|oo0s GID) SSsausdoucdsos™ Not known -..---.--. About 3 minutes.--. : 60 
Mob esse ce ctemeisciste| isle WO Soasucoswneoroa HES CKD Sonam ocooedone About 5 minutes ... 15 
Three Crater -..-.- Three Crater Group | Interval of quiet | 45 seconds to 1 min- 15 to 20 

average 3 min- 
utes 57 seconds. 

ute 10 seconds. 

* These are the periods between the constant eruptions and not between the great eruptions, the 
times of which were not observed. 

* Only the larger of the Trinity geysers is noted here; asecond one spurts but not quite so high. 

. 

CHAPTER IX. 

THIRD GEYSER BASIN OF FIRE HOLE RIVER. 

The Third Geyser Basin is a little over 2 miles above the falls that 
are a short distance above the Upper Geyser Basin. This basin was 
hastily passed through by us on our way from Shoshone Lake to the 
Upper Basiu, and no time was afforded to examine it closely. I there- 
fore quote Professor Bradley’s description, which is the only one that 
has been published, the party with which he was connected as geologist 
being the one that discovered the basin: 

These hills [above the falls] soon approach the river again, which has here a very nar- 
row valley. This, however, suddenly widens again into a third geyser basin. The first 
intimation of hot springs, if we follow up the river bank, is a strong column of steam 
appearing among the timber on the east side of the valley, just as we enter the basin. 
Mr. Taggart visited this vent and rej:orted a boiling pool, temperature 190°, over- 
hung by rocky banks, which showed no signs of spouting. As we emerge from the 
timber on the west side we find the lower angle of the basin occupied by an area of 
hot springs, perhaps 500 feet long by 250feet wide, with the usual floor of disintegrat- 
ing, siliceous sinter, and containing numerous vents, mostly active. Near the center 
of this area stands the chimney of a single geyser. This is a dome-shaped mound, 
averaging 15 feet in diameter, and from 11 to 14 feet high, completely covered with 
most elegant varieties of the pearly beads before described. It is striped vertically 
with bands of white, dark green, brownish black, and various shades of yellow and 
orange, the white being ordinary geyserite, while the other colors are apparently of 
purely vegetable origin. On the north side of the dome, where the main flow from 
the eruption is now generally scattered, the geyserite has also a beautiful, delicate, pink 
tinge. The summit of the northwest side, as seen from the northeast, is ornamented 
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with a fine profile of a mild-featured human face done in the bead-work. The top of 
the mound is perforated with numerous small three, four, and five angled apertures, and 
a single larger one between 2 and 3 inches in diameter. In eruption this larger open- 
ing throws a stream from 20 to 50, and even to 70 feet in height, mostly in drops with 
much steam. Though the amount of water ejected is small, yet the force is very 
reat, and, in this respect, the eruptions much reminded us of those of the Castle 
eyser. Its highest jets are generally about the midde of the period of eruption. 

Eruptions take place at somewhat irregular intervals, but generally are about two 
hours apart. During such as were carefully observed, there was first a period of vio- 
lent activity, continuing from 3 to 4 minutes and ceasing suddenly ; then a quiet in- 
terval of from 11 to 24 minutes; then a second active period of from 23 to 26 minutes, 
closing gradually with a rush of steam and occasional water-jets. ‘The small vents 
spit furiously all through the eruption, their jets reaching 3 feet or more in height, 
when the main jet was ‘atitsculmination. About 10 yards off, on the platform, a small 
vent is in sympathy, but it is so nearly stopped as to be generally overlooked. I think 
it probable that this was wider in the younger days of the geyser, and has become 
stopped up equally with the latter. Itis evident that eruption at this point must soon 
cease, unless the great force developed beneath shall be able to break away the upper 
part of the dome. It is more probable, however, from facts observed in the other 
basins, that a new vent will be opened and a new mound built. I could not obtain 
the temperature of the water of the geyser, since the water, except just before and 
during the eruption, retired below the surface-openings, and we had no self-registering 
thermometers with which to measure its heat from a safe distance. The surrounding 
springs, which are nearly all boiling, gave temperatures varying from 185° to 192°. 
The general elevation of the basin is about 7,770 feet, at which the theoretical boiling 
point is about 198°. The single geyser of the basin was called the Solitary. 

This small basin spreads perhaps a half mile from the stream, and includes near its 
northwest corner another cluster of hot springs, some of which reach 186°, surrounded 
by variously colored deposits, including some sulphur. The trail of our main party 
entered the basin at this point. The central part of the basin shows the vents and 
deposits of numerous scattered springs, most of which are nearly or quite extinct, 
only a few of them still boiling.* 

After a short interval of timber, another, small meadow-like basin opens to view, oo- 
cupied by a few small warm springs of no importance. 
The basin surrounding the head or the river is occupied by quite a large meadow, 

tolerably dry in the middle, where the stream winds along, but very swampy all 
around its border, where numerous cold springs escape from the hills. The sites of a 
few old hot springs, long since extinct, are marked by the patches of the much-disin- - 
tegrated white geyserite, now mostly buried under the tall grasses and sedges which 
cover the meadow.t 

It will be seen from the descriptions just quoted that the springs of 
the Third Geyser Basinare in a dying condition as compared with those 
of the Lower and Upper Basins. 

Section III.—SPRINGS ON SNAKE RIVER DRAINAGE. 

CHAPTER X. 

SHOSHONE GEYSER BASIN. 

The Shoshone Geyser Basin is located at the western end of the west- 
ern arm of Shoshone Lake, and comprises an area of about a square 
mile. At present the active springs are scattered along both banks of 
Shoshone Creek for a distance of more than half a mile. Most of the 
springs are separated from the lake by low timbered hills. . 

History.—The Shoshone Geyser Basin was named by Professor Brad- 
ley in 1872, from Shoshone Lake, although properly the lake should 
probably be known as De Lacy’s Lake, but, as in the case of Yellow- 
stone Lake, the name that has the right of priority has not been retained. 
We passed around a part of the lake in 1871, but supposed it was the 
head of the Madison, and it was so named on our map of that year. 

t Report of U. 8, Geol. Survey for 1872, 1873, pp. 241, 242. t Ibid., p. 234. 
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Captain De Lacy, however, did not visit the geyser basin himself, as 
the following extract from his article in Contributions to the Historical 
Society of Montana (page 130) will show: 

They [the party that left them] passed Lake Lewis and came to the foot of the large 
lake, where they found our old camp. Here they went up on the west side of the lake . 
to its head, and there found a number of hot springs, some of which were geysers, 
which they saw in action, spouting up the water to a great height, and thence went 
over to the South Fork of the Fire Hole Riv er, where they again saw our camps, and 
thence down the Madison River to Virginia City. These facts I obtained afterward 
at Bannock City from Mr. Charles Ream, one of the party, and it was thus established 
‘conclusively that the large lake was the head of the South Snake, and I was enabled 
to correct the course of the Madison River, and correct my surveys with it. 

The lake which we had now discovered was the lake afterward called De Lacy’s 
Lake on the United States surveyor-general’s map of the Territory, and afterward re- 
named Shoshone Lake by Dr. Hayden, and the lake below it was the one called by 
him Lewis Lake.* 

General Meredith, surveyor-general of Montana in 1867, named the 
lake De Lacy’s Lake, and it was so called on several editions of a map 
issued by the Messrs. Colton, of New York.t Captain De Lacy is mis- 
taken in thinking that Dr. Hayden renamed it, as Prof. F. H. Bradley 
did so, and gives as reasons for so doing the fact that the position on De 
Lacy’s map does not correspond, and that there are numerous other 
errors.{_ No matter what name the lake may be known by hereafter, the 
Geyser Basin will be known as the Shoshone Basin, the name given by 
Professor Bradley, who was the first person to give anything like a 
detailed description of its springs and geysers. The principal geysers 
were named by him. The general elevation of this geyser basin is 7,825 
feet, and the theoretical boiling point is between 198° F. and 199° F. 
The slopes of the plateau surrounding the lake are all very heavily tim- 
bered. 

Geology.—The geology of the region of the Shoshone Geyser Basin is 
exactly like that of the Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River. SEhyolitic 
rocks form the main mass of .the plateau, the summits being composed 
of black and brown obsidian. In various parts of the basin there are 
remnants of a sandstone, which seems to be composed of particles of 
obsidan and broken-up geyserite. In some places it appears vitrified, 
as though it had become permeated with the siliceous waters from the 
springs. The marsh below the springs has a number of steam vents, 
and old springs. It is#probable that this marsh is sometimes overflowed 
by the lake. Six or eight of the springs in the marsh are easily recog- 
nized, but were inaccessible at the time of our visit. 

Shoshone Creek is a rapid stream, some 10 to 15 feet in width, which 
flows from north to south through the basin. The temperature of its 
water opposite the Yellow Orater Group was 70° F., and below the 
mouth of Fall Creek, below all the springs, it was 80° F. 

* On pages 142, 143, of the article from which this extract is aken, Captain De Lacy 
says: ‘‘I never claimed that my map was correct in all particulars, or that I had been 
entirely over the region inqnestion. Outside of the surveys and my own explorations 
I was obliged to rely on the reports of others who had been there hunting or explor- 
ing, and these were not always accurate. I put down what I considered the best, 
hoping to be able to improve the map every year, and make it thoroughly correct 
finally. I do claim, however, that I was the first to publish the fact that the South 
Snake River took its rise in & large lake north of Lake Jackson and flowed into it— 
a fact confirmed by Dr. Hayden’s own surveys—and this would authorize me, accord- 
ing to the general rules governing geographers, to name it myself, or for others to 
give it my name.’ 

t Historical Society of Montana, Vol. I, page 141. 
t Report U.S. Geol. Survey, 1872, page 244. 
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THE ORION GROUP. 

The Orion Group of springs, named in 1872, was the first group ex- 
amined by us. It is on the east side of Shoshone Creek, about 900 feet 
west of the lake shore. The springs are on a kind of plateau of geyser- 
ite which is from 25 to 30 feet above the level of the lake. The south- 
ern edge of this low plateau is fringed with pines; beyond this to the 
south are the meadows and marshes that border the creek before it 
flows into the lake. There are trees scattered over the plateau separat- 
ing some of the springs from the others and concealing them. 

The Union Geyser is the principal geysér in the Shoshone Basin and 
isin this group. The deposit about the geyser is soft and easily broken 
through, but in other places on the plateau it is generally hard and firm 
enough to make good walking. The springs of the group are mostly 
quiet springs, although several, as the catalogue will show, are good 
boiling springs; none except the Union is known to spout more than a 
foot or two. 

The springs besides the Union Geyser deserving mention are the 
Taurus, Marble Cliff, Impenetrable, and the Kitchen Springs. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

The Taurus Spring or Geyser is almost circular, measuring 6 by 7 
feet. It has an ornamental border raised a few inches above the gen- 
eral surface. This border is brown and orange colored on top, chang- 
ing into blackish-gray, and finally deep black below. The water as. 
viewed from above is inky-hued, with a slight greenish tinge. The 
spring is situated on a mound, and is surrounded by pools which are 
pinkish, and have islands of white and also grayish depressions. ‘The 
main outlet is to the westward, and is bordered by a white-capped 
edge, overrun by pinkish streaks broken with greenish and saffron 
lines at the edge. The water flows over terraces as it proceeds, which 
have broad belts of olive green with golden browns, and patches where 
dark browns predominate, and border lines of pink, salmon, and white. 
The east outlet is creamy fed, with light olive-green and yellowish 
pools. Outside of the spring the prevailing tint of the deposits is 
white, with blue and brown grays. These notes will give a faint idea 
of the coloring surrounding the springs of this geyser basin. The flow 
from the spring is small in amount, and is through the western outlet 
into Shoshone Creek. The spring is one that is constantly boiling. 
The temperature at the surface was 196°. Ata depth of 3 feet below the 
surface the temperature increased to197°. At 6 feet it was 202°, and at 
83 feet 204°. 

Marble Cliff Spring (Plate XX XI) measures about 11 by 23 feet, and 
has a narrow, Shallow basin on three sides, which break off by cliff-like 
masses into the deep portions of the spring, in which the water has a 
deep indigo tint. The surface temperature was 163° F., and at the 
depth of 8 feet it was 166° F., the air being at 649 F. The spring is per- 
fectly quiet. 

The Impenetrable Spring, near the Union Geyser, is 10 by 14 feet, 
and has a depth of 194 feet. The surface of the water is about 8 feet 
below the top of the deposit on the south and west sides. Next to the 
Union Geyser the deposit appears to have been washed away, and the 
rim here rises only from 2 to 5 feet above the level of the water. 
Professor Bradley, in 1872, considered this spring with the cones of the 
Union Geyser as occupying the mouth of an old and once powerful 
geyser, and thought it possible that it might stillspout. We saw, how- 
ever, no evidence while we were in the basin, nor did it show any sym- 
pathy with the eruptions of the Union Geyser. This corresponds also 
with the observations of Professor Bradley. There are three points 
of ebullitica, but the boiling is not violent, and at times the spring is 
perfectly quiet. In the walls of this spring the laminated character of 
the siliceous deposit is well shown. Some of them contain nodules of 
harder deposit, which is almost opalized. The temperature, both at the 
surface and at a depth of 5 feet, was 196° F. 

Kitchen Spring.—This spring was so named from the fact that during 
our stay in the Shoshone Geyser Basin it was utilized almost every day 
by our cook. The spring has two openings, in which the water is con- 
stantly boiling. The largest measured about 18 inches in diameter— 
just large enough to allow a kettle to be sunk in it. 

Springs No. 18 and No. 20 were among the handsomest in the group, 
the water in the former having a yellowish-green tint, and in the latter 
deep-blue. There is a large pool of standing water surrounding No. 20, 
and on this a number of grasshoppers were found that had been coated 
with the deposit and preserved in form. 

The table of the group preceding this description gives all the re- 
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maining particulars, the numbers corresponding with those given on 
the map. 

Union Geyser (Plate XX X).—This is the most important geyser in the 
Shoshone Basin. It has three small mounds or craters close together, 
each of which has an opening or vent. The central one is the principal 
geyser. Professor Bradley says: ‘‘ We called this the Union Geyser 
because of its combination of the various forms of geyseric action.” 
The three craters spout simultaneously, although the smallest one is 
insignificant in its action. 

The central cone is about 3 feet high, and has a circumference of 18. 
feet at the base. The geyserite composing it is beautifully beaded on 
the outside, the color grading from yellow into gray, with pearly tints. 
On the top of the cone is a triangular orifice measuring 28 inches on 
each side. This opens into a globular cavity, which is nearly 5 feet 
deep and about 3 feet in diameter. It is brownish-yellow inside, and at 
the bottom is a hole about a foot in diameter. This is the outlet of the 
tube, and soon narrows and becomes crooked, so that we could not get 
an idea ofits depth. 

The north cone is next in size, and is about a foot in height. It has 
an irregular orifice measuring 24 feet by 1 foot. It soon narrows as we 
go down. This cone is darker in color than the central one. The south 
cone is small, having a diameter of about 25 inches, and rising only about 
a foot above the generallevel. On the summit are two openings several 
inches in diameter. Between the central and south cones there is a small 
hole, from which water flows in the period between the eruptions. These 
cones are situated on a mass of gray and white deposit, which is lami- 
nated in its structure, and at places appears to be thin, as it is readily 
broken through. Professor Bradley, as I have said in another place, 
thinks that the cones of the Union Geyser, together with the Impene- 
trable Spring, occupy what was once the mouth of an immense geyser. 
The stream courses leading from the geyser are few, and it is only during 
the eruptions that there is overflow from the cones. The eruption be- 
gins with a few preliminary puffs of steam, which precede the spouting 
of the water only a few seconds. The first spurts of water attain a 
height of 10 or 15 feet. It rapidly rises to 100 feet or more from the 
central cone. In the small south cone it lasts a few seconds and is fol- 
lowed by steam, which escapes gently, while the other cones are in active 
eruption. In the central cone the water period is about 5 minutes, and 
in the north cone 10. Steam follows the water in both, escaping with a 
steady roar that continues several minutes after the water is exhausted 
in the north cone. This steady volume of steam changes to puffs at 
intervals of a few seconds, which gradually diminish until the eruption 
is ended. So gradual is the diminution that it is difficult to say when 
the eruption ends. The column of water and steam is projected steadily 
with great force. 

The following transcription of my field-notes will present all the facts 
concerning the Union noted during our visit to the Shoshone Geyser 
Basin: 

August 14..—We reached the Shoshone Geyser Basin early in the 
afternoon and camped near the Union Geyser. The craters of the gey- 
ser are full, and in the central one it spurts at intervals to the height of 
a foot or more. 

August 15.—At 6.45 p. m. an eruption began, all the cones sending up 
water, that in the smallest lasting buta short time. Inthe middle cone it 
lasted about 5 minutes. At 6.56 p.m. the water in the ‘north cone be- 
came exhausted and the steam came out in volumes with a steady roar, 
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which had ceased at 7 o’clock. At 7.05 p. m. the steam issued from the 
crater in pulsations at the rate of about 79 per minute. At 7.30 p.m. 
the pulsations were irregular and the intervals between them growing 
longer. At 7.50 p. m. the pulsations are about 16 to the minute, and 
the steam very much diminished in amount; at 8.05 p. m. they are very 
faint, and at 8.10 about ended. In the south cone, except at the very 
beginning of the steam period, the steam escapes gently. During the 
eruption the Impenetrable Spring was quiet. At 9.35 p. m. another 
eruption began, which resembled the one just described, except that at 
9.52 there was a decided lull of a minute, after which the steam escaped 
in pulsations, followed at 10.10 p.m. by another stop. This was repeated 
until the end of the eruption, which lasted about an hour. 

August 16.—3.40 a. m. an eruption began followed in about 10 minutes 
by a stop, after which steam escaped in pulsations as in the preceding 
eruption. The time of stoppage was not taken. At 6 a.m. the craters 
were found to. be empty, and remained so during the day. From the 
central cone there was a slight escape of steam. ‘At 7 p.m. water could 
be seen in the tube below the globular chamber of the central crater. 

August 17.—Early this morning the water is in sight in the center 
crater. At 2.30 p. m. the following temperatures were taken. 

Center cone: At surface of water, which is 4 feet below the top of the 
cone, has a temperature of 196° F.; 2 feet below the surface of the water 
the temperature is 201° F. 

North cone: At surface of water, which is 3 feet below the top, the 
temperature is 197° F.; 1 foot below the surface it is 198° F. The tem- 
‘perature of the air during these observations is 630° F. In the south 
cone the temperature could not be taken. 

August 18.—Center cone: At 11.30 a. m. the water is within 2 feet of 
the top, and the temperature at the surface is 198° F. Two feet below - 
the surface the temperature is 200° F.; at 4 feet it is 204° I’., and at 53 
feet the same, the temperature of the air being 60° F. 

North cone: At 12 m. the water is within 1 foot of the top, and the sur- 
face temperature is 196° I*., and 2 feet below it is 197° F. 

In the south cone the water is too low to take the temperature, while 
in the small opening between the central and south cones the tempera- 
ture is 191° F. 

Center cone: At 3p. m. the water is still 2 feet below the top, and 
the temperature 5 feet below the surface is 205° F., the air being 60° F. 

August 19.—Center cone: At 8.40 a. m. the water is within a foot and 
a half of the top, and has a surface temperature of 1974° F., and at a 
depth of 64 feet it is 205° F. It boils violently and there are occasional 
spurts over the edge. At1 p,m. the water is within a foot of the top, 
with a temperature of 198° F., while 6 feet below the surface it is 
207° F; temperature of air 55° FB At 6.40 p.m. the water is within 6 
inches of the top, and at intervals spouts over the edge; the surface 
temperature is 200° F., and at 6 feet below it is 2080 FE At 9p. m. 
splutters and splurges with great noise. 

North cone: At 8.40 a. m. the water is within 2 inches of the top and 
comparatively quiet, only a few bubbles occasionally escaping. It over- 
flows at 6.40 p. m. 

South cone: The water rises and falls in pulsations.. The tempera- 
ture is 194 at 8.40a.m. In the vent between the centerand south cones 
the water also pulsates. 

August 20.—Center cone: At 8.25 a. m. the water boils vigorously, 
spouting over the edge. Thesurface temperature is 200° F.; 6 feet be- 
low surface, 208° F. This spouting kept up during the day, and the tem- 
peratures at 6.30 p. m. were, at the surface, 199° F., and 6 feet below, 208° F. 
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North cone: Water at 8.25 a. m. is bubbling and spurting, and has a 
surface temperature of 198° F. Four feet below the surface the tempera- 
ture is 204. The south cone spouts a few feet above the top of the cone. 

August 21.—During the night the geyser has been in constant agita- 
tion, with a great deal of noise. 

At 7.46 a. m. eruption began. 
7.51 a. m., water ends in center cone and steam comes out in great 

volumes with a steady roar. 
7.564 a. m., water period ends in north cone. 
7.58 a. m., the roaring noise ends. 
8.48 a. m., the eruption ends with the exception of a few puffs at long 

intervals. 
The maximum height reached was 114 feet. During the playing the 

column was deflected 6° from the perpendicular by a strong wind. The 
spray produced a beautiful rainbow. 
At 10.10 a. m. no water could be seen in any of the cones, although 

the sound of boiling far below could be heard. 
Center cone: 10.364 a. m. steam begins to come out in puffs. 
10.37 a. m., first spurts of water, reaching 10 or 15 feet, followed by 

eruption. 
10.45 a. m., water stops in the center cone and the steam roar begins. 
10.54.0. a. m., lull. 
10.54.45 a. m., perfectly quiet. 
10.55.15 a. m., begins puffing steam. 
11.00.50 a. m., lull. 
11.1.0 a. m., begins again. 
11.5.30 a. m., lull. 
11.5.50 a. m., puffs steam. 
11.11.20 a. m., lull. 
11.11.35 a. m., puffs steam. 
11.12.50 a. m., lull. 
11.13.5 a. m., puffs. 
11.14.20 a. m., Tull. 
11. 14.30 a. m., puffs. 
11.15.5 a. m., lull. 
11.15.15 a. m., puffs. 
11.15.52 a. m., lull. 
11.16.35 a. m., puffs. 
11.16.43 a. m., lull. 
These keep up for some time, gradually growing fainter until the 

eruption of steam is entirely over. 
7.46.30 p. m., there is a pumping sound, as though an eruption were 

about to take place. This is about the time it ought to occur. 
7.48, the pumping sound ends. 
North cone: 10.38 a. m., water eruption begins. 
10.43 a. m., full jet is projected . 
10.45 a. m., maximum, 66 feet, attained. 
10.48 a. m., water stops. 
10.49 a. m., spurt of water. 
10.49.45 a. m., end of water eruption. 
August 22.—At 8 a. m. the water is in sight at the bottom of the cen- 

ter cone and can be seen actively boiling in the north cone. 
Evening: Water has been rising during the day. 
August 23.—At 8 a. m. the water is within two feet of the top in the 

center cone. The surface temperature is 199° F., 5 feet below the sur- 
face it is 2069 F. Water is flowing from the vent between the center 
and south cones. 

Ow, PU IE 
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5.55 p. m., the water in the center cone is within afoot and a half of 
the top, and the surface temperature is 198° F., 54 feet below it is 207° F. 

August 24.—During the night the geyser has been making a great deal 
of noise, and the north cone and the vent between center and south 
eones have been overflowing. 
August 25.—At 8 a. m. the center cone spouts over the edge at inter- 

vals, the water is within a foot of the top, and has a surface tempera- 
ture of 199°, and 6 feet below 207°. 

August 26.—An eruption of the geyser was expected this evening, but 
has not taken place. 

August 27.—We left the Shoshone Basin about 9 a. m., and up to 
that time no eruption had taken place, although the water is in violent 
agitation and kept so throughout the night. 

The following is the description of the eruption of the Union Geyser 
given by Professor Bradley in 1872: * 
During eruptions the west (south) vent spouts a little watér 2 or 3 feet high, for 

from 1 to 2 minutes, and then yields a moderate flow of steam. Meanwhile the center 
vent is throwing a very powerful jet from 70 to 90 feet into the air, which, after 
about 5 minutes, gradually gives place to steam, the mingled steam and water giving 
the highest jets. The east (north) vent, spouting from 10 to 50 feet, throws a solid 
boby of water for about 10 minutes, when the whole supply of water seems to be ex- 
hausted, and the rush of steam from all the vents becomes more violent and continues 
some 40 or 5U minutes longer, gradually declining, however, though with many spas- 
modic renewals. A small, flat opening in the space between the central and western 
(southern) vents gives exit to a little water while the geyser is preparing for eruption, 
but takes no part in the eruption itself. 

This description of the eruptions in 1872 answers very well for those 
noted in 1878. 

The following table gives the eruptions witnessed by Professor Brad- 
Jey in 1872: 

REPORT UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

‘ Interval be- 
No. eruption be- Length of water eruption. | Total length. Height. tween be- 

ae ginnings. 

h. m. 8. h. m. § 
1 | 10 28 00 a.m. | 5 minutes in the central | 47 minutes...-| 70 to 92 feet from the |---......... 

cone, 10 minutes in east central cone, 10 to 
(north) cone. 50 feet from east 

(north) cone. 
Dial 55 OOM py Tite |eeteme sels (ciniciste sioieeiwcie Seen aie 56 minutes... | 70 feet. ....----...- 3 27 00 
| LON 2.5 i OO Fp mn te er EONS ATTEN (ay ce cle Lee Ci es a Oe coset ay ete aren rete 8 30 00 

The following table notes the eruptions of 1878 seen by us: 

. Interval be- Eruption be- | Length of the water Total . 
No Date: gan. eruption. length. Height. ee 

h. m. 8 h. m. 8. d. h. m. &. 
1 | Aug.15,1878| 6 45 00 p.m. | 5 minutes in the 1 25 00 | Maximum; 107 feet |....-......- 

central cone, 11 in center, cone; 
minutes in the maximum, 35 feet 
north cone. in north cone. 

2 | Aug. 15,1878 | 9 35 00 p. m..| Not taken-.-.-...... 1 00 00 | Not taken..-....... 2 50 00 
3 | Aug. 16,1878 | 3 40 00 a. m..| Not taken..--.-..--. Not taken.| Not taken. -....-..-.- 7 05 00 
4 | Aug. 21,1878 | 7 46 00 a. m-.| 5 minutes in central 1 02 00 | Center cone, maxi- | 5 4 06 00 

cone, 10 minutes mum,114; average 
30 seconds in 61. North cone, 
north cone maximum, 56 feet. 

5 | Aug. 21,1878} 10 37 00 a.m. | 8mmutesinthecen- | Nottaken.| Center cone, maxi- 3 11 00 
tral cone, 12 min- mum, 108 feet; 
utes, 45 seconds average, 59 feet. 
in north cone. North cone, maxi- 

| mum, 66 feet; av- 

CORUNA Ca SS ae ae 
erage, 42 feet. 

From these observations it is of course impossible to deduce the pe- 
riod of the geyser, although it seems to have three eruptions separated 

*Report U. S. Geol. Survey for 1872, p. 245. 



Fig. 12.—Union Geyser in action, August 21, 1878, 7:46 a. m. 
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by intervals of about 3 and 7 hours. After the fifth eruption we ex- 
pected one about 6 or 7 o’clock in the evening, but it did not take place, 
nor did one take place on the 26th as we expected. It is probable, 
however, that if the observations could have been carried on long enough 
a regular irregularity would have been observed, 7. e., the law of the 
irregularity would be determined. 

In the interval between eruptions 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 and between 
4 and 5, the craters remained empty, while during the five days inter- 
vening between 3 and 4 the cones, or craters, gradually filled. Nos. 1, 
2, and 3 ought, therefore, to be considered as different periods of the 
same eruption, and 4 and 5 as periods of another. 

Twenty-four hours and fifteen minutes after the first eruption began 
water was observed at the base of the central crater; and at the end of 
2 days and 16 hours it was within 2 feet of the top. 

After the second eruption (No. 4 in the table) it was also 24 hours 
and 14 minutes after the beginning before the water was noticed at the 
bottom of the central cavity, and 2 days and 10 hours when it was with- 
in 2 feet of the top. For more than a day preceding the action of the 
geyser the water 1s in violent agitation and spurts several feet above 
the cone. Too few eruptions were seen to enable us to determine the 
length of this period of agitation. If it had been seen only when in 
this condition it might have been classed with those springs that are 
constantly agitated. It is probable that many of the springs so classed 
may be true geysers with long intervals. In most cases, however, the 
appearance of the surrounding deposits will enable one to judge of the 
character of the spring. 

The discrepancy in the two tables just given as to the total length 
of the eruption is probably due to the uncertainty as to when itis ended, 
as the alternation of puffs and quiet periods decline so gradually that it 
is difficult to determine the exact end of the eruption. In eruptions Nos. 
land 4, which were really the beginnings of two separate eruptions, the 
steady roaring was marked; but in Nos. 2, 3, and 5 there was a marked 
difference, periods of perfect quiet distinguishing them very soon after 
the eruptions began. 

The temperatures were taken with a maximum self-registering ther- 
mometer, which was placed at the end of a graduated pole. 

Table of temperatures of Union Geyser taken in 1878. 

Vent. South Center-cone. North cone. BANS 

2 IB ie Ee ae elle Seam aS 
Date. Seles les |e |ee'| ss | Sa) Se (a, | 2s 

Pieeea i slr al | BO. oe, | ma oR 
Selenlet|Belet|Se| es] Seley l/et!] 8 $ 
25/22 |22 (22/22 |22|s,/42/22|22/ 4 | & 
R a Ney oa re) oS i] a QR = a a 

August 17: ORR aoe Omir ROMME iC) Hts || OlR). ORR) (OVI |) OVA) oFf oF 
2a [ts ie ee ae a ehiy || PAU Stet ee ecece 63 OT | omer TE ook oodloodcoace 

EEIPTNEStpen TC a) || en ee neers anne RoR AGE ASE erie T OI ENN Nein 
Mia 0 ee BOS) | e20La ie 2046S eee neo e clames me 60 | 196 | 197 jair, 62 LOT | eteateiaes 
FAW) [ip ee Praline ase AS POO oil | bexeiateyal |tatecelatiore NE ere oealscraecabacesoelasacco5. 

August 19: 
CAC tae acess soos TOT ae epee aad wean eee [ete aracare 205 HT BEA rig sl peCC nel sera eciocie oc 194 
TAO ye 1984) Se eee ee 207, ce Ci | eat [ea aaa OR SSI RS 
BACON sess sss. - - 200: jc oe cee eee eee POSE eases 57 eee |Dteere /(6_ 2 a|  reech | 

August 20 
Sy se ee tis a= = Pee ee calle eicaieecsccc OA Ree 58 AORN Ee ose PA ON Sac comodfesonoce 
G30 pie 62.0265 190; |i. seee Boece 208 |....-- Es) SAR ge ECR OR Pip | Fy 

August 23 
8.00 a. m..... TOD) |S seers ZAR owiniat Pata eis cl| chet ses Pifulbpe sek lee wel lew ate a's sai hahaa cetate eat 
DODD rh aan seaie we © DOS) ee omens PAU er oae lecmae OUR ee | cle enitw lta wieiecal| ieee aint! | teeta ete 

August 25: 
S100/ae Mev eesec.: 19s bssce sl es sa See sea eae DOT EAOA|E nese women eet ces | se eee See ee 
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The only temperature taken in 1872 was 198° F. It was found impos- 
sible to take the temperature immediately preceding the eruption, as 
the agitation of the water was too great. The table shows that the 
temperature of the air has no appreciable effect on the temperature of 
the water in the geyser, as with some of the lowest air temperatures the 
highest temperatures were observed in the geyser. The surface tem- 
perature shows a gradual rise from the 17th to the evening of the 20th, 
an eruption taking place the following morning. These temperatures, 
with the exception of the first (196° F.), are either close to or above 
the theoretical boiling-point, which is 198.2° F., as deduced from hirty-six 
barometrical readings. The boiling-point, obtained by plunging the 
thermometer in boiling water,in camp, is about a tenth of a degree 
lower than the theoretical point just given. Itis evident, then, that the 
water in the geyser is superheated by the steam from the depths below, 
which escapes through the water. The deep temperatures (which are 
the deepest obtainable) also show a gradual increase at first and then 
a maintenance of 208° F. for a couple of days before the eruption. After 
the eruption it rose again steadily to 207° and it is probable if the tem- 
peratures had been observed later 208° might have been observed. 

CAMP GROUP. 

This group includes a few springs near the river, which were near 
our camp. They are enumerated in the following table: 

| g 
Oo =} 

No. and | Size and depth of ‘i H Deep tempera- #.4| Time of R - 2 i or 5'3| observa- emarks, 
name. spring. S 5 tures. eas Hash 

B= g 
M a 

oF. OF, 
1. Wash-tub .| 12 by9 feet; basin | 1:9 | 5 feet below sur- | 63 | 1.50 p. m. | Large yellow-linedbasin, 

63 feet deep. face in the basin, with atube leading 
177. downward from it. 

6 feet below sur- It was used as a wash- 
face at tube, 185. tub. 

Me ecascc accede A by 5 feet; 34 feet | 159 | 2} feet down, 159 ..| 64 | 2.00 p. m. | Ratherquietspring, with 
deep. drab-colored deposit ; 

a few bubbles escape 
occasionally. 

SRE eu aes 3 by 3 feet; basin | 192] 6 inches below | 63 | 2.10 p.m. | The water is8 inches be- 
2 feet deep. surface, 194. low the top and isin 

constant agitation, 
spouting about a foot. 

4, Lavender | 3 by 3 feet ......-. 190 62 | 2.15 p.m. | Mud spring, with thin, 
Sjopmmeney OC Si ti R IN i ee ee bea secgaaboos boiling mud. : 
BSaoQnEssaood 5 by 2 feet; 64feet | 166 | 5 feet below the | 63.|........----| There are two openings 

deep. surface, 168. to the main spring, 
and near it are two 
vents. 

Guscseeecteces oyna reece Pr) (4) |lsoossonssooosscbncos|bocellsduasoecscos An old geyser mound 
feet deep. and tube, evidently 

fullof water at times; 
near it is an extinct 
erater. 

| fe le El ad ebOOcO SABE EEN Mace laSsodadosaae Hole in the side of the 

4 Not taken. 

MINUTE MAN GROUP. 

hill. 

The Minute Man Group is on the east side of Shoshone Creek, about 

500 or 600 feet north of the Orion Group. The Minute Man Geyser, from 

which the group is named, is about in the center of the group, and is 
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700 feet from the Taurus Spring, which is the most northern of the 
Orion Group. The nearest spring is only about 300 feet from the Taurus. 
At the north end the group merges into the Little Giant Group. There 
are over thirty springs in the group, several of which belong to the class 
of geysers, while others are boiling springs. 

Minute Man Geyser (Plate XX XII).—This geyser was named by Pro- 
fessor Bradley in 1872. It is about 250 feet east of the creek, situated 
on a mound of geyserite, at the foot of the hills that stand between the 
creek and the lake. It has acrater that is very irregular in shape, 
somewhat like that of Old Faithful in the Upper Basin, on the Fire Hole 
or Madison River. Itis from 3 to 5 feet in height and 46 feet in circum- 
ference. The throat or opening is 3 by 24 feet, and lined with globular 
masses of gray and yellowish-gray colors. The basin in this crater is 
about 8 feet in depth. The outside of the crater is beautifully beaded 
and the colors grays, buff and white, with pearly-gray beaded basins. 
The ornamental beadwork extends for a considerable distance beyond 
the crater. At the base of the crater, between it and the hill, is a bean- 
tifully ornamented pool, measuring 26 by 10 feet. It has a yellow basin 
4 feet 4 inches deep. This sometimes spouts, but the interval and 
height were not determined. Most of the water from the geyser flows 
into this pool, but I was unable to tell what effect it has upon it. Some- 
times it remained full of water during the eruption of the Minute Man, and 
at others it was entirely empty. Professor Bradley’s observations in 
1872 seemed to show thatit was emptied by the eruption of the Minute 
Man. On the top of the crater of the Minute Man are several sulphur- 
lined vents, which appear to be independent of the geyser. The erup- 
tions of the Minute Man consist of spurts of water. The main mass of 
water does not attain a very great elevation. The spurts reached 23 
feet at the highest, as measured by us from the end of a 50-foot base line. 
The column or rather mass of water inclines towards the creek. Almost 
all the water flows back into the pool. None of the observations deter- 
mined any regularity in the action of the geyser. 

Professor Bradley gives the following description of the eruptions in 
IS%2:: 

These occur pretty regularly for some hours, at intervals of from 2 to 3 minutes, but 
gradually decline in force, until the supply of water becomes exhausted. Then the 
geyser is silent for several hours, until all the crevices, as well as the surface-pools, 
are again filled with water, when its eruptions recommence with much violence, the 
jets then reaching altitudes of from 30 to 40 feet. These again decline, and the series 
of phenomena is repeated.* 

The following is a transcription of my notes on the geyser: . 
August 14.—The Minute Man has spouted frequently during the day 

to a height of 10 or 15 feet, but no time observations have been made. 
August 15.—The geyser was in action this morning, but seems to have 

been quiet most of the day. 
August 16.—About two hours’ observations were made on the Minute 

Man to-day, while the surrounding springs were being examined. The 
pool back of the geyser was full of water, and quiet, having a tempera- 
ture of 177° F., with the air at 61° F. 

The following table gives the eruptions witnessed, with the interval, 
length, and height of a number of these spurts: 

*Report U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, p. 246. 
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Observations August 16, 1878. 

A auine Say AG, 

2 Se ine S 
q ® Aa a 3 a 
og Sag oe 28 pan a » 

B00 a> 8 tee ae 
& SES a5 D 
A A H cet 

h. ™. 3. m. s. | Minutes. Feet. 
11 47 00a.m.}.-....-. 4toz | Not taken. 
11 49 30a.m.} 2 30 4to4% Do. 
ll 51 00a.m.] 1 30 ato% Do. 
11 53 00a.m.| 2 00 4 to} Do. 
11 55 00a.m.} 2 00 4to% Do. 
Ji 56 30a.m.} 1 30 4to4 Do. 
11 58 00a.m.} 1 30 4to4% Do. 
12 01 00a.m.} 3 00 2 to4 Do. 
12 02 30p.m.| 1 30 4toz Do. 
12 04 00p.m.| 1 30} tos Do. 
12 05 00p.m./ 1 00 tto4 Do. 
12 06 O5p.m.} 1 5 4to4 9 
12 06 40p.m.| 0 35 4to% 16 
12 08 15p.m.| 1 35 4to4 14 
12 09 15p.m.| i 00 i tot 
12 10 10p.m.| 0 55 £ to 4 14 
12 11 COp.m.| 0 50 4to4% 16 
12 11 45p.m.|} 0 45 4to4% 23 
12 13 20p.m.} 1-35 Zto4% 19 
12 15 10p.m.} 1 50 4to4% 23 
12 17 10p.m.| 2 00 4 to4 18 
12 19 05p.m.| 1 55| tos 134 
12 19 50p.m.| 0 45] tod 15 
12 20 50p.m./ 1 00 tto% 18 
12 22 15p.m.} 1 25 4tod 15 
12 23 00p.m.| 0 45 4to4% 134 
12 24 00p.m.; 1 00 tto% 19 
12 25 00p.m./ 1 00| Zto4 15 
12 26 30p.m.| 1 30] ito$ 18 
12 29 00p.m.| 2 30 2 tok 16 
22 30 30p.m./.1 30 4 to3 18 

Seconds. 
12 31 15p.m. 45 10 15 
12 32 15p.m./ 1 00 10 114 
12 33 00p.m.|} 0 45 10 17 
12 34 30p.m.| 1 30 10 iv 
12 86 30p.m.| 2 30 10 16 
12 38 00p.m.| 1 30 10 18 
12 39 30p.m.| 1 30 5 16 
12 41 00p.m.| 1 30 5 15 
12 42 15p.m.| 1 15 15 19 
12 44 05p.m.| 1 50 5 8 
12 44 50p.m.; 0 45 15 214 
412 47 25p.m.| 2 35 20 13 
3 30 45p.m.].....-.. -----.-.-.| Not taken. 
3 32 30p.m.| 1 45 30 Do 
3 34 45p.m.| 2 15 3 Do 
3 38 00p.m.] 3 15 10 Do- 
3 41 52p.m.| 3 52 3 Do. 
SAS 20 posrmtel| el 328) see ee Do. 
3 43 53p.m.] 0 33 10 Do. 
3 46 15p.m.| 2 22 5 Do. 
3 47 56p.m.| 1 41 3 Do. 
3 49 55p.m.| 1 59 6 Do. 
3 51 30p.m| 1 35 9 Do. 
3 52 52p.m.| 1 22 8 Do. 
3 54 J5p.m.| 1 23 16 Do. 
3 56 26p.m.| 2 11 9 Do. 
3 58 04p.m.} 1 38 8 Do. 
3 59 28p.m.| 1 24 9 Do. 
4 1 14pm.) 0 46 1] Do. 
4 2 49p.m.| 1 35 2 Do. 
4 3 05p.m.| 0 16 4 Do. 
4 3 48p.m.| 0 43 7 Do. 
4 5 40p.m.| 1 52 6 Do. 
4 6 34p.m.| 0 54 7 Do. 
4 8 O03p.m.| 1 29 13 Do. 
4 10 12p.m.| 2 9 5 Do. 
4 12 23p.m.| 2 11 18 Do. 
4 15 O08p.m.| 2 45 ii Do. 
4 17 10p.m| 2 2 10 Do. 
4 19 00p.m.| 1 50 4 Do. 
4 20 30p.m.| 1 30 15 Do. 
4 23 03p.m.| 2 33 U Do. 
4 24 50p.m.} 1 47 10 Do. 
4.2651 pian! |) 15 Do. 
4 29 18p.m.| 2 27 i1 Do. 
4 31 20p.m.| 2 2 8 Do. 
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August 18.—Eruptions to-day have occurred as usual, but the water 
in the pool back of the geyser has been low whenever seen. 

In the table of observations taken on the 16th, it will be seen that 
43 spurts occurred in an hour in the morning, while in the afternoon 
there were only 34 to the hour. It is probable that at times the height 
attained may be 30 or 40 feet, although the highest measured by us 
was only 23 feet above the top of the mound. There appears to be no 
regularity about the length of the spurt nor of the interval between 
them. Thesteam appears to escape rapidly, causing the frequent spurts. 
The following temperatures were taken: 

oF. 

AUCHST 16:—— Js teetiDElow TOP) Of Crater. «acsate ae eats yaieia a alan a neo ool aye ae 180 
elect Delaw, COplOk Clalensaseecece eee eee eels eiae BbadbooSesesaoc 187 
Greet below toprofieratenesos--sesasenesee eset cess cee hoe eee 200 
Gieeti below toploeratercosseeos cece sete coe eis os ease paieeee 2004 

These temperatures were all taken immediately after spurts. The 
water was in such constant agitation that it was impossible to say how 
far below its surface these temperatures were taken. It was difficult to 
take the temperatures that were obtained. The temperature in the 
pool back of the geyser was 171° F. The temperature of the air during 
these observations was 61° F. 

Shield Geyser.—The Shield Geyser (shown in the foreground to the 
left in Plate XX XIIa) was named in 1872. It is about 70 feet from the 
Minute Man, which is seen in the background of the illustration, to- 
wards the north, and has a beaded mound, which is from 18 inches to 
2 feet above the general surface. It measures about 11 by 74 feet. It 
has a shield-shaped basin, which is brilliant white, and measures about 
8 feet on two sides and 7 on the third. At the bottom is an opening 
about 3 feet in diameter, which is the top of the tube. A depth of 5 
feet 8 inches was measured. The following are the observations made: 

August 16.—While observations were being made on the Minute Man, 
the basin of the Shield was full, and every few seconds the water spouted 
a foot or two. At 1.2.00 p. m. the basin was empty; at 1.3.00 it was fill- 
ing, and surface temperature was 190° F., air 60° F. 

Fj 80 

Bele SEo 
. . Aes co ad Time-of observation. ad aa5 

B Pp oq 

= | 833 a eee 
h.m. 8. Mm. & | Mm. 8 
U2 (tein, HPSS) Grn ia ieee Serene oe 62 G6 cesS FOC UL OSE eC HES IS OOSEC HAC OE CEAHREECEEA breioceer| ete sie= 
TER CRROOLD IU MU ASINIS PULTE oo 215 rein niente pe ale aie relate esiepet ie cia a ate eee ee fase oe eee le 1/500)}\):cecneee 
1G) (VD ith, Ween Tey ia 7 eepeosecnocoatcaacos cast oco ne secueae ISeneoeoEuSnasssosbe eneeewelsececade 
OME Oi cde DABINe a NUlin Oy 2/2 oc owe sasten been aemena ene eta ee cece aie ca ce cee cee seen 3) 00) | Eeaee 
BELO ROO aii OBIS OM DU = nine ae ale einiiae a= rineneincioes sense ammise eh seaiaels cece 2 
Pe20) O0sp.m-,) basinme tilling =< 3500. 22.2. 1 
1 22 00p. w., businisempty ........-.-..... 2 
1 23 00p.m., basin is filling .-.... ape ego go or 
1 27 00p.m., basin is full and spouts 3 or 4 feet... 
30) COp. im: Drsimms empty»... .-<4-ci ee sa ne 
1 35 00 p. m., water is down several inches in the tube 
1 40 0O0p. m., water still down in tube ....-....--..-.... 
SUR ON Deas wAlomem Lido wahinl tDO).scepaimenam a Selteiswena cee cecreceemces ane 
ZU OU NE .A-oa Wy TUOMALA OSV AN ATI UMD O are cteletete ele lela etetoimmeietcld eee = eames) aime an oe sigellneeeee Ee meeeeetee 
3 25 00 p. m., visited the Shield and found the ba-~in full and water spouting two or 

three feet, asin the morning; considerable overflow.-......-..-----|..------|.-----e- 
AO MmOU DHE LWALOIOON DIM BHO UDO tear eerie cen cteic ta snnia sek oesbeces csc ceceeccc|oecuea cetaceans 
APOMO0 DP, Wi. DARIN LLIN Sand DMDDLN PL. 2 nea aeicict acre case ooh eek tacos sls dvd cacecmcnehe 200) aseeeeree 
POO Ps. GPULCM AS USN. a no cn onewintecle seas athe bacblede oda tiecidewbelnesteecias 2 EOLA AES Se ia — = 
AML AOUp2ny, aniewand waterielline. oso sss te oll be ae oe cilie ee 4S 00s |For 
4 23 00 p. m., water down in tube boiling moderately..-.........-..-22-----.-----0-- 2 00] 10 00 
Ame RMCON YS MAIL US TTRMALIAD Ore eee cin a rises tein rationing Haines ocleiects eraescntd cig eprowoie sine  O0R emiesirete 
4 25 30 p. m., basin is full but not BDOMPIN Gian sux aan fest ace anemone iia auarce ues J'805 |p. eee 
Ae COMO TUL TW AL OMS EAI 202 sinc Sasa oo wis x quate: cis shaetre cieandawnduedwnckive dete as 1) 00} |sapaeeee 
AAS OUP il, a WHteDIS COMM IN TNE TUNG). Mee wwtcedsocsceccccccesseuencsscecscwscace 1 30 5 00 
Eee O Ure Wr ALORS PIGLD P teal ae ean anie sick wie pace sols eb Uo aciheeral sinsercicle vice cores OOM sereersere 
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The following temperatures were taken, all on the 16th of August, 
with the air at 60° F 

1 3p.m., 196° F. at the surface; 1963° F. 4 feet below. 
1 16 p. m., 196$° F. at surface, just before the basin is full. 
1225 mo? 197° FB. 2 feet below the surface. 
The outlet from the Shield is brilliant white and lined with pearly 

pebbles. When the spring is in action there is considerable overflow, 
which runs towards the Rosette. 

Gourd Geyser.—The Gourd, shown in the foreground of Plate XX XII a, 
was named from its shape. It is close to the Shield, with which it 
appears to be in sympathy. Whenever the water was low in the former 
it was lower than usual in the Gourd, although the boiling continued. 
The opening is irregular, having a length of about 8 feet. The crater 
is 10 feetlong. The broad portion of the gourd-shaped opening is about 
5 feet in diameter, while the narrow neck and crooked portion measure 
from about 1 foot to 2 feet in width. Globular masses line the neck, 
and beyond the end are flat basins in which the water stands. — It is 
constantly boiling, the points of ebullition being mainly in the broad 
portion of the gourd. It is doubtful if there is any sympathy between 
the Minute Man and either the Shield or Gourd. 

The following temperatures were taken August 16, with the air at 
60° F.: 

OF. 

SUT ECO ore acre le Na PeaIeae fe aisoa (Sits Bn scl Tayes oS er SRS fate a ae SI eco a eee ee ee 196 
Meet DElLOWREMeISUERACe ee Sowa ac cca eh Sky ie Aiwa yee isa varr a ae aR ay yet OR 199 
“eAcet belowsztWersurlace teu sc co els Se ke Ste, sc et NaN Fee ese eo ee ee eee 200 

The last temperature was taken in rather quieter water than were the 
others. The amount of steam escaping from the Gourd appeared to be 
greater than that from the Shield. The amount of depression in the 
water of the Gourd was always rather slight. 

Rosette Spring.—This spring was named in 1872, and lies between the 
Shield and the hill. It is a beautiful, cavern- like spring, 30 feet long 
and 17 feet wide at the widest part, and 13 feet deep. The border is 
rosette-bordered, as is the outlet. The opening of the spring is about 
half the size just given. The colors of the spring are blue, green, and 
greenish-blue. The lining of the basin is arranged in scalloped scales, 
overlapping like scales in a coat of mail. On these scales was a coating 
of sulphur, the color of which increased the beauty of the spring. In 
the shallower basin the tints were light-pearl and blue-grays, fading 
into pinkish-pearl grays. The spring, whenever noticed, was quiet and 
had a surface temperature of 166$° F. at 1.30 p. m., air 59° F. The 
temperature at a depth of 7 feet was the same as at the surface. Back 
of the Rosette is another pool of about the same size, viz, 30 by 183 feet. 
It has a rather shallow basin, lined with a leather-like deposit. The 
temperature was only 149° F. 

On the flat space at the foot of the hill, back of this pool, there were 
several bubbling points. 

The hill back “of the Minute Man also has a number of steam vents 
and hot holes. 

No. 15. The Little Bulger Geyser.—This geyser, which is across a small 
knoll from the Rosette, was called the Bulging Spring in 1872. I have 
renamed it as a true geyser, although not a very large one. It has a 
flat, depressed basin, about 11 by 15 feet, from which a beautiful yellow- 
lined outlet or water-way takes the overflow when the geyser is in action. 
In the center of this basin the opening is 83 feet in diameter, very rapidly 
diminishing in size downward. The following notes on the eruptions 
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were taken. 
a. M.: 

No. of eruption. 

can 

265 

Eruptions on August 19 occurred at 9.25 a.m. and at 9.50 

Time of observation. 

=m oh : 
as aa a 
og ~ g 

etal iS 5 : 
Sp a 3 q eile || 2 Gey 

i) = © 5 
bam ey a a, 
5 to oe By 5 
ge} & cI 3 
AA i] jen] dH 

m. |m. 8.| Feet. | OF. 

Se soe cee een 
DEAE BE eeesa lace ciocce 175 
Soe Se ete 5 to 6 184 
Geeta DBO |seeseene eee 
Byes ea laeia ete aimialltops enetenele 177 

1 PA SE Sonehal seecosaciibaooss 
Se erctele lua mcnceleeeeeee 170 

Deere edh csc | nese ag 
ASce asl HSo ccna lberiasoes 184 
Bisicisien Des OOM ee ays |e 

i: SM ee eel Pee Le 167 

AUGUST 19. 
8. 
OCOlapamps basing besins) topless eerie seeteteteterstetelal= 
OOlaeme WateriOVverl OWS sseesseseeer eas mstiss= me eeeraeeaerets 
OOFasenas steam DO eshaessane eee enemas aeeeeeate te eieee sere tae 
BULA SPOUUIN DEON Saar elena sera tee eatin eeietare ae 
00 a. m. eruption ends and water DOCS DAC Kee eaeeinetier-tae 
Qs 1s Tass eT fepeeccabaeeaseccacacHnoenncoauETcoDoDdsE 

O0aeimenw2ter be omMmsLOMmISG seme eeene masini isilalaie ela eiaraia ee 
00 a. m. outside basin begins to fill ...--..--.--..-----.----- 
BD Oe iins WOO VOM) soorae & aneonodsecosnecdenascoocsDses 
O0jasm:steany Dil e she anaes ce eee eae coins we cele sescicecls 
OW) Big ens RyHWMUb AS eS) < Soe cuasoneooesooeassbuspebosoDSDesS 
OO Pe Mens DOU Omari e aye ete inaieettaale ie ic(ersicieiaisicicisi-isie aia 
O0facgm end Gigs pO Ubim Oye jets looses cts ptntoseteiay saicinieisv aoe 
00 a. m. water goes back into small inside basin --.-.--.--..- 

00\a.:m: water: begins:to rise. -222t22-=-4--42ccoe es ese eee 
30 a.m. a few bubbles escape -----------------------++-+--- 
UD) fin TRA soeboodsas ab Boos pupa oor pe Odea Goole mbasananoneedass 
00 a. m. water overflows 
(WU) Gin Tbe EIEN BEER Ace os seecuseecsooreuecscacaneeeHesorpa.cs 
30 a. m. steam bulges. ....-..- 
30 a. m. begins to spout 
OOM SPONUIN Gs Ae > apiece eminem ee oe else ala lareieite erste 
00 a. m. spouting ends (water still overflows). .-.---.----.-- 
WDE Fe nee OE WENO Re ee ape a onssbo sacosbessoeocesnaeos 
00 a. m. water is in small basin --..........------.---------- 
30 a. m. the geyser is perfectly quiet -..-...--....-.--.--.-- 

00\a. maiwater beoins) to rise). 2.205 sesceotsee ce se sesnee ee ee se 
OOF slie hte Dui bliin ooo ots oatwisjorn ato aol )aee lana = ela cleiaielvele 
OOvalprm seater ce) ac oc eee mnielescnsee a ehisdetom a Beene vere wearte aint 
00 a. m. bubbles become frequent.......-....---..-.-----2-- 
OViaiity WALEL OVEMMLOWS)) 500 case enccene ce cosets soeceice ce 
s0aemaibabbleswiolemtbliy;: s.. =. eis isn e eeteisli=aieleleee = =p = 
AD ase STEAM DULL OSE =o <= cece sees ee tymet ieieipreretasnaiaclersiaiiele 
OO TAR eDESTNG I COISPOUL) sccmenies se saeieee selec ec eie eeieaire aie 
a0iaumespouts violently -)-\- 2-1, stesekere comes weenie ss eee eckice 
Ola SIMI SPOMtIN Cena Sian oleeoeie a ele eee seer tetaie tele = sleeFa- 
LD AMM ONOWIULZO! aoc rer) s cost Hentesaweiners semcielelseiace aaciciesce 
(IVF Ite, Sec ons COSC RA AOOOBEOS shodeCcne? cocos COsbnnE Sp OBnCaoE 
30 a. m. water goes back into the basin. .-....-..-..-..-..-- 
30.2. m. geyser 1s perfectly quiet ..--..-.-----.0-0-----=---- 

00 a, m., water begins to rise 
BUA NIN DMYOLES/CSCAPE. 2c ca eames ete i~ eriaaierel= 
PU Anes WACCE-OVCINOWS =. 22st seseme nance sinasscee coe 
00 a. m., steam comes quickly. -............---------------- 
WIVES, Sirk Siri by nECR RE SEB ee Sa pseecaboae AesegEr score sae: 
LOS EBVONOMNO VC OINB2 a sen -htlatanes -Aaeicaewiate aie sen stereo 
LOSES WOULD G SLODS I> oicsstin setaria seis itt oth re ermine held sisieigls 
AINE) Ti, GIG Rin Pee A eS esesatecontle sotocdbeedeccaooucnabee 
AAU PS POM LINE) CUUS.apratva) tam sels sitoe rc acer see esielel-leiceeu 
50 2. m., water is quiet in the basin.........-..-....------- 

OD a iiv Shemp Oss Looe eosin eile < cine aaieieoretse sams doe aioe 
O0/S- I wOPOMtn SDOPINE cele icicisicie = sec) s'omsicdiasanice sos niece 
DU Ha Ts eA POUL CONUS =< nsiclscees saceecls as she cee sea sicivcelsere 
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The following tables give some of the intervals for the eruptions ob- 
served : 

g oH Oar 5 
ae EES Sc ae 
gy oo ‘g of ae ae 

u fe |s85| aS | 55 
epete; | Soo a one Boe 
cotel fS| |) Grelge oo oo 
258) 255) 2 3 
g a | eee] eo] 35 
Bon | esa) eS | ess 
Fy Fy ica ey 

‘ m. §.|m. s.| mM. s.| ™. 5. 
PITS bOLUpP LOM sec eeem seco clacisiseciaeciamcteelssisieeeseeitacisiss seccieeiasisteiatereys 5 00) 5 30] 38 00 4 00 
Secondseruption asso eves eee een toes nae wens selec es cocioe meena 5 00} 6 00} 4 30 4 30 
ON gogo) Chew hs SohooKboodooBodood caaneaddoSeoseuooEcecodeaseccocobe 4 30] 5 30; 3 00 4 00 
Hourthierupvion pee sse cae ncece eres acess adodogsddoosshogsoconsdss 5 45) 6 00} 4 00 4 00 
Hifi hierupuloner-ccscceeneeneeek coeceacione see seeeecee sent ecene ee 5 00; 6 10} 3 20 4 25 

° ° 

Set ae 
Sia are 
34 | @s4 Roo | Ras 
2$3s|sea HOS | QQ 

a A 

m. s.| m 5§& 
Hirsh tO SCConde cesses seers ene ciewcisciscemonccosenlelaes wlcccals meet aetoecttetemie neem 13) CON cirs0) 
SECon Gi tor blir yee ee a Se aie eek hat SLA as slants etal ets enis Ps cs acacia ete RB Hi 12 30] 12 30 
hind) tov outa eee epseese oes Sage cafe a alata aio) Sores stele icimreie late tapece eevee ree ne tear rears vera 13) 15) 12 30) 
ERO WRU ho hihi ee eee le rana feria nie ei Cyatninrao  atelclala cistaloiews eeelalatetmmtetlaie reteineterelsietnie clots fe eeiee 13 15) 14 10 
SEEN aEO sSUK Tas eye eee NST a a sc ata ules sre iws tal ola cle mre let ote Sie mtn a tafe ese fate ete re arate potest arau aa eet 13 00 14 50 

After the spouting is over it is usually a minute before the water 
retires. 

As the tables show, the water begins to rise until the basin overflows. 
The eruption begins with a few bubbles of steam followed by bulges 
when the steam escapes with a sound like that of a liquid escaping from 
the bung of a barrel. This is soon followed by the spurting, which is to 
a height of 6 to 10 feet. When the water retires it appears to be 
sucked in as water is from a basin with a small aperture. As we have 
seen, the temperature increases from about 166° at the time when the 
geyser is quiet to 185° when it is in action, after which it decreases. 
Although the eruptions noted were few in number, the geyser appears 
to be very regular. Isolated eruptions were afterwards seen, but were 
found to correspond to those that have been given above in the tables. 

No. 14, Soap Kettle—This spring was named in 1872. Professor 
Bradley says (report for 1872, page 246): 

Forty feet beyond (the bulging spring), the Soap Kettle keeps up a furious boiling 
of colored water, more or less covered with foam, looking like dirty soap-suds. Its 
basin is lined with a yellowish brown deposit. This has probably been a strong 
spouter, but now erupts only at long intervals, if at all. 

In 1878 it was a circular basin of hard geyserite, measuring about 9 
feet in diameter. The rim was about a foot in height. The inside 
sloped gradually to an irregular opening, measuring, approximately, 3 by 
2 feet about 3 feet from the top. In this the water was constantly agi- 
tated with a surface temperature of 197° F., which increased to 1973° F. 
at a depth of 5feet. The water rises at intervals of about a minute, and 
remains up from 15 to 30 seconds. 

Black Sulphur Geyser.—This name was given in 1872 to three vents 
which are farther up the river, and appear to be constantly agitated. 
They have temperatures of 1724° F., 180° F., and 186° F. 

The Twins were also named in 1872, but when we saw them they ap- 
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peared to be almost extinct. 
enable us to take their temperatures. 

Nos. 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, and 33 are on the opposite side of the river from 
the Minute Man, while Nos. 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 are asub-group between 
the Minute Man and the Orion Group. 

The following table gives all the points of interest in relation to them, 
while the map shows their position, the numbers corresponding : 
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There was not sufficient water in sight to 

Table of the Minute Man Group. 

Name. | Size of spring. 

5 feet wide........ 
5 by 4 feet 
5 by 6 feet 

soe teacadis 63 by 4 feet 

10 by 9 feet 
16 feet deep. 
24 by 2 feet 

Irregular fissure, 
11 feet in length. 

24 feet diameter... 

14 feet by 1 foot... 

18 inches diame- 
ter, 4 feet deep. 

14 |S oa p! The cone is 1foot 
Kettle. high, 9 feet in 

diameter, spring 
inside is irregu- 
lar 3 by 2 feet. 

15 | Little | Basin1i by 15 feet; 
Bulger. spring, 8} feet 

diameter. 
iil & Saar 3% by 24 feet; 1 

foot deep. 

sll ee See 1 by 5 feet; 4 feet 
deep. 

18 |..........| 2 by 44 feet; 3 in- 
ches deep. 

POR (seis o's = 5 84 by 11 feet; 7 
feet deep. 

& Q0P seat hess: Spring 1 by 24 feet; 
4 feet deep ; fis- 
sure, 5 feet by 4 
inches. 

* oO 4 

Be 5 s 
als] Stel acne aE Deep temper- |£°a Pea. 
QB atues. ou o.8 Remarks. 
eo = a3 = I g g Pm cS) d=} C= 
7) H H 

oF, ° 
TGS} |S ee eee a 61 | Morning 
UTS |leonssoconenasese 61 |.--.do..... Near the Shield geyser. 
1OT A eases acessse 61 |.--.do..... Square-cornered spring. 
TOan Renee tse eee oe eae es does. Red pool that receives 

water from the Rosette 
and has a red-lined 
water-way which ex- 
tends to Rosette. 

WEN ecopeaoosoesoocs| beadllosad do ...-. Light greenish tinted 
water. 

TGS) | Ssceeeacsaceedes| cool becd OW Sage6 White-lined pool, with 
161 greasy-looking con- 
161 tents. It receives 
163 water from the Rosette 

through a _ red-lined 
water-way. 

OST amatciel saat cme | ies + ares do) --(- Close to river. 

1Goilosanessscec cs eetosmcloels Coweta: This spring has a beauti- 
ful lemon-yellow col- 
ored water-way, and re- 
ceives water from 
spring No. 3. It is 
partly spring and partly 
pool. 

IPE pecaeocereaocros GL 2 < -/- doe aaae Pear-shaped spring near 
the river. 

MA a ae eae e nate atetenaa| esteraleicia do ..... Quiet circular spring. 
TUS) || Se ee ie ates eer beeen do ..... Pool in the water-way 

from the Minute Man. 
A red-lined outlet leads 
to river. 

OGY | Pesee seca = bite ise domes: Grey-lined spring near 
the Minute Man. 

Reet aiwvel eisiafevaicinais srsteia vet [rer cillele ae do ...-.| Crater-like spring, in 
which the water. is 
quietly bubbling. 

197 | 5 feet below | 59 |Afternoon. | Water is constantly agi- 
the surface, tated, and rises and 
1974. falls at regular inter- 

vals. 

Go—UGAN | Pe seers se attr Gf) eeoetttecoae Spouting geyser. 

194 | 4inches below | 59 |.-..do-...- Constantly boiling. The 
suriace, 196. spring has a dark 

greenish drab colored 
Dasin. 

1874 | 3 feet below | 60 | 11.30 a.m-.! The basin slopes toa deep 
the surface, hole at one side, and 
191. has 2 lead-colored de- 

posit. 
LM te at aeteitam acta cis 59 | 11.15 a.m-; Quiet spring, which re- 

ceives water from No. 
15. 

185 | 6 feet below | 61 | 11.45a.m-| Water boils gently, and 
the surface, in the pool is tarbid. 
187. 

197 | 3 feet below | 61 | 11.50 a.m. 
184 surface, 1974. 
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Table of the Minute Man Growp—Continued. 

Surface tem- 
peratures. 

146 | 

E Name. Size of spring. 
5 : 

5 
A 
SS SSS 

Black | 1, 2 by 2 feet, 3in- 
Sulphur. ches deep. 

2, 3by_ 4 feet; 1 
foot deep. 

3. 3 by 6 feet; 4 
feet decp. 

21 | Twins Cones 3 feet deep - 

274 eer saoeaac 3 by 4 feet .......- 

93) |Ipanoncease 5% by 7 feet.......- 

pS | Gee eS Fissure 11 by 22 
feet. 

A IS (aS eee eet ee ee 
26) \encee ere 13 by 17 feet; 

spring, 1 foot 
deep basin, 4 in- 
ches deep. 

O7 [Bes AER 5 by 14 feet; 6 feet 
deep. 

QB) eee estes 23 by 25 feet ..--.. 

297s 7 feet diameter --- 

SOC SS 18 by 13 by 12 feet. 

Sb eSonccsen Fissure, 1 by 24 
feet. 

Bei |bssuesceee 17 by 11 feet --.... 

Doi eeee aoe 7 by 6% feet ......- 

SASS Se ee 

Deep temper- 
atures. 

ee 

3 feet below 
surface, 1264. 

44 feet below 
the surface, 146. 

mperature 
of air. 

57 

57 

.» Remarks. 

| Time of obser- 

vation. 

-| 11.45 a. m-} Three vents, all boiling. 

Cones are about 6 inches 
_ high, and water out of 

sight. 
Small pool surrounded 
With geyserite. 

Red pool with three white 
lined orifices in the 
basin. 

There is a spring on the 
mound above the fis- 
sure. ‘The fissure has a 
yellow basin. 

Dry steam holes. 
9.20a.m..| This spring has a flat 

brown basin. The 
spring is quiet, with a 
slight escape of bub- 
bles at intervals from 
the center. 

9 40a. m. | The spring is lined with 
dark green and red con- 
feryoidea, and is cavern- 
like at one end. 

9 15a. m. | A collection of mudholes 
and steam ventsin which 
there is generaily light- 
colored mud. 

Dead pool on edge of 
river. 

Dear aes ere eee «e----------| Seven springs concealed 
in the grass, some near- 
ly extinct ; most of them 
are mudholes. 

Has a yellow lined basin 
on @ mound of geyser- 
ite. 

Greenish-red basin, with 
white lined funnel in 
center. Pearl-gray bor 
der with irregular sur 
face on the bottum. 

Dark red pool with grassy 
edge 

A small oozing hole near 
Nos. 19 and 20. 

THE LITTLE GIANT GROUP. 

The Little Giant Group is really a continuation of the Minute Man 
Group, although the drainage from the springs so included is connected 
with that from the Little Giant Geyser, on which account I have con- 
sidered them as a separate group. Nos. 15 to 22 are disconnected, 
forming a sub-group, which appear to drain in the opposite direction 
from those around the Little Giant. When we saw them they were 
mainly sulphur oozes in a large flat, although in wet seasons there are 
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probably numerous springs here. They are scattered over a flat, bare 
spot, with geyserite pebbles and sand which is bluish in color. 

The Little Giant Geyser.—This geyser is in the center of a platform- 
like area of geyserite, measuring 68 by 79 feet. For a distance of 
about 10 feet around the geyser, or in a space of about 20 feet diameter, 
this platform is beaded with pink geyserite, which probably denotes the 
area on which the water falls while the geyser is in action. The crater 
is somewhat irregular in shape, although nearly square, measuring 3 by 
44 feet. The basin is 5$ feet deep and lined with brownish and red 
geyserite, which also forms a slightly raised rim around the geyser. The 
eruption takes place when the basin is full of water, and soon attains its 
maximum elevation of 10 to 50 feet, generally in about 2 minutes, and 
then dies down quickly, the entire eruption lasting from 13 to 28 minutes. 
After it dies down there are occasional spurts of a foot or so. There 
appear to be about two eruptions daily, but the geyser was not closely 
enough observed to determine the interval between the eruptions. The 
following were noted: 

a 
Eruption Maximum Eruption 3 =] 

Date. began. attained. ended. = a 
vo 

a q 

P h. m. 8 hk. m. §&. h.m. m. | Feet 
PNET IS ADEE he a on 5 i OO BREE SBSae AUT Ds ile | Gees cana aeeae 4 30p. m. 13 | 10-15 

iF) ceo o soc snk See Oe oo ence een eee 7A AAD s2ths pao = Saescoceas Shen ocespene bodord|/saseee 
I isaaecicecorntcotesossucssaOesesenas 1 42 p.m 1 44 00p. m. | 210 p.m 28 50 
Lif oo a sh GEA ESE O NESE E EES GT PA) 2S | ermine Spee bpsonc eadbed| jasaces losses 
UF ecneing Sanne codaae Sedo ses See Eee SS OWS TDs Tans |lssadososseadosas lsctessssceselleséecs|!|sss-02 
Lee OSS -Sc0e> = Saee eee SaSepe Sees INBUNG Wie Nee Seos a oeece hao taeoo see sonc [rrtgctfeteeee 
AO eee ete eee asec cciesen cis sahecm: 11 20 30a. m. | 11 22 30a. m. {11 45 a. m. 24} ees 
QE eee se tee anes ccescessceces sant 3 27 15 p.m 3 29 p.m. | 3 40 p. m. 123| 25 
BU) ne sehcicgscas ASSES ee BBC Operas UG) (Waste 154-55 Aas eho ocllasosenbecicosl Sass sellonsco< 

The following is the transcription of the notes taken during the prin- 
cipal eruptions observed: 

AUGUST 16. 

During the morning the geyser has been quiet. 
m. 

42 p. m., eruption began. 
44 p. m., eruption has attained maximum and begins to die down. 
00 p. m., still throws some water. 
10 p. m., eruption is ended. 
The greatest elevation attained was 50 feet. 

bo ho ee > 

AUGUST 19. 
= - mM. 

1 25 p. m., water is within a few inches of the top, and has a temperature 
of 192° F. at the surface and 193° F.3 feet below the surface. 

1 30 p. m., the water is within 2 inches of the top and is bubbling. The 
temperature 34 feet below the surface is 200° F. 

8. 

715 p. m., eruption begins. 
9 p. m., maximum 25 feet attained. 
0 p. m., spouts only a foot above the crater, and has a temperature 

of 1944° F. 
5p. m., spouts 2 feet or more. 
0 p- m., the geyser is perfectly quiet. 
5 
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The adjacent springs, Nos. 1 and 2, seemed to be in sympathy with the 
Little Giant, and were low when the water was down in the geyser, and 
while the geyser was filling these springs were in constant ebullition 
and spouting to a foot or two at intervals. 
in the group that call for special mention. 
following table with all the points noted. 

Besides these spring's there are several vents on the platform with the 
Little Giant. 

There are no other springs 
They are all given in the 

Table of the Little Giant Group. 

oO 

a n 5 I. $ di 
Pa) & 8 

Be ; 5 | Deep tempera-|$-3| S35 
© | Size of spring. Depth. Qs P P sii oe Remarks. 3 o8 tures. aa of 

Sey g a 5 BS 
A n a H 

oF. oF. 
1 | 14by20inches.| 2 feet ......... TOE Isadscocansoonescos 60 | 2.20 p.m -.| It is on the platform 

ot geyserite with 
the Little Giant, 
and has a small 
cone or hummock. 
It keeps bulging 
all the time. 

2 | 20 by 32inches.|...--..-.--..--- WD) Webeoabosocdoaoasos 60 | 2.25 p. m..| Two small holes on 
164 the platform with 

the Little Giant. 
3 | Nottaken.....|.----...-......- aS hy Fe Te er 62 | 3.10 p. m..| The mound of this 

spring is coated 
withred gelatinons 
material, and the 
water comes from 
the main spring 
with a bulge which 
spurts it several 
feet into the air. 
There are several 
opepings in active 
ebullition. 

4 | 10by15inches.| 3 inches....... TOS) ||| 2s ee ae site era eeres 62 | 3.15 p.m..| Small spring on 
5 Wsccoagscoo cHdadllosdoaSsseoncoese 153 62 mound. 
Ge ee NS SIR OLS REE Rea Garcia eaters OS all tame Small oozeson side of 
8 | 11 by7or8feet.| Irregular ..... G64 | Foe eee eacemee 62 | 3.20 p. m hill. 

6192 There-is a pool with 
e170 several openings. 
al74 

9 | 2b by 3hfeet..-|..--.-.--------- NAD eereacbassae bedage 62 | 3.30 p.m-.. 
10 | 15 feet long.--| 3feet....------ a180 | 2 feet down, 182.) 62 | 3.30 p.m..| Small gray pool. 

Bie el hoeccgsbose b181 | 13 feet down, 182 The main basin is 
44 feet...-.---- c181 | 3 feet down, 185. light-colored and 

has 4 openings. 
Outside are three 
springs, one a cone 
and others muddy 

11 | 24 by 3 feet...) 2} feet .....-..].------- 1 foot down, 118 | 62 | 3.35 p.m.-| pools. 
12 | 24 by 64 feet..| 44 feet .....--. 184 | 3 feet down, 189-| 63 |------------ Quiet, dirty pool. 

The spring has 
straight, cliff-lik e 
sides, white in color, 
and the water out- 
let is red and yellow 

13 | 1 foot by 9 | A fewinches.. IRS asda a aeeteceenes 635 seers in its coloring. 
inches. A small, yellow sput- 

14 | a, 2 feet diam- |.-...----.-..... 120 terer in the water- 
eter. way from No. 12. 

; b, l0inches by |-.--------------- Beet odoscacosasde ---; 63 | 3.55 p.m--! Two small, quiet 
2 feet. pools. 

11S: | KaabesdseG cecocsllesooomaouedoadusllenoédeesletooaghocaborsocuellsouallescosase soso}! Sulphur oozes in the 
midsi of confer- 
voidex. 

16 | 30 by 22inches-|.-.....-...----- GD ale eeseece selecis ae 63) ee cee Yellow mud pots. 
UY Weaes cossascosoealeosscobbaocesece NSH. |edseocadsessseeess 63 see ae White geyserite 

ridge. 
JE ARS Be oe asoe donc alleeGoadHessodcoas TEL Te sae aaodoesSaoese (BS oaebabeedsae Sulphar ooze. 
a) ens eee | loi ael aa amy ars Tes). | See ebebeeaccens 63 
20 | 3 by 4 inches..|..-.....-...--.. An eer tera ee slate GaulRea ease Sulphur spring. 
iD He BE Ses i A a Ser DIB TI Vig ae rere aes ent sce anal Pensa FYE Se Water simply oozes 

from the earth. 
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SULPHUR HILLS. 

Between Shoshone Creek and the shore of the lake there is a cluster 
of hills cut by numerous ravines, especially towards the north, where 
they assume crater-like forms, and to a casual observer might appear 
to be the remains of old voleanic craters. The hills rise from 80 to a 
100 feet or more above the level of the lake, and are well wooded. The 
hollows are occupied by mud springs, sulphur pools, and steam vents, 
which seemed to be in the last stages of action, although this appearance 
may be due to the lack of water in abundance. The rocks of the hills 
are conglomerates and sandstones, made up of particles of obsidian or 
pitchstone and geyserite pebbles. In places the sandstones had a vit- 
rified appearance, due in all probability, as Professor Bradley has sug- 
gested,* to the slow percolation of the spring waters through the sand 
while it was beneath the surface of the lake at points other than those 
of most active ebullition. 
Toward the south the hills aremore plateau-like, and the springs and 

vents are found in the guiches leading towards the lake shore. North 
of the groups shown on the map there are gulches with vents and un- 
important springs not shown on the accompanying map, but indicated 
on the map in the report for 1872, which is on a smaller scale, and in- 
cludes more of the surrounding country. 

The rocks in the hills and hollows are reddish in hue, looking as though 
they had been subjected to the action of fire. This is due to their dis- 
integration and the oxidation of the contained iron. This disintegration 
is due partly to the action of the springs and partly to atmospheric influ- 
ences. Professor Bradley, in the report for 1872, speaking of the hol- 
lows, says: “It becomes evident that they have been hollowed out of the 
surrounding sandstone by the action of the hot springs themselves, 
which have disintegrated and removed portions of the standstone and 
conglomerate of the old lake-terrace. Worn bits of rock, penetrated by 
numerous small irregular holes, are abundant on all the lower parts of 
the slopes, as well as about the existing vents, showing that the process 
is still going on.” 

In cataloguing the springs found in the Sulphur Hills, I have divided 
them into two groups, viz, Sulphur Hills Group and the Shore Group. 

The Sulphur Hills Group is separated from the Little Giant Group 
by three hills, 40 to 50 feet high, and occupies a basin of about the same 
level as the Little Giant Group. The springs are mainly turbid alum 
springs and mud holes, which are evidently affected by the state of water 
supply. Many that were mere steam vents when examined by us, must 
be boiling and sputtering pools when they are supplied with water. 

On the side of the hill north of the main part of the group there are 
sulphur-lined steam vents, and on breaking the crust beautiful crystals 
are found. The Shore Group includes the springs that are found along 
the edge of the lake. These are really divisible into two subgroups, 
but none of the springs are at all important. 

North of the springs numbered in the group are two small gulches, 
with steam vents and sulphur holes at their heads. The location of 
the springs will be rendered clear by a reference to the map. 

* Report U. 8S. Geological Survey, 1872, p. 247. 
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Table of the Sulphur Hills Group. 

d is reddish in color; c has 5 centers 
There are a number 

number of bubbling vents around 

ly bubbling, especially at one end; 
there is considerable overflow from 

They are on the 

Thesesprings form one group, and 

in No. 3, receiving water from the 

them. There is considerable over- 
flow. The springs are not far from 

These springs are on the 
shore of the lake, above 
Point Lookout and in the 
gulches, leading to the lake, 

Fe 
ol ee alee 

o - Mae og S.A 
® Size. Depth. 238 sale cs Remarks. 
2 & ba} os acs 

5 se a We 
A oD) cal is 

oF, oF, " 

1 Space eovered iby SCANS Seo nae ane 10.30 a.m.| 69 | These are alum springs in blue mud; 
e springs is 

by 125 feet. e190 of ebullition. 
ai69 of steam vents among the springs. 

AN A loyy Ualsteele Ses sosallesodoodadaaoas NCO seas seessaoe 69 | Yellowish turbid pool, with alarge 

it. 
4) US Lona alaveeriegaedsllesadesoadaceds SOT ere 69 | Turbid pool; water has alum taste; 

there are vents near by. 
49 by, U7 feetee- <n -- nc ajc GO ghey ais satel 69 | Spring, with semi-clear water, active- 

it. 
Sle Tiby Sifeebse sve soclteee ns ceiee meee TONE aecotescce 69 | Turbid alum spring. 
GaN Sich) si pp AA 1608. 32 lecoseseellassoodoegsccl|o- ..| Several sand bubbles; nearly dry. 
WU tetas rerio aie we pasa Bale 3 to 4 inches. M200 (see eeeeceee 69 | Clear, with yellow bottom. 
8} a ange mee) Hy 4) odeooc cooco 36 ae acaauoadbeds 69 | a and 0 are small sulphur vents. 

inches. i 
(| ¢195 

da182 
| el&0 

F182 
9| d,e,fand g are|............ Ail Giles PS pGcasesoucloe --| ¢ contains abotit 12 sputter holes in 

about 6 by 3 h1s3 clear geyserite. 
inches. ate d,e, f, and g are turbid boilers. 

( 0122 
SUC i ese a ee RS SAE re cl hey Ra cgeead Ma ele ---| This marks a collection of semi-tur- 

bid springs. 
5D) Psp era ae SRL Peg Ey | Fa I teen ---| A collection of mud holes, back of 

which are steam sulphur vents. 
Ue Bie SOR BM ES mera aces ia Deco Sn SSO CCaSllb SoHE eS sl EEE Seco aa ---| Is a sulphur steam vent. 
EY OR A Rear Eee scan | Ash Mendis socio NS Se Seca BeBERe Pare .--| Steam vent. 

Table of the Shore Group. 

' A oO 

Bag Oe 
8 ; 5 CB Nee 
3 Size. on salez) 58 Remarks. 

g & 8 of |5s 
5 Ba | 8 a 
a Nn a a 

OF. oF, 
aE ete entice aiserncteisie eee 194 | 1.05p.m_| 70 | Two rusty-colored hard geyserite basins, with water 

sputtering at irregular intervals. 
shore of the lake. 

2 | a, 3 by 3 feet...... CAND Neel measeaalle .--| Besides the two principal springs a and b, there are 
b, 1 by 1 foot ....-. 6190 four or five holes or vents; a is lined with hard 

4 geyserite. : 
Hoa SsUC obo adeESOOOaE GIGS e ecceeeccelle 005 

6145 
4 | Vents,4by4inches| @175 |............|..-. Sulphur-lined | the steam flowing from them heads 

6180 vents. 
lhe heey Paar e185 > others, except7, asit passes between 

2 by 2 feet........ 96 | 12 m....-.. 69 
CO SSE ae acre Sees 115 

U llessbodcoooososcacacdlleqagoudullosoocacescte 70 | Slimy suiphur | the lake. 
oozes. 

Bill Seance eee ceeeees 194 | 2.10p.m.}| 70 | There are at this place } 
a@ pumber of steam | 
vents, some of which | 
are in the take. 

i 8 by 10 feet....... LA Qin eee Ree eave Meters odey Deol 
ES SSUES TNE Heal Use tue tlh ea A NG AL A eam vents. 

11 | 52 by 46 feet ...... BE a seers | Green pool, with sur- 
LR ees ee a 121 rounding springs. J 
13 | 94 by 10 feet ...... yO} ESSE ates PAB Mud pool near 11. 
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LAKE GROUP. 

Under the designation of Lake Group I have included a group of 
sputtering springs and holes that lie mainly on a sand flat at the mouth 
of the small streams, or courses, that carry the drainage from the Orion 
Group when there is a surplus of water in wet seasons. It is evident 
that at times these springs are under water, and at the time we saw 
them we noticed springs bubbling through the water of the lake, not 
far from the shore. I have included with them a mud pot that is on 
higher ground, and also two pools (Nos. 14, 15, 16, and 17) that might have 
been included with the Orion Group, as they are but little lower than 
the plateau of the latter. They were visited, however, when the springs 
on the sand flat were noted. The latter are on the north edge of the 
swampy meadows that border on the lake south of Point Lookout. It 
is through this swamp that Shoshone Creek meanders to flow into the 
lake. There are a number of springs scattered over it, as was evident 
each morning when the air was cool enough to make the rising steam 
visible. The lake shore must change from year to year, as we found it 
very different from what was observed in 1872. 

Table of the Lake Group. 

eee 
~ 2 £ E 

No. Size. Depth. 3s Ai Remarks. 

ae |e 
a= 2 
nn a 

oF. oF. 
TD | ee eee eel Been ss oso seme ek hol, ..| Mound surrounded by spitting holes. 
2| 5 by 64 feet ....-.. a, 33 fect..-. 154 | 70 | This spring has a basin and an irregu.ar 

odes w'acealconwaccneee b, 44 feet....|..........----|....| opening, andhasascallopedrim. Sulphur 
lines the outlet and water-way. The water 
flows out gently, bubbles of sulphuretied 
hydrogen gas escape gently. 

A G2 6757 a Gace poate esoser eee 105 |....| There are two openings in one spring ; @ is 
b, 3 feet diameter .|......-....-.- 108 |.... qocamned b is gray-lined with 12 bubbling 

oles. 
A ee eens = eee eeeceae ees Hoel Sas aceeas es ..--| Small sulphur cone. 7 
5 | @, 30 by 36 inches -).............. Not taken. |....) There are 5or 6 holes in connection with 

b, 35 by 17 inches -|............-. 142 |._..| _ these and a number of steam vents. 
6 || S2iby Usaselteseeer|e seen cose cee 159 |....| This is a quiet pool. 
7 | a@, 26 by 56 inches .|............-. 124 |....| These springs torm a group in which there 

UB, 12 by: 12 teeteessibescssscace cee 124 |....| are numerous sputtering holes. 
G35 Dy: 1eObe sa ceaee oe cee a Sayi|lo4- 
d, 12 by 14 inches .|__............ bn ae 
enlA by, 17 nchesa\ee2 3. - =... . - 130) |e 22 

So - Seeeecobeecicccnnr| |e asso eee ee Too low for | ...| Four or five sulphur-lined vents. 
tem pe ra- 

5 ture. 
9 | 12 by 13 inches....] 1 foot ....... 181 |....| Small bulging spring lined with grey geyser- 

1te. 
10) | Sesby, 40 inchessseniese 2. =. WT Noeae 
11 | a, 1 inch diameter.|.........-.... Not taken ..|.... Three small sulphur-lined mounds. Indand . 

OiGiby Oinchespessiee sss. 25 2.22. - : 192 |.-..] ¢the water rises and falls and spouts a few 
jo by 12 inehesul |i... 2... .6. 195 |..-.| _ inches. 

12 ))) Sy. inches: seas teees fees. 2 130 |....| This spring has a mound 3 feet in diameter. 
13: | Chiby 04 fect. pec oe se Not taken...|.-.-. Blue mud caldron. 

155 |....| Small sulphur ooze near No. 13. 
14 sipi es oe : 
15 || S127 by 786 feetow|toseecccs~ os. Coldeaeen lb. TATE Bao) divided by constrictions into 18 "ee. 

17 | 20 by 22 by 25 feet.| 465 feet ..... 119 |....| Large pool with red leathery lining, no out- 
let, slight bubbling in the center. 
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a 

WESTERN GROUP. 

The groups hitherto described are on the east side of the creek. 
Those on the west side are equally important as springs, although the 
geysers are all small, none equaling the Union Geyser, nor even the 
the Minute Man and Little Giant. Professor Bradley was of the opin- 
ion that the geysers on the west side were all young. However that 
may be, none of the mounds are of much height or extent compared 
with those on the east side. Opposite our camp is the mouth of a creek, 
named Quick Run by the party in 1872, but on the accompanying map 
is called Fall Creek. Springs extend some distance up the valley of 
this small stream, and remains are found on the sides of the hills: This 
was called the Western Geyser Division on the map of 1872, and I have 
retained the name western for the group, although there is probably no 
true geyser. It is the most western of all the groups in the Shoshone 
Basin, and contains some large boiling springs. The basin in which 
the springs occur is on the north side of the creek, mainly on small 
branches, there being very few on the main stream, which, above the 
point where Fall Creek joins it, is a cold stream with good drinking 
water. 
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DESCRIPTION. 

The Western Group occupies an area of about 200 yards by 300 yards. 
The first springs met with are about 900 feet from the mouth of the creek, 
from which they are distant about 500 feet, at the foot of a hill, on the 
side of which there are mudholes and old steam vents. These springs, 
Nos. 1 to 7, forma subgroup, which needs no further description than 
has been eiven in the catalogue just presented. The drainage from the 
springs flows directly south to the creek over a gently sloping, area of 
geyserite, joining the drainage from No. 43, which is further east, and 
that from the subgroup next to be described, which is the one in which 
No. 8 is the principal spring. This subgroup i is on a higher level than 
the one just described, and a strong stream of warm water proceeds 
from it, flowing in a brilliantly-colored water-way, which has a vigorous 
growth of confervoids. The springs worthy of particular mention are 
the Boiling Caldron, the Great Crater, and the Cream Spring. 

The Boiling Caldron (Nos. 8 and 9) is composed of two basins sepa- 
rated by a very narrow strip of yellowish geyserite. No.8 is the principal 
spring. It is an almost rectangular basin 104 by 17 feet. At the south 
end of the spring is a black shelf of deposit, and on the west side a small 
yellow mound, in which the water is boiling vigorously, and from which 
huge volumes ‘of steam escape. This escape of steam seems to be much 
g ereater in the evening, and about 6 p.m. each day we noticed from 
camp a large column ascending. The water spouts from 3 to 5 feet dur- 
ing the escape of the steam, which has periods of greater violence fol- 
lowed by lulls. . The water in the pool has a ereenish. -blue tint, and there 
are two centers of ebullition. The temperature on the spouter was 2019 
F., and in the pool 199° F. at the surface and 202° F. at the bottom. 
No. 9 is ‘longer than No. 8, measuring 24 feet, but is only from 11 to 15 
feet in width. Water connects from one tothe other. It has# yellowish- 
white basin, which appears to be simply a sort of crust over a deep basin. 
The holes broken through it are black, and number 9 or 10.. There are 
three important ones that are strong spouters, being in action whenever 
observed ; the temperatures were 2000, 201°, and 2014. The water-way 
leading from the Caldron is beautiful, lined with white and orange col- 
ored cakes or plates of silica. The Boiling Caldron belongs to the class 
of constantly agitated springs, although it has periods of ‘increased aQC- 
tivity alternating with those of less action. 

The Great Crater (No. 17) occupies a crater-like depression, 6 to 8 
feet below the general surface. The spring is approximately circular, 
measuring 40 by 45 feet. In the center isa basin 20 feet deep, in which 
the water has a deep-greenish tint; bordering the basin is a yellow shelf- 
like projection; near the outlet is an opening through this shelf, where 
the temperature is 162° F., while in the main basin it is 165° F. The 
central basin steams slightly, and occasionally a few bubbles rise to the 
surface, but generally the spring is quiet. At one side there is a bub- 
bler, in which the temperature is 190° F. A strong stream flows out 
from the spring through a yellow-lined water-way which descends to 
the creek level. The overflow of No. 18 finds its way into the crater, 
and whenever there is any overflow from No. 16, it pours into it also. 

Cream Spring (No. 18). —This is a beautiful creamy- -white basin with 
a fine scalloped border 3 or 4 inches in height. The center of the spring 
has a bluish tint, and there are three or four centers of slight bubbling. 
The total length 'of the spring is 28 feet, but one end is a shallow red 
lined basin, the main spring being 195 feet by abont 13, the shape being 
oval. The temperature is 160°, and the spring belongs to the class 
of quiet springs. 
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The remaining springs of the subgroup are sufficiently described in 
the table. West of the subgroup is a collection of mud springs, and 
north of them another subgroup, consisting mainly of large, quiet, and 
comparatively cold pools. 

No. 37 deserves particular mention, as it is one of the handsomest 
springs in the group. ‘The water in them—for there are two basins—is 
of an exquisite blne tint. The two basins are separated by a ridge of 
eeyserite over which the water flows. The largest basin measures 243 by 
174 feet,. but has a long arm of 27 feet. The smaller basin is 10 by 163 
feet. 
The Nursery Springs are several small springs and sputter-holes. The 

drainage from this subgroup flows to the north of the group of No.8. 
Westward is an open valley extending to the hills. On the south side 
are two springs, the water from which joins the drainage from the Nur- 
sery Springs, viz, Nos.34and 35. No. 34 isa dead pool with a green, and 
red basin 30 feetlong. No.3d consists of a steam ventandaspring. The 
spring is 6 by 7 feet at the foot of the hill, and pulsates regularly in 
sympathy with the steam vent. It is 6 inches deep, and has a temper- 
ature of 198°. Beautiful rosette-like masses line the outlet. The steam 
vent is on the side of the hill, 5 or 6 feet above the spring in red muddy 
deposit. The steam escapes in regular puffs, the intervals being about 
haif a minute in length. 

The only other springs in this group remaining to be described are 
the Moss Basin (No. 29), and the Boiling Spring No. 33. The first (No. 
29) is at the head of asubgroup thatis almost extinct. It is ared-lined 
basin 44 by 35 feet. This red lined basin is about 4 inches deep, and 
at one end is the deeper Moss Basin, back of which is a small circular 
spring having a temperature of 163° IF. 

No. 33 is a large blue-tinted boiling spring in a gulch tributary to 
Fall Creek; it is 32 by 364 feet, and “has a deep basin in the center. 
There are two points of strong ‘overflow ; the water flows to the creek 
over a brilliantly colored outlet, yellow being the principal color; which 
contrasts with the sky-blue tint of the spring. The hills around this 
gulch are timbered, and back of them are the remnants of several ex- 
tine t springs. Among them are also some dry mud pots, which in wet 
weather may become ‘active mud springs, judging from their present 
appearance. 

Black Pool No. 43 is detached from the rest of the group lying near 
the springs of the south group, but, as its drainage is to the southward, 
it has been included with the Western Group. 

ISLAND GROUP. 

The Island Group is so named from its being opposite islands in the 
river, and also trom the fact of its being isolated. All the springs are 
small and comparatively unimportant. 
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Table of Island Group. 

1 

, . Cet eh 
Bal Sel) Bae 

No. Size. Depth. a= os 5 Ie 5 Remarks. 
° » 3 oO 

Sayer ite 
a g q 3 de o 
77) = a 

‘al Pi liome oF, 
1 | Space covered 13 feet |.........----- 186 | 3p.m.} 75 | Theseare five openings in crust rather) 

long. than separate springs. Water come 
from No. 3. 

By |B lane YE Gaon BoRcollo>ocodequsaaode ISP} Seances .--.| There are three small openings near 
Y- 

83 | 11 by 21 feet .......... 6 to 10 feet...) %*190 |........ 75 | Light greenish pool, bubbling in four 
ee aes or five places. 
a 
+ 

4 | 6 by 63 feet -.......... 3 feet ....--. 58 Seer 75 | The water, which is about a foot be- 
low the surface, is generally quiet, 

| only a few bubbles. 
5 | 11 by 113 feet ......--. 33 feet .--.-. na W fen eee eee 75 | A red-lined pool from which bubbles 

occasionally escape. 
6 ; Depression, 113 feet |.............. G,al55 |S eeee: 75 | A depression in which there are two 

by 14 feet 8 inches: b, 183 quiet muddy pools, with soapy- | 
a,2 feet by 14 feet; looking water. At one end of the 
b, 10 by 20 inches depression is a steam vent. 

7 | 94 by 6% feet outside |.............. Gj, 195) |oec ene: 75 | There are five vents or openings, all 
basin. Principal | b, 199 continual spouters. Around the 
openings: a, 14 by edges of the spring is a dark gey- 
23 feet; b,24 by 3% serite border with a yellow water- 
teet. ‘ way. 

8 | abc,threesmall cones; |...........--- CHG Ts, | pee 75 | The orifices are 1 to 2 inches, cone 
basin of c measures b, 198 6 inches, diameter; basin of c shows 
4 by 5 feet. evidence of spouting. There aretwo 

; outlets to the river. 
9 | Basin 9 feet 9 inches |......----.... GQ, 197.) |Poooweee eee About six openings or vents in basin. 

by 15 feet 8 inches. b, 197 Between a and c there are two con- 
Principal openings: c, 199 stant spouters throwing water 6 
a,11 by 17 inches; inches to 2 feet in jets. @ is quiet; 
b, 4 feet 10 by 6 c has araised beaded crater, reddish- 
inches; ¢,3 feet by brown lined, with one center of 
2 feet 8 inches. ebullition spouting constantly. 

10 | 4 feet by 5 feet........|.-.-.----.---- 80) secs, lees Green-scum pool with three basins. 

* Surface. 3 7 Six feet below. {Eight feet below. 

SOUTH GROUP. 

Following up Shoshone Creek on the west side from the Island Group, 
we soon ascend a mound or terrace of siliceous deposit, which rises 25 
to 30 feet above the creek level. The springs on this mound or ter- 
race, which extends some distance up the creek, I have divided into two 
groups, as the drainage from the springs naturally so divides them. The 
South Base Group is the one first met with, and includes fifteen springs, 
all but one of them being situated near the base of the hills at the upper 
margin of the mound. 

On the map published in the report for 1872 only seven or eight of 
the springs of this group are indicated, and in Professor Bradley’s re- 
port only one of them is particularly referred to, as follows: 

Nearer the base of the hills there are several large hot pools. One of them was so 
well furnished with corallitorm masses, standing in the shallow water near its edge, 
as to be called the Coral Pool. _This measured about 40 by 50 feet, with a shallow 
border, and a deep central pit about 10 feet across, from which numerous bubbles of 
gas were escaping. There is a strong flow of water of the temperature of 160°. 

This spring was easily recognized and the name has been retained. 
The following table gives the condensed description of the springs of 

the group: . 
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Table of the South Group. 

281 

2 | Coral Spring... 

3,4 

10 

11 

Three Crater 
Spring. 

wee ee ee ees eoeeee 

Flake Spring - 

12| Blue Glass 
and 

D 

a, E 
‘ 5 Deep temper- |E-8 Size of spring. Be Snes xe 

sy BS 
5 a 

oF. oF, oF, 
3 feet 3 inches by 7 190 | 9 feet below, 194 | 59 
feet 3 inches; over 
10 feet deep. 

384 by 55feet; 12 feet 177 | 4 feet below, 178 | 60 
10 inches deep. 

264 by 264 feet..--.-.- MB NW eecosocmcdceaoecot 60 
aPY, 160 

179 

7 feet 3 inches wide. - nV yen LoBeponcecerecceae 60 
» 165 

2 by 3 inches.....-.. Be). eeeeeiccscoacosede 

3 by 4 feet 9 inches. . 2 all ae Ane eee 60 
TNT Ae einseiltec cicitolisioe 60 

.| 24 feet diameter .... DA Ne GacBaaaenedseeoce 60 

8 by 9 feet; 3 feet 199 | 2 feet below, 206 |.--. 
eep. 

173 to 34 feet; 6 feet 176 | 4 feet below, 188 |.--. 
eep. 

12 by 39 feet.....-.-. 168a | 7 feet below, 1984!.... 
to : 

196b | 8 feet below, 1993!.... 

5 by 9 feet; 44 feet 197 | 3 feet below, 201 | 60 
eep. 

21 by 9 inches......- DOS il etesisc cates asaile site 

DESCRIPTION. 

Spring. 

Remarks. 

White and lead colored 
basin, with light yel- 
low water-way lead- 
ing to theriver. The 
overflow from No. 9 
flows into the spring. 

A very handsome blue 
spring with an orna- 
mental edge. 

A large square pool 
with three spring 
openings. Receives 
water trom No. 2. 

In water-way from Nos. 
2and 3. 

A small opening on the 
top of a geyserite 
mound back of the 
springs. 

Red pool. 
White pool, which sput- 

ters irregularly: 7 
and 8 are both on 
the terraced water- 
way which extends 
from 3, 4, and 5 to- 
wards the river. 

Receives overflow from 
4 and 5, and when 
spouting throws the 
water into waves. 

Spouts irregularly 2 to 
4 feet. 

Light-blue pool. 

Double spring, with 
beautiful blue cavern 
at one end and white 
basin at the other. 

Bubbles and spurts from 
one foot to two feet. 

A small pool on the edge 
of the river on a 
mound of geyserite. 

No. 2. Coral Spring (Plate XX XIII).—This is perhaps the principal 
spring of the group, and it is certainly one of the handsomest in the 
Shoshone Basin. 
feet, and in width measures 3843 feet. 
yellow in color with gray and orange tinted shallow pools just outside 
the ornamented edge. 

which also border the lemon-yellow-colored outlet. 

The basin of the spring in its greatest length is 55 
This basin is shallow and light 

In the center is a pit or bowl about 15 feet in 
diameter and 12 feet deep. In this the water is of a sky-blue tint, con- 
trasting most beautifully with the color of the surrounding basin. The 
edge or rim is handsomely ornamented with coral-like and rosette masses, 

Gray, yellow, and 
blue are the colors presented in this spring. The temperature in the 
center was 177° at the surface, and 178° four feet below. 
the spring steams slightly, but was quiet when examined. 
belongs to the class of quiet pools. 

At one side of the spring limbs of trees were found which had evi- 
dently been soaked in the water for a considerable time. 

The surface of 
It probably 

They were 
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coated with a hard sugary-looking coating of silica, beneath which the 
fiber of the wood had been converted into a pure white pulp resembling 
the pulp seen in paper-mills. The water from the Coral Spring pours 
into the next one, No. 3. 

Nos. 3 and 4. Three Crater Spring.—This is an expansion of the water- 
way from the Coral Spring, and in the shallow basin thus formed there 
are three principal spring openings, besides three or four miner ones. The 
basin is almost square at the corners and measures 264 by 264 feet. It 
is greenish yellow in color and the spring openings are white. The 
temperatures in the latter are 160° F. in the opening nearest the base of 
the hill and the outlets, 151° F. in the central orifice, and 179° I’. in the 
one to the left, which has a scalloped border. There are two main out- 
lets; the one nearest the hills passes to the left of spring No. 5, and 
spreads out on the terraces at springs No. 7 and No. 8. This is lemon 
yellow in color, while the other is deep red, and passes to the right of 
No. 5, and gradually spreads out on the terraces, turning to the right. 
These terraces are composed of shallow basins with crenulated edges. 
They are stained red and gray, and reach almost to the edge of the river 
from springs 5, 7, and 8. 

No. 5. In the table there are two temperatures given. The first one 
(148° F.) is the temperature of the spring, while the other (165° F.) is 
the temperature in a hole just back of it, near the right-hand water out- 
let of No. 3. 

Nos. 6, 7, and 8 do not deserve special mention. 
No. 9. Wave Spring.—This is a small circular pool with a creamy 

white basin. Itreceives water from Nos. 3 and 5 and pulsates with oc- 
casional spurts of water. No. 1.is on the water-way leading from No. 9. 

No. 10. In the center of a yellow basin measuring 8 by 9 feet is a gray 
hole 2 feet diameter and 3 feet deep, from which the water spouts irree- 
ularly to the height of 3 or 4 feet; the surface temperature is 199° F., and 
at 2 feet below the surface it is 206°. The outlet is beautifully colored 
with red and yellow, which grows less vivid as it recedes from the spring. 

No. 11. Flake Spring was named from the flaky masses of broken 
deposit seen at the upper end of the spring; a light blue pool is at one 
side of the basin. 

Nos. 12 and 13. Blue Glass Spring.—This spring was named from the 
color of the water in the deep pool at one end of it. The entire basin 
measures 39 by 12 feet. At the lower end is a circular white hole 53 
by 6 feet, which is the upper end of a white velvety-coated funnel; it is 
nearly 9 feet deep, and a quiet spring, with a temperature of 168° F. at the 
surface and 1983° F. seven feet below. At the opposite end is a cavern- 
like spring, or pool, of a deep-biue color. It measures 12 by 8 feet, and 
is9or10feet deep. Its surface temperature is 196° F. and at 8 feet below 
it is 19949 F. 1t is quiet, and separated from the rest of the basin by a 
fringe of geyserite. From the latter to the spring first described there 
extends a shallow grey-white basin from 2 to 3 inches deptn. This basin 
extends around the funnel-shaped orifice. This spring probably belongs 
to the class of quiet springs, as there is no evidence of its being a geyser, 
nor did we ever see it even boiling. 

No. 14 (Plate XX XIII a) in an oval spring 9 feet long by 5 feet wide 
and 44 feet deep. It has araised yellow beaded rim of 6 inches to a foot 
height, and is constantly agitated, spurting to a foot or two above the 
crater. Thesurface temperature is 197° F., and at 3 feet below the sur- 
face is 2019 F. It is some distance back of No. 12, to which the over- 
flow pours over a terraced water-way. 
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NORTH GROUP. 

The springs included under this group are situated on the continua- 
tion of the mound on which the South Group is located. Towards the 
north it slopes gradually to the level of the Yellow Crater Group. The 
slopes towards the river are not so steep as in the south portion of the 
mound, and a number of the springs are near theriver-level. There are 
some 47 springs included in the table, of which only a few are given on 
the map in the report for 1872. Professor Bradley, in the report, simply 
mentions the group, as follows: 

On the opposite [west] side of the creel is a broad terrace of the siliceous spring 
deposits, upon which stand several small mounds very prettily ornamented, from 1 foot 
to 2 feet high, whose pools boil considerably, and evidently spout occasionally, thongh 
no one of them was seen in eruption. One of these, near the creek and nearly oppo- 
site to Minute-Man, is shaped like a conch-shell and strongly colored with iron, and 
was called Iron Conch Geyser. 

The spring mentioned by Professor Bradley could not be identified, 
as none of those near the river, opposite the Minute-Man, answer the 
description. The Bronze Geyser is strongly colored with iron, but the 
shape does not agree. In the following table all the springs of the group 
are noted : 

Table of the North Group. 

FI 5 g 
£2 a £ 

‘ : = Es aE 
No. Name. Size of spring. g3 22 aa Remarks. 

ES aa ao 
ea 3 ® 
M QA A 

OF, OF, OF. 
oe Seen ae oe oseE a2by 3 feet ..-..... Cl GSH eats CASE Le 70 | ais a constant spouter. 

b7 by 10 feet......-. Del eS) ees sas daceteee ---| 0bhas a raised beaded 
rim, yellow and white. 
There are 5 other open- 
ings. 

2 | FissureSpring| Fissure 3 feet 9 AGTD eee Seale esate | 70 | Thereare3 holes besides 
inches by 1 foot. the main fissure. 

4) lschsoehecsoae bod 9 by 6 feet; 5 feet 162 | 3 feet below, 167 | 70 | White-lined pool, with 
deep. | yellow-lined -water- 

way. 
4 eee eciac.so=s = 84 feet diameter; 6 190 | 4 feet below, 199 | 70 | Almost circular white- 

feet deep. ! lined pool, with scal- 
loped edge. It is a 
gentle boiler. 

D) | comeepteeeeeme/= = 20 by 30 inches. 140 ose sete eee 70 | Small red and green 
moss-lined pool, near 
adeadmound. Slight 
bubbling noted. 

6 | Glen Spring-..| 453 by 20 or 30 feet; 160% eae eee eae 70 | Irregular in shape, with 
6 feet deep at deep- water rising and fall- 
est. ing. Oneof Fthe hand- 

somest springs in the 
region. 

7 |bBrownSponge| a7 by 10% feet ....-. @ 189 | a9feet below, 197; 70 | @ is a yellow pool. 
b 43 by 5 feet ; 24 feet b 181 | b4 foot below, 190|.--.| bis lined with brown 

globular masses, and 
the water has periodic 
risings and fallings. 

8 | Yellow Sponge | 8 by 14 feet outside. |\*189and 196 |.............-.--- 70 Spouts several feet 
above the crater, which 
is light yellow. The 
water splashes irreg- 

deep. 

ularly. 
Sh peace ates oa oem Wissure 1 debt VO |weceue ca sock bus ace wns esoecies emus Beuweun 8 and 9 are two 

inches long. holes, one of which is 
ageyser vent. Below 
9 is a third hole. 

JD \iGcenceeocneaces 4 openings in space Co Hl bes ap a Ae 70 | @ is a small spouter, 
of 2 Le 4 feet. throwing water 6 

inches to a foot; cis3 
by 5 feet. 

* During eruption it is 199. 
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Table of the North Group—Continued. 

g : : 
; me as Be 

No. Name. Size of spring. ek $s oa 
a8 ae gS 
am 3 o 
2) A a 

oR, OF. OF, 
11 | Velvet Spring ry 19 feet; 8 feet 198 | 6 feet below, 198 | 70 

eep. 

; 

D2 oeseteh hes a9 by 20feet........ GMO sieeceecieoseence see 70 

b4by 7 feet; 8 feet () TGR} |JEacasossédosccoasalleoue 
deep. 

13 | Geyser......--. a 83 feet diameter; 8 198s sons See eee 70 
to 9 feet deep. OMSSitow 94u |e eecteae ssc eel eee 

b 204 by 16 feet. 
Te ee scqsboecesooce a7 teet by 1 foot 9 @ 1984)---------- owen ne 70 

inches. 
[5iilworseeu bn waween 4k by 6 feet -..-..... *192- >a below: surface, | 70 

1G ilesasadoobccouse= 7 by Bifeob saat o a @ 178}|------ Rese ORES 70 
b 178 

17 |b Bronze Gey- | @ 5 by 64 feet--...... GID |leecococcesasodeone 70 
ser. 

b 54 feet long........|.........--- b 2 feet down, 197|.... 

OP yy BIRO SacoSasulleconcdtcas os lanoosansecaoesododlsesc 
UG |loosossoccossena: 3 feet by 3 feet 10 BY (| Eeeapeccees pdeoode 60 

inches. 
19 |. --- cence cece |---- + ~~ ee ne | ccc cee n ne monn e een e ee eeeee-|---- 
PD) |losacososonoasee= 5 by 7 feet ..-....... ANY |losocbooocssosesose||socis 

21 | Lion Geyser-.-..| 17 by 17 feet ........ TER locates acasdocassec 60 

QO e eee 4 by 5 feet .....-.... IBY/, IlecosooscscKessedes 60 

D8) |Lideeisee ae terecls 2 feet 9 inches by 18 TS |lsconas csscoassoces 60 
inches .......-... 4 

DAN RP Recs cocci 63 by 8 feet; 3 feet TEL \losocdoccsecoscooas 60 
deep. . 

Ppl sce sobobEoneeseSe 6 by 23 feet; 23 feet TEM, scadaodcennessds6s 60 
é deep. 

Tileseaccansocucsa] Space 3 feet wide --. IG Josacosossssosossse 66 

BY |lososcqsnoaséacec 1 foot 10 inches by 3 NOY) Hecoscoseasescococs 66 
inches. 

DB ler ecieeva seis Sua 4 by 6 feet .........- 199 | 6 feet below, 200 | 66 

BM) |oaaccacoaoasccss 3% feet diameter; 8 GD) |lsncoseoseucosodeas a65 
inches deep. 

BY oaconeeocacssaos 10 by 15 feet .-...-..- Ge ogasacoodancooess a6 

Gl osescsososocedce 54 by 104 feet ....... IEB) |laccopdccoecsoteses oc5 

32 | Frill Spring...| 5 by 7 feet; 9 feet 192 | 7k feet below, 199! 66 
deep. 

33 | Pearl Spring ..| 5 feet 3 inches by 74 185 | 18 inches below, | 66 
feet. . 187. 

34 |-.-------------- 2 feet by 2 inches -.- DOW eee ee ce ee 

BY) |oooosencasOSGode 2 by 5 feet ........-- 195))| sue seleeeeecisesecalincters 

* Near eruption, 199. 

Remarks. 

Beautiful white-lined 
spring, with pool-like 
basin at one end. 
Spouts and boils at the 
spring end. 

a has basim at one end 
and spring at other. 

bis. a white-lined pool, 
somewhat irregular in 
shape. 

b is a géyser; spouts 
from 4 to 20 feet. 

Two small holes beside, 
near 45. 

A geyser throwing water 
a foot or two. 

Two circular gray and 
white pools, separated 
by flakes of geyserite, 
each about 3 or 33 feet 
diameter. 

@ is beautiful gold-lined 
spring. 

bisa geyser with bronze 
ornamentation; d isa 
sputtering cone. 

eis clear spring. 
Oval quiet spring. 

Several openings in ba- 
sin; the principal one 
is a black spouter. 

There are two openings, 
separated by Hlalzy de- 
posit; openings are 
about 2 feet diameter. 

Quiet, green and red 
lined pool. 

Two springs are on each 
side of 23; one is 2 feet 
by 2 feet 10 inches, the 
other 43 by 5 feet. 

White, bubbling basin, 
in which the water is 
23 feet below the top. 

‘White-lined hole. 

A number of small holes 
near the river. 

Fissure-like spring. 

White cavern-like 
spring, boiling and 
bubbling. 

-| Beaded bubbler. 

.| Receives water from 
group about No. 20. 

.| Gray basin, with globu- 
lar masses lining it... 

White basin, with frill 
edge. Sends water to 
3 33. 

Beautiful white, pearly 
basin. Red-lined out- 
let; receives overflow 
from 32. 

Probably an  under- 
ground connection 
with No. 33. 

Bulging spring. 
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Table of the North Group—Continued. 

ee 
“3 Hs aH 

No. Name. Size of spring. 28 $3 a8 Remarks. 
So as eS 
BR, [->) S| 
i=) o o 

RD A sa 

oF. OF, OF, 
BUn nec secas access a@ 23 by 43 feet ....-. Cy SSi eee ee sees te calaaee Two gray pools, about a 

b 6 by 64 feet b 190 foot deep each. 
37 | Grotto Spring | 5 by 6 feet ........-- 192 | 4 feet below, 201 |---.| White scalloped basin, 

: with yellow water- 
way. 

Bt easecnoemacasnoS 3 by 5 feet ---......- pissnsectezec nonponocecenoscng||asce Dead pool. 
SOR Reece Reese 3 feet 4 inches by 34 IEP eee ead cosoeeoeeeds| ascs Quiet, gray pool, with 

feet. water 2 feet below top. 
Bubbles a little at 
times. 

i le-seaeecaroesecse OpendineSmcOVeryA1G | Sectemstantaatel=| eae ese eers ee aaa eis Four openings, one evi- 
by 114 feet. dently the crater of 

an old geyser. 
yA) ESS Ses arena 11 by 14 feet; 23 feet OO) ee Reser Momentos artes Pool almost played out. 

eep. Sputters at one point. 
GAME Sac oee o Sa cecits a 44 feet diameter. -. 1B eee sceeesoucoaEeE|leecn a is yellow-lined. 

b9 by 9 feet......-.. LODE Romeo cciee serve celesiais b is white-lined. 
42 | Funnel Spring | a 4 by 12 feet..-.-... C1 Ola me coeecsoooboosdlosae a is a yellow-lined vio- 

; lent bubbler. 
b 10 by 15 feet....... b 193 | bSfeet down, 199|.--.| bis alight-blue spring. 

Steam escapes in vol- 
umes. 

43 63 by 8 feet ......-..- 1350] Bosamen socicneeaes eee Dirty-yellow pool. 
44 |, 7 by 9 feet .---.--..- TICES ea i ga .|....| Near 41; white-lined. 
at, | pee eA eoccipecosc) RES eEcoccccUDHOsooodee DLQ0 Silica coveiaerstsee = .|....| Two spntter-holes near 

b 209 No. 14. 
AGAlen wocccsiae css a a5 by 63 feet ......- GIGS) eo se aiee aces oe aelteee There are a number of 

b Small hole......... b 168 holes, nearly all dead. 
Principal temperature 
taken. 

197 ) 
200 
140 | 
135 
161 
135 : 

. Collection of mud pots 
47 | Mud Springs..|..-.---.+-. hes eC us ARGS aE Lae aa lie and holes in grass. 

| 184 
164 
187 
157 
182 J 

DESCRIPTION. 

No. 6. Glen Spring.—This, which is the largest spring of the group, is 
the one marked Big Hot Basin on the map of 1872. It is a beautiful 
green basin 454 feet long, situated in a gulch at the foot of the hills 
some distance back of the other springs of the group. Itis irregular in 
shape, butis about 20 to 30 feet wide. Thereis acentral bowl, or basin, 
measuring 4 by 8 feet, which is 6 feet deep. From this center the water 
bulges at intervals which were not determined. On one of our visits 
the basin surrounding it was empty, and at another time it was bulging 
and the basin was full. It was at this time that the temperature of 
160° F., given in the table, was obtained. When active there is a strong 
overflow, which flows from the spring in a beautiful deep-red trough- 
like outlet bordered with rosette-like masses of gray, brown, and white 
geyserite. The coloring in the basin of the spring is very handsome, 
delicate tints of gray, pink, and yellow being intermingled. The border 
around it is scalloped and ornamented with masses of deposit. 

No. 7. Brown Sponge (Plate XX XIV).—This is the Brown Crater of 
Bechler’s 1872 map, and is a peculiar opening in the surface. It is best 
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appreciated by reference to the illustration engraved from a photo- 
graph. There is no raised crater, but a hole bordered by dark-brown 
spongy-looking masses of siliceous sinter, or geyserite. They are irregu- 
larly globular in shape, and the outer edge is ‘bordered with flaky masses 
like many of the springs. The orifice of the spring is 44 by 5 feet, and 
24 feet deep. In this the water appears very dark, althoug gh really clear. 
It has a temperature of 181° F. at the surface and 190° at the depth 
of a foot and a half, and rises and falls at intervals not determined. It 
is a boiling spring, being in active ebullition whenever seen by us. The 
illustration shows it when the water has receded. Back of the crater is 
a yellow pool, a of No. 7 in the tablegiven above. Thesprings present 
no evidence of any connection between them. 

No. 8. Yellow Sponge.—This spring was named from the irregular 
yellow masses which line the inside of the basin. It is evidently not a 
true geyser, although the water spurts to the height of several feet 
above the top of the crater, or mound, in which itis. The latter is © 
beautifully beaded, rising a few inches above the general level. The 
water rises and falls in the basin and is in constant agitation, splashing 
and spouting irregularly. The temperature in this basin was 196 when 
the water was low and 199 when it was spouting. The temperature, 
189, given under No. 8 in the table, was taken in the opening immediately 
back of the Yellow Sponge, which is on the same mound. There are 
several openings which are smaller. 

No. 11. Velvet Spring (Plate XXX V).—This is a very handsome rect- 
angular spring with rounded edgesand a crenulated border, or rim, 6 
inches high. The total length of the spring is 19 feet and the width 
about 11 feet. The spring has two portions. That in the front portion 
of the basin is a cavern-like hole 63 by 11 feet, and 8 feet deep. The 
water in this appears of a beautiful light- blue tint and has a tempera- 
ture of 198° F. both at the surface and 6 feet below. Back of this and 
occupying the remainder of the basin is a white, velvety platform, over 
which the water is only a few inches deep. Scattered over this plat- 
form are small, yellow, mushroom-like masses of geyserite which reach 
just above the surface of the water. In front of the spring are a num- 
ber of small, shallow basins, and back is a terraced waterway which 
carries water from springs 2 and 3 3 to this one. When the temperatures 
given in the table were taken the spring was quiet, but it has periods 
of active boiling and spouting, although not a true geyser. 

No. 13. Bead Geyser.—This geyser has a typical basin, which is 16 by 
203 feet, in the center of which there is an orifice measuring 14 by 2 feet 
4inches. It was seen in eruption three times, throwing the water from 
10 to 20 feet. The temperature when the water was rising was 188° F. 
At another time the temperature was 194° F., and when spouting it was 
196° F. Surrounding the basin are the beaded, cauliflower-like deposits 
so typical of the true | geyser basins, or bowls. Back of the geyser is a 
‘circular spring (a of table) 84 feet diameter; temperature 193° F. 

No. 15 (small geyser) is a geyser spring throwing water to the height 
of 2 to 5 feet at intervals of about 1 minute between the end and 
beginnings of spoutings, which last about 2 minutes each. . 

No. 17. Bronze Geyser (Plate XXX VI).—This is a handsome, deep, 
gold-yellow and reddish-yellow basin, with bronze ornamentation on the 
outside. There are two openings, one of which (a) is a fluctuating spring 
of a deep-yellow color in the interior of the basin; bis the spouter. (shown 
to the right in the plate), and is more red in color. It spouts 2 or 3 feet 
when the basin is full. It is constantly agitated, and probably never 
throws a definite column of water. The spring is remarkable for the 
bronze color and luster of the surrounding ornamentation. This luster 
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remains after the specimens are dry and have been kept for months. 
It is probably due to iron in the composition of the deposit. The springs 
are surrounded with nodular masses of it, the tops of which are bronzed. 
The main spring (b) is 5$ feet long and surrounded by small, shallow 
basins. Its temperature is 197 at about 2 feet below the surface. This 
spring is one of a subgroup which is near the level of the river. 

No. 21. Lion Geyser.—This is a small spouter in a basin measuring 
17 by 17 feet. The orifice of the spouter is about 2 feet in diameter. 
There is another opening of about the same size. The water is spurted 
diagonaliy to a considerable height from beneath a flaky deposit; the 
interval was not determined. On the 16th of August it spurted about 
half-past 12, the eruption lasting about 2 minutes. On the 25th it was 
noted three times as follows: 9 a.m., 9.40 a. m., 10.42 a. m; the intervals 
here being 40 minutes and 1 hour and2 minutes. On the 26thtwo erup- 
tions were noted as follows: 12.58 p. m., 1.29 p. m., showing an interval of 31 
minutes. The observations, however, were insufficient to deduce any 
conclusions. Temperatures were 186° F. in geyser, 156° I’. in outer open- 
ing. 

No. 32. Frill Spring.—This was named from the white, frill like edge 
on the inner spring. The outer edge of the outer spring is yellow and 
gray, bordered with rosette-like masses which extend into the white-lined 
water outlet; surface temperature 192° I., 73 feet below the surface; 199° 
F. Water goes to 33 from this spring. 

No. 33. Pearl Spring, named from the white, pearly basin with rosette 
edge. <A red-lined outlet carries away the surplus water. The spring 
is irregular in shapeand has asurfacetemperature of 185, which increases 
to 187 at a-depth of 18 inches below the surface. 

YELLOW CRATER GROUP. - 

The Yellow Crater Group designates a small scattered group of springs 
that are located back of the marshy area on the west side of the creek, 
opposite the Little Giant Group. The spring from which we have 
named the group was so called on Mr. Bechler’s Map of 1872. 

No. 1. Yellow Crater Spring is a white, funnel-shaped basin with an 
orange-yellow rim, on the summit of a geyserite mound. Near itis a 
second mound, in which the spring is now extinct. 

In the marshes below the springs enumerated in the table following 
this there are a number of spring holes concealed in the grass. The 
group as a whole is unimportant, containing no geysers, and the reader 
is referred to the table for particulars in regard to the springs included 
under it. 

No 7 is probably the Boiling Pond of Bechler’s 1872 map. 

Table of the Yellow Crater Group. 

el g 

2g (2. 
No. Size of spring. 28 53 Remarks. 

> el 
go Be 
ee 2 n is 

oF, 
1 | 6 feet diameter, 34 feet deep. 154 72 | White, funnel-shaped basin, with orange-yellow 

rim, on a geyserite mound. 
2 | 40 by 56 inches.............. 173 72 | Brownish-gray pool 
8) Li byiiSiteeteec. ones se een 1504 72 | Yellow pool, Pat one end, with holes in the bot- 
| tom. There are sulphur oozes and mud holes 

in the grass below the sprins. 
4 | 3 feet diameter.-..-........-. 145 72 | This is a yellow and reddish pool, with an active 

a 15 inches by 18 inches .... a 163 hole close by and several other small openings 
OismallMoless cesses. we sus b 190 between it and No. 5. 
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Table of the Yellow Crater Group—Continued. 

- >) 
=I Es |2 

=| 3 .y 
No. Size of spring. oe ao Remarks. 

oF Ete 
eo ge 
5 —) 3) 
DR i= 

oF. 

5 | Small holes ...............-. § tek 72 | The prveipal spring is a small geyser cone sur- 
6 rounded by a number of small pools. 
; 33 by 43 feet .--.......-..--- Nottaken.|...... Pearly and red geyserite. 
9 834 by 30 feet ...........----| Nottaken |...... Large red pool with springs at one end. 

4% by 13 feet, 4feet deep ..--. AGO eee ce ela yellow basin. Hole at one end spouts 
a little. F 

10 162 : ! : 
6 feet by 74 feet..--........- WA Sasea56 There are 5 sputtering holes in a basin, and out- 

; 198 side are two, a and b. 
a 1 foot diameter............ a170 ‘ 

lu b 1 foot diameter..... E 6 195 
a9 feet long .... One a 190 72 | aisafissure. Between 9 and 11 are other springs 
b 34 feet long ............... b 190 and vents; 11 has a red-lined outlet. 

13/2 23 by 34 feet........-....-- e195 

14 } Ma erelse ate siale aleie sic cia nehene clara tte eeec el cece Simply oozes in the marsh, where it is impossi- 
ble to define springs. 

RECAPITULATION. 

The following is a recapitulation of the springs of the Shoshone Geyser 
Basin: 

: 3 
2 ao 
a | #8 
& aa 

Group. a 23 
Se oy 
=) ag 

é 2 
A se 

OF, 
Orion esse ene ae ae eae ELEN owe sine sac ciswucanlece aus suet Sacer Cameras cements 32 | 198 to 200 
OBRINT soodoocesbosoade saococcosundud ann oboBasaSbON Sac sucSangenscosesSsacnedocc0erooar 7 192 
VOTERS) MTERN 6 55 sooo 0d emoaGd noo Ro oNdoDEOgaONS asoRNE cunSHondoDdGDoHSSenoSoOUDSSOSOD2 35 197 
ISG) (ERE. 6 ssoeccoosacoco noo ood cosHnD Sang code aba saps ooodsoHdnond cooonsdas soDeG00e 22 197 
Soihainirie Je0 GS) - op codcodsecano nooo pasbadsaSoboas SodoDTOdE HoDcSs oops oSedSssoosscasase 25 195 
SINE) So sca6 caaeao deebon caso booddonsesadSs cagGaeaogno55 Kdndda das oUDoORSADSSEOOSGOoOc 17 194 
IEIR@ soccooeudeeonee cagace seca So osouEdoodOSd ODS SSoHUSaSSbdsHsdoanaoSodia’ adossooscose 25 195 
AVGRIISIEN Scco55 So onosooce ceSooN Condado CocSoURoSanHedaS soboHOOSSsacanCOSSSOSeBcoSsasee5 56 2014 
Tsland.... Bee reoenacsoroshenouanas oaodenadospabuoedodos 15 199 
SOMA 5605 so ncosoco saeco oHocoasooongOeHoRc ao dsagSDEQTaGonSoDSsasSSanchSSCoSusSsHoaCE 16 199 
ISIGHT A 5 335 soo oas SoanociconoS Sono oo boSoNOT OBS EES SOdaaHE De cooscoosébooBUGHoodoSduDedaas 69 209 
Weal CHE peso obo dan scoo sc noua booteséocsoo po onSsccooKUnsKDeseSédnooHdascecosoes 32 198 

AM, =A osondcoooas cadsdcnoooone Sood Sano ob soqSNSddosdeSa sa sodotiocoDacOsScinsSib0 Siti) ose sooonoss> 

The following is a list of the geysers that are known to spout: 

Geysers of the Shoshone Basin. 

Name. Interval. Duration. Max. height. Remarks. 

LOHMGIN SoAocooKe About 5 days.| 5to8min.center cone; | 114 feet center | Has two or three periods, sep- 
10 to 13 min. north cone; 59 feet arated by three to eight 
cone. north cone. hours. 

Minute Man ...| 35sec. to3 min-| 2 to 30 sec..-..---..--. 23 teehee sence There appears to be intervals 
of quiet longer than noted 
here. 

Little Bulger ..| 12 to 14 min...| 1 to 2 min............- 10 feet ..-..... 
Little Giant....| About 2 erup- | 12 to 25 min........... 50 feet ..--.--- 

tions daily. 
SmalliGey ser eee see eee teseeicee ce cesisecieiacar 20feeb =o. Time not taken. 
Bead see as isan Saconaase AY WV sob adcodonbooses Sifeet sas : 
IBLONZOs cee esos | ce sees seceeinel ema celtreceniaen me erecelala Sifeet, -. 222.2. Probably true eruption not 

seen. 
Trion ee sess SO0Mminee tots) 2 maineeeeee eee eee ee 10 feet ..-...-. 

hour. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

HEART LAKE GEYSER BASIN. 

The Heart Lake Basin includes a number of springs at the northeast 
base of the Red Mountains, on Witch Creek, a tributary of Heart Lake, 
and a small group near the Lake Shore. 
History.—The earliest description of these springs that I ean find is 

in Captain Barlow’s report of the trip to the mountain named by him 
Mount Sheridan. In Lieutenant Doane’s report,* Messrs. Washburn 
and Langford are said to have visited a group of springs near this neigh- 
borhood, but I cannot decide positively whether they were the hot 
springs at the head of Witch Creek or not. Lieutenant Doane says: 

Messrs. Washburn and Langford took a southerly direction [from Yellowstone Lake], 
toward the base of Yellow Mountain, for a distance of 11 miles. They saw from the 
divide the lake from which Snake River issues, also a small lake at an elevation of 
800 feet above it. Beyond this divide they became entangled in an immense swampy, 
brimstone basin, miles in extent, abounding in sulphur springs, small geysers, and 
steam jets. The ground was covered with tuta, or calcareous (?) deposits ina thin 
scale, overlying hot, white mud. Mr. Langford’s horse broke through several times, 
coming back plastered with the white substance and badly scalded. They were un- 
able to penetrate to the lake on account of the instability of the footing. 

The lake mentioned must have been one of three, viz, Heart Lake, 
Lewis’s Lake, or Shoshone Lake, and of the three I think it must have 
been Heart Lake. Ifthe whitemud springs, near the head of Witch Creek, 
were encountered first, they might well deter the further progress of 
horsemen, as even on foot one is obliged to be extremely careful in his 
movements. All the known springs of Lewis’s Lake and Shoshone Lake 
are on the western or southwestern sides of the lakes. It is possible 
that the springs encountered by Washburn and Langford were on some 
branch of Heart Lake other than Witch Creek. There is, however, no 
doubt that the Witch Creek Springs are the ones mentioned by Captain 
Barlow.t He says: 

The trail, after it was found, was not very plain, being so greatly scattered in some 
places that it was almost impossible to trace it. It led over a low divide, separating 
a small stream upon which we had camped, and which flows into the Yellowstone 
Lake, from the valley, descending towards the south, and whose waters flow into the 
Snake River. This valley eventually joins another coming in from the northwest, 
through which flows a warm creek supplied from a large group of springs along its 
borders. This stream is 20 feet across, 18 inches in depth, and empties into the small 
lake [Heart Lake] at the base of the high, snow-covered mountain [afterwards named 
Mount Sheridan] seen in the morning. 

He also speaks of the springs near the lake, and on the next page (35) 
again speaks of the Witch Creek Springs, as follows: 

I followed the valley of the Warm Creek flowing into the lake near our camp. This 
stream has arapid descent for 2 miles, and is fed by hundreds of hot and boiling springs 
of the same general character as those previously described. I saw some traces of 
sulphur, and also indications of geysers, though none were playing. 

In 1872 Professor Bradley saw the springs while ascending Mount 
Sheridan, and mentions them thus: 

As we occasionally looked back we saw beneath us, on our left, the large cluster 
of hot springs which occupies the head of the valley of the longest tributary of Heart 
Lake, and, beyond, caught glimpses of Yellowstone Lake. 

*Senate Ex. Doc., No. 51, 41st Congress, 3d session, p. 24. 
tCaptain Barlow’s Report, pp. 33, 34, and 35, Senate Ex. Doc. Nv. 6 42d Congress, 

2d session. : 

19 H, PT II 
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In 1873 Professor Comstock visited the group which he describes 
under the head of “Thermal Springs at northeast base of Red Mountains, 
on source of Heart Lake.”* He says: 

We passed a number of interesting springs along the banks of the stream, but the 
largest and most powerful members of the group were only seen at a distance. This 
collection has never been carefully examined, and it is probable that many new facts 
of value will yet be gathered here, if one may judge from the peculiarities of the two 
following bowls, which received some special attention. 

He then described some springs which I have tried to identify. (See 
Witch Creek Springs farther on.) He also says: 

Many other bowls were observed than those described, some of which were of good 
size and quite clear, others turbid but not pasty, and a few veritable simmering sol-- 
fataras, besides a large number which were only seen in the distance while climbing 
‘the peak which directly overlooks them. : 

We examined the springs of the Heart Lake Basin, in 1878, under dis- 
advantages. We arrived at Heart Lake late on the evening of Septem- 
ber 3 in a rain storm that continued for two days, so that our work was 
interrupted. We left early on the 7th, so that we had only one full work- 
ing day in which the springs had to be mapped, described, and their 
temperatures taken. It was therefore impossible to make the map com- 
plete. The springs have not all been identified on the accompanying 
sketch map, as I was obliged to work independently of my colleague, 
Mr. Mushbach, but the principal springs are indicated. The Rustic 
Group had previously been mapped by Mr. Gannett, but a large group 
on one of the northern branches of Witch Creek was not visited, and 
does not appear on the map. 

Geology.—The rocks of the Red Mountain Range and surrounding 
country are voleanic, being trachytic in their nature. Mr. Holmes’s re- 
port will doubtless contain more specific information in regard to the 
rocks of the region. ' ‘ 3 

In the valley of Witch Creek, near the lower end of the caiion, I ob- 
served a conglomerate or breccia composed of angular fragments of 
voleanie rocks. Near the head of the creek, clay banks give rise to 
numerous mud springs, although the general character of the springs is 
siliceous, derived from the underlying volcanic rocks through which the 
water first passes. Sulphur is abundant in these springs, and the sides 
of the gulches are stained by the oxidized iron of the deposits. Near one 
of the springs or pools of the Upper Group, on Witch Creek, some in- 
teresting specimens of hardened deposit were obtained, which were com- 
posed of layers of red and white deposit, which in place had the appear- 
ance of stratified rock. The Heart Lake Basin presents an interesting 
field for the chemical geologist, the deposits varying quite a good deal 
from those of the other basins of the Park in their physical features. 

WITCH CREEK SPRINGS. 

Witch Creek is the largest tributary of Heart Lake, and drains the 
nothern slopes of Red Mountain, which is the northern peak of the Red 
Mountain Range. It is a warm creek, deriving alarge part of its water 
from the hot springs along its banks. It is about 44 miles in length, 

*Report woon the Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, &c. By Wm. A. 
Jones, p. 239. 
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and at the lowerend flows with a most tortuous course through a marsh 
to the lake. The following temperatures were taken in the creek: ° 

C) r-) 
5 5 

" 3 F a4 
Location. 5 Time. aS 

& aH 
| BS 

$ c*) Oo 

i= Bi? 

oF. | oF. 
Above the Upper Group ....- eee eee eee eee ee 63 | 12.30p.m- 57 
Opposite springs 6 and 7 of Fissure Group..--...-.-..-..-------------------- TOD osae sh gacscclled sone 
On branch from No. 18 of Fissure Group ---...-..---..--.---------------.---- UPB ios nocnseese|jooscae 
Below junction of branch from No. 18, Fissure Group.........-..-.----.----- 1095 | occ ee aa eee 
Immediately below all springs of Fissure Group......-..-..------.-2-------- 120" |i Sessa as Sosa 
JN TOG) NE) 1 8G GIG) (Ren Pe oo os See ees Se Shes O seep e cares seo Sp SopSH ees SsebSao5 113 | 10a.m...- 53 
Opposite the Puwer G NOM yee a= aae eee oe anl= mm aiealclm alma miaslels sieniole oe =ia[oen nn 8 | 4p. m-.. 68 
Lilie ii Dayan (Gh o cacodgs sone sosnece cag oacinocacsmopasospsbacoosssaos 83) co. ceeeeeealeeenies 
ION GS Gee enh asec cossosncedcase Bindesene s6tn osc Sanu eseCoH acess 18) cocoa eee 
Lake opposite creek: .. 2. 2-2. nance ene wenn nn ene eens enn ne ene wee en sees (WG) |Jooaesesacess 59 

At no point below the Upper Group did we find the water of the 
ereek drinkable. For the purpose of description, I find it convenient to 
divide the springs on Witch Creek into four groups, viz, Upper Group, 
Fissure Group, Middle Group, and Lower Group, which will be described 
in the order here given. 

UPPER GROUP. 

This group of springs consists largely of mud holes, steam vents, and 
solfataras. The upper springs are between 300 and 400 feet above the 
level of the lake. The collection at Nos. 1 and 2 is made up largely of 
steam vents and mud holes. They extend up the slopes of the hills on 
both sides of the creek, which are brilliantly colored with reds, greens, 
yellows, and purple, on white grounds. . 

In No.3 steam escapes at one end with a thumping noise. Below the 
hills in which Nos. 3 and 4 are situated, the creek enters a narrow 
canon-like ravine, from which it flows with an abrupt turn to the left 
around a platform of geyserite on which the Spike Geyser (No. 5) is 
located. This geyser or spring will be best understood by a reference 
to the accompaning illustration (Plate XX XIX). The highest cone is 
about 2 feet and beautifully beaded, as are also all the smaller cones. 
This bead-like formation has a pearly luster. The water spurts con- 
stantly from small holes in the tops of the cones. Below the geyser, 
near the edge of the stream, is a white pool (e) from which a bridge of 
deposit extends over the creek. The outside of this white pool is brill- 
iant in its coloring. Orange, lemon-yellow, and salmon colors are 
streaked on a milk-white ground in the utmost profusion, as though 
some painter had emptied pots of paint over the hard sediment from the 
springs. The table accompanying will give the temperatures observed. 
On the opposite side of the creek from the Spike Geyser is a ravine in 
a clay bank of brilliant greens and reds, in which numerous steam jets 
and mud springs exist. In the flat bordering the creek the ground is 
filled with simmering holes, and resembles some huge boiling vat. 

Following down the creek we soon come to the Deluge Geyser (Plates 
XXXVI and XXX VIII), which is the handsomest basin in the group. 
It is situated at the base of a low hill, some feet above the level of the 
creek, and its overflow pours over a mound of deposit to reach the 
stream. It has an irregular-shaped basin, in which the water appears 
to have a deep bluish-gray tint. The border is handsomely ornamented 
with cushion-like masses of deposit, which are pink and yellow below 
and gray and white on top. Outside of the basin are pools of standing 
water, in which are delicate rose-colored, rosette-like masses. The 
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waterway leading from the geyser is lined with tints of salmon color 
and. lemon-yellow. The water in this geyser rises and falls regularly, 
and after the basin is full bulges slightly. It has periods of geyseric 
action, which were not determined. It was seen in action by some of 
the party, and is said by them to have sent up a splashing mass of 
water to a height of 10 or 15 feet. Above the Deluge Geyser, on the 
same side of the creek, are a number of pools and springs. Among them 
a bright-red mud pool, in which the mud is very thin and actively boil- 
ing. On the oppssite side of the creek are several active springs, and 
back of them a group (No. 10) of large pools, mud springs, and turbid 
pools. Among them is a bulging spring with a white basin and bluish- 
tinted water. 

Crossing the hill back of the Deluge Geyser and ascending the slope 
beyond to the head of a white gulch, we find a collection of steam 
holes and sizzling holes which mark the site of once very active springs. 
There are now.several bubbling springs with wine-colored basins, in 
which the escaping water makes.a sound like frying. Near it is a pool 
8 feet long, with a temperature of 170° F., and opposite is a yellowish- 
lined pot 3 feet in diameter, with a dozen or more simmering spots with 
temperatures of 1779 F. Above are holes with temperatures of 165° F., 
and below a clay mass full of simmering spots. These springs are about 
500 feet above the level of the lake. Just below them is a large white 
flat, in which are about 24 mud cones from a foot to 2 feet in height, 
most of them white, some are tipped with red and yellow. Most of them 
are dry, others steam or spit out mud, and in the flat around them are 
steam vents and simmering holes. 

The following table gives the springs of the group: 

Table of the Upper Group— Witch Creek Springs. 

a 
3 oa 
a n 5 

Number and name. Size, &e. ae | os Remarks. 
Ed | 2e 
a ae 

Tl HOG! Bec ensosaseaaccccdllassnces. snoegnosodnnaueoosconeds||>caccocollocoose Mud pots and steam vents. 
Dace instore tatat: ai) [On GDH ao eogoseoBuoseoaed losadcacd|acnccs Pool, light mua color, pinkish 

at edges. 
Ch Soubaaasodaacuppodadd. UB Oy? WOY 3H po SasceonSscesos|loooscecs|lpoosae Light-greenish pool. 
5. Spike Geyser .--.-.-- ais cone, 2 feet high; b iscone, 196 | 12m. 

above 1 foot high; ¢ is 5 
inches in height; d is about 
6 inches high; all occupy 
space 3 fect diameter. 

Main geyser is a collection of 
spikes and cones; 6, f, and 

f A collection of yellow-lined | 197 |--....- fot holes on the same plat- 
beaded sputterers. 2 

e White pool.....-.-2.2.-5..-. e182 ).-.-.. | 
4 Small hole nearf.--..--.--.-- 4198 |.----- J 

Goocand osocadnedoseosncce @ 5 feet diameter..-........-.- @162 |.--..- Quiet bubbler in funnel-like 
basin across creek from No. 5. 

b 2 feet diameter .--.--...-.-.-. Olde leaner b is bulger. 
¢ 18 inches diameter.........-. e184 |...... chasrising and falling of water. 

Pf sadobonacoeScanSsoocn|soscab connec toscocussDasSacodaballocoscscu|lesooss Boiling spring in ravine oppo- 
site 5 and 6. ; 

8. Deluge Geyser. .-.---|---- son dioasedeHoonsoomaSebaqaooKe UE) Nocdoce Beautitul basin, with orna- 
: mented edge, and rosettes 

“bordering outside. 

9. once ee cece nee n cence en [ene c ee cence sect ee ccnenceceeres- 170 |....-- Clear-water pools, with white 
basins and white scalloped 
borders; greenish-gray tinted 
water. 

10... 2-201 o ene e eee eee] eee eee een e cece ne cece ce sence en |e eee enn -|ennaee Collection of pools, mud 
springs, and one bulging 
spring. Some are clear, 
others milky or turbid. 

be sosoosoosonsacsescoos 2 pools, each 5 feet diameter -.|......--|------ pppeste Deluge. , 
pO eer aN aEn a anya Aaa ie UE Siete ea eye 187 esses Clear white boiling spring. 
WON cir aiceiele emlace aaa Be ce ese eltecee cas sleecias aerasae @165 |....-- hite 

Bas Sieonlong wee al Bago ee far acta 7 yas 
cis 3 feet diameter--....--.---. e177 |...--- § R : 

Db hake sete se et RU SGC SULT eed a | NE ee Mnd cones below springs of 
No. 13. 

— ea 
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FISSURE GROUP. 

This group of springs (Plate XL) is located partly ona high, sloping | 
mound and partly scattered along the sides of the creek which here de- 
scends rapidly in falls and cascades. Springs Nos. 1 to 5 are situated 
ona mound of hard deposit on the right bank. The first of these springs 
is shown in Plate XLa. The summit of this mound is about 40 feet 
above the level of the creek, opposite the junction of the small branch 
carrying the water from the springs on top of the mound. An accom- 
panying plate presents a photographic view of this mound with its steam- 
ing springs, and shows spring No. 20 on the left in the foreground. The 
group extends to the point where the creek emerges from the gorge in 
the hills and enters the valley that reaches to the lake. The upper. 
part of the group is about 200 feet above the lake level, and the lower 
springs are about 90 feet lower. It is probably in this group that the 
springs described by Professor Comstock* are located. I have tried to 

_ identify the springs and have concluded that his puffing spring is No. 
20 of my catalogue. As to the sand spring, I am not so certain, although 
his description of the area in which it is situated corresponds to that 
around the group containing 23, 24, 25, &c. I had a similar experi- 
ence to that which he relates,{ as follows: Unsuspicious of the treacher- 
us nature of the subsoil, of which no indications are visible, I incau- 
tiously sprang across the creek upon the flat, when I immediately sank 
nearly to the middle in a hot quagmire, from which it was difficult to 
extricatemyself. The only result of this involuntary bath was a thorough 
soaking cf apparel, including heavy undergarments, no mud adhering 
tothe clothing. Icame upon thisareafrom the opposite side, and sank to 
my knees in the mire before I could get out of it. The turf appears“to 
have merely covered a hot marshy area which collects the water from a 
number of the springs. I have given No. 23 the name Sand Spring, as 
its location appears to agree better with Professor Comstock’s descrip- 
tion than any of the others. He describes it as follows: 

The spring referred to lies at the upper end of the depression, which is here so nar- 
rowed that its walls almost inclose the spring on three sides. There are several centers 
of ebullition near the edges, the very hot water boiling up with force, greatly con- 
taminated with white sand, with minute black grains interspersed. 

My notes do not mention the fact: of the sand boiling up with the 
water in No. 23, but as I was obliged to work here very hastily this may 
have been overlooked. I have, therefore, used Professor Comstock’s 
name, especially as his is the first published description of any of the 
springs of the group. The Hissing Spring I was unable to locate. 
Professor Comstock describes it as follows: 

Just after reaching the basin in which these springs are located, a large spring, at 
some distance down the creek, suddenly ejected a dense mass of white vapor to a 
height of perhaps 25 feet, with a rushing noise which startled us all. This may have 
been a veritable geyser, but we were unable to detect any signs of a column of water 
from our point of view, below the Puffing Spring, 100 rods distant. The eruption 
lasted for about five minutes, ceasing rather gradually. 

If I am right in locating the Puffing Spring at No. 20, and the Hiss- 
ing Spring is a hundred rods below it, the latter must be one of the 
lower springs ef the group. There is here one spring (No. 33) which is 
« constant boiler and spouter, which may have periods of steam spout- 
ting such as Professor Comstock describes. 

* Report of Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, pp. 240, 241. 
t Ibid, p. 240. 
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The following table contains nearly all the springs of the Fissure 
Group, with the temperatures that were taken: 

Table of the Fissure Group, Witch Creek Springs. 

Size and depth. 

a Number. 
1 | Fissure 17 feet long by average 

width of2 feet; a bis 2feet long; 
ed is 3 feet long. 

| Fissure 233 feet long; ais 3 feet 
| wide, 6 is narrow crack, ¢ is 18 

inches wide by 12 feet long, d 
is 1 foot diameter. 

| Fissure 27 feet long; 6, ¢,e,and g 
are on it; outside are a, d,f,g, 
A, and 7. | 

2 

4 

@ is 23 by 3 feet ..-.....----------- 
i) triangular, 18 inches on sides -.-. 

I 

@is 1 foot diameter --..........--. 
bis4 fees lon 222 SS ae coc ne 

| cis irreg 
9 4by5 feet 

15 | Triangular sides are 6, 7, and 8 feet, | 
| respectively. 

1G | od yo telenea aan oe 
174, BE hy 175 foot’ =. ---=252 = 

18 = 25 feet lone .. 2s ssaccsacee eae 

19 | 20 feet diameter ---..---.--....... ; 

20 | | Cone about 2 feet high........-.-- | 

21 | |pceznase a Oe oe ee eee | 
22 | Cone 6 inches high and throat 6 

inches wide. 

OSV ERY ft ACGh- — 45-4 enna sae ae | 
24 | 22 by 5 5 feet. 25: 55 .5-235 2 eee 
25 | Triangular, 3 feet on each side...- 

26 | Basin 8 feet diameter; spring in- 
side is 5 by 4 feet. . 

27 | a 44 feet by 18 inches-............ 
{| 6 1 foot by 6 mehes -------...-.--- | 
If) £by bfect 2-5. S20 es 2h eee | 
| See eee ee Sia icons Seas 
30 | 1 foot diameter 2-c-u--u2nsescese. j 
31 | a 12 by 18 inches-.-..........------ | 

| 6 is 18 inches diameter--.......-.. 

32 | 2 feet diameter.......-.-=---<:-:-- | 
33 | 6 by 7 feet .--.-.------------------ 

i 

oA: | 14 by 173 feet -<=2--4--- 352222 | 

Zz 

S = = = 
~ 

s 
= 
S 
= 
Ss = 
3) 
= 

1835-170 

OF. 
b182 
e198 
di70 | 
ali | b is a crack between @ and c; outside are 
5160 | small holes. 

| 
| 

Pawes 

e185 | g has strong flow of water; water from hk 
F180 | sinks; ¢,J, and i are spouters. 
g180 | 
A187 | J 
160 | On the summit of the mound; 6 is bubbling hole. 

alsT 

ee) 

y on 

These aro reall 
samo fissure. 

6192 | 
@180 | a boils ont from under edge of gey- ) Above the end 
b185 | serite; 6 is quiet white pool ; et of fissure of1, 
el77 | is connected with b. 2, and 3. 
al75 | a bulges from under deposit; ¢ has a pinkish basin, 
5178 | With rim. 
e155 
190 | Yellow hole in the lower part of the mound near 

the river. It sputters and spurts. 
ai& | ais white bordered and near theriver; 5 is a bulg- 
6190 | ing spring; ¢ hasa horn-like mass at one end 2 to 
el75 | _ 3 feet hich, evidently a crater broken down. 
185 | Receives water from No. 4 and bulges at intervals. 
170 Vee are in the gulch opposite “489, There are 
185 others in same eulch. 
190 
192  Salmon-colored; constant spouter, with basin just 

below ; spouts to a foot or more. 
165 | Clear, pink -lined pool, probably connected with No. 

15, which is just above. 
170 | Broken-looking hole, without outlet; water is 3 feet 

| from top. 
170 | Bubbles slightly: below it is a hole in the grass. 

Blue, bulging spring, with yellow-beaded border; 
the water is violently acitated. 

150 Pool with two greenish-holes; receives water from 
the mound. 

ai92 Constant bulger; wateris thrown 2or3 feet in splash- 
5190 | ing masses; there are several bulging centers and 
e185 pools on the outside. 
193 | Spurts abeve the top of cone; it is evidently agey- 

@g5 ser. @ is on the mound near the river. 
157 | Quiet, pink, purplish-edged spring near the river, 

|: below No. 20. 
195 | Geyser cone with quiet intervals; below it is a 

| Seas bole, with pools; back of it are dead 
oo 

170 | Gis gray basin. 
175 | Below No. 23 a clear spring. 
187 | Below No. 24and near No. 26; itis a boiling spouter 

in constant action. 
185 | Yellow, spongy-looking crater at the foot of bluff 

near the creek ; spouts and bulges 4 to 5 feet. 

ao } Both have clear water; 6 is constantly bubbling. 

132 | Green, turbid pool. 
182 | Back of 31on same mound; ithas a snow-white edge. 

a and b are together about 5 feet from creek; cis sat 
e175 the edge; there are other holes on the mound; 6 
iy isa quiet spring. 
ae On the edge of creek. 

Buiger constantly agitated, rewire water 2 feet 
= at intervals of a few seco 
130 Large, green pool. 

ee eee 
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DESCRIPTION. 

The springs from which the group takes its name are situated in a 
fissure on top of the mound on the right bank of the creek opposite the 
falls and cascades. The upper portion of this fissure is well shown in 

Plate XLa. It is situated at the base of the hill, and below it the de- 
posit has a steep slope to a ravine which contains several large springs. 
It is over this slope that the overflow from the fissure passes. The 
fissure as exposed on the surface is about 300 feet in length, with nu- 
merous holes and springs, of which the principal ones are given in the 
table under Nos. 1, 2,and 3. Steam escapes constantly from the fissure, 
as shown in the plate already referred to. The springs of No. 5 are 
doubtless on the line of the same fissure, which is probably continuous 
beneath the hard crust. This would give it a length of over 600 feet. 
Springs Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are also on the same mound, as shown by 
the map. 

No. 4 is a very handsome spring basin on the summit of the mound, 
and has a white basin with a yellowish edge. This is flat-bottomed, with 
a deeper, long, irregular basin in the center. There are also a number of 
extinct springs scattered over the mound. ob 

The gulch in which Nos. 10 and 11 are located has also a number of 
springs located in the bed of the stream. They are all unimportant. 
Following down the creek from these, on the left bank, we come to the 
collection comprised under Nos.12-17. Of these, No. 13 is the most inter- 
esting. It is shown in the illustration, being marked by the first steam 
column on the right side of the stream, as seen in looking at the picture. 
It is situated at the base of a rock, and has a basin bordered with salmon- 
color, pink, and greenish-yellow spongiform masses of deposit. This 
rises 2 feet above the spring at the back. Whenever seen the spring 
was in violent action, spouting to the height of a foot or two. Close to 
it is a small quiet spring. 

No. 17 is a very handsome spring, with a yellow-beaded border, in 
which the water has an indigo-blue tint. It is some distance above the 
ereek level and back from its edge. Back of the spring are numerous 
red and green tinted steam vents. The water in No. 17 has a tempera- 
ture of 185° to 190°, according to the point where it is taken, and is 
constantly and violently agitated. 

Opposite No. 17 is the subgroup, of which No. 20 (Puffing Spring (?)). 
is the center. It is on a mound on the right bank of the creek, above 
which it rises about 20 feet. This mound is composed of hard rocky 
deposit, and has on its summit a cone 2 feet high of gray-beaded silica. 
In the top of this is a yellow, triangular orifice, measuring 2 feet on the 
sides. In this the water has a temperature of 193° F: It spurts irreg- 
ularly above the top of the cone, and, judging from the appearance of 
the deposit surrounding it, must have periods of geyseric action. There 
are several small openings in the mound outside of the cone, one of 
which, near the river, has a temperature of 185° F, 
3 Protessor Comstock has the following description of the Puffing 
pring: 
The first to be described is situated on a kind of platform upon the right bank of 

the stream below the main fall, but near the side of a rambling cascade. The orifice 
is not large and the vapor, which is constantly emitted, issues from the solid rock in 
a manner closely resembling the puffing effusions at the Steamboat Spring [on Yellow- 
stone Lake]. The expanded chamber, which probably exists at no great distance 
beneath, is not visible from the surface. The resonance of the escaping vapor is in- 
creased, with the production of a slight echoing sound, by the wall of the gorge, 
which partially incloses the spot somewhat after the manner of an amphitheater. 
The result is a noise not unlike that of a hydraulic ram in action. 
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In many points this answers the description of spring No. 20. The 
latter is on a platform of deposit on the right bank of the creek, which 
is here broken into cascades, as is seen in Plate XL. It is also below 
the main fall in the creek. 

The only other mound or platform likely to be the one Professor Com- 
stock mentions is the one with the fissure. My only hesitation arises 
from the fact that Iam unable to locate his camp, as his description 
would seem to indicate the presence of falls of considerable extent, 
He says: 

Our little party was camped in a sheltered spot near the brink of a high fall on one 
of these creeks at the northern end of the range, several hundred feet above the lake, 
which was not in sight from that point. 

His camp was surrounded with springs, and the only creek at the 
north end of the range with springs is the Witch Creek. The Fissure 
Group, also, as I have already said, is about 200 feet above the level of 
the lake, and it is here that the only falls in its course are located. 
These reasons, I think, are sufficient to identify the locality as the same 
one. 
On the left bank of the creek below the springs enumerated in the 

table there are a number of springs as shown on the map, and on the 
creek joining Witch Creek, below the group, there is a large collection 
of springs, which was not visited owing to our limited stay at Heart 
Lake and the prevalence of bad weather. 

MIDDLE GROUP. 

In the map of this group the numbers of only a few of the springs 
are given. Being obliged to work independently of the topographer 
the numbers were not placed on the sketches in the field until after the 
springs were left, and then only those were numbered which were posi- 
tively identified. The group is located almost entirely on the right 
side of the creek. A great many of the springs are on marshy ground, 
and to avoid this the trail to the lake has to keep back of the springs 
near the foot of the hills. Below No. 1 the water stands on the surface, 
spreading out on a flat which extends into the timber. None of the 
springs in this group deserve special mention, and the reader is re- 
ferred to the table which follows for descriptions of the individual 
springs. None of the temperatures are high, most of the springs being 
turbid or mud-holes hid in the grass. 

Table of the Middle Group, Witch Creek Springs. 

Q a 
Saree ee is 
3 Qs =) 

; : % o8 | x 
3 Size and depth. iB Sasa | Remarks. 
a a os 0 
f=) g g & ‘=| i) 

=) (>) | ® 

A a x A 

OF. 
1 | ais 3 feet long .-...-----.--. a@130 |....----|---0-- a@and 0} are fissure-like springs, which have 

b is 2 feet long .--.------.--- b159 a white-bordered outlet from which water 
cis 4 by 4 feet ....---.---.-- e150 spreads out on a large, red, flat place; ¢ 18 

i a small, square pool. 
0 loo ap acosacesSsu ssoodsaSseo 2008 o|poSeoese||soqcq0e0eoo0nc Dead pool back of No.1. i 
3 | 93 by 2 feet ........---.-.--. WAM) |eosoeesalfesadce Large green pool. Inthe grass back of this 

are a number of pools. 
Al cgiaby 7 feetiecesc noes eee en 165 |10a.m.| 53 Yellow-white basin, with green edge and 

green outlet. x ; y 
5 | a3 by 6 feet .-.-...--.------ @150) | Seeeees | oseeer @is white basin, gréen at lower end; D is 

b 2 feet diameter.-...-...--- WB) Weasaceddleasoos green-lined, on water-way just below 4. 
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Table of the Middle Group, Witch Creek Springs—Continued. 

Ses, 8 
5 aye 5 
3 oa SH 

B : 5 Om) 3 5) Size and depth. 3) ars 53 Remarks. 

: e | se | ae E 0 eee 
A ‘= a a 

oF. 
6 | a 15 by 173 feet ...-.-..-.--- CMAD | osc5scllecoese a is the principal spring, a white-lined basin 

bis 3 by G feet .....-----.-.. GEM) |) sdoctio c4||pt0see with red and yellow edges; bis a red-lined 
c is 2 by 3 feet .-------------|--------|--------|------ ool back of a, and connected with it; cis 
Qisia DSsUTe esse eee == scsoezo/scoosses|[ecsads ack of b, and disconnected; dis a fissure, 

with several holes below a. 
7 |\3 by-3 feet) -22--------------- EB) | boscenco|esaane Brown-edged, yellow-gray basin. 
8 = sop csssressaccljessosseoll-sossoee|scosce Red basin above No.7; more in gully above. 
9 | 2by Aah choo, ere 175 |.-------|------ Brown-lined basin; back of it is an old 

geyser tube, now "dead. 
10 | 2 by 3 feet ...--..-------.--. 145) | 22. -----))-- = 2 ~~ Green-lined pool in gully. 
11 | Fissure-like, 18 inches wide . iG) eacooscallesaoce 
12 | 3 feet diameter.....-.....--- UG) Bae sal Beas Gray-white basin. 
13 | 2 feet by 18 inches .-----.-.- TSS) hese oA ee rsee Back of 11 and 12, near the trail. 
14 | 20 by 30 feet -..-..----.----- NIB) |ecocsece soosoe Back from creek, near trail. 

LOWER GROUP. 

The Lower Group is near the upper margin of the swampy valley and 
consists of twosubgroups. The firstincludes springs Nos. 1 to 30, and is 
on the left bank of creek on a wide flat which rises gently as the creek 
is left. The springs of this subgroup are partly on hard deposit and 
partly on marshy ground. Only a few of the springs on the map are 
numbered, for the same reason that prevented the numbering of the 
springs in the Middle Group. The second subgroup contains a large 
number of springs on a small branch which joins the creek from the 
south or right side. The springs extend back as far as the base.of the 
hills. Only a few were visited, as the numbering on the map indicates. 
The surface about most of them is marshy, and a number are merely 
oozing holes in the marsh. No. 23 is the handsomest spring in the col- 
lection. It is a transparent, blue pool, with an ornamental raised rim 
and two outlets. It is an intermittent spring. 

The springs of the Lower Group do not deserve any extended de-. 
scription, and the accompanying table will present all the facts that are 
of interest in connection with the springs. 

Table of the Lower Group, Witch Creek Springs. 

a 
o 
H 
I 

- ae 
s Size and depth, z Remarks. 
= = 
5 | 5 
A H 

oF, 
1 | 8 by 10 fect, 20 feet deep.............. 180 Wie basin, with snowy border and blue-tinted 

water. 
ZANC2 D3 TOGUieaeemn ee tetee emeee mee ase ssa 180 | Small, black bulger. 
3 | 1 foot diameter . Considerable overflow. 
4 | 74 by 11 feet .--. Green-lined basin; outlet joins that of No. 5. 
5 | Spring and pool The pool receives water from the springs above. 
6 | 1 foot diameter - Near No. 7. 
7 | 5 feet long ..-.-. Two bulgers in mound, of pearly deposit. 
Ml eRe RMSE See pe White mound, with two basins, one having a boil- 

ing center; green outlet. 
9'| a 2 feet by 18 inches. 2.0. ccacscncncnsce a143 | No outlet to ‘a; b has outlet. 

| 6 2 feet by 18 inches .................. b158 
10S i20 sae dan toeeae seen ter eeeeeme Ses vassal Dead steam hole. 
TA Dy PTeah <ccas cduwen coanecceeene ne a. 165 | Gray basin. 
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Table of the Lower Group, Witch Creek Springs—Continued. 

n 
SI 

3 
& Size and depth. Sf Remarks. 

g 8 S ® 
a |. ‘= 

OF. 

a podadn Sach qoabascKanoagd oobosiseadsasodossoas Dead springs. 

14 | 1 foot diameter .............-...------ 185 | Spouters. 
UB) 1/25) ye DOES Go Sooo condos socoosseeuobas 195 
LGU). 3°by Gifeet.<c2 ose eerie 160 | White basin, which receives overflow from No. 15. 
le osbyrateetinwcasacaainece stele seeeeeae 145 | Red-bordered, green basin below No. 16; receives 

water from Nos. 15 and 16. 
18 | 8 inches diameter ........-----.---.---. 180 | Small, white spouter, with green border. 
AON orbypoutee tiem asceee cece eeemee eer r ae 174 | White-bordered. 
PAD. |) Bats ores San cpeendeoosousqoosseessas 164 | White basin. 
Pa WN AAR Conca Goansaoceonasouoewasae 160 | Three openings in the irregular basin. 
22) (2 bys4feet)-. ie it cee cicmeassesicisacinee 175 | White basin. 
23 | 18 inches by 3 feet ........-..-.--.---- 194 | Beaded border in geyserite. 
24 | 6 inches by 1 foot-......-......---.--- 194 | Pearly-beaded spouter. 
25 | a 64 by 7 or 5 feet ....-.......---.---.. a180 | a boils and spouts a foot or more; b is. a white 

6175 basin; cis @ small hole. Besides these there are 
c198 other spouters on the same platform. 

26) | aid by 4d feeting= cee cesesnicmaccc-oucice a150 } Two yellowish, white-lined basins; quict; a small 
b 3 feet diameter ..---..------.--..--. 6125 bubbler is near a. 

27 ae feck Seer ae RRL Maen eos are These springs are in the grass, and have quiet, 
BA aah CWA. os sone bsceabcoual| CHES |), CEOS Cleeah, Neem meen olen 

281) Sifeethlong sate a ee oe 115 | Green-lined basin in a mound near the creek. 
2956 Dy OMe bi agape eee eleiete ernie eyerorsy <i 125 | Green-lined pool. F 
Oil esters eee ae aR eee enemas alae A Bhs 189 | Old geyser cone, in which the water is 3 or 4 feet 

below from the top. 
31 | 12 feet diameter ..-.-------.-.--------- 177 
32 | 27 by 394 feet ._......... Sree Sat chet erat 150 | Large, brown-lined pool. 
33 | 11 by 194 feet, 15 feet deep .-.-...-.-.- 160 | Beautiful blne spring. 
34 | 164 by 83 and 9 feet ..--..-.. --.--.--- 155 | Heart-shaped spring. 

* Spring. 

RUSTIC GROUP. 

For the notes on this group I am indebted to Mr. Gannett, who made 
the accompanying map of the group. No temperatures were taken, and 
during my visit the limited time at our disposal prevented any more 

‘notes being added to those of Mr. Gannett. This group is at the base 
of the mountains, about an eighth of a mile back from the lake and 
about the same distance below the mouth of Witch Creek, and occu- 
pies an area of about 4,000 square yards. Plate XLb gives a distant 
view of the group, with Mount Sheridan rising above it enveloped in 
clouds. Captain Barlow refers to the group on page 34 of his report* 
as follows: 

Just at the foot of this mountain, near the lake shore, are four or five boiling springs, 
one of which is a geyser of considerable importance, throwing jets"of water, at ire 
quent intervals, to the height of 15 feet. 

In Comstock’s description of his trip to the Heart Lake Basint I find 
no reference to this group. The principal spring or geyser in the group 
is the Rustic Geyser (Plates XLI and XLII). This has a basin 8 by 9 
feet, bordered by logs, which are coated with a crystalline, semi-translu- 
cent deposit of geyserite. These logs were evidently placed around the 
geyser by either Indians or white men a number of years ago, as the - 
coating is thick and the logs firmly attached to the surrounding de- 
posit, which occupies an area of about 31 feet diameter. 

* Ex. Doc. No. 66, Senate, Forty-second Congress, second session, p. 34. 
t Report on Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, by Captain Jones, p. 239. 
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The following observations on the eruptions are copied from Mr. Gan- 
nett’s notes. 

Boiling. Emptied. Stopped. Height. | Pulsations. 

h. m. 8. h. m. 8. 
10 46 00a. m. | 10 50 00 a.m. 
11 02 00a. m. | 11 05 30a. mn. 
11 18 30a. m. | 11 21 00a. m. 

The eruption, therefore, begins with a preliminary agitation, lasting 
from 24 minutes to 4 minutes, and the duration of each eruption noted 
was 1 minute, and the interval between the beginnings of eruption was 

_ just 15 minutes in each case; so, judging from the few notes presented, 
_.this geyser i8 very regular in its periods of action. 

Columbia Spring (Plate XLI a).—This is a very handsome, large basin, 
measuring 48 by 53 feet. It has a broad, white border, which projects 
in plate-like masses over the water of the spring. There are two large 
outlets bordered by the same character of deposit, and in the channels 
are rosette-like pieces resting on slender, stem-like pedestals. 
Prometheus Spring is 6 by 8 inches, but is an active, boiling hole on 

the side of the hill. There are several small, boiling holes back of the 
Rustic. The following are the sizes of some of the springs: No. 4 is a 
pool; No. 1, 20 by 20 inches; No. 2, 4 by 6 feet; No. 3,7 by 14 feet; 
No. 5, 5 by 6 feet; No. 6, 3 by 6 feet; Nu. 7, 1 by 5 feet; No. 8, 7 by 8 
feet. 

RECAPITULATION. 

The following is a recapitulation of the springs of the Heart Lake 
Basin : : 

Group. Number of Highest surface 
springs. temperature. 

oF. 
Upper Group, Witch Creek Springs...--..------..---------------- 25 198 
Fissure Group, Witch Creek Springs..--.-..-..---.--.-----+/.----- 53 198 
Middle Group, Witch Creek Springs....-.-.:-2----5--------2---- 20 175 
ower Group, Witch Creek Springs. ...-.-.--..---22-<22s---5--55- 40 198 
Rustic Group..---.--- oe een ewe on nnn se cone n enw en ane n nse 11 =i ctals aeepavarats ay ee ereters 

Total number of springs noted 149 

The following is the list of known geysers. The details in regard to 
them are meager: 

Maximum fe Name. peonvalt height. 

BDI C CYS Ciena a soa sae aL eee eee we eo Soe dcet baweieecead Not known ....- Not known. 
Bec Pee Re le ema ys ar eeae ane nane ant eee anaes nenmensns cates one Not known ..... 15 feet. 
Pgiiitint > SNTIN POL OYSEL, (9) 2-ccscsseccecescnobecmetigescosbacdoene Not known..... Not known. 
LEVSCin (OCGA Ey REE. 8 Crs e Sars aL = map Ea Mie a eg Onan SD 15 minutes..-..-. 45 feet. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

HOT SPRINGS OF LEWIS LAKE AND SNAKE RIVER. 

In this chapter I will refer briefly to several comparatively unimpor- 
tant spring areas which were not examined in detail by us in 1878, but 
ought to be described here for the sake of completeness. If the south: 
ern boundary of the Park should be changed to a line farther north, as 
has been proposed,* the springs on Snake River which are described i in 
this chapter would be outside the limits of the Park. 
The:Snake River Springs were passed in 1863 by the prospecting 

party with which Captain De Lacy was connected, and they are men- 
tioned by him on page 128 of the Contributions to the Historical Soci- 
ety of Montana, Vol. I. In 1872 the Snake River Division of the United 
States Geological Survey visited them, and the descriptions given in 
this chapter are from the descriptions of members of that party. 

The geology of the localities in which the springs here described are 
eed does not differ from that of the Heart Lake and Shoshone 

asins. 

HOT SPRINGS OF LEWIS LAKE. 

The springs on Lake Lewis were not visited by us, and the following 
account of them is taken from Professor Bradley’s report (Rept. U.S. 
Geol. Surv. of Terr., for 1882, 1873, p. 250): 

On the west end of Me lake, near its northern end, numerous hot springs occur over 
a considerable area, a few being seen far up on the western ridge. Those near the 
lake were examined by Mr. cw. R.] Taggart, who reports as follows: 

The hot springs found on the west bank of Lewis Lake occur mostly in two groups, 
separated by a low ridge. In the first group ezamined, all the springs issued from the 
sides of a marsh, and were mostly covered either with masses of leafy vegetation or with 
the soft, thick, ‘pulpy masses of fungoid growth so common about the hot springs of 
the Fire Hole Basins. Some of the springs were constantly bubbling with an eseap- 
ing gas, whose character was not ascertained. The temperatures of all the springs 
are low. A few of them are as follows: 112°, 1229, 124°, 126°, 128°, 130°, 138°, 140°, 
148°. As an interesting fact, I noted that all the springs ‘whose temperatures reached 
or exceeded 120° had the growth of fungoid pulp ora deposit of gray geyserite, while 
those cooler than 120° were covered with leafy vegetation. This cluster of springs is 
evidently the last remnant of a much more active group, since all along the shore of 
the lake at this point there are large deposits of old geyserite. At some points this 
extends far out into the lake. ; 

The second group of springs differs from the one just described, in that its vents are 
larger and the water hotter. The springs are surrounded by ‘solid ground, and in 
their general features resemble the hot springs of the Fire Hole Basins, so that they 
need no general descop He The following are the temperatures and sizes of a few 
of the principal ones: 1, 152°, 2 feet in diameter; 2, 156°, 10 by 6 feet; 3, 176, elliptical 
about 40 by 20 feet. 

SPRINGS ON SNAKE RIVER. ¢ 

Under this head I will include the springs on Snake River and its 
tributaries, not already given in the basins located on drainage of the 
Snake. 

Springs at junction of Snake and Lewis or Lake Fork.—On the east 
side of Snake River opposite the mouth of Lake Fork is a small group 
of unimportant springs, in which Mr. Mushback took the following tem- tem- 

* Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone National Park, kk, 1880, 
page 25. 
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peratures on August 9, the temperature of the air being 80° F. Near 
the river, beginning at the north end, the following were the tempera- 
tures: 173° F., 180°F., 167° F., 135° F., 150° F., 156° F., 166° F., 172° F., 
174° F.,165°F. Some of these are sputtering springs and have cones. 
Back of the river on a small ridge the following were taken, viz, 160° F., 
160° F. 

In Small Creek bottom, farther east, the following: 155° F., 155° F., 
155° F., 163° F., 110° F. Most of these springs have clear water and 
are boiling and sputtering constantly. The group, as the map shows, is 
near the south line of the Park. About 12 miles up the Snake is a 
group described by Professor Bradley in the report for 1872. These 
springs are located near the remarkable bend in the river, which is 
shown on the map, and they fall, therefore, within the limits of the Park. 
They might be known as Snake Cafion Group, which is the name I will 
use here to designate them. 

Snake Canon Group.—Professor Bradley* describes this group as 
follows: 

Just at the mouth of the narrow cafion the river bends sharply to the right and then 
to the left, so that the form of the slopes gives the descending traveler reason to ex- 
pect here a large affluent; but none exists. About a mile lower we came suddenly 
upon a small basin of hot springs, most of which are now nearly extinct, though some 
large mounds on the river bank give evidence of great activity in former times. The 
active vents seen were all in the bed or on the bottoms of the river, so that their flow 
was more or less mingled with river water, and no temperatures were taken. The 
deposits are siliceous. Mr. Taggart found near here, at the foot of the second terrace, 
several conical depressions from 30 to 40 feet deep and from 75 to 100 feet in diameter, 
which might have been old spring basins, though their origin is by no means certain. 
At the bottom of one of these lay two dead rabbits upon which there were no signs 
of violence. No other signs of escaping gas were noticed. 

Farther west, above the mouth of Lake Fork, Professor Bradley 
describest some springs which are just inside of the limits of the Park. 
They were not seen by us, and I therefore give his description: 

The high ridges which form the slopes about Lake Lewis bear back from the river 
and form no part of its lofty cafion-walls. Between the river and this upper slope, on 
the west side, a large stream gathers its waters from the abundant springs of the 
mountains, and occupies a broad, flat valley on the lower level, filled with beaver-dains, 
whence it rushes through a narrow-winding cafion and over a 30-foot fall to meet the 
river about a mile above its junction with the Snake. On the foot-slopes of the 
mountain, along the west side of the beaver-dam flat, there are considerable numbers 
of warm springs oozing out, and considerable accumulations of siliceous deposits are 
indicated by the soil. A small run formed from a number of these springs gave a 
temperature of 101°. It is possible that active springs of some size exist in this neigh- 
borhood, but the contrary is indicated by the extensive bodies of dense timber, which 
also hinder exploration. 

Professor Bradley also refers to the springs at the mouth of Lake 
Fork as follows :{ 
Immediately opposite the camp at the mouth of Lake Fork there is a considerable 

cluster of dead and dying hot springs. Several mounds indicate the former positions 
of geysers of considerable size. The temperatures of ten springs were taken by Mr. 
Taggart, varying from 102° to 158°. ‘Three were above 150°. The deposits are now 
rapidly disintegrating. Upon one large conical mound this process had developed a 
columnar or fibrous condition of the geyserite. Similar spring deposits also occur on 
the west side of the river from one to four miles below this camp, and some of the 
mire-holes so common in the Fire Hole Basins were also encountered. Upon looking 
back from below, two large columns of steam were seen about a mile up the Beaver- 
Dem Creek, which seemed to indicate the possibility of geysers still existing there. 

Springs on Thirsty Fork of Henry's Fork of Snake River.—In 1872, Mr. 
Bechler, topographer of the Snake River Division of the Survey, spent 

* Report U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, 1873, p. 256. 
t Report U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, 1873, p. 257. 
t Report U. S. Geol. Survey for 1872, 1873, p. 259. 
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several days on a trip of examination of the divide west of the Fire 
Hole River. Professor Bradley, speaking of this trip, says:° 

At two points the party found small clusters of hot springs, some of which spouted 
a little, but no considerable geysers.* 

One of these localities is indicated on the *‘Map of the sources of 
Snake River” as Mud and Sulphur Springs at the head of Thirsty Fork. 

Grand recapitulation of springs and geysers of Yellowstone National Park. 

TABLE OF SPRINGS. 

Number of 
springs 

Locality. 

Mammoth or White Mountain Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River --.-.-........-.--....---------- 78 
Spriogs of Yellowstone River below the rand Canon and on East Fork.......-.------.-------- 47 
HaydenisiVialleyaS pring sees -neseeaeeeteser eciescelsece celeste si eleceaiceicisisey-eeeiee heer a eeeet ee eee 128 
Springs of Vellowstone Take eee ee eee ee eee ee RiGee acl ais eee ane 112 
Relican Creek Springs seen meme oe esse es ee se ee a niee ee Seielenisicited sealer eeee eee neee 11 
Gibbon River Springs sodede onas casas sosDoD GHoboNodo0 es soos bb asodSQDSbO CaqodOS saonsocc0eSoesseC 121 
Lower Geyser Basinof, Fire Holo tRiverccs. 2... cs2 s2cghe sce dees cae ae 6 a 
Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River ....----...--.------------ 2222+ 2-22 ee eee eee een e een 
chird!Geyser basin of Mire HolevRivet).sc sc) 2-2 c= 5 = amiss niseicincin sso eise oleae a ce ee ee eee 
Shoshone Geyser Basin ...-........-----------< 
Heart Lake Geyser Basin .-.--...-.-.----.----- 
Hot Springs of Lewis Lake and Snake River 

Total number of (springs esse. .\s5 oe 55 senseless cee w bee wees cibalenelise cere coset ee sees 

The table just given, of course, does not include all of the springs of 
the Park, but all that are mentioned in the foregoing chapters. It is 
defective, more or less, in all the localities except the Mammoth Hot 
Springs, the Gibbon Geyser Basin, the two Fire Hole Basins, and the 
Shoshone Basin. The total number of springs known within the limits 
of the Park is probably about 3,000. 

TABLE OF GEYSERS. 

Maximum 

Name. Locality. i he iehuoe ¢ 
water. 

Feet. 
Muddy Geyser........-..-----2ecs--0--0--- Hayden! S} WAU AY coonoonensoseossononsosesecese 40 
Rind Viclean de eee eee eee eee set eae Sa Olena cies Cecte sas re eraet creates eae cae reer eage SL Ne 
Pseudo Geyser at Boiling Springs .--.---.--|------ be bess sodasbdassboogadodogssaobaqonboaa6] 
West Pelican Geyser ......--..-----.--.---- Pelican Creek 2452 acts oeceieisies soesee sete 15 
Pelican Creek Mud Volcano ........---.---.|------ GWE abana saeckonssoqunise poaaaoohodnuoadas 75 
BlackiGeysertiasssee = oe eee aeeeaseeeee 
IN@s iH CGhyseb assoc asdsesadosdese Beacsaaetas 
Mound Geyser? ....-.-------- -------+------ 
Steamboat Vent ..-.....---.-------------0-- 
Echinus Geyser .-.--- lecateak We eee 
Pebble Geyser...-...-.-.------------------- 
Pearl Geyserecac-eeecescsa-neeeeeinceeicce 
INiow, GeySertinesee cece ee naecee cinerea 
Minute Geyser ....-..---.--.---.-- sp cereteeinie 
Monument Geyser....-....----------------- 
Oblique Geyser -........-----------.---52--- 
Fountain Geyser.......--..-----.--.-------- 
Ot GOVBOLs os kecioss cee Ue eee Se ae eae 
Spasm Geyser .......------ Bee ae 
Clepsydra Geyser. ...-.----- 
Fittul Geyser .-....--.---- 
Bead Geyser .--..--..-.----- 
Pink Gare Geyser? .. 

# Report U. S. Geol. Survey of the Terr. for 1872, 1873, p. 234. 
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TABLE OF GEYSERS—Continued. 

Maximum 
: height of 

Name. Locality. CoinnnGe 

water. 

Feet 
Steady Geyser ......------------------------| Lower Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River ...--- 
Young Hopeful Geyser ...-.-.--------------|------ (OB eeP eR a sen eescnsebsasbonccunsonaGaHar 15 
Great Fountain Geyser .--..--------------+-|------dO ---. 22-02. eee eee eee eee ene 100 
MMe lOMTe (Gaal ccogsdcasesonsossetdasee|ensccsily Ses ce Sos Sconepssoscocosessdentesscaces|SeSongonce 
Fortress Geyser? ...--.-----------e--222--2-|------O - 2-2-2 ee ee eee eee eee eee] eee eee eee 
MIG Ue ys (Ee fe cence soso cooscossohs ce |scooo nD eRe eS eeee Sepp sedaooos socisocsscnooocs||s oosnteces 
Rosette Geyser - .-- 2-2. cee cn nen cen n oe wwe wiee |= 5 = - CO - 02 eee n nee sen een se eceneseenn ses 30 

C@attish Geyser to sos-s--cece ne aerienec en eaasen| seen =-C0 oon ---ceewcnesecnncn oDScuaoSdacSH odaal) Sssdoca5e¢ 
No. 38 Geyser ----.-.--- =... ... 2 sncce-eeee--|------G0 ------- =~ =. Seles seeesecieneese seesceeeee 20 
SodaiGeyseree-.- cease eee cee see eae eae ee Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River...---|.......... 
IGE GES Gai Fee ooo e see Soonscoodosscpeanbeg|fseseas GD socesodonpeccoSso beoronosodnasccosssece|-oscccasse 
Serine (REE cosncconnc- cst cecons esse odo iscosd 0D co Soon cd bao sriognocesupEeceouscercaanes 20 
Grotto Geyser -----.---.-.------..-00.------|------GO -.----- ~~. 00-0 enn n o-oo 60 
Ihab (GAVE Ob i cdoos sonodes becaoesaosecoaseecee HO) - consctedoonsSoensongcacesens sestoceste 60 
Riverside Geyser. -..-...-...-.-..-..-.-.... 2D) © oa Ssh5c6nscondenS seas oS ssssogsnossce: 80 
Giang nyse eee eee eae eee 20) be sasesceosoosoosetoooeosnons cose asoscs 200 
Young Faithful Geyser.-.-....---.-.-..--- -d0:. 30 
Oblong Geyser ......-------.----.---=----- -do. = | eeeiaeteeer 
SIORY (SRS scons Geodoosnsesesosoceese ss -do .. Blletricoseeee 
Comet Geyser -----.----.-.-- ooo ene. - 5 30 
ean Lil Gey See ccesoodeke sosdessonapesd acescet) Cease soda oeheopone cebu LseeUbaoooeeEsbolécdbcsanse 
Castle Geyser.--------- 200 
(ORR (3 im CAV RDE A bsase esoncnano ce. Soodsbod || FooooE tO See srcune so SecuSo ober Saeeeearecasacecollaccosocce-, 
Grand Geyser ..-.---.-- 200 
Sala MAING OYSCL 2a ceca a cae sitesicica aca -do .. = 20 
Hb GNy (GEN SOR pe pepnocseugosos sonoeeasecos aC) -oanosocnooccosHa cop enbaacongcorecosoSniboscucbue: 
BiltemGeyserics 5.10 tsSceclece ces teceei some : 5 
TPunpaniGeyser =... <-c2c----6 Bot Omen la ey 25 
Spasmodie Geyser’... .--. cess stew acne sos 5 
Old Fatthfal Geyser -----..-..-5%----.----- 150 
GidGessiGeCySser’ so. 2. ccc s cece tances cess 250 
BeetlgAGeyser-s sc. scones seee eee se one 219 
TYIMEVAGOYSED 2 = 28 sc co sscaccicoceee sccelees 60 
Niobeseeysers- 2 fs.252.2 ssc so ose sees te -do.. 75 
Threat@rster/ Geyser: -o-- 4: 2s4s 62-22 seccu|t esas. MOR ere SAS Se ee eRe ets 5 20 
SolffampeGeyser!: 20.5 22 casecce-unncacooe. Third Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River - > 70 
UMOMeeaysSensss3) S352 oie ee aber edaeeee Shoshoné Geyser Basin.--..-.-.--------- t 114 
MinngepMieim (Geyser, <.2ctieccacecerninc oss oseleecce do .... BE : 23 
Little Bulger Geyser ....:-..---22-222----- 10 
Little/Giant Geyser. ---.2.-- 2-2 sscecss se 50 
SmaliGayser ano oe Ss eae ates ss 20 
BCdGiGyVACLG 6-5 c'cce ste Sue csenlaaatiescees 5 
Browgeevrer Pi sseco cesses es asacese ost bee 3 
TiOmGeysere ob .caccs tesa ccceccceensses 10 
SprkeiG@eyeebie- tees ssnessce oneccee eee e eee Heart hake Geyser Dasins.s... ssc. ccc. oue se c|Sacccsden 
Delimeepysen a5 ss. ascot cas ase ccs abd se Goes. bo seas. 15 
Putting Spring or Geyser -..........------- ete 
RastetGeysen ss. 52-: ae 5s ee Riese 

Rotalmumber ol Feysers\enumerated -<- se ac- side cas ceaeca ces eeece Secs: ecasasecease 71 

This table of the geysers is as complete as can be made with the data 
at command. <A few not known positively to be geysers have been in- 
cluded, but are marked with a query. In the case of others that are 
included no heights are given, because they have never been measured 
nor estimated. Some of them have not been seen in action but are 
placed in the list because the forms of their basins or bowls and the 
character of the surrounding deposits indicate them to be geysers. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In this portion of the report I propose to give briefly a description of 
the geyser areas of Iceland and New Zealand, for the sake of compari- 
son with our Yellowstone National Park, and to make clearer some of 
the facts detailed in Part III. I have also added short chapters on the 
thermal springs of other portions of the world. 

In going over the literature of thermal springs, I found that there 
Was no one place in which I could find the subject of their distribution 
thoroughly treated of, and I concluded to bring together in this place 
the result of my search, which, although not so complete as could pos- 
sibly be made with more time, will give a good idea of the wide distri- 
bution of hot springs and geysers, and their connection with volcanic 
action either recent or extinct. In the catalogues appended to the dif- 
ferent chapters, there may be some duplication of localities, but I 
have tried to avoid it as much as possible. The different spellings of 
various places by different authors, and the changes in geographical 
boundaries, have rendered it probable that there may be some duplica- 
tion, but I feel assured that if so it is very slight. 

CHAPTER I. 

THERMAL SPRINGS AND GEYSERS OF ICELAND. 

Iceland has always been noted for its hot springs, and was for a lung 
time the only remarkable geyser locality known. The very name geyser 
testifies to Iceland’s historical precedence as the land of geysers. At 
present, however, it is rivaled if not excelled by the New Zealand and 
Yellowstone localities. 

The hot springs of Iceland may be conveniently divided into three 
areas, ViZ: 

1st, that in the north or northeastern portion of the island, about 
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Krabla and the Lake Myvatn, including also an area about the volcano 
Askja in the eastern part of the island. 

2d, the western area, including several localities near Breidafiord. 
3d, and most important, the southern or southwestern area, in which 

are located the Haukadal geysers, which are world-renowned. This 
area is about 100 miles long by 50 miles wide if we consider Hveravel- 
lir the most northern locality, and Krisivuk the most southern, and 
the geysers of Haukadal the eastern, and the springs Reykiadal, near 
Reykhollt, the western limit. Within these boundaries there are about 
eight or nine different spring localities. 

This third area is in the southwestern part of the island, and con- 
tains three or four large lakes and several large rivers. The three 
principal of its eight localities are Hveravellir, Reikum, or Reykium, 
and Haukadal. 

HVERAVELLIR. 

Hveravellir, or ‘plains of the hot springs,” is about 50 miles north of 
the Haukadal geysers. There are about a dozen principal springs and 
geysers, some of which spout toa height of 18 or 20 feet. One cone, 4 
feet high, is called “‘ Auschrolinn,” or the “ Roaring Mount,” from which 
a great volume of steam escapes with great violence and a tremendous 
noise. One geyser, called the “Grand Jetter,” has an eruption of steam 
that lasts more than three hours, after which it fills with water and has 
regular water eruptions. There are large surfaces covered with the re- 
mains of ancient springs, one mound of an extinct geyser being twice 
the size of the Great Geyser at Haukadal. 

Olafsen and Povelsen, in 1772, and Henderson, in 1815, described 
these springs as being most wonderful and of great activity, but Baring- 
Gould, in 1863, speaks of them as having greatly diminished both in 
numbers and activity. 

REIKUM OR REYKIUM. 

The springs at Reikum, sometimes called the ‘Little Geysers,” are 
next in importance to those of Haukadal, from which they are distant 
about 50 miles in a southwesterly direction. There are about one hun- 
dred springs in all, scattered over an area of about 50 acres. The fol- 
lowing are the principal geysers: 

Geyser.—This namesake of the great fountain at Haukadal has two 
apertures, the southern one of which is a constant spouter throwing 
the water from three to twelve feet. The second aperture is about 10 
feet from the first and has eruptions about fifteen times in the twentj- 
four hours. Vast clouds of steam escape with the water, which reaches 
a height of 30 to 40 feet, the action lasting three or four minutes and 
sometimes nearly fifteen minutes. 
Badstofer.—This fountain is near the river and has an irregular aper- 

ture. The eruptions take place about every five minutes, and begin 
with a concussion, after which the water is ejected, some of the jets 
being perpendicular, reaching a height of 12 feet, and others oblique, 
attaining a height of 20feet. The action lasts about ten minutes, when 
the water sinks and alternately rises and falls until the next eruption 
takes place. ; 

Besides these geysers there are numerous boiling springs, steam 
vents, and mud springs. 

HAUKADAL. P 

_ The Hankadal geysers and springs are about midway between Hve- 
ravellir and Reykium, about 50 miles northwest of Mount Hecla, at the 

20 H, PT IZ 
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foot of a range of hills of 300 to 400 feet in height, which rise from the 
northern edge of a plateau of voleanic rocks. This plateau is crossed 
by the Hvita, one of the largest rivers of Iceland, and is about 360 feet 
above sea level at Haukadal. Within a circuit of two miles a hundred 
or more hot springs may be counted, although the principal geysers and 
springs are within an area of a quarter of a mile by 300 feet.* 

The earliest writings in relation to Iceland are silent in regard to the 
geysers. Are Frode, A. D. 1075, in the Icelandic annals, makes no men- 
tion of them, although he lived near their present locality. On the 
other hand, as Henderson says, ‘‘it is equally surprising that not the 
least notice should be taken of their appearance, allowing them to have 
broken forth subsequent to that period.” It must be remembered, how- 
ever, that in all but highly-civilized nations physical events that do not 
have an immediate effect on their worldly interests are viewed with in- 
difference or apathy. Pliny gives a circumstantial account of the erup- 
tion of Vesuvius in A. D. 79, but does not mention the destruction of 
of Herculaneum and Pompeii. Forbes,} froma calculation based on the 
rate of deposition, gives a probable age of 1,036 years for the age of the 
Great Geyser. This, however, as I shall endeavor to show in another 
place (see Part IIL), is based on an error. 

The earliest mention of the geysers is by Saxo Grammaticus, who 
wrote in the twelfth century and referred to the Geyser in his preface 
to the History of Denmark. In the middle of the seventeenth century 
Svenson, bishop of Skalholt, speaks of the Great Geyser, and says it 
erupted periodically every twenty-four hours. Since his time a great 
deal has been written concerning the geysers and hot springs of Iceland, 
as a reference to the bibliography appended to this report will show. 

In the Haukadal locality there are three principal geysers, viz, the 
Great Geyser, Strokhr or Stroekr, and the Little Geyser or Roarer. 

The Great Geyser.—This is the most noted geyser of the world, not 
only because of the height to which it spouts and the magnificence of 
the display, but also because it was for along time the only geyser{ 
known to exist, and it was therefore carefully studied by scientific men, 
and has been made the object of many trips to Iceland. 

It is situated at the northern end of a plateau of deposits at the 
foot of Laugerfial or Laugafjall, an igneous hill of 300 or 400 feet height, 
and consists of a bowl or basin, compared by Sir J. Hooker to a saucer 
with a hole in it, on the summit of a mound of siliceous deposit, above 
which it rises to the height of 7 feet. The entire mound on the west 
side is 15 to 20 feet high, and on the east 25 or 30 feet, the slope here 
being very gradual. On the northwest and south sides the slopes are 
abrupt. It is about 200 feet in diameter, and the cauliflower-like de- 
positis arranged in circular steps. The basin is not quite circular, hay- 
ing, according to most observers, an indentation on one side. As will 
be seen from a table given a little farther on, the measurements of the 
basin and tube are variously given by the different observers; 46 by 56 

* On the map in Mr. John Coles’ book (Summer Travelling in Iceland, &c., London, 
1882) about 50 springs are shown, the space in which they are included measuring about 
1,600 by 500 feet. 

tIceland, &c., vol. i, by Ebenezer Henderson, p. 61. 
t Geyser, Geysar, Geiser, or Geisir is an old Icelandic word, meaning gusher or rager, 

and is derived from the verb geysa or gjosa, to gush, to rage, or to burst forth, to be 
impelled. In Iceland, in native usage, it is a proper name, being applied not only to 
the Great Geyser, but also to another fountain at Reykium. The word, however, has 
become an appellative or common name for the whole class of boiling fountains that 
spout hot water intermittently, just as the term volcano is derived from the name of 
one of the vents in the Lipari Islands. 
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feet is the most common measurement.* When the geyser is not in 
action the water over the tube in the center of the basin is in constant 
motion, the hot water rising from the tube constantly displacing the 
cold water, as proved by Paijkull, who threw bits of paper into the basin 
and thus indicated that the water after rising was driven slowly towards 
the edges, when it sank and flowed back along the bottom of the basin. 
From this one would naturally expect to find the temperature in the 
basin a shifting one, not only as regards the different parts of the basin, 
but also as regards the times of observation when compared with the 
times of eruptions, and such is found to be the case when the different 
temperature observations are compared. This accounts also for the dif- 
ferences between different observers. The steam from the geyser has 
a slight odor of sulphureted hydrogen, and the water also has a slight 
taste of the same gas, but it soon passes off. 

There are two kinds of eruption in the Great Geyser (in which respect 
it resembles a number of our own geysers, especially the Union in the 
Shoshone Basin, and the Castle and Giant in the upper basin of Fire- 
Hole River). After the minor eruptions the water does not sink, 
although they are preceded by the same subterranean explosions as the 
great eruptions. 
According to Descloizeaux, detonations, accompanied with upliftings 

of two or three feet, occur regularly every hour and a half to two hours, 
becoming stronger and more frequent as an eruption is approached. 
Bunsen calls these upheavals “conical water hills.” The eruption con- 
sists of a succession of jets following each other at short intervals, each 
consecutive jet attaining a greater height than the previous one, until 
the maximum is attained at the end. The column is fountain-shaped 
at the top. After the eruption is over, the water disappears from the 
basin and sinks about 10 feet in the tube, and does not resume its old 
level for from two to seven hours. 

As to the interval between the eruptions the data are meager. The 
following table gives the different observations: 

P Interval or period of Authority. Date. eruptions. 

Svenson, bishop of Skalholt-...-........ Middle of seventeenth century ---..| Once in 24 hours. 
Olsinentscse OV CISC: 265 —-ncilciancccoes Middle-of eighteenth century-.----. 3 or 4 times in 24 hours. 
ORISETeeeet occ 222 ta ecancencMadscowsass TE ee osaesearcacsoooscosecseonEce Every 6 hours. 

| eo ae sp RE oa a eI } Once EINE 
Burbonbesesee sas sect sax ce ceaeicicccctocd ASThY io lacasleSaiaicciasesieietasiee/daes a's 11 times daily. 
FIONA GnSONe rere cen acon en seiaseasesesatse ASUO seen cae onal eineciot oceans aac. Every 6 hours. 
Krae Won Nidda eo sece eect cotoamece esis TRSB see ttcescee cleiclecdecuassnce ane 24 to 30 hours. 
Descloizeaux ........- eae epeepeeeeeare 1846 ees nanscseotees stosae sete es 11 to 30 hours. 
IB UY adden eee eae aaiees Neh pecniddscanants BanaUOcRencaeoanS Every 6 hours. 

From this it would appear that the most common interval is about 
thirty hours. According to Paijkull, the natives state that weeks often 
elapse between eruptions, and sometimes several eruptions will occur 
in one day. 

*Mr. John Coles, loc cit, p. 23, who visited the geyser in 1881, says the cone rises 12 
feet above the surrounding level, and measures 101 by 75 yards at the base, and that the 
basin on the summit measures 56 by 49 feet. In ‘‘ Frost and Fire” a section of the 
Great Geyser shows that at a depth of 45 feet there is a ledge from beneath whieh the 
stream appears to come, 
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As to the duration of the eruptions there is more unanimity, as the 
following shows: 

Duration of eruptions. Observer. Date. 

8 to 10 minutes or 15 to 18 minutes.......-..--- Stanleyieeeegoes See se) eee ae ee 
5 to 8 minutes is -| Henderson..... 
TOMMIMUbES esse see Bercy (id OW Wosaue see a tees 
5 to 7 minutes Descloizeaux... 3 
Scho mlOimiInutess eas uae ewes seme ce escieemeear PATVenwee eee Nae oie see maracas Sela ae 1855 
MibOr8 WANUTES se ee ae NS Witerin yeas k i TRE See eed ae Coe 1856 
Z0RMINUTCS eae eee eee SNS Aeys SWUM OCON Re eeeeie seme seer ease eee ees 1859 
MO WMiINUIbeS ee sae wae clea wise eters J. Ross Browne .-...----- ue iaeetee eterna tote 1867 

The following is the description of an eruption by S. Baring-Gould: 

Five strokes underground were the signal, then an overflow, wetting every side of 
the mound. Presently a dome of water rose in the center of the basin and fell again, 
immediately to be followed by a fresh bell, which sprang into the air full forty feet 
high, accompanied by a roaring burst of steam. Instantly the fountain began to play 
with the utmost violence; a column rushed up to the height of ninety or one hundred 
feet against the gray night sky, with mighty volumes of white steam-cloud rolling 
about it, and swept off by the breeze to fall in torrents of hot rain. Jets and lines of 
water tore their way through the cloud, or leaped high above its domed mass. The 
earth trembled and throbbed during the explosion, then the column sank, started up 
again, dropped once more, and seemed to be sucked back into earth. 

A. J.Symington* describes his experience of an eruption of the Great 
Geyser as follows: 

Subterranean noises, like thunder, were waxing louder and louder, each earth-shock 
accompanied by a tremor of the ground, more or less violent, but quite unmistakable. 
Bells of water in quick succession were rising from the basin and falling again, ever 
increasing in size, till a large one burst; and then jets of water in successive spurts 
rushed up in sheafs from the tube; at first about 10 feet, then the height was 15, 20, 
30,50 feet, and so on, each effort surpassing the preceding: till it attained the height 
of 200 feet. , The fountain did not fall down between each jet, but, nearly holding the 
elevation once gained, the whole grew up bodily by a series of jerks, each higher than 
the last. Dense clouds of steam enveloped the whole, and only afforded occasional 
glimpses of the columns of water from the leeward sie. White vapor also spread out 
above the fountain, rolling away in vast curling volumes, which, condensing in the 
air, came down like heavy dew. Tremendous sounds were continuously heard, liké the 
roaring of an angry sea broken in upon by the near discharge of minute guns. It is at 
last what we longed to behold, a grand eruption of the Great Geyser! The vast body 
of water from the central pipe continued jetting up, till, as I have said, it attained 
the height of 200 feet, falling down again into the basin, which was brim full to over- 
flowing. The subterranean rumbling sounds and reports, accompanied with vibra- 
tion of the ground, were fearful. Jets of water rushed up in sheaf with a continuous 
noise, such as would be produced by 500 rockets discharged into the air at the same 
instant. 
Even the beautiful clouds of steam which robed the geyser were regarded by us 

with an indescribable feeling of mysterious awe and wonder, as if we had actually 
discovered the fabled magic vapor, from which the Eastern Ufret or any other vision 
might arise; while the sharp tinkling plash of the descending water could at times be 
heard amidst the loud, hissing, roaring, booming, and confused Babel of all unearthly 
sounds. The eruptive forces having now expended themselves for a time, the fountain 
gradually subsided, in the same manner though more speedily than it had risen. The 
whole terrific spectacle lasted about twenty minutes. We were singularly fortunate, 
as, from what we were told, few eruptions of late have lasted more than four or five 
minutes, or attained half the height of this which we had just witnessed. 

*In Pen and Pencil Sketches of Faroe and Iceland, 1862. 
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The following table will show at a glance the various observations 
that have been made upon the Great Geyser: 

Table of observations on the Great Geyser of Iceland. 

. ; eo. | ss 
2G a Size of tube. 52 oe 

ma ae ae os ws 7 - 

os Name of observer. Size 22 & & $85 of of basin. Es |p; aS Cre 
3 FE ©,2 1aME- | He th gz SSE 

iS) A ter. Jesh oq a a3 as ty 

Feet. Ft. in.| Feet. | Feet. OF, Feet. 
1770-1772 | Olafsen and Povelson ..--.-.-. IDE EG MlaSsapaead nesses GOW | ee aes cia 360* 

TOW ESAS! canis Sao ble atarata re tele veteiaietcrey| Etc ote Stats Byala lim cll eraiade oea\aie maidens da) 2|e ojajaici ges lente matinee 6-92 
tO) MODUETOIL, 9-05 = anes ciernse se Diam., 59 Oya ers atcianes SBSSSea|[bSccccsee: 927 
LTA Teel se ASCENT Geese ec eco Ss laAcish OSbSaHHoN| DESboESe MoSoSses lsebbsnad||anoscosst allbescoccecss 
17€9 | Sir John Stanley -.-..-----.--- Diam., 60 8 8 70 180-200 9670 
1804) hieutenant Ohl seme meses cicis| a -meeasioae ole ecieisicise oe cinta) cae lao alas ne sietoeee 212m 
W809) | Hookerts sacs setee isis selector Sec boonesesaellsooceesa decseeed lec ae alsonscacss= 100f 
1810 | Sir George McKenzie ..--..--. 46 by 56 3 10 60 209 90 
S15) pend ersOMlse nase aan enlenar aa 46 by 56 4 8-10 78 183-203 150 
TSR) || LG WOH NPG UE een boecoccobcd sesboacsbos seals Metis sistas eters e leaeenie ee 194 90 
S84 Barrows ses oe ssh eee kee 52 by 56 4 10-12 | 67-70 180-190 80 

$OR4—18350 | Mion bo se shee sesso ee sekt 46 by 56 3 eR Reset emee esa aie 40 
1836 | French expedition ...--.-...-.- Gyee \|eoreeoe 16 7De, ||eeseecee 105m 
16405) MoROoverbe ---------2--------=- ececododebesctilsehdoysdllbouncsadllssogseas 2199) Seem ete 
TG) AG Griby ind Bb it) hemes apeeceaGcesl Geaccococosecs Aesosoina| ESCopoce be cee Se baees 100 
E208 PSTN SMe eee seh ee ee estas Sate Bees ole sell Se ealaenle cae te el 66 185.4 | 140-177 
TSAGs | WESCLOMZCRIEX aos ee oe esis eiale | tel bees atldwce onl emak ates i-eetnt cea) saeece 185 162720 
Ash Is Blin ye Milesrie-- soc. od= access somidesiee Lal de deere se cevateclee cok aac 209 70-75 
1855 | Robert Chambers ......-.-...-. Diam., 72 4 10 83 188) |Seeceeeee 
T8559) |) Robert) Allen.3.)5--s-5 >see i 
F856. | prong mienin --mis canst eseen. 
Peo OVININ CON aca sec esas erence 
LEGON] PRorbes 32-2 7.0% Leics tbe aaseeee 
1863 \eBaring Gould) ions. s-.-s5-n- 
TSGts EBrySON eee nearest a sitee 
1864 | Robert McKay Smith 
18657 |PRarpkutl. 2222 es Ste are a Soe 2: 
1867 | J. Ross Browne --.--....-..-.-. 
1874 | Samuel Kneeland .... 
1874 | Bayard Taylor ..... 
1874||| Walker .......... 3 
T3SiPsohmiColes..22-susecc scence ae 

*This is probably an estimate, although Mr. Robert Allen says that well-informed natives do not 
consider it at all improbable that such a heightcould be attained. All the heights marked m were act- 
ually measured. 

+Von Troil says this height was obtained by every member of the party writing down the height as 
it appeared to him, and then afterwards they chose the medium height. 
7As high as Scott monument. 

« §This temperature is at the depth of 30 feet. At 60 feet he got a temperature of 255° F. 
|| Prof. C G. Rockwood, in Vol. XI, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 1877, p. 25, says that since the eruptions 

of December, 1874, and January, 1875, the geysers have dried up and give out only hot smoke and ashes. 
If this be so, it is another proof of the connection of volcanic action and thermal springs. 

§] The discrepancies in this column are probably due to the fact that some of the observers include 
the depth of the basin with the depth of tube. 
** This temperature was at the bottom of the tube. It would appear that the geyser had come to life 

again, although Mr. Coles did not see it in action. Just before he was there, however, it had spouted 
100 feet or more, and was very active. 

Strokhr or Strockr* was first described by Sir John Stanley, who 
called it the New Geyser. Before 1789 it was an inconsiderable spring, 
the name then being applied to another geyser called by Stanley “The 
Roaring Geyser.” The latter has since become a quiet spring. 

Strokhr is about 120 yards from the Great Geyser. It has no basin 
like the latter, but gradually narrows from a diameter of 9 feet at the 
surface to 10 inches at 27 feet below the surface. There is a wall or 
rim on one side, which is about a foot and a half in height. The other 
side is level. In the funnel-shaped tube the water is usually from 9 to 
10 feet below the surface. The temperature does not change much, being 
at or near the boiling point nearly all the time. It is in a state of con- 

*Strockr is derived from the Icelandic verb strocka, to agitate, to bring into motion, 
and means a churn. 
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stant ebullition, except just before an eruption, which begins without 
any other premonitory symptoms or detonations, as in the case of the 
Great Geyser. The jets during the eruptions are lanceolate, and follow 
each other rapidly. Eruptions can be brought on by stopping up the 
tube with clods of earth and stones. This stopping of the tube hinders 
the disengagement of the steam and increases the pressure, which at 
last suddenly removes the impediment. 

The following is a description of an eruption by Henderson, who saw 
it in action in 1814: 

It is scarcely possible, however, to give any idea of the brilliancy and grandeur of 
the scene which caught my eye on drawing aside the curtain of my tent. * * * 
A column of water, accompanied with prodigious volumes of steam, was erupted with 
inconceivable force and a tremendously roaring noise to varied heights of from 50 to 
80 feet, and threatened to darken the horizon, though brightly illumined by the morn- 
ingsun. * * * Atlength I repaired to the fountain, where we all met and com- 
raunicated to each other our mutual and enraptured feelings of wonder and admira- 
tion. The jets of water now subsided, but their place was occupied by the spray and 
steam, which, having free room to play, rushed with a deafening roar to a height little 
inferior to that of the water. * *. * After continuing to roar about half an hour 
longer the column of spray visibly diminished and sank gradually till twenty-six 
minutes past six (it began at twenty-three minutes past five), when it fell to the same 
state in which we had observed it the preceding day, the water boiling at the depth 
of about 20 feet below the orifice of the shaft. 

From this description it is evident that Strokhr has a steam period of 
considerable length, in which it is very much like a number of the gey- 
sers in the Yellowstone National Park. 

In the following table are compiled the observations of different ob- 
servers. So much time has always been devoted to the examination of 
the Great Geyser that Strokhr has often been neglected. 

Table of observations on Strokhr Geyser. 

Qa . Bel 
cg Size of tube. aes 
Se oe) . p, 
oF Observer. are = Interval or period..P uration! eruP 
SH i . ; | Sed j 5 3 Diameter. | Depth tH 

Feet. | Feet 
1789 | Sir John Stanley...-....-.-. GueteetwlOh | seeenees TGP) Maa 

inches. 
1809) | USinIWierklooker wee sese een | measee terete leeeee eee 60 | Every 10 or 12 : 

hours. 
1810 | Sir George McKenzie.....|............|-------- TOM eee eee eR ee Half hour. | 

181415 | Ebenezer Henderson ....- 9 feet ..... CEYIENTOS) ||ssaosscosaoocccoca Water period 
over 15 minutes; 
whole eruption 
= to 1 hour. 

TERY Sy |) JOM Gaohe coossoseguekood leseocescesee 3 35 minutes. 
1836 | French expedition ........ e : sae 
1846) Bunsen e see eee nen 
1846 | Descloizeaux ...........-- 
1855 | Robert Allen.............. 

1855 | Robert Chambers. .......- 
1856 | Lord Dufferin. ...........- 
1861 | Rev. Fred. Metcalf 
BSCS | Co NVASP aig ler ere ak ame OS GOS ese Malet ee EE AS Saas Lasted 2 hours. 
TE |) Ue MOE RIAN oSoudcHda alo seouoccosce|lsobocoos 60027082 ee 
TSE || Uren, WAKA coS ccc cadoolloassecaosaccllbaoesons 1 OO ee Se eee 
1881 | John Coles.-.....-.---.--- 10 feet .... AD EROS Seve aete even ee 

Little Geyser and Roarer.—The Little Geyser spouts only. from 10 to 
20 feet about every two hours. Its basin or bowl is about 12 feet in 
diameter, and very handsomely ornamented. The pipe leading down- 
ward from the basin is very irregular, having a depth of 38 feet and 
diameter of 3 feet. 
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The Roarer, which previous to 1789 was called Strokhr, once rivaled 
the Great Geyser in the magnificence of its displays, but after the earth- 
quake of that year gradually diminished, and finally ceased to spout. 
Mud Springs.—Besides the geysers and simple thermal springs, Ice- 

land has the same kind of mud springs that are seen in the Yellowstone 
National Park and in New Zealand. 8S. Baring Gould, in his “Iceland,” 
gives a graphic description as follows: 

Picture to yourself a plain of mud, the wash from the hills, bounded by a lava 
field ; the mountains steaming to their very tops, and depositing sulphur, the prim- 
rose hue of which gives extraordinary brightness to the landscape. From the plain 
vast clouds of steam rise into the air, and roll in heavy whorls before the wind, whilst 
a low drumming sound proceeding from them tells of the fearful agencies at work. 
* * * It is not pleasant walking over the mud; you feel that only a thin crust 
separates you from the scalding matter below, which is relieving itself at the steam- 
ing vents. These vents are in great numbers, but there are especially twelve large 
ealdrons in which the slime is boiling. In some the mud is thick as treacle; in others, 
it is simply ink-black water. The thundering and throbbing of these boilers, the 
thud-thud of the hot waves chafing their barriers; the hissing and spluttering of the 
smaller fumaroles, the plop-plop of the little mud pools, and above all the scream of 
a steam whistle at the edge of a blue slime pool, produce an effect truly horrible. In 
some of the caldrons the mud is boiling furiously, sending sundry squirts into the air; 
in others bells of black filth rise and explode into scalding snrinklings; in one a foam- 
ing curd forms on the fluid, and the whole mass palpitates gently for a moment, then 
throbs violently, surges up the well, and bursts into a frenzied, roaring pool of slush, 
squirting, reeling, whirling in paroxysms against the crumbling sides, which melt like 
butter before its fury. One or two of the springs have heaped themselves up mounds 
around their orifices; others, however, gape in the surface without warning; and the 
steam is so dense, and the sulphurous fumes so suffocating, that one becomes bewil- 
dered and can hardly pick one’s way among them. 

I have quoted this description somewhat at length, for the phenomena 
described are so exactly similar to those of the Yellowstone region, that 
one could almost imagine the writer to be speaking of them, rather than 
of the Iceland springs. 

Before closing this chapter I give a catalogue (as perfect as I can 
make it with the data at hand) of the thermes of Iceland. 

Table of hot springs and geysers of Iceland. 

[For authorities used in the preparation of this table or catalogue the reader is referred to Biblio- 
graphical Appendix B.] 

2) 20 | ceses aeaumenn : ames of principa Locality. “ A] springs. Remarks. 

3 | 
o 

A ‘s 
a 

SOUTHERN AREA. 
oF, 

Hveravellir............ eri etetete etel eid Auscrholinn (Roaring | There are, besides the twelve princi- 
Mount). pal springs, numerous steam vents, 

solfaterras and salses, and ancient 
deposits. 

ashyvhteyi bie ee eee 100 /180-209 | Great Geyser, Strokhr,| This is the geyser region of Iceland 
Little Geyser, Roar- par excellence. For description see 
er, Blesi. preceding pages. 

Reykialaug, 6 miles 3 104 | Th I * : ‘ 
from Holum, north of Tt Det h Soe  e e ee | oile are small springs, with no in- 
Wankadal: 124 | | crustations nor peculiar taste. 

Laugarvalla (southeast |...... 212 | Reykia-hver, Laugar..| There are numerous spouting springs 
from Haukada)). and caldrons scattered over consid- 

erable area. Reykia-hver is 7 miles 
to the northeast of the lake, near 
which most of the springs are situ- 
ated. 

North of Laugarvalla, BMP eca sonal ceacaeeseb onsets Mee ak The first is small; the other spouts to 
Yfri Reykium, Sydri the height of 12 feet, lasting 20 sec- 
Reykium. onds; the third is a smail boiling 

spring. 
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Table of hot springs and geysers of Tecland— Continued. 

& 5 
: A Es S Names of principal 
Locality. 2 5 springs. 

5 El 
iS) 5) 
A i= 

SoUTHERN AREA—Con. 

Reykium (southofeast | 100 |........ Geyser, Badstofa, Ak- 
from Reykiavik, the kra-hverar, Seyder 
capital of Iceland). (Boiler). 

‘Kerismvale(sonbhiofikeyan tees lps cineleeacincteceeceesceecieaeee 
kiavik). 

Reykiadal (Valley of | 26+-|........ Sturlu-reykia-hverar, 
Smoke, near Reyk- Hunda-hver, Tungu- 
holt). hverar, Ar-hver 

(River Spring), Scri- 
bla. 

Staffholt | (westward Be eee a ealbessoscarecacadecoucdcecs 
from Reykholt). 

WESTERN AREA. 

hy Smboleee esse ccees 1 QO) Peale ersetelsiete eosincrincieisis 
PSH ca DOE GET GRAM ae cok STA ee aL ea ie Ly ra pee 
Reykiaholar ........2..).-----|-----... Krablanda ....-.....-- 

ImiBreidatlond essere |e ees Memes orl eeeiastorieteteterelecte eleicleseisters 

EASTERN AREA. 

ReykKiahlid ..........--].-.-.. ee Wcooadaododn csencassooes 

Volcano of Askja....-..|----.- SHOU NES seeeee ese erismceaece seers 

Mountikerabla seeeeeeee|sessee eee necee Krabla or Kafla...... 

Reykiahverf (north- 6-+- 182*) Nordur-hver, Oxa- 
west from Grenia- hver, Sydster-hver. 
darstad.) 

Remarks. 

The geyser has been described in the 
preceding pages. The Badstofa is 
near the river, and spouts to the 
height of 20 feet. the action lasting 
10 minutes. Akkra-hverar are tw*< 
remarkably large springs in a larg 
assemblage of springs on the sou‘ 
side of the river. Seyder is a boil: 
one of a number of vapor springs. 

Mud springs, sulphur springs, an: 
steam vents. 

The principal spring at this localit= 
which is two mites from Reykho 
has three apertures, and resembles « 
steam-engine. ‘The eruptions con- 
tinue a minute, at intervals of 15 sec- 
onds. Hunda-hver is connected with 
the spring above, but is not of much 
account. The ‘Tungu-hverar are 
about a mile below the other springs, 
and consist of some sixteen boiling 
springs. The river spring, with 
three orifices, is on the summit of a 
smallrock in the river. There are 
other springs in the water of the 
river. Scribla is a hot, spouting 
fountain in @ morass, amid other hot 
springs. 

Generally small springs that spout a 
foot or so. They have no extensive 
deposits. 

Has beautiful petrifactions. 
Unimportant. 
There are numerous springs at tkis 

place. Krablanda spouts to a height 
of 3 or 4 feet for 5 minutes, with an 
interval of 5 minutes, boiling he- 
tween eruptions. f 

Several springs in the sea and on rocks: 
some exposed only at low water. 

Vapor bath here in the midst of st. 
vents and solfaterras. 

No particulars given by Lock, who 
mentions them in Proc. R.Geogr. Soc., 
1881, p. 471, vol. iii. 

This is a pool 300 feet in circumfer- 
ence, spouting 30 feet every 5 min- 
utes, lasting 23 minutes, as seen 
by Henderson; but in 1863, Baring 
Gould says it was a cool, green pool. 
There is a multitude of salses and 
sulphur springs near here. 

Nordur-hver has a basin 344 feet by 33 
feet, and a pipe 14 to 15 feet deep and 
10 feet in diameter; very irregular; 
it boils and spouts. Oxa-hver is an 
oblong pipe, 8 feet in diameter, and 
spouts every 5 or 6 minutes, 15 or 20 
feet, lasting 1 minute. Sydster-hver 
has three openings; the largest 
spouts 6 feet for 2 minutes; one is 
quiet, and the smallest one throws 
three oblique jets, which alternate 
with each other. 

* And higher. 

NoTE.—Hver, in Icelandic, means a large kettle, and is the general term for boiling springs or foun- 
tains. 

° 

Laug is a bath, and Reykir, one that sends up clouds of steam. Ndma is a pit o boiling mud. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THERMAL SPRINGS AND GEYSERS OF NEW ZEALAND. 

The wonderful hot springs and geysers of New Zealand are situated 
on the North Island, and may be divided into six groups, which are 
scattered through the area that extends from Tongariro (a semi-active 
volcanic cone), in about the center of the island, to the Bay of Plenty.* 
This is a distance of about 100 miles, the direction northeast and south- 
west. White Island, which is the seat of springs also, is about 30 miles 
out at sea, and is on the same line of volcanic activity. In this area 
three parallel lines of springs may be traced. The first is the most 
eastern, and extends from Tongariro through the eastern part of Lake 
Taupo to Whakaari, or White Island, which is, as already stated, about 
30 miles from the mainland. On this line are the springs of Lake 
Taupo, Mount Kakaramea, and those of Rotomahana. 

The second, or middle line, is much shorter, and comprises the springs 
of Orakeikorako and the Pairoa Range. 

The third or western line, includes the springs of Rotorua and 
Rotoiti. Motu Horu (White Island), which is said to have hot springs, 
is in the Bay of Plenty, four miles from shore, and may be considered 
an extension of this line.t 

Tongariro rises 6,500 feet above sea level, and Lake Taupo is 1,250 
feet above the sea. Lake Tarawera is 1,075 feet above the sea, and 
Rotorua 1,043 feet. The rocks of the region are all voleanic trachytes— 
obsidean and tuffs prevailing. At Lake Taupo they are probably rhy- 
olitic, for Hochstetter calls them ‘ Quartzous trachytic lavas.” 
A noticeable feature of the region is the presence of so many lakes. 

At the south end are Lake Taupo, 20 by 25 miles wide, and two small 
lakes named Rotoahira and Rotokawa (Bitter Lake). About 40 miles 
northeast of Lake Taupo, is an area of about 240 square miles. There 
are sixteen lakes of which the following are the principal ones, with 
their sizes and translations of names, as far as can be given: 

Lake Tarawera (Burnt Cliffs), 5 miles by 7 miles. 
Rotorua (Hole Lake), 6 miles in diameter. 
Totoiti (Little Lake), 7 miles by 1 to 2 miles. 
Rotehu (Nose Lake), 3 miles by 14 miles. 
Rotoma. 
Rotokawau. 
Tikitapu Lake, 1 mile long. 
Roto Kakahi (Muscle Lake). 
Okatairia. 
Okareka, 6 miles circumference. 
Rotomakariri (Cold Lake). 
Rotomahana (Warm Lake), 1 mile by 14 miles. 

* There are a few other hot spring localities in New Zealand which do not deserve 
especial mention here, and for the temperatures of which the reader is referred to the 
table of springs in Chapter VII. With the exception of two localities in the South 
Island, they are in the North Island, at the northern end, near the Bay of Islands. 

t In 1881 the General Assembly or Parliament of New Zealand passed an act called 
“The Thermal Springs Districts act of 1881,” for the regulation of the areas in which 
hot springs occur ; and under this act two districts were incorporated, viz: the Taupo 
District, and the Rotorua or Lake District. Medical officers were appointed, hospitals 
erected, and surveys made, so that lots can be leased. All mineral waters, hot 
springs, and streams, however, remain vested in the crown.—(Sce New Zealand Ther- 
mal Springs District, §c., Wellington, New Zealand, 1882.) 
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As to the age of the springs and geysers there are, as far as can be 
learned, no traditions among the natives. The volcanoes have not been 
active within the range of their traditions, and they are probably of Ter- 
tiary age, although not yet quite dormant. Light earthquakes are fre- 
quent in the region near Tongariro. Ngauruhue, a crater 6,500 feet high, 
close to Tongariro, is at present a solfatara, and on the west slope of 
Tongariro, 1,800 feet above Rotoahira, is a geyser which is said to be 
active only during the time western winds prevail. I will now give 
brief descriptions of the various localities, premising that the catalogue 
following the description will give additional data as to temperatures, 
number of springs, &c. 

LAKE TAUPO AREA. 

Lake Taupo, as we have mentioned above, is 25 miles long and 20 
miles wide in the widest part. Its water is transparent and of a bright 
green tint. The main road from Napier to Auckland, over which coaches 
are run, passes one of the northern bays of the lake, so that access to 
the springs is not difficult. The latter are found both at the north and 
south ends of the lake. For awhole mile at the former the water steams 
along the shore. Near Taupo (or Tapuaeharuru on some maps), a town 
or township at this end of the lake, the government controls a number 
of active springs and bathing pools; and some provision has been made 
for the comfort of visitors, both by the government and by private par- 
ties. The springs near Taupo, or Tapuaeharuru, may be divided into 
four groups: 1st. Two miles from Tapuaeharuru the Crow’s Nest and 
MacMurray’s Bath are the important springs. 2d. One-half mile east 
of the Waikato River, where artificial baths have been erected. 3d. 
A mile and a half from the town along the east shore of the lake and 
back from the lake. 4th. Otumheka Valley. The springs are boiling 
and at all temperatures below the boiling point, and there are solfataras 
and fumaroles of all sizes, sulphur and silica being the principal depos- 
its. The principal spring here is the Crow’s Nest, which spouts 10 to 
15 feet occasionally. At the south end of the lake the northern slopes 
of Kakaramea Mountain are full of steam holes, called by the natives 
hipaoa—the chimneys. Some of the springs here are chalybeate. To- 
kanu, or Tokaano, a native village, with numerous springs or puias, is 
also at this end of the lake. About 30 miles south of Lake Taupo, at 
the head of the Waikato River, in the Onetapu desert, there is a spring 
(one of many) issuing from the base of Ruapehu. This might be called 
the Tongariro district. 
About 10 miles northeast of Taupo is Rotokawa, the springs of which 

are described by Josiah Martin* as follows: 

Rotokawa is a small acid lake in this district [Taupo district] which is approached 
with extreme caution because of the treacherous nature of the deposits of tufa, obsid- 
ian, and pumice, which are broken through by so many hissing jets that, as the soil 
reverberates to our tread, and the guide repeats his warnings, we confess to a feeling 
of insecurity, painfully enforced by various reports of unwary wanderers who have 
fallen through. The ground is insufferably hot to the touch, and here and there we 
discover yawning chasms of black, seething mud, from which the vapors of sulphureted 
hydrogen, mingled with the fumes of sulphurous acid, greatly offend our senses, and 
painfully remind one of the visionary Gehenna and of its traditional terrors. 

ROTOMAHANA AREA. 

Rotomahana, or Warm Lake, is about 35 miles northeast of Lake 
Taupo, and is the locality of the famous Te Tarata. The water of the 

*The Geysers, Hot Springs, and Terraces of New Zealand, Popular Science Review, 
London, No. 12, p. 369. 
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lake is of a dull green color, saline in all parts, except one corner, and 
of varying temperatures. In some places it is as high as 100° F. In 
the center is an island called Puia, filled with springs sand steam vents. 
On the eastern side are three areas of siliceous sinter. At the head 

of the northern is Te Tarata, which is some 250 yards back from the 
edge of the lake, and 80 feet above it. South of this is another terrace, 
with Rotopunamn, or Green Lake, at its head. This is about 300 yards 
from the lake, and 100 feet above it. The siliceous deposits extend 
from it in a southwesterly direction to the lake, with an average width 
of about 100 yards. Between the foot of this terrace, which has numer- 
ous springs scattered over it, and the foot of Te Tarata there is a nar- 
row strip of deposits with springs. At the foot of the terrace it is joined 
by a third, more southern siliceous terrace, at the head of which are 
Neawhaua, Koingo, and Whatapoho. This mass is about 150 yards 
wide, and extends back from the shore of the lake about 200 yards at 
the greatest distance. The top is 100 feet above the lake. The hill on 
the ‘slope of which these deposits are located, slopes on the southwest 
into Rotomahana, and on the northeast to Rotomakari (Cold Lake), and 
old craters may be found on its sides, and the surface is warm, and the 
soil insecure and treacherous. 

Otakapuarangi, the Pink Terrace, is on the opposite side of the lake. 
Besides these areas there are a couple of others which will be noted in 
the accompanying table. 

Te Tarata (tattooed rock or stone).—The siliceous deposits at the head 
of which is the basin of the world-renowned spring, occupy a space of 
over three acres. There is an upper plateau or platform, below which 
the deposit is in three sections, viz, a central mass of two wings sepa- 
rated from each other by clusters of foliage growing upon natural soil. 
Below these, however, the deposits are again united. The central sec- 
tion is the oldest, and has overhanging buttresses and terraces rising 
tier above tier. The right wing is an irregular slope broken into steps 
at several points, without any regular basins, and the left wing, over 
which the most recent overtlow finds its way, is much like the right 
wing. Ridges and slopes, rather than basins and terraces are formed. 
The following is Hochstetter’s description of Te Tarata. 

About 80 feet above the lake, on the fern-clad slope of a hill, from which in various 
places hot vapors are escaping, there lies the immense boiling caldron in a crater-like 
excavation, with steep reddish sides 30 to 40 feet high, and open only on the lake side 
toward the west. The basin of the spring is about 80 feet long and 60 wide, and filled 
to the brim with perfectly clear, transparent water, which in the snow-white incrusted 
basin appears of a beautiful color like the blue turquoise. At the margin of the basin 
I found a temperature of 183° F., but in the middle, where the water is in a constant 
state of ebullition to the height of several feet, it probably reaches the boiling-point. 
Immense clouds of steam, reflecting the beautiful blue of the basin, curl up, generally 
obstructing the view of the whole surface of water; but the noise of boiling and seeth- 
ing is always distinctly audible. The reaction of the water is neutral; it has a slight 
salty, but by no means unpleasant, taste, and possesses in a high degree petrifying, or 
rather incrusting, qualities. The deposit of the water is like that of the Iceland 
springs, siliceous, not calcareous, and the siliceous deposits and the incrustations of 
the constantly overflowing water have formed on the slope of the hill a system of ter- 
races, which, as white as if cut from marble, present an aspect which no description 
or illustration is able to represent. It has "the appearance of a cataract plunging 
over natural shelves, which, as it falls, is suddenly turned into stone. 
The tlat, spreading foot of the terraces extends far into the lake. There the terraces 

commence with low shelves containing shallow water-basins. The farther up, the 
higher grow the terraces; two, three, “also some four and six feet high. They are 
formed by anumber of se ‘micireular stages, of which, however, not two are of the 
same height. Each of these stages has a small raised margin, from which slender 
stalactites are han ging down upon the lower stage; and encircles on its platform one 
or more basins resplendent with the most beautiful blue water. These small water- 
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basins represent as many natural bathing-basins, which the most refined luxury could 
not have prepared in a more splendid and commodious style. The basins can be 
chosen shallow or deep, large or small, and of every variety of temperature, as the 
basins upon the higher stages, nearer to the main basin, contain warmer water than 
those upon the lower ones. Some of the basins are so large and so deep that one can 
easily swim about in them. In ascending the steps, it is, of course, necessary to wade 
in the tepid water, which spreads beside the lower basins upon the platform of the 
stages, but rarely reaching above the ankle. During violent water-eruptions from 
the main basin, steaming cascades may occur; at ordinary times but very little water 
ripples over the terraces; and only the principal discharge on the south side forms a 
hot, steaming fall. After reaching the highest terrace there is an extensive platform, 
with a number of basins, 5 to 6 feet deep, their water showing a temperature of 90° 
F. to 110° F. In the middle of this platform there arises, close to the brink of the 
main basin, a kind of rock island, about twelve feet high, decked with manuka, 
mosses, lycopodium, and fern. It may be visited without danger, and from it the 
curious traveler has a fair and full view into the blue, boiling, and steaming caldron, 
Such is the famous Te Tarata. 

This geyser usually boils to a height of 10 or 15 feet. When there is 
a south wind, according to Mair,* the water recedes, and when the wind 
changes the basin refills at the rate of three or four feet per hour, boil- 
ing and roaring like an engine, and when almost full sends up a column 
of water 20 feet in diameter to a height of 60 feet. 

Otakapuarangi (cloudy atmosphere) or the Pink Terrace is on the op- 
posite side of the lake from Te Tarata, which it much resembles, except 
that its 50 terraces are tinged with pink, which is most marked in the 
upper portions of the deposit. The rocks on the hill surrounding the 
siliceous mass are harder than those around Te Tarata. The main plat- 
form upon which the basin of the geyser is situated is 60 feet above the 
lake and measures 100 yards by 100 yards. The geyser is smaller than 
that of Te Tarata, measuring about 50 feet diameter, and is very deep, 
filled with azure-tinted water which is generally boiling, and has a tem- 
perature of 204° to 208° F. At times the geyser quiets and the over- 
flow ceases, but the times of these cessations have never been deter- 
mined. The pink color is due to iron oxide, traces of which are found 
upon analysis of the water. Unlike Te Tarata, the deposits are nar- 
rower at the bottom near the lake,on account of being inclosed in a 
horseshoe curve of the hill. 

WHAKAARI, OR WHITE ISLAND. 

White Island is about 30 miles from the main land, in the Bay of 
Plenty, and is the summit of a submerged voleanic cone which is now 
in the condition of a solfatara. According to Dr. Hector the area cov- 
ered with siliceous sinter is a flat of about 30 acres, 60 feet above sea- 
level, in which there is an acid hot geyser-lake (Lake Hope), which cov- 
ers a space of 15 acres. Its temperature is 110° F. From one part of 
this lake the water spouts to the height of 100 feet. There are mud 
holes surrounding the lake, and calcareous sulphates are found among 
the deposits, the sea-water making the difference in the deposits, and, 
according to Hector, marking a third class of springs not found in the 
Iceland classification. 

ORAKEIKORAKO AREA. 

The Orakeikorako springs are about 20 miles from Taupo, on the 
Waikato River. The most remarkable springs are on a large whitish 
mass of siliceous deposits, 120 yards long and of about the same num- 
ber of feet in width. It is called the flat stone by thenatives. Seventy- 

*New Zealand Institute Transactions, Vol. IX, 1876. 
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six jets of steam or water were counted from one point of view by Dr. 
Hochstetter. The principal geyser is quite regular, spouting every two 
hours to a height of 20 to 30 feet, the column having an angle of 70°. 
The eruptions last two minutes, and the basin refills ten minutes after the 
eruption is over. 

At this locality there is a beautiful cave, known as Alum Cave, in 
which there is a beautiful blue pool of warm water. The springs ex- 
tend some distance down the river and consist of mud pots, solfataras, 
boiling springs, and quiet pools. 

PATROA RANGE AREA. 

The springs of this area are from 4 to 16 miles north of Orakeikorako. 
One is found on the summit of Pairoa peak, whose slopes are covered 
with mud springs. There are also boiling springs and small gray and 
pink mud volcanoes. The absence of siliceous deposits around one 
group is noticeable. 

ROTORUA AREA. 

Rotorua is an almost circular lake, having a diameter of about 20 
miles. It is 1,043 feet above sea-level, and has near its center a volcanic 
island. The principal springs are found on the west side of the lake at 
Ohinemutu. The bank of the lake is perforated with springs, and every 
native hut has its own natural boiler which is used as a kitchen. One 
curious spring (Kuirua) is strongly alkaline, and is celebrated for its 
saponaceous properties. It is utilized as a laundry by the settlement. 
The settlement is upon the lake side of a narrow ridge which is about 
30 feet high. On the opposite side are several large ponds, in some of 
which the water has a temperature of 200° F. 
About a mile south of Ohinemutu is Sulphur Point, where there is an 

extensive plateau of siliceous material upon which there are ponds of all 
sizes, mud holes, geysers, and bubbling sulphur basins, while sulphur in- 
crustations are abundant everywhere. Many of the springs are noted 
for their medicinal properties, and one of them is called “ Pain Killer.” 
Other springs are found along the lake farther south. 
Whakarewarewa is south or southeast of the lake and about 2 miles 

distant from it. The settlement is on the sides of a chasm in which is 
a stream lined with fumaroles. There are several siliceous plateaus or 
mounds upon which are geysers, boiling springs, and mud pots. There 
are several hundred boiling springs and mud baths and a number of 
geysers. The famous Wakiti, or Waikite, has a large cone made up of 
circular terraces, which are 100 feet in diameter at the base, diminish- 
ing to 3 feet at the top, which is 15 feet above the level of the plateau. 
In the summit the opening is funnel-shaped, and usually the water is 
out of sight, although it is said to throw a column of water to the height 
of 80 or 100 feet at certain times, which seem to be regulated by the con- 
dition of the atmosphere or the direction of the wind. Ordinarily it 
spouts about 8 feet every eight minutes. 

Herbert Meade, R. N., says that about the 20th of December it be- 
comes active, increasing in vigor until February, when it culminates, 
spouting 40 or 50 feet, and then subsides. 

The plateau upon which Parikohuru is situated has a temperature 100° 
F. The water in this large basin is of a beautiful blue color, and boils 
constantly. There are near it 4a number of small geysers that can be 
started by throwing sod into them. A number of the springs are said 
to be efficacious in rheumatic and cutaneous diseases. 
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The Tikitere Springs are on the east side of the lake. 
mud holes are abundant. 
eter, and boils vigorously. 
the locality. 
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Geysers and 
The largest of the former is 100 feet in diam- 
Dense clouds of steam rise from all parts of 

The following is the catalogue of the New Zealand springs and gey- 
sers. 
springs: 

It is impossible to give any correct idea as to the number of 

Table of New Zealand springs and geysers. 

[For the authorities used in preparing this table the reader is referred to Bibliographical Appendix C.} 

Area and locality. 

LAKE TAUPO AREA. 

South end of lake. 

North side of Kakara- 
mea Mountain. 

West slope of Tongariro 
Near Tokanu (area of 2 

square miles). 

North end of lake. 

West foot of Mount 
Tauhara. 

Near Taupo 

Right bank of Waikato 
River, 5 miles north 
of junction of the 
Puelo. 

Otumaheke Valley ..-.. 

East and northeast side 
of Lake Rotomahana. 

oy 3 
HD Bon 
Sa| Names of principal| 23 
a | springs and geysers. as 
aos) or 

aun a 

oF, 
sanooolladcasedosoRodasadesdbacs 125 

153 
156% 

EN. el Keetetahiseeare sie saul eeeercieise 
eee Pirori (fountain) ......|.--..-- 

Te Korokoro - otopo- |.-...--- 
hinga (Jaws of To- 
pohinga). 

Te Puia-nui(clearboil- | 186.8 
ing spring) [mud-| 188 
spring]. 

Sreretnel Wialkore. obs cece Paes 
Parakiri (skinner) ....|......-- 
muahineeesceseesesese 190 
| Crow’s Nest.........- 200 

----4| Parkes Spring -..-...- 60 
McMurray’s Bath .-..| 126 
Te Hukahuka .....--- 116 
Waipakahi .-......... 120 
Mane wera) sees 130 

------| Ipukaihimarama-.----.|......-- 
Meyicoh aka) eee cc eee 

sere Karapite (circular) ....|.--..--- 

( 75 | Te Tarata (tattooed | 183 
to rocks). to 

100 214 
Great Ngahapu..-.-...- 210 

Little Ngahapu...-.-../:....--. 
Te Takapo...--....... 206 

Rotepumpmn (Green 63 
Lake). 

Ruakiwi (Kiwi Hole)..| 210 
ROEKG pitionsee meee aes |eeecisiet 
Ngawhana....--.-.-..|.------- 

| Koingo (Sighing Gey- |.--..--- 
ser). 

| Wihatapoho. Jece. scenes eee ae a 

Remarks. 

The whole northern side of the mount- 
ain seems to have been boiled soft; 
numerous steam holes exist 500 feet 
above level of the lake. 

6 to 8 feet diameter; spouts from 10 to 
40 feet a column 2 feet in diameter. 

Boils continually. 

There are 3 basins with siliceous de- 
posits, and the middle one is said to 
have spouted in April, 1846, to the 
height of 100 feet. 

Geyser cone, 6 or 7 feet high, 6 feet di- 
ameter; siliceous deposits 20 feet in 
diameter; spouts occasionally. 

The valley has numerous steam vents 
and mud holes; Karapite is a steam 
spring. 

Steam jets, boiling springs, mud holes, 
and solfataras. 

A complete description has been given 
in preceding pages. 

This is 10 feet above the lake and is 30 
feet by 40 feet; has clear water in 
active ebullition; rises 8 to 10 feet; 
quiet at short intervals, and has si- 
liceous deposit. 

Has turbid muddy water. 
Has a siliceous basin 8 by 10 feet; 

spouts 30 to 40 feet. 
Is 100 feet above the lake and is 40 feet 

in diameter; is beautifully green, 
and blue on the edge. 

Measures 12 feet by 16 feet. 
On the lake shore. 
Quiet hot-water basin. 
Is 100 feet above the lake; 5 by 9 feet, 

with siliceous deposits; bubbles 3 or 
4 feet. ‘ 

Shows to a considerable height at 
times. 
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New Zealand springs and geysers—Continued. 

ae : iss) oe 2 

Area and locality. | 2 | Soringsandgeysas, | f E Remarks, 

ROTOMAHANA AREA— 
Continued. 

Southeast side 

NWIESUSIOO. 2. Joc cee. 

Northwest side 

Atoutletoflakeatnorth). 

White Island (Wha- 
Kaari). 

ORAKEIKORAKO AREA, 

On Waikato River 

PAIROA RANGE AREA. 

Pairoa Peak 

Waikite 

Whakarewarewa (near? 
south end of lake). {- 

Ohinemutu 

Wakaehu (water in |........ 
motion). 

Te Ruahoata..--...... 
Wairake 
Te Rangipakaru (bro- 
ken sky). 

Otakapuaraangi 
(cloudy atmosphere). 
Pink Terraces. 

Cameron's Bath-...-..|...------ 
Te Whakataratara....|.......-. 

A TOGUN Tels vaecte ease ies| 4 ciaiew siete 
Te Waiti 

Te Poroporo 
Tamaniwar sess sce ses ss| Sect ses 

76 |Puia-Te-Mimi-a’ Homai- 
terangi. 
Puia-Orakeikorako...| 106 

Alum Cave 209 
spring). 

(Red mud spring) 

Puia Tuhi-tarata......|-....2-- 

(main 

Te-wai-whokata 
Te Poho 

cc eee: 

W hangairorohea 
(QA otis SSociésbeneeociae 
Te Wai-angahue 
Whakapoapoa 

ee eee 

Paratiatia (?).......-- 
Whakaha Rua (bash- 

ful geyser). 
Koroteoteo (oil bath)..| 214 
Medicinal springs. .... 120 
GITER TOW ai te-2 ooo eee. vai 
Perckari 150 

201 

Te Mimi Okakahi..... 
Tapui (wind pointer) - 
Kuirua eee 

spring 

112 
190 
160 

There are three lagoons. 

See description in preceding pages. 

A erater-shaped hole with yellowish- 
white muddy water. 

Mud holes, and a boiling lake that 
spouts 100 feet at intervals. 

202 |Funnel-shaped basin 4 or 5 feet wide ; 
spouts 20 to 30 feet every 2 hours. 

Is 30 feet from previous one; has basin 
6 by 8 feet; clear bubbling water. 

Hor ome years after 1848 it spouted 100 
ee 

14 teet long, 6 to 8 feet wide, and 6 or 
8 feet deep. 

Sky-blue water, and forms a steaming 
cascade over white, red, and yellow 
terraces to the river. 

Is on the summit of Pairoa Peak; 
slopes and foot of mountain have 
mud springs. 

Some cleat, some boiline, milky, and 
mud springs; no siliceous deposits. 

Has a flat siliceous cone 100 feet in 
diameter, and 15 feet high; spouts 
8 feet every eight minutes, and in 
mebeuaty and J anuary reaches 100 
eet. 

Has deposits 20 feet high; generally 
active between 7 and 9 a m. and 3 to 
5 p.m. 

Do. 
30 feet diameter; boiling. 

Is in violent ebullition after dark. 

The water here is alkaline, 

Spouts 12 feet sometimes. 

Has a basin 4 or 5 feet wide; rises 
several feet every five minutes, and 
sinks 6 or 7 feet in the interval. 

Has a basin 30 by 50 feet. 
Is a pool fed by several hot springs. 

*7\or 8 geysers; several hundred springs. 
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New Zealand springs and geysers—Continued. 

Se . 

: eh N f principal A 3 . ames of principa és) 
Area and locality. = z springs and geysers. = 5 Remarks. 

ae a 
ROTORUA AREA—Contd. oat, 

‘Pain Killer” [sul- 204 | Is situated in an extensive plateau of 
phur bath]. sinter. 

Te Kauwhanga [mud 100 | Thick, brown, muddy water with oily 
bath]. or slime; offensive odor. 

Ohinemutn .........-.- 6 204 
Ariku Kapakapa-.....| 160 | Small pool deposits sulphur, and has a 

strong outhow; possesses curative 
properties. 

Sulphur Bay Spring -.| 100 
(| eon eee ess se bde be 50 or co feet in diameter and spouts 15 

eet. 

Tikitiri (a valley of 
solfataras and “pot | amepe EDI a al UNE Rn 
springs on the east ;|..-. To Kuhe Ue ote eee IGT 56 | pn: fi ‘isl ahamousl 
AO Ge ela IRae e Kuhe (great spring 212 ! Diameter 100 feet; boils furiously, 
rua) of Tikitiri). giving off sulphureted hydrogen. 

; 402) MV eee oe oep bod |GoKosnes 
MewMarata sacicjes cis ssaellemeicnee 

| Iarakeke esos. eo solemiecs eee 
i} Zenit OF Te ise ASadanaa| lemeseos 
UieBaparKaorem-saes ees. |oe eee 

West side of Arikiroa..|...-.- Ornawhata....-.------ 185 | 16 by 6 feet. 
Motoitic sees Aces eae IETEV ENS gocboocoBoesos 190 | Spouts several feet. 

Manuprua ...... goose 110 

NoTe.—In New Zealand Puia is a hot spring, Papa-puia springs with clear water and siliceous de- 
posits. Uku-puia are boiling mud pools. Ngawhas are non-boiling springs or solfataras. Waiariki 
are springs that are suited for bathing purposes. 

CHAPTER III. 

THERMAL SPRINGS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

In this chapter I propose briefly to consider the thermal springs of 
the United States, other than those of the Yellowstone National Park, 
which have been described in detail in Part I of this report. The cat- 
alogue appended will give as complete a list of the localities as is pos- 
sible under the circumstances. 

The springs are naturally divided into three divisions, viz, those of 
the Appalachian region, those of Arkansas, and those of the region west 
of the 105th meridian. In the latter the number of localities is vastly 
greater, as a single glance at the catalogue will show. 

In the Appalachian region the connection of the thermal springs with 
anticlinal axes and faults was pointed out by Professor Rogers in his 
geological report on Virginia and in a memoir upon the subject. 

In the case of the Arkansas Hot Springs, the Ozark Mountains may be 
looked to as the cause of their thermal condition, if we accept the idea 
that the heat of thermal springs is due to mountain corrugation. Be- 
tween the two regions is the basin of the Mississippi River, in which 
and on the plains east of the Rocky Mountains there are no hot springs. 

In the western area, outside of the Yellowstone National Park, the 
greatest development of thermal springs is found in the States of 
California and Nevada, in both of which boiling springs and pseudo- 
geysers are found associated mainly with eruptive rocks. The deposits of 
the spring in Ruby Valley, near Ruby Lake, contain 90 per cent. of silica, 
being true geyserites or siliceous sinters. The deposits at Steamboat 
Springs are also siliceous. The springs at Salt Lake City, Ogden, and 

ee ae 
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north of Brigham City, Utah, are on or near the line of faulting of the 
west side of the Wahsatch Range. 
When a comparison of the temperatures is made, the point that at- 

tracts attention is the higher range of temperature in the western area. 
In the Appalachian region the highest temperature is 108°, the majority 
being below 100°. In the catalogue the temperatures of eighty-five 
localities in the west, outside of the National Park, are given, and of these 
sixty-six are 100° or over, and of about the same number of localities of 
which temperatures are not recorded several are mentioned as being 
boiling springs. It will be found, also, that the hottest springs are in 
regions of eruptive rocks. 

Only a few of the localities of actual spouting springs will be here 
briefly described, viz, Steamboat Springs and Volcano Springs, of Ne- 
vada, and an area in Southern California, and the geysers of California. 
The latter is the most noted, and will be described first. 

THE GEYSERS OF CALIFORNIA. 

The geysers of California are situated in a lateral valley of Napa Val- 
ley, called Pluton or Devil’s Cafion, in Sonoma County, in Eastern Cali- 
fornia, north of San Francisco. The cafion is about half a mile in length 
and about 30 feet wide, and covered with the deposits of extinct springs, 
among which are numerous steam jets and hot springs, some of which 
are clear, others turbid, some chalybeate, some sulphurous, and some 
astringent with alum. The ravine is always filled with the steam which 
escapes from them. Some of the springs, such as the “‘ Witches’ Cal- 
dron,” are in constant ebullition; others are intermittent, throwing the 
water in jets, which rise from 2 to 15 or 20 feet. The Witches’ Caldron 
is7feetin diameter. The steam-pipe or Steamboat Geyser hasan opening 
8 inches in diameter, from which the steam ascends to a height of 50 to 
100 feet, with aroar like the escape from a steamboat. There are about 
a hundred springs in all, of which the following are the principal ones: 

Temperature °F. 
Ihlaglk Srila Simin. cede soedeo deaco panne Hubs de peor ooeEROlbepesouSeccc 150+ 
Ceara 1s Faecal oer Sy itis (ee ee BS OR ee on oao Samoa ane meciee 97 
White Sulphur Spring, Alum and Iron Spring .-.--...----.----------..-------- 
Bone yA mand: Sulphur Spring ssc eeee areas cee eles coleman = = Joe aS Soe 150-+ 
iDrecrorta SRullis Syonlin@es ass so es Sbosbsdo daesee needa sédocseccoeder sdemobeaeorsiaoES 
Wiietesme Ndnone co. ce ne sae ceeurcs sect men Se meee em ctermeniatascidems acces 195 
MenicanedaGeysecrssabler aay aeer as serie say ee cine e cre aeicinse ai-\aae) steel moni 90-+- 
SleminpadtGOyselee. meat sass cmeite ste eee seat cme lcatee= oo =leimme 
Intermittent Scalding Springs (Geyser) -.------ Beeiauee 175 
alee Inkstand, Alkali Lake, Indian Spring, Boiling Eye-water Spring, Acid 

AO TALL Oe ere neee e ere re ayaa sine een vers i me taverns nla cee ine) Schaar ele wlatintaie = 

The steam from some of the springs has been utilized for vapor baths 
by the construction of sheds over the springs. In Geyser Canon, a 
branch of Pluton Creek, the highest temperature, according to Whitney, 
is 207° F. 

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS OF NEVADA. 

The Steamboat Springs are in Washoe Valley, east of the Virginia 
range in Western Nevada. ‘They are described as follows by Mr. 
Arnold Hague:* 

They cover an area about one-quarter or one-third of a mile in length by 800 to 
1,000 feet in width. The surface of the ground is covered by a deep accumulation of 
siliceous sinter, the deposit of the evaporated spring-water. Running lengthwise 

*In Vol. Il, Descriptive Geology, Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel 
pp. 825, 826. 
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with this deposit are a number of parallel fissures or open seams, from two inches up 
to one foot in width, having a general trend of north 8° west. These fissures are 
generally continuous, though sometimes filled at intervals with debris that has fallen 
in and choked up the passage. All along the length of these fissures are seen jets 
and clouds of steam rising; and the sound of water boiling violently may be heard 
at short distances below the surface, although concealed from view. Where the fis- 
sure is perpendicular a depth of 10 or 15 feet may be seen, and in some instances water 
is at the bottom. In several places the steam issues in puffs, with a noise like that 
from a steam boiler, and jets of hot water are thrown up, with more or less force, 
frequently 10 and 20 feet in height; while in other places, the water is raised with 
just sufficient force to bubble up above the surface and run off. In the whole area 
there are but one or two small basins where water is at all times standing. In sey- 
eral places there are elevated conical mounds built up by the sinter deposited from 
the boiling waters. The water flowing from these sources runs away partly over the 
surface of the deposit, and partly through channels concealed from view a short dis- 
tance below the surface, and probably finds its way to the Truckee River. The sedi- 
ment, or rather deposit, from these waters is quite friable, and lies in thin strata; it 
is occasionally porous and cellular, almost resembling coral. Sulphur occurs, coating 
the other portions of the deposit. The steam also emits the odor of sulphurous gas. 

From this description it will be seen that we have at this locality a 
repetition on a small scale of some of the phenomena observed in the 
Yellowstone National Park. The deposit is a true geyserite; the speci- 
mens analyzed for Mr. Hague by Mr. R. W. Woodward containing over 
2 per cent. of silica. 

VOLCANO SPRINGS. 

This locality is described by Col. A. S. Evans* as being located in 
Lander County, Nevada, southeast of Beowawe. Whether it is the 
same locality as that on Bancroft’s map of the Pacific States, south of 
Argenta Iecanuot say. Going south, or even southeast, from Beowawe, 
a station on the Central Pacific Railroad, brings us into Eureka County, 
and not Lander. I cannot find the locality marked on any map. As 
there are spouting springs at the locality, I have given below a brief 
description of them, taken from Colonel Evans’ article: 

Across the valley, some six miles to the southward, half way up the western slope 
of a hill, perhaps six hundred feet in height, we saw a long table-land of mesa, white 
upon the top, and with long ribbon-like streaks of blue and white running down thence 
to the plain below. This had been designated as the locality of the Volcano Springs; 
but, beyond the discolorations mentioned, there was nothing to attract the attention 
of a traveler, and one might pass the point a dozen times without being made aware 
of their existence. * * * Some time before we reached it we heard a noise as of 
many sseam engines working away in some factory; and as we forced our horses up 
the steep acclivity, over ground that resounded beneath their tread hollow and cayv- 
ernous, we heard other sounds emanating from the deep bosom of the mountain. 

He describes a number of springs, speaking of their cones and mounds, 
the lining of which resembled porcelain, and says: 

There was a low rumbling sound accompanying the action of the first. The second 
worked exactly like a steam-pump, with a steady, regular stroke, the water being 
thrown out, not in a continuous stream, but in jets corresponding with the regular 
strokes of a piston. As we stood over it we could hardly divest ourselves of the im- 
pression that we were standing above a well-regulated steam engine in full operation, 
as, in fact, we were. We timed the pulsations with our watches, and counted just 
one hundred in a minute. From many small orifices, some not larger round than one’s 
finger, all around us the steam was escaping; and the whole mesa seemed a mere crust 
perforated like acullender. * * * 
Locking southward along the height extending over half a mile of space, we saw 

dozens of these hot-water volcanoes, if we may be permitted the expression, in full 
operation, and an immense number of others quiet for the moment, but bearing evi- 
dence of being in working order. The largest of those quiet for the moment had an 
orifice as large as @ sugar hogshead, and was filled to the surface with clear, sparkling 
water. 
The water in the basin, though not boiling, was not quite cold enough for bathing 

i * Overland Monthly, February, 1869. 
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purposes, and we concluded to wander on a little furtherand wait for it tocool. * * * 
While we were sitting with our feet in the tepid water discussing the formation of the 
place, alow, droning, moaning sound came up from the deep bosom of the hill, followed 
by asharp clap! clap! clap! as if a pair of giant handshad been struck together three 
times with force; then with a tremendous swash a torrent of scalding water flew into 
the air, scattering in all directions from the great spring in which we had just been 
proposing to bathe, and poured in astream 10 feet wide down the hill. 

MUD VOLCANOES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

In Appleton’s American Encyclopedia, Mr. John D. Champlin, in his 
article on geysers, describes a locality in the Colorado Desert between 
latitude 33° and 34°, and longitude 115° and 116°, which contains re- 
markable mud voleanoes and boiling springs. Thisis probably the same 
locality indicated on the United States Engineers’ map, about 65 miles 
northwest of Fort Yuma and 50 miles north of east from San Felipe, 
near the railroad station Volcano, and it is without doubt the same lo- 
eality that is described in the proceedings of the California Academy of 
Sciences for 1857, by J. A. Veatch, as being 60 miles northeast of San 
Felipe.* 

Mr. Champlin, in a letter to the writer, says he has mislaid the notes 
from which he wrote his article, and does not recall the source of his in- 
formation, but is of the opinion that he obtained the facts from some 
official report. His description is as follows: 

The desert at this point is below the level of the sea, The springs cover a space 
not more than a quarter of a milesquare. This areais covered with soft mud, through 
which water and steam are constantly escaping with a noise audible at a distance of 
10 miles. Insome places the vapor rises steadily with a sharp hissing sound, in others 
it bursts forth with a loud explosion, throwing water and mud to the height of 100 
feet. Some of the boiling springs throw up a column of water 20 or 30 feet ; some have 
cones formed around them, and some have basins 120 feet in dameter in which the 
blue, paste-like mud is ever bubbling and hissing. Many are incrusted with carbon- 
ate of lime, others with deposits of sulphur. The steam which rises from them is 
strongly impregnated with sulphur.t 

Dr. J. Le Conte ulso describes these springs in Silliman’s Journal, ¢ 
and was told of a similar locality southeast of Fort Yuma. The rail- 
road now passes near these Springs.§ 

GRANITE CREEK BOILING OR: MUD SPRINGS. 

In Northwestern Nevada at thesouth end of Granite Range, on the 
border of Mud Lake, about 3 miles southwest of Granite Creek Station, 
is an interesting group of hot springs, described as follows by Hague 
and Emmons. 

Seattered over an area roughly estimated at 75 acres are a large number of pools, 
mostly circular, varying in size from 1 up to 25 feet in diameter, and uineonnided! by a 
luxuriant growth of brilliant green, alkaline grasses, in marked contrast to the dull 
monotonous colors of the desert. The waters are clear and quite palatable when cool. 
The largest one visited had a temperature of 194° in the broad open pool; others in- 
dicated temperatures from 185° up to the boiling point, and yielded large volumes of 

*(Proc. Cal. Acad. Nat. Sciences, 1857, p. 104.) Veatch says there are from three 
to fifteen mud cones in a space of 500 by 350 yards. Some are sharp cones, others 
are dome-shaped. Steam rushes constantly from many, and is intermittent in some. 
One throws a stream of water from 15 to 30 feet into the air. The illustration accom- 
panying his article shows them to be remarkable. Some of the blue-mud caldrons are 
100 feet in diameter, and are 5 to 6 feet below the surface. 

t Appleton’s Encyclopedia, Vol. VII, p. 785. 
¢ January, second series, 1855, No. 55, Vol. XIX, p. 1. 
§ W. H. Russellin his Notes from the West, published in London, in 1882, mentions 

visiting these springs, which he says are not far from the line of the railroad. 
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vapor that could be seen many miles across the desert. Along with these springs 
are a number of mud springs, or, as they are called, ‘‘mud volcanoes,” round basins, 
from 2 to 3 feet below the surface of the ground, and varying from 6 inches to 6 feet 
in diameter. These were filled with mud and slime, the contents being thrown up 
and violently agitated at regular intervals, accompanied by puffs of steam. Several 
of these springs had built up cones of hardened mud, and all, with one exception, 
closed at the top. In this one, the aperture was about 2 inchesin width, and emitted 
a very perceptible odor of sulphuretted hydrogen; itis said occasionally to throw out 
mud and waterin all directions fora distance of 100 yards. Fragments of this ejected 
material were found by analysis to have the composition of clay.* 

From what we have just written it will be seen that we have a num- 
ber of Hot Spring localities that are of considerable importance and 
would attract considerable notice were they not dwarfed by comparison 
with the more extensive thermal development in the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park. 

The springs of Nevada and California are usually found in connection 
with voleanic rocks which are of Tertiary age. The following catalogue 
presents only the localities without giving the number of springs. With 
more careful exploration of the West this list can probably be greatly 
enlarged. 

Table of thermal springs of the United States. 

[For authorities in which springs enumerated in this table are referred to, the reader is referred to 
Bipliographical Appendix D.] 

; : Highest tem- 
Locality. State or Territory. perature. 

=| 

OF, 
Mebanonl Sp Lino Semesters eee a hesce eae see aeiaataearer Nea Ones aeaseiteenesiee 73 
Eleven miles from Carlisle, at Mount Pisgah ....-......--. IRennsylyaniae seer eee 72 
Sweet Springs, Alleghany County .-.-..-------.-----.------- Aabgsnbaie - Sedo dcesoSeeates 78 
Buford’s Gap Springs, Bedford County...--..--------------|------ Gl) Baasabenbacsesoéeosn 75 
Wik S prin ss bath) Countyaesese= eee eeisa cise eeeise cee [eet OYSerinnwte sacenyeteis ets 0s 974 
Hotsprings Bath) Coumtiyssees + ae oe aelsee anise el= ae eteieies Os sor SNe eo ees ee 108 
Healing Springs, Bath County ..-..--.-.--....--------- ---]------ GID) aos sonboocessEceaose 88 
Sweet Alum Spring, Bath County.-......-.--..-.-----------|------ GW Ba gonenAqedsee conse 85 
NeweMaltord sare Ooumtiygees ss nemce sec ece seme eee rceer ener GD) acocdacassanbancosce 66 
Streckler’s Springs, Rockbridge County.......------.------|------ Ose seca iietss see 70 
Holston Springs, Scott County -.----..---------.-----------|------ GO eset ccise acco comes 684 
MeHenry’s Springs, Scott County. --..--...-..-------------|------ do ...... Sessronneace de 68 
Snake Run Springs, Sweet Springs Valley -......-.-.------|------ MOR: ee ers esi e rays 72 
Berkeley Springs Bath, Morgan County..-........---------- West Virginia ...---..-.--- 74 
Sweet Springs, Monroe County .........-.---..------------|------ GO ccscosnsscsosoconsee 74 
Red Sweet Springs, Monroe County ..----.--..--..--.------|------ Coy SAeE een esnSeEtacsoes 78 
Warm Springs, Madison County ...-.-..---.-----.----.---- North Carolina ..--..-. iterates ~ 102 
Warm Springs, Buncombe County ..--....--..-------------|------ Ose se cicsomeiee merece 104 
Warm Springs (36 miles from Columbms) .-.-..-.-...-------- Georgia eee eels 90 
Warm Springs (on French Broad River)....-......-.------ Tennessee .--.------.------ 95 
MloridalSulphurisprinesee esses eee eee eee eee eee Mlonida gees Lee se 70 
Washitaw Hot Springs, Hot Spring County........----.--- TArkangasisstis soe men eee , 150 
On the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman......-..-..--.----- WUE o oscaocnespeononsocasscuccssooccs 
Vellowstone) National Parkes ees sec cicienisla sees eee elo Say OTA yee see rat eee ee Boiling.* 
Hot Sulphur Spring near Sheep Mountain ............-.---|..---- Gi) SEaSoatcobeTososacco 96 
Hot Sulphur Springs near Camp Brown....-....-.-.-.------|------ COS ese ee 110 
BVO rea RAW ST eae eae a SU seats es ode pL ele EE A GO eee As Sees | ee 
‘Warm Springs, Wind River, northeast of Union Pass ......|..--.- CO sosecisccenpaceset eal cee eee eee 
iNearMharamieeee eps ecnc rece eee eer eee eerie ce pisiceaiainel leet eles CO eee bose necee cate 71 
Snake River below mouth of Hoback’s River .......--..---|------ CO ee eea see meee 117 
Ten miles west of Fort Laramie ...-..--.....-....---.-----|------ Clos seuoaaoobosens seer 74 
Sulphur Springs 12 miles north of Del Norte, near Wagon | Colorado......-.-.-.---.--- 150 
Wheel Gap on Rio Grande. 

UR SuSas River, 3 miles below the mouth of the South Ar- }...... (1 Un tee teat A Lc os ene 
ansas. 

Ouray at head of Uncompahgre River.-.---...--------------|------ CO see eee eae Warm. 
Poncho Creek, 14 miles above Junction with South Arkan- |...-..- GOs esses seek aes Seen 

sas. 
Canon City, sa. 6 soc See ene Senso Bane eee mee neice ell names GO ee es os easeemeeees 100 
Wihbite) Barth River foo r 200 Quen Cee Sm te seems eee ce eie ae (isan Oe ee rere eet 84 
Hourammilesieast) of Canom Ciiypesse season eee eee ee eee seee teases dO ee a eee 
Twelve miles mortheast on Pacosaeeeeeeceneeseen cee e acne te leases GO ees cca ae 78 
Three wmiles!southeash oMbacosay see se sees eeeeeeeneen sees dO eee aeeanetere 120 

*¥or complete lists of Yellowstone National Park, the reader is referred to Part I of the report. 

* United States Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, Vol. Il. Descriptive 
Geology, page 799. 
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Table of thermal springs of the United States. 

Locality. State or Territory. es 

oF. 
idan) (Siam). = soo ond spb seseco sed escscare seed aoeSoopaasos Colovadoreereec ase ene sees 115 
Grand River above Grand Cafion ......-.-..-.--.--...-.---|...--. CO er aoceneeee aceon 112 
Parnassus Springs on Red Creek 12 miles southwest of |--...- OO. soca ee eee eae 72h 

Pueblo. 
Mound Soda Spring, Park County----------.-.-.---.-..---- 
Sulphur Springs, Hertzel’s Ranche, Park County..--.---.-- 
SHlphar sprints, Middlevbankeeee sessed mee saa ames elas 
Sulphur Springs, South Fork Navajo River ---..--...-.-.-. 
Mound Sulphur Spring, South Park......----..-----..----- 
Chalke Creek, Hake County= -a--4s-ssecssesere scene tec esl access 
INEamCONGIOS some e se Senco cceeeicaisie enon moment ce saece en mae bars 
Ojodelos'Caballos: Santis Park oo es seeee eens cse leet ee 
LP ae SD BIE e555 - a6 eb erne kes 6645 Seocaepacodesbaaod| | ababe 
AATTES WEG nae peBddeootieGs Sanne seececcoodehubeGodbsbcd seess6 
On Rio Grande, north of Santa Barbara .......--.---.------ 
No conor Mount bela noe se eats esse eee enea eee eee neaayot= 
Near Miembres, 16 miles southeast of Camp Bayard. . 
Apache Tahoe, 7 miles south of Camp Bayard.-.-.-... 
Hot Springs on Indian reservation west of Fort Craig 
Ojos Calientes, 2 miles northeast of Jemez.--.-.-......------|------ 
Canada Alamosa, Socorro County..-....-----.---.2-2---s--|------ 
At copper mines of the San Francisco River ........--..--.!.----- i 
Ojo Caliente, 50 miles north of Santa Fé-..--.- sadebeceboscdllsanaee GO) sconabdaaudoanssess 150 
Hive miles west of Las) Vegas .-------.--------------0-005--|sno- 0. GO sacoscocosscoacesars 140 
Diamond Creek, near its mouth, Socorro County ..-.-...-..|------ GW) Sencoundassueeseones 151 
PRCTIMILCS SOULMOM AUN oe ce ene see ates see ae atc asin aawieeel| Seseee COS ieeisse sce sos tagce|s ose spec ened 
GilgeRixer near Diamond Creeks 220. ----o-s ssc essence ence rlssecee Core eee eee sacs ese 100 
CERIO NE ATATILOs sno e sae mac ce Male cee aes ccc tec eeee ee aleauaae COE ASH Cm aeuE See ee ore 68 
Lava Springs, Grand Cafion of Colorado...---..-..---....-- NATIZON ae seeen acatoetce ae 89 
IRAN ENUM SPLINE cease oe ew ee since ec so cecc eacuensemes enon oes 
FETIOLOPRIV ODS sacs he ae tea tiem a mand tie Sl than areas teeaueias [aeete 
IBUEKOIS Station; Gila RIVEr ..-<-<s-cecccee ccc seaeteesclecec ce 
Near Tubac. ...-.-- We ae ue seals ae asniete eines Jao mnioet nescence sone 
HeAdrorsordan! Vialloy vs -.nhess seceses Seni anne cee cee ose 
PMADMV ANGY nea Seton eee eh coe 
Twelve miles north of Brigham City. 
Ten miles north of Ogden ......-.---- 
Monihvor Orden! Canon) oss. css scescese ecto os cee oee eens 
One mile north of Salt Take City--.-.-.---5-2-222-22-2--58, 
Two miles north of Salt Lake City..-....-.----..-...-...-- 
Spanish Fork Cafion, Wahsatch Mountains................|.----- COA eee See ee crosae 145 
North end of Utah Lake ......-....-.--- Pace seeeceececealeaes GD sancoscasdoasseanons Warm 
Sixteen miles west of Minersville.............--..-.-.----- Wee eC Onsetee ee eecereccctses 185 
FISTS PEL OS Ue n es Pe ces Sn on ao Spee aa aimee areas ote al (1G) sSecondnoauEaeondee 74 
Cave Spring Settlement, west base Mineral Range, North |.-..--. Gi) Sasa BHseboodeAnSHose 74 

end of Onaquin Mountains, 
EEAdtOteETOVO CANON. sees: sos cecosace dens seceenaseeecnlece ses GU es aA OBESE SCR CORDS 72 
INGAIIMGA Watyiions: sod aos oes see dae saete eo cccincicseouseeoseeclececce Coes asacbsesGasaneaos 110 
Undine Springs, Labyrinth Caiion of the Colorado.-.-.-.-..--.|.-..-. Gt) Seas setoeasasbeaballsssocceasséen. 
‘Narrow Canon” of the Colorado. -.-...---------------..--- do 
Snake River, 3 miles below Salt River.-.---.--..----.------ 
Snake River below Lower Cafion .....-.--.---...----------|------ 
Lincoln) Walley near Kort Hall. 22.22 ..2. 2-23-22 --222 
Steamboat Spring, Bear River bend.------ 
Near Fishing Falls, north of Snake River 
Lou-lou fork of Bitter Root River ....--.......------...--- 
Twenty-five miles east of Flathead Lake ac 
Hunter’s Hot Springs, Yellowstone River.......--.-.------|.-.--- (10) AaeEEe CBE eSa EO aoG 120 
SMISIASERIVGUe seer neem eee Lo acer eee e eR Seana Oia ai cee swine wre salve miel a metneeeeeeetas 
1aiGlisie) JE SD ONES sop onuesoosancteseedeceae or ewedeaboos| saci. Oj sees ane sieelacs aeiceinal nea cana er erste 
BIPPHOLOPE TAIN Os ce cat sc taclcceceiceeenccfacteabeueas ee nane lates - Oh) aeacececnocsans secon 132 
ID PEIUOC PEPE TAINO oy co sces acetone alee acon cicle cee oneeenoodlensos: CN EERE Eepororsaae solecachoscscwene 
Hotspring district, near hed Bluffi-ls-.--sssssccesesecceeelennas Ob eee Ns eae 124 
Deschutes Valley, on Wamchuck River ...........-.--...- Orecont cen seuss seers 145 
Non shore ol GOOSSHUaKO Le. s-scneeceweseccuscccccmencacloecces (UWIBSSRUE Deco SOOodod| semdcabodscane 
Man eniMn tyler seme torrie nec cue cn tienon awe ctine be ecoeeel|ssenas Ch percosossodcatoomor- 164 
IWiesiBIdS OLB lne MOUNTAINS |.) ssice see daecccecceb seins ccaelaecduas dO \asece cisco sesGenereae eetame stone 
Butte Creek, near Harney Lake .......--.-2.-- 2-2 seencns|---00- 6: sods. oceans | nemece ceiotetete 
Upper end of Degroot’s Valley, Lander County........---- i 
In south end of Staoky Valley -..-.-.--- 2eeeesBenepapneanee 
Near Kepler’s Station, 40 miles east of Walker’s Lake 
South of Wadsworth 
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Table of thermal springs of the United States—Continued. 

i . Highest tem- Locality. State or Territory. perananes 

Warm Spring Creek, Independence Valley. -.-----.-.------ ING vad acscnescscsescieeeee Be Ue a 
Hyko, Lincoln County bee de se cog shee be CoouadSetasocnsHEsodllocasas (Oat crosbesebnacpecs 90 
Hot Creek mining district, Nye County siststeteraepoueninetae neers | emaianes GO. eee Oe Ce Ses Ee eee 
Five miles east of Patterson, Nye County........-...-.----].-.--- CON aR NY ST 5 OE are 
Voleano Springs, Lander County, southeast of Beowawe ..|..---- LO ee ees ND Se RS Boiling. 
Grass Valley 3 miles south of Bardmass Pass .--.....-.----|....-- Coy see acs Su 181 
West of Fish Creek Mountains --.....--.--..---..--..----- 
Rock'Creek Valleys een eisae mice deen oes eeisae ree 
Antelope Valley, near Eagle Lake 
East base of Kern Mountains....-..---0...--sceeees sec eee 
East base of Humboldt Mountains 
Near Pyramid! Walco es 2 coal eee oleic a 
On) pyramidinveyramidilakeynenememee saloons citeeicinein ese 
IEP EY GEER Ba noge Gua be so aeassoooUeds AcbocHaoSEa bo onSEeoaEae 
Boiling | Spring north end of Mud Lake ...........--..----- Neévadagsse sete ce Uae ee es ee eee 
RAYS Ne eich © wrist sie ie Mh te ae IR nen Ec HN Southern Nevada......-... 81. 6 
Rab bitpeole S prince see ss sce eee ee eee eeeenseaise seein sce Nievadaatscne seen eae 60 
Hot Spring west of south end of Black Rock Mountains - CY eee RE Maris Spa es 
Double Hot Springs, west flank of Black Rock Mountains. 
Steamboat Springs, Virginia Range 
Hot Spring, Elko County 
Hot Spring, Koy eee ae epee ese Seek comes es ccite tae 3 
Hot Spring 30 miles south of Argenta, Lander County -.--- 
Hk pring 30 miles east of Walker's Lake, Esmeralda !...-.- (Gy Bee Don SsbeddonoSsaallescdeceadosdas 

ounty 
North penal ofjWallkensyhien ance ocicee cise sic ioc sae eee ee GD ssosccbedecoaocoddce 165 
Bhinty mileseashlorAMs cima netomat seis csiscien micas eleieisioeae |e eer Ca a a a es Sa Se 
Steptoe Valley; Wihite Pine’ County)... -2-- 2. <2 2222-22 |oe ee (Kipp emaa eh Sena aA Rae aE 
White Pine Valley, White Pine County.....---.........--.|------ Ci (Cp een AE ee et doc 
Puebla Hot Spring, Humboldt County..-.--.--.--.-.-------|------ WO ieee ene Tn ae ee eee 
Thousand Springs Valley 
Antelope Valley PET inicicisisee ciciale Saad ole aoe afore 
Ruby Valley near Ruby Lake. . 
inttle CedarsMountainsmere ease eee eee ee eee 
Warm Sulphur Spring, Spring Valley ; 
Hot Spring, north of Winnemucca, Humboldt County-..--. Noevadal 22272 sch oe | see 
Near Hot Sprivg Station, on Centr al Pacific Railroad, east |--.--- Goya ee hae 189 

of Winnemucca. 
Hot Spring, 20 miles southeast of Winnemucca .......-..-- 
Hot Spring Butte, north end of Truckee Range -.---.-...--.-- 
Emigrant Canon, Tucubit’s Range. ......-.--....-.----.--- 
AkeLahoe EHO tps PUN eee ele eee eee satel sete lantarsl ea erel 
Calistoga Springs ssoooSossSdosnaseondesbonsosoeSdoddsososs 
INaparVialley teasers recat re we cma etic eetisccncseeeeeirionacee 
Geysexisy Sonoma Counbysss eee eee ener eee 
Mud Volcanoes, 60 miles northeast of San Felipe, San 
Diego County. 

Summitofashas tay ealkee esse eae eeelaeieeilae ee sete lesetteys dO esse ons eehe Tee ee er 
Agua Caliente, near Warner’s Ranch, San Diego County -.|.----- GI) seaBBSoeeosasesebees 142 
Border of! ColoradoMesert eeu. ys shes ere aang aa iia ClO VetGssocabessaenoadad 120 
Sanger ardino meee epee see sae esc sloenivem iiss ate see eters etree QO eee socs cuneate 172 
INeaArAWalikerisPbasseemaae scemacmecee ot cence nemsce sme sie es ceeere CoE ATOM AB ES SGL Seco 
Hot Sulphur Springs, Santa Barbara.......-.....--.------- poder WO adantcoaacousond6esé 130 
Werni om ty eect rsictecin wa cncinters eicictetelsyoerae tteieyeietare ae Reroeterne QO arise ewan decesice see sees eee 
PASO RO DIES WHOL SPE OC Sememaee seers seeceeetiesteeee eel eeacee COs eucseeeoeneeeees 122 
Bridgeport, Mono County eee pie eeno cosmo eee ae ee ere CR eee UNS a Dean Benerarecscnce 
Geyser and Hot Springs, 25 miles south of Mono Lake, |..-.--. CO) eee cis wine Oise ne ieee le eiaiee erete eee 
Inyo County. 

Southlof Rorcpesi diy elles stem ete aera mete ae eye ie 
Tuscan Springs, Shasta County. -------.-..-.---.---------- 
Skaggs’ Hot Springs, Sonoma County.-...--.........--.---- 
Near “Honey DBE Was eR erie hea Oa ean emd Saapee Geaeaces 
Deep Spring Valley, Inyo Valley .--..--..----------------- 
Benton} Inyo Counties. see eee eee ee ee eee eee eee 
Near Mission of San Miguel, Obispo County......-.-.----- 
GulroyvHot Springs ieee e eee eee eee a eeeeee cre cee eee 
Guayamos Valley, ObispoiConntiyeeees-seee ees eeee cere 
Near Hort Crook ais sore eee een eren ene earesmens 
Saratoga Springs, south end of Death Valley 
On island in Mono Lake.........-....------. 
Ten miles east of Telescope Peak 
Thirty miles south of) Lake Tahoe! ---222222---22- 2222-2... 
NGAP EM OH ave RVers oe ipa yt te ae mn el aU ENR 
Clear Laken eee ee eee RD UM ar ee ES 
South of Bear Valley, near Clear Lake .-........--.--...--- ; 
Burton’s Springs, north end of Owen’s Valley .-..--.-------|------ Ghihsnsonoesoanasaese> 160-- 
Near Wittle! Owen's) Walken ase a scerse lebenecteer ra tree | aero dO ees ee eee EO ts 
Twenty-five to 30 miles southeast of Owen’s Lake, and 15 |.-.--- Geen Haeee seers s5ac Hot. 
miles east of Little Lake. 

Geyser’s, or Warm Sulphur Springs, 20 miles from Sitka. ..|.----. DG Rete eae ee ees 104 
Aslan Gi of Ar kW ama ee TI leer SLE SR NAS OS ge I Meter eat Lon CO ee en ee Boiling. 
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Table of thermal springs of the United States—Continued. 

Locality. State or Territory. ees 

sl nd onus sea. neces Meas cnsiccce cleo Sesoccci=e Alaskaj-osassee cece eee Boiling. 
TS land heath kale ee esses acess eciaee te nee esr iem = saci eee sts Govses see ae eee BP doiwtiss kes 
isi bynd OT A\GE diy S oes Rss ae ee ce cetoc see UeCr esse eee Geant. Ci Coen ee NS ae a Be Sd Onscces ae 
lisierra! out Simingmeiie 65. Sp oemnpceeGsoonsssbo sso sacuodcoeesllseeese Con pas ee aa eee MEMO Ros » 
Tsland of Kanaga Gie\aia te etalsjaveibraleiSe bid atetere aierctsie ts pea ake Rae a dole ee Sere Se FaeeOlemasaen 
Near the Youkon RIV OLS seco eee ca teense eee acaebissse oe| cases OO) ssaccesto J nitoseose BBie 

* This spring never freezes, and when this temperature was obtained the air was at 10° F., so that it 
is properly a thermal spring. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THERMAL SPRINGS OF MEXICO, CENTRAL AMERICA, WEST INDIES, AND 
SOUTH AMERICA. 

Our knowledge of the thermal springs of Mexico, Central America, 
the West Indies, and South America is comparatively meager, being 
limited mainly to the casual mention of various travelers, and the cata- 
logue appended to this chapter is therefore deficient, especially in the 
record of temperatures. Very few travelers have the means of obtain- 
ing the temperatures accurately, and usually they simply state that the 
springs are warm, hot, nearly boiling, or boiling, their thermometers 
being in most cases their own bodies, which we know are not at all re- 
liable for such purposes. 

The volcanic band extending southward from North America through 
Mexico, Central America, and South America is second only to that 
extending from Kamtschatka, through Japan and Formosa, into the 
Eastern Archipelago, and in regions of such extensive volcanic action 
we naturally look for a considerable development of thermal springs, 
and that we do not look in vain is shown in our catalogue, incomplete 
as it undoubtedly is. With extended knowledge in the future, the list 
will be enlarged, and areas of veritable geysers, equal to any now known, 
may possibly be discovered. 

MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA. 

An almost continuous line of volcanoes stretches through Mexico 
and Central America. ‘Twenty-five active volcanoes, according to 
Judd, are known to exist in Central America. The distribution of ther- 
mal springs corresponds to that of the voleanoes.* One of the vol- 
canoes of Guatemala, viz, the Volcan de Agua or Water Volcano, might 
be considered as a geyser on a grand scale, as it erupts water ‘during 
its periods of activity. 
At Aguas Calientes, near Los Banos, in the neighborhood of San 

Luis Potosi, Mexico, there is a geyser from which the water spouts 
to the height of 10 or 12 feet with a great escape of steam, the column 
of which can be seen at a great distance.t 

On the slope of San Andres, an ancient volcano of Mexico, there is 

*Volcanoes, by John W. Judd, New York, 1881, p- 227. Mexico is probably in- 
eluded, althou gh not so stated. 
tSummerland Sketches in Mexico, &c., by Felix Oswald, Phil., 1880. 
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a hot spring which deposits silica, which is soft at first (gelatinous 
silica), and afterwards becomes opaline. Inthe same region, also, near 
Jaripeo and Taximaroa, there are boiling springs and mud holes.* The 
mud volcanoes and springs of Central America are exactly similar to 
those of the western part of the United States, already described. Those 
at San Jazinto, in Nicaragua are said by Froebel to be at the boiling 
point, and of various colors, viz: red, brown, yellow, blue, black, and 
white. 

WEST INDIES. 

There are six active voleanoes in the West Indies,j the great center 
of activity being in the western lineof the Caribbee Islands (Windward 
Islands), which are the continuation, northward, of a branch ofthe vol- 
canic line of South America. The thermal springs of Venezuela are on 
this line, and make a connecting link between those of Caribbee Islands 
and those of the main chain of the Andes. 

The larger islands of the West Indies, lying more to the westward, 
are not igneous, but they are subject to earthquakes, especially Jamaica 
and St. Domingo. In the latter island the earthquake of 1770 caused 
hot springs to break out where no water previously existed, but they 
afterwards ceased to flow. 

The temperatures of the springs in Jamaica and Cuba are compara- 
tively low, and high temperatures are not noted until the Caribbees are 
reached. Almost every one of the Windward Islands has its soufriére 
or sulphur, connected with which are hot springs. St. Lucia and Domin- 
ica are especially noted for their hot springs. The soufriére of St. 
Vincent contains a lake, the color of which is described as being an 
opalescent green. 

SOUFRIERE OF ST. LUCIA. 

The soufriére or sulphur of St. Lucia is in the crater of a volcano, 
1,000 feet above sea level, and occupies an area of about three acres, in 
which space there are at least fourteen caldrons in a state of constant 
ebullition, boiling to the height of 3 or 4 feet, the steam having a sul- 
phurous odor. In some of the caldrons the water is clear, in others it is 
black. Fresh springs and fountains are continually breaking out. 
This place was once celebrated for medicinal DEED oes and baths were 
constructed.§ 

BOILING LAKE IN THE GRAND SOUFRIERE OF DOMINICA. 

The boiling lake of Dominica was known as far back as 1777. Itis 
a seething caldron, measuring 200 by more than 100 yards, with per- 
pendicular walls 60 to 100 feet i in height. Ata distance of 10 feet from 
the edge there is no bottom at a depth of 195 feet. It is 2,400 feet above 
sea- level, and is in active ebullition, especially in the center, where it is 
geyser- like, the water being thrown in jets into the air, shifting from 
side to side with a noise like the discharge of artillery. The tempera- 
ture at the oreo according to Palgrave W. Gifford, is 185° F., and 
farther in is 200° F.,|| and in the center is doubtless at or even above 
the boiling point, which here is about 207° F. 

* Saussure’s Excursion to an Ancient Volcano in Mexico, Jour. Geog. Soc. of London, 
Vol. XXX, 1860, pp. 53-58. 
Seven Years Travel in Central America, &c., by Julius Froebel, London, 1859. 
t Judd, ib. cit. 
§ St. Lucia, by Henry Breen, London, 1844, pp. 7,8. 
|| West Indian Honoris, By Palgrave W. Gifford, MacMillan’s Mag., Vol. XXXV, 

No. 209, March, pp. 361-374 
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Dr. Nichols, who discovered the lake, gave a temperature of 196° F.; 
Mr. Prestoe, of Trinidad, 180° to 190°, and both found it boiling; while 
Mr. F. A. Ober found it quiet, with a temperature of only 969 F.* It 
therefore appears that this is a true geyser, having periods of quiet. 
Its eruptions must be on a grand scale, those already mentioned being 
probably only the frequent explosions noted as so common in most 
geysers during the intervals separating the true eruptions. 

THE PETITE SOUFRIDRE OF DOMINICA. 

The Little Sulphur of Dominica is passed en route to the Boiling Lake 
of the Grande Soufriére. It is about 2,000 feet above sea level, and its 
largest spring is 5 feet in diameter, with a temperature of 208° F. The 
locality is described as follows by Mr. F. A. Ober :t 

The basin was covered with rocks and earth, white and yellow, perforated like the 
bottom of a colander, whence issued steam and vapor and sulphur fumes, hot air, and 
fetid gases. There was a full head of steam on, puffing through these vents with the 
noise of a dozen engines. There were spouting springs of hot “water: some were boil- 
ing over the surface, some sending up a hot spray, some puffing like high-pressure 
steamboats. Clouds of steam drifted across this small valley, now obscuring every 
rock and hole, now lifting a few feet only to settle again. * * * Several streams 
ran down and out, uniting in a common torrent ; streams hot, impregnated with sul- 
phur, streams cold, clear, “and sparkling, only a yard apart; water of all colors, from 
blue and green to yellow and milk-white. 

SOUTH AMERICA. 

The entire western coast of South America is igneous, the Andes con- 
tinuing southward the volcanic line of Mexico and Central America. 
There are said to be thirty-seven active voleanoes known in South 
America, and the gaps between are filled with cones that are now sup- 
posed to be extinct, but which may become active in the future. 

In Peru and Ecuador terrific earthquakes and eruptions of mud and 
water in torrents have been frequent. We find that thermal springs 
are found from one end of the Andean chain to the other. Even Pata- 
gonia has its hot springs. In Bolivia they are said to be innumerable. 
In the Argentine Republic the springs are found either in the Andes or 
near there, in the western part of the territory. The springs of Chili 
and Ecuador are numerous, those of Chili being saline, sulphurous, and 
calcareous, ranging in temperature from 50° F. to the boiling point. 
The springs of Chili are almost all found at the foot of the Andes, or 
on its slopes. The most noted locality is Chillan, although all have 
been used for medicinal purposes more or less, and have facilities for 
baths. As already noted, a line of voleanic action running through 
Venezuela connects the Andes with the Caribbean line. The thermal 
springs of Venezuela follow this line irom the east to the west, the most 
noted localities being Las Trincheras (described by Humboldt and long 
known), Onoto Mariara, and that of the Quiva or Cuiva, near Coro. 
The last is the most remarkable, containing about 40 caldrons, in which 
water of all colors can be found, the temperatures ranging from 40° F. 
to 150° F. 

Brazil has no known volcanoes, and her thermal springs are found in 
the eastern part of the empire, in connection with the coast mountain 
ranges, not over 100 to 200 miles from the coast. They would therefore 
seem to hold the same relation to the hot and boiling springs found in 

*Camps in the Caribbees, by Fred. A. Ober, Boston, 1880. 
t Lbid., page 60, 
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the Andes that the thermal springs of the Appalachian region of the 
United States do to the geysers of the Yellowstone and the hot springs 
of Nevada and California. The analogy can be carried still further, as 
the table-lands of the Amazon, like the Mississippi Valley, are destitute 
of thermal springs. In the Argentine Republic the springs are found 
near the Andes in the west. Mendoza, which is the center of the region, 
is frequently subject to earthquakes, and in 1861 12,000 out of 15,000 
people were destroyed there by an earthquake. 

BATHS OF CHILLAN, IN CHILI. 

The most noted springs in Chili are those of Chillan, on the Nevada 
Chillan, near the voleano of Antuco. They are near the region of per- 
petual snow, and accessible only in summer. The highest temperature 
recorded by Lieutenant Gillis, from whose description these notes are 
taken,* is 190° F. The springs, according to him, are mostly sulphu- 
reted, the escape of sulphureted hydrogen being very great, and the 
water, after standing, depositing sulphur, although very clear at first. 
A ereat many of the’ springs are in constant ebullition, and the rocks 
are so hot that the stream in passing over them is converted into steam 
with a hissing noise, while under foot is a roar as from gigantic steam- 
boilers. A cold spring is found in the midst of the hot ones. 

In the following catalogue there is considerable discrepancy as to 
completeness in the various countries, but as far as the writer is aware 
it is the only attempt yet made to bring together in one list the springs 
of the regions indicated. There may be some duplications, but as far 
as possible they have been eliminated. The list for Bolivia is especially 
deficient, but all have been included of which records could be obtained. 

Table of thermal springs of Mexico, Central America, West Indies, and South America. 

[For the list of authorities for spring localities, &c., see Bibliographical Appendix E.] 

Highesttem- 
perature. 

Locality. Country. 

Ojo Caliente, near Carrizal ............---...-.-- 
Ojo Caliente, northeast of Saltillo .... s 
Agua Caliente, east side of the sierra del Balealelo - Be 
Aguas Calientes, about 80 miles west of San Luis Potosi... 
Chichimequillo, Mee CORMAEIN >< cesqoacsssocsassoogssces 
Agua Caliente, between Tepuopes and Piedras Verdes ....|------ CO eee seceee nee eke ee 
Near Aguas Buenas, at the foot of Mount Cubilete -...-...|...--- Gy ee anonsaskeoonosoacc 106 
Near volcan ofidorulla sone se eeu ie ue tNS EN a NAIeIE GOs ene at ase eset intel eet retoteete sc 
On volcanosofiSanAmdnres ease seeeieisene eee ee cane eee Cae GOW Sees saci sebertnr Hot. 
Mud volcanoes and springs near Jaripeo....-.....--...--.-|.----- occas ote SOS Boiling. 
Nears tarp am eee eae eee eee eee retincet cee ech ecerieeeoe pease (yeas eee eaccconagease 
Nearitake Jalisco = sseeeeeeseeesecccieniciocic seniesic oe serrate seetete GO eS rc ea Seereicls SEASONS eae ae ae 
Penon de los Batios, Tescuco Lake....-....---------..----.|------ Ch RUSeag aes oseeecdone Hot. 
Athiaca miles) pelowsvVbinagdOnereereercneaecerese ee -ceeeeoleseeee GO ee ee aes 80 
Amatlani see eee ae ee eee eee emtee cee esinmieniceinertel|aesinels CO) ye Ee Cee aceasta Hot. 
On Pacific plains, between Chivela and Tarifa Passes, Te- -|.-..--do ....----.---.------- 94 

huantepec. < 
La Ghivala Pass, Tehuantepec SESE GORE EOE HSE Aa SEE SESE cae ses ae Gil) SeapancoonoedoneesoS 98 
South and west slopes of Cerro Prieto, Tehuantepec .......|.----- GD ssudoosssecSsc nodsea|eeosococot once 
Take ‘Amatitlan Guatemala Ss2se0 aces sce os seen eee Central America Hot. 
Sari Almere: \G ura tensile cee a ama ee EMR SES Nay 
San Bartolome aguas calientes, Guatemala.........-....--- 
On river Siguile, near Sunil, Guatemala.....- 
Agua Caliente, Honduras ...-..-...------. 
Warm Springs of Almolonga, San Salvador 
Aguas Calientes, San Salvador...-.....---- 
Tn. Abuacapan, San Salvador ....-.-.---+--- 
Near Volcano of San Vincente, San Salvador 

* United States Astronomical Expedition to South America, 1840~52, by Lieut. J. M. 
Gillis, Vol. II. 
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Table of thermal springs of Mexico, Central America, §c.—Continued. 

Locality. 

Boiling Lake (Aguachapa) San Salvador..-....-.-.--...---- 
Near Salama, San Salvador --.-......-- : 
Near Voleano Viejo, Nicaragua..-..-..--- 
In Lake Managua, Nicaragua. ....-....-.---.-------------- 
Near Tepitapa, Nicaragua----....------------------------- 
Base of Volcano Monotonebo, Nicaragua 
Mud Volcanoes at San Jazinto, near Leon, Nicaragua 
Mud Voleanoes at Tisate, Nicaragua......----.------------ 
Agua de Salud, near Calobre.-..-......-------------------- 
Ceidlorn, nin CliigGpie a 655 Saco pon pochoncoseosecesscescer 
Cape Corientes 
WT WO ete) | Cosae saad aosascecdes werscess5 csqodosmccenod 
Banos de San Diego, on Caiguanobo River, Cuba. .-...------ 
Banos de santavko;\ Cuba). cec-ce-see--- cs esceciece scan 
LnGhrr ees Cmte is sep aooseeecabooseoded boobae ceed oscenosgHaoe 
Granabacao @ubaecc----eeccecc eset oe eae emer ease 
Televon einesmnear Cubaerssac cess cese ees ceeeciseeecicee Jaen 
Sulphur River Valley, Jamaica 
Bath St. Thomas-in-the-East, Jamaica. ... 
Milk River bath, in Vere, Jamaica ..-.-..--. 
White River, Jamaica 
Near source of Cabarita, in Hanover, Jamaica....-......-- 
Caribbee Islands: 

On St. Christopher 
MnbisleloneNovisieisca: sone ainewe ces oleate ciel niels loetaeeiers = 
Soufriére of island of Montserrat........-.----.---.--- 
Soufriére of Guadeloupe Island.....-....-..-...--..--- 
On the beach of Guadeloupe Island.....--..-..---..--. 
Boiling lake or geyser in Grande Soufriére, Dominica. . 
Petite Soufriére of Dominica ..-...----.-----.--------- 
NearStbierre wvlartinigues---cstssnis. eens ase 
Near Fort de France, Martinique .......--------------- 
Hanx Boul Martinique)----sst cess.) ce alias 
Island of St. Lucia 
SOMPMIOLG OMS ia) VANCED US = tear aoa nee eee tois eta late(eleeieiciei= 
Annandale, island of Grenada 
St. Andrew’s Parish, Grenada 
Die vark syearish) Grenada: eeccect as secececcnokicesccs 
St. John’s Parish, Grenada 
Mud Volcanoes 40 miles south of the Pitch Lake, 

Trinidad. 
(CRIA PRIND ~ soncocepoodcsansecsenssccocsondomcondsconssba50gs 
ING WEDATCOLONA Se cc ae sont decee suacmeeesscisc nace e eee sss 
Aquas Calientes of Bergentine 
DATO AM esate hnetsicle = aon s Sec cmninee een cee toe eae oees ane 
Las Trincheras, near Valencia and Puerto Cabello..---...-. 
Mriniararore Mariana (2) a2 etess cence oe ecco secs Soe etsek 
RN OHO See sate icidl oajasroe erases ws selcims saaeee SEE 
Tachera 

Highest tem- 
Country. perature. 

Central America.........-- Boiling. 
eel aaa ers Warm. 
sosdootedasacsescece Boiling 
semaine bee eee aeee Hot. 
Pe es ao aicolia Almost boils. 
iLlEe eee aeons Hot. 
Joecbmeee ter anee eee Boiling 

Panama or Darien ........- Hot 
aio stayee GO) sash oat ee sie ee eeleeod 
Sue CO) 2:52 Jose eee ee EOD, 
ry ae CON An eRe cee 83 
Wesh Tailies J aiciwiaie Sister obs 95 

Near Coroson CnivarRiver- so. -- 4. -caee cacecsecsncesisstues We 
IP COLOR eee aetna ee oe eee sconce s005 
Paramo de Ruiz 
Near Caqueza. .....-.----- 
On plain of Bogota 
Tabio, 2 miles north of Bogota.......--...-.---..----se+--+ 
Suba, 10 to 15 miles south of Bogota 
Agna Caliente, near base of Tolima Volcano 
Oni Coclla;River near Locher (22s ese eee Eke bebe cee 
TIGA Soc on Brac ce 6 COCMORCONCOD ROBE OS OORNEE HEEEEe Rep bep sq 
San Pedro del Tingo, northeast of Quito...-....----....---- 
Cachillacta, in the district of Nanegal.......-.-...-.------- 
Rununagui 
imbuspoya, near Pacuneas..c sce =- ces sj-resnccecee- suse 
On the slopes'of Chimborazo.-...--2..0.-si.so2- cee ecln ne 
Banos, near foot of Tunguragua.-...-..---.----2.ee02e5---- 
Cuenca 
Hinanvelica, or Gnanvelicas-<--clecstetcness ceseccels fe dass. 
Aguas Calientes, valley of Inisco 
Catari, near Arequipa 
In province of Charcos. - 
Lingo Grande.-.-.--.... ‘ 
PTO CLIC} |. jac se eee epee demas be dan dc cnstctaseecane 
Baths of the Inca, on Isle of Wolves...-..-.....--..------- 
TT eet ata isicrainae aaa cine eae ede tas na webeviea sala 

MESO UN MOO LMALAD LV Aso lcse amen ecm sn en sceeescicns ania lemce 
BAZAN IStICh Of POLCO; searesesss et aonen anes sen es eeee 
Urimeri, near Lake Aullagas do 

BiNaeiceee Boiling 

ERA stern) 
eee 109 
Se plecaees 88 
soosaosas 206 

* Boiling point here is about 208°.4 F.; in the Grande Soufriére it is about 207° F. 
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Table of thermal springs of Mexico, Central America, §e.—Continued. 

: Highest tem- 
Locality. Country. perature. 

Machacamarca, near Lake Anllacas)s4-eee sae seeee eee eee bo Livilaie eee nese eee eee eee eee eres 
Chillan, on west flank of Cerro Nevada .-.-........-...----- +190 
BEN ANS Ce MayRO}, AC HNE ION OlS ohana oa Sb so soe ode sodemeoH ode |seig son sesh oriadoooseaecooas|scondecacige=% 
Panimavida mearsyimaressessesecaeieeeseeeces eee eee 88. 4 
Apoquindo, near Santiago.....-....--.------.-------------- 74% 
Colina, near)Santiago [ees eae semaine mere ace 894 
Cauquenes, near Raucagua.............-2-..-----.-------- 1203 
Mineuirrica, meaty © ol Chap ua aseseseeee eter ene etek ase eee Olea eee aes ee eae eee eae eee 
iMondacay nearelal Care tatssisieette se errata eee alesis 1114 
rapa rapa near WospAme eles: sesessaee etree) arent ciate ieeaieis OC One lenraleiaeleeeiais ene tetera esate eae 
INP VaAOENTEH sil IO) EVANS) se CC coao soso sddousesSabesodoasuoeG®) Sodase dosdcasececaseocesasocce« 
CatoNsoutiotPanimavalaeeeersjeeee ree eee cere eiacea se 96. 8 
one Ana, east of Serena, 10,000 feet above sea-level...--.- 140 
CO se ja Pee aie ied oe ae eae Mino eee eiemamlnte a Uleivalsetncis eel | ecm ee CL One aca epa teria arate fey erate | tala a 

Neary Borbollonyy- esr cece eee ee ee eee este meet Argentine Republic, or 77 
La Plata. 

Valley of Gualfin, in Catamarca.....-.--..--..--.----------|------ Goce oss eee ae ee 
Capaia, 100 miles south of Mendoza.....-........---------.|------ GO, ia Satiowes seh NS Aes eee eee 
Boca del Rio, 50 miles south of Mendoza.........---.------!.----- Coles ee See ue 113 
Lagunta, 5 miles east of Mendoza. __-..-...-------22.2.ce00|------ DO Fea Ba co 0 ae 
Challao, 7 miles northwest of Mendoza......--..----..-----|------ COMERS eS 2 caper SPA aA RR ae 
Arroya-de-Leyes, 25 miles east of Mendoza-..-.-...---.-----.|------ CO sees NT See Se Re rays a eo ae 
Papagallos, 6 miles west of Mendoza......-..-...---..----.|------ GOs ebb ees seek Ses | ete eee 
Villavicencio, in Uspallata Pass, 70 miles from Mendoza-.-.|...--- CC ee ea Ae Bo 
Puente del Inca, in Uspallata Pass, near the Chili border..|.-..--. Costes ese EL eae 97 
Tulunta; nears) amv seeps eerie ie allen sie cleo Weteveqejenseteciee||sesee COS See Ee 
SS bir cD jun aT tee Mee rae evar aia ele(elataeiaib nota jen iene miss eraretc ena ste eines Cope Boe See Ve 894 
WWOSWREVES)sneecemeeiteteeiae CR Cae SPS ee pn ara ce Ss A Ha 8 COO Geert ae a bse ee ieee es 65.7 
Five miles east of Rosario de la Frontera.....--.---..-....|------ 310) sradnicesabaneenddsos 144-163. 4 
Between Geylum and Patagones. - ....--..-..--..--.--.. Patagonia:: Ls cess hese 2 pees ee eee 
Caldas, or Thermae de San José, or Agoa Santa.....--..--. Brazil eee ene nee 72 
Caxamibitinvbaepen diyeeereee asa ceecen eee er ee eee ne eeae leeneees LO es sete ase A RP ee 
ARGH EDAD Entel Bt) Ue acetals SE SoSe ES cOnTC Ce Soe TOnaabecseclasaoos Goes yee ees 106 
Caldas! inMinasi@eras eee cas) Sook abe see ee bem eoine ee elseeeine Goss poe ee 113 
Vital rash oer sta Ge ceeinceie: oir cis MER a) au Uy dd oe a Vr ota GO. sobs dskecena see oo. Se Osseo 
Aguas Virtuosas of Campanha.--..---.......-------ce0e ee] eee -- Ow s SOLES UA age 
InidistnictiotySantal@ro7eeeee acces eeeceeee cee aoe eee rear eee Oe i REE Lae 119 
imi Santa) Catharinasenseeeceicce esate cee cere cece eco ceece eeeeee COs seamen ome mare 113 

* Springs here are boiling. 

CHAPTER V. 

THERMAL SPRINGS OF EUROPE, THE AZORES, AFRICA, AND THE 
INDIAN OCEAN. 

In Europe, outside of those areas contiguous to the Mediterranean, 
the thermal springs are located either in regions of faulting and disloca- 
tion, along the flanks of mountain ranges, or in regions of extinct vol- 
canoes, as in Central France, Hungary, and parts of Germany. 

In Central France there are hundreds of volcanic cones, especially 1n 
Auvergne, where the rocks are both basaltic and trachytic; and in this 
region we find ene of the hottest of European springs, viz, that of 
Chaudes Aigues, with a temperature of 190°.4 F. 

In Germany the springs of Eifel and Bertrich are near extinct volea- 
noes; and Hungary, where there are five distinct groups of volcanic 
rocks, is well represented in the list of European thermal springs in- 
cluded in this chapter. 

The greater number of the springs are, however, found in connectton 
with lines of dislocation, and at the foot or in the midst of elevated 
mountain ranges. On the north slope of the Pyrenees the springs cor- 
respond in direction with the trend of the chain; and all along the 
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southern slopes of the Alps, from Mont Blane to the Euganean Hills, 
there is a continuous line of springs. Aix is at the intersection of three 
important axes of disturbance. 

In European Turkey the springs are in north and south lines. 
In England the thermal springs, which are few in number and low in 

temperature, are found in connection with limestones; and Mr. C. E. 
Batten, who has discussed the cause of the heat in the waters of Bath, 
concludes that it is due to their coming from a depth of over 3,000 feet.* 

The steppes of Russia are without thermal springs until the Ural 
Mountains or the Caucasus are approached, being in this respect anal- 
ogous to our Mississippi Basin, the table lands of South America, and 
the Siberian plains, which are without even warm springs as far as we 
know at present. 

The temperatures of the springs in the regions just enumerated appear 
to have undergone but little change since the times of the Romans, es- 
pecially at Aix, Mont Dor, Plombiéres, and Bath, all of which were 
known and used in the days of the Roman Empire, and probably long 
before by the barbarians whom the Romans conquered. 

The only active voleano of the European continent is that of Vesu- 
vius, and it is naturally grouped with Stromboli, Vulcano, and Etna, all 
being in the Mediterranean region. In Italy, the eastern or Adriatic 
side of the Apennines is destitute alike of hot springs and the evi- 
dences of vulecanism, the springs being found on the west side, where, 
as we have just noted, we have one of the most active and best known 
centers of volcanic activity. 

Going eastward, we again reach an area of igneous rocks in the 
Grecian Archipelago, where the volcanoes of Santorin and Nisyros are 
active. The catalogue shows that here, also, is an area of thermal 
springs, some of them among the most noted in ancient times. 

The deposits from the thermal waters of Europe are mainly calea- 
reous, and have been immense in quantity, especially when the springs 
were more active. The calcareous tufas in Italy are of such thickness 
and hardness as to afford durable building stone, and they have been 
so utilized, especially in Rome. In Hungary, also, travertine has been 
used in the construction of all the houses in the town of Czelea. Enor- 
mous quantities of siliceous sinter and calcareous tufa are found in the 
district of Schemnitz in Hungary. At Compissade, a spring near Mont 
Dor, in France, the deposit is siliceous; and in Ischia and parts of 
Italy there are springs which deposit siliceous sinter, and the deposit 
from Ischia, to which the name of Fiorite has been given, corresponds 
in its chemical composition with the deposits from Iceland, New Zea- 
land, and the Yellowstone National Park. 

The thermal springs of Europe are so well known and have been so 
thoroughly studied that it is unnecessary to describe any of them here. 
For descriptions the reader is referred to the numerous publications re- 
lating to them, of which a partial list is given in the Bibliographical 
Appendix F, 

*See Proc. Somerset Archeol. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. XXII, pp. 52-60. 
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Table of European thermal springs. 

[For authorities see Bibliographical Appendix F.] 

Name or locality. 

TARA sopooosobceadoad HHMado sae cosdouascoseosopesesusaE 
WMatlocle ose ie ele eee tee cee eee estiemteisteiclsaeeielsials 
Stony Middleton 
Taate’s Well..----- pee red UGE A 
Stine Seems Sad AnoosasocuaodooucaFcoaueessoosoouOSSpEDATos 
Ghaucdfontaineyeesweseee eee eee eee eee eee eieiseelemina | 
UNIBCIG) eek oon Ae oe oooenboSeoboboceeckearcduosaguooudeuDooEns 
Witorny JDXoners) Wes) WHb) sosoe oso oddkos scuade edanoassasnoaouedce 
OR eTGES IMIENES seadosascs4seodascnsebooueboscHabcesbo9aeaa 
IDPHIMOWUS Ke oooousaeodonces cecadondesuseqsonuasdunoooqooadead 
IDA SES) Gato socioooUsosb6 bob oScabooseear EEEEBouBooecogaS 
(GON MICE 644006 ddeandsbnons coos snosescoEseooEapaecoRasans 
NAGI ae dao cocuaHocdonebecoos4 coaaud Gabods ceuaeebadeucdequoc 
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INIGTIS see es ee eeicciee 
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@hateaneNeuheeeee eee eee eee eee sence aelteetar 
JDP b- Gan kan ea non oBooS seer adeuocelecduoe ceca eoscoabeoegououC 
Saint Laurent 
Sig JNO DR) a codes Gobo bGonboU bAbSas Sab baaocumasooubadcoas 
IBEW NON As. Scasacoososcsocaduouas sea nasa spooogoscacdcEsacsads 
(Opin rmypan® Soc sccooce sel codano boone ceosSee scuau secuSrocani 
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ANT Cya ee aco coos os Ges Cb oe SOD O OSES aS BAROSUnOSSOEUodonOdS 

INCI cadoos sdeobades Scone Scho csobuoSsodusanaaccaoeasasoos 
GUGHIMNONG ccoscccas soscupsacededsosass Cope pcoDbororesese soos 
Rovat, near Clermont 
MATTOS! Sose sa civeceseteeeecicinals 

ADIT ASH SE RO SOAS Hoa GCOCOQUS USCS OCE SREB CobSrescEacEenaasoo j 
Stihomas\ Canawvallesteeeeerepepeeeeee etree cee. Buea Paeie ssh ss 
IRGWANGY sascassnboodoaso soch cu sodoeenbosueducuAooadadousqoes 
Tira Rm me IS a io GOSS OO ROD O Ue COR CR BEBO eee emCSrecH oss 
TES Call aie ee ee Pe ee ee ariel tava tarci antsy tetera tera edats 
St. Didier, near Mont Blanc ..-....-.-----.----...---------=- 
WOE ES ee ee aay aera Na alana Boles n/a mle feelers 
a Maurienne, near Mont Cenis 

OS iit an Rp EI REM SSE aerate re no LL ANU Ce Oh Ae ope 
Ax in Arriége 
Wissatpea-peceeeacee 

IBRUREERER Is cog oc aaRbobdind atab noon oceRoDEL coeedunoeesanoad 
(OEMS RETS) Sos gucobooddoed pac coo soaTe sauRcousoeddeusuoeduES 
Eaux Bonnes 
Watex Chama de sie eee ee eisiciciniaisiotsicle linet 
Dax, near Bordeaux.--2-2 252-2 2-2-2222 3-5-5 -- == == 
TBarbor bares ee eee eee eee tete eee fete ereisislatelare ere 
Castera= vat tee eee ee rete aera eye ieietotteter(siaiciolats 
Ste GS vals he ee en ee eee eee neioe seiateine seal neieate 
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Aix in Provence .. 

IBF ACD KES OLS) BING KE) aooadba maqucceccosesonsdosaE sod osedon|[asaaad 
iBacneres|dewiauchone noes aeeeeen eee eee eee eee seeeeeesee rl eee 
Bourbonne-les-Baing eee as see eee ee ees eet leisieleeralletenniee 
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Tiermas, near Jaen 
Caldas de Reyos 
Solares 
Cuntis ecw sees nes c on ene ese eee ees epee se san ses e esa ea eee nesesesi|seaoee 

Country. 

we cece eer eect p emer cans 

Highest tem- 
perature. 
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Table of European therman springs — Continued. 

Name or locality. Country. eee 

oF. 
Buente Viesgo. --.-------.-0ce. we nnn nnn ene SHH scoamcoocacesoranssoos 95 
Iles) CHIGHS)s oo cdcc SoacddcaeSenoossoo sosnsedcodsg9csesSusesnsA| adda GID asnooosocosedtasesos 99% 
ILGUIENTE 2 soo se ee odeedebosscdeddene ssosceetocogses poe sdeused|scsoos CO? eee 104 
Hermida Springs ..-..---------------------------=---------|--.--- WO) soscoseaseeasescoss0 123. 2 
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Trillo ..--..---------------- ++ eee ee eee eee eee eee eee 91.5 
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Table of European thermal springs—Continued. 

Name or locality. Country. 

Trencsin 
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Altsohl, near Neusohl....---- 
IAC) scan se can sdancbacsomaseunadocobane ocoaed oS dsqaRsases|loaobes CO Pea Ae Naess 
IB WGK} WVehe Id wlohe SSocsksunsudaséagesodeodoadsopeanulldeacce Oe een cee ere 
Vichnye (Eisenbach), near Schemnitz.........-.-.----.----|------ GM scssosoaneds soacSase 
Skleno (Glosshiitte), near Schemnitz--.......-.--..---.-.---|------ dovtes Us eee aes 
MPAVAC NEAT NTL ASS See rere ee eee a ere eae te aie nina Serenata | eerie CAGES HS APA AAG berce 
IBOMSANMN. do aco scénacaacoooDOSaOsocoGoat SdoaDccodadsdBDnSocaaC Transylvania .......---..-. 
Micha dia cater aciveneeel seem nesmericae eterna ee(osiereic oie sraeera ota see CO ee Ce eee 
vAcquadellarB ollenteweesacreeserciesne ese cesaesclee a eliaee IUimIy SR ateckaEbebod ocodees= 
Weal Qierin (ee eee oc emiceets career sje nee nic cinin eis jaan reivininial| siesta CO ee aero eeeere 
NVM) Goose cs obaocacbodadcossos dood co odnoabadacbsoseopsdelsocdce Glo) adisoHucadeaogadena= 
(OMEGA 6 Goss ooobeneaneouo sac secensEcouDdooEdoyoseredsoocel|laccoaa (LOE Ee re Casares 
ROO ones NE) Ay, TERTE INGKES) 4 Sac caabcoadneoceseeseeaeHeouaEScellesoda4 Oke ee ee ee ee 
Abano, near Padua 

Monto Cerboli -... 
‘Pigay sh scc seas 
Monto Catini 
Bagni de San Filippo 
Civita Vecchia 
Sulphur Lake, near Tivoli 
Puzzuoli 
Baths of Nero 
Pisciarelli 
Torre de Annunziata..--.---- 
Gurortellomeeeseeeseeeceeeeae 
Aqua de Cappone 
Olmetello 
Gitar ae eco eee eeccsscraeec 
Bagni d’Ischia 
TasiRestituaeccasecsceeeeocees 
Coquinas 
Aqua Cotta 
Benetutiossetiaseneccecraseces 
Sardara 
Guitera . 

Sciacea Baths of St. Calogero 
BPAvum esl cya ey eae ae 
In the Morea, near Methone 
Thermopylx 
Neopatras, near Thermopyle 
Korantzia, near Mount 
Near Egina 
Hot Baths of Venus, east of Corinth 
Six leagues from Patros 
Methana at Vromo Lymni 
Venetiko, west of Lepanto 
Dipso, or Edipsos, in 
Milo (ancient Melos) 
Thermia, or Cynthos..-.-..--. 
Stalimene (ancient Lemnos) - 
Touzla, on Mitylene (ancient Lesbos) 
Kelemyehoulunzah, on Mityvlene 
In the pass above Eske Zaghra, 
Mija; near Buncasesee eee eee seas see 
Langaga, nine miles from Salonica.........- 
Therma (ancient Emathea), plains of Salonica 
Sarepta, on River Volga 
Seto Klintschy, in Perm 
Baths of Terek 
Sheena ens Bath, on Koyssa, near Kitzliar 

TASS is LA AES 
Near Mount Maschuka, on the Podkumka..-.--..-.-..---- 
Kurtshan 
Near Ahkoor River 

eranicus 

egropont, or ancient Eubcea 

See ie eed ees 06 Ce ee ie ee 

en ee ee eee 

Highest tem- 
perature. 

THERMAL SPRINGS OF THE AZORES, AFRICA, AND THE INDIAN OCEAN. 

In the Atlantic Ocean, on a line which is approximately that of 20° 
west longitude, there is a line of volcanic islands, of which Iceland is 
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the northern one, with its thirteen voleanoes. Farther southward are 
the Azores, then the Canary Islands, south of which are the Cape Verde 
Islands. These all lie on the great submarine ridge which divides the 
Atlantie into two basins. On this ridge, according to Judd, there are 
forty active volcanoes, three of them being submarine. One of the latter 
broke out south of the Cape Verde Islands in 1824. The springs of 
Iceland have already been described in Chapter I. We have the Azores 
yet to mention. 
With the African springs I have also included those of the islands 

of the Indian Ocean, Madagascar, the largest, being in such close prox- 
imity to the African continent as to be best considered here, and the 
islands of St. Paul and Amsterdam being small and unimportant. 

THE CALDEIROS OR BOILING FOUNTAINS OF THE AZORES. 

The Azore Islands, as we have just mentioned, mark one of the vol- 
eanic centers of the Atlantic Ocean Ridge, and we are not, therefore, 
surprised to find in them hot springs, such as are seen in the valley of 
Furnas, in the island of San Miguel or St. Michael’s; this island has 
been the most disturbed by earthquakes. Hot springs are found in all 
parts of the island, but especially in two places at the west end, in the 
valley just mentioned, which is almost circular, about 12 miles in cir- 
cumference, surrounded by volcanic mountains. Through it flows the 
Ribeira Quinte or Warm River. The springs, which are of high tem- 
perature and include some that spout to the height of 12 feet, are at one 
end of the valley, surrounded by deposits which are mainly siliceous sint- 
ers, white in color, streaked with reds, browns, and yellows. Sulphur 
covers the ground in some places, and there are blue mud springs. One 
group of springs is at the lake, which is 3 miles in circumference, and 
the other is close to the town of Furnas. The water is described as 
being bluish. At one place there are half a dozen jets in an acre of 
ground. ‘The siliceous sinter from here was analyzed by Dr. Webster, 
and named Michaelite.* 
A pumping sound is heard all the time from the boiling pools and 

steam holes. Wherever the water flows and evaporates, the siliceous 
sinter is deposited. It resembles that from Iceland, and surrounds the 
basins of the springs in rims 8 to 10 inches in height, as in the case of 
so many of the Iceland, New Zealand, and Yellowstone hot springs. 

Dr. Webster gives the temperatures of fifteen springs, the lowest of 
which is 73° F., and the highest 207° F. Dr. Bullar gives the highest 
temperature as about 212° F., and the following list of the principal 
springs is made up from his description.t Thompson gives 194 as the 
highest temperature : 

Name. Pernt: Remarks. 

° . 

The Great Caldeira ...........--- 212 | The water is opaline, and gives off sulphureted hydro- 
gen, boiling to the height of 3 or 4 feet. The basin is 
circular, 10 feet in diameter, and the deposits are 
siliceous. 

The Quenturas .......-----...... 105 | A carbonated chalybeate water. 
lbp hikyeit) ae eee ces eeceetceel| sccopenostee A caldron of boiling blue mud. 
MIS HEN AG bs ani le we sea icinis reicloieis wns Sopee ome seis - 
ONAL CU Mn nonin nics aainieinisl Sasininis|'ves os vem icis s 
PANEL OULET TONS cia c't a aia abies othe leap ema een eee 

* Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, first series, Vol. III, p. 391. 
tA winter in the Azores and a summer at the baths of the Furnas, by Jos. Bullar, 

M. D., and Henry Bullar. 

Z2iey PD) TE 
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AFRICAN THERMAL SPRINGS. 

The African continent, so far as known, is of all the continents most 
free from volcanic action, and we do not, therefore, expect to find hot or 
warm springs at all prominent, except in connection with its mount- 
ains.* There are only ten volcanoes in Africa, and earthquake shocks 
appear to be comparatively unknown. This dark continent, however, 
is having light shed upon it, and its future geological exploration will 
doubtless reveal the presence of many thermal springs. Still they will 
probably never equal those of other portions of the world, although we 
shall expect them to occur in or near areas of voleanic rocks, or near 
mountain ranges where there are faults and dislocations. 

SPRINGS OF HAMMAM MESKHOUTINE. 

These springs are in the province of Constantine, in Algeria, having 
a temperature of 203° F., and are remarkable for their deposit, which is 
ealeareous. Most of it is white striped with bright colors. Some of it 
is in masses, like walls, one of which is 66 feet high, 4,921 feet long, and 
from 33 to 49 feet wide. In other places there are numerous crater-like 
cones. 

The thermal springs of the northern part of Africa may be considered 
as on the voleanic line of the Mediterranean, referred to in the previous 
chapter. The Azores also lie on what may be considered the western 
extension of this line. Many of the springs given in the catalogue were 
celebrated in ancient times, and are marked now by ruins of batlis erected 
in the past. 

In Southern Africa the thermal springs are probably due in part at 
least to the presence of mountains. The different springs have consid- 
erable reputation for therapeutical use. 
Madagascar has numerous thermal springs, but they are avoided by 

the natives, probably on account of superstitious fears for which reason 
Indians avoid the Yellowstone National Park. The two islands, St. Paul 
and Amsterdam, are voleanic craters. The former is generally described 
as having hot springs, although some mention only the latter. On St. 
Paul the springs are on the north side of the basin. One is called the 
Bath and the other the Drinking Fountain. The water is boiling hot 
except at high water, when the sea pours into the crater and lowers the 
temperature. 

Table of the thermal springs of the Azores, Africa, and the islands of the Indian Ocean. 

[For authorities see Bibliographical Appendix G.] 

Locality. Country. aera 

oF, 
Furnas Valley, island of San Miguel ...............-.----.-| AZOreS.........-------.---- 212 
Wear/Santai Cruz islandiofhlorésseeesseceeeaseeneee seen LO pe eet ae el ea Hot. 
Ghasas in’ Morocco: eee eoaeteie eee eeee neste tem beteem ene ICO eee eee eee eee re 952 
Toser in Morocco se ee ee see ee oe nee ae ee Bein ceiiee eee ema (CES Sees Son ae oA lees ooaolO 
Dra el Hammah, in Morocco.....- Bedowee Hs seeietslserteetorers 
OransinvAl cer apeee eee eee eee doe ots oe eet pete 
Hammam Rira, in Algeria ..-..-.- SACS dabosisn canada dicts 167 
idiammamvelvbniy mn WAU peniaee esse seers eet se ees | neces Olcieeeetsterereaeteietetesete Hot. 
Hamman) Verda in Al ceria ee eee eee ee eer emalne eae CL Olesya eee eeiaaetenears Hot. 

*There are four volcanoes on the west coast and six on the east. The Camaroon 
Mountains, on the coast of Guinea, are volcanic. Artali, between the Red Sea and the 
Abyssinian plateau,is a voleano. Hot springs are prevalent in Abyssinia along the 
coast in connection with the voicanic formations, and are also abundant in the Dana- 
kel country. 
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Table of the thermal springs of the Azores, Africa, §:c.—Continued. 

, . Highest tem- Locality. Country. perature. 

oF, 
Hammam Meskhoutine, in Algeria.-..--..-.----...-------- AFTICA Se ccc coticinccetianeeies 203 
Hammam Berda (ancient Tibiltanae) in Algeria........-.-.|.--.-- GO se cise cee ee eae 86 
Near ancient Carthage, in Tumis. .-.------..---------------|------ Overs «piers | Hose teens poe eeectes cee 
icanancienmb Witicac dM DUNS esse snes cee iaaeaa sin’ mince «atacte ess 
Ghadames, in Tripoli Bette setae rae scien eae ainieiahatore a Searelelaie ules 
INearsAglatinvAbyssiniace. sae cecesi Seabee eile seein cl-/si 
(Gamal yp AG thy ec keeeeeed) ea sacdecosease cos Ssonncoe 
Atzfat, in Abyssinia....-...-- 
Tahow, in Abyssinia..-.-.--.- 
Mts pata ose asec esasste= tee aes 
Buse at foot of Mount Kugu* .- 
TET A ae pte OREN ae 
iprang View Or Valleys j= seca = elena see sa econ ceiieciae 
Craddock Ford, Fish River ------ PSS SRC ae a ene ee aoe 6) se 8 en Ree 
On Assagaai River eS Sy See ee ue ete tiee a easels see aeace ce C0 CR et Sal erin ye Io rsee 
ANGI a EEN P SALUD RAO re eoeeae coc aatine Ce St CA DeHOn ae BTenny Cee noe CO sessed eee seis te Se eee eee 
Elands S ruit, MoKun oOfpNewiscoblandeesere res ssee ese eel ee asa GO: sa sestescekesieeccins leer emceeteneee 
Warmbad, near Nylstrom, Waterberg...-.--..--..--------.|------ (Gis A SAO Oe CE Gaan Haacnccados oso 
Otijikango, OVMaTeas Arment ss eae seen fone bos eee eee ace esac GO) Sooodenesoodcnousons 149 
PiviepBarmend VAs Sao scemstie cleats wick coe ciee he arate Sa) Saisie GK) Se ee oe ero 143 
iWandhoekon the SchwagouDp) i s---1 = sss ses eean eae cl sees ein Gigs 526 obegaenebarsaee 162 
Ranomafana, Mada gascate as secesese sncetesceee cei ae ascot Indian Ocean ......----.--- 140 
Betafo, Madagascar Weceiera ss oa Sae woes ae aalceeeeeecseeeanscer|sseset (Gd) 536) cseaboRpaokiasece 130 
MalandoeAmsterdarn Ys), fades. se osoo. ve soce cake aac PADRE Over oiicicie ere e ee alas 212 
Jing OS TRY BEN ee es et ae ee eh ie gegen a (GO) GAR AGaanOBOBMeabaeAs 212 

* This spring is said to bubble up twice a day. 

CHAPTER VI. 

THERMAL SPRINGS OF ASIA MINOR AND ASIA. 

ASIA MINOR. 

The association of hot springs and volcanic action in various parts of 
Asia Minor is a well-known fact, and the Catacecaumene, or Burnt Dis- 
trict, near Smyrna, with its voleanic cones and springs, is often referred 
to by ancient writers. Syria and Palestine abound in voleanic rocks, 
and have been the theater of volcanic eruptions and earthquakes innu- 
merable, and in the region of the Caspian Sea the volcanoes of Dema- 
vend and Elburz connect the Asiatic chain with that of Europe by way of 
Asia Minor. Thethermal springs of Asia Minor are frequently referred 
to by ancient writers. 

Philostratus says that the Greek soldiers wounded in the battle on 
the Caicus were healed by the waters of Agamemnon’s spring, near 
Smyrna. The wife of Constantine, in 797, and still later the Sultan 
Soleiman, are said to have been restored to health by the thermal waters 
of Broosa or Prusia in Asia Minor. Yalova, also in Asia Minor, was 
formerly called Helenapolis after Constantine’s mother, the Empress 
Helena, who was restored to health by its thermal springs. 
Herod is said by Josephus to have sought relief from his terrible dis- 

ease in the thermal springs of Callirrhoé.* These remarks might be al- 
most indefinitely extended if the space allowed us to do so. 

The thermal springs of Asia Minor are said by Le Cog to be in north 
and south lines. One of the most celebrated localities in Asia Minor is 

*There is some doubt as to the exact situation of the springs to which this name 
was applied. 
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that six miles from Laodicea, at the site of the ancient city of Hierapo- 
lis. The general resemblance to the Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s 
River, in the Yellowstone Park, which are also calcareous, will be appar- 
ent from the following description by Prof. J. Lawrence Smith:* 

SPRINGS OF HIERAPOLIS. 

The site is seen for many miles before it is reached, as it rises abruptly from the 
north side of an extensive plain, and the sides of the hill are covered with an inerus- 
tation of dazzling whiteness for upward of a mile in length, and from this it has re- 
ceived its present name, Panbuk-Kelescy (cotton castle). Its thermal waters have 
always been its principal object of note, as evinced by the extensive ruins of baths. 
In fact, the very hill upon which the city stands owes its formation to the deposition 
of carbonate of lime from these waters, and it now rises upward of a hundred feet 
above the plain, with a width of about six hundred feet. Immediately behind the 
city rises another set of hills of calcareous rock, trom which flow the waters in ques- 
tion. * * * The amount of water is very creat, and it is so highly charged with 
carbonate of lime as to incrust all bodies that it comes in contact w ith ; and it takes 
place so rapidly that the concretion does not possess great solidity, and frequently has 
a granular form, resembling driven snow. 

In some places, as the waters flow over the steeply-inclined sides of the hill, it forms 
a succession of terraces at regular distances, that require but little effort of the im- 
agination to liken to an amphitheater with its marble seats. At other places it flows 
over the precipitous sides 64 or 70 feet high, and 100 or 2U0 feet wide, incrusting the 
precipice with a snow-white sheet, which might be likened to a consolidated cataract; 
and, what adds to the delusion, at the base the incrustations have accumulated an 
irregular mass not unlike fuam. This petrified stream extends several hundred feet 
into the plain. It has formed walls and dikes, and incrusts the grass and vegetation 
that it flows over, and many of the tufts of grass, in perfect verdure, are thickly in- 
crusted near the roots with this white carbonate of lime. 

Strabo, speaking of these springs, says that the people of the city 
conducted the waters along the vineyards and gardens wherever they 
wanted a wall, and the channels became long fences, each a single stone, 
formed from the deposits left by the water. 

In the deposits, as described above, we have the same arrangement 
in terraces that we have seen in the Mammoth Hot Springs of the 
National Park and the Tetarata of New Zealand, and in all three there 
is the general resemblance to a frozen cascade. A photograph of the 
Hierapolis deposits in ‘Anatolica” t (opposite page 99) shows that the re- 
semblance to the Gardiner’s River Springs is striking. Similar small 
basins are seen on the sides of the main mass, although the latter does 
not appear to be so extensive as the main terrace at Gardiner’s River, in 
the Yellowstone Park. 

ASIA. 

There are said to be about twenty-four volcanoes in Asia, twelve of 
them being in Kamtschatka. The voleanic line extends through Central 
Asia mainly between Siberia and China, turning southward and east- 
ward into Turkestan. The distribution of thermal springs corresponds 
with the extension of this volcanic line. Thermal springs are found in 
Kamtschatka, in Southern Siberia, and in Turkestan and Northern Per- 
sia, south of the Caspian Sea. In the latter region there is a region 
called the “ Field of Fire,” reminding us of our own “ Fire Hole” in 1 the 
Yellowstone Park. The. plains of ‘Biberia appear to be destitute of 
thermal springs. Itis not until the mountainous parts are reached that 
they arefound. Many springs that in other places would be cold ought 
to be considered as thermal springs in Siberia. Thus, at Slatoust, 
Aleski, and Tomsk there are springs that never freeze, although the 

* In ‘‘ Original Researches: The Thermal Waters of Asia Minor,” page 98. 
+ Anatolica, by Rev. E. J. Davis, London, 1874. 

a es 
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temperature of the air be at—40° F., or even lower*. At Yakutsk the 
soil is said to be frozen to the depth of 630 feet.t 

Farther south there is a volcanic line of mountains extending east- 
ward from Turkestan into Asia—the Thian Shan Range—and in con- 
nection with this there are thermal springs.t Central Asia, and espe- 
cially Northern and Western China, is a terra incognita, and every year 
adds something to our knowledge of its geological features. In 1871, 
Colonel Montgomery discovered in Great Thibet, near Lake Namcho, or 
Tengri Nur Lake, a geyser region of considerable interest, which in 
future examination may prove as interesting as those already known. 
This will be briefly described further on in this chapter. 

The list of Indian springs in the accompanying table is taken mainly 
from the enumeration given in the journal of the Asiatic Society, Ben- 
gal, Vol XX XIIT, by Robert de Schlagintweit, and is, therefore, in much 
greater detail than any other part of the table, a fact which must be 
borne in mind in the comparison of the different parts of Asia. Indiais 
not primarily an igneous region, although it is not destitute of voleanie 
rocks,§ and has been subject to earthquake shocks. Its thermal springs 
will be found mainly in connection with its mountain ranges in the penin- 
sula, and especially in the Himalayas, where there is great disturbance 
in the position of the rocks. The list of Chinese springs is extremely 
limited, not because of any probable lack of springs in China, particu- 
larly in the west and north, but on account of the meager information 
we possess regarding the physical features of the Chinese Empire. The 
two localities in Eastern China—Yung-Mak, near Macao and Ioo-chow- 
foo—are on the coast, and may have some connection with the hot 
springs of Formosa, which are opposite this part of the Chinese coast. 
In the northern part of the province of Chihli warm springs are common 
at the foot of the hills, and this is probably true also of most of the 
northern and mountainous portions of China. In the Malayan Penin- 
sula the proximity of Sumatra will account for the springs of Ayer 
Panas. 

THE HOT SPRINGS AND GEYSERS OF THIBET. 

In the province of Chamnamring, called Chang, near the Lake Nam- 
cho or Tengri Nur, Col. I. G. Montgomerie, in 1871, discovered an inter- 
esting hot spring and geyser locality, which he describes in an article in 
the Journal of the Geographical Society of London. The following brief 
description of two of the areas is from his narrative.||. On the 28th of 
December, 1871, he reached ‘‘Chutang Chaka, where there are some 
fifteen hot springs, whose water was found to be at a temperature of 
166° F., boiling water at the same place onlyrising to186° F. The water 
has a smell of sulphur.” On the 30th they came to “ Peting Chuja, near 
which place there is a large stony area from which a dozen columns of 
hot water issue and rise to a height of 40 or 50 feet, producing so much 
steam that the sky is darkened by it,” and the noise was so great that 
the travelers could not hear one another speaking. The water of these 
jets was 176° F. 

* Travels in Siberia by Adolph Erman. . 
tThe mean temperature of Yakutsk is about 124° F., according to Milne. Trans. 

Asiatic Soc. of Japan, Vol. VII, Part I. 
{ See Semenof’s first ascent of the Tian Shan, or celestial mountains. Jour. Geog. 

Soc. 1861, pp. 361, 362. 
§ The Deecan trap (basalt), in the Indian Peninsula, covers 200,000 square miles, and 

is of Cretaceous and Tertiary age. 
|| Narrative of an exploration of the Namcho or Tengri Nur Lake in Great Thibet, 

&c., Jour. Geog. Soc. of London, Vol. XLV, p. 317. 
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Similar jets were noticed issuing from the middle of the adjacent 
river Lakt chu to a height of fifty feet. The “stony area” spoken of is 
probably a platform or ‘mound of siliceous sinter, so common in geyser 
areas. He gives four other localities of hot springs in the same region, 
so that it must be quite extensive. The highest temperature recorded 
was 183° F. at Naisumchuja, where the boiling point of water is 1833°F. 

Table of thermal springs of Asia Minor and Asia. 

[For authorities, see Biographical Appendix H.] 

F Highest tem- 
Locality. Country. perature. 

oF. 
PMlOxand ria wLROaSs) sesec cee eee eae mecismeccicisisisas saceers i i 150 
Lidgah Hammam, near Alexandria Troas.......--..-------|..---. d 140 
Diana’s ISAT, WERE Sy AGe) ~2 5545 sab soso Ssodo cocoa eooorellEsands Warm. 
Northern extremity of Imolus, near Smyrna 140 
Tschekgirghé, near Brusa or Proosa....--..-.---.-..------ i 3 113 
Kukurtlu, near Brusa or Proosa .....-.- 182 
Bademli Baghtsche, near Brusa or Proosa .- 184 
Kara Mustapha, near Brusa or Proosa.....---------------- f 127 
Guenzay sma, near Brusa or Proosa.-.--.....-...-- ----.--- 113 
Kekrout, 5 miles north of JBL so -S65 soooRosoUSEoSHoococe 5 100 
Seven miles from Simrad. 355 se oco seo sy gecduesscocenotces 184 
(ORDO blbukse see osocssssecdas ss beduoeembbooedoscHceapooade 125 
Hammam Gozi;, 12)miles)from|(Osmanjik- ---- 222-2) 22-22 2-5-2230 - ce csnces enn oe |e ae elena 
Sey Hammam, on Bev Bajar River .---.-..--.-.----------- 107 
Germish, near Kara Koyunli ......-.-.---..---..---.---. 84 
Yanina, or Yapak Hammam, near Kady Keury..-...--..--.|.-..-- GO} eieee ee ame eeees 125 
TORS TTS piper UE sR SS CG a A cn BSR CLO cS eer a Cre 113 
infaniks\ om Gin ao Mountaineae esse sents esneins csieseints see eeietae CO ase eee ae: eects Hot. 
BevLamoitc bVialll oiyererieimei eee ree aera eae etre sate neetoe Glinsseaoposaeed: Cocke ralssocosacceoson 
Yalova, Coari Hammam, Dagh Hammam (ancient § Sergla, 

or Helanapolis) soesuor 4 sagndadadoEdesuacasdsodd sosKdaKdlectote doy hee set ees 156 
Eski Shehr (ancient Doryleum) rel NES IPStor ellen HRS a Cowes Hees Bee sae 119 
Tahta Keupri, 30 miles northwest of Adana on Ak Sou....|..--.- Covsuese eee) eae 105 
Hierapolis, 6 miles from Laodicea .........-.----.---------- do 130 

Wa om a soe sete eisinteiaeeaie cies cewielns 
ISEYOENE sg ess edoussocoesouooeeueres 
Near Kaferdibben, not far from Antioch. Bil 
=) pends) Oe AMINES) cinch cone od oncu cdoboosoDbeSSaERoseoneos 
1) Hammam, southeast of Galilee-.....--.----------------- 
Baths Oe. Gein cosctccassacabcoag desancbeosocdas]esaeudsecs 
WimuUKeisyat} GAGaraveasm eat eieeste cee isesiscicnisiees cee eens 
@allirrhoereeeee eee er ceased mielelcieisccieenioniom cle mis eee 
Sintkamariny(Callirehoe) ae an- eee oe nee eieniciae seeeei= el saeteers GO esse he eee eee 120 
ITH S ee eae Cree cee sale cic isieisiseinie eemiacenaaeee eee rel ee aaee GO Mes sss eee aos 143 
Wady Hamet Abu Dhabhk ...-..----------.-----.--.------|-- 22. GOS ts heat Sees 103 
Near WadiGhamindel, Hammam Farouni (Pharaoh’s Baths)|....-- Oy a heehee sae 86 
Wadi el Ahsa, south of Werak ...--..-.-..--+.------------ 
Hammam Prusa, On Sinai) Peningullate----)-2-ee se eeeeeeeee 
Nie araVinn SG abana hie eee ets e ye = Shue RU ce eeu ees ounce 
Uiluja, or Whi, near Enzrowm 22-2. 2. 5-- 2 eee ne eee enin enn 
Hassan Caleh, east of Erzroum .../......-.-.-----2ese---- 
On Khabour River, near Oroomiah.-....-...--.---.--..--.- 
JOT AbNAENT be Secon ado cuewooogso ous qonesauoD sys Sadoneuneccas 
TSsliSi NEAT D eLalky wee ese see ese Sac aera 
Between Mholand gtolimpressscme ascetic reese eee ase 
Two miles above Mershut, north of Lake Van..-.......-... 
Chaquaranaleneare@ilaseeeeeeseeeee eee eeeeeseraree 
Ajufral Grande, near Pilar 
In Ak Daghlar Mountains, near Musa -.-..-.-----.-- dodos eels 
On slopes of Demavend Volcano ......----.-------.-------- 
Two miles northeast of Uske .-- ----.--.---------.-------- 
Abi-garm, 6 miles east of Uske ..-...----.--..--..------- ae 
East of Uske or Aske on Laur -..--.--...--..--.------------ 
On the Laur, one-half mile trom Uske......------..-------- 
Near Miusratabad one ees Re aerate tetas ie stetaecsiaiars) ae 
Near Danlakie fee eeu ee asec ne cater eeisceri = silsreisaete apie) 
inplsiandiotebahnein soe cere ee tere ere eee eee ee eee eeeeaee 
Amaval, iniGhandish-casegeeceaaee see b eos caeciieoeseacne Tae site UN Ee oe sr 120 
SLoiaey oxi eray aba ETE MYEbIOy Sa dodnls -se4b- sad oe oomceeopedaaea= elie tee LO) Dap eiek Sie fea Se pac Rel 
Unapdeo sin Khandisheeee users eee eee ee eect eee ee eee eee (Xu ease ae Mat Nel MUS SSL oS AG 
Weval. inikchan dish ee eee ee eee ye ee al ees Coy eee ee aN 111 
Balke his ny in dhe ee See ie a ae pa er a ce I SE ee ee a Os ose var ee 1044 
Mane cau Sry |S hry Dee Os ae er a at os {sel eee eae 106. 2 
Musakhet, in theyP any apie se eee mies seca ee ee eels ee ee LO oo a Oe A aE es 94 
Uch, in the EB at a SS Dee aaa nee oa ea Oe NE ARE ie RRR att |e = Ste eee 
Hushangabad, TA ENA) Oe Whbr ey Sodocodasoesbonsas Usnosadiedosee oT teh ue mabe tA eer Hits ee os Rit 
Sitabari, ani Malyayor Mal yeaa see os Luma aa Le mi IN CT ye eee let IBIS AnE Se Banco 
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Table of thermal springs.of Asia Minor and Asia— Continued. 

Highest tem- 
Locality. Country. perature. 

Panna, in Bandalkhand iB scske mastswhede spetias Meola sa Heese. 
Baidra, in Berar .--.-.-.-.-- Go este ate a eeee 
Arjana, in the Dehkhan 
Mihai reiNsnePMenknaNer meriacssestccste cacclseiie as mciestesian: lens ce Oi nestesiten ceee enema 87 
anjabands, in the Dehkhan: soon oo noe eee ene enema loo ne dO) 5. see tcccnacontenetes 91.3 
J here, TH TEs cise sono soooodangdsanaboodeadar SeasEEeoud| |Gacoce GO Goasasoscacnodcncscclbooaseoscestco 
CLOUT TTES, Tn TRO SPY — ooo ctondosconasnacnccogosbarocoo=neSss) eeocos GD esecgo cosas sccotcoe 80 
Jamin, te ISAT pcan doosscoedee bs sosotocesesescosso50e|\scocce GW) pespacnSsesaasoosesa|acachooosss 266 
iBhadrachelam’ in’ Orissa saseen a cem sess recacics seieeliscnsasilece ose COs seek ee cee 140 
wusgamatn, 1M OTissay = o- ena oem ae wee nee =a GW Rocessbescchnconsded||soconcnossscc0 
Hazaribarh in Bent al <2 oo ne eenn elas =e clan cana 
Wiener in BARNES -seasncotecsaoeed ieedesogescuoasoOng6 
iBarananebeharion banat == -- osceem ese eceee sas cca-sacces = 
Soorujkoond, near Beleuppe, in Behar or Bahar 
Bhimband anibehar on Bahareece nee oe eee eee eo enee. 
Haphbulliasim Behanor Ban ssemee reese tatsls(sleiasjeeiaacey=)| eee OO oe scine tescicdaeisueicisn| eee eee eee 
iabyphurmia. inebebar on banarecsces otis jeis asia nicicisla 
Mahirn Jin) Beharior bohatccenecsecscecsusesascisiaaece ene 
Nunbbil ini/Beharor Bahar... <\ecsss--1s--s- 5 oes ese 
Pachetsin be harmon balan anc son seciccee cleat arise rna=(eeisaeiaes 
Eaharparanvsbenarion baharcnc ees crc ateicimeisisisaicicenaeeaticene 
Pinan ine Behar Or Bahar «ai seesc sieisie= sic! le ersiolela=s= 2) 
Hua oir in Behanor Bahar wae ce cs sa se cies cnciesie wes cje(- Neleiccicie 
Sitaura, in Behar or Bahar......... 
Sarguja, in Behar or Bahar......--- 
Montiparasinebehar Or Bahar sateesctcsicse tas sceseee cesiene 
Aut, ny PehariorsBanarecscnesee cer cits ncclssacincwce sea 
PAT aula Ge ICON Kar Beis asians cinieieioto ew se cia siaciaicorelelsis 
Mcon in the) KG lan cee crea oticrern tame sia/seis bes coe SOE 
Ray vant, Woche Konkany. rss tasiecweise sit eniscewe aces ss 
Sancameshyarin the Konkan. ..sercescleee> ska-e ee -encescee 
Sawisinybhe MON Kan eos cen eat asercloce wecieacas sniseesimeas 
pian hheskonkan: sesso encom ae hence ae ee ee ae ene 
WUnalivinitherkon kanye roscoe sionweec tea sewobewe sheccsl|oonos 
nari in jhe Konkanoo- ss osccoeewee 
Vajrabhai, in the Konkan 
MalsiishamyiniKattivars.sccossceceascssscberceoene dene oe 
DOMAINE TC OSAT moet sels eet peated Sones cee wee oe ec alee nee 
LESLIE | sect A A oe SEAR a Na oe RR, ts eee Se aA oO Re 
ENEAITATITEG Betas see ea ins cer ee eo ee Seid wei eerie biteee ek 
evo, Inashmir in Him AMayadeecs asco cece cereneeee Sol cemees COM escola este 70 
Sheoloryin Kashmir in dimalayas)ossaeee eee sces -oseeseenel bocce COpas efits se wsaieid < crores wil Ste Se eee 
Devat, inChamba, in Himalayas....-...-..----------+------|------ Oysaees ase ice aac 132 
Leva, in Chamba, in Himalayas ...-.--...--.22--0-0-+-2----|------ (a CeCe ee pon cee 1064 
SEAN simian Himal ayas\sos dee saace ves ceeek bose neem en | ue seres 
Natssa, in Simla, in Himalayas 
SHON a, ia PMA ava) scene wo sbieicnte oteicictee cmrsrerelsie| cinta sie 
Badrinath, in Garbval, in Himalayas. .-...--2-.2-.0..-22--|..---- (Gl) Sheee Soessuepaceen. 128.9 
Banassa, in Garhval, in Himalayas -..-..---02.2-2-scce2-ce.|-20--- opea ee Se ei aaieave 160 
Gaurikund, in Garhval, in Himalayas.........5..---------+-|--2--- Cope seeks es iewne cs 126.8 
SUMNO LT yn Garhvaly inv Mimalayasese: = son sesecnseceiceceenloccaee GD) scovonsodeooasodcoo- 192.6 
AGharsali in Garbvaline tim alayasyssssenewcecemeneceecanis|ouaece GOs s55.scSawescesnsess 72.1 
Tapuban, in Garhval, in 'Himalayas\.--.-.------------+-----|------ OW consoguecenousoberadisasanasasoe ses 
UrranGarhvalinoHimalavasescuecesessccece sencenaeeccneclannses (UO Reecncpane pepecsee ard 139.8 
Wodri niGarhival an Fimialayageene se acon cme csicecetemelccellesse ss COP a as aslecisieit ee 94,3 
Bhatga, in Kulu, in Himalayas 
Bihisht, in Kulu, in Himalayas 
Kelaty inkl, Mee im alayas-vesetse se oe ce soeeescmines soeeiee 
Manikarn, inpkeuluyinebuma lavage cne ce ses see cece e cena oe alae (iG eles Soodsecoobnenace 202 
Naktbanjan Kuli sanvbimalayas ie ss.vencere ceo sseeeiseeacenlascee. (i See sp ep onerpemadccobeccnarscSece.: 
Chatargarh, in Kishtvar, in Himalayas............--....00.|..---- GO i ann dabishe sce conta |Soe Dee e ee nee 
EMis ne Kam aon ji PMaAlayaseeleseeens nossa seen oweceseee las aekl GO. (s/5) Paticiniets Set sical eee eee 
Puari nn WoOnsaT si EAM AAV AS 2 so2cen boo etncioodonboune ceclvecess CO tes see Soe dttase see 125 
Chua, in! ChaheyinMimalayasinssemece locos scemescuioee saceuilbecaes CID RA Re AARe ee neabe 1104 
OHOTH, 1M aj an, WO chimialaya sea aenes ces osha ete coca nec eeee be Ome ease aaeseee Tiatsle ln teeta eee 
Yeumtong Luchong Valley, in Sikkim, in Himalayas 
Momay, near Kinjihinjhow, in Sikkim, in Himalayas 
Darijiling, in Sikkim, in Himalayas 
Badulidne 2. 25 mocap erase ae 
ISS EO OM Ee sarc tre ain eRe TSE rea aoe oo olde reaciciebalhan Stoke 
Cannes near Trincomalionss- 2 se cteseh eo iccnu bose uewibiies oe 
WMavi'Oota, in’ Veddah Country. s2escececasaccseccccoose aches 
Patipsl Aar, south of Batticaloass:.. 2 ccc ese ec cecmescee. 
Ayer Panas, 10 miles from Malacca .......-...--2--..02+--- Malay Peninsula. ........-- 130 
Char yReMin Shan Con Os Seen sees eel ms ios cameiedewees oar Chingy sco che ecineetee eee Hot. 

* Rev. A. Williams, who gives this locality (Jour. of the N. Ohina branch of the Rov. Asiatic Soc., 
n. ser., No. IV, Dec., 1867), mentions the following localitics of sulphur baths in China, but does not 
say if they are thermal: Ngai-Shan, Loong-Chuen, Wun-shih-tun, and near Yichow, all in Shan-Tung. 
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Table of thermal springs of Asia Minor and Asia—Continued. 

Locality. 

Yung-mak, 15 miles from Macao, in Kung-tung....-....-.-- 
Foo-Chow-Foo, in Fuh Keen 
Chung-ling-tow, district of Tsung-fa 
Ho-tsing, or Fire Wells, province of Sz’chuen.........----- 
PActrdielshowmt Chi all aur Se eee ea ee eee eet tetera 
In province of Shensi 
In province of Chihli 
Chutang Chaka 
Peting Chuja (geysers) 
Naisum Chuja 
Dung Chaka (15,000 feet above sea level) 
Ding Nagu Chaka 
Plain of Chang Phing Chuja 
Chajong (Tatapani) 
Pugha 
Merthapuri, in Guari Khorsum: - 222225222225.) 2 52s ene 
Shalkar, in Spiti 
Pangmig, in Nubra 
Mushkin, in Hasera.......---.--. 
Jangluneg, in Nubra... 
Chorkondasiny Balbitee nes seeeee eee ee ieclacielsetaleiee eee 
ChittronyinvBalti eee See ee ee es es Se Bi 
Askoli, in Balti 
ChushwlMinyPanoikione rene swee acerca leaenietiacicis ae seat 
Chaerar, in Pang Kong 
Kyam, in Pang Kong 
Knarung, in Ladak 
Mil beim DD rats a Sea ee aie SIR oe So ea ae 
Bargau, in Gilget 
ING tein Gal cet Ba Saas seis sae cise Sse wonrciecloce es eats 
IalkeWe min Cll soo dob oo as seoasoeoneaouuaES 
Chinglong Valley, near Gogra Hoo.-.-..-..----------.-- 
Abigarm Kishlak, in Surkham.........-.....-..----------- 
Karakash River, above Kushmaidanin Pass..........-...-. 
Shocoresin) @hitraleysenmasciseceers|ssee ers cosets as eeieseceneeie 
Chang lung (?)* 
Panamik 
Arassan near Ala-kul 
Altyn Arassan,t on Aksu River......---- -:--+.-.---2--0-- 
Tian Shan Arassan 
sArassanonulopal pve bssseeene ee eee eee eee eee 
Alma Arassan 
Mara abadls Aus eer farsitlt heiress ae eich teiarsl asi ian Sek ae 
Djungareau Alatau 
Ra Sk ORG OS ek eran ye reravetee ayes Sea lepere as RR et ee are 
Near Issar, on River Oxus 
Turkinsk wane ee ewe a wee wea eee wee eee teens ee ee scee 

Lake Karaulnoe 
STANK @) GOT KO Oy PRIS eye eae eecee pay eae tak ya 2 aye ULE ea 
Pustoy,onukenilamvysheessen erect eee eee eee co eeeeaeee 
Baths of Bargusin, Irkutsk 
On the Araschan 
On the Yablischu 
On the Lepsche 
One Urb y SHA ee eee eatare talapanie ee ate ara YS NG 
A tiheadiotvAsbalklarsi hae baie ie Maar RAL NR el end 
In Baikal Mountains 
ZA paker ailkcallls pole aa Name ara Meek seas Lae cA i Fi BEN Wat 
Altai, Mountaing) yoy ee ie ee ee stl Dike Rl a ae 
DAY.OM OP MO wit ait ye eye ae ee eee ener yeteg ena 
Petropauloviny se a a ae 

Country. 

* Probably the same as Chinlong Valley. 
+ Arassan means warm spring. 

Highest tem- 
perature. 

©. 19, 
Boiling. 

ot. 

‘Homer 

hone 166 
176 
183 
130 
180 
130 

Hot 
174+ 

140+ 

130 

sme ee ees ewece 

eee ee ii 

ste eee ee eee 

{ In the article Kamchatka, in the Encyclopedia Britannica, it is stated that more than 20 hot springs 
are known in the peninsula. I can find no enumeration of them anywhere. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THERMAL SPRINGS OF JAPAN, FORMOSA, MALAYSIA, AUSTRALASIA, AND 
POLYNESIA. 

South of the peninsula of Kamtschatka the Kurile Islands, the Jap- 
anese Islands and Formosa form the connecting links between its vol- 
canoes and the intense volcanic centers of the Eastern Archipelago. 
Each also has its thermal springs, as we would naturally expect. The 
Kurile Islands have ten volcanoes, but of its springs we have no de- 
tails. The chain of islands, extending from Bering’s Strait to the Ant- 
arctic Circle, contains 150 volcanoes, according to Judd,* and if those 
of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific islands which are adjacent, are 
added, this system includes half of the active vents of the globe. Here, 
then, we look for thermal springs, and we are not disappointed. The 
catalogue we present, however, is but a list of the localities actu- 
ally known and described. The islands of the Eastern Archipelago 
have been but partially investigated, and yet we know that its vol- 
canic ranges abound in hot springs, although the localities cannot be 
specified, the majority of travelers merely mentioning the fact of their 
existence without any details, omitting, in most cases, both names and 
temperatures. The interior parts of many of the islands also have never 
been visited, and of the smaller islands a large number have not even 
been touched by the explorer’s feet. It will not, therefore, be surpris- 
ing if future investigation should add immensely to the catalogue of 
springs that we present in connection with this chapter. 
From Japan to Formosat the volcanic band turns to the westward, 

and the proximity of the island to the Chinese coast may account for 
the springs near Macao and Foo-chow-choo in China. 
Between the continent and the islands of Borneo, Java, and Sumatra 

a shallow sea exists. Borneo is not volcanic, and, as far as known, has 
no thermal springs, the line apparently passing to the westward through 
the Celebes. 

JAPANESE THERMAL SPRINGS. 

As just mentioned, Japan is considered as one of the links in the 
volcanic band that extends from the Aleutian Islands through Kam- 
tschatka and Formosa southward to the islands of the Eastern Archipel- 
ago, where it widens out very considerably. Japan has twenty-five vol- 
canoes,i and is said to have veritable geysers; but I can find no de- 
scription of any that are more than pseudo-geysers. Our knowledge of 
the interior of Japan, however, is exceedingly limited. Boiling springs 
are found at Urijnio, Ussina, and Wunzen. 

The following listsof Japanese springs are from the reports of Ben- 
jamin 8. Lyman, who has surveyed the oil lands of Japan: 

* Formosa is subject to frequent earthquake shocks. 
tVoleanoes, &c., by John W. Judd, New York, 1881, p. 230. 
tFrom the fifth century to the nineteenth, one hundred and forty-nine destructive 

earthquakes are recorded in Japan.—Trans. Asiatic Soc. of Japan, Vol. VI, Part II, 
1878, p. 271. 
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Thermal springs in the southern part of Yesso. 
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Names. anges Temperatures. 

Oe, 
OHIO AIRG) oe sca eodadanados bogedbo ao gcsde soddons doosons nuDadUadbDocedoNbdEdeSos 1 |} 210. 
IN DUE DS ts) jae are Sees eee a a Ns Pete aes an aa ep ce a app a 5 | 118 to 210. 
UGA cinbosescetoososcooponuscso aouans ob euSgbecedKcés soascodcosue sp oHeeaseeuoses 9 | 177 to 192. 
CONSE) csecegb snoSeSseadécsconsacKS -soccsensaoo Bess as socseodansoorocbosseaseoad 4 | 154 to 173. 
MROWA) specceebocansccen aoosodcosecdccasseacecan sees ocoenmaasnosuQn oss ssoadosoe 5 | 118 to 161. 
WHE MeN Sao 564 obbbadoc csbcoobonggsjue  asebo Ecos seuncaHasossobadbuokeeesade 4 | 120 to 134, 
JURE 3459 50ed cdo naaudonato dagen oSdooRe obaS os coosSadenarie SaoRabHodSSobeESssAséc 3 | 118 to 127. 
IKE co coneadasaoosonnos ceo soc ogro noc obHnaoeccood obosacUSHSoUNENSSdowoce 3 | 104 to 122. 
VAM oodog pacdan cuncay conopSsHUboconoSS Ondo sacenbqtbabounaon soSdSsUOaSCoddaas 3 | 114.8 to 121. 
Reus urs (Lower) poe. aie see ee ie heater eae sta cle ah foie pete ip raya ar aerated ak |} Th1g-@), 
VOWGIGIE BL oe ede tou gees ono sonuodooscosnossesenboodbagg sdabdoR sooo bee Shoe ooudde 4 | 814 to 91.4. 
IS aM NY) Bene saan sonaoo cobb eodasnkoduadoonoeuoaonacos suaKecosauLoNeae WO5? 
SVOMKE NG) GEA aos ono aconecoodsgn so Hoonsd sonHdsb ean Qdog aos HaSnNoObSASoE Reads noGC 5 | 120 to 195.8. 
PRAM OL Os ee ie ere narat iat tei re repeat ete erecta laos eiciate fale veiaiatere (ate naimnioee ime raising 3 | 109. 
NAUINOSP YD co656d odass cop ebonab conde congEo qe cebeEe: Bone ApUURSHOOdadcdosee sons 2 | 894 to 109. 
YOMBYD.. 05 5 nondoveddsscdocsosdcoos sees oncbosuncosS boos scoteseesescossoaosmsoaS6 2 | 95 to 102. 
SAT) ONO eS Sete ones espa Od Oc dubs SSUS pe OHEeSGOrene Hace AR DOA BaseEaRe ose 1 | 95. 
BBOT OU a es rhs 9S RH a Rett SON AI yd a reste veers Steele al 2 | 804 to 91.4. 
ARGS SOB Bae ee SAA BAG SOB oOo Ta a CORSE Ha Goa SCE TOR EE ERBOA Oc eraor c ccoSSaenbEeO ober 1 | 122. 
TEIN ATENO SEE) Bohs 564 odds soodonbocodsobboudooegun aa bobSdoroaesns peaobaoosens 1 | 86. 

The following is a list of the springs visited by Mr. Lyman in 1876, 
and they are chiefly in Shinano and Hchigo: 

No. of Names of villages. springs. 

Sakamoto yes eee ye oe. eae Seek esas 3 a NUS nse at oe meee cies oats 4 
Yamanoyu 1 
FRE HO nee ee See eee Ean ERE ree A he CO Se Pe ce eaeniet Sv 
Yazawa 2 
Kutsukaka 1 
Asama 1lv 
Yunohara . 5v 
Yumoto..-- 20 
Yunosawa 4 
Yunoshik 3 
Kanebara 1 

v At these localities there are volcanic rocks. 

Temperatures. 

OnE 
95 to 102. 
114.8. 
107.6 to 114.8. 
102 to 104. 
96.8. 
104.9 to 127 4. 
82.4 to 107.6. 
156.2 to 163.4. 
107. 
114.8 to 145. 
95. 

Mr. D. H. Marshall, in an article on the Volcanic Mountains of Japan 
(Transactions Asiatic Society of Japan, Vol. VI, Part I, 1873), gives the 
following hot spring localities: 

Hot baths of Ashinoyu, Ubaga, and the Hayakawa Valley, near the 
base of Fuji, or Fuji-san, Kusatsu. 

Sawatari, near Asama and Shirane-san. 
Yumoto Shionoyu, near Shirane-yama. 
Kawajin, near the base of Nasuyama, has hot bath. 
On the island of Shikoku. 
At the base of Onsen (or Wunsen), on Kinshiu Island. 
On pages 346 and 347 of the same volume of the Transactions, Mr. 

Edward Dewey gives the following temperatures of hot springs at 
Kusatsu: 

ee cece cee ewe woes owes ee oes ee ee ee ee ee Cee eer Pee eee cease cee eee weowcece 

se eee 

wens wees ee ee pee wes cows cee eee ee we ee Pee eH eee oes Cee eee ee ee wees oe ee eee = 

eee ce es ee 

wece peee caes eeec eee es ce ee eee eee ee ee ee ee wees oe ee BeBe eee 8 ee ee Fee eee Bee eee 
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These springs, he says, are in the center of the village, and at Ichuya 
near by; the temperature is 109° F. to 113° F. 

At Ikao, near Kusatsu, there are springs with temperatures of 104° 
F. to 113° F. 
At Shimonosawa there are very hot springs; also at Onogawa, 

Akayu, and Go-hiki, in Okitama. (See Vol. III, Part II, Trans. As. 
Soc. of Japan.) 

The hot springs of Yomotz and Atami are on a peninsula of Niphon, 
southeast of the noted voleano of Fusi-yami.* The springs of Atami 
are intermittent in action, and, according to Sir Rutherford Alcock, are 
not very regular in their spoutings, which occur about six times daily 
(i. €., in 24 hours), varying, however, on different days. An immense 
volume of steam and slightly sulphureted water is ejected, but the 
hours are not at all regular.t 

FORMOSA. 

The thermal springs of Formosa have been but partially examined; 
those of Tamsuy, or Tamsui, in the northern part of the island, being 
best known. ‘They are sulphur springs—seven or eight apertures of 
active springs being scattered over an area of about two acres. They 
are variable in activity, and the steam rushes out like steam from a 
boiler. Some of the springs are said to be in continuous action, spout- 
ing to the height of 2 feet or more, and would appear to be what we have 
called pseudo-geysers in the Yellowstone National Park. This locality 
is not the only one existing in Formosa, although the one oftenest men- 
tioned by travelers. 

MALAYSIA, OR THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO. 

Different authors assign different limits to the Eastern Archipelago; 
but for our purposes it is sufficient to include those islands lying be- 
tween New Guinea and the Asiatic continent under this head. New 
Guinea might also be included; but, so far as known, it is without 
thermal springs. 

This Malaysia, Indian or Eastern Archipelago, as it is variously 
named, is the greatest voleanic center on the globe. The focus of vol- 
canic activity is considered by Judd to be in the islands that lie be- 
tween Borneo and New Guinea. From the center thus indicated radiate 
several volcanic lines, one of which, extending northward, we have just 
considered. One extends westward, through the islands of Java and 
Sumatra, and up the coast of Malayan India; and another reaches 
eastward as far as the Blizabeth Islands, with a branch southward, 
through New Zealand, to South Victoria, on the Antarctic Cirele. Of 
the group of islands to be considered, Celebes, Java, and Sumatra are 
most noted for their thermal springs. 

The * Banos” of Luzon, in the Philippines, have, however, been prob- 
ably the oftenest described. 

The zoology of the islands of the Eastern Archipelago is much better 
known than the geology; although, in the past few years, much has 
been added to our knowledge in the latter branch of science. 

*The last eruption of Fusi-yami was in 1707. 
t Jour. Geograph. Soc., 1861, p. 321, 56. 
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THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

Thermal springs are known on the islands of Luzon and Mindanao, 
Sir John Bowring* giving two localities on the latter. 

The celebrated ‘‘Los Banos” on Luzon, near Manila, include about 
a dozen springs; the highest temperature, according to Clarke Abel, 
being 180° F.t James D. Dana, of the United States exploring ex- 
pedition, gives a temperature of 178°, and says they were once a fash- 
ionable resort, but when he was there were only used by washerwomen 
and to take feathers from fowls. He says, also, that they were the only 
evidence of volcanic action in what was once the scene of extensive ae- 
tivity. In 1863, however, the town of Manila was destroyed by an 
earthquake, and nearly 2,000 people perished. What the effect was 
upon the springs, we do not know. 

H. N. Moseley, one of the naturalists with the Challenger expedition, 
mentions the occurrence of hot springs on Camiguin Island, 80 miles 

_ east of Cebu, with a temperature of 145° F. 

THE MOLUCCAS. 

In the Moluceas, the islands of Batachian, Ceram, and Banda are 
known to have hot springs; Batachian having geysers also.§ The lat- 
ter is a volcanic island, and the surrounding region is an extensive 
theater of voleanic action. Those islands that are not per se volcanic 
are shaken by earthquakes which have their origin in the neighboring 
islands. 

CELEBES. 

The hot springs and geysers of Celebes are on the peninsula of Min- 
hassa, which is at the north end of the island; and are comparatively 
well known, having been described in considerable detail by a number 
of travelers, especially by Bickmore,|| and Wallace.{{ The following are 
brief descriptions of the principal localities : 

Lake Linu is in the basin of an extinct crater on the slopes of Mount 
Klabat, a voleanic cone, at the base of which is a village called Ayer- 
Madidi, or ‘‘Hot Water.” The lake is about half a mile in diameter, 
filled with bluish and bluish-white water. At the north end of the lake 
is a huge solfatara, from which there is a copious escape of sulphurous 
gas. 
Langowan.—Near Langowan is an almost circular spring measuring 

48 feet in diameter, from which steam escapes in great quantity, the 
water of which has a temperature of 172°.4 F. 

At Nolok is a similar spring, bowl-shaped, measuring 75 feet across 
and 20 feet in depth, with sides of soft clav. The stream flowing from 
this basin has a temperature of 123°.8 F., and the water is opaque. 
When the stream that flows into the basin is swollen by heavy rains, 
the spring is said to have eruptions in which the water is thrown 50 feet 
into the air. It is, therefore, a geyser. 

*A Visit to the Philippine Islands, 1859. 
+ Narrative of a Journey in the Interior of China, &c., 1818. 
tU. 8S. Exploring Expedition, Geology. 
§ The Eastern Archipelago, by W. H. Davenport Adams, p. 362. 
|| Travels in the East Indian Archipelago, 1869. 
q The Malay Archipelago. 
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THE MUD WELLS AND SPRINGS OF TOMPASSO. 

The most celebrated locality in the Celebes is near Tompasso, where 
there are mud wells and boiling springs. The mud springs are a mile 
and a half from Tompasso, and described by Bickmore* as occupying 
an area of about half a mile square on a gentle declivity. The princi- 
pal well is triangular, measuring 30 feet on each side. The mud is lead- 
colored, thin in the center, and becoming thick towards the edges. 

The distance between the centers of these ebullitions varies from six inches to two 
feet or more, so that the whole surface is covered with as many sets of concentric rings 
as there are separate boiling points. Near each of these centers the rings have a cir- 
cular form, but as they are pressed outward by the successive bubbling up of the ma- 
terial within them, they are pressed against each other aud become more or less ir- 
regular—the corners always remaining round until they are pressed out against those 
which originated from another point. By that time therings have expauded from 
small circles into irregular polygons. 

Near this mud well is a boiling hot spring 5 feet in diameter and 2 
feet in depth, in which the water had a temperature of 2089.4 F. The 
natives use it for washing theirclothing. Some of the springs, of which 
there are at least 20 on the hillside, are true geysers. Atthe foot of the 
hill there is a sulphur lake and mud pond. The description of these 
springs given by Mr. Wallacet is as follows: 

A picturesque path leads to a beautiful circular basin about forty feet in diameter, 
bordered by a calcareous ledge, so uniform and truly curved that it looked like a work 
of art. It was filled with clear water very near the boiling point, and emitted clouds 
of steam with a strong sulphurous odor. At one point it overflows and forms a little 
stream of hot water, which, at a hundred yards distance, is still too hot for the hand 
to endure it, A little further on, two other springs in a continual state of active ebul- 
lition, appeared to be much hotter; and at intervals of a few minutes a great escape 
of gas or steam occurred, throwing up acolumn of water three or four feet high. 

JAVA. 

Java has been well named the “Land of Fire.” Michelet, in his Mount- 
ain, says itis dowered with fire. The island is 630 miles in length, and 
from 35 to 126 miles in width, having an area almost two-thirds that of 
Great Britain. It has extending through its length two lines of vol- 
canic mountains, with from thirty-eight to forty-five volcanoes whose 
heights are from 3,000 feet to nearly 12,000 feet, and whose eruptions in- 
stead of being lava are torrents of mud like some of the South Amer- 
ican vents. They are, therefore, mud volcanoes on the grandest scale. 
In the crater of one of the volcanoes (Taschem) is a lake, strongly im- 
pregnated with sulphurie acid, from which issues a stream so acid that 
no form of life can exist in it norin the seanearitsmouth. Near another 
(Batan, an extinct cone) is the famous Guevo Upas (Vale of Poison) so 
tilled with an accumulation of carbonic-acid gas as to be fatal to life. 

Hot springs abound in Java, especially along the volcanic mountains, 
and the following are descriptions of but a few: 

The Valley of Dieng. 

The valley of the Dieng measures about a mile in circumference, sur- 
rounded by a semicircle of irregular hills in the Brambanan Mountains. 

*Travels in the East Indian Archipelago, p. 359. 
tIn the Malay Archipelago, p. 258. 
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It is marshy, and scattered over its surface are the ruins of ancient 
Buddhist temples. The following are the springs at or near Dieng: 

Tologo Leri or Lin (water in which rice has been washed) is a caldron 
filled with milky water constantly bubbling and giving off steam. 

Chondero di Moeko or Mocko is a pool of boiling water about 20 feet.in 
diameter, in the center of which are three or four jets of scalding water, 
which spout variably to the height of 4 or 5 feet. The banks of the 
pool are of soft, hot sulphurous mud. 

Talogo Warno is about a mile from the Dieng, and is a small lake in 
which the waters are said to be of many colors. ‘A bright yellow at 
one part and an emerald green at another; here a beautiful azure, and 
there a delicate rose; then orange and milky white—all these hues 
blending and merging into one another as softly and gradually as the 
tints of a humming-bird’s plumage.* 
Kawa Kiwung is a hot, muddy valley between the Brambanan and 

Modrodo, in which there is said to be another spring that is in constant 
ebullition, sending up tall columns of water, but to what heigum is not 
stated. 

Springs at Bongas Village. 

The hot wells of Bongas Village in Java, are on a gently inclining 
plain which is perfectly white from the spring deposits, and occupy an 
area measuring about 100 yards in circumference. Sulphurous vapors 
rise from it, and the water comes from several apertures, the hottest 
temperature being 130° IF. The deposits are mainly calcareous and 
coat shrubs and branches exposed to the water.t 

Mud Springs. 

Mud springs, called Bledeg by the natives, are mentioned by Dr. Hors- 
field as being situated between Grabogan and Blera, on a plain, cover- 
ing an area of half an English mile. The explosions are said to be 
more violent during the rainy season. In temperature the springs are 
lukewarm. 

The following description is by Dr. Horsfield : 

About the center of the limestone district is found an extraordinary volcanic phe- 
nomenon. On approaching the spot from a distance it is first discovered by a large 
volume of smoke, rising and disappearing at intervals of a few seconds, resembling 
the vapors arising from a violent surf. whilst a dull noise is heard like that of distant 
thunder. Having advanced so near that the vision was no longer impeded by the 
smoke, a large hemispherical mass was observed, consisting of a black earth, mixed 
with water, about 16 teet in diameter, rising to the height of 20 or 30 feet in a perfectly 
regular manner, and, as it were, pushed up by a force’ beneath, which suddenly ex- 
ploded with a dull noise and scattered about a volume of black mud in every 
direction. After an interval of two or three, or sometimes four or five, seconds the 
hemispherical body of mud or earth rose and exploded again. 

SUMATRA. 

In Sumatra the voleanie line so prominent in Java is continued, with 
the direction changed, i. ¢., to the northwest, and it extends to the 
Nicobar and Andaman Islands. As in J ava, the thermal springs are 

*The Eastern Archipelago, Adams, p. 71. 
+ Essay on Mineralogy of Java, by Dr. enenelcl in Vol. IX, Batavian Trans., quoted 

in History of Java by Sir Thomas 8. Raffles. 
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found in connection with the volcanic range, especially at the base of 
Berapi, a volcano over 12,000 feet in height. The other localities of 
which I find mention made, are included in the accompanying catalogue. 

AUSTRALASIA. 

Australia, so far as known, has no volcanoes, nor has it any thermal 
springs. A fossiliferous , siliceous deposit has been found in New South 
Wales which answers in appearance to geyser-sinter. The region is vol- 
canic, and geysers may once have existed there. To the northeast and 
cast, however, in the island of New Britain, the Solomon Islands, New 
Hebrides, and New Zealand a branch of the volcanic line is continued 
from the Eastern Archipelago, and on this line thermal springs are found, 
as our catalogue indicates, New Britain, Great Banks and Santa Maria 
Islands, the New Hebrides, and New Zealand all having springs of high 
temperatures. The noted localities of New Zealand have been described 
in Chapter II, and no further description is necessary. The catalogue 
shows that besides the geyser areas the North Island has several other 
spring localities, and that the South Island is not without its thermal 
springs. 

POLYNESIA. 

Under this head I will simply refer to the springs of the Fiji Islands 
and of the Sandwich Islands. The former might perhaps be included 
under the head of Australasia, as they lie but: a short distance east ot 
the New Hebrides. 

Fiji Islands.—The thermal springs of the group are found on three of 
the islands, those of Savu-Savu on Vanua Levu being the most noted. 
They are found in two places, and extend for half a mile along the shore, 
some springs bubbling up through the salt water below high-water 
mark. The three principal springs are in a circle or basin of 150 yards 
by 40 yards, which is 9 feet: above high tide. They are intermittent, 
the highest spouting 2 or 3 feet into the air. The water is saline and 
gives off a slight sulphurous odor. Formerly there were fifteen springs, 
and they were much used as kitchens, especially for cannibal feasts, 
one of the springs in particular being used as a caldron. Miss C. F. 
Gordon-Cumming says that in 1863 a chief captured the old woman who 
owned these springs, and also sixteen men. 

She was past seventy, and must have been very tough and smoke-dried, but as in 
her younger days she had been a regular Joan of Arc, leading her tribe to battle, and 
herself fighting hand to hand with a hatchet, he determined to eat her. So he had 
her cooked with the sixteen men, and made a great feast, and then, to spite the peo- 
ple, before leaving the district he attempted to choke up all of the springs, in which 
amiable effort he “partially succeeded. These springs were also a favorite place for 
depositing all superfluous babes, especially girls, who never got much of a welcome. 
They were popped in alive like so many lobsters, and treated with quite as little 
ceremony. 

The rocks near the springs are basalts and trachytes, but there is at 
present no active volcano in the group.* 

Other spring localities are found on Vanua Levu and the other 
islands. They are enumerated in the table. 

Sandwich Islands.—The islands are somewhat isolated, and, according 
to Judd, form an exceptionally situated volcanic group. Its volcanoes 
are unsurpassed in height and bulk by those of any other portion of the 
world. The cones rise to a height of 14,000 feet, while the sea around 

*Volcanoes, p. 237. 
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them has a depth of 2,000 to 3,000 fathoms. 
that are found, according to Dana, are not very hot. 
island of ci: 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

The few thermal springs 
They occur on the 

We have now traced the occurrence of thermal springs around the 
globe, and find no quarter without some thermal development. 

America has the geysers of the appears to have its geyser region. 
Hach 

Yellowstone National Park; Asia a geyser region in Thibet; while the 
Iceland geysers may be considered as belonging to Europe, and the New 
Zealand field to Australasia. Africa seems to be left out, and yet the 
comparatively unimportant geyser area of the Azores may perhaps be 
considered as its geyser region. 

Table of thermal springs of Japan, Formosa, Malaysia, Australasia, and Polynesia. 

[For lists of authorities for all except New Zealand see Bibliographical Appendix I, and for New 
Zealand see C.] 
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Walon, 4 miles west of cone of Turoto, Auckland, North 

slan 

*Report U.S. Expl. Expedition, volume 

Locality. Country. 
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on Geology, by J. D. Dana. 
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Table of thermal springs of Japan, Formosa, Malaysia, §c.— Continued. 

Locality. 

Waiwera, Auckland, North Island..-.-.-.:.:..-/..-......- 
Near Mahurangi, Auckland, North Island.-..-.-----.-.--. 
West side Waikato River, 4 miles from Lake Waugape, 
Auckland, North Island. 

- Te Puia, near Lake Wangape, Auckland, North Island.... 
Geysers of Taupo Rotorua, &c., Auckland, North Island .. 
Hammers Plains, Nelson, South Island ......... .-..-----. 
Head of Lake Sumner, Canterbury, South Island.......... 
Meals TONP HM AWA nc accne = scae sa mee omen Resear cocostece 
Rrowaihae Hawai 2a... vecickesiians abe siie in eesecjeessien sees 
Near Kapoho Point, Hawaii ........-..--....---..-..2.--.- 

Highest tem- 
Country. perature. 

OF. 
New Zealand ....-.......... Hot 

See waeaisiaesicresascees 110 
wen we cete naib lereim Seer 200 

Sco creneedanocssedc 168 
SOO bE cEOSSececnes F215 

Sandwich Islands........../ Warm. 

* For detailed catalogues see Japan in preceding pages. 
t For complete catalogue of springs of thisregion, see table at end of Chapter II, this part of report (I.) 
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INTRODUCTION. 

For the general title of this portion of my report I have combined 
the words thermal, hot or warm, and hydrology, the science of water, into 
Thermahydrology, as the best general term to include the remarks made 
in the following chapters. Iam well aware that this part of my report is 
not exhaustive, but the remarks that are made may suggest some lines 
of investigation that can be followed in the future. The preliminary 
work in the Park has now been done. Charts are made on which the in- 
dividual springs are enumerated, so that what remains to be done is to 
have careful observations made with a view of determining, if possible, 
the laws governing the action of the various geysers. Protracted observ- 
ations in detail carried through several successive seasons are necessary 
to obtain even an approximate idea of these laws. Itis to be hoped that 
an opportunity for this kind of work will be afforded before long. The 
example of New Zealand might be followed and medical officers ap- 
pointed, as in the Rotorua district, where also hospitals and laboratories 
have been established. 

355 
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SECTION L—GENERAL FEATURES. 

CHAPTER I. 

DEFINITION OF THERMAL SPRINGS—SOURCE OF WATER—OUTFLOW—LIFE IN HoT 
SPRINGS— DISTRIBUTION. 

In the first place we have to inquire what thermal springs are and 
whence they derive their supply of water; next to consider their out- 
flow, the life which they contain, and their distribution over the globe. 

DEFINITION OF THERMAL SPRINGS. 

Thermal springs strictly considered are those whose mean annual 
temperature exceeds the mean annual temperature of the locality in 
which they are found. This, of course, includes more than the springs 
that are usually called warm or hot, for if the temperature exceeds, no 
matter in how small a degree, the mean temperature of the place in which 
it rises, itis truly athermal spring. There will, of course, be a variation 
according to geographical position. Thus aspring whichis warm in Sibe- 
ria, where the ground is frozen to the depth of 630 feet, would be a cold 
Spring in the West Indies, or in the Eastern Archipelago. In the cata- 
loguesof Part II the lowest temperature given, with one exception, is 60° 
F. Very few springs below 75° F. are, however, included, most of them 
ranging from the latter temperature to the boiling point, and it is to springs 
of this range in temperature that we here refer. The one exception 
noted above isin Alaska, a spring of 33° F. being included in the table. 
When this temperature was taken the air was 13° colder than the spring. 
According to Walton waters of 70° to 85° may be termed temperate; 
from 85° to 92° F., tepid; from 92° to 98° F., warm; and all above 98° F., 
hot. 

The following springs are given by Adolph Erman,* but were not in- 
cluded in the table of Siberian springs: 

Tempera- | Tempera- 
Location. ture of ture of 

the air. springs. 

oF. oO} - 
MpLingsat Slatoust Siberia mcce cscs oa soe es ante aeeneisien sistas sei iecieiasial eerie UES +42 
SpringsatpAleshiktt oiberiadee-emernecctinse test seine ree eee een eeeec eerie scene +18. 5 +32. 11 
Springs at Tomsk, Siberia...-....-. sdeodesabbebossubsodasedas asad secacosoudses —10.6 +33. 12 
Springs at mouth of Uda, Siberia -...-----. 2.2.00 cece ene cence eens eee eee — 2.8 +35. 4 
Springs!near Ust/Kiakhta. Siberia seen.. seececoe wees ecccenieecneriseckiomeesee sl besneeceneee +35. 2 
Springs near Irkutsk, Siberiase sages ces See ee pase ee —19.7 +38. 7 
In theimines of A’chinsky Siberian sac cecsces = cca cee sncioasion suber essere cesccece| pecciseeeines +36. 5 

The springs in this list never freeze. They were not included in the 
table on page 344, .as I do not know what their mean annual temperatures 
are, nor the mean annual temperatures of their localities. They are, 
however, probably true thermal springs. 

SOURCE OF WATER IN SPRINGS. 

The source of water found in springs was long a puzzling question to 
philosophers. Aristotle taught that there were large cavities in the 
interior of the earth filled with air, and that this air condensed to water 
on the cold roofs, and made its way to the surface through fissures. 

“In Travels in Siberia, by Adolph Erman. London, 1848. 
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Vitruvius believed that springs were due to an accumulation in subter- 
ranean reservoirs of rain and melted snow. Descartes imagined that 
the source of the water was the sea, from which water flowed into sub- 
terranean caverns, was vaporized and afterwards condensed, finally es- 
caping to the surface through crevices in the rocks. Mariotte and 
Halley independently demonstrated that the fall of water in the form 
of snow, rain, and dew is sufficient to account for all the water of rivers 
and springs.* ‘There may also be some truth in the idea of Descartes, 
and certain springs may be due to communication with the ocean. 

That rain water does penetrate to considerable depths and supplies 
springs is proved by the fact of the constant presence in mines, of water 
that comes from above the galleries and drips from their roofs, In 
Misnia, in Saxony, it has been known to form in drops on the roof of a 
mine 1,600feet deep,t and itis well known that after prolonged droughts 
numerous springs become weak and many cease to flow, but are revived 
after heavy rains.t Itis a fact also that where springs exist there is 
usually higher ground somewhere in the neighborhood, from which the 
water may and probably does flow.§ 

In some places water may be forced to the surface by gaSes, and in 
very hot springs no doubt the steam generated by the contact of the 
water with the heated rocks below is a potent agency in forcing water 
to the surface, but it is a well ascertained fact that the waters of springs 
are meteoric in their origin. 

OUTFLOW OF SPRINGS. 

None of the springs or geysers in the Yellowstone National Park have 
been gauged so that we have no exact data as to the amount of water 
flowing from them. In the case of the geysers the flow is usually only 
during the period of activity,|| and in the case of most of the ordinary 
springs of the Park the overflow is probably less than would be expected. 

This will, however, have to be a subject of future investigation. It 
will be interesting, however, to note the amount of water poured out by 
well known springs that have been gauged. Le Coq says a million of 
litres (200,000 gallons) is ne unusual quantity of water to be poured 
from a spring, and he says that of 500 springs in Central France, 231 
have been gauged and yield 2,628,000 gallons every twenty-four hours. 

* Buffton also demonstrated it by selecting a lake without any outlet and showing 
that the evaporation from its surface was equal to all the water that flowed into it, 
(See page 51 of Physical Geography, by A. Barrington.) 

t Ibid, page 44. 
¢ During the very dry season in August and September, 1881, the anthracite coal 

mines in Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, had to depend largely upon the supply of 
water found in the mines. 

§ It is interesting in this connection to compare the elevation of Yellowstone Lake 
in the National Park with the two geyser areas of Fire Hole River: 

Feet. 

Wellowsioue Lake nasanvelevation Ofsa: ssh ace eek eile sek. eh 7,738 
The Lower Geyser Basin has an elevation of ..........2..---4- 2-2. seee eee eee 7, 236 
mhetiipper Geyser Basin hasan elevation Of... soc ne-niec-ce- ace nsineseces seus 7,372 

The geyser basins are also in valleys with high plateaus surrounding, which is the 
case also with the other areas of the park, as the Shoshone Basin, Heart Lake Basin, 
Hayden’s Valley Springs, &c., while the lake has a high mountain range on the east 
side and a high plateau on the west. 

|| According to Mr. C. H. Wyman the eruptions of the ‘‘ Excelsior Geyser” double 
the volume of the Fire Hole River, which, at this point, is 2 or 3 feet deep and nearly 
100 yards wide, and render it too hot to ford for a long distance. (eport of P. W. 
Norris, superintendent Yellowstone National Park, 1881, p. 55.) 
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Judd, in his “Volcanoes,” says that 180,000 gallons are poured daily 
from the Bath Spring in England. 

The following table shows the outflow of a number of American 
springs: 

Number of 
Name of springs. gallons per Authority. 

minute. 

Warm Springs, Bath County, Virginia .......... 6,000 | Walton’s Springs of the United States 
and Canada. 

Warm Springs of Georgia ..-....-----.--------- 1, 400 Do. 
ebanon’s New Work eases see seciecceise eicie 500 Do. 
Arkansas Hot Springs: 9-2-2 = --c--2-s- 222-6 == - 360 Do. 
Sulphur Springs, Middle Park, Colorado ...-.-.. 200 Do. 
Geyser Spring, Ojos Calientes, New Mexico .-..-. 50 | Dr. Loew, Vol. III, report United 

States Geographic Surveys West of 
100th Meridian. 

as Vegas, New Mexico 225-2202. .- 2-22-25. 15 Do. 
Warm Sprin gs, Madison County, North Carolina. 9 | Walton. 
Carlisle Spring, Colorado.......---....---------- 8 | Dr. Loew. 

It can readily be seen that the amount of heat taken from the earth 
through the agency of warm and hot springs, which are continuous in 
their action, must be enormous. 

LIFE IN HOT SPRINGS. “ 

One of the most interesting subjects in connection with thermal 
springs is the presence of animal and vegetable life in waters that are 
hot. There is a wide field for investigation in this particular, and the 
Yellowstone National Park will be a most favorable place in which to 
carry it on, both on account of the numbers of its springs and of their 
great range in temperature. So much time has had to be taken up 
with mere preliminary work that, as yet, little has been done in this 
direction. 
Animal life-——The only instance of the presence of animal life in the 

hot springs of the Yellowstone Park yet noted is the discovery in 1872, 
by Mr. W. R. Taggart, one of the geological assistants of the survey, of 
larvee of Helicopsyche in water having a temperature of 108° F. 

Instances of animal life in warm springs of other places are as fol- 
lows: 

Mrs. Partz saw in springs in Owens Valley, California, a spider-like 
animal and small red worms in water having a temperature of 124° I'.* 
On the Pacific plains, in Tehuantepec, between the passes of Tarifa 

and Chivela, the United States exploring expedition in 1872 found fish 
in springs of 94° F. temperature. Cattle also drank this water; and in 
springs in the Pass of Chivela fish were found in water that was at 98° F. 

According to Mr. James Richardsont the springs of Ghasa and Toser 
in Morocco, have fish in water that has a temperature of 95° F., and 
turtles live in the warm springs near Utica.t 

Vegetable life-—The presence of vegetable life in warm and even in 
very hot waters is of frequent occurrence in all regions of warm and 
hot springs, the bright green confervoid growths being common in thick 

*See American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. 46, 2d series, p. 31. 
+ Travels in the Great Desert of Sahara. 
{ Fish have been ejected from volcanoes. According to Lyell (Principles of Geology, 

p. 348), so great a quantity of fish were ejected from the volcano of Imbaburu, in the 
Andes, in 1691, that prevailing fevers were attributed to the effluvia from the putrid 
animal matter. 
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masses in springs of comparatively low temperatures, viz, of 100° F., 
or less. 
At the Healing Springs of Bath County, Virginia, in water of 85° to 

88° temperature, a green moss-like growth a couple of inches in length 
forms with great rapidity on the walls of the reservoirs, pools, and 
baths, and is used as a dressing for ulcerated surfaces.* 

In the small stream, which is supplied by the springs of San Bernar- 
dino, California, according to Prof. W. P. Blake,t the water has a tem- 
perature of 130° F., and is filled with dense masses of bright green con- 
fervoids. Near the edge of Gardiner’s River, in the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park, below the Mammoth Hot Springs, similar growths to those 
just mentioned are found in water of 132° F. temperature. At the 
Lewis Lake Springs, Taggart, in 1872, found that springs of tempera- 
tures of 120° F., and less, were covered with a leafy vegetation, while 
those above that temperature were covered with a growth of fungoid 
ulp. 

? At numerous places in all the geyser areas and at Gardiner’s River, 
in the Yellowstone Park, masses of gelatinous material of greenish, red, 
yellow, and brown colors are noticed, and usually have been considered 
as of organicorigin. In most cases, where microscopic examination has 
been made, no trace of vegetable organization has been noted, and in 
regions where the springs are siliceous this curious material is proba- 
bly that form of gelatinous silica described in another place under the 
name of viandite. 

In some springs of very low temperatures a brown, leathery-looking 
material is found lining the basins. It becomes hard upon drying, but 
has never, as yet, been examined microscopically or chemically, so that 
its nature is unknown; but in all probability it is one of the forms of 
silica, rather than an organic material. 
Among some of the material collected in 1871, Dr. Billings recog- 

nized Palmelle and Oscillarie in vegetable matter from Gardiner’s River 
Springs,t and in the mucilaginous deposit from the sides of a spring, 
which had a temperature of 197° F., in the Lower Tire Hole Basin, Dr, 
Curtis, in 1872, found skeletons of diatoms, but no living specimens.§ 
At the geysers of California, on Pluton Creek, Prof. W. H. Brewer 

found alge in water of 200° F., and at 112°F. layers 3 inchesin thickness 
were formed. He also found conferve in water of 140° F. to 149° F, 
Dr. James Blake also found conferve in temperature of 198° F. at the 
same locality and oscillatorie and diatoms in water of 1749 F. At the 
Pueblo Hot Springs, in Humboldt County, Nevada, Dr. Blake col- 
lected fifty species of diatoms in water of a temperature of 163° F. || 
At Benton Spring, Owens Valley, California, alga grow at 160° F., and 
cease below 100° EF. 

The following are some of the observations that have been made in 
foreign localities: 

At Nolok, in Celebes, algz grow in water of a temperature of 123°.8 
F., and at Langowan, on the same peninsula, a small stream formed by 
the overflow of the springs has a temperature of 170° and contains 
algous growths.** 
At Camiguin, an island 80 miles east of Cebu, Mosely, one of the 

*Walton’s Mineral Springs of the United States, &c., p. 325. 
+t Explorations for a Pacific Railroad Route, Vol. V, p. 63. 
t Report United States Geol. Survey for 1871, p. 70. 
§ Report United States Geol. Survey for 1872, p. 231. 
|| Dana’s Manual of Geology, p. 611. 
gj Amer Jour. Sci. and Arts, vol. 46, 2d series, p. 31. 
** Bickmore’s Travels in the East Indian Archipelago, 
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naturalists on the Challenger, found algz at 1134° F., and says that 
Oscillotarie have been found in water of 178° F. to 185° F. At Banda 
Island he found a white gelatinous alge at 140° F.* [Might not this 
have been, in part, at least, gelatinous silica. | 

Sir Jos. Hooker mentions the presence of algous growths in the 
Momay Springs, in the Himalayas, in India, where the temperature is 
110° F., and at Soorujkoon in water of 158° F., and at Pugha, in Thibet, 
at 174° F.t 

Professor Dana found feathery conferve in Luzon, at the springs 
where the temperature was 160° F.{ 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THERMAL SPRINGS. 

A single glance at the preceding portion of this report will show the 
wide extent of the distribution of warm and hot springs. With the 
exception of Australia, none of the continents is without them.§ Lati- 
tude has no effect, for we find them equally hot in the Arctic regions 
and under the equator. Thermal springs, in the strict sense of the term, 
are universal in their distribution. Of course, hot springs are less widely 
spread over the globe, while veritable geysers and spouting springs are 
still more limited in their occurrence, and yet they are confined to 
no particular quarter of the globe, as wehaveseen. Iceland, the Azores, 
Thibet, New Zealand, and our own Yellowstone National Park are the 
world’s geyser areas aS known at the present time. The connection of 
boiling springs with the volcanic regions of the world will be referred 
to in a succeeding chapter. 

Thermal springs are found at all elevations, and the following table, 
although by no means complete, will give a good idea of their range of 
elevation: 

Elevation, in feet 
above sea level.’ 

Islandlomstpeaulinindrant Ocean seoeeeeeeceee eae eter eee ene e eee 0 
SEARS Ayal, Oho \Vewalniey IDEN AIS SE Ses Bees Gao4 Shonda sas6o5SSob saad naa oubodad 9 
Lapiae), Th (COMMIT so- 555 545660 GoenogdGeobEs Gado SS so osoocobond DodSes debdne 291 
Wiesbaden; mG ermamy.e oe) oe See eee ee ee A ai ie Re eee 323 
Aux; Chapelle in Germany, cise. ayes sis cine aie ateeioiicie eels -riieeiets=jee ees 400+ 
Haukadal geysers in Iceland ....--.---.------------22+---++ +--+ ----+- 2+ -- 900 
Bourbonnein Prancewess 2k Sees ection cree ae oe averse ietonne ele eee ay ane 900 
Schlangenbad, in Germany Sat Sai Ney RUNES pA OUR CEE Cea A RE ee 900 
Soufriere of St. Lweia;, West indies) 4.2) sich sel geees eee au) eee — 1,000 
Hebanon, New, ork.) Umited\ States) cose ceases eeeeeeeh a-eeeeaiee eee 1, 000 
Springs near Rotorua Lake, New Zealand......---...---.----------«------ 1, 043 
Springs near Rotomahana Lake, New: Zealand 22 2a noosa. ae ee 1, 088 
Springs near Lake Taupo, New Zealand... Kasi 3, bg UE We ye 1, 250 
Hot Springs of Arkansas, (WuitedsStates (oc MDL MINER), GU a a ne 1, 360 
iplombleres. mek man Cease melee ame essere shee ett ie see ance ey eiee see et ete 1, 400 
Santa Barbara, California, United States. .......--.....---..--.-----. ---- 1, 450 
Mariana, Venezuela, South America .00. 0G Vaal GUN i Aaa aan 1, 465 
San Bernardino, California, United States............ PPA Pte es REN ob 1,618 
Warm Springs, North Carolina, United States......-.-.---.-------- .----- 1,700 
Warm Springs, Georgia, United States -....-..-.-.-- See CN aN EE aL 1, 800 
Baeneres dep bicorre ene h ran Olea eaeyencelsesieleeee ts seas le eer ee ee aoe 1, 800 
Bagneres de: uchon-aine Prancenis i Buy oe Se On Se A ae 2, 000 
“Petite Soufriere of Dominica, Wrestling ies 7.22 435.4) Varo Bees aes 2, 000 

*Notes by a Naturalist on the Challenger. 
+ Himalayan Journals. 
t Dana’s Manual, p. 612. 
§ In the Richmond River in New South Wales, Prof. A. Liversedge has found a 

siliceous deposit, which he says answers to sinters and geyser deposits. They are found 
in a basaltic and trachytic region. (Jour. R. Soc. N.S. Wales, Vol. X, p. 237-239.) 
This would seem to indicate the former presence of hot springs on geysers in New 
Sonth Wales, where none exist now. 
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Elevation, in feet, 
above sea-level. 

PISHOrss aN SWillZCMlaAnGde 54 ae cece he a okc heen coal ae eels Cee Sane 2,128 
Onota, Venezuela: South America... 2. Sosa sew he She cae lacs iss cleo 2,161 
Boiling Lake of Dominica, West Indies .....--.-------------------------- 2,400 
‘OSTRESIIG TED (GRETO CAEN DN IES RES CR oct CS ie eg MRR TE ee eR 3, 520 
Near Salt Lake City, Utah United States: 22 2200s 522s 5 Se sve eee els ae ANS 20 
WCU IMNO WLbZeLlaAMG oc sas ae ects late ide wre ia Jee Se TELE. EN Se Pee 4, 600 
Hot Springs of Lake Tahoe, California, United Staiies artisan Gis hes 6, 500 
Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park, United States -......--.-. 7, 236 
Upper Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park, United States -.......--. Gide 
Rustie Group, Heart Lake Basin Yellowstone National Park, United States-. 7,475 
Gibbon Basin, Yellowstone National Park, United States -........-.-. .--. 7, 527 
Mud Volcanoes, Hayden Valley Yellowstone National Park, United States. 7,723 
Hot Springs, Yellowstone Lake, Yellowstone National Park, United States. 7,738 
Hot Springs, Lewis Lake, Yellowstone National Park, United States ..--.. 7, 800 
Shoshone Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park, United States ........ 7, 825 
Sulphur Springs, Middle Park, Colorado, United States -.-..-....-.-...--- 8, 000 
WonarAna: Chili South Amenear-seessecce> see ce akeset ccc scscae cmcesee 10, 000 
Yeumioneinithe Himalayas indiaesssso-cisee sree sce amas moeinieee-ns se 12, 000 
Momay Spring in the Himalayas, India ........-..---......-----.-------- 16,000 
Geyser region of Lake Tengri Nor in Thibet .-........---2. --2...20--25-- 16, 000 

CHAPTERTI. 

GEOLOGICAL FEATURES. 

Geological position.—When thermal springs are considered in their 
widest signification, it will be found that they are not confined to any 
one geological formation. When, however, the definition is limited so 
as to include only warm and hot springs, it will be noted that they are 
found in two positions that are characteristic, viz: lst. In regions of 
great disturbance or dislocation, as along the base or in the midst of 
mountain ranges; and 2d, In areas of eruptive rocks, either where vol- 
canic action is still going on or in regions where it has been long extinct.* 

It should be mentioned here that dislocations and fractures deter- 
mined by the elevation of mountains may be due primarily to the same 
causes that are active in producing at other places the eruptions of vol- 
canoes. This subject will be referred to again under the heading of 
“The source of heat of thermal springs.” 
A few facts in relation to the position of warm and hot springs will 

now be briefly presented under the two heads just given. 
First. In connection with mountain corrugation.—It is a well-known 

fact, pointed out by many writers, that warm and hot springs are apt 
to be found along the bases of mountain ranges, and usually near the 
line of junction of sedimentary rocks with the granitic nuclei, and the 
high temperatures are recognized as being due to the same causes that 
have elevated the ranges. 

The lines of junction between the sedimentary and older rocks mark 
the points where the greatest number of fractures and fissures occur, 
by means of which the meteoric waters have access to and from the 
depths where they acquire their high temperatures.t Where two or three 

*It is well to remember that it is a difficult matter to determine that volcanic 
activity is at an end even in regions that have been quiet during the historic period, 
inasmuch as our knowledge of the cycles of volcanic action is almost nothing, and 
cones thought to be extinct have frequently broken out in fresh eruption. 

tIn Sweden and Norway, springs that have temperatures of even a few degrees 
above the mean annual temperatures of their localities are rarely found. This is prob- 
ably due to the fact that these countries are but little fractured, and yet they have 
been subjected to earthquake shocks. 
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axes of elevation cross each other the disturbance is greater and thermal 
springs ought to be abundant. This isthe case at Ax in France, where 
three axes intersect. Leuk, in Switzerland, and Mont Blane are other 
instances. 

The baths of Mont Dore, in France, are situated near the geographical 
center of the hills at the point of greatest dislocation. In addition to 
this, however, the water escapes from columnar trachyte. Professor 
Rogers has pointed out the connection of the warm springs of Virginia 
with the anticlinal axes and faults of the Appalachian system. The 
thermal springs of Brazil are found in the coast ranges of mountains, 
and their relation to the hot springs in the Andes is analogous to that 
between the springs of the Appalachian region and those of the Pacific 
coast region in the United States. 

In India many thermal springs owe their origin to their position in 
high mountain regions, especially in the case of the Himalayas. As we 
have already shown in Part II, flat, undisturbed regions such as the Mis- 
sissippi Valley and great plains of North America, the table-lands of 
Brazil, and the steppes of Russia and Siberia are remarkable for the 
absence of thermal springs. 

Second. In areas of eruptive rocks.—The connection of warm and. hot 
springs with volcanic action is well established, and all works on geology 
treat of them under the head of igneous or voleanic phenomena. In Part 
II I have endeavored to show this connection, and a map of the warm 
and hot spring localities enumerated therein would be to a great extent 
identical with a map of the volcanic lines of the globe. The principal 
exceptions would be in the case of springs just noted as associated with 
mountain corrugation. In a few regions of volcanic rocks also, such as 
the Hebrides, there are no hot springs, and their absence can usually be 
explained by the fact that so long a time has elapsed that the rocks have 
lost their heat. The following facts are additional proofs of the con- 
nection of hot springs and volcanic manifestations. 

Hot springs are formed during almost all eruptions of volcanoes,* es- 
pecially if they are new, and the amount of volcanic activity is thought 
to be largely dependent upon the amount of water in their liquid contents. 

Water in volcanoes is repeatedly noticed, and the ‘ smoke,” so called, 
which escapes is mostly steam. After violent eruptions steam usually 
escapes in such quantity that heavy rainfalls arecaused. In Java and in 
South America, water, vapor, and mud are poured out by the volcanoes 
instead of lava. The water voleano of Gautemala is a veritable geyser 
ona grand scale. Indeed all writers on volcanoes recognize that the 
same causes which produce geysers are active in the production of vol- 
canic eruptions. 
As already noted, areas of hot and warm springs need not have active 

voleanoes in their vicinity, and two of the most noted geyser regions in 
the world, viz, New Zealand and the Yellowstone National Park, have 
been without any active manifestation during the historic period, and 
in both boiling springs are numerous. In Auvergne, in France, the 
eruptions date back to the Tertiary period, and in Nevada, which might 
fairly divide with California the claim of being the most active hot spring 
area of the United States outside of the National Park, the rocks are of 
Tertiary age, the latest of its rhyolites, according to King,t having been 

* The noted eruption of Jorullo in Mexico, in 1759, caused the disappearance of two 
rivers, which were replaced by several warm springs. During the eruption of Monte 
Nuovo in Italy, in 1538, new hot springs broke out. Other examples will be given 
when the effect of earthquakes is considered. 

tU. S. Geol. Expl. of 40th Parallel, Systematic Geology, Vol. I. 
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poured out in Pliocene time. On the island of Pantellaria hot vapors 
rise from the rocks, and yet there has been no eruption within historic 
time. 

The presence of warm and hot springs is usually, and with apparent 
good reason, considered as an evidence of the waning of volcanic activ- 
ity, and yet they may presage eruptions as in the case of Monte Nuovo, 
where hot water and steam escaped before the elevation of the mount- 
ain. 

In Hungary, siliceous sinters and travertine have been formed pre- 
vious to the pouring out of lava, and in Iceland the two are contempo- 
raneous, many volcanic eruptions having occurred since the geysers 
first began to deposit their siliceous sinters. Still, in many places the 
only present sign of igneous activity is to be noted in the warm and hot 
springs, and they represent one of the last stages in the cycle of changes 
through which those portions of the globe subjected to volcanic action 
are destined to pass, and, eventually, even the springs will lose their 
heat.* 

THE EFFECTS OF EARTHQUAKES. 

The effect of earthquakes upon thermal springs is a proof of their inti- 
mate connection with volcanic action. In the first place, as we have 
already intimated, the existence of fissures and cracks in the earth’s 
surface, by whatever means they have been formed, are efficient agents 
in causing hot springs by allowing meteoric waters to penetrate to 
great depths, and affording them afterwards free access to the surface. 
Earthquakes, as all know, occupy the very first place in the produe- 
tion of fractures of far-reaching extent, both geographically and geo- 
gnostically. 

The great Lisbon earthquake of 1755, which was so far-reaching in its 
effects that, according to Humboldt, an area equal to more than four 
times that of Europe was shaken by its vibrations, affected numerous 
springs in widely-separated areas. Those of Teplitz, in Germany, were 
muddy duiing the earthquake, then disappeared for a short time, and 
afterwards flowed more copiously than before. At Clifton, in England, the 
springs became turbid, and in France, at Luchon, the ‘‘ Source de la 
Reine” was changed from a tepid spring to one having a temperature 
of 122° F., which has been retained. 
An earthquake in 1638 caused the breaking out of the thermal springs 

of St. Eufemia, in Terra di Amato, and in 1783 (the year of the great 
Calabria earthquake) they became hotter and gave out a greater quan- 
tity of water. In 1660 an earthquake made some of thesprings at Bag- 
neres de Bigorre suddenly cold. In 1770 hot springs broke out on San 
Domingo during an earthquake, but they afterwards ceased to flow. 

During the earthquake of 1766, at Cumana, in Venezuela, sulphur- 
water, with sand and mud, was frequently thrown from wells to a height 
of 30 feet. 

In Iceland, before the eruption of Skapter Jokul in 1783, many springs 
were diminished, and in 1784, during an earthquake, according to SirJohn 

*The ruins of former hot springs localities are found in many parts of the Western 
United States, and I have described one in the report of the survey for 1871, page 192, 
and in the Yellowstone National Park individual springs die out. In Iceland, siliceous 
deposits are found where the springs are extinct, and according to Bischof (Treatise on 
Internal Heat of the Globe, p. 230), in the Sneefield Syssel in Iceland, a spring is found 
which is now cold, but once was hot, as its deposits show. 
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Stanley,* no less than thirty-five spouting springs made their appear- 
ance, many of which afterwards diminished in activity. After an earth- 
quake in 1789 Old Strokhr, one of the geysers of Haukadal, gradually 
became a quiet spring, and the one now known as Strokhr began to 
erupt.t 

Coming down to the nineteenth century we find that in Chili, after 
the earthquake of 1822, the hot springs of Cauquenes ceased flowing 
for a time, and after the earthquake of 1835 were temporarily lowered 
in temperature from 118° F. to 92° F. 

The spring of Rita, in Ischia, increased in temperature during the 
earthquake of February 2, 1828, and the earthquake of 1837, in Syria, 
caused new hot springs to appear at Tabereah. 

These are a few of the many instances that might be enumerated, but 
they are sufficient to prove that springs may either be brought into exist- 
ence or may be destroyed by earthquakes, or made cold or hot, as the case 
may be. 

According to Hoffmant numerous hot springs act as safety valves 
and serve as a protection from earthquakes, as at Sciacca, in Sicily, 
which is rarely disturbed by them, in comparison with other parts of 
the island. 

In some cases the hot springs may become clogged or stopped up, and - 
when the pent-up stream bursts out earthquake shocks may be caused. 
The shocks we experienced at Steamboat Point, on Yellowstone Lake, 
in 1871 § were probably due to inadequacy of the steam vents. 

CHAPTER IIl. 

CLASSIFICATION AND THERAPEUTICS. 

Classification.—A few remarks upon the classification of thermal 
waters should perhaps be included here, although it is manifestly be- 
yond our present scope to enter upon the subject in its completeness. . 

Thermal waters are subject to the same laws of classification as ordi- 
nary mineral waters, whether a chemical, therapeutical, geological, or 
geographical system be adopted. They may be alkaline, saline, sul- 
phureted, carbonated, or chalybeate, according to their various ingre- 
dients which will usually be found present in less proportion than in 
ordinary mineral waters. There is, however, one exception—the pro- 
portion of silica is apt to be greater, especially if the springs have 
water at or near the boiling temperature. Of course, if the hot water 
does not have access, in the depths below the surtace, to siliceous rocks, 
it may contain but a small percentage of silica. 

As we shall have to do more with siliceous waters in the chapters 
upon the analyses, especially with those of the Yellowstone National 
Park, we shall refer to this subject of classification more particularly 
as it concerns the three great regions in which this class of thermal 
springs is found. 

So few of the springs of the Yellowstone National Park have had 

* Account of the Hot Springs of Iceland, p. 41. 
tIbid., p. 32. 
{ Poggendorf’s Annalen, V. XXIV., p. 70, cited by Bischof. 
§ Report for 1871, p. 190. 
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their waters subjected to analysis that it is impossible to reduce them 
as yet to any systematic classification,* Before this can be done a large 
amount of chemical investigation will have to be made. The field has 
scarcely been entered upon as yet. 
Krug Von Nidda, from his study of the Iceland springs, classifies 

thermal springs as follows : t+ 
1. Those that are constantly boiling and bubbling up—permanent 

thermals. 
2. Those in which ebullition only takes place at particular periods 

and which are perfectly tranquil in the interval—intermitting thermals. 
3. Those whose surface is always undisturbed. 
To the second class the geysers belong. 
This classification is a natural one and comes to mind at once in a re- 

view of the features noted in our own region and in New Zealand. 
Still the difference between 1 and 2 is apparently only in degree, for if 
the springs (or at least many of them) noted in the catalogues of Part 1 
of this report as constantly boiling are carefully watched, it will be no- 
ticed that there are periodical increases in activity, the ebullition be- 
coming very violent at regular intervals, so that the springs might be 
called intermittent. Again, in many of the geysers of the Yellowstone 
Park, notably in the case of the ‘‘ Union,” in the Shoshone Basin, and 
the Giant and the Castle in the Upper Fire Hole Basin, there is con- 
stant ebullition in the intervals between eruptions. In the majority ot 
the geysers, however, during the period of intermission, the water is 
perfectly tranquil. It is possible that many of the springs regarded as 
simply constantly boiling springs may be geysers, as in the case of the 
““Hxecelsior Geyser,” which was not known as a geyser until 1881, 
although suspected in 1878 to be so by some members of the survey. 

Still, the classification is a good one and corresponds in the main to 
that made naturally by the natives in both Iceland and New Zealand 
when they refer to the hot springs with which they are familiar. Al- 
though widely separated, not only geographically but in language, curi- 

* Dr. Heizmann (in the Report of Reconnaissance of Northwest Wyoming, &c., by 
Capt. Wm. A. Jones, pp. 305 and 366) proposes the following general classification for 
the springs of the Park, which I give in tabulated form : 

Localities in Yellowstone Na- Class. qGrelacke Comparable to— 

1. Neutral, and containing car- | Turbid Lake, east shore of Yel- | Virginia White Sulphur Springs, 
bonic acid and sulphureted hy- lowstone Lake, 8 miles from Aix Ja Chapelle. As to chem- 
drogen. Orange Creek. . ical composition, to Meinberg 

(Lippe Detmold). 
2. Acid and sulphureted hydro- | Opposite head Yellowstone | Bareges, Cauterets, Bagnols (Lo- 

gen only. Liver; Canon (falis), east side zere). 
of river; Orange Creek 
Springs, 6 miles from Orange 
Creek. 

SanonimMarked 2 .5-6-235.00dcces 0: Pelican Creek, 6 miles from | To all sulphated chalybeate 
mouth. springs except in temperature. 

4. Carbonic acid marked ........ Gardiner’s River...........-.--- To Carlsbad in thermality and 
effects; in coustituents, to St. 
Galmier (Loire). 

5. Carbonic acid and silica | Geyser regions of Fire Hole | In constituents and effects, to 
marked. River. Rockbridge Springs, Va. 

t See Karsten’s Archives, Vol. IX, p. 247; also Jameson’s Philosophical Journal, Vol. 
ane pp- 90 and 220, and Bischof’s Researches on Internal Heat of Globe, Vol. I, p. 
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ously enough the same distinctions are made, as the following table 
shows : 

New Zealand aint, Character of springs. Icelandic names. 

IR elyee eens ISDN oan0qonnsouone Boiling hotsprings, including intermittent springs or fountains. 
NEI sooghadsssceses Uku Puia.......-. Boiling mud-pools. 

Papa Puia........ Boiling springs, with clear water and siliceous deposits. 
Laug or Lauger....| Waiariki .---.-.-.. Quiet springs, suited to bathing. 

Ngawhas ...-..--. Non-boiling springs, or solfataras. 
TEE Saks dato oc losundy cosdoenousecs: Springs that send up clouds of steam. 

Hochstetter divides the New Zealand springs into two groups, as fol- 
lows :* 

1 Acid springs which have no periodical outbursts of water, and in 
which siliceous incrustations are either wanting or are inconsiderable 
in quantity. 

2. Alkaline springs, which include geysers and are characterized by 
deposits in which silica, chloride of sodium, carbonates, and sulphates 
are the principal ingredients. 

To these Doctor Hector} adds a third, in which the deposits are cal- 
careous sulphates, and includes the springs of White Island, in the Bay 
of Plentyt, in which the sea-water accounts for the difference in chemical 
composition. Hochstetter is of the opinion that the acid springs gradu- 
ally become alkaline, and after building siliceous tubes become spouting 
springs or geysers. This subject we shall refer to again in a future 
chapter. 
We have already said that, with the present incomplete knowledge 

of the chemical composition of the waters of the Yellowstone Park 
springs, it would be useless to reduce them to any systematic chemical 
classification. In fact it would be impossible to do so with any approach 
to accuracy. In the catalogues of Part I we have noted the springs as 
constantly boiling, quiet, or geyser-like, in accordance with Von Nidda’s 
classification. 

As to their chemical composition, the springs of the Park can be 
grouped under one of the following heads, in a rather broad classifica- 
tion, based upon the predominance of the principal ingredient, viz: 

1. Calcareous springs —As the Gardiner’s River Springs and Soda 
Butte. 

2. Aluminous springs.—Mud springs of Hayden’s Valley, Yellowstone 
Lake, and the Fire Hole Basin. 

3. Siliceous springs—Including a majority of the springs of the Park. 
This order we shall follow in the chemical chapters which we are well 

aware are very incomplete, especially when the vast number of springs 
within the limits of the Park is remembered. 

*In his New Zealand, English Edition, p. 432. 
+tIn New Zealand, Inst. Trans., III, 1870, p. 284. 
+ The mineral waters of New Zealand are classified as follows by Dr. Hector, director 

of the Geological Survey, the system being based upon the analyses made in the colo- 
nial laboratory. 

Saline.—Containing chiefly chloride of sodium. 
Alkaline.—Containing carbonates and bicarbonates of soda and potash. 
Alkaline, siliceous.—Waters containing much silicic acid, but changing rapidly on ex- 

posure to the atmosphere and becoming alkaline, 
Hepatic or sulphurous.—Waters, the prominent character of which is the presence of 

sulphureted hydrogen and sulphurous acid. 
Acidic waters.—In which there is an excess of mineral acids, such as hydrochloric and 

sulphuric acid. (Report on the mineral waters of New Zealand, by James Hector, M. D.; 
C. M. G., F. R. S., Director of the Geol. Survey in New Zealand thermal springs districts, 
§¢., page 25.) 
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THERAPEUTICS. 

This is scarcely the place to consider the therapeutical value of ther- 
mal springs, but a few words may not be out of place, especially with 
reference to the Yellowstone National Park. The pages of ancient 
writers contain frequent mention of thermal springs. Temples were 
erected near them, and they were made the sites of medical schools, 
hospitals, baths, and resorts for the amusement of the sick. Their cura- 
tive effects were widely celebrated. 

The springs of Tiberias were used by the Romans, and, with those of 
Ischia, still maintain their reputation. 

The most celebrated bathing-place of the Roman Empire was the hot 
sulphur springs of Baie, on the gulf of Naples. 

In their conquest of Northern and Western Europe the Romans sought 
out the springs of the country, and in Acqui, Aix or Aachen, Dax, &c., 
the names of modern towns derived from the Latin aqua, we have testi- 
mony ot their former celebrity as watering- pecan: 

Pliny, in his Natural History (book xxxi, § 1), says, in speaking of 
water and springs, “They spring wholesome from the earth, on every 
side, and in a thousand lands; the cold, the hot, the hot and cold to- 
gether, as at Tarbellum (Dax), in Aquitania, or on the Pyrenees, where 
they are separated only by a small interval, or get the warm and tepid, 
announcing relief to the sick, and flowing from the earth only for man, 
of all living things.” Among the Romans warm bathing was indulged 
in to excess, and. at one time there were eight hundred therme in the 
city of Rome. Many traces of the Roman “baths remain. They were 
buildings of grandeur and magnificence, adorned with every architect- 
ural beauty, statuary, and mosaics. The baths of Diocletian and the 
baths of Caracalla were the most celebrated. 

The reputation of thermal springs for medicinal and bathing purposes 
has descended to the present day, as the spas of Europe and our own 
watering places prove. In this practical age, however, we have shorn 
the springs of the superstitions of the ancients, and the busy habits of 
modern times do not admit of the time and elaborate preparation that 
was bestowed upon the bath in the luxurious days of Imperial Rome. 
We no longer depend upon hearsay as to the reputation of springs in 

the cure of disease. The chemist analyzes the waters and classifies 
them according to their constituents. His system will not, however, 
always agree with the therapeutical classification, for two waters may 
be chemically alike and yet very uniike in their medicinal effects. There 
is something that seems to escape him. 

In Europe both the chemical composition and therapeutical effects of 
the principal thermal springs have been carefully,studied, and until the 
same is done with the springs of the Yellowstone National Park all that 
can be said upon the subject must of necessity be to a certain extent 
tentative. All the chemical analyses that have been made are but as 
a drop in a bucket of water. 

In New Zealand, in the township of Rotorua, under “the thermal 
springs districts acts of 1881,” a medical officer has been appointed in 
charge of the district and a hospital erected, where the waters will be 
used | so as to enable patients to receive the full benefit of their advan- 
tages. 
A laboratory also has been established for the purpose of facilitating 

a thorough analysis and study of the composition and therapeutic values 
of the various waters, so that by their use a definite line of treatment 
in different forms of disease may be arrived at. 
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When similar arrangements are made in the Yellowstone Park we 

will learn the values of the different waters. One thing is certain, we 
have there all the conditions necessary for baths of all kinds, and it is 

for bathing that thermal waters are mainly used. The range of tem- 

perature is all that is needed, and vapor baths can be extemporized 
almost anywhere. 
A considerable portion of the benefit derived from a residence at certain 

watering places is doubtless due to various other hygienic conditions, 
such as altitude, change of scene or habits, &c. As asanitarium the 
Yellowstone Park offers the most varied attractions, and now that rail- 
road access to it is daily becoming easier, its value will be more highly 
appreciated. 
When we were at Gardiner’s River Springs in 1871 we found a num- 

ber of persons, who were residents of Montana, using the waters (mainly 
for external use) with benefit. Chronic forms of rheumatism and some 
syphillitic diseases would doubtless be alleviated by the use of these 
waters. Dr. C. L. Heizmann has paid some attention to this subject 
and his classification of the Yellowstone springs has already been re- 
ferred to. In his report to Captain Jones he says: 

' Reference to the meteorological tables will explain the unfitness of this region, ex- 
cept for non-debilitating diseases, those of the cutaneous and lymphatic systems of 
the skin, scrofulous (but not tubercular) diseases, rheumatisms, and articular mala- 
dies. For asthmatic diseases, bronchial catarrhs, and some forms of dyspepsia; for 
phthisis, malarial sequale, &c., it is evidently inappropriate, and for an additional 
reason, that of the debilitating result of even a few days’ inhalation of the sulphurous 
air about springs.” 

CHAPTER IV. 

COMPARISON OF GEYSER REGIONS. 

It is of course difficult for one who has not seen each one of the three 
geyser regions (Iceland, New Zealand, and the Yellowstone National Park) 
to make anything like a complete comparison of their features, and cer- 
tainly it is impossible to be dogmatic. Still, nature works according to 
laws that are the same in all parts of the globe, and a view of any one 
of the three regions will, to a great extent, help to explain phenomena 
observed in either or both of the others. The comparison can, perhaps, 
be more readily made when the American locality is the one actually ob- 
served, as the Iceland and New Zealand fields have been known for a 
long time, and have been more thoroughly studied and described than 
the Yellowstone Park. This is especially true of the geyser of Iceland, 
while our own geysers are only just beginning to be subjects of careful © 
scientific investigation. 

In the few following pages it is proposed to consider briefly the ex- 
tent, resemblances, differences, and comparative age of the three regions 
already indicated. 
Extent.—The three small maps incorporated in this report (pages 71, 

304 and 313) present to the eye, probably in the best manner, a compara- 
tive view of the three great geyser regions. Expressed in figures the 
areas within which the springs are included are as follows: 

Square miles. 

GTS hays Mean ae Rhee Pd aS et eS Ce eae aan oem si ee Seo owagao bose cdooce 5,000 
New: :Zealamde: odie akc srse ties es eestor eres ete ote Here Une de bits Rteret ate tale aterm ereetete 2,500 
Wellowsbone, Natromenlib sir kanes eye ace ate ate ela eee ee eee eaters 3,078 

* Reconnaissance of N. W. Wyoming, sc. p. 307. 
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In the Iceland region there are about six areas or groups, which are 
from 40 to 50 miles apart. In New Zealand there are about ten areas, 
the greatest distance between them being about 15 miles. In the Yel- 
lowstone National Park there are between thirty and forty areas, and if 
they are followed, starting with the Mammoth Hot Springs and going 
southward through the geyser basins of Fire Hole River to Shoshone 
Lake, Heart Lake, and back northward, via Yeilowstone Lake and Yel- 
lowstone River, there will be only two points where the air-line distances 
between spring areas is aS much as 16 miles. 

In Iceland there are only three areas with geysers of note. In the Yel- 
lowstone National Park there are at Jeast eight such localities, and in 
New Zealand fully as many. In the number of springs and noted gey- 
sers the two latter regions far exceed Iceland, in which “Geyser” and 
‘“¢Strokhr” are the two prominent spouters. For those in New Zealand 
the reader is referred to Chapter II, Part I, and to the recapitulation 
and the end of Part I for the geysers of the Park. As to the number 
of springs in New Zealand, an enumeration has probably never been 
made, but they appear to be very numerous, and are found on siliceous 
plateaus or mounds, as in our own region. 

The following table gives the size of individual areas for comparison: 

x : Number of 
: rea in springs 

Tioealaty, acres. and gey- 
sers. 

Geyser area of Haukadal, Iceland ..-...-.--.2c0cc-s00---n0esnenneceneesenenes 20 100 
GoyromaresOlete kim -Celang een nc cmenio nna a =\etelieelataelaiein slelelatsiciaiale)si<i1c 50 100 
Whakaari Island, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand...-.-..----..---..------------- 30)? [ace 
Siliceous plateau at Orakeikorako, New Zeuland..-...-...-.--..--..------------ 1 16 
East side of Rotomahana, including Te Tarata, New Zealand...........-..... 64 85 
Upper Geyser Basin Fire Hole River, in Yellowstone National Park.........- 2, 560 440 
Lower Geyser Basin Fire Hole River, in Yellowstone National Park .......... 19, 200 693 
Mound of Castle, Yellowstone National Park ..........---.--------------.--- 3 15 
Gibbon Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park ...........--..-.--..------- 275 200 to 300 
Giantess Group, Upper Fire Hole Geyser Basin .....---.-..------.--.-------- 18 55 
Grand Group, Upper Fire Hole Geyser Basin ...-..--.---2-22.20-.0-200-2-0---- 30 70 
KonntemiGroup lower GeyserBasin tans s- cach as snbe riba tee cio ee sie <)mais 15 17 

Some of the individual groups in the geyser basins of the Yellowstone 
Park have been included in the table, so that a fair comparison with 
the Orakeikorako plateau can be made. We have no data as to the ex- 
tent of the various New Zealand areas, but several of them include a 
number of siliceous plateaus upon which springs are found. Of course 
in each of the three countries there are hot springs outside of the limits 
of the maps as we have given them here, and if we take these into ac- 
count, the American localities will exceed the others, especially if the 
Nevada and California springs are counted. If the springs of Snake 
River, south of the Park, and those of Shields River and the Mussel- 
shell, with others to the north (all of which are on the same north and 
south line as the geyser basins of Fire Hole River), are considered as a 
part of the same system as the springs of the National Park, the total 
length of the line is about 200 miles. 

As to the heights to which the geysers throw their columns there is 
probably not much difference between the three regions, although the 
Yellowstone Park probably has a greater number of geysers which 
erupt regularly to 100 feet or more. The records of the New Zealand 
geysers are deficient in this respect. 

The greatest height recorded as attained by the Great Geyser of Ice: 
24 H, PT II 
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land is 360 feet, and in the National Park the Excelsior Geyser has 
spouted to a height of 300 feet. In New Zealand 200 feet is the high- 
est column recorded.* There are many, however, that spout to the 
height of 100 feet. The bulk of water in the New Zealand geysers is 
usually much greater, which is probably the reason the columns, during 
eruption, do not attai1 greater heights. The Thibet geysers spout 50 
feet, a height frequently noted in the regions just described. 
Resemblances.—One of the first points to attract attention when the 

three maps already referred to are compared, is the presence in each 
of lakes. In Iceland there are six, in New Zealand fifteen, and in the 
Yellowstone National Park there are four of considerable size, besides a 
number of small and comparatively unimportant ones. 

Lake Taupo, in New Zealand, is 25 miles long and 20 miles wide. 
Yellowstone Lake is 20 miles long by an average width of about 8 miles. 
In Iceland Hvitarvatn is nearly 10 miles by 18, and Thingvalla-vatn 
has a length of about 20 miles and a greatest width of 10 or 12 miles. 

In the three regions hot springs seem to be associated with the lakes, 
and especially is this the case in New Zealand and in the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park.t Although we have not considered the Thibet geysers in 
the comparisons we have made, it is interesting to note that they are 
found near the the Lake Tengri Nur. 

In Part I1, Chapter II (page 313), we noted the fact that the springs 
of New Zealand could be grouped in three parallel lines, the most eastern 
of which was the longest. In the Yellowstone National Park there ap- 
pears to be asimilar linear arrangement. The Mammoth Hot Springs, 
the Gibbon Geyser Basins, the geyser basins of Fire Hole River, and 
the Shoshone Geyser Basin are on the same north and south line in the 
western part of the Park. In the east, Brimstone Basin, the Pelican 
Creek Springs, and the springs of the Kast Fork appear to indicate a 
second line, while between the two are several scattered spring areas. 

The extension of the western line northward and southward beyond 
the limits of the Park has already been indicated. 

This linear arrangement appears to be analogous to the linear ar- 
rangement so frequently noted in the case of voleanoes. 
Another point of resemblance between the three regions is in the 

character of the deposits, which are alike in appearance, structure, and 
chemical composition, with the exception of the minor constituents, as 
shown in the chapter giving the analyses. The character of the rocks 
is also similar, acidic voleanic rocks being predominant in each region. 
In Iceland rhyolite, phonolite, and palagonite are found in the vicinity 
of the geysers. 

In New Zealand rhyolites and rhyolitic tuffs are the prevailing rocks. 
Aecording to Hochstetter, the rocks of Lake Taupo are quartzose tra- 
chytic lavas. 
A glance at Mr. Holmes’ geological map of the Yellowstone National 

Park will show that rhyolites are the prevailing rocks. Mr. Holmes’ 
report will present more detailed information in regard to them, and to 
it the reader is referred. New Zealand and Iceland are alike in being 
islands. 

Differences.—In elevation above sea-level we find that the three re- 
gions under consideration are very different. The geyser of Haukadal 

*J. G. Corbett in Trans. New Zealand Institute. 
+The geological map of Mr. Holmes indicates that there were formerly lakes of 

greater extent than exist at present, and that the geyser basins of Fire Hole River, 
or at least the lower one, are the sites of ancient lakes. 

° 
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in Iceland is Jess than 500 feet. In New Zealand the elevations are 
from 1,000 to 1,300 feet, and in the Yellowstone National Park the range 
is from about 6, 000 to 8 ,000 feet.* 

The plateau upon which the Iceland geyser is situated is surrounded 
on three sides with glaciers. In New Zealand the atmosphere is humid 
and comparatively favorable to a growth of vegetation that is not found 
in either of the other regions. 

The New Zealand springs are usually of greater size than those of 
either Iccland or the Yellowstone region. There is in neither of the 
latter a hot lake, like Rotcmahana, which is a mile wide by a mile and a 
quarter in length, and has an average temperature of 78° F. The pool of 
Te Tarata measures 80 by 60 feet, and the pool of Otakapuarangi is about 
50 feet in diameter. Although there are a number of cones or chim- 
neys, the large basins seem to predominate. In the Yeilowstone Park 
the springs are, as arule, smaller, although the Grand Prismatic Spring 
in the Egeria, or midway basin, measures 250 by 850 feet, and the bot 
lake, near the Steady Geyser, in the Lower Fire Hole Basin, measures 
750 feet by 1,000 feet. Still, the geysers usually have cones or chimneys, 
as in the case of the Union, Giant, Bee Hive, and others described in 
Part I, many of them being shown in the illustrations. 

In Iceland the springs are also comparatively small, and there appear 
to be no chimney-like forms; the Great Geyser is situated on a rather 
gently-sloping mound, and the geysers at Reikium have no deposits or 
mounds. This brings me to the next subject, viz, the— 

Comparative age of the three geyser regions.—It is difficult, and perhaps 
impossible, to say, with absolute certainty, which of the three regions 
possesses the greatest age. Still, there are a couple of reasons which 
appear to me to indicate that they stand in relation to each other as 
follows, beginning with the youngest, viz: 

Iceland. 
New Zealand. 
Yellowstone National Park. 
The first reason I shall give for this opinion is based upon a compari- 

son of the volcanic condition of the three regions. 
Iceland may be considered as still in a state of voleanic activity, al- 

though, perhaps, its fires are gradually becoming dormant. It has had 
eruptions as late as 1860 and 1875. There are twenty volcanoes on the 
island, and Hecla, which is nearest the geysers of Iceland, being distant 
only about 40 miles, has had twenty-two eruptions since 1004 or 1005, the 
date of the earliest record concerning it. 

In New Zealand the volcanoes adjacent to the geyser areas have sunk 
into the solfataric stage, and the natives have no tradition of any erup- 
tions.t In the Yellowstone National Park it cannot be positively de- 
termined where the ancient volcanoes stand.{¢ It would seem, therefore, 
that Iceland is the youngest, and the Yellowstone Park the oldest, in 
its geyser development, if we consider the latter coincident with the 
later stages of volcanic action. 

Secondly, when we compare the deposits of the geysers in the three 
regions we find that in the Yellowstone Park there is usually a chimney- 

*The Thibet region has probably an elevation of at least 15,000 feet, and is there- 
fore the most elevated geyser region known. 

t+ According to Dr. Hector the voleanic forces of the north island of New Zealand 
were active during the last Tertiary period, and are not yet altogether dormant. 

{ Mr. James Eccles, i in an article in the Quarterly Journal of Geol. Soc. of London, 
Vol, XXXVII, Aug., 1881, advances the opinion that Mount Washburn is an extinct 
crater, but in our opinion ‘the evidence is somewhat obscure. 
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like cone surmounting a broader mound of deposit. In Iceland these 
chimneys appear to be absent, nor are they so prominent in New Zea- 
land, the latter region appearing to be intermediate in this respect. 
Most of its geysers are described as pools of considerable size. 

Prof. Joseph Le Conte, in his “‘ Klements of Geology,” page 104, says: 
‘¢The more chimney-like form of the craters in the case of the Yellow- 
stone geysers is probably due to the greater abundance of silica in solu- 
tion.” This is not the case, as asingle glance at the table in chapter VIL 
will show that the proportion of silica is usually less in the Yellowstone 
Region than in either of the others. The one exception opal spring has 
no cone or chimney. This fact also points in the direction of greater 
age for the Yellowstone geysers. I think the reason for the greater 
prevalence of the chimney-like form in the Yellowstone Region is satis- 
factorily explained on the ground of their greater age. We have no 
data for a comparison of the actual thickness of the sediments or depo- 
sitions of the three regions, and if we had they might be to a certain 
extent misleading, as the rate of deposition must be variable. A great 
antiquity can certainly be accorded all three of the regions. 

Section II.—PHYSICAL AND THERMAL CONDITIONS. 

CHAPTER V. 
e 

FORMS OF BASINS, ORNAMENTATION, AND COLOR OF THE WATER. 

FORMS OF BASINS AND ORNAMENTATION. 

No matter where we find thermal springs we find that certain condi- 
tions are the same. Wherever calcareous springs are seen, the deposits 
assume certain forms, one of the most constant being that of the beauti- 
ful bath-like basins (Fig. 18) arranged in terraces so characteristic of the 
Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River. The same forms are seen at 
Hierapolis, in Asia Minor, and in fact wherever springs exist that con- 
tain a large percentage of calcium carbonate. Itis not necessary that the 
water should be hot. In the cavern of Luray, in West Virginia, basins 
similar to those mentioned above are found. The same form of basin is 
also seen in siliceous springs, but they are not so marked, as the depo- 
sition of the siliceous sediments is not so rapid. The Te Tarata, in New 
Zealand, is the most marked instance of siliceous terraces. Many of 
the springs in the geyser basins of Fire Hole River show these terraces 
on a small scale. They are well marked on the slopes leading from the 
Old Faithful Geyser. This form of basin is characteristic of slopes over 
which the water flows from the main springs. The shapes and forms of 
the latter present an almost inconceivable variety in the various Geyser 
Basins of the Yellowstone Park. Perfect funnel shapes are seen, asin © 
the Black Sand Geyser in the Upper Fire Hole Basin (see Plate XX VIII 
in Part I). Others are bowl-shaped, while still others are in the form 
of basins surmounting tubes. The plates in Part I will give the reader 
a clearer idea of the external forms and ornamentation of the springs 
than can be given in words. Some of these deep pools are beautiful 
beyond description. Filled with brilliantly clear water of sea-green 
turquoise and indigo-blue tints, the pure white siliceous basins are in- | 
describably lovely. The corrugated sides of some break the light into 
its primary gonstituents and reflect veritable rainbows. Some of the 
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basins, as the Giantess in the Upper Fire Hole Basin, and the Union in 
‘the Shoshone Basin, are globular. Plans and sections of these geysers, 
with others, are shown in Figs. 23 to 27. 

The geyser regions of Iceland and New Zealand have basins and pools 
similar to those of the Yellowstone Park. The crnamentation is alike 
in all regions where siliceous springs occur. The tendency is to a cir- 
cular or oval form, and the character of the rim will depend upon the 
character of the spring. In a quiet pool the edge may consist of seal- 
loped plate-like masses that extend inwards over the water like cakes 
of ice. A spring of this character is seen in the Rustic Group of the 
Heart Lake Basin (see Plate XLla, Columbia Spring, in PartI). A very 
common form is that of globular masses of siliceous sinter, which may 
form the edge of the spring, as in the case of the Brown Sponge Spring 
in the Shoshone Geyser Basin, or be scattered over the bottoms of the 
pools or basins, as in the Turban and Grand Geyser in the Upper Fire 
Hole Geyser Basin. 

Other springs, like the Deluge Geyser in the Heart Lake Basin, have 
edges or rims that look as though they had been cut out withadie. The 
coloring of these rims is almost as various as the springs themselves. 
One of the most peculiar is the Bronze Geyser, or spring, in the Shoshone 
Geyser Basin. The pool containing the water is of a golden yellow, 
approaching in places a saffron tinge. The rim, however, is a perfect 
imitation of bronze. The metallic luster is perfect. 

In some springs, where iron is a prominent ingredient, the coloring 
of the deposits surrounding the basins is brilliant. The brightest of 
pink and rose tints are displayed, with reds and browns, upon a pure 
white ground. The Grand Prismatic Spring of the Egeria Group of the 
Lower Fire Hole Basin is one of the most brilliantly colored springs in 
the National Park. The reader is referred to Chapter VII, of Part I, for 
the description. 
Among all our springs and geysers we have none that presents so 

simple a form as the Great Geyser of Iceland on so large a scale. It 
may be considered the typical form of a geyser having an almost per- 
fect saucer-shaped basin, surmounting a tube remarkable for its great 
depth. Fig. 22 gives a section of this geyser. The sides, as shown in 
the diagram, are, perhaps, a little too regular, but it is very nearly a cor- 
rect section, with the exception of a ledge on one side. 

ON THE COLOR OF WATER. 

One of the most interesting facts in connection with the springs of the 
Yellowstone National Park is the color of the water in many of its 
various springs. A glance through Part I of this report will show that 
the tints observed are usually shades or tints of blue, grading into 
greens, the latter becoming very brilliant where the water is contained 
in a basin that is lined with sulphur. The blues are very pure in most 
cases. That these colors are not peculiar to the springs of our noted 
geyser region will be rendered evident on a perusal of Part IL of this 
report. Iceland, New Zealand, Java, and in fact every hot spring region 
can present its green or blue tinted springs. 

Father Joseph de Acosta* writes: 

In New Spaine I have seen a spring, as it were, ink, somewhat blew ; in Peru another, 
of color red, like bloud, whereupon they called it the red River. 

*In the Natural and Moral History of the Indies, by Father Joseph de Acosta, Lon- 
don, 1604. Printed in London for the Hakluyt Society, 1881. 
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This blue color is not confined to springs, for many lakes, notably the 
Swiss lakes and Lake Tahoe of California, have it in perfection, and in 
the glaciers of the Alps* and in those of Norway it is seen. It is also 
noted in many rivers, the Rhone being one. The Rhine, at Geneva, is 
also blue. 

It is to be regretted that we could not bring in some specimens of the 
water from the springs of the National Park in which the blue color was 
most noticeable, but the bottles did not reach us soon enough. Those 
that were procured were, however, examined by Dr. Henry Leffmann 
and myself, and compared with other waters. These experiments I pre- 
sent here in tabular form. 

Glass tubes, 5 feet long and a half inch in diameter, blackened on 
the outside and wrapped with heavy brown paper, were used. Over 
the ends the glass was corrected for greenness, and they were held against 
a surface of snow first and afterwards against white porcelain: 

* Forbes (Travels through the Alpsof Savoy, Edinburgh, 1843, page 71), speaks of blue 
caverns in the glaciers, and considers the color to be that of pure water. — 

Fig. 18. 

Ornamented Basins at Mammoth 
Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River. 

—== 



Fic. 19.—Rim of a geyser in Upper Fire Hole Basin, 
Yellowstone National Park. 

1 i 
IMEI ‘hui We 

aa Coues. bb Outlets. 

Fig. 20.—Plan of Grotto Geyser. 

Fic. 21.—Globular masses in the crater of the Turban 
Geyser, Upper Fire Hole Basin. 
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These experiments render evident several facts: 
First. The color in the specimens is independent of the chemical com- 

position of the waters. 
Second. It is not dependent upon the quantity of solid ingredients 

combined in them.* 
Third. The color depends upon the mechanical state of the water, the 

blues showing when the water is most free from foreign particles, and as 
they increase passing from blue to green, yellow, and red. 

It is probable that the chemical ingredients of the geyser waters are 
so perfectly dissolved that there is very little matter in a state of sus- 
pension, and thus it is that we have such bright coloring in so many of 
the Yellowstone, Iceland, and other springs. 
We had reached this point in our investigations when we fouud that 

the whole subject of the color of water had been fully discussed by va- 
rious writers. The best resumé of the subject probably is found in an 
article by Prof. John Le Conte in the San Francisco Mining and Scientific 
Press.t Forbes also gives some interesting information on the subject 
in Edinburgh Transactions for 1840. Other authorities will be cited in 
the Bibliographical Appendix. We can give here only the briefest sort 
of a synopsis. 

It was very early recognized that the color of the sky and the color of 
pure waters were analogous, and that blue tints were due to reflection, 
and red ones to transmission of light. 

Leonardo da Vinci (in Traité de la Peinture) ascribes the blueness of 
the atmosphere to the effect upon the eye of looking into infinity of space. 
Huler, in 1762, thought it probable that all particles of air possess a faint 
bluish tinge, so faint as to be imperceptible unless in a prodigious mass, 
while Muicke declared the whole thing to be an optical delusion, purely 
subjective. (See Gehler’s Worterbuch, article ‘‘ Atmosplhere.”) 
Newton (Optics, Book II) says: 
The blue of the first order, though very faint and little, may possibly be the color 

of some substances ; and particularly the azure color of the skies scems to be of this 
order, for all vapors when they begin to condense and coalesce in small parcels become 
first of the bigness whereby such must be reflected, before they cau form c’ouds of 
other colors. And so, this being the first color of the finest and most transparent 
skies, in which vapors are not arrived to thet grossness requisite to reflect other 
colors—as we find by experience.} 

Tyndall has investigated this subject practically and demonstrated 
that ‘*- sky-blue may be produced by exceedingly minute particles of any 
kind of matter.” § 

Sir Isaac Newton, Mariotte, Euler, Sir Humphrey Davy, Count de 
Maistre, Arago, and others, all thought the azure tints of the deep water 
of certain lakes and seas was due to the selective reflection of blue rays 
from the molecules of the liquid itself; while the green and other tints 
exhibited by other waters were thought to be the result of impurities or 

* Another proof of this fact is found in the analyses made by the Society of Public 
Analysts of England (see the Analyst, of London, vol. vi, February to December, 1881). 
In the tables they give the observations on the colors of the waters they have analyzed, 
and yellow waters are frequently noted as containing only 5 to 7 grains of solid con- 
stituents, and waters that are colorless, greenish, or blue, frequently have 35 grains of 
residue to the gallon. Some waters, also, that are green or blue at certain seasons be- 
come yellow or brownish at others, probably on account of their sources becoming 
turbid from rain. 

t Physical Studies of Lake Tahoe; Colors of Sky and Water. San Francisco Mining 
and Scientific Press, January 1, 1881, to February 12, 1881. 

tClansius, of Bonn, thinks the particles should have a vesicular structure, and says 
blue skies must have finely divided vapor. Pog. Ann., Ixxvi. 
§On Chemical Rays and the Structure of the Light of the Sky, in Fragments of 

Science, p. 258. 
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due to various modifications and admixtures of reflected light from sus- 
pended materials and from the bottom. Le Conte says: 

The scattering of the light is not molecular, but is evidently due to the presence of 
finely divided matter in a state of suspension, whereby the shorter rays of the beam 
are intercepted and diffused more copiously than the larger ones, thus rendering the 
trace of the light visible in the liquid and imparting a blue tint to the laterally scat- 
tered polarized light. The conclusion seems, therefore, to be inevitable that if water 
were perfectly free from all foreign materials, either in solution or chemical suspen- 
sion—both chemically and optically pure—it would have no color at all by diffusion 
of light; in fact, inasmuch as no scattered light would be emitted from the traversing 
beam it would show the darkness of true transparency. 

He thinks, therefore, that pwre water has no color by diffusive reflection. 
Some of the Welsh tarns or lakes, said to be bottomless, have an inky 

hue, and, according to Tyndall,* in some places in the sea the water, 
when looked down upon, was almost inky black, qualified by traces of 
indigo; and under the moraines of the Swiss Alps, where the ice is ex- 
ceptionally compact and there is no scattering of light, the perfectly 
clear ice presents pitchy blackness. 

Bunsen was probably the first one to make direct experiments upon 
the color of water.t| He experimented with a 2-inch tube 2 yards long 
blackened with lampblack and wax to within an inch of the end, and 
held against white porcelain illuminated by a white light. He says, 
‘““Chemically pure water is not colorless, but has a pure bluish tint, 
which is visible only when a stratum of considerable depth is pene- 
trated by the light.” The smallest quantity of foreign matter disguises 
or alters the color. He considers that the greenish tint in the Swiss 
lakes is due to the color of the bottom. 

Tyndall, in 1857, confirmed Bunsew’s results. He used a tin tube 15 
feet long and 3 inches in diameter, and stopped both ends. This tube 
was half filled, so that there was a column of airas wellas of water. A 
white paper was placed a short distance from the tube upon which the 
color was displayed. Blue-green was the purest color he got. By the 
passage of an electric beam through distilled water he obtained a blue- 
greenimage. He says: 

Water absorbs all the extra red rays of the sun, and if the layer be thick enough it 
invades the red rays themselves. Thus, the greater the distance the solar beams travel 
through pure water the more they are deprived of those components which lie at the 
red end of the spectrum. The consequence is that the light finally transmitted by 
water, and which gives it its color, is blue. 

In December, 1861, W. Beetz, of Erlangen, obtained results similar 
to those of Bunsen and Tyndall.t Le Conte used three glass tubes 3 
centimeters in diameter, and connected them by rubber tubing, getting 
an aggregate length of 5 meters. He used solar light thrown into a 
darkened chamber by a porte-lumiére. He also passed it through a 
secondary screen, rendering it uniform in size, so that he got an approx- 
imate mathematical beam, and secured its transmission along the axis 
without danger of mixing with reflected light from the tube. Distilled 
water gave him a greenish-blue or yellowish-green tint. Pacific Ocean 
water gave green to yellowish-orange color, and the same tints were 
found in the purest hydrant water. He says: 
Hence it appears that, in a general way, my experiments confirm the opinion that 

pure water absorbs to a somewhat greater extent the solar rays coustituting the red 
end of the spectrum. 

* Hours of Exercise inthe Alps. Voyage to Algeria to observe the Eclipse. Am. ed. 
N. Y., 1871., pp. 463-470. 

t Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, vol. xlvii, 1849, pp. 95-98. Also, Ann. der Chem. 
and Pharm., vol. lxii, pp. 44, 45, 1847. 

¢ Philosophical Magazine, 4th series, vol. xxiv, pp. 218-224, September, 1862. Also 
Pogg. Ann., vol. cxv, pp. 137-147, January, 1862. 
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Herr Boas, of Kiel, experimented with a zine tube 46 feet long, the 
ends being closed with glass plates. Distilled water gave a fine deep 
blue-green color; the red end was absent, and the yellow feeble, and the 
maximum brightness in the green. Water of the Kiel supply let no 
light through the length stated (46 feet); with half the length it ap- 
peared deep orange, blue and green failing entirely. He also performed 
quantitative experiments. 

In his quantitative experiments the author illuminated two screens from the same 
light-source (sodium light or a gas flame), before which was placed red glass, or sul- 
phate of copper solution. The light from one screen went through water in a tube; 
that from the other along the tube outside. 

Both beams were brought into a position for comparison by means of 
total reflection prisms; the screens were shifted till equal brightness was 
reached, and from their position the coefficients of absorption could be 
approximately inferred. The decrease of absorption towards the blue 
in the case of distilled water is thus clearly shown.* 
He also found that the light issuing from the water was weakly po- 

larized in a plane passing through the sun and the direction of the 
beam. As to fluorescence his experiments had a negative result. 

Soret, in a letter to Professor Tyndall, from Geneva, March, 1869, 
maintains that the blue color of Lake Geneva is due to the suspended 
solid particles, from the fact that he established by direct experiment 
that this light presents phenomena of polarization identical with those 
of the light of the sky.t His experiments were confirmed by experi- 
ments on the water of Lake Lucerne made by Prof. E. Hagenbach. 

In a very interesting article in the Philosophical Magazinet Mr. E. L. 
Nichols argues that the effect of the light on the nerve termini in the 
eye must be taken into account. These are variously affected by the 
different colors and have their own laws. For feeble rays violet nerves 
are very Sensitive, and as the intensity increases these become tired or 
dazzled and are incapable of receiving their full share of effect. For 
rays of dazzling intensity the red nerves are in the most sensitive con- 
dition, while those affected by the more retrangible components of the 
ray are comparatively dull. Of simple colors, as the brightness of the 
ray increases, red and green change to yellow, and blue becomes white. 
Passing cloud-shadows show that what under shadow is indigo blue 
in direct sunlight becomes silver gray. He says the difference between 
moonlight and sunlight is only in intensity, but the yellow impression 
of sunlight gives place toa bluish one. A ray that is white in ordinary 
light becomes blue as it gets faint. Rays less refrangible than blue are 
absorbed in the passage of ‘light. 

In our experiments detailed in the first part of this chapter we noticed 
that when a bright ray of sunlight was passed through the tube in the 
case of distilled water the greenish light acquired a yellowish tinge. 
The blue light of Cleopatra water became colorless or white, and the 
column of air when in shadow acquired a bluish tinge. On one occasion 
night came on while we were examining a specimen of Schuylkill River 
water, and as the light faded the beam transmitted through the tube 
became orange and finally quite ruddy. This is in accordance with the 
facts just presented. 

id 

*Nature, 1881. 
tPhilosophical Magazine, 4th series, vol. 57, p. 345, May, 1869; Compt. Rendus, 

tome 68, p. 911, April, 1869; Archives des Sci. Phys. et Nat., tome 35, p. 64, May, 1869. 
{A New Explanation of the Color of the Sky, by E. L. Nichols; Philosoph. Mag., 

Sth series, vol. 8, No. 51, p. 425-433, 1879. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

TEMPERATURE. 

SOURCE OF HEAT. 

In a preceding chapter we have noted that the waters of thermal 
springs, and in fact of all springs, are meteoric in their origin, and we 
now inquire whence is their heat derived. In the Greek Authology, in 
a poem on the Pythian hot baths by Paulus Silentiarius, chief silence- 
keeper to the Emperor Justinian, is the following speculation as to the 
cause of the heat of springs: 

It is conceived by some that there are narrow fissures below the earth; that oppos- 
ing currents meeting from various quarters are compressed, and by that compression 
acquire no ordinary heat. Others, on the contrary, say that in recesses of the earth 
there are somewhere sulphurous ores; that the neighboring stream, therefore, meeting 
with a violent heat, from the inability to remain below, rushes upward in a mass. 
Which opinion will my readers adopt? The former? Ido not myself embrace this. 
Iagree with the latter, for there is a mephitic offensive stench clearly proving it. 
* * * Twas thus the hot, bubbling fluid issued for the benefit of mankind—an 
inanimate Hippocrates, a Galen untaught by art. 

This was written, in all probability, some time about 550 A. D. 
As long ago as the third century the question was answered by St. 

Patricus, who was probably bishop of Pertusa, as follows: 

Fire is nourished in the clouds and in the interior of the earth, as Etna and other 
mountains near Naples may teach you. The subterranean waters rise as if through 
siphons. The cause of hot springs is this: waters which are more remote from the 
subterranean fires are colder, while those which rise nearer the fire are heated by it, 
and bring with them to the surface, which we inhabit, an insupportable degree of heat.* 

These quotations present three of the theories as to the heat of the 
earth—viz, chemical, mechanical, and volcanic agency. The following 
are the sources of the earth’s heat: Ist. The sun; 2d. Chemical and me- 
chanical action; 3d. Internal heat. As sources of heat for thermal 
springs, only the second and third need to be mentioned here. 

2d. Chemical and mechanical action.—The amount of heat received by 
the earth through chemical action is inconsiderable, and the theory that 
the heat of thermal springs is due to chemical action, although it once 
had many advocates, was demolished by Bischof. In limited areas a 
part of the heat may be due to chemical action. Mechanical action, 
however, as in the motion attending the plicating and uplifting of rocks, 
has been demonstrated by Mallet, Hunt, Le Conte, and others, to be 
a very efficient source of heat. Professor Rogers, Mr. G. K. Gilbert f, 
and others have pointed out the coincidence between the occurrence of 
thermal springs and mountain corrugation in the United States. In the 
east we have the Appalachian region, in which we find a system of ther- 
mal springs, in which, however, the temperatures do not exceed 108°. 
In Arkansas, the Ozark ridges account for the presence of the springs, 
and in the West we have the Rocky Mountain corrugations. Along the 
Atlantic coast, in the Mississsippi Valley, and in the Colorado Plateau 
we have no hot springs. 

That the temperatures in the mountain regions are not due alone to 
the regular downward increase in temperature is probable, because, in ~ 
the case of the artesian well at Louisville, Kentucky, the water from 
the bottom of the well has a temperature of 865°, while at the surface 
it is only 764, and in the Virginia region the surface temperature reaches 

* Humboldt’s Cosmos, Bohn’s edition, vol. 1, p. 221. 
t Report upon Geological and Geographical Explorations and Surveys West of the 

100th Meridian, &c., vol. iii, pages 145-149, 



Fig. 23.—Section of Saw Mill Geyser, Upper Fire Hole Basin, 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Fic. 24.—Section of Bee Hive Geyser, Upper Fire Hole Basin, 
Yellowstone National Park. 
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110° F. The plication and folding in the rocks of the Appalachians not 
only afiord the opportunity for the water to escape, but as the result of 
that motion have imparted to the rocks an increased temperature which 
is seen in the waters of its thermal springs. 

3d. Internal heat.—The proofs of the internal heat of the earth, given 
in Dana’s Manual of Geology, are briefly as follows: 1st. The spheroidal 
form of the earth; 2d. The increase in temperature, as shown in arte- 
sian wells and shafts in mines; 3d. The wide distribution of voleanoes 
over the globe. The increase of temperature in the earth was noted in 
1664 by Kircher.* Boerhivet also, in 1732, mentions the increase of heat 
toward the center of the earth, and Mairan,t in 1719, advanced the 
theory of the existence of fire in the interior of the earth. 

iver since the middle of the eighteenth century observations have 
been taken in mines and springs§ in France, Germany, England, and 
America, so that the average rate of increase is pretty well known. 

* Mundus Subterraneus, 1664, fol., vol. ii, pp. 184 and 185, cited by Bischof. 
tElementa Chemiz, Lipsiz, 1732, vol. i, p 403, cited by Bischof 
tMém. de Académie, pour 1719, cited by Bischof. 
§ The following table gives the results of borings for artesian wells, which Arago 

long ago declared were peculiarly adapted to the determination of the increase of 
temperature below the surface of the earth. 

i Temperature Locality. Depth of well. atihelbantnne 

‘EUROPE. 
Feet. oF, 

LENSER WG Ee (CCGG aose se scones Sagosoee cece ae cnosnoccosoanasscens 680 63. 
Roitenham! Court road sbnePland | oso csc soee et tect ene ee eases see ee ae J, 001 57. 
Ranke Henlanyinehun garyccess oe ccco scenes assoc ee necereor see ceeee. 1, 457 5s 
LG Emiaisiis (Ex aE sono Bese 6 dOcb0R SOC DU SNE ob HouoEeoEeseasedsdeer 1, 8784 66. 
MASSV INU HAN C Ons: 2 isa amici coals slate Pua wales aoe Suman Samm ee Ne Sc: 1, 923 82. 
Greneliomear) Paris; Wrances 252 0) Got sae seemed o blasceleeck Me aeoces 2, 000 85. 
Neusalzwerk, near Minden, Prussia-.-2..22.-222-cces-eceesecbewcees 2, 200 91. 
IMondprioinybUxeMm DOWEL: da." = soem erase nee nes cosas nays oe eee 2,278 89, 
Breda Lesth mMedUn caryess- gen sss tes Sues secckeecbaccketea a voweueeceee 3, 160 178. 

UNITED STATES. 

Charleston, South Carolina.....-...- 4 1, 250 87. 
Louisville, Kentucky..-........ i 2, 086 86.4 
Belcher well, at Saint Louis, Mo 2,199 73. 4 
Colmmbuss Ohio... cs. 2 2) 775k 91. 
Insane asylum, Saint Louis, Mo 

The following table presents some of the temperatures that have been observed in 
mines: 

Mines. . Depth. TempeY, Authority. 

Feet. °F. 
LE Sect aecripbneeiceacorsoece 677 63.05 | De Saussure in Annal. de Chem. et Phys., vol. liii, 

p- 245. 
Killingworth coal mine..... 1, 200 ir ene and Sea. By W. H. Davenport; Adams, Lon- 

on, 1870. 
Dolcoath copper mine...... 1, 377 75k Do. 
Guanaxuato, Mexico....... 1, 607 98.15 | Humboldt in Gilbert’s Annalen, vol. Ixxvi, p. 450. 
Maria mine, near Aachen.. 1, 844 75.56 | Proc. Inst., Civ. Engineer’s, vol. lii p. 397. 
Comstock mine .........-.- 2, 000 130 J. A. Church, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts; April, 

1879, p. 289-296. 

A comparison of these tables shows a fair agreement between the mines and artesian 
wells, except in the case of the mines at Guanaxuato and the Comstock mine of Ne- 
vada. The explanation is probably to be found in the presence of igneous rocks at 
both localities. 
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The average increase, as given by various authorities, is shown in the 
following table: 

Rate of increase. Authority, &c. 

1° F. for 50 or 60 feet.--.--..--..--. Dana’s Manual of Geology, p. 699. 
1° F. for 53 feet (1° in 30 to1°in90)-| Elements of Geology. Le Conte. 
NOIM eye PO eeicaobee dabeoaseesesce This is at Yakupk, Siberia, found by Magnus (quoted by Dana). 
LOMB ford oMeeteee see saaaee eee eee M. Cordiér quoted by Lyell, in Principles of Geology, p. 539. 
LOCM tor 24oteeheteecerniseceiersereeice At Monte Masse, in Tuscany. (Judd’s Volcanoes, p. 341.) 
NO ID, sore GIS Wee. ssocccdacssassces- Professor Everett, from Observations on the Sperenberg Boring 

(depth of 3,390 feet.) 
1OBEE stor G6stectee ee eeree see e stent H. B. Medlicott (Observations on Underground Temperature. 

Rec. Geol. Surv, of India, vol. x, pp. 45-48) deduces this from 
temperatures at 350 feet depth in coal field of Sarepla. 

JOUR foTmIS teeth meewstseniaeeeseeces At Budy Pesth. (Judd’s Volcanoes, p. 342.) 
HO 106 Ie G4 NEB Sond oe edasoge aodece Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 

1881. F 
LONE for) 68 feetiesciceise eee acess Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 

for 1879. 

The rate of increase does not follow the same law in all parts of 
the earth. Some writers think it increases to a certain depth and 
then begins to decrease again. Everywhere, however, that observa- 
tions have been made there appears to be an increase as we descend 
towards the center of the earth. In this increase of heat, of course, 
we have sufficient reason for the heat of springs coming from a great 
depth. In many thermal springs, however, as in our Yellowstone 
region, this regular increase in temperature is not sufficient to account 
for the high temperatures, and we must look for the cause, in pli- 
cations, and faults, or in the volcanic rocks in which the springs are 
located. The intimate connection of hot springs and volcanic action 
has long since been noted. In Part Il we have traced this connection 
around the globe and found it existing in every land. No boiling 
springs exist in other than volcanic regions—+. e., where there are vol- 
canic rocks. The rocks need not be geologically recent, for in the 
Yellowstone National Park they are, in part at least, Tertiary in age, and 
yet we have some of the hottest temperatures known anywhere. In Ice- 
land and in New Zealand we still have active voleanic action in adja- 
cent regions, and are not, therefore, surprised at the high temperatures. 
On the other hand, where we have modern volcanic aciion we may not 
have very high temperatures (due perhaps to the springs not coming 
from so great adepth as in other cases). Thus, the hottest spring in 
Europe, which is connected with volcanic action, according to Professor 
Forbes,* is at the baths of Nero, near Naples, where the temperature 
is 1820.2 I. In Iceland, in New Zealand, and in the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park, temperatures above the boiling point have been obtained. 

The hottest spring in Europe outside of the area of modern volcanic 
activity, according to M. Arago, is that of Chaudesaigues in Auvergne,t 
with a temperature of 176°F. That the mere presence of volcanic rocks, 
vhether ancient or modern, is not sufficient to produce hot springs is 
well shown in our Rocky Mountain region, for we have large areas, 
notably in Southern Arizona and California, Washington and Idaho 
Territories, and in Oregon, where there are no hot springs. Perhaps 
the explanation may be found in the fact that the rocks are mainly flows, 
and the mass has so cooled that any thermal springs formerly existing 
have become extinct. In many portions of the West the remains of 

* Phil. Trans., t. ii, p. 603, for 1826. 
+ Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes, 1836. 
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hot springs are found ona large scale. Many of the flows are more 
modern than the rocks of the Park, but in the course of time they 
have become cooled. It is scarcely to be doubted that the springs at 
Bear River, in Idaho, were once hot, and one still retains a temperature 
of 88° F'., while others range from 50° F. to 85° F.* It is well known 
that in the neighborhood of volcanoes that have become extinct, arapid 
decrease of temperature may frequently be noted. Between the visits of 
Humboldt and Burkart, a period of 24 years, the temperature of the 
springs on Jorullo, in Mexico, decreased 404°. + 

In the Yellowstone National Park, therefore, we must have an enor- 
mous thickness of trachytes or rhyolitic rocks, if they are simply flows, 
or the springs must occupy the lines of fissures that exist in bodies of 
volcanic rock extending to great depths. 

The influence of eruptive or volcanic rocks upon the temperature of 
water is well shown in the Comstock mines, which are the hottest in the 
world. Prof. John A. Church, in an article in the American Journal of 
Sciences and Arts, April, 1879, pp. 288-296, details his observations on 
the underground temperatures of the Comstock Lode in 1877. He finds 
that in the lower levels (1,900 to 2,000 feet) there is a pretty uniform 
temperature of 130° F. The water which filled the Savage and Hale and 
Noreross mines for two years, gave a temperature of 154° I’. In another 
place it had a temperature of 157° F. Places of exceptionally high 
temperature were found in narrow belts in the rock. He says, “It is 
noticeable that the neighborhood of a dike is apt to be hotter than other 
portions of the rock.” 

Prof. J. P. Lesley, in Nature, June 19, 1879 (vol. xx, pp. 168, 169), 
says that Professor Barker told him that on a visit to the Comstock 
mines, he found no uniform temperature, but remarkable differences, so 
that he came to two conclusions—viz: 1st. That the heat was a hot- 
water heat; and 2d. That the hot waters were heated mechanically by 
those continuous movements of the country so plainly shown in the 
mines and at the surface. Professor Lesley asks: 

Has any one, in the discussion of Mallet’s hypothesis, thought of bringing its proba- 
bility to such a test as the volatilization of the hydrocarbons of coal beds in a highly 
plicated region like Belgium? * * * 

It is a remarkable fact, and one which seems to me inconsistent with the mechanical 
theory of earth heat, that of two extensive regions, Belgium and Eastern Pennsylvania, 
equally and excessively disturbed by plications, all of the coal beds of the one are 
anthracite, and all of the others are bituminous. 

He also compares two undisturbed regions, Western Pennsylvania 
and Arkansas, which have their coal beds horizontal, and yet one is 
bituminous and the other anthracite. His idea is that, if movements 
of the strata produce all the needful heat, no plicated coal beds should 
escape being converted into anthracite. 

Church, referring to Barker’s idea, does not agree with him that the 
heat is a hot-water heat, nor that it is due to mechanical action. He 
says:t 

_ The hot spots are evidently narrow and long, and as the mine openings sometimes 
intersect and sometimes follow them for some distance, a given level will be for a 
part of its length in a hot belt, and for a part in the general mass of heated rock, or 
one level may be in a hot belt and show a much higher temperature than the level 
below, which entirely escapes the exceptionally hot ground. 

* Report U. 8. Geol. Survey of Terr., for 1878, pp. 594, 595. 
+ Phyiscal, Chemical, and Geological Researches on the Internal Heat of the Globe. 

By Gustave Bischof, p. 225. 
t Nature, vol. xx, p. 503. 
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It appears from this that even in voleanic rocks, where the tempera- 
ture is greater than in other places, there are variations. 
From what has been written in the preceding pages the following 

conclusions may be drawn as to the source of heat in thermal springs: 
1st. According to the ideas uniformly received at the present time 

the heat of thermal springs is due to the internal heat of the earth, 
which meteoric waters acquire by penetrating the rocks, after which 
they come to the surface as thermal springs. 

2d. Ordinarily this heat is simply due to the regular downward in- 
crease of heat in the earth (about 1° to 50 or 60 feet), the temperature 
being higher or lower according to the depth penetrated. 

od. In regions of mountain corrugation thermal springs are more 
numerous and of higher temperatures than in undisturbed regions, 
probably because the mechanical movement attending plication in- 
creases the amount of heat, and the fractures caused allow the water 
to penetrate to greater depths. 

4th. Thermal springs.occur pre-eminently in regions of eruptive rocks, 
whether recent or ancient, and no boiling springs are found outside of 
volcanic areas, proving that in such areas the downward increase of 
heat in the rocks is greater. The heat increases with the depth usually, 
and yet may also be, to a certain extent, independent of the depth. 

CHANGES OF TEMPERATURE. 

From the fact that the existence of the hot-spring region of the 
Yellowstone National Park is a recent discovery, no data of value can 
be presented bearing upon the question of change in the temperature of 
its hot springs. Temperatures have only been recorded for a few years, 
and no changes outside of those due to the personal errors of observers 
or differences in the thermometers used can reasonably be looked for.* 
Lava and scoria are bad conductors of heat, and where there is a con- 
siderable thickness of rock the heat in the lower portions may be re- 
tained for ages. It is possible to walk over lava which is red hot a very 
short distance below the surface, and which will ignite sticks thrust 
into cracks in it. The non-conducting quality of lava as to heat is 
strikingly shown in its preservation of ice in Italy and other places. On 
Etna, in 1828, a great mass of ice was found under a covering of lava 
which was the cause of its preservation.t The city of Catania draws 
its supply of ice from this source. Hot vapors emerge from between 
masses of ice and the crater of Etna. i 

During the eruption of Vesuvius in 1872 masses of snow were covered 
with a thick layer of scoria, and afterwards by a stream of lava, and 
three \ears later it was found consolidated into ice, but not melted. 
Deception Island, in the South Shetland Islands, is composed of alter- 
nate layers of ice and ashes.§ 
We can therefore readily conceive how heat may be retained in vol- 

canic rocks, especially when they reach to immense depths, although 
active volcanic manifestations may have ceased to show themselves for 
long periods. It is probable, therefore, that if we had a record of 
temperatures of springs of the Yellowstone Park, extending back for a 
long time, little change would be noticed. 

*The comparison of temperatures taken in 1871 with those of 1878 will be found in 
the various chapters of Part I of this report. 

tLyell’s Geology, page 412. 
t{Judd’s Volcanoes, page 110. 
§ Lyell, p. 412. 



a Section of Grand Geyser. b Section of Old Faithful Geyser. 
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In the following tables the observations upon a number of springs are 
compared : 

Steamboat Spring, on Bear River, at Soda Springs, Idaho Territory. 

Tempera- | Tempera- 
Year of observation. Observer. ture of | ture of 

: spring. the air. 

oF, OF. 
INUSS « canis ed onwodecodeosarcnaboontaesas HLOMON bee etecees = aasesese see teases 87 283 
USVI - -2sccoctnacsresaasotsmscactibcoasss5 IEGHIG) Bea SH ode abePaeaABeapOaceooscos= 853* 
HSV) see ochode ssbccdcadddace tagoatssosoc IPRS sosogeoceoSdodeers ceecseoessonoe. 87$and 88 | 80 and 79 

*The thermometer used was a very ordinary one, and the low temperature may be due to its in- 
correctness, as the readings in 1877 were more than 2 degrees higher. 

La Reine, at Bagnéres-de-Luchon, in France. 

Year of observation. Name of observer. Temperature 
of spring. 

oF, 
TWA. om cbmasineas Sag Q0 CoH SUD SSH GUC UOEHOOU ENCE I anosooeogn Camperdontas-==seeeeeee nee 124,2 
HME 22 os econes aoceesanoseocosercoses or cineconsecoseeHses BENDIBI oo aceoncoapecdososnoe 119.7 
TbE3R.. conc neanSoeane CoseT CHB aces oc Ecend Baap UOosebenEeeS Boisieran dss. cesses sess 122.8 
Lisstbe coce nde Song sac eons ossos Seoncoossosoosasessosasedse CORE ieee cm moetien es 122.8 
IBSE . . = a8 S6eedecnaconcedeoalon sbondnspaoSuSERcocoUboDae : HORDES oH seeesicicee eee ee. 110.6 

SHUN O PE eee eerie Se alata cue & 131 

* This observation is taken from Walton, p. 355, and the date is not given. The rest of the table is 
from Forbes’s Philosophical Transactions, 1836, Part II, p. 571. 

Tambour, or Le Grand Bain, at Baréges, France. 

Year of observation. Name of observer. Temperature 
of spring. 

oF, 
iS Smee a eee aire a eine sis ec eines saieclna cfm sciiainiosctenialaca WTAE tne degepodcaddese 111. 25 
WG D220 no ase aces acs coepecosossst one oucocceetoeséacnocas Seconda Ae cece ee isee 111-112 
Ue No o-cacs pooch aessckoods saa Se cdoaoSnbacoEanponenon seme WAT AE OMe eee ee aes neice ene 111.4 
DS -aonccecmentee ses Inds popsonsocoonsoncoasanedeossne (POTHOStececeeee hast lee eee 111.9 

This table and the following one are from Forbes (Philosophical Trans- 
actions, 1836, Part II, p. 571): 

i és Carrere, | Auglade, 
Locality. Spring. 1754. 1819. 

OR. oR, 
INO ee eae a ae a me mame = mina oie | Sl arelioid|eininislvin[ =i wiela wise alals\a(eieeiq.scjesi = = 18 18.5 
Wan areca dea sitat eye ciceae enone SOUTCOGEINOLA seecesmecetsecesccee 19. 4 18.8 
MDa ene ake Souk See see cs See Grande/Sourceieseesnceeeasascee ss. 30. 3 30.3 
ISMN BR LCs mene ae snes occa sitolse oleae ese Grand 6iSource ess ccsscsccec sees con 30.2 35. 2 
PUSCMOGS . dtac » oo debs ve Sule cois eile keene Sourcednuviiion: -ovccoscss ccs ccc ane 5}5 2 34 
MERU OU a secs eee Ou a ciardicaratecieaiscr ates) a sted Source Mxtérieunm soso csscuccceccsees 43 42.8 
IWMERUAG ccncatin ssacssocaracccolcesessase DOULCe ne Maen! «sess sles oat wce 45.5 44.5 
JIB Eee oe sine osreb cece neues eecencass BCAA ONIGTOSs. secs ce cece cc accsics 49 49 
LL ih come Sc eeepane Segara DECIDED BCGoae Oleti vee per tasstestenencheeejscunoes 60 (167°F.) 60 

At Chaudes-aigues, according to Le Coq, the spring of Parin 1771 had 
a temperature of 1679 I’., and in 1828 it was 17749 I’., seeming to have 
become hotter. The effects of earthquakes and active voleanie action 
upon the temperatures of hot springs have already been considered. 
Changes are frequently noted in regions that are actively volcanic. 

25 H, PT II 
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COMPARISON OF SURFACE AND DEEP TEMPERATURES. 

The tables in Part I give the deep temperatures of the Yellowstone 
springs whenever they were taken. In all the active springs an increase 
of temperature was observed. None of the springs are well adapted 
for obtaining deep temperatures, as the tubes soon become irregular and 
winding. The deepest temperature obtained was in the Bee Hive at a 
depth of 15 feet, which is small when compared with the Great Geyser 
of Iceland, where temperatures have been taken at a depth of 77 feet 
from the top of the basin. The Bee Hive would be one of the best gey- 
sers in the Park upon which to make comparative temperature obser- 
vations. We had more time, however, at the Union Geyser. In this, 
as in all the geysers noted, there is a gradual increase in the surface 
temperature as the time for an eruption approaches. 

In the case of the Union the increase was from 196° F. to 200° F. 
The deep temperature also increased gradually until, at 6 feet, a tempera- 
ture of 208° FI’. was attained, which remained constant for a couple of days 
before the eruption. The gradual increase in temperature as the time 
of an eruption approaches was noted also in the Great Geyser of Ice- 
land, by Bunsen and Descloizeaux. The following table will show this. 
The temperatures were taken at about 44 feet. (See diagram, Fig. 22.) 

Curve as 

Date. Time. Time in relation to the-eruptions. eres eee 
Fig. 31. 

————————— 

h.m. OF, 
July 6, 1846 ..........-- 8 20 a.m.-.| 3 hours after and 9 hours before........--- 235.4 | ©, @. 
July 6, 1846 .........--- 0 03 a.m..| 11 hours before...-.-.....-.--..---.------- 249 ¢, mn, d. 
duly 7, 1°46 .-..-..-...- OFA opel! 2 DOUTSIatbelag eee ceetee seats eeeeeee 249.8 | ¢,s,d. 
fwd bye raley Ga) Bee eee 6 58 p.m..| 10 minutes before............-..---------- 251. 24 | c, g. 

The calculated boiling point at this depth is 257° F. 

This increase of temperature will be referred to again in a succeeding 
chapter, when we come to speak of the theory of the geyser. 

In the table we give now are the surface temperatures before and at 
the time of action of some of the geysers of the Yellowstone National 
Park. 

deh 2) 
o's Om) 
RE Slee 

oh £3 | £84 
Name.of geyser. Location. Ee S55 

Big aa 5 
Bs | BSS 
ics Ss 

OF. oF 
Saw Mill .............. a acoddoosaoeaD beads Upper Fire-Hole Basin .....-.-....--- 176 185 
TD aT yes ais rs A A Rann ae ere aR ae a a JenoonGls) 163 169 
Three! Crater: s.sases. -ssessess eeeeees nase leee cee do 56 169 

THOM se Sse So sic ei ee Mere ee eee ME Re Shoshone Basin. . 196 208+ 
LittleyBulsers2 42 seekers says serene erences do 165 185 
Little: Gilani. se ye ae ere i ral a Se do 192 200-- 

There are several interesting questions in regard to the question of 
temperature that present themselves, but we have not the space to take 
them up here. One, however, we must mention, and that is in regard 
to the boiling point being exceeded in some of the springs. The ex- 
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periments of M. Donney are interesting in this connection. His results 
are as follows :* 

1st. The constancy of the boiling point of water depends on its con- 
taining air in considerable quantity. 

2d. There is a marked difference between the boiling point of water 
with air and water without air. 

od. A small quantity of air dissolved in water is sufficient to attenu- 
ate greatly the cohesion existing between the molecules of the water. 

. 4th. Water freed from air as far as possible has its cohesion so in- 
creased that a higher temperature is necessary to evaporate it, and 
the boiling point is raised. 

M. Donney raised water to 275° F. When water so heated does boil 
the production of vapor is instantaneous. 

The water of geysers and hot springs has been boiled and reboiled 
for an inconceivable period, and is freed from air as no other water is. 
In addition, also, the irregularity of the channels offers obstruction to 
the free escape of the steam and it becomes superheated. In many 
springs, however, the surface does not boil, and yet far down in the 
tube ebullition and the formation of steam do occur, as the throbbings 
evince. As the bubbles of steam come towards the surface they meet 
with colder water and condense. In this way the water at the surface 
gradually becomes hotter and hotter. Spring No. 41 in the Giantess 

- Group in the Upper Fire Hole Basin shows this condensing action. 
Large bubbles come in at the bottom of the funnel-shaped basin, but 
soon disappear, drawing a current of water towards the orifice, and the 
next moment it is repelled by the succeeding bubble. 

CHAPTER VII. 

CHEMISTRY OF THERMAL WATERS. 

By A. C. PEALE, M. D., AND HENRY LEFFMANN, M. D. 

ANALYSES OF WATERS. 

In this chapter we shall have reference mainly to the analyses of 
waters from the Yellowstone National Park. 
When speaking of the classification of the springs on a preceding page 

we mentioned the fact that they difier from ordinary mineral springs only 
in the smaller proportion of ingredients and in usually having a larger 
amount of silica. We shall therefore consider the analyses with primary 
reference to the proportion of silica, especially in comparing them with 
analyses of other waters, with the single exception of the Gardiner’s 
River Springs, where the calcareous element predominates. 
None of the muddy waters have as yet been analyzed, but the character 

of the deposits warrants us in saying that they differ from the others 
principally in the amount of iron oxide and alumina contained. 

The analyses of waters from the springs of Yellowstone National Park 
presented here are, we believe, the first approaching completeness that 
have ever been made. Unfortunately the bottles for securing the speci- 
mens reached us in the field after many of the most interesting springs 
had been passed. For this reason we have no specimens from the Upper 

*In vol. 17, Memoirs of Royal Academy of Sciences and Belles-lettres, Brussels. 
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Fire Hole Basin, the Shoshone Basin, nor the Heart Lake Basin, and 
the only specimen from the Lower Fire Hole Basin is from the “Jug 
Spring” in the Thud Group. To obtain this we sent back a distance 
of at least 35 miles. All of the bottles were taken to and from the 
Park on mule-back until the terminus of the stage line was reached, and 
we think it remarkable that only one of the nine should have been lost 
through breakage. The capacity of the bottles is about half of an im- 
perial gallon (about 5 U.S. pints, or a Little over 2 litres). 
We shall now take up the analyses in the order indicated in the chap- _ 

ter on classification, premising that we have no analyses of aluminous 
springs to present, and therefore only calcareous or calcic and siliceous 
springs will be represented, and of the latter only a few of the many 
that are found within the limits of the Yellowstone National Park. 

CALCAREOUS OR CALCIC WATERS. 

The only waters in the park in which the calcareous element is prom- 
inent are those of the Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River. The 
“Soda Butte,” on the east fork of the Yellowstone, appears to have the 
same composition as the deposits of the Mammoth Springs, but its spring 
has been long extinct. 

Calcium sulphate is found in some of the springs of the Gibbon Geyser 
Basin and in Jug Spring, in the Lower Fire-Hole Basin, but in both 
these basins the deposits are siliceous. 

Specimens of water were taken from Spring No. 1, No. 2 (Cleopatra), 
and No. 17 (on the main terrace), at the Mammoth Hot Springs. That 
from Spring No. 1 was lost by the breaking of the bottle, and we had 
but one specimen in this case, and two from each of the other springs. 

Cleopatra Spring (No. 2).—This spring is fully described in Part I, 
Chapter I. It will suffice to say here that the spring is a beautiful 
white basin, with a faint yellowish-red tint on the outer edge, and the 
water is of a sky-blue color. The specimens were collected September 
17, 1878, and when the bottles were opened, in 1881, a slight deposit 
of amorphous carbonates was found. The water was strongly alkaline, 
and had a temperature of 154° EF. 

* The following is the analysis :* 

Grams to | Grains to im- 
litre. perial gallon. 

Sul phuricvacideesserereneereeeeecceee censcinie sees eseenieeiiecniemers Jpedcdeas 0. 480 33. 600 
FSW LICE Aleit aba aa ayn AUS eS Te ean a PO NI Ee emote ey eines mi a ee ot 0. 050 3. 500 
COOH a) a5 eh a X= ey caper es ei ar te a eC a ee Se SAS ae 0.117 8.190 
Caletumlre shh SUN oe ee Tee UNG STEN ab fey are cas i po Ea a a aa eam oe 0. 200 14. 000 
IMEI ea YET TOR Sa SARC COO hod Ge IR OC EUR TEO TOSS R on SSOne CECE ROR CEEeotaaeS 0. 03038 2.121 
ES YONG Ua ec pe Re em AN PE SN a a 2 a Mia AN a St eras 0. 240 16. 800 

1.1173 78. 211 

Arranging this we have— 

Soditumy chloride coe sys SU ere eae VI a II UI rei afar MS 
Sodiwmn' subp babe: Vs spay sss ae ease ep AE i le Fa ea eee 
Calcium: sulphate: .o2 2 cc Sees ee a ee ae Se err ele Ne a BU Rea ees 
Calcium) carbomate so eh ccs ee ee SS rss aa asia hat ee a 
Magnesium’ carbomatern sen ai seinem see oe i eye 2 Sy Cake ye eee era 
FG Cc: Hay oo Ua W/E tare RnR aaa ere ey eaeT ea UG MIRREN Kee AU Cy cee ee Le 

* All the original analyses in this chapter are by Dr. Henry Leffmann. 
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Spring No. 17.—This spring is situated on the main terrace at the 
Mammoth Hot Springs. It measures 15 by 20 feet, and its white mar- 
ble-like basin was filled with water of a temperature of 165° F., which 
had a light blue color. 

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas appears to escape from the spring con- 
stantly. 
When the bottle was opened a deposit of calcium carbonate was 

noticed, and under the microscope was seen to consist of crystals of 
calcite, of the form known as dog-tooth-spar. 

The water was alkaline. 
The following is the analysis: 

Grams to | Grains toim- 
litre. perial galion. 

SEL DIG: Grrl Se oes ee cee ne psos neosoboorot 6noSd6s Gone od OSS OUnDOCEOaSs 0. 332 23. 240 
NT TING sea ee ae hoa een aces eomeioce sucnisigeooes <siesisiainjam sete aicecs 0. 164 11. 480 
WA GNA se ones acs ao ace wena ao neat cite acsctee ccd secsleecameelsceceen eels 0. 102 7.140 
WEG ST 35 SoS oe SE ait Bee Ee OCC OU COGTOC HOSE OODOHE De MOnCe SEEoOcOE 0. 009 . 63 
SONA ese Seem ea ine ee aw ace as at ieaee cee sete selina sean ee acho sacs 0. 263 18. 410 
ENGR see ane ona e one eine cosa eee cease Sov witse ouawicee ance acstant. 0. 048 3. 360 

0. 918 64. 260 

This may be arranged as follows: 

PHOMAMIS LD Na Lesa aoe Seiewe eae eos here cama see coe L ace doled 34. 370 
SLCC, LILI Re re eee ee ne EIS DOSE EIS Se Ses ee 18. 900 
CERT TNC AED OTA Oy as aia oor ee yee a ee et AO OU SAA I ca MS 17. 920 
REASMESA TNC ALTONA tana as cee saan Se saa ae eee san a eels 3 2.170 
SHLD UP SoS Spabcos Maes COE Aiea ee Mes ere Cge Gi Pens Anne Oana cae eee 3. 360 

76. 720 

In the following table these analyses are compared with others in 
which similar constituents are found. 

. 

Spring. Location. Country. Analyst. ; st 21o 
es) SMS ie) (SS) = = 3) =p = en 
az IE) i el Sy = 

Cleopatra ......--- Mammoth Hot | UnitedStates} Leffmann ..|13.49 |.-..-|......- 24. 85 7. 45 
Springs, Yellow- 
stone Park. 

NOs facomeae coaene WOtseseee oor nees SEEK here teed Varta GUO) Saae ae WEEN) lspoos|ipscosos 117. 92 |8. 68 
Hierapolis ...... 2 e--) Asia Minor. .|'J. i. Simith.|------.|----- *1.40 195.76 |2. 87 

Hot Springs --..---- PAT KANSAS oe -- 22 22s s7 United States! Larkin ..-.. SWE) es clicecesse 4, 756) . 153 
Ladies’ Boiler Bath, | Bath County, Virginia|....do -......|..-.......--- . 144 |1.918)..-.... \20. 789)3, 212 
Hot Springs. | 

La Reine......-.... Bagnéres de Bigorre..| France . ....| Ganderax | 4.343 |..... 9.10 |18. 622)3. 078 
and Rosiére 

Gaston -eaee ene eee Austria ..... VOR ae BRCGP) heSealpac oo: 3. 452) .191 
Hammam-Meschouten Algiers ..... Braun....-. 29. 092 |1. 287; i 505 } 15. 800)2. 965 

*, 7595, 

© 
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& = i 
Spring. Location. Country. Analyst. | 5 S S Ss 5 

a | & : a ie 
pals ie eg |S 

Cleopatra ..--. --.- Mammoth _ Hot | UnitedStates) Leffmann ..|..-..|.-...|--.--- 35.51 | 13.59 
Springs, Yellow- 
stone Park. 

INO se steaensas ace ID) SanesuosonSdSoce soci osaboe APOE OSAP AEs Aa S And eee 
Hierapolis -...-.-..--. Asia Minor..| J. L. Smith-} 5. 46)..--..|...--- 23.87 | 8.33 

Hot Springs ..-.-.- Arkansas --.--.------ United States} Larkin .....].-...|.-...]-.---- -451) . 18 
Ladies’ Boiler Bath, | Bath County, Virginia|.-..do -...-.-.|.-..-.-..----|.----|----- . 134) 1.228} 2.082 
Hot Springs. 

La Reine..--.-.---- Bagnéres de Bigorre .| France.....- Ganderax |....-.|....-. 5. 60 |127. 722/117. 60 
and Rosiére 

Gastein tee seeee eee Austria ..... Wolf .... ..| .384] .191| .479| 14.479)._._..- 
Hammam-Meschouten| Algiers ..--- Braun. ---2-|-=- Ae Rarely 1. 157| 26. 660 

S 
: : = Seem S 

Spring. Location. Country. Analyst. o) Bele is re EA 
es mo | g | Oo = 
SS layer iui S) 

Cleopatra .... ..--- Mammoth _ Hot | UnitedStates) Leffmann ..|......]..-.-.|-...- BYE) occas 
Springs,  Yellow- 
stone Park. 

NOEs ccetiees seit MOREE sce icic's 300} sees peed Oveeata eee snal seme Sees BE XD Yecoaco 
Hierapolis ..-.-.----- ‘Asia Minor..| J. L. Smith.|...... 30. 17 |. 84 S18 oaose 

Hot Springs yet ate “AT KANSAS) ecm =< - -ee United States| Larkin ..... SAK Seaesel sodod 2.234) . 556 
Ladies’ BoilerBath, | Bath County, Virginia)....do -....-.|..-...--..--- 1.61 | 6.779)..... 2:09 5) 5-5 S22 
Hot Springs. . 

La Reine..--....... Bagnéres de Bigorre .| France..-..-| Ganderax |-..---]..----|----- PE Plaso soc 
and Rosiére 

Gastein eects encase Austria ..... Wiolieeeares OSG Eaesee . 384] 2. 301).----. 
Hammam-Meschouten| Algiers .-..-- IBM Soo aoallooseoe 6 coos 4, an woes 

° 

ag 2 
Spring. Location. | Country. Analyst. = S S05 zi S 

col io} 

4110 Rs} a 

Cleopatra .... ----. Mammoth Hot | UnitedStates) Leffmann ..|....|....-|.-----|.-...--.- 98. 39 
Springs, Yellow- 
stone Park. 

NOH W/seaneaosusotos ID so sesseesceasess Jee COleere ee pee One soe eel ealeBlseoeke pee sues 83. 30 
Hierapolis +-----.---- AN EVM Ghee) Uo JG Sian Ne||S coollesenclessactllsatsosecllecosece 

Hot Springs ..-..-- Arkansas eso82-: 2220 United States) Larkin ...:./.537| .125) .844)........ §10. 08 
Ladies’ Boiler Bath, | Bath County, Virginia|....do -......|..------.----|---- pS Pees Es ees 39. 986 
Hot Springs. 

La Reine....-..----- Bagnéres de Bigorre..| France....-. Ganderax ]-...|....- .479) 3. 778)192. 84 
and Rosiére e 

Gasteinie soe seria Austria ..... AO He Bead saeoel boscice traces. |||25. 41 
Hammam-Meschouten| Algiers --..-. IBA NSE escuileseollsooos 4 Dul aces ererer 

* Calcium chloride. + Calcium phosphate. § Contains traces of iodine and bromine. 
tT Including magnesium sulphate. || Has traces of calcium, fluoride, and strontia. 

SILICEOUS WATERS. 

Siliceous waters predominate in the springs of the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park, and we regret that more analyses cannot be presented 
here. Those given are “with one exception from the Gibbon Geyser 
Basin, the most recently discovered of all the geysers basin of the 
Park. 

; FIRE HOLE GEYSER BASINS. 

No specimens of water were obtained from the Upper Fire Hole 
Basin. In 1871 asmall quantity of water was obtained from the Grand 
Geyser, and gave a result of 83522 milligrams of solid matter to the 
liter, consisting mainly of silica, with lime, magnesia, chlorine, sulphuric 
acid, and a trace of iron.* The quantity was tosmall to determine these 

*This analysis is mentioned on page 187 of report for 1871, but not credited to the 
Grand Geyser, as it should be. 
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constituents quantitatively. In 1875 Surgeon Heizmann determined 
that the water of “Old Faithful” contains “.14 grams of silica to the 
litre, with lime, a very small quantity of iron, alumina, and magnesia, 
carbonates, sulphides, chlorides.” * 

The water of another spring (not quantitatively analyzed), at the lower 
end of the Upper Fire Hole Basin he found, contained alumina, iron, 
magnesia, carbonates, chlorides, and sulphides, but no lime. 

In the Lower Fire Hole Basin one specimen was secured, viz, from 
the “Jug Spring” in the Thud Group. 
Jug Spring.—This spring (No. 8 in the Thud Group on the map of the 

Lower Geyser Basin) is 4 by 5 feet, and has a temperature of 190° F. 
The water is clear, and has an alkaline reaction. 

The analysis gives the following : 

‘ Grains to impe- Grams to litre. rial gallon. 

Sil Line AVE le ao seen ene seecesesac pened stone oscrobmbsadeedaccectos 0. 020 1. 400 
OTT Ces eee ore isi ene eco inl ic aihete le aie oie einen creiclelsie miviclas wielovetstoleminia's 0. 274 19. 180 
POE ee te oe isete lotr se Ss ein ain daeislon siete eiaildioe mieiniets sia nctoaiaicaacicis 0. 208 14. 560 
CANO P eae oa casera estas oe satin sone aaaeaueacenasee ts Traces. Traces. 
SO REEER RE eee acinar steal as(a mnie ome cinclaieienceis sisicimeiciaiceracicla sis 0. 492 34. 440 

0. 994 69. 580 

The probable composition of this water is as follows: 

Grains to imperial gallon. 

Or CMa ES WDM AubO erases 2 sininislemisminneye cmc oo see a eens raise elaine is inioin ln cinin'oinjwiniclowie 2. 030 
Sioilinnn CaO mG) AS S55 ceeoee SoCo neal bo aed Bocesen bdo] soo ere oerEeEaaaae 31.570 
SOUT GH WOMEN ocesco cecors oeeees c655 Soe o50bos SHooBeobos OSaned Gaccen eee 50. 750 
SUM Capea ness cota es winks Sac omalteaein seis ttcccies Be oie ieee tie calm) sicivicwiefometsere 14. 560 

98.910 
GIBBON GEYSER BASIN. 

The Gibbon Geyser Basin is the one most recently discovered within 
the limits of the Yellowstone Park, Col. P. W. Norris, superintendent 
of the Park, having given the first description of it. The chart of its 
springs given in Chapter VI, Part I, is the first ever plotted, and the 
analyses here presented the first that have been made. ‘The complete 
description will be found in Part I. 

Echinus Geyser (No. 45 on the chart) is 40 feet in diameter, surrounded 
with blue, gray, and reddish border, forming a thin coating on the rocks, 
which are plainly visible, not being concealed by the deposits, proba- 
bly because of the comparatively recent age of the spring. Below the 
spring are maroonred terraces of minute size. The water is greenish 
in tint, has a temperature of 180° F., is acid in reaction, and gives the 
following analysis: 

Grains to impe- 
Grams to litre. rial gallon. 

0. 112 SUP LSI) MOP bees Se eae Aecigct benb SCE SOC nIC ROCCO eCCL DDE GOBOa EE 7. 840 
CHAS GBA Ane SC REE Soe 50 e REe BREE Ca ECEne Chr FE BOOre Deen eCree 0.118 8. 260 
ee ee ee ee ow Se ene hon edimebsiessscvecnecesuesc ose 0. 280 19. 600 
RE Ue ate neo eiee ot une a dec soe asnleseeindae ses ccwelsiea ae alec acne sass 0. 206 14, 420 
torn aes eee pare te teas bec dasitaesied dene eraces : “aarti SOR2S PURE RAIS AIS Geel hee falda Traces. Traces. 

0. 716 50. 120 

* Jones Report, N. W. Wyoming, p. 303. 
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The following arrangement will give its probable composition. The 
slight excess of sodium over that required to combine with the sulphuric 
acid and chlorine is put in the form of sodium orthosilicate (Na, Si O..). 
There are also traces of magnesium and calcium. 
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Grains to imperial gallon. 

Soditim: chloride gees woes ee ae ae aa aa alae cree sie cagaia a pel a aaayay 13. 650 
SOCUMIT SOUVONMHIOso56 cecase cae soc cody ceso conn cede Gees daoSee Eas SN AA 11. 592 
Sodium: orthosillicaters ce ces ace eee eee ae ee ay re aay Sora terete eae Del aaa 10. 584 
Sa ea a EU IN 0 Faia ta RIN a ENE eS EH CT oO an at eS 16. 191 

52. 017 

Pearl Geyser (No 68 on chart).—This supposed geyser is about 500 
yards west of Echinus Geyser, in a wide flat space. It has a basin of 
about twenty-five feet diameter, in which the bluish-tinted water had a 
temperature of 162° when at a low point. The water fluctuates and 
bulges at intervals. It is alkaline and chemical examination reveals 
the following constituents : 

401s Grains to impe- 
Grams to liter. rial gallon. 

Sulphuriciacideesss eeeter ee ae eeeee eee seser eee aecceeeer eet 0. 0328 2. 296. 
(Clin Wer SSO a Soa COLS GOON U SEE GE On DEB aBBEaoae Anoongosnccedona 0. 532 37. 240 
ESS BU ots mete ON i cet RE CL es RY eC aS eS 0.112 7. 840 
(GET eigen a CONC OCR AE OSE NESE SECO SACO COne Eee C Men ee Sc cESCCoaaene 0. 006 0. 420 
Sodinmes. ses anec ae aase moe ce pices we sisi cmremccis Samael eee ewer 0. 349 27. 580 

1. 0318 75. 376 

Arranging this, we get for probable composition 
Grains to imperial gallon. 

Calcium sulphate {!2: 2.2: 2522. - Sars res ann epg A MON a SACI TS NI 1. 400 
Socliwunn SUNTAN coscos soog cadena oosegs Fou dbo sodcoe Gob dou Eso nace assobSoReos= 1, 890 
Sodinm telilorider egies Seo ike ease yale ar ee Sly arene Vays eae a a alee 61. 390 
SHH a sel a See ena ee A SONS Beam SooMe as oar Sada GeCace cols 7. 840 

72. 520 

which is little more than a solution of common salt and silica. 
The bottle when opened was found to contain about two tablespoon- 

fuls of a deposit of the consistence of soft-boiled egg, consisting largely 
of silica. Under the microscope it was seen to be structureless, and 
when heated upon platinum became a clear opaline-tinted mass. 

Opal Spring (No. 24 on chart, page 132).—This spring, which has the 
comparatively low temperature of 90° F., is some distance north of Eehi- 
nus and Pearl Geysers, from which it is separated by a broad-topped hill. 
It belongs to another group, and is on a mound of hard white silice- 
ous sinter, which, close to the spring, has a coating of ocherish-colored 
deposit. The water is somewhat opalescent. The appearance can be 
perfectly imitated by a solution of rosin in aleohol and water. It is 
alkaline in reaction, and is composed of the following constituents: 

Grains to impe- 
rial gallon. Grams to liter. 
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This may be arranged as follows: 

Sodium chloride 
Calcium sulphate 
Silica 

wees ee ce ee te ee ee ee ee ee ee meee eee ee eee eet ee ne 

wee wee ee ee eee ee ee ee eee we ee eee eee eee eet eee 
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Grams to imperial gallon. 

143, 220 

The quantity of silica in this water is so great that on concentration 
to a small bulk over a waterbath it gelatinizes and finally dries up to a 
mass resembling a pulverulent geyserite. 

Table comparing waters from different geyser regions. 
[Constituents are expressed in grains to the imperial gallon. ] 

£ .|2\ 6] 2 
A058 | Oh ar enya ees S s @ ala r= 
TE god feet] ek Nah Ee os 

: iS) 2) & | u aa 
Name. Locality. a |8|¢ &|€| § ea 

=| — a = 

wih gece.) B} A | 27) Den cies 
cS =| nm = Aq 5 
) 3= is = 3) 3, 3 

omens mes |S 
n oR Wie | ey | GS) WS < 

Geyser at Haukadal Iceland ..-..-.| 87.80 | 17.22 |...-/10.22).....|. sive] sa sene somes 
TEGO TET Tee ceee ees ca ee eae GI) soe? con Bie) |) Heyl |isceeinteh able eee. oe) Teen seoeeeee 
Great Ualdeira, Furnas Valley --.----- St. Michael’s, 20.80 | 94. 64*)...-|..--.|.---- cod] |peecles | Seeeeenee 

Azores. 
Te-puia-nui, at Tokanu......-.------- New Zealand..|14. 70 |298. 417|.---|.....|-.---]- "Ee eaeeer sesecocs 
Te-tarata, at Rotomahana ............|-- POs area te He 4S) NGE PASI esa) cece lacoae 2552] .2 Sees | Eee 
Rotopunamu, at Rotomahana..--..--- soo ssbeccsee HG: Ti) Eee Geb Sopallesca|eosne Badlisecimanllooocdeccs 
Otakapuarangi, or Pink Terrace, Ro- |.--.do ..-....-. 43.95 | 93.55 (1.05) 1.01/10. 96).-..|.-.... 54 
tomahana. 

Koroteoteo, at Ohinemutu--.-.-.....--- stscil) S5=55050- 22.40 | 66.34 |1. 46) 7. 49)--... oelaeeas Meese sc 
Kuirua, at Ohinemutu..--....-...- Las ee OOne tients cae )18. 42 | 45.70 |2. 08/10. 31/..--. Pe eescine Traces. 
Old Faithful Geyser.-.........-------- jpellomsbone Nhl] Os GWhiles-cecalsonclescoe|lsosee Sane nmieree le eeererees 

ark. 
Pearl Geyser, Gibbon Basin.......... Bane OinSoceceen Tee | GSR Socal do aes Sa clecesacllescecccc 
Echinus Geyser, Gibbon Basin. -.-..- 2nechh® ancbdndcd 16.19 | 13.65 |.-../11. 59)-..-. ageosssos|tossc ccc 
Jug Spring, Lower Fire-Hole Basin ..|.-. do .--.-.-.. 14. 56 | 31.57 |.---|..-.- Poi eca ol Wh Gescacss 
Grand Geyser, Upper Fire-Hole Basin.|....do ......--.|.-----|-------|----|-----|----- Soulenaanc|lecoscscc 
Opal Spring, Gibbon Basin ....----.-- S6SINO B Ssh seat 53.76 | 82.18 | ...|--..- Bh lsooellasonce|oocftaces 

g 

Bs 6) 8 
Name. Locality. ar E I Analyst. 

Bq A Hq : 
BEhsl ee ated =i ect 4 
(4 re 

5 ANIM ONS A 

Geyser at Haukadal 25.2.2 2-5.5222.2- Nicelandie wae |eatces GHOpe|S26)e5s-h es 75.25 | Black. 
Bevis che oe ek ate ere tecre Soe Cee Ae alee aee Sis Saeed ce 61. 60 | laproth. 
Great Caldeira, Furnas Valley .-....-.. St. Michaels! e228 |e. one smalenemectse Pala es Ntshelltene, 

Azores. 
Te-puil2-nul, at Tokanw- -°....\...--..- New Zealand..|......|------ Sales eee 1339, 22 | Kielmaier. 
Te-tarata, at Rotomahana.........-... Mee LOM ome eral lesen acres et /191. 24 | Melchior. 
Rotopunamu, at Rotomahana...-...-.. Beal io) Spe ak APEW ATE ee a Se Eee eeeae 1120. 82 | Kielmaier. 
Otakapuarangi, or Pink Terrace, Ro- |.-. do .........| 3.076|-.-.-- A eRe as 154.13 | Skey. 
tomahana. 

Koroteoteo, at Ohinemutu --..-..-..-.|-- a.Gowepes 545. G6. 85§|..--.- ae Saleh eee 104. 54 Do. 
Kuirua, at Ohinemutu ......- “ae COMe a eae BBE SSecice Houle dene'e 79. 85 Do. 
Old Faithful Geyser .--.--:......-...- YellowstoneN. |....-.].---..]- BAH SCR REOsE lactation Heizmann 

Park. 
Pearl Geyser, Gibbon Basin ..........|. Bor Ce BSS rcl EAE er Meee! sto Reo oe 72.52 | Leffmann 
Echinus Geyser, Gibbon Basin..-.---. BROOD ewer tees eek. MONS SS ee || See wa cers 52. 01 Do. 
Jug Spring, Lower Fire-Hole Basin...|....do ......--.|...---|------ maltese 98. OL Do. 
Grand Geyser, Upper Fire-Hole Basin.|....do .........|.--.--|------ meal Scie oe 57. 775| Peale. 
Opal Spring, Gibbon Basin.........-..)..-. COS eras odealeeceeltos 4.06 |143. 22 | Leffmann. 

* This includes an alkaline sulphate, and carbonate. 
tOnly silica and chlorine were computed. MgCO, and CaCOs, and organic matter were proved. 
§ Silicate of iron and magnesia are included. 
t Contains also lime, a small quantity of iron, Al,,Oz,Mg, carbonates, sulphides, chlorides. 
4 Silicate of soda. 
5Consists mainly of silica, with Cl, SO4, Ca and Mg, and trace of Fe20s. 
6 Traces of ferric oxide. 
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There are too few analyses to allow us to predicate much definitely, 
but, from this table, it would appear that our geysers are more like the 
New Zealand geysers than they are like the Iceland geysers in the com- 
position of the water, especially as regards the proportion of silica, and 
as to sodium chloride they appear to be intermediate. 

Table showing comparison of proportions of silica and total solid contents of thermal waters. 

ee Pareles 
aS & S) H 

a0 ase ie 
=f! iS) s I 
QS Sw a 

Locality. Name of spring. Country. oI 5 saa 5, Analyst. 
a | aad 

ad & Eo 8 
AG I =) i= 

eo | $64] « 
ian a ° 

Gibbon Basin, Yellow- | Opal -.-..--.-...-- United States.| 53.76 143. 22 90, Leffmann. 
stone Park. 

Rotomahana Otakapuarangi..-..| New Zealand..| 43.95 154. 13 208) Skey. 
Haukadal........ || ExehSIS Gobo Geccdas Iceland A 75. 25 209; Black. 

DORs ateee nore COPE eRe Jee Oue ease 3 GORSON eeeeee Damour. 
DOSS eee CO ee es eekicsiet eadOrceesdsee : WONOSal Mecca Barruel. 

Orakeikorako.-.......---- Alum Cave .....-.- New Zealand : 56. 47 209, Skey. 
Reikinm ieee sciccioaclaccisccceeoes cmicic cise Iceland 26. OU 9N lseeeee Black. 

IDDaocaccccuasaadoscallosooscossdsueoouKGES Slee OWnetstsmietera , Gib GO escoese Waproth 
Store-Hver ......- sn Of een see : (SS AY), lececcoc Damour. 
Hvergardin ...-.-. SES Olea. 2. 44. 80 |.-.--- Do. 

Whakarewarewa ....-.--- Koroteoteo ....---. New Zealand.| 22. 40 104, 54 214) Skey. 
Hunde Valley on St. Mich- | Great Caldeira....| Azores ..--. -- 20. 80 115. 44 212) Bullar. 

ael’s 
Orakeikorako....-.....--- Pine Orakeikorako}) New Zealand-| 18.51 CERI Neococss Skey. 
Ohbinemumtuiysee eee eeeae UQUNbAN) 6 Saqesccacas pe Sa ORs 18. 42 79. 85 156 Do. 
IRS MSIMIN Haack oo dh ceca ane Badstofa.....-..-- Iceland. ...--- 18. 20 36240) Gee Damour 
Ohinemmucuesereseececeeet ‘Perckari® s-- 2-4 New Zealand-| 18.17 56. 00 150) Skey. 

Woncoubaanbbsadosos Ariku-kapa-kapa .|....do ---.----- 18. 15 54. 94 160 Do. 
Parke’s Spring ...|... do..-..---. 16. 73 200 anleeaeeee Do. 

Gibbon Basin, Yellow- | Echinus Geyser ..| United States.| 16.19 52. 01 180) Leffmann. 
stone Park. 

Rotomahana ..- Rotopunamu..--.- New Zealand-| 16.17 120. 82 63, Kieimaier. 
Ohinemubueeeeeeeese eee Sulphur Bath. .-.-.|....do.-....--- 16. 09 127.04 |..---- Skey. 

MeMutrray’s Bath |....do .--...--- 15.75 GE hd) oeeabas Do. 
Near Tokanu ...-...-..-.- Te-puia-nui.-..... ae Ops eeeiaas 14. 70 339.22 | 186.8) Kielmaier. 
Mon CHO ORE se aeee meen | eee ae ei eam ale France ..----- 14. 70 93. 73 113) Berthier. 
Lower Geyser Basin, Yel- | Jug Spring...-..---. | United States.! 14. 56 98. 91 190) Leffmann. 
lowstone National Park. 

Ohinemnutal Pease seers ee Te Kanwhanga...| New Zealand.| 13.86 66. 38 204| Skey. 
IROLOLUA see e me eee eee Re Reuihe: 3S Set kegs ane Woe Ese? 12. 40 48. 44 212 Do. 

Wapahahi eae. ssalee Lop tea 12. 33 PINs Y/ 120 Do. 
Rotomahana ............-- INDIE Is Ss qngoase Sido Wee es 11. 76 172. 34 210) Melchior. 

Doe cen pete asec Ne Te Narata <.2-+--- be idoweece eee 11.48 191. 24 214, Do. 
Rotorua sesame seen ae Sulphur Bay |!-.:do2i..22-- 10. 08 44. 52 100) Skey. 

ring 
Carlshadsees en anne Sieadell REG: Bohemia .. .-- 10.08 | 401.13 | 162.5) Géttl. 
FROLOI SE Ee a ie ae Ruahine ........-.| New Zealand-| 10. 03 152. 31 190) Skey. 
Laugervalla .....-..-....-- Idan ceriseeet ee rcet Iceland -...--- 9. 80 1G, 10 |acooss- Damour. 
Upper Geyser Basin, Yel- | Old Faithful Gey- | United States.| 9.80 |.--..----- 200; Heizmann. 
lowstone National Park.| ser. 

Near Taupo -| Near Otumuheka -| New Zealand.| 9.25 27.44 |.....-- Skey. 
Savu-savu ..-.--..- -| Vanua Levu ..-..- Fiji Islands.-.| 9.19 546,90 |..-.--. Liversidge. 
IROWONH oa ocado4atnebeosoue Manuprua.--.....- New Zealand.| 8.53 32. 45 110 Do. 
@haudes-Avoues sss essesee| reer eee eee ceene France --- <--- 8. 12 69.72 | 190.4| Berthier. 
INearaupOmeesecmeneo ree Otumuheka..----- New Zealand.| 7.86 T3580) Beene Skey. 
Gibbon Basin, Yellow- | Pearl Geyser .--.- United States-| 7.84 72. 52 162) Leffmann. 

stone National Park. 
Broosa or Prusia........-- Kukaurtlou .... ..-. Asia Minor .-.-.| 7.70 67. 90 182) J. L. Smith. 
Rotomahana..-......--.--.| Cameron’s Bath, | New Zealand.| 7.01 | * 180.35 115| Skey. 

near Otakapua- 
rangi. 

St! Nectaire sss se aetee CE ice S ana ar France .....-- 7. 00 877. 58 101) Berthier. 
Near Damp Once eee eee: Crow’s Nest ....-- New Zealand-| 6.25 143. 49 179| Skey. 

Te Hukahika ....|..-.do...--.--. 6. 10 Teh) Ho Skee Sa Do. 
Red Creek, southwest of | ParnassusSprings.| United States.| 5.56 233. 74 724| Loew. 

Pueblo, Colorado. 
Hammam-Meschouten....|....-.-..-----+.---- Algiers .--..--- 4.90 106. 34 |.....- M. Braun. 
Aix la Chapelle..-.....-.. Kaiserquelle ...--- Germany. ----. 4.57 302. 07 131| Liebig. 
Wiesbaden Kochbrunnen)s.24|sso sO) ea. sae 4,41 608. 52 1552) Fresenius. 
Mopliliz, {ST LL2 seas Hauptquelle ....-- Bohemia .....- 4,25 46. 05 120) Wolf. 
Near Troy ees |e er Ee A ae Asia Minor ...| 4.20 | 1, 491. 00 150| J. L. Smith 

Te Mimi Okakahi | New Zealand.| 4.12 29. 51 112| Skey. 
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Table showing comparison of proportions of silica and total solid contents of thermal waters— 
Continued. 

® 

Locality. Name of spring. Country. 

seoe wheel Gap) Colozy |e eessatereer asain United States. 
rado. 

C@olorado===---22-2— 2 = =e Pagosa Spring .-.-|....do .......-. 
Grrortello, 2S. 2se 225 ek se eee See ee sere lischiaiss =. see 
Teebanons New) VOLK ss 22e- (heen e coeae cece cace a= United States. 
Mammoth Hot Springs, | Cleopatra ..-...---. Bee dON eee eS 
Yellowstone ational 
Park. 

SHUN stern sees ciaiee cicssinces Kesselbrunnen ...| Germany .. ..-. 
Mammoth Hot Springs, | No17.......-.-.---- United States. 
Yellowstone National 
Park. 

Olmitellowe seco a cere aetolinee scien terse ois atoicle Ischia ..------ 
Broosa or Prusia.-...--:--| Tschekirghe -. ..-| Asia Minor... 
SHAT R SS MILE Se Goniopicoosod SeeseEn SanOHBeenaned Migehiaeeseeae 
Lp (ine Seon seas Bees oe enocas King’s Bath ...... England -.....- 
Bagnéres de Bigorre ...-.- La Reine ....-...-. France --. ...- 

Seb ane en bade semioe ea See eee ae eetenisiat Germany ..---. 
VIG » sonbebhonsacancoe -| Asia Minor... 
AMOGIINOOM ores ence tsereecse ce nee eae mesicee COhiline ees cae: 
(ESIGN 2 Ego pCR OE TI RCE te BEHeee caer one Hepa ae Austria. ------ 
Hot Springs of Arkansas.} Washitaw Springs| United States. 
PRAT OLRNe toeedo cm seeal sec eee eee Seinen: New Zealand. 
Bath County, Virginia....| Healing Springs ..| United States- 
Heimer sep lain Nelson... lis coco. esos beasn ele S. Island, New 

Zealand... -.. 
Hot Springs, Virginia ..-.| Ladies’ Boiler Bath) United States. 
My Glene)se fee so) o= ame =< ala Kelemyeh Oulun- | Asia Minor -.. 

jah. 
(CATT oan Soqseepsodeose||se i Soe Sena eee ae ete Chili esse: 
Meniee aes em sjsvaineceete Lorenzquelle ---.. Switzerland - 
IPIOMDICLES | .-- mato) a= Source des Dames.| France... ---- 
Ojos Calientes, 12 miles |...............-.--. United States 

north of Jemez, N. Mex. 
CIE NOU Si = tae oe pec Pes osc eee on ae Asia Minor -.. 
J B/S) in SOG TIe Olas eee ie dell Pas AA eae a ee Saeed Oeaeeteoe 
Wachivieseees essen satel kS Grande Grille -..-- France. --/52. 
Paso Robles, California...| Main Spring ------ United States. 
AUD OETAR eee scone cas ce alae vaa senon lab wewaes 
Aix le basin Eaux de Soufra --- 
Ojos Calientes, 12 miles | Geyser Spring --.-. 
north of Jemez, N. Mex. 

Buxton 
Bristol 

Asia Minor --- 
ranee./= 5-20. 
United States- 

Grains of silica to 
the Imperial gallon. 

3D 
traces. 

Total solid contents 
in grains to the Imperial gallon. 

57.33 
2, 416. 40 

Temperature. 

SOLID CONSTITUENTS OF THERMAL WATERS. 

Analyst. 

Loew. 

Do. 
Giudice. 

| Dussance. 
Leffmann. 

Fresenius. 
Leffmann. 

| Giudice. 
J. L. Smith. 
Giudice. 
Philips. 
Gauderaxand 

Rosiére. 
| Fresenius. 
| J. L. Smith. 

| Wolf. 
Larkin. 
Skey. 

| Ailin. 
Skey. 

Gilhain. 
| J. L. Smith. 

Brunner. 
Sheritier. 
Loew. 

J. L. Smith. 
0. 

| Bouquet. 
Price. 
J. L. Smith. 
Bonjean. 
Loew. 

Scudamore. 
| Carrick. 
J. L. Smith. 

There are only two or three of the many constituents of thermal 
waters to which we shall refer here in a brief consideration of their 
sources. 
spare. 

To take up each one would require more space than we can 
Silica is the characteristic element in the waters of very hot 

springs, especially in the geyser regions, not only in our own country 
but in every other. 
resumé of the subject. 

SOURCE OF SILICA IN THERMAL WATERS. 

This, therefore, is entitled to the first place in this 

The water found in geysers and hot springs being meteoric in its 
origin, we must look to the rocks through which it pereolates for the 
source of its mineral ingredients. Springs with siliceous deposits are 
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found only in regions of volcanic rocks, and to them we turn. Chemi- 
cal analysis shows all lavas contain silica in the proportion of one-half 
to four-fifths of their whole mass. Acid lavas contain 66 to 80 per 
cent. of silica. Basie lavas contain 45 to 55 per cent. of silica. When 
we examine the rocks of individual loéalities we find the same thing. 

The following table gives some of them: 

a ! Percentage 
Locality. Character of rocks. af eulice 

Meelam dees eee oe ceive ciety eae ae aera ne ee hon olibesesaeeeee eee eee sees 72.3 
COB ING eA as Bae ee ee See seesooadboqacaseadane Palagonitepsetaeeeere sees 41. 28 
New Zealamd see ia ice Sen shee Sa aca sn evar e ae ey Rhyolites and trachytes .....-.... 70. 
District of Schemnitz, Hungary booauaocsodcosedesbd RAV OMG eee ee ieee 70 to 81 
Yellowstone National Park............2-2.2 0.2.0. OVSidianes sas ee ese ee 

*¥From an analysis by Dr. Leffmann. 

But few of the rocks of the Park have been subjected to chemical 
analysis, but the microscope shows that they belong to the vitreous 
eruptive rocks. 
Bunsen was of the opinion that the silica of these rocks could be dis- 

solved only by alkaline waters. He digested some of the Iceland rocks 
in hot rain-water and obtained specimens identical with the water from 
the geyser.* Mr. Hugene Robert found the basin of an old spring near 
the Great Geyser in Iceland in which some of the rock had been altered - 
to a substance resembling kaolin. Chancourtois analyzed both this 
and the unaltered rock. The latter contained 72.3 per cent. of silica 
and the former only 65.8 per cent. Robert therefore inferred that the 
silica in the water of the hot springs in Iceland was derived from the 
phonolite, basanite, &c. (See Bischof’s Chemical Geology, vol. ii, p. 
455.) 

In the case of the deposits at Ischia and near Naples, Daubeny says 
the alkali supposed to be efficacious in dissolving the silica in the Ice- 
land geysers, does not exist. In the Yellowstone National Park most 
of the springs whose waters were analyzed were alkaline, but one of 
them (Hchinus Geyser, on Gibbon Geyser Basin) was decidedly acid, 
and yet it contained over 19 grains of silica to the gallon. When water 
is carbonated its solvent power is usually increased, but according to 
C. Struckman f silica dissolves more readily in pure water than in. car- 
bonated water. It must be rem emberedthat in the depths where the 
silica is dissolved by the water not only is there an enormous pressure 
but an intense heat. We can but faintly imagine the effects of the 
action of water upon the rocks at such high temperature and under such 
enormous pressure. Steam doubtless has a powerful agency in the 
work. Bischof found that the stones by which the Kaiserquelle at Aix 
la Chapelle is closed, and the canals of the Schwerdtbad, at Burtscheid 
(which consist of black marble), were converted into a ’ doughy mass, 
on the inner side; by the continued action of the steam, which had a 
temperature of only 133° to 167° F.t 

This agrees with what we observed at the Gibbon Geyser Basin in the 
Park. At Spring No. 66 (see map of the Gibbon Basin, in Part I) isa 

*M. Struve took a quantity of clink stone from near a spring at Bilin, in Bohemia, 
and after pulverizing it subjected it to the action of carbonated water, under a press- 
ure of two atmospheres. Upon analysis it was found to agree closely in its composi- 
tion with the water of the spring. 

tAnn. Ch. u. Pharm. xciv, 337. 
{ Researches on the Internal Heat of the Glope! p. 217. 
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deposit of Pealite, which was considerably fractured. On digging into 
it steam was noticed coming through the cracks, and on these surfaces 
the deposit was soft and could be cut with the knife like soap. This 
softening of the silica (the analysis shows it to be 75 per cent. of silica) 
was due to the effect of the steam. 

During the eruption of Vesuvius in October, 1821, Monticelli and 
Covelli noted that fragments of lava when no longer hot remained sep- 
arate, but when very hot or traversed by hot vapors they united so firmly 
that heavy blows of the hammer only could break them.* 

SOURCE OF THE CARBONATES. 

When the thermal waters are found in connection with limestones we 
find that they usually contain large percentages of calcium carbonate, 
which deposits in the form of calcareous tufa, the most common form of 
sediment found in connection with springs. All the springs in the Yel- 
lowstone National Park found with such deposits are found to have some 
connection with limestones. Carbonated waters coming in contact with 
Silicates in granite, basalt, &c., subject them to a decomposition, and, 
as a result, the carbonates are formed. 

SULPHUR AND SULPHURETED HYDROGEN. 

Sulphur is a prominent constituent of many springs, s, and sulphureted 
hydrogen is, next to carbonic acid, the gas most frequently found in 
springs. Sulphuris supposed to be due to the decomposition of sul- 
phides by the action of organic matter. In this connection it is inter- 
esting to note that the localities of the Yellowstone Park in which sul- 
phur i is characteristic are those where there are lake beds, that is, where 
the rocks were deposited at the bottom of lakes. Thisis especially the 
case in the Hayden’s Valley springs. Inconnection with these sediments 
there is doubtless a considerable } proportion of organic matter from the 
vegetation that once existed in the bottom of the old lake. 

M. Kugene Planchudt believes the presence of sulphur is due to the 
reducing action of vegetable matter, basing his views upon the exami- 
nation of the long, cylindrical sulphur threads found in the neighbor- 
hood of sulphur springs. It may be partly due, also, to the decomposi- 
tion of sulphides by extremely hot water. In the Gibbon Geyser Basin 
we are led to suspect that the hot water must somewhere come in con- 
tact with sulphide of iron, which it decomposes. Iron and sulphur are 
abundantly present there. 

ALUMINA. 

As we have noted in a preceding portion of the report, the alumina 
of most of the springs is due to the fact of the water passing through 
beds of clay. Where the water contains sulphur we frequently have 
sulphides formed, as in the springs at Crater Hills in Hayden’s ’s Valley. 

* Cited by Bischof, Internal Heat of the Globe [loc. cit.], p. Di eiaee 
t Vol. 41 Chemical News, p. 236. 
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SECTION II.—FORMATIONS AND DEPOSITS. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF DEPOSITS. 

AMOUNT OF DEPOSITS. 

The amount of sediment deposited by thermal springs seems almost 
ineredible, especially in the case of calcareous tufa, which, as we have 
seen, is more rapidly deposited than the siliceous sinter. In 1604, 
Father Joseph de Acosta describes the springs of Huanvelica, Peru, as 
depositing stones of which houses are built.* In Hungary, also, where 
enormous deposits of both travertine and siliceous sinter are found, 
towns are built of it, and the same is true in Italy, where the deposits 
at San Vignone are quarried for building purposes. 

Saint Peter’s and all the principal buildings of Rome are constructed 
of Travertine or “Tiburstone.” 

In Carlsbad the hot springs have deposited masses of pisolitic rock (Strudelstein) 
which have filled up the whole bottom of the valley, and upon these deposits the town 
itself is mainly built.t 

The deposits at the baths of San Vignone, Italy, have a thickness of 
250 feet, and at San Fillipo, near Rome, entire strata of 328 feet thick- 
ness are found. 

At Hamman Meskoutine, in Algiers, there are wall-like masses 4,921 
feet long, 66 feet high, and from 33 to 49 feet in width. This is calca- 
reous tufa. 

At Clermont, in Central France, according to Le Coq, there are six- 
teen springs in four groups, and the deposit forms an aqueduct 300 feet 
long and 16 feet wide. The whole ground in some parts of Tuscany is 
coated with travertine, so that the ground sounds hollow beneath one’s 
feet. 

The deposits from the Bath spring, in England, if collected during 
the last 2,000 years, would, according to Judd, ¢ form a solid cone equal 
in height to Monte Nuovo, in Italy. Professor Ramsay says that in 
one year the solid matter brought up by this spring is enough to forma 
column 9 feet in diameter and 1,440 feet high. In Virginia the springs 
have a deposit 30 feet in thickness. At Hierapolis the deposit of car- 
bonate of lime rises 100 feet above the plain and has a width of 600 feet, 
and upon this thecity stands. Back of this is another set of calcareous 
hills in which the springs are found. This is like the deposit at the 
Gardiner’s River springs in the Yellowstone Park. The deposits here 
cover an area of about three square miles. The main mass is 200 feet 
high and over 300 yards in width, and this is but a small portion of the 
deposits, asa glance at the map of the Mammoth Hot Springs, in Chap- 
ter I, Part I, will show. 

So far we have considered only the calcareous deposits. When we 

* The Natural and Moral History of the Indies, &c., London, 1604; printed in Lon- 
don for the Hakluyt Society, 1880. 

tJudd’s Volcanoes, p. 184. 
{ Judd’s Volcanoes, p. 219. 
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take a glance at the siliceous sinters we find that usually it is not so 
great in quantity. The deposits of the Great Geyser, in Iceland, accord- 
ing to Descloizeaux, in 1846, had a thickness of 13 to 16 feet, and the 
more ancient deposits had a thickness of over 80 feet.* 

In New Zealand, Waikite, at Whakarewarewa, has a siliceous cone 100 
feet in diameter and 15 feet high. Pohutu, at the same place, has 
deposits 20 feet in thickness. In the Azores a thickness of 30 feet of 
siliceous sinter is found. ; 

In the Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River, the Castle Geyser has 
a cone of 12 feet in height and a diameter of 20 feet on top and 120 feet 
circumference at the base. This cone is on a platform that measures 
75 by 100 feet and is 3 feet in height, and the whole thing—cone and 
platform—is on a large mound of deposits that rise 40 feet above the 
level of the river and cover about 34 acres. 

The deposit in the mound on which the Giantess, Bee Hive, and Trinity 
Geysers are located occupies 22 acres, but itisof unequalthickness. The 
Trinity Geysers are 43 feet above the river level. At the Bee Hive the 
elevation is less, and at the Giantess more. The latter geyser has a 
depth of 63 feet. The table on page 369 gives the areas of other groups 
and shows the comparison with those of Iceland and New Zealand. We 
will now consider the rapidity of the deposition of these sediments. 

RAPIDITY OF DEPOSITION. 

Calcareous tufa.—As we have just noted, the deposits of calcareous 
tufa or travertine usually exceed in quantity the siliceous sediments. 
This is due mainly to the greater rapidity with which the former are 
laid down. 

At the baths of San Vignone, in Italy, 6 inches of tufa is deposited 
yearly in the conduit pipes. At San Fillipo, in 20 years, a bed 30 feet 
thick has been formed in a pond. 
At the Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River, in the Yellow- 

stone Park, baskets and other articles of wire are placed in the over- 
flow from Cleopatra Spring, and are coated with calcareous deposit. 
About one-sixteenth of an inch is deposited in four days under favor- 
able circumstances. It would be impossible, however, to compute from 
this the age of the deposits at this locality, for under other circum- 
stances the rate is much lower, and, again, it may frequently be more 
rapid in some other places. 

Siliceous sinter or geyserite.—Forbes, who visited the Great Geyser of 
Iceland in 1860, placed a bunch of grass under a small fall where the 
ejected mass of water from the geyser drained rapidly away. He found 
that in twemty-four hours it received a coating of silica of about the sub- 
stance of a very thin sheet of paper. He then made a calculation that, 
allowing 500 such sheets of paper to the inch, with the tube having 
a length of 762 inches, the age of the geyser would be 1,036 years. 
This calculation might be all right if the deposition took place regu- 
larly. But, as we shall see presently, the deposit occurs mainly when 
the water is allowed to evaporate, and this will occur most rapidly 
where the water rises and falls alternately, or when it frequently over- 
flows from the basin. A reference to Fig. 28 (the figure explaining 
McKenzie’s theory of the geyser) will help make this clear. This 
illustration gives a section of the Great Geyser. As the basin P is 
usually full, the evaporation will be more constant around the edges, 
which tends to build up the edge constantly. Whenever there is an 

* John Coles gives the following for the size of the cone of the Great Geyser in 1881: 
12 feet above the general level and 101 yards by 75 yards at the base. (See Summer 
Travelling in Iceland, &c. London, 1882.) 
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overflow the slope O will receive an addition. At Kand§S, the bottom of 
the basin and the sides of the tubes, the deposit will take place when the 
water is low and they are empty. This occurs only at comparatively 
few times. The rate, therefore, at O and S would be very different. 
The rate given by Forbes is what occurs under the most favorable cir- 
cumstances. Ordinarily it is much less, but to what degree it is im- 
possible to tell. It must be remembered, too, that there is no proof 
that the horizontal layers of sinter (or those that are comparatively 
horizontal) extend in that position to the bottom of the tube. Indeed, 
the layers added to the tube are laid on perpendicularly, 7. ¢., on the sides 
of the tube. Descloizeaux is inclined to give a great antiquity to even the 
newest deposits of the geysers in Iceland. He thinks that the increase 
within the historical period has been small, and in this opinion he is 
probably correct. 

Mr. Josiah Martin, in describing the Pink Terrace or Otakapuarangi 
at Rotomahana Lake, in New Zealand, says the upper plateaus are in- 
seribed with the names of tourists and 'the dates of their visits: ‘These 
slabs are perfectly smooth, and inscriptions in pencil become indelible 
under a coating of silica ina short time; but upon examining dates of 
twenty or thirty years since, the deposit of film was so thin as to be 
scarcely perceptible except as a thin glaze.” * 

Hochstetter, speaking of the Te Tarata, says that whatever lies upon 
the terraces becomes incrustated ina very short time. Miss C.F.Gordon- 
Cumming says that at Rotomahana the deposit is rapid, and fern leaves 
and sticks become thickly incrusted in a few days, as though they had 
been erystallized by a confectioner.t 

These inerustations are found probably where the water is supplied 
rapidly, and can evaporate under favorable circumstances. We have 
no data as to the rapidity with which the formation of the siliceous de- 
posits of the Yellowstone National Park occurs. That it varies at dif- 
ferent places is evident, and without doubt the variations agree with 
those noted in other regions, especially Iceland and New Zealand, 

On the plateau or terrace of the Fountain Geyser in the Lower Fire- 
Hole Basin in 1878 we found numerous inscriptions and names on the 
white deposits and in the shallow basins surrounding the Fountain Gey- 
ser. These had been written with lead-pencil by members of General 
Howard’s command, which passed through the Lower Geyser Basin in 
1876. When we saw them they were indelible, but the films of silica 
rendering them so were very thin indeed. 

CAUSE OF THE DEPOSITS. 

The main cause of the deposits, both calcareous and siliceous, is the 
evaporation of the water containing the carbonates and the silica. Cal- 
careous or carbonated waters deposit also simply by cooling or by losing 
carbonic acid upon coming to the surface. In the specimen of water that 
we brought in from Cleopatra Spring (at Mammoth Hot Springs), after 
standing for three years sealed, there wasa slight deposit of amorphous 
carbonates. In the specimen from Spring No. 17 (on the main terrace 
at Mammoth Hot Springs), after standing the same time, a small deposit 
of calcite was formed (see page 389). 

Bunsen found that the geyser water from Iceland did not deposit upon 
cooling, and our experience was the same in 1871 with a specimen from 
the Grand Geyser, which was kept in a bottle for six months. 

* The Geysers, Hot Springs, and Terraces of New Zealand, by Josiah Martin. Popular 
Science Review, October, 1879, p. 381. 

tAt Home in Fiji, p. 209. 
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Our experience with the waters collected in 1878 shows that the 
waters from various springs differ upon this point. The following table 
will show at a glance the condition of the different specimens: 

32 
28 
63. 

3 - 2 | Conditi f water when the bottles d on ondition of water when 0 were opene 
Spring and locality. pgs at the end of three years. 

Be oo 
© iL 
2D ie 
5-A A 
Au 

Jug Spring, Lower Fire-Hole Basin....| 14.56 | Perfectly clear; no deposit; alkaline in reaction. 
Echinus Geyser, Gibbon Geyser Basin.} 10. 60 Perfectly clear; no deposit; acid in reaction. 
Pearl Geyser, Gibbon Geyser Basin.-.. 7.84 | Perfectly clear; has a deposit of gelatinous silica, 

2 tablespoonfuls to the imperial gallon; alkaline 
reaction. 

Opal Spring, Gibbon Geyser Basin..... 53.76 | This water presented the same opalescent appear- 
ance as when bottled; no deposit was found at 
the bottom of the bottle; alkaline reaction. 

This would seem to prove that the mere fact of cooling has little to 
do with the throwing down of the silica, and that it is not due to the 
amount of silica in the water.* 

The precipitation in the case of the water from the Pearl Geyser may 
be due to some chemical reaction taking place after the bottling of the 
water. Ordinarily the formation of the siliceous sinter or geyserite 
must be explained by the evaporation of the water as it flows from the 
springs or falls from the geyser. We must remember, however, that we 
have examined but a few of the many springs in the Park, and what 
may be true of the few cannot be arbitrarily stated as applying to all 
the others. 

APPEARANCE OF GEYSERITES AND MODE OF FORMATION. 

The deposits of the springs and geysers of the Yellowstone Park agree 
in general characters with those from other regions of siliceous springs. 
They are of almost innumerable variety, and to describe them here would 
be impossible. A few of the forms are shown in the accompanying 
plates (Plates XLIII, XLIV, and XLV), which have been engraved 
from photographs of the specimens. A very common form is that in 
which the general resemblance to amass of cauliflower is striking; such 
specimens are seen in a and b, Plate XLIV. In the center of the plate 
(c) a similar formation is seen coating a piece of wood. The fracture of 
such specimens is very uneven, and the structure when they are broken 
is very irregular. On drying, they break readily into coarse granular 
pieces. They occur mainly in the vicinity of geysers where there is a 
fall of water. Where the surface is bathed in steam constantly they are 
usually pearly on the surface. In some places the surface has a porce- 
lain-like appearance; in others a metallic appearance, as in the depos- 
its of the Bronze Geyser. Where the flow from the spring is gentle 
alaminated structureisfound. The layers are usually very thin. Some 
pieces resemble the fossil teeth of some huge herbivorous animal. In 
J, h, and i, Plate XLIV, and to the right d, in Plate XLIII, such speci- 
mens are illustrated. The orifices of geysers are usually beaded, and 

“Le Conte, in his Elements of Geology, page 100, says that it is not true that silica 
deposits only on drying, ‘‘for the Yellowstone geyser waters, * * deposit abun- 
dantly by cooling, evidently because they contain much more silica than those of Ice- 
land.” We have in another place proved that the silica is about the same. 

26 H, PT II 
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when there is much splashing over the edges, masses will be formed 
that when broken seem to be composed of bundles of siliceous stems, 
cemented together. 

In the shallow pools surrounding some of the geysers pebbles are 
found. Some of these are very regular and very nearly spherical (see d, 
Plate XLIV), while others are very irregular, some being polyhedral. 
They are frequently covered with small nodules (see a, Plate XLII). 
These may be formed in two ways: first, by constant surface accretions 
to a nucleus, which appears to be proved by the concentric structure of 
some that have been examined; or, Second, as Professor Comstock sug- 
gests, they may have been worn down from forms with a more or less 
curved outline. He says: 

These pebbles have therefore been worn down to their present shape by attrition 
in their pools, and they have no doubt been first formed as ordinary mechanical de- 
posits, in the form of protuberances over the general surface, or as divisions of a tes— 
sellated patch, like portions of the platform near the base of Old Faithful Geyser.* 

In many basins there are irregular pieces of geyserite, smooth on their 
under surfaces, but beaded or covered with prickly points where they 
are exposed to the action of the water. They are loose in the basins, 
and may be divisions of a tessellated patch, as Professor Comstock sug- 
gests. 
Mushroom-like forms are sometimes seen on the edges of the springs, 

and in the basins small columns (See a, Plate XLV) are found;t also 
rosette-like forms, with a connection between them and the bottom of 
the pool. Professor Bradley, speaking of these, says (see report for 
1872, p. 240): 

Judging by their general appearance and conditions, these probably originate as 
fragments of very thin pellicles, formed by evaporation upon the very surface of the 
pool, and, broken up by the wind, each fragment tends to sink; but some of them 
escape that fate, and more material accumulates by evaporation upon their wet edges, 
so that they become basin-shaped and float securely. I cannot account for the basal 
spires about which a solid pedestal finally accumulates, except by supposing that 
they have central nuclei of the small fibers of mycelium, which are floating in all these 
pools in greater or less abundance. 

Some specimens from the edges of the Pearl Geyser, in the Gibbon 
Basin, are made up of lamine at the base, one of them being yellow and 
another white. Above these isa layer, irregular in structure, as though 
the water had fallen in drops while it was being deposited. The upper 
surface is different again. It is very irregular, of a porcelain-white 
color, and studded with small nodular points. This specimen, unlike so 
many of the geyserites, does not change by exposure. Four years after 
taking it from the spring it is as hard and compact as when collected. 
Its structure would appear to prove that the spring has had periods of 
very different sorts of action. The laminz at the bottom indicate a sim- 
ple overflow from the basin. This overflow may have been due to sim- 
ple risings and fallings of the water in the basin. Then there appears 
to have succeeded a time when the water was in constant agitation, 
splashing over the sides. This, still later, was followed by a period of 
spouting, its present condition. These remarks might be extended al- 
most indefinitely, but enough has been said to show that the forms are 
almost innumerable in their variety. 

* Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, &c., by Capt. W. A. Jones, 1873, p. 258. 
+Similar small columns are seen in springs at Rotomahana, in New Zealand, and 

the Rev. R. Abbay (Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. XXXIV, 1878, No. 34, p. 170-178) explains 
their formation as follows: He thinks the water is saturated with silica and has dif- 
ferenttemperatures. The water coming from two different basins meeting, acondensa- 
tion occurs analogous to what oceurs in the atmosphere when two masses of air, in 
which the temperatures are different, come together. 

Fea I 
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MOUNDS AND CONES OR CRATERS. 

A comparison of the various illustrations in Part I will show the great 
variety assumed by the cones and mounds of the geysers of the Yellow- 
stone Geyser Basins. They may be simple basins, surmounting a tube, 
as in the ease of the Grand and Saw Mill Geysers, sections of which are 
shown in Figs. 23 and 26a. In these geysers we really have no cones. 
Such is the case also in the Giantess (see Fig. 25), which is a huge glob- 
ular basin or bowl in a mound of laminated geyserite. Others, as the 
Fountain Geyser of the Lower Geyser Basin, are basins with mounds 
just beginning to be formed where the water falls from the column dur- 
ing eruptions. The building up appears to be mostly on one side. A 
similar one-sided arrangement is seen in the crater of Old Faithful, as 
though the prevailing winds were from a certain direction, and caused 
the water to fall mainly on oneside. In the Gibbon Geyser Basin there 
are geysers without any cones, or even any siliceous deposit, except what 
is just beginning to coat the rocks in which they are situated. This 
argues against Bunsen’s theory that the deposit of silica is necessary 
to the existence of geysers. We shall have more to say of this farther 
on. Where we have mounds or cones we see that they present differ- 
ent characters. Compare, for instance, the cone of the Bee Hive with 
Old Faithful, or the Castle and Grotto with the Giant. In the Giant 
the cone is on a platform, and it seems as though before the latter was 
built the condition may have been similar to that of the Great Fountain, 
in the Lower Geyser Basin. The Castle also seems to have passed 
through several stages. To form the broad mound upon which its plat- 
form rests we must imagine a large bowl, with regular overflows to make 
the laminated deposits of this mound. Then, later, the platform was 
built on this mound, and still later again the cone or present crater of 
the geyser. Noneof the Yellowstone geysers present the simple form of 
the Great Geyser of Iceland (see section in Fig. 22), where a saucer-like 
basin surmounts a tube of 72 feet in length. 

In the following table the sizes of the cones of the Yellowstone 
National Park are compared with the Great Geyser and some of the 
New Zealand cones: 

Name. Location. Size at top. Size at the base. Height. 

LOW Hae ae Shoshone Geyser Basin ...|.....------.------ 18 feet circumfer- | 3 feet. 
ence. 

Minute Man.....|...... OlOsnprececonecosgocd| sbaocsasereseccace 46 feet circumfer- | 3 to 5 feet. 
= ence. 

Clepsydra ....... Hower hire-Hole Basins =.4|>-sse-sasosceecce 10 by 15 feet ..-.-- 3 feet. 
Flat, cone. .-. OG dae aee space secenee 55 feet diameter. -| 15 to 20 feet.* 
Steep, cone... DORs a sense aales ene ses 55 feet diameter. 20 to 25 feet.* 
Bee Hive -........ Upper Fire-Hole Basin. -..| 3 by 4 feet ...... 3 feet. 

ence. 
Sar Waites oe ae eee Gree sess seis cs ciaiaet lub ygeoreeurcas| te see caciinekicccesen 3 feet. 
Grotto, cone 1....|...-.. Oe eee a tocn seu alta kt aaenous sae dnoe 28 by 26 feet .....- 8 feet. 
Grotto, cone 2....]...... Toso oAS 56 Seno soce [Ss5cdae SereoE SB SEE 19 by 26 feet ...... 4 feet. 
Guanit> Soon. neem | eon eae Tt CASS CCHS EE EPPO Ree 8 feet diameter. .| 24 by 25 feet --..-- 10 feet.f 
Old Faithful.....)....-.- Ose ses as cise 20 by 54 feet ..--.| 145 by 215 feet ....| 11 feet. 
4275) 0 FN ea S| Na rp itt pat pee 20 feet diameter.| 120 feet circum- | 11feet11inches.t 

€ ference, 
White Pyramid..|...-.. Ope eee cee reise (nade aswemencveees|~ oh S cable <meciew'edia <i 25 feet. 
Wiito WONG os —- | UOMmer GOYROMDasIN: cates |e nace ce cear sce carl saceenetcacancmsmene 25 feet. 
Great Geyser....) Iceland ..................- 56 feet diameter-.| 101 by 75 yards....| 12 feet. 
Waikite ......... INGwi Zeman econo oo atc eendocisctcclns 100 Mteeh. <== -eeeniae 15 feet. 

*These are in the Sentinel Group and have springs on their summits that are 8 or 9 feet in diameter, 
and have rims 6 to 8 inches high. 

tThese are dimensions of the cone only. It rests on a platform that is 4 feet high and has a circum- 
ference of 342 yards. 

{This rests on a platform measuring 75 by 100 feet, and3 feet in height, and the whole mass, platform 
and cone, is on a mound of deposit 40 feet thick and covering 34 acres. 
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Tyndall gives the following explanation of the manner in which the 
tube and crater of a geyser are formed: 

Imagine the case of a simple thermal siliceous spring, whose waters trickle down a 
gentle incline; the water thus exposed evaporates speedily, and silica is deposited. 
This deposit gradually elevates the side over which the water passes, until finally the 
latter has to take another course. The same takes place here, the ground is elevated 
as before, and the spring has to move forward. Thus it is compelled to travel round 
and round, discharging its silica and deepening the shaft in which it dwells, until 
finally, in the course of ages, the simple spring has produced that wonderful apparatus 
which has so long puzzled and astonished both the traveler and the philosopher.* 

This mode of construction may explain the formation of some cones, but 
I am inclined to think the number few. <A great majority of the basins 
have no overflow except when the springs are agitated, or when there 
are bulges of water, and then the overflow is equal in all directions, and, 
of course, the deposition of the silica in such cases is equal on all sides. 
Where there are waterways leading from the spring, as in the case of 
the Shield Geyser in the Shoshone Basin and others, there is usually a 
rim on each side of the outlet, and this is usually continuous with the 
rim of the spring. During the uplifting of the water, which causes the 
overflow, the water in the basin is usually up to the rim, and it is here 
that, the evaporation causing the deposit takes place, and it goes on as 
rapidly as in the outlet. In springs that are usually quiet, and where 
the water stands at one level for a considerable time, the deposit, of 
course, being at the edge of the spring, there is a constant tendency to- 
wards narrowing the orifice, and the deposit will either curve towards 
the center of the spring, as we see in the edge of the beautiful Blue 
Spring of the Castle Group of the Upper Fire Hole Basin, or a flat edge 
will be found extending into the spring, as in the Columbia Spring of 
the Heart Lake Basin. This tendency to the closure of the opening of 
the spring is seen in the sections shown in the illustrations, Figs. 25 
and 27. 

To this tendency is due also the approximate conical forms of the 
craters and the globular form ofthe inclosed basin. They are all broader 
at the base than at the top. The water falling on the slope or outer 
curve, of course, deposits in layers conformable with it. Here we have, 
perhaps, the explanation of the peculiar form of the Bee Hive. In its 
eruptions the fall of water is very slight, and the greatest amount of 
deposition naturally takes place at the top of the cone. The charac- 
ter of the surface upon which the spring is located has much to do with 
the form of the mound. Where it is flat, dome-shaped masses will be 
the result as in the cones in the Sentinel group of the Lower Basin and 
in the White Dome and the White Pyramid. Where the spring or 
geyser is situated on a slope a series of terraces will be the result, as in 
the Te Tarata of New Zealand, and in the slopes of Old Faithful on a 
small scale. In the latter case the original form was a dome like those 
now seen in the vicinity. Old Faithful is probably of secondary origin, 
having broken out on the summit of an old mound which may possibly 
have become choked up. Where the slope is very gentle, as in that 
surrounding the Great Prismatic Spring of the Egeria Springs, the ter- 
races are small and flat. 

Professor Bradley, finding near some of the geysers masses of vol- 
canic sandstone perforated by irregular holes, which he attributed to 
the dissolving power of the hot water, thought that it represented, on a 

*From ‘“ Heat a Mode of Motion.” 
t The lower terraces, at Rotomahana, on the Jake shore, are shallower than at the top 

where the slope is greater. 
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small scale, the process by which the large cavernous pools were exca- 
vated. He says: 

It would appear that in many cases, at least, the hot alkaline (?) water, as it 
reaches the surface, is not thoroughly saturated with silica, and accordingly dissolves 
away the walls of its orifices so as to undermine the surrounding area, the surface of 
which falls in, until, in many cases, large caverns are excavated.* , 

It seems to me probable that the opening of the vents is generally 
due to a violent breaking out of a mass of steam and water, and that 
the size and character of the opening thus formed will depend upon 
the character of the rock and soil through which it forces its way. That 
geyser vents may be thus violently formed is proved by the steamboat 
vent of the Gibbon Geyser Basin which broke out in 1878. The Cliff 
Caldron or Excelsior Geyser in the Egeria Group of the lower Fire Hole 
Basin, in all probability, owes its origin to a similar violent outburst, as 
its basin is bordered on three sides by rough, irregular walls of lam- 
inated geyserite, which were evidently broken through by some force 
acting at right angles to the plane of their deposition. 

The subject of the formation of the cones and craters of geysers is one 
of exceeding interest, and will require a great deal of study of the 
various forms. No place could be a better field for such study than is 
the Yellowstone National Park. We are well aware that we have done 
no more here than to indicate a few of the many thoughts suggested by 
a casual glance at the field indicated. 

CHAPTER IX. 

CHEMISTRY OF DEPOSITS. 

By A. C. PEALE, M. D., anD Henry LEFFMANN, M. D. 

The deposits from the thermal waters may be generally classed under 
three heads for the purposes of description here, viz: Travertine, Sili- 
ceous sinter, and Aluminous or Mud Deposits. 

The first of these appears to be most widely distributed, and also oc- 
curs most frequently as an ancient deposit. In this chapter we will 
consider only the deposits of the Yellowstone National Park, except in 
the tables where a few analyses of calcareous tutas or travertines from 
other localities are inserted for the purposes of comparison. 

TRAVERTINE. 

Travertine, cale sinter, or calcareous tufa is always a deposit from 
springs or rivers, and, according to Dana (System of Mineralogy, p. 680), 
the name travertine is a corruption of tiburtine from the Lapis Tiburtinus 
of Vitruvius and Pliny. 

The two principal localities of travertine in the Yellowstone National 
Park are the Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River and the Soda 
Butte of the East Fork of the Yellowstone River. Only one analysis 
was made from the specimens collected in 1878, and this is included in 
the following table, being the second one mentioned : 

* Report United States Geological Survey of the Territories, p, 235, 
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Table of analysis of travertines or calcareous tufas. 

Locality. Analyst. COs SiOz H2O0 | Al:O3 | Fe203| CaO 

Manmoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s 
River, Yellowstone National Park.-|} Endlich..... 30. 35 3. 32 1.75 3.31 3.62 | 57.70 

Beal enO basesoewonbad SeounoaGnS Mefimannmres seen eee eee reer (pe sUa Sanne aselaeascccc 54.2 
Spring near Medway, in Utah........) Woodward -| 41.73 Pe) eS ae keine Q222))|asieeinys 53. 22 
Grass Valley Spring near Bardmass 

PasswiNevagaieepeeecenseceeccniacaae dorie-ase< 39. 07 SED aodad dae 0526 Pe seee eel eaoe 
Tufa Domein Pyramid Lake, Nevada. do ..----- 38. 52 6. 90 1. 20 QiDA ites reer 47. 48 
Steamboat Spring on Bear River, aS 
IGEN S555 sa ocasah ose aooaddsuaSoesbu|eoooosneddsssdedies eae 5. 98 1.05 | 92. 55* 

Locality. Analyst. MgO | NaO| KO POs SO. | Totals. 

Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s. 
River, Yellowstone National Park..| Endlich..-... Traces |MEraces eos ceealeceosee alee eeeeee 100. 05 

Domes co ssere cee siceme see eetimanne: 2 |S races| eee eee | eae eeme sees eee rea 97. 10 
Spring near Medway, in Utah........ Woodward -|.-...--.|.--. Jabollosocaacaltancoas] 2.38 | 100.00 
Grass Valley Spring near Bardmass 

Pass, Newada..----------...---.--- ones: Ba QBiieerea seen ee Sista) fees sell eee 100. 33 
Tufa Dome in Pyramid Lake, Nevada. Cope He 2. 50 0. 48 0.19 | Trace. | Trace.| 99.81 
Steamboat Spring on Bear River, 

UIMANNG) 655553053556 Shans 2bboo bo Sebosa|loes s650550 sde5 (BR eacoscsalloossspanloooadsallsascoce 100. 00 

*From Fremont’s Report. 

SILICEOUS SINTER. 

Siliceous sinter, fiorite, or geyserite, as the siliceous deposits of ther- 
mal waters are variously called, is abundant in most of the spring locali- 
ties of the park, especially in the geyser basins of Fire Hole River. 

Fiorite, the name given by Fhompson to the pearly siliceous deposit 
from near Santa Fiora, in Italy, has the priority. The deposits, however, 
are so characteristic of the regions that Geyserite, the name given by those 
who first analyzed specimens from Iceland, has been most frequently 
used. No matter which name is used, fiorite or geyserite is a variety 
of opal, and in it, perhaps, is to be seen the condition of first stages of 
the more typical opals. A careful study of the various geyserites, 
especially the older specimens, found in the geyser basins of the Yel- 
lowstone National Park, will probably throw light on the subject of the 
formation of opal. In the Heart Lake Basin I found a geode, the out- 
side of which was a hard geyserite (Pealite), while the interior was filled 
with semiopal. In the Iceland region (at Haukadal), chaleedony was 
found by Descloizeaux in clay, and he was of the opinion that opals and 
chalcedonies found in some ancient volcanic districts might have had 
their origin in a similar way. 

According to Bischof, opal may be compared to a solidified mass of 
gelatinous silica, in which, according to the extent of desiccation, the 
amount of water may vary much. He also says that the occurrence of 
opal in fissures shows that it has been deposited from water. Hydro- 
phane, a translucent light-colored opal found in Saxony, is said to be so 
soft in the mine that it will receive the impression of a hard substance. 

In the Yellowstone National Park we find first the silica in solution in 
the hot waters, next the form of gelatinous silica, as in the specimen de- 
scribed under the name of Viandite, examined by Mr. Goldsmith. Next 
to this come geyserites of all textures, some being very soft, especially 
those recently deposited. Where the deposits are older they are harder 
and grade into Pealites, a subvariety named in 1872 by Dr. F. M. End- 
lich, and placed by him between quartz and opal. Hyalite is also found 
in the Gibbon Basin in connection with Pealite as an alteration of the 
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original deposit of one of the springs. The analyses of the waters have 

already been considered, and we now take up the deposits, beginning 
with Viandite. 

VIANDITE (Goldsmith n. s.). 

Before giving Mr. Goldsmith’s remarks and analysis I will refer briefly 
to its mode of occurrence. Its appearance is described by Mr. Gold- 
smith as seen in the specimens that are still moist. When dried it 
resembles somewhat leather, although it is more brittle. It is found 
in sheets surrounding some of the springs where the surface is flat 
enough to allow the water to stand and become cool. In other places 
it occurs in long waving fibers, or in sponge-like forms. It is rusty- 
brown, reddish, or pink, and even greenish, and sometimes pure white. 
A glance through the chapters in Part I of this report will show that 

itis found in the Geyser Basins of the Fire Hole in the Shoshone Basin, 
and on the shores of the Yellowstone Lake, as well as in the Grand 
Caiion of Yellowstone. The specimen described and analyzed by Mr. 
Goldsmith is from the Shoshone Geyser Basin, where it was taken from 
the mound of deposit on which the south group is located. 

Most writers, in speaking of this curious deposit, are inclined to con- 
sider it a vegetable growth, and compare it to mycelium or the mother 
of vinegar. 

VIANDITE, A NEW VARIETY OF SILICA. 

By E. GOLDSMITH. 

A specimen of a very peculiar looking material was collected by Dr. A. C. Peale in 
the Shoshone Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park, on the 25th of August, 1878. 
Dr. Hayden forwarded it to Professor Joseph Leidy, who transferred it to me for in- 
vestigation. The material had been packed in asmall tin box, and, although not her- 
metically sealed, may have been preserved in such a state as it was originally found. 
The soft moist substance has not the appearance of a mineral; it looks like a partly 
decomposed meat with bits of fat intermingled. The color is partly brown and gray, 
with patches of white irregularly distributed. It is so soft that it may be easily 
compressed with the fingers, by which process some water is separated. After such 
pressing it remains flat, showing, therefore, no elasticity. The odor is somewhat 
foul, but not strong. I determined the specific gravity with 1.729 grams of substance 
and found it to be 1.120. 
When 10 grams of the material were exposed on steam during sixteen hours, there 

remained but 2.457 grams; hence 24.57 per cent. of dry substance, and 75.43 per cent. 
of loss, which is nothing else but water. 

The dried substance is softer than talc, and is porous. It crumbles easily between 
the fingers to fine powder. The color of the powder is straw-yellow. It is tasteless 
ae ey no odor. Specific gravity was found with 0.483 gram of the substance to be 
1.312. 
When pieces of the dry substance are thrown on water they remain floating on the 

surface until they absorb some of the water, when they will sink, but they seem to 
possess a certain buoyancy. 

Blowpipe reactions. —W hen heated in a closed tube it affords a dense gray cloud which 
condenses partly into water and partly to an oily matter. In thin layers the oil is 
yellow, in thicker, dark brown. ‘The odor of the fumes are penetrating strong, tary ; 
the straw-yeilow powder became black. When heated on platinum foil it changes to 
black first, which quickly disappears, leaving a white powder. Heated on charcoal, it 
showed no sign of fusion. Fused with sodium corbonate, it forms a glassy slag with a 
faint bluish coloration, indicating a trace of manganese. With solution of cobalt there 
is also produced a pale-blue coloration. In microcosmic salt it is but partially soluble; 
the bead is slightly pinkish in both the oxidizing and the reducing flame. 

Hydrochloric acid, as well as sulphuric acid, do not dissolve the substance. In 
een te bring it into solution it was fused with carbonate of soda and treated as a 
silicate. 

Under these circumstances I recognized the following oxides: silica, alumina, iron, 
lime, traces of magnesia, and manganese. 

Quantitative analysis.—1.100 grams of the steam-dry substance lost, on ignition, 
0.164 grams—=14.91 per cent. of organic matter, with probably some water, After 
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fusion with carbonate of soda I separated 0.8825 grams of silica = 80.22 per cent.; next 
0.036 grams of a mixture of alumina and sequioxide of iron = 3.27 per cent.; finally, 
0.005 grams of lime=0.45 per cent. The manganese and magnesia were not deter- 
mined in quantity, but are counted into the loss=1.15 per cent. 

Bringing the results into a column: 
Per cent. 

STRIGE SS ao oonoSd onde Soa Sbsmseore tedsos odue 56 CEO RuACeS Peet sg arse Bea 80. 22 
VAIUDY coy oa: ern ay dan Royo WIEN SOY gree ey es Bey suas OI SC Ne Nea eee bee 3. 27 
Uy 0.0 pve SE 5g yy AS le A ONAN a sa aN A ie Ye 0. 45 
oss on ignition. ..\ SC iss Ue ee ae cee eon staictate ahi Steen 14.91 
Manganese; macnesiayandyloss seen ees eee see eee ee eee eee eee eee 1.15 

From these datas the original substance would have the following composition : 

Per cent. 

Water ce. S2c.c se eee eer fee ale a etc ta ale Se ae ik Jal MEV RE) eee OA et be 75. 43 
Silica Ay eee AS SENS AUS aU EI cs eS CRN ee UN a 19.71 
Alumina, and prom ioxd eye See ela aN abe Ra SoM AUN AUR ao nao aan eC) 
AMEN ae See ea a Sis ye mt 1 NPR sep 0. 11 
OP ami GMAT CET ee ee ie ae le MOM Re raat ann aL AA ge EL So ee 3. 67 
Mancaneses macnesia and lOssiasee soa see eee eee eee cee ee eee eee eee 0.28 

The water and silica make up the principal part. It is = 95.14 per cent., and the 
remaining substances seem to be mixed with this hydrosilicie acid. The pure hydro- 
silicic acid would therefore have the composition: Silica = 20.72 per cent., oxygen = 
11.04 percent., water = 79.28 per cent., oxygen = 70.47 per cent. The ratio 11.04 : 70.47 
1: 6.38 may serve to formulate the compound. 

[( $i) H°.]* 
It is very probable that this compound possesses no stability when exposed to a dry 

atmosphere. Part ofthe water willevaporate and thus change the relative proportions 
of its constituents. The same is the case with other hydrous minerals. The object in 
view wasto determine the soft, flesh-like looking unknown substance just asit was col- 
lected and received. The name suggested is nothing but a fancy on account of its 
peculiar appearance as the substance represents itself. 

Beneath the microscope the substance appears, by transmitted light, in very small, 
rounded, and occasionally in elongated granules, which reminded me of the yeast 
plant, so far as the form is concerned, but its source avd composition excludes the idea 
of being that organic matter. 

GEYSERITES. 

Under this head are presented the analyses of the recent deposits of 
the geysers and springs of the Park. These were made by Dr. Leff- 
mann. A large collection of specimens was brought in, but as we could 
only have a limited number of analyses made, we selected specimens 
mainly from those places from which specimens had never been analyzed. 
Specimens from the other parts of the Park were analyzed in previous 
years, and the results are incorporated in the tables which follow the 
analyses enumerated here. The latter will be considered according to 
their localities. 

Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River. 

The only analysis we present is of a specimen from spring No. 24 in 
the Three Crater Group. It is a red-mud spring, which is at the bot- 
tom of a cave-like depression. The water is a thin reddish mud, which 
splashes against the sides, forming red stalagmitic processes or points. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Color, red; fracture, uneven; hardness, 4.) 
Per cent. 

SPLICE: ima ape SUC a RS aS OLS Ao Ae ON Lis cldsse gk es stag Norcree atctan, Ie dae ea 86. 9 
Water and:organic matterics sacs oe oon cies oe eee ale ee eee eee eter ees 8.0 
Iron and aluminum susquioxides.........----- sleek Steele sesh iS Pe eee ee 3.6 

98.5 

* Expressed in modern formula, H4Si0,+-11 H20. 
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Omitting the sesquioxides the proportion of the silica will be about 
91 per cent., thus showing the specimen to be a geyserite. 

Gibbon Geyser Basin. 

Three specimens of geyserite from this basin were analyzed, and they 
are probably the first analyses ever made of specimens from this locality. 

Specimen from Echinus Geyser.—The deposit from the water of Echinus 
Geyser occurs as a thin coating on the rocks surrounding its basin. It 
is usually lead-color or reddish. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Color, red; fracture, uneven; hardness, 5.) 
Per cent. 

SUIGR Se Sass sdScds Geesb Fe ackibe bebbcs Gels DU SHRS SEBS SS Sa abc Se 5 Geto cbs condos 73. 0 
\WELISE Sobco6 Sooke co baes SSogte soecon secs $ha5eR dho5d6 coos BES éoc GH Soba Ses 11.0 
Pon) ANG aloMInNUMSesgUIOXIdESses seer ews cess lisse nia e/o noose wiacls os sae ae 13.5 

97.5 

showing the specimen to be a somewhat impure geyserite. Iron is a 
prominent constituent in this specimen, and yet in the water no iron 
was detected. (See analysis, page 391). The water is acid, and the iron 
may be due to its action upon the surrounding rocks. 

Pearl Geyser.—The deposit surrounding this geyser is greenish-gray, 
yellowish-white, and pearly. The specimen analysed has laminated 
layer at the base, yellowish and resinous in appearance; above thisit is 
greenish-gray, with an irregular hard white surface, something like coral. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Fracture, irregular; hardness, 6.) 
Per cent. 

EET tee ee aE ns eee Fa een nol Pane oan ee EN Cee at ote cid Seideis jee 87.1 
Vi ziiGTe’ & Ags eyes TUT AGS eR epee eee MME EN Ee ele Poet Geet ee eee ene ee 10.6 
PAUITREEEEREET® = he sesays ins eer ey hcl chs PA ce yelo eas choo MER ede es oie es 
LETTE. oA aE SS aa SA i a a ae Cr undetermined. 
DRUCRTRERSETC Chermer ee Se Sek ten Se tate Sle ena ee eics callers Brave ounstice ees ebin eee 

Oezets 

The specimen contains a trace of sulphides which blacken a silver 
dish when the finely powdered mineral is heated in it to 212 F.° 
Hydrogen sulphide is evolved in small amount when the mineral is 
heated with acid. 

Spring No. 25.—White specimen; laminated in structure; fracture 
uneven ; hardness, 5. 

ANALYSIS. 

Per cent. 

PONY Aipteree remotes elon ere ee eee ae ee Tn aie ata aR Sis cis ulculs wie dale woe mmrercisoneletemtate 90.1 
IVETE te es re ee nee ee eee ee ce aie Sich are Si ayae eel’ a ooro aie Cote aie eeoe 8.0 
LOM ANG SUL O RIGGS eeiete stereos oo a as asia onic ininic dv vic emieislereiaicie/ets siete memes traces. 

98.1 
Shoshone Geyser Basin. 

Only one specimen from this Basin was subjected to analysis, but 
it came from one of the most interesting springs—the Bronze Geyser 
or spring. It is surrounded by nodular masses which have a bronze- 
colored surface, the metallic appearance of which is striking, It is re- 
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tained; specimens kept three or four years showing it as well as the 
fresh specimens. 

ANALYSIS. 

(The specimen is 1n convoluted layers, with bronze-colored surfaces; the bronze layers 
alternate with whitish ones. The powder is fawn-colored. Hardness, 5.5.) 

Per cent. 

SHINO SA eS Sboseos cocoon Go0GNS SUSSG5 b50500 Snbba0 Sook 4b soo das CHaaes SHObaE SD Coos 83.1 
ENT TUN ANG SING TASES OU O Xa CCS ees era le a il, 3} 
Organic mattorandiwatercesl.-2 scene seeaeeenises see eee eee eee ee eee eee 13.6 

97.9 

On heating to 212° F. the powder loses 5 per cent.; a high heat causes 
it to turn gray and give out a distinct odor of nitrogenous organic 
matter. The iron and aluminum appear to be in union with this or- 
ganic matter. 

Heart Lake Geyser Basin. 

The analyses, three in number, of specimens from this basin are the 
only ones published up to the present time. They are the following: 

Rustic Geyser.—The specimen is an oval, or egg-shaped, pebble from 
the outer basin of the Rustic Geyser. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Color, chalky-white on surface, porcelain-like inside; fracture irregularly conchoidal; 
hardness, 5.5.) 

Per cent. 

SSD 2a iN ee SA see I I 8 BSS SZ) 90.0 
‘Amr ATTAIN O MO RAMS eee es a I Te Sade (a Ups i 2.6 
Dey brads peed eI ee I A pita Ae oe UL DE LN ee enone a 1.6 
PAVE 2) eee Ay a ere ME GH a I ES el ae a LDP GSR AL A aN AE WEN, ON 5.0 

99. 2 

Rustic Geyser.—Specimen from the edge of the geyser, when fresh. 
This geyserite was translucent, resembling rock-candy in appearance 
more than anything else. When dry, however, it became opaque and 
white. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Hardness, 5.5 to 6.) 
Per cent. 

Fea Ke RUMSOC DS at I AER AN Say RSE NCAR SL SR AT MEU RUC OEE OMB Eg EN EN Sc a 87.3 
WETS i Ee aU Mle a ias a GH ie SRNL RS oct US et Ue val, 3 
MlumimumanGdaronoxdd esis oes says oe eee ae ere ae a os ke pea ec aa Pay 

99.8 

Deluge Geyser.—This specimen is from the outer basin of the geyser, 
and is a light-pinkish laminated deposit, with rosette-like projections 
or nodules on the surface. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Hardness, 5.) 
Per cent. 

PSD ULIC ES tent Sa A sha a at Sa 5 tte et RI oD NSS Rt od anh Slt ae Pee ae EA ULIaMA uh ST 89. 00 
WWW renter SSeS BS we eee gem aH oe ZA ae Aa NAR Ie CT Pn SHAR d ae pe aC i eM 
Lime ..... ; 
ETO) 0 Nae ee MiG ER CRA GAL DS Ra MAR ae Guy hash Cel se 5 REN gs Male Tien a il undetermined. - 
Aluminum 

97. 00 

In the following table I have endeavored to present all the anlyses of 
the Yellowstone geyserites that I could find. There are included sev- 
eral analyses of Nevada deposits made by Mr. Woodward, taken from 
the reports of the Survey of the Fortieth Parallel. Following this table 
are tables of the New Zealand and Iceland geyserites. 
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Table of analyses of Iceland geyserites. 

No. Analyst. Sioz. | H2O. | AleOs. | Fe2O3. |CaO.| MgO. | Na2O. | K20.| SOa. | Total. 

H By en Klaproth....-.- SS 00F Beaase=- 1. 50 OF 50H ee cos eo atweodl Soe Aloe ct leoeetes 100. 00 
Dire Kersten ....-.-- 94, 01 10 a GY (Uh ences) oesecicl Mascara sacl Raeqsac ulsabacallstsaeNs 99, 8L 
eee Damour... ----=- 92. 59 TesAN aia aintoya| lata aie mice cilewe See | ele oeerelae tell Cae pe ee | eee eee 100. 00 
ee Bickell.s.: 22 ss- 91. 56 5. 76 1. 04 0.18 | 0.33 0. 47 0.16 | 0.19 31 100. 00 
ype os Damour ss--- =<" 91, 23 CR GRO ee SERRE ae Seppo Reaper Genser ncemaclbarcae 100. 22 
(Ree Bickeli.-..-+s-= 88. 26 4.79 0. 69 ERD WCEP Neoeecace 0.11 | 0.11 | 2.49 | 100.00 

epee cco Damonrescose- 87.67} 10.40 0.71 OF4D yeaa ee 0. 82 |trace.|.--..-| 100.00 
——~— - 

Gees --- Forchhammer..| 84. 43 7. 88 3.07 1.91 | 0.70 1.06 0892) Pen see 99. 97 
| 

Notre.—These analyses are taken from Dana’s Manual Nos. 1 and 2; resemble Pealite in their propor 
tion of silica and water, but we do not know their physical structure. 

Table of analyses of New Zealand geyserites. 

Spring and location. | Analyst | SiO.. HO. | Al,O3. lre,02. CaO. | MgO. | Na,O.| K,O. | Total. 

Near Lake Taupo....| Mallet...| 94.20 3.06} 1.58} 0.17 | trace.|.....-- Oh BbF Noean ec 99. 86 
Whatapoho at Lake | | + — 
Rotomahana......- Mayer..-| 88.02 7.99 2. 99 0. 64 0. 40 100. 04 

Otakapuarangi at | 
Lake Rotomahana..| Mayer-.-.-| 86.80] 11.61 | trace.| trace.| trace.| trace.| trace. | trace. 98. 41 

Te Tarata at Lake Ro- et Leet ng 

tomahana........-. Mayer...| 86.03 | 11.52 1, 21 0.45 | 0.40] 0.38] 0.38 99. 99 
Te Tarata at Lake Ro- a Se eee ee 
tomahana.-......-. Mayer...| 84.78 | 12.86] 1.27) 1.27 ]....... (9 | sO Vesoesee 100. 00 

Great Ngahapu at —_——__ 
Lake Rotomahana..| Mayer...| 79.34] 14.50] 3.87] 1.34] 0.27] 0.26 0. 42 100. 00 

Near Lake Taupo....| Pattison -| 77.35 Tes SED BETA TEE ee Sao aes sesocecan 100. 17 

* Na Cl. 

PEALITE. 

In 1872 specimens were obtained from the lower exposed layers in 
the platform of the Giant Geyser in the Upper Fire Hole Basin that 
were harder than any obtained before, and had a close resemblance to 
opal. The specimens were white, red, and green, and were examined 
by Dr. F. M. Endlich, who analyzed them and named them Pealite.* 
In 1878, similar specimens were obtained from the Shoshone Basin, the 
Heart Lake Basin, the Gibbon Basin, and the Fire Hole Basins. Some 
of these specimens were analyzed by Dr. Leffmann, and the results are 
presented below. 

No. 1. Specimen from near the Black Sand Geyser, in the Upper Geyser 
Basin of Fire Hole River.—This specimen is of a pinkish color, some- 
what translucent in places, having a hardness of 6.5 to 7 and a fracture 
somewhat conchoidal. 

ANALYSIS. 

Per cent. 

SO ee Bee ee Oe Oi eee eS GRAB EIE CEN HD tin CR SO AICTE ET ae ee mPa itn ETD Re a EID 94.0 
SHOT UTC ORL Oa See a ey ae eee ees eee area mite oe Cette cits Seki set. 2 ee 1.0 
VV se a ee ee tars Sep ee eter ee ene me ey DN ae 8 is on Sirs dace clere By 

100.3 

No. 2. Specimen from Yellow Crater Spring, in the Shoshone Geyser 
Basin.—This specimen has an opaque, porcelain-like appearance, and 
occurs scattered over the mound in small pieces, reminding one of 
broken china. 

*Report of U.S. Geol. Survey of the Territories for 1872, p, 153. 
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ANALYSIS. 

(Hardness, 6.5 to 7.) 
Per cent. 

SUD LKsY: heer eee io ies Ha lees ee Sa oN OOideUasuA God bon eeMGadoaoseS 94.0 
GME AN LOTLVC] OU S ye ee I Ae I ent SoU ct en eh yee alka cs ae a a 1.0 
\erK (sh ae ee erie Se Oa ae Oe OBA Boban ko asasl bab oodadeboodamocoadecaé See 

100.2 

No. 3. Specimen from the head of branch of Witch Creek, in the Heart 
Lake Geyser Basin.—This specimen was found on a bank or side of a 
hill where the springs were all dead, and the deposits were evidently 
older than in most other parts of the ‘asin. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Hardness, 7.) 
Per cent. 

Silicaeeeeee eee seerea Bay aye a ote aie cre cere atoll tales Sele yeia mic teeleaiee She cine eevee 94.1 
\WVBNHER 555 ao kos coca bose SoSdou Shan ecde G550 coca sasbeu sues cabooses coee peasos 1.0 
Alumina, lime, iron, undetermined. 

95. 1+ 

No. 4. Specimen from No. 66, Gibbon Geyser Basin.—This specimen 
came from the site of an old spring, one that has probably been dead 
for many years. In connection with the specimen, hyalite is found, 
which is evidently a spring deposit much altered. 

ANALYSIS. 

(Fracture, conchoidal; hardness, 5.5; color, white.) 
Per cent 

PSU EE nies pCR Bac U7 eA URNS a a ee Re ROE Se ae Sole 95. 4 
OW eRe eee eee ee eee ee apes ls als Pa ret a aN Eee e yee tec Sic (eta aeons en Stee 2.5 
Aluminum and iron oxides, traces. 

The following table gives the comparison of these specimens with the 
type specimen, and with quartz, and opal, and geyserite: 

Specimens. Silica. | Water. | Hardness. 

BN (et Bee ane er eines I OR Oe A a ee ee Se ioe Gem CAAAana cco maon 94.0 5.3 6.5 to7 
INO ee oe ean del Were chatererere er ne pare STS Cte a eet tata vere ears iio 94. 0 5. 2 6.5 to7 
INO Bete ee Sa a IS aS A EAN RO SA ALS RSV NE te 94. 1 1.0 7 
Noy Reet ee Hie ee ae CeO ee a he Uso Cee AOA Ne MOSES MS MSS AAR ecie 95. 4 2.5 iB) 
Type specimen (report of 1872) iy = NTU Mine Nec Matec NCreine etoyetalate tatters tops aie 95. 0 1S 6 to6.5 
Gey serite sey e Pe A eae UE apply hee tavern SANA abel A re 87.0 10.0 By, 1 
(7 021 RRR a aS en AU AN AO NR IES STN ea oat lal A I ent gen Beane £8 93. 0 7.0 5.5 to 6.5 
Qaartz oo eee eee ee ee Sasa tes Sabiardameaaieesc eee 99. 0 0.3 7.0 

The next table presents, for comparison, all the analyses of Pealites 
that have been made: 



a 

PEALE.] CHEMISTRY OF DEPOSITS—PEALITE, ETC. A415 

Table of analyses of ‘‘ Pealites” from Yellowstone National Park. 

Specific gra- 

vity 
Locality. Analyst. f Hardness. | SiOz | H<O | Al,O2 

fe 

3 
= 

Platform of the Giant Geyser, Up- | F. M. Endlich. -- 1873.|2.4 | 6.0 to 6.5 | 95.84] 1.50 | Trace. 
per Fire Hole Geyser Basin. | J 

Platform of the Giant Geyser, Up- | F. M. Endlich ..-| 1873.) 2.08 | 6.0 to 6.5 |.....--. Gx sOul sere an 
per Fire Hole Geyser Basin. 

Near the Giantess, Upper Fire Hole | C. L. Heizmamn. | 1873?|...---|..-..------- 93.00 | 6.00 |-------- 
Geyser Basin. 

Near the Black Sand Geyser Spring, | H. Leffmann ....) 1881.| 2+ 6.5 to 7 | 94.00] 5.3 |-------- 
Upper Fire Hole, Geyser Basin. 

Yellow Crater Spring, Shoshone | H. Leffmann ....| 1881.) 2+ 6.5 to 7 | 94.00 | 5.2 |-.-..... 
Geyser Basin. 

pte Creek, Heart Lake Geyser | H. Leffmann ..-..| 1881.) 2-++ 7| 94.1 | 1.00 * 
asin. 

No. 66 Spring, Gibbon Geyser Ba- | H. Leffmann .-..) 1881.) 2. 03 5.5 | 95.4 | 2.05 | Trace. 
sin. 

Locality. Analyst. . | Fe,03;} Cad LO | NazO | Total. 
a 

tH 

Platform of the Giant Geyser, Up- | F. M. Endlich ..-} 1873.} 2.68 | Trace...|Trace} Trace.| 100.02 
per Fire Hole Geyser Basin. 

Platform of the Giant Geyser, Up- | F. M. Endlich .. -|.1873.).. .-----|--00.-----|s-.-05|----cee-|/eoeeens- 
per Fire Hole Geyser Basin. 

Near the Giantess, Upper Fire Hole | C. L. Heizmann -| 1873.|.....-..|.--..-----|--..--|-------- T99. 00 
Geyser Basin. 

Black Sand Geyser Spring, Upper | H. Leffmann..-..| 1881.) 1.00 |......--..|.-----|-------- 100.3 
Fire Hole Geyser Basin. 

Yellow Crater Spring, Shoshone | H. Leffmann..../ 1881.| 1.00 EAOO)) eee |stats 100. 2 
Geyser Basin. 

Wiech Creek, Heart Lake Geyser | H. Leffmann ....| 1881. o LET peemae) Hemeeseis\iocicoc 3 
asin. 

No. 66 Spring, Gibbon Geyser Ba- | H.Leffmann .-.-.) 1881.| Trace-.|......----]------|-------- 97.9 
sin. 

* Undetermined. 
+ This analysis has been included, although it is not certain that itis anything more than an old 

geyserite which has lost a great deal of its water. Dr. Heizmann describes the specimen as being vel- 
vety drab on the surface, and of a pearly luster in the interior. It has been putin on account of its 
agreeing so closely with the other specimens in the proportion of silica and water. 

ALUMINOUS DEPOSITS. 

In another portion of the report we have mentioned the fact that 
whenever the thermal waters come to the surface through a thickness 
of soil, we find the springs having the character of mud springs. Of 
course the chemical composition of the water will have some effect upon 
the soil through which it passes, and modify it. 
No specimens from the collections of 1878 were submitted for analysis, 

so that we have nothing new to present under this head. 
In the table following the analyses of mud deposits from the Yellow- 

stone National Park are given and compared with one of the French 
mud springs. In Germany and France mud springs are said to be very 
efficacious in the cure of certain diseases, and our springs may have sim- 
ilar effects. We know so little, however, of the chemical composition of 
the mud springs of the Park that nothing definite can be predicated 
here concerning them. 
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Table of analyses of deposits of mud springs. 

Locality. Spring. Analyst gue s } S fo) roo) 
S 5} a } a 
n a} <q ea ie) 

Yellowstone Na-| White specimen; spring | A. Steitz ..-...- AD Dll tenelatarel| =e teil ais eset 17.8 
tional Park. unknown. 

DW ponosacanccce Lavender specimen; |....do...--...... 22.2 | 5.2 | 58.6 .6 4.2 
spring unknown. 

ID osseeeceieeas Pink specimen; spring un- |.--.do........... Brn) |) Py Gy |) PEC eee 8.3 
known. 

IWMsacedcdasases Pink specimen; mud puffs, | F. M. Endlich, | 44.61) 8.65 45. 09) 1.86, Trace. 
Lower Geyser Basin. 1873. 

IW esoocaasooos Blue specimen, near Castle |.-..do -.......--- 50. 70} 15. 15) 20. 27 3.25) Trace. 
Geyser, Upper Geyser 
Basin. 

IBOUUE|HGiNy NG), We seo coacso asadas Gosongeeos||sanocoobadsog9605e 64. 00|.-...-]--.--- 5. 00 6. 00 
France. 

Locality. Spring. Analyst and | 6 Seema oe S 
e oD a oy ca o} O° 

P| a Mik} a = 

Yellowstone Na-| White specimen; spring | A. Steitz ......- \33. 4 Ch)  Glsccecassocs 100. 00 
tional Park. unknown. 

IDs soososeconce Lavender specimen; |....do.........--|.-...|.--.---- SoSH BbRSocosseco-s=c0 
4 spring unknown. 

IW coouecsn6soc Pink specimen; spring |.--.do......-.---|....- CA ard Saalssooaoee 100. €0 
unknown. is 

1Wacosecoososce Pink specimen ; mud puffs, | F. M. Endlich, | 2.66) Trace |....|..-|.--.---. 102. 87 
Lower Geyser Basin. 1873. 

DOze ee secs e eee Bluespecimen,nearCastle |....do ..----...-- S55|aeeeaeee .---|---| Lraces.|100. 92 
Geyser, Upper Geyser 
Basin. 

IBOMEIOMING, SNe Io sssc5oq5ado coco bESboEdoEbe) ssoooncoHooUaCossa||6Soa0 *1/55100|P oes meets +90. 00 
France. 

* Organic. 
+ This is given as contained in 100 parts. The remainder (10) is probably water, although it is not 

mentioned. The analysis is taken from Walton, p. 350. 

Srcotion IV.-GEYSERS. 

CHAPTER X. 

DEFINITION OF GEYSERS AND THEORIES. 

DEFINITION. 

We have in Part II, page 306, given the derivation of the word Geyser 
from the Icelandic word geysa—to gush. We now come to the defini- 
tion of a geyser. It may be defined to be a periodically eruptive or 
intermittent hot spring from which the water is projected into the air in 
a fountain-like column. The analogy between geysers and volcanoes 
has frequently been noticed and the former have often been described 
as volcanoes which erupt heated water instead of melted lava. Wehave 
italicized the word hot in the definition just given, because springs con- 
taining a large amount of gas may simulate geysers.* 

*'The Kane Geyser Well in Pennsylvania is an instance. It spouts regularly, the 
eruptions being due to gas. An artesian well at Rank Herlany, in Hungary, which 
is 1,457 feet deep, the highest temperature of which is 75° F., spouts to the height of 
a feet at regular intervals. It contains more carbonic acid gas than water in its 
volume, 
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The difference between geysers and ordinary hot springs is not readily 
explained, nor even always recognized. The difference between a quiet 
thermal spring and a geyser in active eruption is very marked, but be- 
tween the two there is every grade of action. Some geysers at times 
appear as quiet springs, as for instance the Grand Geyser during its 
period of quiescence. Others might easily be mistaken for constantly 
boiling springs, as in the case of the Giant Geyser, in which the water is 
constantly in active ebullition. This is true also of the Strockr of Ice- 
land. Many ofthe springs, therefore, that inthe Yellowstone Park have 
been classed as constantly boiling springs may be unsuspected geysers. 
The Excelsior Geyser was not discovered to be a geyser until eight years 
after the setting aside of the Park. Almost all constantly boiling 
springs have periods of increased activity, and those which spurt a few 
feet into the air have been classed as pseudo-geysers. 

It has been noticed that geysers occur where the intensity of voleanic 
action is decreasing. In the neighborhood of active volcanoes, such as 
Vesuvius, the temperature appears to be too high, and the vapor escapes 
as steam from what are called stufas.* When the rocks at the surface 
are more cooled the water comes forth in a liquid form. 
We will now pass to the consideration of the various geyser theories 

that have been proposed by different writers. 

GEYSER THEORIES. 

Herschell’s theory.—The first theory I shall give here is one suggested 
by Sir J. Herschell.t+ 
An imitation of geyser jets may be produced on a small scale by heat- 

ing red hot the stem of a tobacco pipe, filling the bowl with water, and 
so inclining the pipe as to let the water run through the stem. Its 
escape, instead of taking place in a continued stream, is then performed 
by a succession of violent explosions, at first of steam alone, and as the 
pipe cools, almost wholly of water. At every such paroxysmal escape 
of the water a portion is driven back, accompanied with steam, into 
the bowl. The intervals between the explosions depend on the heat, 
length, and inclination of the pipe; their continuance on its thickness 
and conducting power. The application of this experiment to the gey- 
sers requires that water percolating through fissures and crevices in the 
earth should reach a fissure in which the rock is red hot. Steam would 
then form and force its way to the surface, carrying with it some of the 
water, and also drawing some of it back towards the source. After the 
steam was all condensed the water would return, and a repetition of the 
phenomena would take place. 

McKenzie’s theory.—Sir George McKenzie visited the Iceland geysers 
in 1810, and in 1811 he proposed the following as the explanation of their 
intermittent action: 
He supposed that the geyser tube P M (Fig. 28) communicated with 

a cavity (A), to which meteoric water had access from the surface by 
means of fissures. The walls of this cavern are hot from the nearness of 
the seat of volcanic fire, and also receive heat from steam that comes 
into it by fissures at the bottom. This steam, having an extremely high 
temperature, heats the water in A to and above the boiling point. The 
water stands at the level B C, and the space above it is filled with steam 

*The steam from stufas usually has temperatures far above the boiling point of 
water. 
tMSS. read to Geol. Soc. of London February 29, 1832, cited by Lyell in Principles 

of Geology, p. 555. 

27 H, PT II 
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under high pressure. This pressure is sufficient to sustain the column 
of water P M tothe height P. Ifthere is a sudden addition of heat 
under b, a quantity of steam will be produced in starts and the expan- 
sive force will be so great that the water will overflow at P. All the 
water in b will be forced into the pipe, and the steam will rush through 
it with great violence, and the eruption takes place. The shaking of 
the ground and the noises like the discharge of artillery he refers to the 
evolution of steam in starts, due to the sudden accessions of heat. 
McKenzie admitted that his theory could only be a partial explana- 

tion. He, however, recognized the fact that the sudden evolution of 
steam is the proximate cause of the eruptions. He could not account 
for the frequent and periodical production of the phenomena. Bunsen 
thought that MceKenzie’s theory would account for the action of the 
Little Geyser, but not for the eruptions of the Great Geyser. 

Bischof’s theory.—Very similar to McKenzie’s theory is the one 
adopted by Bischof in his Researches on the Internal Heat of the Globe 
(pages 227,228). It is really the theory of Krug Von Nidda, who exam- 
ined the geyser in 1833. Bischof says: . 
He [Krug Von Nidda] takes it for granted that these hot springs derive their tem- 

perature from the aqueous vapors rising from below. When these vapors are able to 
rise freely in a continued column the water at the different depths must have a con- 
stant temperature equal to that at which water would boil under the pressure exist- 
ing at the respective depths; hence the constant ebullition of the permanent springs 
and their boiling heat. If, on the other hand, the vapors be prevented by the com- 
plicated windings of its channels from rising to the surface; if, for example, they be 
arrested in caverns, the temperature in the upper layers of water must necessarily 
become reduced, because a large quantity of it is lost by evaporation at the surface, 
which cannot be replaced from below. And any circulation of the layers of water at 
different temperatures, by reason of their unequal specific gravities, seems to be very 
much interrupted by the narrowness and sinuosity of the passage. The intermitting 
springs of Iceland are probably caused by the existence of caverns, in which the 
vapor is retained by the pressure of the column of water in the channel which leads 
to the surface. Here this vapor collects, and presses the water in the cavern down- 
ward until its elastic force becomes sufliciently great to effect a passage through the 
column of water which confines it. The violent escape of the vapor causes the thun- 
der-like subterranean sound and the trembling of the earth which precedes each 
eruption. The vapors do not appear at the surface till they have heated the water 
to their own temperature. When so much vapor has escaped that the expansive force 
of that which remains has become less than the pressure of the confining column of 
water, tranquillity is restored, and this lasts until such a quantity of vapor is again 
collected as to produce a fresh eruption. The spouting of the spring is therefore re- 
peated at intervals, depending upon the capacity of the cavern, the height of the 
column of water, and the heat generated below. 

Bischof says that the eruptions of the Geyser and Strockr agree exactly 
with this explanation, and he accounts for the two distinct classes of 
eruption observed in the Geyser as follows: 

The two distinct classes of eruption in the geyser which we have already mentioned 
secm to be attributable to two different cavities.. A smaller cavity fills quicker, and, 
therefore, empties itself more frequently; a larger one fills slower, empties itself 
seldomer, but with greater violence. 

. Bunsen’s theory.—In July, 1846, Bunsen and Descloizeaux spent eleven 
days in studying and experimenting upon the Great Geyser of Hauka- 
dal, in Iceland. They took temperatures at different points in the tube. 
These temperatures are given on the right-hand side of the column in 
Fig. 22. On the middle left-hand side are the figures that represent the 
boiling points of the water for the different depths, caleulated accord- 
ing to the ordinary laws. Bunsen’s first conclusions are that— 

(1) The temperature in the geyser tube increases as we descend. 
(2) At no point does the water in the tube attain the temperature of 

ebullition which it should have under the pressure to which it is sub- 

1 
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jected, but the temperature depends on the time that has elapsed since 
the last eruption. As a great eruption comes near it approaches the 
boiling point. 

(3) At a depth of about 45 feet the difference between the tempera- 
ture of the water and the calculated boiling point for that pressure is 
‘the least. 

Mr. Walker, in 1874, verified Bunsen’s results. His temperatures are 
given in Fig. 22, on the left. He found the smallest difference at a 
depth of about 39 feet. 

In Fig. 31 these temperatures are shown in curves. The tempera- 
tures are represented on A B, and the depth of the tube is measured 
on B D. The curve a b represents the calculated boiling points at 
the different depths. The following are the other curves (the letters 
referring to those in Fig. 31): 

k k shows the temperatures recorded by Walker. 
The following are the curves showing Bunsen and Descloizeau’s tem- 

peratures: ; 
em d, July 6, 1846, 0%. 30™. a. m., three hours after a great eruption 

and eleven hours: before the next one. 
ce, July 6, 1846, 8.20 a. m., nine hours after a great eruption and 

twenty-three hours before the next one. 
cf, July 7, 1846, 2.55 p. m., four hours before a great eruption. 
cg, July 7, 1846, 6.58 p. m., ten minutes before a great eruption. 
esd, July 7, 1846, 9.45 p. m., two hours after a great eruption. 
Of these curves, ¢ e is farthest from the curve of the boiling point, 

and it shows the temperatures at twenty-three hours before an eruption ; 
eg approaches the curve of the boiling point most closely, and records 
the state of the tube at ten minutes before the eruption takes place. 

Now, this being the state just before the eruption takes place, there 
can be no doubt that at the time it does occur, it must actually reach 
the boiling point, 7. ¢., the curve ¢g must touch the curvea db. Bun- 
sen accounts for this as follows: He supposes that the column in the 
central tube communicates by a long and sinuous channel with some 
space, be it what it may, which is subjected to the action of the direct 
source of the subterranean heat. The temperature gets raised above 
the boiling point, due to the pressure, and a sudden generation of steam 
is the result. This steam rises in the column of water, which, being 
cooler, causes it to condense. Gradually the heat of the water is 
raised until the water of the channel must boil, and the steam therefore 
cannot condense, but must accumulate and acquire a gradually increas- 
ing tension. The condensation of the bubbles possesses a periodic 
character, and to this is due the uplifting of the water in what Bunsen 
calls conical water-hills, which are accompanied by the subterranean 
explosions. The water in the tube, by the influx of heated water, is 
gradually brought so near the respective boiling points for the pres- 
sures under which it is that a very slight shock is sufficient to carry a 
certain layer to a point of the tube where its temperature would be in 
excess of that required to vaporize it, and the result would be a sud- 
den and violent generation of steam. <A rise of only a few feet near 
the middle of the column would be sufficient to cause the instantaneous 
generation of an additional volume of steam, which would rush upwards 
and thus relieve the pressure of the strata beneath and thereby contrib- 
nte to the production of more steam. The enormous force (calculated 
to be equal to that produced by an engine of 700-horse power) is not 
expended in one effort, but there are several successive eruptions, the 
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whole lasting for several minutes.* The strata of water, being succes- 
sively relieved of the pressure, rise and flash into the gaseous form, 
one after the other, until the ebullition has descended from the middie 

of the tube to a point near the bottom. That there 
was no motion, or scarcely any motion, below 
while the violent eruption was taking place above 
was proved by letting down to various depths 
stones suspended on strings. Those sunk to points 
near the bottom of the tube were undisturbed, 
while those nearer the surface were cast out to 
great heights. Bunsen even allowed his ther- 
mometer to remain at the bottom of the tube and 
it was undisturbed{ during a great eruption, 
which reached the height of 142 feet. 

Prof. J. H. J. Miiller, of Freiburg, constructed 
an artificial geyser to demonstrate Bunsen’s the- 
ory. Fig. 29 represents an artificial geyser. If 
an iron tube, A C, about 6 feet in length, is sur- 
mounted by a basin and filled with water, when 
heat is applied at two places, A and B, the phe- 
nomena of a geyser eruption will be reproduced. 
The heating at B is to represent the point of near- 
est approach to the boiling point in the geyser- 
tube, while the heat at A imitates the high tem- 
perature at the bottom of the geyser. The differ- 
ence, therefore, between the natural and the arti- 
ficial geyser is that in the former the efiect is not 
necessarily due to two distinet sources of heat, as 
the two fires A and B in the illustration, but is 
caused by the continual influx of heat from the 
bottom or side of the shaft. Although there is a 
circulation of water in the tube, there is not an 
equalization of the heat throughout it. This is 
due in part to the impeding of the circulation by 
the roughness of the walls, and partly because 
the water is freed by long boiling from all mixture 
of air, especially at the bottom of the geyser. 

Comstock (in report of Captain Jones on North- 
western Wyoming, p. 257) thinks Bunsen’s theory 
has not yet been proven adequate to explain the 
more prominent features of geyser eruptions. Nor 
does it, in his opinion, account for all the differ- 
ences between geysers and hot springs, and he pro- 
poses a structural hypothesis which combines Bis- 
chof’s and Bunsen’s theories. Fig. 30 is an illus- 
tration taken from his report (p. 256), and is in- 
tended to represent the supposed condition of the 
subterranean geyser waters in the first stage of an 
eruption. The reservoir d contains water, which 
remains in equilibrium at the level shown in the 
illustration. ‘By constant accessions of heat 

Fic. 29. Si cuncaleeen from below, the vacant passage above is finally 
filled with vapor, and by degrees the water in the bent passage b be- 

*The description of the eruptions is given in Chapter I, Part II. 
tThe explanation of this curious fact will be given on a succeeding page. 
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comes heated and evolves vapor also, as in o. After a time the ex- 
pansion of the vapor in ¢ is able to overcome the combined pressure 
of the water and vapor in b and 0, when the latter is forced out, followed 
by a portion of the water in the reservoir d. The force thus expended, 
a vacuum is produced in ¢ by the receding of the column of water in d, 
and the foregoing operations are indefinitely repeated.” ‘‘ The passage 
b may be kept filled with water by means of the surplus which talls 
back into the bowl.” 

This idea of Professor Comstock supposes that an escape of vapor is 
the first indication of an eruption, followed by a rising of the water so 
as to fill the surface chamber of basin of the geyser. in most cases the 
steam that comes from the geysers is the result of the violent boiling. 
of the water whose surface is a short distance below the bowl or basin. 
In many geysers the first intimation of an eruption is the bulging and 
boiling of the water at the surface, as in the Grand and Fountain 
Geysers. In Old Faithful, spurts of water, due to abortive attempts at 
eruption, are the precursors of eruptions. In the Union Geyser violent 
boiling and spurts of some considerable height were constant for two 
days preceding the eruptions. The steam period, instead of occurring 
before the eruption, is characteristic in most cases of the close of the 
eruption. 

Baring-Gould’s theory.—S. Baring-Gould, who visited the Iceland gey- 
sers in 1863, thinks that a bent tube is sufficient to explain the action 
of the Great Geyser. He took an iron tube and bent it at angle 110°, 
keeping one arm half the length of the other. He filled the tube with 
water and placed the short arm in the fire. For a moment the sur- 
face of the liquid remained quiet, and then the pipe began to quiver; 
a slight overflow took place, without any sign of ebullition, and then 
suddenly, with a throb, the whole column was forced high into the air. 
With a tube, the long arm of which measured 2 feet, and the bore of 
which was three-eighths of an inch, he sent a jet to the height of 18 
feet. Steam is generated in the short arm and presses down the water, 
causing an overflow until the steam bubble turns the angle, when it 
forces out the column in the long arm with incredible violence. This is 
an adaptation of McKenzie’s theory. 

Of the theories that we have just enumerated, perhaps no one is ade- 
quate to explain all the phenomena of geyser action. Bunsen’s theory 
comes nearest to it, and in the simplest kinds of geysers is a sufficient 
explanation. The variations and modifications in the geyser tubes and 
subterranean water passages must undoubtedly be important factors 
entering into any complete explanation of geyser action. Now, of 
course, we can see what the conditions are at the surface, but in our ex- 
periments we can penetrate to a very inconsiderable distance. We have, 
therefore, no data to present on these points, and investigations of this 
branch ot the subject will have to be carried on in an artificial manner; 
that is, artificial geysers will have to be constructed, and various modi- 
fications made in the tubes until results are reached analogous to those 
seen in the natural geysers. If water in a glass tube be heated with 
rapidity from the bottom, it will be expelled from the tube violently, 
and if boiled in a kettle which has a lid and a spout, either the lid will 
be blown off or the water will be forced out through the spout. The 
first case is an illustration, in part at least, of Bunsen’s theory, and the 
second exemplifies the theories which presuppose the existence of sub- 
terranean cavities with tubes at or near the surface. According to the 
former we must suppose that the layer of rock, extending 75 to 77 feet 
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below the surface, contains sufficient heat td account for the geyserie 
phenomena, or else that the geyser tube has some opening either at the 
bottom or on the sides, by which steam and superheated water have 
access to it from a considerably greater depth where the temperature is 
very high. At these depths caverns probably exist. In “Frost and 
Fire,” page 417, Vol. II, it is stated that in the tube of the Great Geyser 
of Iceland, at a depth of 45 feet from the surface, there is a ledge which 
was first discovered by Mr. Bryson, of Edinburgh. From beneath this 
ledge steam bubbles rise while the geyser tube is filling, and a ther- 
mometer sunk a few feet below it was lifted and driven about like “a fish 
in a flurry,” and when brought to the surface was found to be broken. 
The conclusion is that steam or hot water or both enter the tube from 
the side just beneath this ledge, for when the thermometer was sunk — 
lower it remained quiet. Here, then, we have an explanation of the 
quiet and safe condition of Bunsen’s thermometer at the bottom of the 
geyser during a great eruption (see page 421). Strockr has openings 
on opposite sides of its tube, and when empty, water and steam can 
be seen pouring into it from both apertures. In Fig. 32, taken from 
‘¢ Frost and Fire,” sections of both Strockr and Geyser are shown. The | 
point 45 feet below the surface is important in Bunsen’s theory, and 
here is the ledge from beneath which water and steam are supposed to 
enter the tube. The Great Geyser is usually full of water, and conse- 
quently its internal construction cannot readily be examined, but there 
is little doubt that it is similar to that of Strockr, 7. ¢., it consists of a 
tube with a conduit or conduits leading to subterranean cavities. That 
such cavities exist is more than probable. On page 405 I have indicated 
my belief, that all geysers are originally due to a violent outburst of 
steam and water, and, under such conditions, irregular cavities and 
passages are more likely to be formed than regular tubes. <As a fact, 
geyseric action on a small scale, dependent on an arrangement of cavi- 
ties and tubes, may be simulated by heating water and plaster of Paris 
together in a tin pan. For details of such experiments, see pages 405- 
407 of ‘‘ Frost and Fire.” ; 

In view of what we have just written, Bunsen’s conclusion (No. 2) given 
on page 418, would have to be modified somewhat. His conclusion was 
that, at no point in the tube did the water attain the temperature of 
ebullition which it should have under the pressure to which it is sub- 
jected. As far as this relates to the straight tube in which his tempera- 
tures were taken, it may be so; but if he could have taken temperatures 
in the side conduit, I have little doubt he would soon have reached a point 
where the temperature would not only be at the boiling point for that 
depth but even exceed it. In the Yellowstone Park we obtained a 
number of surface temperatures which were above the boiling point. 
In the Great Geyser of Iceland, the mass of water in the tube prevents 
this condition at the surface, and when it takes place opposite the aper- 
ture an eruption is caused. In the main, however, I am inclined to 
accept Bunsen’s theory, especially as it seems to me to require subter- 
ranean cavities in which the water must be heated. Whether these are 
caverns, enlargements of tubes, or sinus channels, appears to me to be 
of no consequence, except as the interval or period of the geyser might 
be affected by the form of the reservoir holding the water. In the fol- 
lowing chapter a few points relating to variations of the water supply 
are given. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

PECULIARITIES OF GEYSER ERUPTIONS. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GEYSERS. 

In the Iceland geysers the eruptions assume a simpler form than in 
our own region, and Bunsen’s theory appears in the main to be a sufii- 
cient explanation of the action. The question is, whether or not this 
theory will satisfactorily account for the differences observed in the 
geysers of the Yellowstone National Park. There are in the park four 
classes of geysers, when they are grouped according to the character- 
istics of their eruptions, without regard to the lengths of the intervals. 
In the following table we give this classification: 

Characteristics of eruptions. Geysers. 

1. Geysers in which the action is confined to one eruption, 7. e., a distinct period of | Old Faithful. 
water eruption, characterized by a succession of jets, which follow each other | Bee Hive, 
rapidly, and are not followed by a marked steam period. 

2. Geysers in which the eruptions consist of a single water period, as in the preceding | Castle. 
cases, but which are followed by a marked steam period of considerable length. 

3. Geysers which have several water eruptions, separated by an interval of several | Grand. 
minutes or hours, while the regular interval is from a day to several days. Giantess. 

4. Geysers with water periods as just stated, but which are followed by a marked | Giant. 
steam period. Union. 

EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES. 

In the foregoing table we have included only the most prominent of 
the geysers. With the limited data at hand we do not presume to offer 
any final explanations of the differences that we have just tabulated. 
We are of the opinion, however, that at the bottom of the explanations, 
lies the question of the water supply and the arrangement and shape of 
the tube and passages, be they simply caverns or enlargements of the 
tubes. In the case of Old Faithful Geyser these are most simple. 
The supply of water must be regular and constant, and the tube of such 
shape and dimensions that the same conditions recur with great regu- 
larity. The Castle Geyser differs from Old Faithful and the Bee Hive 
mainly in the fact that it has a long steam period, during which the 
steam pours out or is pushed from the geyser throat with great violence 
and a terrific noise. There appear to be only two possible explanations 
of this difference, viz, either an accumulation of immense volumes of 
steam in the castle, or an instantaneous formation of steam throughout 
the length of the geyser tube. The former, to our mind, is untenable, 
because it seems impossible that the water, which is exhausted in fifteen 
minutes, should exert enough power to keep down the immense amount 
of steam that violently escapes without cessation for more than an hour. 
According to Bunsen’s theory, it can be readily explained. The relief 
afforded by the first part of the eruptions allows the superheated water 
to rise rapidly, and before it can reach the top or orifice of the tube it is 
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all converted into steam from the top downward with inconceivable 
rapidity, and must be forced out with the terrific violence which is noted 
in the case of the Castle. On page 208 we have expressed the opinion 
that it is the oldest geyser in the region, and it seems to us that a 
greater length in the tube, with a consequent greater supply of water, 
will account for the difference between the Castle and Old Faithful, the 
latter of which we consider one of the youngest geysers in the Upper 
Geyser Basin (see page 221). 
When we attempt to explain the differences between classes 3 and 4 

and 1 and 2, 2. ¢., between those geysers that have a single water erup- 
tion and those that have several periods or phases in each eruption, we 
meet with greater difficulties. It may be partially explained by assum- 
ing that there are several reservoirs from which the water is supplied to 
the geyser tube. These reservoirs must be quickly emptied into the 
geyser tube and slowly refilled to explain the action, and here some 
modification of McKenzie’s idea may be the true one. The water in 
these supposed reservoirs must be in such thermic condition that a com- 
paratively short time in the actual geyser tube is sufficient for the pro- 
duction of the necessary conditions for an eruption. 

Irregularities in the size and shape of the geyser tube leading to the 
basin or bow] at the surface must necessarily have considerable influence 
on the eruptions. Ina perfectly straight tube there would not be apt to 
be as great differences in the temperatures of the different parts of the 
tubes as in one which was very irregular. The form of the crater or bowl 
seems to modify but little, if any, the action of the geysers, except as to 
the form of the column or mass of water thrown up into the air. In 
those cases like the Giantess, where the bowl contains a large mass of 
water, of course there is more resistance to the escape of the lower layers 
in which the geyseric action is occurring. We can readily see how the 
appearance of the ejected mass of water would thus depend, to a great 
extent, upon the character of the containing bowl, while the effect upon 
the phenomena occurring in the subterranean passages would be slight. 
We can imagine its having some effect upon the length of the intervals, 
but the fact remains that a geyser may consist of a simple tube, as in 
the Bee Hive, or a tube with an expanded basin at the top, as in the 
Grand, Old Faithful, &c., or as an immense reservoir of water above a 
tube, as seen in the case of the Excelsior, Giantess, Oblong, and others. 

CHAPTER XII. 

INFLUENCES MODIFYING GEYSERS. 

EFFECT OF THE ATMOSPHERE UPON GEYSERS. 

In New Zealand, when the springs were first discovered, the natives 
frequently referred to the effect of the atmosphere upon the action of 
the geysers. One of them they called Tapui (wind pointer). 

Capt. Gilbert Mair spent four years (1870-1874) taking observations 
in the Rotorua District. He notes that the springs are undoubtedly 
affected by the state of the atmosphere, and during the time mentioned 
above found no deviation.* 

“On the Influence of Atmospheric Changes on the Hot Springs and Geysers in the 
ee District, by Capt. Gilbert Mair, New Zealand Trans. Inst., vol ix, 1876, pp. 
22-29. 
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The following are some of his observations: 
Tapui has a strong overflow when there are north and east winds, 

and the temperature then rises from 100° to 1909. 
Springs at Whakarewarewa are very active during southwest and 

westerly winds. 
Te Tarata, at Rotomahana, when there is a south wind the water re- 

cedes from the basin, and when the wind changes it refills. 
Ketetahi, on the west slope of Tongarero, is active only during west 

winds. 
In another spring he says that the water recedes in March or April 

to ten or fifteen feet and remains at blood heat until December, when 
there is an overflow and the temperature rises to 204° F. This agrees 
with the statement of Herbert Meade, who says that the Great Geyser 
at Waikite begins to rouse from a quiescent state about the 20th of 
December, and gradually increases in vigor until February, when it cul- 
minates and then gradually subsides, 

In Iceland the eruptions of the Great Geyser are said to be finer after 
rain than at any other time. Data as to the atmospheric effect in Ice- 
land is very meager. 

In our own region we know absolutely nothing as to the effect of dif- 
ferent seasons upon the geysers. 

It is interesting in this connection to note that the inhabitants of 
Stromboli use the volcano as a weather-glass. <A belief has prevailed 
from very early times that the eruptions of the vent depend upon the 
condition of the atmosphere. Judd thinks the opinion open to grave 
doubt, but says it is certain that more violent paroxysms occur during 
the winter than in the summer. Lyell says it must be admitted that 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in turn react upon the atmosphere, 
so that disturbances of the latter are generally the consequence rather 
than the forerunners of volcanic disturbances. Whether this is the case 
in the New Zealand geysers we cannot say, but it would appear that the 
effect of the atmosphere upon the geysers must be greater than their 
effect could possibly be upon the atmosphere.* 

SYMPATHETIC OR SYNCHRONOUS ACTION. 

Almost all observers of the geysers of the Yellowstone National Park 
have been inclined to regard the action of many geysers as sympathetic. 
This has been supposed to be the case in the springs and geysers of the 
Fountain Terrace in the Lower Fire Hole Basin, and on the platform of 
the Giant, and near the Turban in the Upper Fire Hole Basin. These 
facts have been detailed in Chapters VII and VIII, in Part I, and we 
there stated our opinion that the sympathy was only apparent, the 
synchronous action (or in some cases want of action) being only coinci- 
dences, for when we observed the same springs and geysers, the con- 
ditions were exactly the reverse of those noted by other observers. 
Certainly, at any rate, more extended observations are necessary to 
determine the fact as to whether the geysers situated in close conti- 
guity are or are not in sympathy with each other. The same uncertainty 
on the subject is noted in respect to the Iceland geysers, some observ- 
ers thinking them entirely independent of each other, while others be- 
lieve that they are connected. That there are subterranean connections 
in the water supply may possibly be true, but that the action of one 
geyser is dependent upon the action of any of the others is, in our opinion, 
improbable in most cases. Some of the ideas presented by writers on 

*In the coal mines explosions frequently follow sudden falls in atmospheric press- 
ure. 
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this subject of sympathy remind us of Horrebow’s statement as to the 
Great Geyser of Iceland. - He says thatif water from the geyser be put 
into a bottle, whenever the geyser has an eruption the water in the bottle 
will also be agitated, and if it be corked will burst. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR GEYSERS. 

Before closing this chapter we will briefly recapitulate the general 
conditions that appear to be necessary to the existence of geysers. The 
special conditions are detailed in the preceding chapters. 

1. The presence of igneous rocks which still retain their heat at a 
considerable distance below the surface. We have seen that if the heat 
at the surface is too great, stufas are the result, and that geysers are 
found where volcanic action is extinct or becoming dormant. 

2. The presence of meteoric water which shall have access to the hot 
rocks which convert it into steam in part at least. 

3. A tube, by means of which this heated water, with other meteoric 
water, can reach the surface and appear as a geyser. 

Bunsen’s idea was that the formation of a siliceous geyser tube was 
necessary, and that prior to the formation of this siliceous tube the 
spring was asimple thermal spring. The experiment demonstrating his 
theory proves the fallacy of this idea. Inthe Gibbon Geyser Basin also 
we have additional proof against this idea in the Steamboat Vent or 
Geyser, which has so recently begun the formation of geyserite that in 
1878 it showed only as small points of deposit on surrounding rocks. 
Any tube will supply the necessary conduit to the’surface, and we need 
not suppose that it is perfectly regular either in shape or size. The re- 
verse is undoubtedly the condition in the majority of the geysers of the 
Yellowstone National Park. 
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337-341. 

. ACKERMAN, ——. [Yellowstone National Park.] <(Sitz. Isis Dresden. 1876. 
pp. 49-64. 

SHERMAN, Genl. W. T. Tourof Inspection across the Continent, along the line of 
the North Pacific Railroad. By General Sherman and Staff. < Reports of In- 
spection made in the summer of 1877, by Generals P. H. Sheridan and W. T. Sherman, 
of country north of the Union Pacific Railroad. Printed by order of the Secretary 
of War. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1878. pp. 27-58, 2 illustra- 
tions. Pages 33-37 contain an account of his trip to the Yellowstone National 
Park. A series of letters from General Sherman was also published in the 
New York Herald in the summer of 1877. 

Por, Col.O.M. Report of Col. O. M. Poe, United States Engineers, aide-de-camp 
to General W. T. Sherman. <(Reports of Inspection made in the Summer of 
1877, by Generals P. H. Sheridan and W. T. Sherman, fc. pp. 59-110. 4 illus- 
trations and 5 maps. 

Pages 70-83 are devoted to an account of the trip from Fort Ellis to the Yellow- 
stone National Park, and return to Fort Ellis. 

. Norris, P. W. Report upon the Yellowstone National Park to the Secretary of 
the Interior. By P.W. Norris, Superintendent. Washington: Government 
Printing Office. 1877. 8vo. pp. 1-15; with map. 

. Hotmes, W. H. Fossil Forests of the Voleanic Tertiary Formations of the Yel- 
lowstone National Park. By W. H. Holmes. < Bulletin of the United States 
Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories. Vol. V, No.1. Washing- 
ton: Government Printing Office. February 28, 1879. pp. 125-132; one illustra- 
tion. 

. Hotmes, W. H. Notes on an extensive deposit of Obsidian in the Yellowstone 
National Park. By Wm. H. Holmes. <American Naturalist, Vol. XIII. 
April, 1879. pp. 247-250. 

-. Hotmes, W.H. Glacial Phenomena in the Yellowstone National Park. <(Amer- 
ican Naturalist, Vol. XV. March, 1881. pp. 203-208. Llustrated with map 
and section. This article is extracted from the unpublished Report of the 

_ United States Geological Survey of the Territories for 1873 (Hayden’s Twelfth 
Annual). 

Norris, P. W. Report upon the Yellowstone National Park to the Sec- 
retary of the Interior. By P. W. Norris, Superintendent. For the year 
1873. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1879. 8vo. pp. 1-20; 
with map. 

Eccies, JAMES. The Rocky Mountain Region of Wyoming and Idaho. Read 
before the Alpine Club, June 3, 1879. < Alpine Journal, Vol. [X. August, 
1879. London. pp. 241-253. 

MITCHELL, Dr.S. WEIR. Through the Yellowstone Park to Fort Custer. <Lip- 
pincott’s Magazine. Vol. XXV, No. 150, pp. 688-704; Vol. XXVJ, No. 151, 
pp. 29-41. Philadelphia: June and July, 1880. 

Norris, P. W. Report upon the Yellowstone National Park to the Secretary of 
the Interior. By P. W. Norris, Superintendent. For the year 1879. Wash- 
ington: Government Printing Office. 1880. 8vo. pp. 1-31; with one map and 
one plate. : 

SEGUIN, AUGUSTIN. Dix Jours aux Sources du Missouri. < Bull. de la Société 
de Géographie de Lyon. Ath volume. 1881. pp. 59-84. 
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1879. 

1880. 

1881. 

1881. 

1881. 

GeIKie, Prof. ARCHIBALD. The Geysers of the Yellowstone. < MacMillan’s 
Magazine, Oct. 1881. The same. <dAppleton’s Journal, n. s., Vol. XI. De- 
cember, 1881. pp. 538-47. 

Also the same. < Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By Archibald Geike, 
LL.D., F.R.S. MacMillan & Co. New York. 1882, pp. 206-238. 

Norris, P. W. Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park to the Secretary of the Interior, for the year 1880. Washington: 
Government Printing Cffice. 1881. 8vo. pp. 1-64, including index; with 
map and d plates. 

SHERIDAN, Genl. P. H. Expedition through the Big Horn Mountains, Yellowstone 
Park, &c. Reportof Lieut. Gen. P. H. Sheridan. <Reportof Lieut. Gen. P. H. 
Sheridan, dated September 20, 1881, of his expedition through the Big Horn Mount- 
ains, National Park, §c., together with reports of Lieut. Col. J. F. Gregory, A. D. C., 
Surgeon W. H. Forwood, and Capt. 8. C. Kellog, Fifth Cavalry. Official copy : 
R. C. Drum, Adjutant-General, Adjutant-General’s Office, December 13, 1881. 
Washington: Government Printing Office. 1882. 8vo. pp. 3-9; with map. 

Pages 8 and 9 refer to the Park. 
GREGORY, Col. James F. Report of Col. James F. Gregory. <Report of Lieut. 

Gen. P. H. Sheridan, ge. [as above]. pp. 10-23. 
Pages 18-21 refer to the Park. 
Norris, P. W. Fifth Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone 

National Park. By P. W. Norris, Superintendent. Conducted under the 
authority of the Secretary ofthe Interior. Washington: Government Printing 
Office. 1881. 8vo. pp. 1-81; with map and 34 illustrations. 

. ConcER, P. H. Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park to the Secretary of the Interior. P. H. Conger, superintendent 
for the year 1882. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1882. 

. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 42d Congress, 3d session. 
Ex. Doc. No. 241. Yellowstone National Park. Letter from the Secretary of 
the Interior transmitting a letter from N. P. Langford, recommending aw ap- 
propriation for wagon roads and the opening of the Park, &c. 

. —. The Yellowstone National Park. 42d Congress, 2d session. H. R. Re- 
port No. 26. Report to accompany bill H. R. 764. 

. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. Yellowstone Park. H. R. 
Ex. Doc. No. 147. 43d Congress, Ist session. Letter from the Secretary of 
the Interior, transmitting a draught of a bill amendatory of and supplementary 
to the act entitled ‘‘An act to set apart a certain part of land lying near the 
headwaters of the Yellowstone River as a public park.” 8vo. pp. 1-8. 

. O’Nuit, Howard. The Falls of the Yellowstone. <The Southern Magazine, Vol. 
IX, Aug., 1871. pp. 219-223. 

. [ANoN.] The Yellowstone Park. < Nature, Vol. V, March 21, 1872. ' p. 403. 
This is mainly a reprint of reports to Congress in relation to the setting aside of 

the Park. 
. [Anon.] A Gigantic ‘‘Pleasuring Ground.” The Yellowstone National Park of 

the United States. <Nature, Vol. VI, Sept. 12, 1872, pp. 397-401, Sept. 26, 1872, 
pp. 437-439. 

This is a description of the Park taken apparently from Hayden’s Report for 
1871, and it is illustrated with eight (8) figures from that report. 

. NeaLitey, Epwarp B. A Gold Hunt on the Yellowstone. <Lippincoti’s Maga- 
zine, Vol. LX, Feb’y, 1872. pp. 204-212. 

Nealley, on pages 210-11, refers to the marvelous tales told by Bridger and 
others, of geysers at the head of the Yellowstone. 

. HAYDEN, DOANE, and LANGFORD. Le Pare National des Etats-Unis. Par MM. 
Hayden, Doane et Langfort. <Le Tour du Monde. 1874. Paris. 

. Buncr, O. B. Our Great National Park. <(Pictwresque America, or the Land 
we live in, fc. Edited by Wm. Cullen Bryant. Vol. I. New York. [1872.] 
D. Appleton & Co. pp. 292-316. 18 illustrations. 

. Haypen, Dr. F. V. The Yellowstone National Park and the Mountain Regions 
of portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado, and Utah. pp. 48, 2 maps, 15 chromo- 
lithographed plates. Large folio. Boston: 1876. 

. HAYDEN, Prof. F. V. Wonders of the Rocky Mountains. The Yellowstone 
Park. How to reach it. By Prof. I’. V. Hayden, United States Geological 
Survey. <The Pacific Tourist Williams’ Illustrated Guide to the Pacific Kail- 
road, California, fc. New York. 1876. 

. Le Conte, Prof. Josepu. Geysers. < Elements of Geology By Joseph Le Conte. 
New York, D. Appleton § Co., 1873. pp. 94-104. 

The Yellowstone Geysers are described and illustrated with plates from Hayden’s 
Reports. 

. Le Contes, Prof. JoserH. Geysers, and how they are explained. < Popular 
Science Monthly, Vol. XIT. YWeb’y, 1878. pp. 407-17. 

This article is taken from Le Conte’s Elements of Geology. 
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. STRAHORN, R. E. The resources of Montana Territory and attractions of Yel- 
lowstome National Park. By R.E. Strahorn. Helena. 1879. 8vo. [Mon- 
tana Legislative Assembly. | 

. Hayprn, Dr. F. V. The Hot Springs of Yellowstone National Park. By Prof. 
F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geol. Survey. <The Great West, §c. Phila. Franklin 
Publishing Co., Bloomington, Ill., Chas. R. Broder. 1880. Pages 32-38. 

. STRAHORN, R.E. The Enchanted Land or an October Ramble Among the Gey_ 
sers, Hot Springs Lakes, Falls, and Cations of Yellowstone National Park. 
Illustrated. 8vo., pp. 48 paper. Omaha. 1881. 

. RUTLEY, FRANK. The Microscopical Characters of the vitreous rocks of Mon- 
tana, U. 8. A. <Quarterly Journal Geol. Society, Vol. XX XVII, London, Aug- 
1881. pp. 391-399. 

Describes rocks from the Yellowstone National Park. 
. ECCLES, JAMES. On the mode of occurrences of some of the voleanic rocks of 

Montana, U.S. A. <Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. XX XVII, London, Aug. 1881. 
pp. 399-401. 

This is an appendix to the article by Frank Rutley, which immediately pre- 
cedes it in the same publication. 

. LEFFMANN, Dr. HENRY. Analyses of some Geyser Deposits. By Henry Leff- 
mann. < Chemical News. London. Vol. xliii, March 18, 1881. yp. 124. 

Gives analyses of deposits from Yellowstone National Park. 
. BROCKETT, G. P. Yellowstone National Park. <(Our Western Empire, §c. By 

G. P. Brockett. Chapter xxii. Philadelphia: 1881. 
Quotes mainly from Raymond, Norton and Hayden. 

. Porter, R. P., H. GANNETT and W. P. JoNES. The Yellowstone National] Park. 
<The West, from the Census of 1880. A History of the Industrial, Commercial, 
Social, and Political Development of the States and Territories of the West, from 
1800 to 1880. By Robert P. Porter, special agent, §-c., assisted by Henry Gannett, 
S. B., H. M., Geographer of the 10th Census, and William P . Jones, A. M., corres- 
ponding member of the Amer. Geograph. Soc. -, with maps and diagrams. Chicago, 
Lil., U. 8. A.: Kand, McNally § Co. London, England: Triibner § Co. 57-59 
Tudgate Hill. 1882. pp. 425-429. 

. GEIKIE, Prof. ARCHIBALD. Geysers. < Text Book of Geology. By Archibald Geikie, 
IL. D., Vv. Rk. S. London: MacMillan § Co. 1882. pp. 236-39. 

Refers to Yellowstone Geysers and gives a view (Fig. 45) of Old Faithful 
Geyser. 

. LEFFMANN H. and WM. Bram. Contributions to the Geological Chemistry of 
Yellowstene National Park. I. Geyser water and deposts, by Henry Leff- 
mann, M.D. II. Rocks of the Park, by Wm. Beam. >Amer. Jour. of Sci- 
ence, 3d series, vol. xxv, No. 146. February, 1883. pp. 104-1:'6. 

. ELLSWORTH, SPENCER. A Pilgrimage to Geyser Land or Montana on Muleback, 
&cec. By Spencer Ellsworth. Lacon, Ill. 1883. 8 vo. 

. Dana, Jas. D. Hot Springs and Geysers. < Manual of Geology, §c. By James 
D. Dana. 2d edition. New York, 1875. pp. 719-722. 
Describes some of the Yellowstone Geysers. 

. Brown, Rosertr. The Wonderland of America. < The Countries of the World. 
Tol. IV. By Robert Brown. London, Paris, and New York. 

. Maguirt, H. N. The Black Hills and Americ on Wonderland. By tt N. Ma- 
guire. From personal explorations. <The Lakeside Library. Vol. 4, No. 82. 
Chapter xiii. pp. 298-301. 

. ? Wonders of the Yellowstone Region. <(Chamber’s Journal, vol. li., p. 315. 

B. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ICELAND HOT SPRINGS AND GEYSERS. 

. GRAMMATICUS, SAxoO. Preface to History of Denmark. 
This was written about the 12th century and contains the first mention of tho 

geysers. : 

. SVENSON, BYRNIOLF, Bishop of Skalholt. In Stephanii Notzw Uberiores to the 
Preface of Saxo. 

The Bishop lived about the middle of the 17th century. [See Hendersen’s Ice- 
land, &c., Vol. I, p.61.] 

JOHNSEN or JONAS A. Respublica islandica 32°. Lugdvni Batavorum, 1629. 
LA PEYERE I. pg. Account of Iceland. fol. London, 1732. 
72. OLAFSEN & POVELSEN. Reise durchIsland. Kopenhagen und Leipzig. Vol. 

ii. 1775. p.146. 
Travels in Iceland. London. 1805. 8vo. 

. PAULSEN, SVEND. Udtog of haus reise til og i Island fra Iden Julii tel 7de 
Sept ou Kidbenhavn, Skno. Nat. Selsk. ., li, 1792. p.22; [pte. 2], pp. 

2-146 
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—. OLAFSEN, EGBERT. Voyage en Islande fait par ordre de S. M. Danoise. Par 
Bee Sarah Traduit du danois par Gauthier de lapeyronie. Paris, 1802. 
pp. “ 

1772. Von TroiL, UNo. Letters on Iceland made during a voyage undertaken in the 
year 1772, by Joseph Banks, Esq., F. R.S., assisted by Dr. Solander, F. R.S., &c. 
Pandyneaud Dublin, 1720; also translated into French by Dr. Lindholm, Paris, 
1781; also, 

Letters regarding a voyage to Iceland in 1772, published in Upsala and Leipsig, 
in 1779. 

Gives a complete list of writers on Iceland from 1561 to 1779. 
——. FINNSEN, Bishop. Transactions of the Icelandic Society [cited by Henderson, 

vol. I, p. 52]. 
1789. STANLKY, Sir JOHN THOMAS. An account of the Hot Springs, near Rykium, in 

Iceland (1791). <Edinburgh Loy. Soc. Transactions, II1.,1794. pp. 127-137; 
also, 

An account of the Hot Springs, near Haukadal, in Iceland (1792), Edinb. Roy. 
Soc. Sci. t#t.,1794. pp. 138-153; also, 

Account of the Hot Springs in Iceland. 
1804. OHLSEN, Lieut. Gilbert’s Annalen, vol. xliii. 
1808. STEPHENSON, M. Island, idet 18 Aarhundrede. 8vo. Kjobenhavn. 1808. 
1309. Hooxer, Sir Wm. Jackson. Journal of a Tour in Iceland in 1809. Yarmouth, 

1811, 8vo. 2d edition, London, 1813; also, new edition, 1842. 
1810. McKEnziIz, Sir GEORGE. Travels in the Island of Iceland during the summer 

of the year 1810. By Sir George McKenzie. Edinburgh, 1812. 
1814-15. HENDERSON, EBENEZER. Iceland; or, the Journal of a residence in that 

island during the years 1814 and 1815, &c. By Ebenezer Henderson, &c. 
Illustrated with a map and engravings. Intwo volumes. Edinburgh. 1818. 

——. GARLIEB, ——. Island riicksichtlich seiner Vulkane. Freiburg, 1819. 8vo. 
——. MENGE, JOHANN. Fragment sur une excursion entreprise au Geyser et au 

Strock Volcans @’eau de VIsland. <Ann. Gén. Sci. Phys., 11,1819. pp. 205-209; 
also, 

<(Oken Isis 1820. (Litz aug.) Col. 513-516; also, 
Descrizione della Sorgente calde delle Geysers en Island. (Trans. fr. Morgen- 

blatt, 1819.) <(Brugnatelli Giornale, vii. 1820. pp. 191-194. 
——. GLIEMAN, Geographische Beschreibung von Island. 1324. 
1833. VON Nippa Krue, B. C. On the Mineral Springs of Iceland. <Jameson’s 

Philosophical Journal, Vol. XXII, pp. 90 and 220; also, 
<Karsten’s Archives, t. IX, p. 247. 

1834, BaRRow, JOHN, jr. A visit to Iceland in the summer of 1834. London. 1835. 
1834-35. DitLon, Hon. ARTHUR. A winter in Iceland and Lapland in 1834-35. Lon- 

don. 1840. 
——. GAIMARD, PauL. Voyage de la Commission Scientific du Nord. Premiere 

Partie, Voyage en Island et au Groenland pendant les annés, 1835-36. Sur la 
Corvette La Recherche. 8 vols. 8vo. 1 vol. 4to. 

——. RoBerT, EUGENE. Geologie et Mineralogie. < Voyage de la Commission Scien- 
tific du Nord, §¢., as above. 

1836. ROBERT, EUGENE. In Voyage of La Recherche. 1840. Gaimard’s Expedition, 
scientific. Paris. 184v. 

——. FoRCHHAMMER, GEORG. Over nogle nye Mineralier fra Island og den maade 
paa hvilken de have daunet Sig isaer ved de paa deune. Oe stedsa haers- 
kende voleaniske krefter (udtog). Skand. <(Naturf. Férhandl., iii, 1842, 
pp. 501-504; also, 

Untersuchungen tiber verschiedene islindische und fardische Mineralien, nebst 
allgemanen Betrachtungen iiber die chemisch-geognostischen Verhiiltnisse 
Pee und der Farder. <Zrdmann’s Jour. Prak. Chem., XXX, 1843, pp. 
385-400. 

——. Lortini. ‘‘ Voyage en Islande” of Scientific Commission of the North. Geology, 
by M. Lottini. 

1845. Preirrer, Madame Ipa. A journey to Iceland, &c. By Ida Pfeiffer. Trans- 
lated from the German. New York. 1852. 

13416. Bunsen, R. Auszug einer Schreibens aus J.J. Berzelius. Nov. 3, 1846. 
Physikalische Beobachtungen iiber die hauptsiichlichstein. Gisiri Islands. 
< Poggendorf’s Annalen, Jc. vol. Ixxii, 1847. pp. 159-170. 

Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Islandes. Tuffgebirges. <Liebig’s Annalen, vol. 
lxi, 1847,pp. 265-279. Also vol. Ixv, 1848, pp. 70-85. 

< Erdman Jour. Prak. Chem. Vol. LI, 1851. 
Ueber den Zusammenhang der Pseudovulk erschein Islands. <Liebig’s Annalen. 

1847. 
<Annal de Chimie et de Physique, vol. xxxvii, 1853. pp. 215-300, 
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. BuNSEN, R., and DeEScLOISEAUX, A. Note sur les températures des Geysers d’Is- 
lande, 2 différentes profondeurs, observées. par MM. Descloizeaux et Bunsen, 
au mois de juillet 1846, (communiquée par M. Dufrenoy.) < Comptes Rendus, 
Vol. XXIII, 1846. pp. 934-937. 

: DESCLOIZEAUX, A. Physical and Geological Observations on the principal Gey- 
sers of Iceland, by A. Descloizeaux. <London, Edinburgh, and Dublin. Phil- 
osophical Magazine, Vol. XXX, pp. 391-409. Translated from Observations phy- 
siques et géologiques sur les. principaux geysers d’Islande par M. A. Descloi- 
zeaux. < Annal de chimie et de physique, vol. xix, April, 1847. 

. MULLER, J. H. J. Ueber Bunsen’s Geysertheorie. < Poggendorf?s Annalen, §¢. 
Vol. LX XIX, 1850. pp. 562-567. 

. DAMOUR. Analyses de quelques eaux thermales siliciféres d’Islande. < Paris, 
Soc. Géol., Bull., IV, 1846-47. pp. 542-550. Also Annals de Mines, XI, 1846. pp. 
333-338. 

Notice sur la composition de eau de plusieurs sources siliciféres d’Islande. 
<Annal de Chimie, xix, 1847. pp. 470-484. Also <Frortep, Notizen, IV, 1847, 
Col. 225-230. Also < Comptes Rendus, XXIV, 1847. pp. 182-184. 

Sur Vincrustation siliceuse des geysers et sur divers h ydrate de silice naturels. 
< Paris, Soc. Géol., Bull., V, 1847-48. pp. 157-163. 

. SCHLEISSNER, B. Island et lagevidenskabelight synspunkt. P. Schleissner. 1849. 

. TYNDALL, JOHN. On Some of the Eruptive Phenomena of Iceland. < Proce. 
Roy. Inst. Vol. 1. pp. 329-335. 1851-1854. 

MILEs, PLIny. Nordurfari or Rambles in Iceland. By Pliny Miles. New 
York. 1854. London. 1854. 

1853 [ANon.] Yacht Voyage to Iceland, 1853. London. 1854. 16mo. 
1855. ALLAN, ROBERT. On the condition of the Haukadalr Geysers of Iceland. 

1865. 

J uly, 1855. By Robert Allan. <Report of the British Association for the ad- 
vancement of science. 1855. London. 1856. pp. 75-78. 

. CHAMBERS, ROBERT. Tracings of Iceland and the Faroe Islands. <Chamber’s 
Magazine. Vol. IV. London. 1856. 

. DurFERIN, Lord. [F.F.Blackwoood.] Letters from high latitudes. By Lord 
Dufferin. London. 1857. 

Lettres écrites des régions polaires, par Lord Dufferin. Paris. 1860. 
- SYMINGTON, A. J. Pen and Pencil Sketches of Faroe and Iceland. By Andrew 

Jones Symington. London. 1862. 
. SHEPHERD, C. W. The Northwest Peninsula of Iceland, &c., in the spring and 

summer ok 1862. London. 1867. 
. METCALF, Rev. FREDERICK. The Oxonian in Iceland, or Notes of Travel in the 

summer of 1860. London. 1861. 
. Forses, Cuas. 8. Iceland: its Volcanoes, Geysers, and Glaciers. By Chas. 

S. Forbes. London. 1860. 
. BARING-GOULD,S. Iceland: itsScenesand Sagas. By S. Baring-Gould. lLon- 

don. 1863. 
. Browne, J. Ross. A Californian in Iceland. By J. Ross Browne. < Harper’s 

Magazine. Vol. 26. pp. 145-162, 289-311, 448-467. 
The Land of Thor. By J. Ross Browne. New York. 1867. 

. [CAMPBELL, JOHN F.] Frost and Fire, &c., with sketches taken at home and 
abroad by a traveler. 2 vols. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1865. 
Also published in Edinburgh, 1865. Pages 410 to 420 contain descriptions of 
the Iceland Geysers. 

PalJKULL, C. W. A summer in Iceland. Translated by Rev. M. R. Barnard. 
London. 1868. 

. WALLER, S. E. Six Weeks in the Saddle: a painter’s journey in Iceland. 
London. 1874. 12°, 

. Bryce, JAMEs. Impressions of Iceland. By James Bryce. < Cornhill Maga- 
zine. Vol. XIX. pp. 553-570. London. 1874. Contains merely a reference 
to the geysers. 

. KNEELAND, SAMUEL, 4. M., M.D. An enericanae in Iceland. By Samuel Knee- 
land, A. M., M. De Boston. 1876. 

: TAYLon, BAYARD. Egypt and Iceland in the year 1874. By Bayard Taylor. 
New York. 1874. 

. WALKER, Rost. Note of Temperature Measurements in the Great Geyser of 
Iceland. August, 1874. By Robert Walker, Esq. <(Proceedings of Royal 
Society. Edinburgh. Vol. VII, p. 514. 

. Hreapty, P. C. The Island of Fite. By Rey. P. C. Headly. Boston. 1875. 
: BURTON, RIcHARD F, Ultima Thule, or a Summer in Iceland. By Richard F. 

Burton. Edinburgh. 1875. 
. Ksrerutr, Prof. T. Yslands Vulcanlinier [Volcanic lines in Iceland]. <Nyt 

Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne Christiania. Bd. XXI. 1 Heft. pp. 147-166, 
See <Zeitsch. deutsch. geol. ges. Berlin. Bd. XXVIII. Heft 2. pp. 
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1876. JouNSTRUP, F. Indberetning om den i Sommeren 1876 foretague Underségel- 
sesreise paa Island. [Report of Exploration Iceland in 1876.] Tillaeg til 
Rigsdagstidenden for 1876-77. Kjobenhavn. 

—. Watts, W.L. On the Volcanic Geology of Iceland. <(Proc. Geol. Assoc. Vol. 
IV. No.4. pp. 214-220. 

——. —— Snioland, or amongst the Jékulls and Fjilds of Iceland. London. 1875. 
—. —— Iceland, its Scenery and Volcanic Rocks. < Jour. Soc. Arts. Vol. XXIV. 

No. 1210. pp. 169-175. 
—— —— On Iceland, its Physical Aspects, Characteristics, &e. <23rd Ann. Rept., 

Brighton Nat. Higt. Soc. pp. 78-91. 
——. [ANoN.] The Volcanoes of Iceland. < Nature. Vol. XVI. pp. 105-106. 

This is a notice of the works of Johnstrup and Watts. 
—. Rocxwoop, Prof. C. G. Notices of Recent American Earthquakes No. 6. By 

Prof. C. G. Rockwood, Rutger’s College. <Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts., 3d ser. 
Vol. XII, p. 25, for 1877. 

He speaks of the geysers of Iceland as having dried up and giving out only smoke 
and ashes. 

——. Maret, R. Onthe Conversion of Geyser throats in Iceland into Volcanic Vents. 
<Phil. Mag. Vol. UI. pp. 108-109. 

——. VAN GUISEN, N.L.,jr. AHolidayinIceland. By N.L. Van Guisen,jr. London. 
1879. 

1881. Cotrs, JoHN. Summer Traveling in Iceland, &ce. By John Coles. London. 
8 5 

—. RUSSEL, M. Historical Account of Iceland. New York. 1842. 

C. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE HOT SPRINGS AND GEYSERS OF NEW ZEALAND. 

YATES, Lee WV An Account of New Zealand, &c. By Rev. Wm. Yates. London. 

Poack, J. 8. New Zealand. ByJ.§. Polack. London. 1838. 
DIEFFENBACH, ERNEST. Travelsin New Zealand. By Ernest Dieffenbach. London. 

Dana, Jas. D. Geology. < United States Exploring Expedition [Wilkes’] in volume 
on Geology. 

HOCHSTETTER, Dr. FERDINAND. New Zealand, &c. By Dr. Ferdinand Hochstetter. 
Translated from the German; original published in 1863. By Edward Sau- 
ter, A. M., Principal Little Rock Academy, Arkansas, with additions up to 
1866. By the author. Stuttgart. 1867. 

Gituies, W. R. Account of a visit to a spring called ‘‘Te Puia” near Waugape lake, 
Central Waikato Auckland, in Aug., 1868. By W. R. Gillies. < Transactions 
New Zealand Institute. Vol. II. pp. 169-173. 

New Zealand. 12th Geological Report on Colonial Mining, &c. 
Hutton, Capi. FREDERICK W. Notes on the basin of Te Tarata Rotomahana. By 

Capt. Frederick Wollaston Hutton. <Trans. N. Z. Inst. Vol. I. 1868. pp. 
162-163. 

Rouston, Lieut. Epw. <Trans. N. Z. Inst. Vol. I. p. 58. 
Hecror, Dr. JAMES. Notes on the Geology of White Island. [Whakaari.] <Trans. 

N.Z. Inst. vol. iii. 1870. pp. 278-284. 
SEWELL, Rev.Wm. Notes ona visit to White Island, &c. By Rev. Wm. Sewell, M. A. 

; <Trans. N. Z. Inst. vol. vi. pp. 386-387. 
MunbDay, D. L. Rotomahana and the boiling springs of New Zealand. By D. L. 

Munday. London. 1875. 
BERGGREN, SUEN. Et Besdg i de vulkanske Egne paa Ny Zeeland. [The volcanic 

Parts of New Zealand.] <(_Dansk. Geogr. Selsk. Tidskr. Bd.1. pp. 141-144 
2pls. (views.) 

A pecs of the gas—mud volcanoes and hot springs of the N. part of New Zea- 
land, &c. 

CORBETT, J. ’G. An account of a remarkable Phenomenon observed at a Hot spring 
near Lake Taupo. By Capt. J. G. Corbett. < Trans. N. Z. Inst. 

Mair, Capt. GILBERT. On the Influence of Atmospheric changes on the Hot Springs 
and Geysers in the Rotorua District. By Capt. Gilbert Mair. <Trans. N. Z. 
Inst. Vol. IX. 1876. pp. 22-29. 

Sxry, W. On certain of the Mineral Waters of New Zealand. By W.Skey, Analyst 
to the Geological Survey of New Zealand. <Zrans. N. Z. Institute. 1877. 
pp. 423-448. 

ABBAY, fev. R. On the Building up of the White sinter Terraces of Rotomahana. 
By Rey. R. Abbay. <Jouwr. Geol. Society. Vol. XXXIV. 1873. No. 34. 
pp. 170-178. 
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Martin, Jostau. The Geysers, Hot Springs, and Terraces of New Zealand. By 
Josiah Martin... <The Popular Scienee Review No 12. N. S. October, 1879. 
London. pp. 366-384. Illustrated [1 plate and 2 maps]. 

Gorpon-CuMMING, Miss C. F. At Home in Fiji. By C. F. Gordon-Cumming. 2 
vols. Edinburgh and London. 1881. [Contains a description of New Zea- 
land Springs. } 

CARPENTER, WILLIAM LantT. On the Silicious and other Hot Springs in the Vol- 
canic District of the North Island of New Zealand. By William Lant Car- 
Dentey, < Report of British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1881. 

58 p. : 
On the Hot Lake District, &c., of New Zealand. By William Lant Carpenter. 

< Report British Assoc. for Adv. of Sci. for 1881. p. 742. 
New Zealand Thermal-Springs District. Papers relating to the sale of the township 

of Rotorna, established under ‘‘the Thermal-Springs District act, 1881,” with 
maps and plans of the district and township; together with information re- 
lating to the Hot Springs Districts, and a Report on the Mineral Waters. 
Published by command. New Zealand. By authority: George Didsbury, 
Government Printer, Wellington. 1882. 

D. 

LIST OF AUTHORITIES FOR THERMAL SPRINGS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

(See table, pages 324-326.) 

New York. 

WaLTon, Dr. GEoRGE E. The Mineral Springs of the United States and Canada, 
with Analyses and Notes on the Prominent Spas of Europe and a list of Sea- 
side Resorts. By George E. Walton, M. D., lecturer on Materia Medica in 
the Miami Medical College, Cincinnati; committee of the Medical Association 
of the State of Ohio on “‘ Therapeutics of Mineral Springs.” New York: D. 
Appleton & Co. 1873. 

BELL, Dr. JoHN. The Mineral and Thermal Springs of the United States and Canada, 
By John Bell, M. D., author of ‘‘Baths and Mineral Waters;” ‘Baths and 
the Watery Regimen;” Lectures on the Practice of Physic; ‘‘Regimen and 
Longevity;” Dictionary of Materia Medica, &c. Philadelphia: Parry and 
MeMillan. 18955. 

DuNGLISON, Dr. ROBLEY. Medical Lexicon. A Dictionary of Medical Science, &c. 
By Robley Dunglison, M.D., LL.D. Philadelphia: Blanchard & Lee. 1860. 

GitBEeRT, G. K. Localities of Thermal Springs in the United States. < Report upon 
Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys west of the One-hundredth 
Meridian. In charge of First-Lieutenant George M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, 
U.S. A., §e. Vol. IIL. Geology. Washington: Government Printing Ofjce. 
1875. 8vo. pp. 150-153. 

MEADE, WM. Mineral Waters in the State of New York. Philadelphia. 1817. 
Maruer, W. W. Natural History of New York. Geol., 1st Dist. 

Virginia and West Virginia. 

Watton, Dr. Gro. E. [ Loc. cit.] 
Bet, Dr. JOHN. [Loe. cit. ] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loc. cit.] 
DUNGLISON, Dr. ROBLEY. Medical Dictionary. [Loc. cit.] 
RoceErs, Prof. W. B. Memoir on the Connection of Thermal Waters in Virginia with 

Anticlinal Axes and Faults. By Prof. W. B. Rogers; also Appendix to Geo- 
logical Report of the State of Virginia, 1836; also Report American Geologists 
and Naturalists. Vol. I. 

Moorman, Dr. J. J. The Virginia Springs. Philadelphia. 1859. 
BurkE, WM. The Mineral Springs of Western Virginia, &c. By Wm. Burke. New 

York. 1846. 
Pennsylvania. 

BELL, Dr. JOHN. [Loe. cil. ] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loe. cit.] 

North Carolina. 

Watton, Dr. Geo. E. [Loc. cit. ] 
Bry, Dr. JOHN. [Loe. cit.] s 
GILBERT, G. K. [ZLoe. cit.] 
SmitH, Prof. E.D. Amer. Jour. Sci. & Arts. Ser. 1, vol., iii, p. 117. 
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Georgia. 
BELL, Dr. JoHN. [Loe. cit.] 
Watton, Dr. GEO. E. [Loc. cit.] 
DUNGLISON, Dr. ROBLEY. [Loc. ctt.] 

Tennessee. 
BELL, Dr. JOHN. [Loe. cit.] 
DUNGLISON, Dr. ROBLEY. [ Loe. cit.] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loe. cit.] 
Kain, J. H. American Journal Sci. and Arts. Ser. 1, vol, i, p. 66. 

Florida. 

BELL, Dr. JOHN. [Loc. cit.] 
DuNGLISON, Dr. RoBLEY. [Loe. cit.] 

Arkansas. 
BELL, Dr. JOHN. [Loe. cit.] 
Watton, Dr. Gro. EK. [Loe. cit.] 
DUNGLISON, Dr. ROBLEY. [Loe. cit.] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loc. cit. ] 
OWEN, D. D. Geology of Arkansas. 2d ann. report. 
Cask, Col. T. §. Editorial Excursion [to Hot Springs, Arkansas]. <The Western Re- 

, view of Science and Industry. Kansas City, Missouri. Vol. i, pp. 254-256. 

Texas. 

Rossiter, A. R. Beschoffenheit und geologische Verhaltnéssé des Sauersee’s in Hardin 
County, Texas. [Sour Lake, Texas.] <(Verh. K-K. Geol. Reichs. pp. 227-229. 
[1876. ] 

Describes six thermal springs. 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loe. cit.] 
Mexican Boundary survey map. 

Wyoming. 
Watton, Dr. GEO. E. [Loe. cit.] 
BELL, Dr. JOHN. [Loc. cit. ] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loe. cit.] 
Comstock, Prof. THEO. B. Geological Report. < Report upon the Reconnaissance of 

N. W. Wyoming, &c. (Jones). 85-291. 
HEIZMANN, Surgeon C. L. Report on Thermal Waters. < Report upon the Reconnais- 

sance of N. W. Wyoming, §c. (Jones.) pp. 293-307. 
PEALE, Dr. A. C. Preliminary Report on Minerals, Rocks, and Thermal Springs, &c. 

<Preliminary Report of the United States Geological Survey ofMontana, ge. 
[ Hayden’s. 1871.] Chapter IX. pp. 165-203; also, Report of A. C. Peale, 
a D. <Sixth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey, fc. [Hayden’s 
or 1872.] 

BRADLEY, F. H. Report of Frank H. Bradley. Geology of Snake River Division. 
<Sixth Annual Reportof the U. S. Geol. Survey, §c. [Hayden’s for 1872. ] 

FREMONT, J.C. Report of First and Second Expeditions, 1842-3. Page 55. 
EnpuiicH, Dr. F. M. Report on the Geology of the Sweetwater District. By F. M. 

Endlich, 8. N. D. <Eleventh Annuat Report of the United States Geological 
and Geographical Survey of the Territories, §c. By F. V. Hayden, U.S. Geologist. 
Washington: Government Printing Office. 1879. pp 8,86. 

St. JOHN, ORESTES. Report of the Geological field-work of the Teton Division. 
<Lleventh Annual Report of the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey, Se. 
[ Hayden’s Loc. cit.]. p. 409. 

STANSBERY, H. Expedition to Great Salt Lake. p. 55. 
Land Office map of Wyoming Territory. 
[See also Bibliography of Yellowstone National Park, p. 429. ] 

Colorado. 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loc cit.] 
Watton, Dr. Geo. E. [ Loe. cit.] 
HAYDEN, Dr. F. V. Preliminary Report of the United States Geological Survey of 

Colorado and New Mexico. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1869. 
pp. 84, 86; also Reprint [first, second, and third annual reports]. Washing- 
ton. 1873. pp. 184, 186. 
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Pratz, Dr. A.C. Geological Report on the Grand River District. <Ninth Annual 
Report of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories 
embracing Colorado and parts of adjacent Territories, fc. [Hayden's Report for 
1875.] Washington. 1877. p.38. 

ENpDLICcH, Dr. F. M. Geological Report on the Southeastern District. <Ninth An- 
nual Report of the U. S. Geol. Survey, oe [Loc cit.] pp. 155, 168. 

Atlas of Colorado, &c. F.V. Hayden. Washington. 1877. 
Lorw, Oscar, Ph. D. Analyses of Mineral Springs and Minerals. <Repori upon 

Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, 
gc. [Wheeler’s Report. Loc. cit.) 1875. Chapter xxii, pp. 617-620, 622-626. 

STEVENSON, Prof. JoHN J. Mineral Springs. <(Report upon Geographical and Geo- 
logical Surveys West of 100th Meridian, gc. |Wheeler’s. Loc. cit.] Chapter 
xvi, pp. 478-487. 

New Mexico. 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loce. cit.] 
WALtTon, Dr. Gro. E. [Loe. cit.] 
HayDEN, Dr. F. V. Preliminary Report of the U. S. Geol. Survey of Colorado and 

New Mexico, &c. [Loe. cit.] pp. 62-64; also pp. 162-164 in reprint. [ Loc. 
cit. ] 

FRAZER, PERSIFOR, jr. Mines and Minerals of Colorado. _< Preliminary Report of 
U. S. Geol. Survey of Colorado and New Mexico, §c. [Loc. cit.] p.1,19; also in 
reprint p. 219. 

Lorw, Oscar, Ph. D. Analyses of Mineral Springs and Minerals. [Lec. cit.] pp. 
613, 616, 623, 626. 

Land Office Map, 1876. : 
Map of the Territory of the United States West of the 100th Meridian. [U. 8S. En- 

gineers.] 1879. 
ANTISELL, T. Pacific Railway Report. vol. vii. p. 456. 

Arizona. 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loc. cit.] 
Land Office Map, 1876. 
Map of Territory West of the 100th Meridian. [U.S. Engineers.] 1879. 
Pacific Railway Report. vol. vii. Appendix ixe. p. 30. 

Utah. 
BELL, Dr. JOHN. [Loce. cit. ] 
WALTON, Dr. GEO. K. [Loe. cit.] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loc. cit.] 
FREMONT, J.C. [ Loe. cit.] p. 150. 
STransBERY, H. Expedition to Great Salt Lake, map. 
StTansBERY, H. [Loc. cit.] pp. 129, 117. 
HayYDEN, Dr. F. V. Preliminary Report of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Wyo- 

ming, &c. By F.V. Hayden, U.S. Geologist, Washington: Government Print- 
ing Office, 1872. p. 171. 

PEatE, Dr. A.C. Preliminary Report on Rocks, Minerals, and Thermal Springs, &c. 
<_Hayden’s, 1871, Report [ Loc. cit.] p. 167, 197; also Hayden’s Report for 1872. 
p. 175. 

BRADLEY, Frank H. Reportas Geologist of Snake River Division. <_Hayden’s Report 
for 1872 [ Loe. cit.]. pp. 196, 198. 

HoweEt., E.E. Thermal Springs. <Report upon Geographical and Geological Explora- 
tions and Survegs west of the 100th Meridian, §c. [Loc. cit.|] pp. 256, 257. 

ENGLEMANN, HENRY. Hot and Mineral Springs in Geological Report. < Report of 
Explorations across the Great Basin of the Territory of Utah, for a direct wagon- 
route from Camp Floyd to Genoa, in Carson Valley, in 1859. By Captain J. H. 
Simpson, Corps of Topographical Engineers, U. 8. A., §¢. Washington: Govern- 
ment Printing Office. 1876. 

Emmons, 8S. F. Descriptive Geology. By Arnold Hague & S. F. Emmons, &c. 
Washington: Government Printing Office. 1877. <Report of the Geological 
Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, §c. By Clarence King, U. S. Geologist. 
Vol. If. p. 374. 

KING, CLARENCE. Systematic Geology. By Clarence King, U. 8. Geologist, &c. 
Washington: Government Printing Office. 1878. < Report of the Geological 
Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, §c. (Loc. cit.} Vol. i, p. 500. 

KING, CLARENCE. Geological and Topographical Atlas, accompanying the Report of 
the U. 8. Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, &c. By Clarence 
King, U. S. Geologist, &c. 1876. ; 

BEcKWitH’s Map. Pacific Railread Report. Vol. XI. 
U. 8. Engineers’ Map of the Territory west of the One Hundredth Meridian. 1879. 
FROISETH’s Map of Utah. 
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Idaho. 
Betz, Dr. JouN. [Loe. cit.] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loe. cit. ] 
FREMONT, J.C. First and Second Expeditions. 1842-44. pp. 138, 170. 
PEALE, Dr. A.C. Preliminary Report on Minerals, Rocks, and Thermal Springs, &c. 

<Hayden’s Report for 1871. [Loe. cit.] pp. 168, 193. 
Also, Hayden’s Report for 1872. [Loc. cit.] pp. 174,175. 
Also, <Hleventh Annual Report U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey, §c., 

1877. Washington. 1879. pp. 590-596. 
HayYDEN, Dr. F. V. Preliminary Report of the United States Geological Survey of 

Montana, &c. By F. V. Hayden, &c. Washington: Government Print- 
ing Office. 1872. pp. 152, 153. 

Montana. 
GILBERT, G. K. [ Loe. cit.] 
MULLAN, JOHN. Pacific Railroad Report. Vol. I. pp. 326,343,518. 
PEALE, Dr. A.C. Preliminary Report, &c. <_Hayden’s Report. 1872. [Loc. cit. ] 

pp 172,197. 
Also, Report for 1872. [Zoc. cit.] p. 175. 

PoE, Col. O. M. [Report to General Sherman.] < Reports of Inspection made in the 
Summer of 1877. By Generals P. H. Sheridan and W. T. Sherman, §c. Washing- 
ton. 1878. pp. 84,87. See map, also. 

Oregon. 
BELL, Dr. JoHN. [Loc. cit.] 
WALTON, Dr. Guo. E. [ZLoe. cit.] 
GILBERT, G. K. [Loe. cit.] 
FREMONT, J.C. [Loe. cit.]  p. 120. 
NEWBERRY, G.J.S. Pacific Railroad Report, Vol. VI., p.49. 
Foley’s Map of Oregon. 
U. 8. Engineer’s Map of the Territory west of 100th meridian for 1879. 

Nevada. 
Be, Dr. JoHN. [Loe. cit.] 
WALTON, Dr. Guo. E. [Loe. eit.] 
GILBERT, G.K. [Loc. cit.] 
KING, CLARENCE. Systematic Geology, &c. [Loc. cit.] p. 503. Also Atlas. (Loe. cit.] 
Emmons, 8.F. Descriptive Geology, &c. [Loc. cit.] pp. 602, 614, 793. 
HaGur, ARNOLD. Descriptive Geology, &c. [Loc. cit.] pp. 633, 666, 687, 704, 706, 

773, 774, 793, and 825. 
BreckwirH, E.G. Pacific Railroad Report, Vol. II, p. 30; vol. xi, map. 
FREMONT, J.C. [Loc. cit.] pp. 215, 266. 
Evans, Col. ALBERTS. Overland Monthly. San Francisco, Feb., 1869. 
Biakek, Dr. Proceedings California Academy of Sciences. 
BRownNE, J. Ross. The Springsof Nevada. < Report of J. Ross Browne on the Mineral 

Resources of the States and Territories west of the Rocky Mountains. Washington: 
1868. pp. 306-309, 330. Also Report for 1867, p. 93. 

Simpson’s Map. 
Bancroft’s Map of the Pacific States and Territories. 
U.S. Engineer’s Map, 1879. [Loe. cit.] 
Land Office Map, 1876. 

California. 
BELL, Dr. JoHn, [Loc. cit.] 
WALTON, Dr. Gro. E. [Loe. cit.] 
GILBERT, G.K. [Loe. cit.] 
Breckwit, E.G. Pacific Railroad Report, vol. xi. Map. 
MANNING, J. L. Lippincott’s Magazine, vol. vi, Dec., 1870, p. 633. 
FREMONT, J.C. ([Loe. cit.] p. 224. 
Brake, W.P. Pacific Railroad Report, vol. v, p. 106; also pp. 63, 64, 116, 94, 83. 
PaRKES, —. Map of San Francisco Bay to Los Angeles. Pacific Railroad Report, 

vol. xi. 
SHEPHERD, F, Observations on the Pluton Geysers of California. < Amer. Jour. Sci. 

and Arts, 2 series, vol. 12, p. 153. 
Dana, J.D. History of Expedition by Captain Wilkes [cited by Bell]. 
Browne, J. Ross. Reports upon the Mineral Resources of the United States. By 

Special Commissioners J. Ross Browne and James W. Taylor. Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1867. 

PuILiirs, J. A. The alkaline and boracic lakes of California. < Pop. Science Review. 
Vol. I. N. Ser. 1877. pp. 153-164. 
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LE Contes, Dr. Joun L., Account of some volcanic springs in the Desert of Colo- 
yado, in Southern California. By John L. Le Conté, M. D. < Amer. Jour. Sci. 
and Arts. Vol. XIX. 2d series. p. 1. 

VeaATcH, Dr. JOHN A. Proceedings of California Academy of Natural Science, 1857, 
p.104; also, vol. xxvi, 2d Ser., Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, p. 288. 

CHAMPLIN, JOHND. Articleon Geysers. <Appleton’s Encyclopedia. Vol. VII. p.785. 
RUSSELL, W. H. Notes from the West. London. 1882. 
Bancroft’s Map of the Pacific States and Territories. 
Land Office Map, 1876. 
U.S. Engineer Map. [Loc. cit]. 1879. 
Foley’s Map of California and Oregon. 
J. D. Whitney’s map. 

Alaska. 

WHYMPER, FREDERICK. A Journey from Norton Sound, &c., toFort Yukon, &c. By 
Frederick Whymper, Esq. <Jour. Geographical Society. London. Vol. 
XXXVIT.  p.219. 

JACKSON, Rev. SHELDON. Alaska and Missions on the North Pacific Coast. By Shel- 
don Jackson, D. D. New York. Dodd & Meade. 1880. p. 37. 

Dat, WM. H. Alaska and its Resources. Boston. 1870. 

General. 

DAUBENY, Dr. CHas. Notice of the Thermal Springs of North America, &c. <Amer. 
Jour. Sciences and Arts. Vol. XXXVI. pp. 88-93. 

E. 

LIST OF AUTHORITIES FOR THERMAL SPRINGS OF MEXICO, CENTEAL 

AMERICA, WEST INDIES, AND SOUTH AMERICA. 

(See table, pages 330=332.) 

Mexico. 

Harpy, R. W. H. Travels in the Interior of Mexico. By Lieut. R. W. H. Hardy 
London. 1829. 

The Modern Traveler, &c. Mexico. London. 1825. 
Hit, 8. 8S. Travels in Peru and Mexico. By 8.8. Hill. London. 1860. 
SAUSSURE, Saussure’s Exeursion to an Ancient Volcano in Mexico. <Jour. 

Geogr. Soc. Vol. XXX. 1860. 
GILLIAN, A. M. Travels over the Table-land and Cordilleras of Mexico. By Albert 

M. Gillian. Philadelphia. 1840. 
CARPENTER, Wm. W. Travels and Adventures in Mexico. By Wm. W. Carpenter. 

' New York. 1851. 
BuRKART. Aufenthalt und Reisen in Mexico. In den Jahren 1825, bis 1834. Von 

Burkart. Stuttgart. 1836. 
OswaLD, Fer1x L. Summerland Sketches, &c., of Mexico and Central America. By 

Felix L. Oswald. Phila. 1880. 
SHUFELDT, Rost. W. Explorations and Surveys in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. 

<x. Doc. No. 2, 42d Congress, 2d session. Washington. 1872. 
GISBORNE, LIONEL. The Isthmus of Darien. By Lionel Gisborne. London. 1853. 

. Map of northern part of Mexico on U. 8. Engineers’ map of the United States 
west of 100th meridian. 

[ANon. ] [Note in Philadelphia Press of March 18, 1882, extracted from correspondence 
of Boston Transcript, describing aguas calientes of Mexico and giving tem- 
perature. } 

BERMESDORF, M. G. On the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. By Hon. M. G. Bermesdorf. 
<Jour. Geogr. Soc. Vol. 32. 1862. 

Central America and Panama. 

STEPHENS, JOHN L. Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chapas, and Yucatan. 
By John L. Stephens. New York. 1841. 

DuNN, HENRY. Guatemala. By Henry Dunn. NewYork. 1828. 
. The Modern Traveler, &c. Guatemala. 

WuHETHAM, J. W. B. Across Central America. By J. W. Boddam Whetham. Lon- 
don. 1877. 
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MonTGomeERy, G. W. Narrative of a Journey to Guatemala, in Central America. By 
G. W. Montgomery. New York. 1837. 

FROEBEL, JULIUS. Seven Years’ Travel in Central America, &c. By Julius Froebel. 
London. 1859. 

Squier, E.G. Nicaragua, &c. By E. G. Squier. 2 vols. NewYork. 1852. 

West Indies. 

SAWEINS, JAMES G. Reports on the Geology of Jamaica. By James G. Sawkins. 
London. 186). 

DE LABEcHE, M. On the Geology of Jamaica. By M. De La Beche. < Geol. Trans., 
2d series. Vol. II, p. 157. 

HAZZARD, SAMUEL. Cuba, with Pen and Pencil. By Samuel Hazzard. Hartford. 

TURNBULL, Davip. Cuba. By David Turnbull. London. 1840. 
BREEN, HENRY H. Saint Lucia. Henry H. Breen. London. 1844. 
PALGRAVE, W.G. West Indian Memories. By W. Gifford Palgrave. <MacMillan’s 

Magazine, Volume XXXV, No. 209, pp. 361-374. 
OBER, F'rED. A. Camps in the Carribees. By Fred. A. Ober. Boston. 1880. 
MARTIN, R. MONTGOMERY. History of the West Indies. By R. Montgomery Martin. 

London. 1837. 

Venezuela. 

VON HuMBOLDT, ALEX. Personal Narrative. Bohn’s Edition. 
WALL, G. P. On the Geology of a part of Venezuela, &c. By G.P. Wall. <Jour. 

Geol. Soc. Vol. XVI, p. 60, &c. 
Article Venezuela in Encyclopedia Britannica. 

New Granada. 

HOutTon, Isaac F. New Granada. By Isaac F. Holton. New York. 1857. 
SPENCE, J. M. The land of Bolivar. By James Mudie Spence. 2 vols. London. 

1878 
TAYLOR, EDWARD. Anahuc, &c. By Edward Taylor. London. 1861. 

Ecuador. 

Article Ecuador, in Encyclopedia Britannica. 

Peru. 

DeE Acosta, Father JOSEPH. The Natural and Moral History of the Indies. London. 
1604. Printed for the Hakluyt Society. 1880. 

Von Tscuupi, Dr.J.J. Travelsin Peru. London. 1847. 
Hitt, 8.8. [Loe. cit.] 
HUuTCcHINSON, THOS. J. Two Yearsin Peru. 2vols. London. 1873. 
Myers, H.M., and P. V. N. Life and Nature under the Tropics. New York. 1871. 

Bolivia. 

Article Bolivia in Encyclopedia Britannica. 

Chili. 

BRANDT, Lieut. Travels across the Andes. London. 1828. 
GILLIis, Lieut. U.S. Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere. 
Boyp, Dr. Joun. The Medical Society of Chili. By John Boyd, M. D. <Edinburgh 

Medical Journal. Vol. XXII. Part I. 1876. p. 110-116. 
[ANON. ] aanee Years on the Pacific. By an officerin the U.S. Navy. Philadelphia. 

1834. 
Article Chili in Eneyclopedia Britannica, 

Argentine Republic. 

Wuitr, Ernest WM. Cameos from the Silver-land or the experiences of a young 
naturalist in the Argentine Republic. By Ernest Wm. White, F. Z.8. 2 
vols; 8vo. London. 1881, 
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Patagonia. 

Musters, Geo. C. At home with the Patagonians. By Geo. C. Musters. London. 
1871. 

Brazil. 

BuRTON, Capt. RicHARD F. The Highlands of Brazil. By Capt. Richard F. Burton. 
2 vols. 8vo. London. 1869. 

GERBER, HENRIQUE. Geographical notes on the province of Minas Ceraes. By Hen- 
rique Gerber. 

General. 

SEEMANN, BERTHOLD. Narrative of Voyage of H.M.S. Herald. By Berthold See- | 
mann. 2vols. London. 1853. 

BELCHER, EDWARD. Narrative of a tour around the world in H.M.S.Sulphur. By 
Sir Edward Belcher. London. 1843. 

DaRwWIN. CuaAs. Narrative of the Survey Voyages of H. M.S. Adventure and Beagle. 
Volume III. 
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LIST OF AUTHORITIES FOR EUROPEAN THERMAL SPRINGS. 

(See table, pages 334-336.) 

Rutty, Dr. Joun. A Methodical Synopsis of Mineral Waters. By John Rutty, M 
D. London. 1757. 

MacPHERSON, JOHN. Our Baths and Wells. By John MacPherson. London and 
New York. 1871. 

DAUBENY, Dr. Cuas. A description of active and extinct volcanoes, of earthquakes, 
and of thermal springs. By Charles Daubeny, UM. D., &. &. S. London. 
1848. 

Contains a list of European thermal springs. 
——On the quantity and quality of the gases emitted from the Bath-water. < Philo. 

Trans., 18382. 
LEE, EDWIN. ”’An account of the most frequented Watering Places, &c. By Edwin 

Lee. London. 1836. 
MADDEN, THOS. MoorE. The Spas and their uses, &c. By Thos. Moore Madden. 

London. 1874. 
BATTEN, E.C. On the Cause of the Heat of Bath Waters. 

<Proc. Somerset Archaeol. Nat. Hist. Society. Vol. 22. pp. 52-60. 
Forsers, Jas. D. Travels through tke Alps of Savoy. By Jas. D. Forbes. Edin- 

burgh. 1843. 
On the Temperatures and Geological Relations of certain Hot Springs, &c. 

< Philosophical Trans., 1836. Part II. 
Watton, Dr. Guo. EK. [Loe. cit.] 
LE Coq, HENRY. Les Hanx Minérales considérées dans leurs Rapports avec la Chimie. 

et la Géologie. Par Henry Le Coq. Paris. 1864. 
Lr Coq, Henry. Les Eaux Minérales du Massif Central de la France, &c. Par 

Henry Le Coq. Paris. 1864. 
SCHNEIDER, F. C. [Analysesof Thermal Springs, near La Battaglia, and of the Sul- 

phur Springs of Trentschin. Teplitz.] <(Chemisches Centralblatt. p. 122. 
Magyarland, &c. Bya Fellow of the Carpathian Society. London. 1881. 
THau, Cart. Analyse der Harkan yer Thermen. <_Mineralogische Mittheilungen. 

Vienna. 1876. Heftl. pp. 1-2. 
SULLIVAN, WM. R. Notes on Geology and Mineralogy of the Spanish Provinces of 

Santander and Madrid. By Wm. R. Sullivan. London. 1863. 
COCHRANE, GEO. Wanderings in Greece. By Geo. Cochrane. 2 vols. London. 

Ge 

Bartrp, HENRY. Modern Greece, &c. By Henry Baird. New York. 1856. 
The Modern Traveller. Greece. London. 1826. 
Handbook for Travellers in Greece. London. 1854. 
CoRRIGAN, Dr. Ten daysin Athens. By Dr. Corrigan. London. 1862. 
Gorcrix, M.H. [Greek Mineral Springs.] <ev. Geol. t. XI. pp. 36-38. 1875. 
——. Etude des Fumerolles de Nesgros et de quelques uns des Produits des Eruptions 

dont cette ile a été le siége en 1872 et 1873. <Ann. chim. Phys. Series 5, 
tI. pp.333-354. <Compt. Rend. t. LXXIII. pp. 1309-1311. 

BAKER, JAMES. Turkey. By James Baker. New York. 1817. 
McFarLane, CHARLES. Turkey anditsDestiny. ByChas.McFarlane. 2vols. Phil- 

adelphia. 1850. ; 
SPENCER, EDMUND. Travels in Circassia. By Edmund Spencer. London. 1839. 
TOOKE, ee A View of the Russian Empire. By Wm. Tooke. 3 vols. London. 
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Von HaxtHAvuserR, Baron. Transcaucasia. By Baron Von Haxthauser. 
Von Kiaprortu, JuLES. Travels in the Caucasus and Georgia. By Jules Von Kla- 

proth. London. 1814. 
Porter, Sir Rost. K. Trave's in Georgia, Persia, &c. 2vols London. 1821. 
Jupp, JouN W. Onthe Ancient Volcanoes of the District of Schemnitz. Hungary. 

By John W. Judd. <Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc. Vol. XXXII. 1876. p. 127-292. 
MANUL, Dr. Carlsbad and its Mineral Springs. Carlsbad. 1853, 
Braun, Dr. CHARLES. The Hot Springs of Wiesbaden. By Charles Braun, M. D. 

Wiesbaden. 1856. 
Prez, Dr. The Mineral Waters of Wiesbaden. 
GuGeERtT, Dr. Treatise on Baden Mineral Waters. < Beauties of Baden-Baden. Lon- 

* don. 1858. 
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Sutro, Dr. S. Lectures on the German Mineral Waters. By Sigismund Sutro, M. D. 
London. 1851. 
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Edwin Lee, M.D. London. 1863. 

GRANVILLE, Dr. The Spas of Germany. By Dr. Granville. 
ALDRIDGE, Dr. T. The Germany Spas and Vichy. 
Bizio ——. Analisé chimica delle acque termali euganee. [Analysis of the Thermal 

Waters of the Euganean.] Atti dell’ I. I. Instituo Veneto de Scienze Lettere ed 
Arti. Venice. Series 5, t. III. desp. 3. 

BouDaNnt, Dr. Les Eaux Minérales du Mont-Dore. [Mineral Waters of Mt. Dore. ] 
8vo. Paris. 1877. 

FRESENIUS, Dr. R. Analyse der warmen Quelle zu Assmanuhausen. [Analyses of 
the Warm Springs of Assmanuhausen.] <Jahrb. Nassau Ver. Naturk. Johrg. 
XXIX & XXX. pp. 413-431. 

GARRIGON, Dr. Sur la presence du mercure dans la source du Rocher a Vetablisse- 
ment du Mont-Cornadore. (Saint Nectaire-le Haut Puy-de-Vome.) [Mer- 
cury in the Rocher Spring at the Mt. Cornadore Establishment.] <Compt. 
Rend 1 LXXXIV, pp. 963-965. 

Heriot, Capt. Mackay. The Mineral Waters of Bath. <(Proc. Somerset Archaeol. 
Nat. Hist. Soc. vol. XXII, pp. 47-51. 

Prracca, ——. Cenni idrologicisulle acque terme minerali d’ Ischiae sui resultate che 
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Notes on the Thermal Mineral Waters of Ischia.] <Giornale di Medicina Mili- 
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son. < Philos. Trans., 1778. Part II. p. 601. 

Borees, F. Henriqurs DE. A trip to the Azores. By M. de F, Henriques Borges. 
Boston. 1867. 
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SwINDELLs, Rurert. A Summer Trip to the Island of St. Michael. 8 vo. Man- 
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Tuomrson, Sir C. W. The Voyage of the Challenger. London. 1879. 
Mosetey, H. M. Notes by a Naturalist on the Challenger. London. 1879. 
BuiaR, Jos., M. D., and Henry. A Winter in the Azores and a Summer at the 

Baths of the Furnas. 2 vols. London. 1841. 
Wesstrer, Dr. Michaelite; Silicous Sinter of the Azores. <Amer. Jour. Science and 

Arts, Vol. IIT, 391; also, Vol. IV, p. 269. 
GOODMAN, ——. Natural History of the Azores, 1870. 

Africa. 

Jomnston, CuAs. Travels in Southern Abyssinia, 2 vols. London. 1844. 
PARKYNS, MANSFIELD. Life in Abyssinia. 2 vols. New York. 1854. Vol. I, p. 95. 
Evuis, Rev. WM. Three Visits to Madagascar. London. 1858. 
Mu Liins, JosepuH. Twelve Months in Madagascar. New York. 1875. 
RICHARDSON, JAMES. Travels in the Great Desert of Sahara. 
KENNEDY, Capt. J. Algeria and Tunis in 1845. 2 vols. London. 1846, 
SrGuin, L.G. Walks in Algiers. London, 1878, 
Sr. Marin, Count. A Visit to Algeria. London. 1846. 
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RoGzrrs, ALBERT G. A Winter in Algeria. London. 1865. 
STEEDMAN, ANDREW. Wanderings and Adventures in the Interior of South Africa. 

London. 1835. 
ScHERZER, Dr. Karu. Narrative of the Circumnavigation of the Globe by the 

Austrian frigate Novara. London. 1861. 
JEPPES, FREDERICK. Notes on some of the Physical and Geological Features of the 

Transvaal. <Jour. Geol. Soc. Vol. XLVII. 1877. p. 226. 
CHAPMAN, JAMES. ‘Travels in the Interior of South Africa. London. 1868. 
BACKHOUSE, JAMES. A visit to Mauritius and South Africa. London. 1844. 
Baines, THOs. Explorations in S. W. Africa. London. 1864. 
PLOWDEN, WALTER C. Travels in Abyssinia. London. 1868. 
STANLEY. Through the Dark Continent. New York. 1878. 
RICHARDSON, JAMES. Travelsin Morocco. London. 1860. 
BLANFORD, W. T. Observations on the Geology and Zoology of Abyssinia, &c. By 

W. T. Blanford. London. 1870. 
BRAUN, M. [Analysis of water of Hammam Meschouten.] < Revue de Géologié. Vol. 

XXI, p. 36. Also, <Jahresbericht der Chimie. 1872. p. 1188. 
DavuBREE, Prof. ——. Formation contemporaine de zeolithes (chabasie, christianite), 

sous Vinfluence de sources thermales aux environs d’Oran (Algerie). [Re- 
cent Zeolites formed by Thermal Springs near Oran.] < Compt. Rendus. t. 
LXXXIV, pp. 157-159. 

La RouvirERE——. [Mineral Waiters of Hamman Meskoutine Algeria.] <Bull. Soc. 
Linn. Norm. Series 2, t. 8, pp. 138-149. [1874.] 

Indian Ocean. 
ScHERZER, Dr. Karu. [Loe. cit.] 
BosTou, JOHN. Notice of the analyses of a mineral, water from the island of St. 

Paul. By John Bostol. <(Geol. Trans. Vol. v. p. 261. 
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LIST OF AUTHORITIES FOR THERMAL SPRINGS OF ASIA MINOR AND ASIA. 

(See table, pages 342-344.) 

Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine. 

FELLOWS, Sir CHARLES. Travels and researches in Asia Minor. By Sir Charles Fel- 
lows. London. 1852. 

SmiTH, Evi. Researches in Armenia. By Eli Smith. Boston. 1833. 
Davis, Kev. E. J. Anatolica. By Rev. E. J. Davis. London. 1874. 

Life in Asiatic Turkey. By Rev. E.J. Davis. London. 1879. 
YULE, Col. HENRY. The Book of Sen Marco Polo. 2 vols. By Col. Henry Yule. 

London. 1871. 
Hosuouss, J. C. A journey through Albania. By J. C. Hobhouse. 2 vols. Phil- 

adelphia. 1817. 
Drekay, ——. Sketchesof Turkey. By an American [DeKay]. New York. 1833. 
HAMILTON, WM. J. Researches in Asia Minor and Armenia. By Wm. J. Hamilton. 

2 vols. London. 1842. 
AINSWORTH, WM. FRANCIS. ‘Travels and researches in Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, 

&c. By Wm. Francis Ainsworth. London. 1842. 
RICHARDSON, THOS., and BROWELL, EK. J.J. Onthe analyses of waters from the Turko- 

Persian Frontier. By Dr. Thos. Richardson and E. J. J. Browell. <Jour. 
Geol. Soc. London. Vol. XII, pp. 184-187. 

GEARY, GRATTAN. Through Asiatic Turkey. By Grattan Geary. London. 1878. 
Wirt, Henry M. Chemical examination of certain lakes and springs on the Turko- 

Persian Frontier, near Mt. Ararat. By Henry M. Witt. < London, Edin- 
burgh and Dublin Philosoph. Magazine. Vol. XI, 4th ser. 

SmiTH, J. LAWRENCE. The Thermal Waters of Asia Minor. < Mineralogy and Chem- 
istry. Original Researches. By Prof. J. Lawrence Smith. Louisville, Kentucky. 
1873. 
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chen Standpunkte betrachtet. <(Zeiisch. deutsch. geol. Ges. Bd. XXX, pp. 
820-829. 

RITTER, Cart. Acomparative Geography of Palestine, &c. By Carl Ritter. Trans- 
lated by Wm. L. Gage. 4 vols. New York. 1860. 

RussEiu, Dr. ALEX. The Natural History of Aleppo, &c. By Alex. Russell, M. D. 
2vols. London. 1794. 

WItson, Maj.C. W. Recent Surveys in Sinai, in Palestine. By Maj. C. W. Wilson. 
<Jour. Geog. Soc. Vol. XLIII, p. 211. 

MERRILL, SELAH. East of the Jordan. By Selah Merrill. New York. 1881. 
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Morier, JAMES. A Journey through Persia. By James Morier. Philadelphia. 1816. 
Murray,C.A. On some Mineral Springs near Teheran, Persia. By Hon. C. A. Mur- 

ray. <Jour. Geol. Soc., London. Vol. XV, p. 198. 
Briu, Dr. C. M. Geological Notes on part of Mazunderan. < Geol. Transactions. 

Part ITT, vol. V, p. 580. 
TreTzE, Dr. E. Ueber Quellen und Quellenbildungen am Demavend und denen Unge- 

bung. [Mineral Waters of Demavend, Persia.] <Jahrb. K-K. Geol. Rersch. 
XXV. Heft 2, pp. 129-140. 

Lovett, St. JoHN, and SMITH, Evan. Eastern Persia: 1870-1872. Vol. I. By St. 
John Lovett and Evan Smith. Edited by Goldsmid. 

Lortus, WM. KENNETT. On the Geology of Portions of the Turko-Persian Frontier. 
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FRAZER, JAMES. Notes of Voyage from Bombay to Bushire, in the Persian Gulf. 
By James Frazer. <(Geol. Transactions. Vol.I, 2d series, p. 409. 

HUBBARD, O. P. Notices of Kourdistan. By O. P. Hubbard. <Amer. Jour. Sci. 
and Arts. 2d ser., 3d vol., p. 349. 

India. 

Buyers, WM. Recollections of Northern India. By Rev. Wm. Buyers. London. 
1848 

HookER, Jos. Darton. Himalayan Journals. By Jos. Dalton Hooker. London, 
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Asia. By Robert de Schlagintweit. <Jour. of Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 
Vol. XXXIII. 1865. pp. 49-56. 
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MACPHERSON, Dr. JOHN. The Mineral Waters of India. Calcutta. 1854. 
Wuitre. Transactions Royal Asiatic Society. 1833. 
Duncan. ‘‘ Jour. Med. Phys. Science.” Calcutta. Vol. III. 
MALCOLMSON. Geological Transactions, 2d series, Vol. IV; Jour. As. Soc. of Bengal, 

Vol. I. 
SPILSBURY. Gleanings in Science, Vol. III; Trans. Med. Phys. Soc. Calcutta, Vol. 

Wave. Journal Asiatic Society Bengal. Vol. VI. 
Moorcrort. Travels in the Himalayan Provinces. < Asiatic Researches. Vol. XII. 
HARDIE. Asiatic Researches. Vol. XVIII. 
SMOULT. Guide to Darjiling. Calcutta. 1843. 
MARCADIEU. Journal Asiatic Society Bengal, Vol. XXIV; Indian Annals of Medical 

Science. Calcutta. 1855. 
EverREs?T. Gleaningsin Science. Vol. III. 
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Witson. Trans. Med. Phys. Soc. Calcutta. Vol. III. 
BRANDER. Trans. Med. Phys. Soc. Calcutta. Vol. IV. 
Hopeson. Asiatic Researches. Vol. XIV. 
GIRARD. Romawur. 
NEWBOLD. Madras Jour. Lit. and Science, Vol. XII; Journal Asiatic Society, Ben- 

gal, Vol. XIII. 
JACQUEMONT. Voyage dans Indie Joural. Vols. II and III. 
CUNNINGHAM. Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vols. X and XVII. 
TuHompson. Western Himalaya and Thibet. 
Caress, Trans. Bombay Geogr. Soc., Vol. II; Jour. As. Soc., of Bengal, Vol. XVII. 
FLEMING. Jour. As.Soc. Bengal. Vol. XXII. 
HitGeL. Kaschmir und Reich der Siek. Vol. I. 
BretTON. Trans. Med. und Phys. Soc. Caleutta. Vol. II. 
OUSELEY. Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal. Vol. XVII. 
LupiLow. Trans. Med. Phys. Soc. Caleutta. Vol. III. 
Gleaningsin Science. Vol. II. 
Martin. Jour. Asiatic Society Bengal. Vol. XII. 
Syke. Geol. Trans. 2nd series. Vol. IV. 
RANENSHAW. Gleanings in Science. Vol. III. 
Jacos, L. G. Report upon the Province upon Kattwar. Bombay. 1845, 
Kirk. Med. Topography of Sindh. Calcutta. 1847. 
HuaGues. Allen’s Indian Minerals. London. Oct. 17, 1859. 
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Ceylon and Malay Peninsula. 

TENNENT, JAMES E. Ceylon. By James E. Tennent. London. 1860. 
CARDINER, JaMES. A Description of Ceylon, &c. By James Cardiner. 2 vols. Lon- 

don. 1807. 
CAMERON, JOHN. Malayan, India. By John Cameron. London. 1865. 
Trip to the Interior of Malacca. <Jour.of Indian Archipelago. Vol. VII, p. 75. 

China. 

Witiiams, 8. WELLS. Kingdom, &c., of the Chinese Empire. By 8. Wells Will- 
iams. 2vols. New York. 1848. 

Twelve Years in China. Edinburgh. 1860. 
Gray, JOHN HENRY. China. By John Henry Gray. London. 1878. 
WILLIAMS, Rev. A. Notes on the productions of Shan Tung. By Rev. A. Williams. 

<Jour. of the North China Branch of the Roy. Asiatic Society. N. series. No. IV. 
Dec., 1867. 

Article ‘‘China,” in Encyclopedia Britannica. 

Thibet. 

MONTGOMERIE, T.G. Journey to Shigatze, in Thibet, &c. By T. C. Montgomerie. 
<Jour. Geograph. Soc. London. Vol. XLV, p. 333. 

MONTGOMERIE, T.G. Narrative of an Exploration of the Namcho or Tengri Nur Lake 
in Great Thibet. By T.C. Montgomerie. < Jour. Geogr. Soc. London. Vol. 
XLV, p. 317. 

Boye, GEO., and MANNING, THOS. Narrative of the Mission of George Boyle to 
Thibet, and of the Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa. London. 1876. 

Turkestan and Eastern or Chinese Turkestan. 

Haywarp, G. W. Journey from Leh to Yarkand and Kashgar, &c. By G. W. Hay- 
ward. <Jour. Geograph. Soc. London. Vol. XL, p. 38, 39. 

ABRAMOF, Gen’l. The Principality of Karategin. By Major-General Abramof. 
<Jour. Geograph. Soc., London. Vol. XLI, p. 34. 

BELLEW, H. W. Kashmir and Kashgar. By H.W. Bellew. London. 1875. 
SEMENOF. Semenot’s First Ascent of the Tian Shan or Celestisl Mountains, &c. 

<Jour. Geograph. Soc., London. 1861. Vol. 31, p. 361, 362. 
Woop, Joun. A Personal Narrative of a Journey to the source of the River Oxus. 

By Lieut. John Wood. London. 1841. 
SCHUYLER, EUGENE. Turkestan. By Eugene Schuyler. London. 1876. 
SHawW, Travels in High Tartary. By Shaw. 
ATKINSON, THOS. WITLAM. Oriental and Western Siberia. By Thos. Witlam Atkin- 

son. New York. 1858. 
PREJEVALSKY, Col. N. From Kulja across the Tian Shan to Lob-Nor. By Col. N. 

Prejevalsky. Translated by E. Delmar Morgan, &c. London. 1879. 

Siberia and Kamchatka. 

ERMAN, ADOLPH. Travelsin Siberia. By Adolph Erman. London. 1848. 
ATKINSON, THOS. WITLAM. Oriental and Western Siberia. ([Joc. cit.] 
TOOKE, WM. View of the Russian Empire. [JZoc. cit.] 
COLLINS, PERRY McDonoueH. A Voyage Down the Amoor, &c. By Perry MeDon- 

ough Collins. New York. 1860. 
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LIST OF AUTHORITIES FOR THERMAL SPRINGS OF JAPAN, FORMOSA, 
MALAYSIA, AUSTRALASIA, AND POLYNESIA. 

(See table, pages 352-353. ) 
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ALCOCK, RUTHERFORD. Narrative of a Journey in the Interior of Japan, &c. 
<Jour. Geograph. Soc. London. 1860. pp. 321-356. 

LYMAN, BENJAMIN SmiTH. Preliminary Report on First Season’s Work on Geo- 
logical Survey of Yesso. Tokei. 1874. 
A Report on Hot or Mineral Springs Visited in 1876, chiefly in Shinano and 

Echigo. <Geol. Survey of the oil lands of Japan. ‘Tokei. 1877. 
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PUMPELLY, R. Across America and Asia. By R. Pumpelly. 
MarsHAaLL, D. H. Notes on some of the Voleanic Mountains in Japan. By D. H. 

Marshall. <Trans. Asiatic Society, Japan Vol. VI. Part II. 1878. 
DEWEY, Epwarp. Hot Springs at Kusatsu. By Edward Dewey. <Trans. Asiatic 

Soc. Japan. Vol. VI. Part II. pp. 346,347. 
DrEscHAMES, LEON. Itinerary of a Journey from Yeddo to Kusatsu with notes upon 

the waters of Kusatsu. By Leon Deschames. < Trans. As. Soc. Japan. Vol. 
IT, Part II. 1873. p. 25. 

Formosa. 

COLLINGWOOD, CUTHBERT. The Sulphur Springsof Northern Formosa. By Cuth- 
bert Collingwood. <Jour. Geol. Soc. Vol. XXIII, pp. 382-383. 

SwWINHOE, ROBERT. Notes on the Islandof Formosa. By Robert Swinhoe. <Jour. 
Geograph. Soc. Vol. XXXIV. 1864. p. 6-18. 

Article ‘“‘ Formosa” in Encyclopedia Britannica. 

Philippine Islands. 

ABEL, CLARKE. Narrative of a Journey in the Interior of China, &c. By Clarke Abel. 
London. 1818. 

Dana, JAs.D. Geology. <.U.S. Exploring Expedition. (Wilkes.) 
MoseLry, H.N. Notes by a Naturalist on the Challenger. By H.N. Moseley. Lon- 

don. 1879, 
BowrinG, Sir Joun. A visit to the Philippine Islands. By Sir John Bowring, Lon- 

don. 1859. 
CENTENO y Garcia Josh. Memoria Geolégica-Minera de las Islas Filipinas. [Ge- 

ology and Mineralogy of the Philippine Islands.] < Boletin dela Comision 
Geol. Espana, Madrid. t. III, pp. 181-234, pl. B, (map). 1876. Part I treats of 
thermal springs (analyses), &c. 

Molucca Islands, Celebes, Java, and Sumatra. 

ADAMS, W.H. DAveNPOoRT. The Eastern Archipelago. By W.H. Davenport Adams. 
Bo vikstelt ts 

VAN SPREUWENBERG, M.A.F. A glance at Minhassa. By M. A.F. Van Spreuwen- 
berg. <Jour. of Indian Archipelago. Vol. VI, p. 840. 

BICKMORE, ALBERTS. Travels in the East Indian Archipelago. By Albert 8. Bick- 
more. New York. 1869. 

WALLACE, A. R. The Malay Archipelago. By A. R. Wallace. 
JUNGHUUN, [On the hot springs of Java] in Reise nach Java. Magdeburg. 

184 
D’AtmeEIpA, WM. B. LifeinJava. By Wm.B.D’Almeida. 2vols. London. 1864. 
Rarrwes. Six THos. History of Java. By Sir-Thos. Rafiles, 
HORSFIELD, Dr. Essay on Mineralogy of Java. <Batavian Transactions. Vol. IX. 
MARSDEN, WM. The History of Sumatra. By Wm. Marsden. London. 1821. 
JUKES, J. Bute. Narrative of Surveying Voyage of H.M.S8.Fly. By J. Bute Jukes, 

2 vols. London. 1847, 

New Hebrides, Fiji Islands, and Sandwich Islands. 

Atkin, Jos. Of Volcanoes in the New Hebrides and Banks Islands. By Jos. Atkin. 
<Jour. Giol. Soc. Vol. XXIV, p. 305. 

LiversipGE, A. Water from a hot spring (savu savu), Fiji Islands. By A. Liver- 
sidge. <(Chemical News. Vol. XL. p. 324. Also, Water from a hot spring 
in New Britain. 

GORDON-CUMMING, Miss C. F. At home in Fiji. By Miss C.F. Gordon-Cumming. 
2 vols. Edinburgh and London. 1881. 

WILiiaMs, THos. and CALVERT, JAMES. Fiji and the Fijians. By Thos. Williams 
and James Calvert. New York. 1859. 

Dana, Jas.D. United States Exploring Expedition. [Loe. cit.] 

J. 

LIST OF AUTHORITIES ON THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF THERMAL 
SPRINGS. 

DAvuBENY, Dr. CHARLES. On Thermal Springs. < London Review, 1830. 
On Thermal Springs and their Connection with Volcanoes. < Edinb, New Philos. 

Journal. 1832. 
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Report on Mineral and Thermal Springs. <Meport British Association for the 
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Catalogue raisonné des ouvrages sur les Eaux Minérales. 1785. 
. On Thermal Waters. Extracted from various authors. < Bull. Société 

Geol. Fr. 1831. Vol. I, p. 95. 
GoETHE, WILHELM. [Origin of Thermal Waters. Galvanic Action. ] 
Biscuor, Dr. Gustav. On the Natural History of Volcanoes and Earthquakes. 

< Amer. Jour. Sci.and Arts, Vol. XXXVI, 1839, and Vol. XXXVII. <Edinburgh 
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A. 

LIST OF MINERALS OF YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. 

By A. C. PEALE, M. D. 

Agate. (See Quartz.) 
Alum. In springs of Hayden’s Valley. 
Amethyst. (See Quartz.) 
Azurite (blue carbonate of copper). Near the head of Clarke’s Fork of the Yellow- 

stone River. 
Amphibole. Hornblende in acicular crystals in rocks on the summit of Mount 

Washburne. 
Calcite (carbonate of lime). Rhomb spar, in the valley of the Yellowstone, below 

mouth of Gardiner’s River, associated with quartz and chalcedony; on 
East Fork of Yellowstone River, in geodes of agate; on bluff opposite 
Mammoth Hot Springs, on Gardiner’s River; at Promontory Point, Yel- 
lowstone Lake. 

Dogtooth spar (crystals), on volcanic rocks, near Mammoth Hot Springs. 
Stalactites, in eave, at Mammoth Hot Springs. 

Carnelian. (See Quartz.) 
Calcareous tufa. (See Travertine.) 
Chalcedony. (See Quariz.) 
Chalcopyrite (copper pyrites). Clarke’s Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Chrysoprase. (See Quartz.) 
Coal. A poor quality of lignite, opposite Mammoth Hot Springs, near Mount Han- 

cock, on Hunter’s River. 
Feldspar. Sanidine, in various trachytes of the Park. 
Flint. (See Quartz.) 
Garnets. In gneissic rock, at Garnet Hill, near Elk Creek, in Junction Valley; in 

micaceous gneiss, on Blacktail-deer Creek; in Yellowstone Valley. 
Galenite (sulphide of lead). Clarke’s Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Geyserite. (See Opal.) 
Gypsum (sulphate of lime). Selenite, in the bluff opposite Mammoth Hot Springs of 

Gardiner’s River; in old hot spring deposits opposite Tower Creek, on Yel- 
lowstone River. 

Hydrophane. (Sce Opal.) 
Halite (common salt). In small quantity in springs near Turbid Lake, east of Yel- 

lowstone Lake. 
Hyalite. (See Opal.) 
Hornblende. (See Ampbihole.) 
Jasper. (See Quartz.) 
Malachite (green carbonate of copper). Clarke’s I’ork of Yellowstone River. 
Obsidian (voleanic glass). In chips throughout the Yellowstone Valley,from the 

lower cation to Yellowstone Lake. 
Spherulitic, from Grand Cafion of Yellowstone River; at Obsidian Mountain, 

near Beaver Lake; and at numerous other points in the Park. 
Porphyritic, from Grand Caiion of the Yellowstone; divide between Yellow- 

stone and Madison Rivers; at Obsidian Mountain. 
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Opal. East Fork of Yellowstone River, Grand Cafion of Yellowstone. 
Hydrophane, Grand Caiion of Yellowstone. 
Wood opal, East Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Hyalite, in the.Grand Canon of the Yellowstone; at the Gibbon Geyser Basin. 
Pealite, at Gibbon Geyser Basin, where it is associated with Hyalite; near the 

Grand Geyser and Black Sand Geysers, in the Upper Fire Hole Basin; near 
the Union Geyser and Yellow Crater Spring, in the Shoshone Basin; on 
Witch Creek, in the Heart Lake Geyser Basin. 

Geyserite (fierite or siliceous sinter). In the Geyser Basins of Fire Hole River, 
presenting white, gray, greenish, pink, and red varieties, massive, porous, 
filamentous, compact, cauliflower-like, beaded, or pearly. The specimens 
vary from translucent to opaque, some being very friable, while others 
are firm, even on drying; Hot Springs, on southwest arm of Yellowstone 
Lake; Geyser basin of Shoshone Lake, and Lewis Lake; in the Heart 
Lake Geyser Basin, on Witch Creek; in Hayden’s Valley, and wherever sili- 
ceous het springs are found in the Park. 

Pealite. (See Opal.) 
Plasma. (See Quariz.) 
Prase. (See Quariz.) 
Pyrite (iron pyrites). On Clarke’s Fork of the Yellowstone River. 
Quartz. Rock-crystal, in geodes, with chalcedony and calcite, from East Fork of Yel- 

lowstone River. 
Amethystine (amesthyst), fine crystals in large geodes of chalcedony from East 

Fork of Yellowstone River, about ten miles above the junction of the 
Yellowstone. The specimens are found on the summit of a bold hill on 
the south side of the river. 

Blue, near second cation of the Yellowstone. 
Milky, near second cation of Yellowstone; East Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Chalcedony, in chips throughout the Yellowstone Valley; in geodes with cal- 

cite and quartz, above second cafion in Yellowstone Valley; associated 
with jasper from Elk Creek, near Yellowstone River, Montana Territory ; 
forming the outside of geodes from East Fork of Yellowstone River; also 
associated with calcite at same locality, from Grand Cafion of Yellowstone 
River; in rounded pebbles on shores of Yellowstone Lake. 

Carnelian, from Grand Cafion of Yellowstone. 
Chrysoprase, Kast Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Prase, East Fork of Yellowstone. 
Agate, in Yellowstone Valley, above second cafion; East Fork of Yellowstone 

River, near Elk Creek, Yellowstone Valley. 
Flint (black variety), East Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Jasper (red variety), Yellowstone Valley; back of East Fork of Yellowstone 

River; near Elk Creek; (yellow variety) East Fork of Yellowstone River; 
(gray variety) East Fork of Yellowstone; (green variety) East Fork of 

Yellowstone River; (black variety) East Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Silicified wood, abundant throughout the valleys of Yellowstone, and in the 

Geyser Basins; on the southeast shore of Yellowstone Lake; handsome 
specimens are found on the East Fork of the Yellowstone River. 

Sanidine. (See Feldspar.) 
Selenite. (See Gypsum.) 
Silicified wood. (See Quariz.) 
Sulphur. In crystals at Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River; in the bluff on 

Yellowstone River, opposite Tower Falls; in mud springs at the foot of 
Mount Washburne; at Crater Hills, in Hayden’s Valley; in small quan- 
tity in the Gibbon Geyser Basin and in the Lower Fire Hole Basin; in the 
Shoshone and Heart Lake Geyser Basins; on the divide between Yellow- 
stone River and the East Branch of Fire Hole River. 

Travertine (calcareous tufa). At the Mammoth Hot Springs of Gardiner’s River; at 
Soda Butte, on the East Fork of Yellowstone River. 

Viandite. In the various Geyser Basins of the Park. 
Wood opal. (See Opal.) 
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B. 

ANALYSES OF VOLCANIC ROCKS FROM YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. 

By WILLIAM Beam, A. B. 

No. 1. Spherulitic obsidian. Collected by A. C. Peale, M. D. 
From the divide between Yellowstone Lake and Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole 

River. 
Greenish-black masses, transparent in thin pieces. Hardness, 6; specific gravity, 

2.4; fracture, conchoidal. Pyrology: Fusibility, 4. Heated strongly, it swells up toa 
white blebby mass; with borax, gives a clear bead, and with microcosmic salt, a 
skeleton of silica. 

COMPOSITION. 
Per cent. 

DU Op etiscen sane cols onacics Sopsa recs ewe sis ce cccebwceeesoecaeeneete 77. 00 
Al, O3-+ Fe, O3 oe wwe cow wee wae rns owe enn cee wwes see ces comes Boeeene= 13. 40 

HO ees tics est yes hc, Bib ek Aenea ip eR i Sea ee 1. 25 
WIR A Oe sep Nes rag He a ps rm a 1.19 
FIR ee ee ee se ae RE TSP UR POI aN LMM 6 oe Ca SCA 3. 62 
Nag Oa ee Sit Eee Se sak ret APE E BLES Sa fe fe PRE ok pe et sede = ere La 3. 43 

EPA (Dy eHIMOM) mt setee soe ence ee eee oN een tees te. ceo eee -70 

100. 59 

No. 2. A pebble of Quartz-trachyte, covered with a deposit from Echinus Geyser. 
Collected by A. C. Peale, M. D. 

A pebble about 14 inches in diameter, light fawn color, and containing particles of 
clear silica. Texture, porous; rather friable; fracture, uneven; hardness, 3.5; spe- 
cific gravity, 2.36. Pyrology: Nearly infusible; makes a clear bead with borax, and 
with microcosmic salt, leaves a skeleton of silica. The powdered mineral is slightly 
acted upon by hydrochloric acid. 

ANALYSIS. 

Per cent. 

S1Og. seas etac seasons webtee ee para ie eae note cieinisete cto dielemelcicie am biaisid 77.90 
Al,03-+-Fes O3 Secese uusese cadwees Seanieunciens wes cacece aeemecemace= 14, 55 

OBID edad te bao e DCSE CEE GHEE Ce ee Ae ee ee ea . 40 
RON see ieee Sanh casa cemncaiae oats of taes dent Saneteos backis Trace. 
DOM set sabi ts esas Sete eras oe IE ete iaiclemesayn'e cincide 4.63 

Na Omer hata yok ra ANE Soh bia neo i Uae Se Ee dicee 2.10 
H,0 (by ignition) ...-- Babee ssbio are eee ee oat sticlze cle@awin be 2 1. 00 

100. 58 

The film of deposit from Echinus Geyser is about one-eighth of an inch thick and 
the interior of the pebble has probably undergone some change in composition by the 
soaking of water into its substance. 

No. 3. Rock from Yellowstone Cafion near falls. Collected by W. H. Holmes. 

Consists of white opaque fragments, rough to the touch; fracture, conchoidal, rough; 
texture, porous. Pyrology: Fusibility, 5.5; dissolves in borax to a clear bead, and 
gives a skeleton of silica with microcosmic salt. Moistened with cobalt nitrate and 
heated, it turns bright blue. The powdered mineral yields 14.6 per cent. of its weight 
to hydrochloric acid. 

ANALYSIS. 
Per cent. 

5 eee ee ee mes SNE RT A ek i ceuelbe cee 64. 60 
AJ,03-+ Fe,0z Soman abot BASF Jo SSS OS poco DCO DO pOCOOonmemems 25. 65 

FIVE G0) Ree en RE RD ee cia lGa adore Sieh Trace. 
OPEN) eet le hh Le SA TT Cre att Trace 
UEC (Qa aie cr RSS Ag UNE A eTe rr 0.76 
ILO Mines 8 a ae LS ee nae eR eee ena tL 0. 43 
EEO CEU DILR Ys eee elated rain on eoein-aa view Ws cde on aniMese Bee natal 8.70 
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This rock has the appearance and qualities of a very compact or baked clay. It 
adheres strongly to the tongue, when breathed upon has a distinct pipe-clay odor, 
and the powder yields a plastic mass with water. Not being familiar with this region, 
I am unable to give a full explanation of the character of this rock, but I incline to 
the view that it is a clay metamorphosed by proximity to a dike or lava stream. 
The specimens examined may have been taken at some distance from the source of 
heat, as it seems difficult ‘to suppose that a clay would retain its plasticity after 
having been heated to the degree that immediate contact with the melted rock would 
cause. 

No. 4. Trachyte from Junction Valley. Collected by W. H. Holmes. 

The pieces are greenish blue, interspersed with white and dark spots, and particles 
of free quartz. Slightly porous. Fracture, uneven. Hardness, 4.5; specific gravity, 
2.84. Pyrology: Fusibility, 5.5; with borax gives reaction for iron; moistened with co- 
balt nitrate and heated, the white part turns blue and the green part brown. 

ANALYSIS. 
Per cent. 

FSC OF ene aaa Ne ELI C0 SUS t EN a ener ra tees peat ee ONS ee Ss 69. 90 
DAN Og so pe a i i a I SCENE Ne AN EE Ce A are ea ee 17.58 
FeO; Boo6 6604 H56 045 S505e5 CaDSoco bod h66 6b6546 bos Sb450 555840 csS69c55C 2,41 

CaO ries ess occee eo uireuirane Siete suas a ee oae re piatalialanaieiats tata alee ree or aiete Trace 
WEL) ¢ Hebb bdb6 6a5d Ganeo HaSnse dsSdd5 Ond6 Cost ones Goss edd nace sses Trace 
RO Seek pe Ree pts ree or ee ea hes Ly Stahl areake eats rN ate are ee 4.16 
DEST ae ana Se ce OSE ae HS et eS RI ep eae 2.41 
ie Ol(byHonibion) pees see seeieea essere scans Goede céco Geso coor 3. 65 

100. 11 

NotrE.—In those analyses in which the alumina and ferric oxide are included in the 
same determination, the quantity of ferric oxide was quite small, 
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GEOGRAPHICAL FIELDWORK OF THE YELLOWSTONE PARK 
DIVISION. 

By HENRY GANNETT, E. M. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., September 26, 1881. 

Sim: I have the honor to transmit herewith my report on the field- 
work of the Yellowstone Park Division, United States Geological Survey 
of the Territories, during the season of 1878. 

Very respectfully yours, 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN. 
HENRY GANNETT. 

ITINERARY. 

In accordance with instructions, the Yellowstone Park Division 
started for its field of labor on July 26, 1878, taking the field at Granger 
Station, Wyoming, on the Union Pacific Railroad. 
At the outset the party comprised, besides myself, Dr. A. C. Peale, 

geologist; J. E. Mushbach and Russell West, assistant topographers; 
with two packers and acook. After entering the field of work, Messrs, 
Peale and Mushbach were detached for special work in connection with 
the hot springs and geysers, while Mr. W. H. Holmes joined my party 
as geologist. 

The route of the party to the field of work lay up the Green River 
Basin, following in a general way the course of Green Riyer. At the 
mouth of Lead Creek we left the Green on our right and stfuck over in 
a northwesterly direction to the drainage basin of Hoback’s River, a 
large left-hand branch of Snake River. This stream heads in the east- 
ern slopes of the Wyoming Range, and in the southwestern slopes of the 
Gros Ventres Mountains, and, having accumulated its waters in a basin 
in the angle of these two ranges, it cuts a tremendous gorge through 
the former on its way to join the Snake. This canon has been very 
much used by the Gros Ventres, Bannock, and Shoshone Indians as a 
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part of their route from the Snake River Plains to the Wind River Valley 
and the buftalo range, as the broad and deeply-cut trails testified. But 
for many years the route had been deserted, as we found large trees 
growing across the trails and completely obstructing them. The cation 
is narrow, with precipitous walls, and in some places difficult and dan- 
gerous for pack-animals. Iam inclined to believe that only war and 
hunting parties were in the habit of using it, as lodge-poles and the 
other bulky paraphernalia of an Indian village would find the passage 
through these defiles both difficult and dangerous in the extreme. It 
was through this cafion that Mr. Hunt and his companions made their 
way in 1811 to the banks of the Snake or “ Mad” River, in their terrible 
journey to Astoria. 

Hoback’s River enters the Snake a few miles below the head of the 
canon of the latter stream, but above its mouth the eafion is not at all 
difficult to traverse. 

Turning northward, on reaching the Snake, my party followed up 
this stream through the broad valley known as Jackson’s Hole, passed 
Jackson’s Lake, at the head of the valley, and left the stream only at 
the point where the Lewis or Lake Fork joins it, at the southern 
boundary of the Yellowstone Park, where we arrived on August9. Here 
the work began. At this point we turned westward, following up a small 
branch of Lewis Fork. This little stream, heading in springs at the 
base of Pitchstone Plateau, we left on our right, and, crossing a low 
divide, in a gap between the Teton Range and Pitchstone Plateau, we 
struck Falls River, here a good-sizedstream. Thisriverwe followed down 
to the border of that great marshy valley known as Falls River Basin. 
We then skirted this valley to the point of debouchement of Bechler’s 
Fork from the high plateau. Here we turned our backs upon Falls 
River Basin, climbed the plateau on the northwest side of Bechler’s 
Fork, and followed its general course, keeping on the high plateau 
near its cation. Reaching its head, we struck over a low divide, an 
descended to the Shoshone Geyser Basin, on Shoshone Lake. This was 
on August 14. At this point I remained, detained by rainy weather, 
until the 21st, occupying myself in the intervals between the showers in 
surveying the Basin. 
On the 20th I started, accompanied by a packer, on a trip to the Red 

Mountains for the prosecution of the topographical work in and about 
them, leaving the balance of the party at Shoshone Lake. : 

From the west end of Shoshone Lake I traveled on a direct course to 
the west end of the mountain group, then climbed the range at this 
end, and traveled along the crest to Mount Sheridan, being obliged to 
leave the top only once, and then for only a short distance. 

On the 21st, while still in the mountains, I was joined by Mr. Holmes, 
and together we completed the trip, surveying the country in reach 
from the Red Mountains and Flat Mountain. Returning, we touched 
the northeast corner of Lewis Lake, crossed Lewis Fork at the outlet 
of Shoshone Lake, and thence skirted the latter around to camp. 

Immediately after returning from this trip, on the 26th, my whole 
party went over to the Firehole River, and down it to the Upper Geyser 
Basin. Delaying there a day, we moved down to the Lower Basin, 
having left Messrs. Peale and Mushbach behind to carry on their work. 
While on this march we learned for the first time that the hostile Ban- 
nocks were in our vicinity. As the reports were very indefinite as to 
the extent of the danger, we decided to remain where we were until 
more information should reach us. Meanwhile we located our camp in 
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a defensible position, corraled our stock at night, and took other pre- 
cautions customary under similar circumstances. As usual, definite 
information diminished the danger very much, and after two or three 
days’ delay we went on. Crossing to the Yellowstone by Howard’s 
road, we stopped two days at the Falls, then drove on down the river, 
and reached the Mammoth Springs, where our supplies were stored, on 
September 7. From that date to the 12th we were busied about that 
place, visiting, among other points, Sepulchre Mountain and Electric 
Peak. 
On the 12th we started again, returning up the Yellowstone to Bar- 

onette’s bridge, where we crossed it, and followed up the East Fork to 
a point above the mouth of Soda Butte Creek. Then leaving it, we 
crossed to Pelican Creek, by which and Turbid Creek we reached Yel- 
lowstone Lake. Then we followed the lake up to the head, and went 
several miles up the Upper Yellowstone. Returning, we followed the 
lake shore around tothe head of the river, and thence followed the river 
trail down to the Mammoth Springs, reaching them on October 2. 
Having refitted, we started again, this time up the Norris road, to 

survey the drainage areas of Gardiner’s and Gibbon Rivers. We trav- 
eled up the wagon road nearly to the head of the cation of the Gibbon, 
which enabled me to connect with the work done in that neighborhood 
earlier in the season. Then we skirted the east base of the Gallatin 
Range, making stations on the summits; and then, the season being 
far advanced, the weather being very bad, and the snow rapidly becom- 
ing deeper, I judged it best to close the work, although the whole plan 
_had not been carried out. 

We arrived finally at the Mammoth Springs on October 11, and at 
Bozeman, where the party disbanded, on the 16th. The whole distance 
traveled by my party is estimated at 830 miles. In the prosecution of 
my work I traveled an estimated distance of 1,250 miles. 

GEOGRAPHICAL WORK. 

The area assigned to me for survey during the field season of 1878 
was the Yellowstone National Park, situated mainly in northwestern 
Wyoming, though embracing narrow strips of Idaho and Montana, 
The area is 3,312 square miles. 

While a part of this region had been surveyed by the meander 
method, in 1871 and 1872, by this organization, still there were large 
gaps in the maps; while, in addition, the whole work required correc- 
tion by the introduction of a system of triangulation. Many recon- 
noissances of the Park have been made, the War Department having 
sent no less than four distinct expeditions (of which more hereafter), 
but all have traversed very nearly the same routes. so that the map of 
any one of them is very like those of the others, differing only in mat- 
ters of detail or of longitude. For this reason I have used only the 
earlier maps of this organization, in so far as I have used any other 
work than my own, in making up the general map; as I had found, 
experimentally, that the work of Schénborn and of Bechler was at least 
as good as any other which had been done in the region, and covered 
all the country which any of the others do. 

Within the Park Mr. Wilson located three primary points—Electric 
Peak and Mounts Washburn and Sheridan. Starting from these, I 
established a large number of secondary points, distributed over the 
Park to as good advantage as the topographical conditions would ad- 
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mit, sketching the topography and correcting it by locations in the usual 
manner. 
Owing to delays, caused by the neighborhood of hostile Indians, and 

by bad weather, I was unable to complete the area assigned me. The 
unfinished portion is in several parts, distributed about the-western, 
southern, and eastern borders, the larger part being on the west. Al- 
together, possibly 500 square miles remain undone. 

The general map of the Park has been plotted on a scale of one mile 
to an inch, and published on half that scale, 7. ¢., two miles to an inch. 
The contours are approximately 100 feet apart, vertically. 

During the season one of my assistants, Mr. J. E. Mushbach, was 
employed in making minute and detailed surveys of the most important 
groups of springs. From his notes I have made maps of the following 
groups: 

Scale of pub- Name of group. Scale of plot. lished. map. 

Feet per inch. | Feet per inch. 
Wpper Geyser Basin << eos eee cece c mac twecencea=> 400 500 
Mower! Geyser Basie. as -eseaalenee aes a= elae= em emeel ae eae lea 500 800 
GibboniGovserbasineeees sare ceseees seeeeeese ae enone eenee alae se ete aaa 200 400 
Mammoth Hot Springs... - 2.122. coco e eee nae one nee nn cen n ene n enone 250 400 
Shoshone) Gieyseribasimeseseee ssaaie sieeisseee sesesesciseaeseriaeiee ae sees 100 500 
Witch Creek Group -...-- secu eo ds casas spoote cbecto sosnsosSdocasdesossess 500 1600 
JOEY) SOMOS) 5345 Canon odonccosag =nOobCeD Seep Re SocHooeasoSosSsSosecoo0 6s 200 266 
IR WITH Exayeere CAV) sossosedcenuconcds0 se ccncoseScd cosa saoo SecoDKo Soe callsronedasdcooce- 100 

Heights have been determined, as usual, by the cistern barometer, in 
connection with the vertical circle of the theodolite. Aneroids have 
been used very little and with the greatest caution, as they have been 
found to be extremely untrustworthy. 

Barometrical observations have been referred, for computation of 
heights, to those of the United States Signal Service, at Virginia City, 
Mont. The height of this station was determined by the computation 
of a year’s coincident ‘observations at this point and Salt Lake City, 
Utah, giving, as a mean result for the former station, a height above 
Salt Lake City of 1,533 feet. The height of the barometer at Salt Lake 
City was determined as follows: 

; Elevation 
in feet. 

Ogden track Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads, Gardner*......-.-. 4,303 
Salt Lake City track, below Ogden track, by the Utah Central Railroad... .... ae 
Sali wakelCibystracksavovesearecssseceeere eee eee eee eee ee eee een 4,261 
Signal office, Salt Lake City, cistern of barometer, above track, from levels 

yj UnitedsStatesiSionaliServiceyo sss ceases eee een sel ee eee te 93 
Signal office, Salt Lake City, cistern of barometer, above sea ...-..-.--..----- 4,354 
Hence, Virginia City, signal service office, 1878, above sea........----------- 5, 887 

The sub-party, under Dr. Peale, was stationary for considerable peri- 
ods, and, as a full barometrical record was kept by Mr. Mushbach, of 
that party, I have considered it best to treat the camps of that party as 
subsidiary hypsometric bases, determining their heights directly from 
Virginia City, and then using them for the determination of the heights 
of my more transient camps and stations. The heights of these subsid- 
iary bases were determined from observations extending over inter- 
vals from one to three weeks, an interval long enough, particularly as 
they were quite near Virginia City in height, to establish their eleva- 
Zions with an approach to accuracy. Now, as all these bases are within 
the small area of the Park, heights determined from them can be sub- 

* Annual Report U. S. Geol. Survey, 1873, p. 658. 
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ject to but very small errors of gradient. That the results are as good 
as could be expected from barometric work, the following table, com- 
paring measurements made in 1878 and in 1872, when the conditions 
were not as favorable, will show: 

1872. 1878. 

Feet. Feet. 
MIGn i MOve oaks West SW@MIi tia. a=5 [os sacci eas sane ccsiannancideaacasessneicesnecees a 10, 997 11, 100 
Sti Via De ae eae son ee nen aera minnina asin cn enin oem cls Seah aon eomaeenee eee 10, 388 10, 346 
SE prOneh La Oreg Keene sep eee es ane ae enanane an sis scnen scisisia as aaa ee ene aeeeee eee 6, 236 6, 436 
aginst Mues OV SOLS ons seaieee nee se aees seen oe aa se ae als aan naciaininels sane aoe = 7,712 7, 725 
SMO ALONG MES KO 2 a cin ciae tae a ce ce taae onsale ca nnieimsininc veins baa ciscasenbaawsncsiae 7, 788 7, 738 
MAMPI LOWer GOYVSOr Sag) escent adeac nace cnn 5 delesas sooes secccesanerecere 7, 252 7, 236 
SHAS NGM Py USS sec oo 5 SE SSS COS Se OSCE ESO CE > CORREO EEE ane SEES yaa 7, 870 7, 830 
Jie IDEAS) coos sagesocO ABs nonssbsnesenne qeghe Hae SHS Hoheshos S55 s56os0 950526 7, 757 7, 800 
SERENE OULU DANN ee ona oral rae ee iatalnretsante s asieiielslelcicieaialominie wieisininisic cis wile aaleieiemiermans 9, 806 9,777 
RADE in SUE. - Seog anostos a soccoonce se sdecne cone Reet oot score nOusre ssa caseses= 10, 343 10, 385 
LOTS Ohi Qa Lod BIN Gy aes sacl SnGSsHbeceh conccasaac Stasdohe COSseASeOnBeSesSsessse 6, 892 6, 786 
INCRE WARD ITN oocoteninaccociossomnecededocsnabacBackores sSaeceeeaaeasesgedesse 7, 962 7, 976 

These discrepancies, which, to one accustomed to deal only with re- 
sults by level, would appear enormous, are, in reality, quite within the 
range of ordinary barometric work in a mountainous region. Discrep- 
ancies of 200 feet between single results are not unfrequently met with, 
and a.close accordance among three, four, or five results is a most rare 
accident, and suggests to one acquainted with such work anything but 
great accuracy in manipulation and computation. The best baromet- 
rical observer finds it impossible to set and read his instrument with 
certainty closer than .006 or .008 of an inch. Add to this the defects in 
the barometric formula and constants, which produce periodic errors of 
great magnitude, and which, though they can be to some extent avoided, 
cannot be wholly eliminated, and the great accidental errors arising 
from differences in barometric gradient, and it is easy to see that the 
barometer has no claims and can have none to being an accurate instru- 
ment. All that can be claimed is that, when used to the best possible 
advantage, it will give results approximating to the truth. To illus- 
trate the range of results given by this instrument, I add, in the follow- 
ing lists, the measurements of a few points in the region under consid- 
eration, as made by several different observers, at different times and 
under different conditions. 

The measurements made by Dr. Hayden’s first expedition, in 1871, 
were made with the siphon barometer, and were computed by the aid of 
an assumed base of 30 inches for the barometer at the sea-level. The 
discrepancies between these results and my own, amounting, in some 
cases, to several hundreds of feet, are due to the faulty method of com- 
putation, as I demonstrated in my report on the work of 1872. 

The large differences between my own results and those of Captain 
Jones, which, as will be noticed, average about 200 feet, and are quite 
constant, his results being the lowest, are not as easily accounted for. 
But as my results during the two years 1872 and 1878 are, within fair 
limits of error, the same, and as they remain the same, whether com- 
puted from Virginia City, from Salt Lake City directly, or from Chey- 
enne, I cannot believe that I have a constant error. Moreover, the re- 
sults of Messrs. F. A. Clark, George B. Chittenden, and G. R. Bechler, 
who have, under this organization, during the past two years, carried 
on topographical surveys embracing parts of the region traversed by 
Captain Jones, show the same discrepancies between elevations of 
points determined by them and by Captain Jones. It seems fair to 
assume, therefore, that the burden of proof lies with the latter. 
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MOUNTAINS. 

Names. Range. Latitude. | Longitude. | Elevation. 

(o} t? uw fo} / uw Feet. 

MonnbitancoCkse acseseeeesacise eel 44 09 00 | 110 25 00 10, 235 
Mount) Sheridanese-=- oe ee oe eee 16 00 32 00 10, 385 
Mount Sheridan (Hayden 82) seme al| ee een OO eee es eee ate eee eels eee eee 10, 348 
Mount Sheridan (Jones, 1873).--..--.|------d0 --.--.-----..--+---|.------- ---|------------ 10, 150 
Red) Mountain seer eee eae 17 30 32 20 9,777 
Red Mountains (laydensa 872) messes pees end Opener eee nase cere | aeeere eee be eeeeeeeere 9, 806 
Be nooo pagan ses Seo conaDoDosHnOSeKe 16 00 32 20 10, 320 
Get a sagasobo sé soc uSosaesoNbecaness 16 10 32 40 10, 305 
DO a a nial ote ee ee ene tee ia selene sie ees 17 10 32 50 9, 742 
PQecescuccooke cosconosscde scbbo90s00 16 10 33 00 10, 200 
Go) ac oob scoocoedasboesKo a KoseHSOU SS 16 00 33 30 10, 144 
et Spo dononndodcaDdKSobeneEesaboasse 15 50 33 40 10, 104 

IWM=) eS adudorodeeeoeeooUneds Se BscHOSbe 15 10 33 30 9, 698 
SLB ie sintata rome ecient sie telete eieimeeenee 16 30 34 40 9, 448 
Ae ogadaedce 16 20 34 50 9, 627 
Dla Sraen liaise 16 00 35. 00 9, 690 
Station 8 15 50 35 40 9, 560 
Mount Washburn.....-.----.---...-- 48 00 26 20 10, 346 
MonmtiWiashibunn; (Hayden 872) sees posse O Oe e eee pees Meera ee mine pease eet 10, 388 
Mountiwashburne(diones e873) meses seen G Onecare seen rer ane beeen eee ee teeeeee eee 10, 105 
Suet Abo nebsSeccodsuacecscusesosode 47 30 23 50 9, 692 
Station 1823255 lee Seo ee 46 25 32 30° 9, 494 
ea eo boccuneseenooscdoesaococeanaD 53 30 31 30 9, 166 
FLAN asa eeie fle See laete sletaaiesee sees 51 30 35 00 9, 794 
ARNO Saralatcieye cis eoioteeiniatnieletele’vetraaie cic ietee 51 30 36 25 9, 638 
ABEL Re neeieceanieeincicitecee 50 40 34 50 9, 855 
LeRTS sees se ee EEE 53 30 30 30 9, 633 
Te ee Nes ABE Eee REA Gon are Se sue neoe 52 10 32 50 9, 468 
QOS18 Fasaeeee ser asec aetcric cee 51 50 34 00 9, 503 
By (eal RY Be SR re eee ei sesh IS A he 48 30 26 20 9, 711 
Fe SRE SUA SCTE ACES Aca EI aT 48 00. 30 00 9, 894 
POTS are hee ea aN Lee ate sreetista tats ote aera 47 00 30 20 9, 809 
AAV ON ise Be ce a ee ee ee Beewadus 47 00 33 40 9, 432 
‘DunravenvE eakereseeeee este sce 47 00 28 30 9, 988 
Dee ESS BE SSE Cc PISCE ROSE Chic aeeice 47 10 27 00 9, 506 
INO ne a seine weenie scare esivie eens uselsseues 47 30 26 30 10, 001 
1 ee eco scteinie eee ceheldiameis seins cenit lsleeeats 47 35 26 20 10, 122 
GSTS) aa sae Geceaa Ss aoe 47 50 26 00 10, 270 
CEOSD INS ae Ula eran Sr ae, 47 40 25 30 9, 935 
Hlectrichbeakewese-se eee e asec sere 45 00 30 50 30 11, 155 
West Electric Peak 0 30 51 00 11, 100 
West Electric Peak (Hayden, 1872) ..|....--do .........-.-.------|------------|-----+------- 10, 992 
Sepulchre Mountain, station 25 ...... 44 59 40 46 00 9, 737 
Sepulchre Mountain, station 26 ...-.- 59 25 46 20 9, 769 
Cinnabar Mountain oreo aegis ein Opes ae se eee een eele nett ieee aie | taateeis crate 7, 343 
Bunsen Peat eee ae aaa 56 00 42 40 8, 775 

59 40 52) 20 10, 282 
59 30 53 00 10, 292 
59 25 3 00 10, 253 
58 40 52 50 10, 236 
57 45 53 10 10, 626 
56 50 52 30 10, 483 
56 50 53 50 10, 478 
57 15 51 40 10, 060 
57 20 52 00 10, 153 
54 30 49 30 10, 026 
54 50 50 00 10, 127 
52 10 51 00 10, 142 
49 25 53 00 9, 800 
52 15 51 00 10, 150 
52 25 50 25 10, 074 
49 15 50 45 10, 200 
53 10 51 15 10, 358 
50 50 53 30 10,178 

Left Madison Mountain ........----- 48 50 62 30 9, 868 
Mount Holme fies Slee Sapte Ua eerie etal 49 20° 51 35 10, 528 
TC fees es oh Sa OS hl SG BoC E aa SAAB AAS Ba eeed caclsGOONOHSOdSIS 10, 240 
i: Ly (ee Re eee Rn MTL Stee RTT g hae hahaa eT ae SO be ee dla acsenaao 10, 128 
PAG oo ae Ss eee See inte Neie Sees eee 50 25 52 20 10, 075 
GLC 7 Aseaee spe erat ae i imran estoy pa aD 47 30 51 20 9, 150 
Moun ti ivarts oe a EFI Ch Os een ae | PNP ALL age ao | ee Ree canter een 7, 600 
Emigrant Peak (d)..........---.----.| Yellowstone Rango..-...-.|------------|------------ 11, 034 
26- 95 Be ren eet ee CEN Dd Bn ENT Oe ee OO yas eS Smo Oc OEmaca MoO ue Soceballbcocridicodacs 10, 720 
Hell Roaring Mountain 45 00 20 26 50 8, 418 
Doe ere he aeatne che Bes ae eee 1 20 25 15 8, 040 
AES VON Ts EU a i RN ia 1 00 25 00 8, 012 
Sa tiomp de ses eee es 44 56 50 16 30 7, 788 
‘BisonvP ea kis eee ae ae EAL Ap 56 50 13 25 9, 038 
ERTS Sele a ape rie MeL sins aaa iy Uae D 57 45 9 50 9, 927 
ODER eI Wik taas Slavia eay Lila 45 00 25 6 00 10, 726 
SO) dean eae gs MAT ROL aR a RTE OO Feed 1 00 7 00 10, 364 

BEES OAB OAR BEESoed EOSoOO OES |taaacasnasas 9, 862 
CS Oe een ne in So EE PU ea RT pill i Ts (oa ML eo calldaudeocueoas 8, 906 
CSCO EE 8 6 BARS eg EI A A ee 44 54 20 11 00 9, 518 
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MOUNTAINS—Continued. 

Names. Range. Latitude. | Longitude. | Elevation. 

Index ewkee esa. arecaasataceeeees| (anne 
Baronette’s Peaks. . fs <c.0s cease ceca sscece 

OTT PNOLN Seas ae eee a neees nae leeeaes 
White Cafion ..-..... 
Outer Point.-.-.--.-- 
Specimen Ridge (top). 
SiahOMtad ee seasons coe enawee cece aaal see sete 

Monnt Chittenden (Ones: 18%3)-<<s25|25250600) ook ea cicccceccsecns|scacee Sobecc|saecce cis cees 10, 027 
WOAREMBUULO\: neccesaece a cccoeeessenes 15 45 8, 822 
ead OPE ae Mele ee aaa nie ciocew ae aactcaste bic 10 20 10, 108 
2ESh)(Qidn Coho BYR) Gescet Sees Seenrctscd seers Gl ecaacns acdsee ceeune||asooeoee saws Bacoacdne s' 9, 938 
Pasa Wits See amie aeyeia nis Saeed ne acticin 30 40 8 45 10, 137 
iG a8 ft) Saale ee eee ee eee ar 29 30 8 40 10, 434 
1 5-R9E 5. Semin ane ae ee ee eae ciaes oat 29 20 9 00 10, 478 
Tanda eta et ete cele at sia ale oreraa crararatha ware toe orate O Ol erenie ticiefas alate a Gremteiels [lnieie iors Sicinswiass| e-ciajeid wes evajate 10, 624 
ane) Se ee ete tees ott mem cieiesics micie eee OO) oe cee iscs mince cnnerilocwamem ed facilemcic ce cmemiar 10, 474 
3-31) Cece Gobep hase HOOOeCeDEEEE OCceoeE 31 40 10 00 10, 142 
Grizzly Mountain..........-..-..--.. 28 10 10 40 9, 982 

se ppOS oe # OBB COR BOO RE a So Cee CeIAC 27 30 10 00 9, 964 
Smoothface Mountain, north......-.. 28 40 7 50 10, 500 
Smoothface Mountain, south 28 30 7 45 10, 417 
SG DIONIAD oie yok eierore Sates pistes 25 30 13 40 9, 078 
“SUT s IY ie aie Se a eS 25 00 16 30 8, 210 
Ren eae oe oie tomate slsepjetecesieat 27 20 8 40 10, 252 
MNUINt DOANE: o-pcc2-ceccas cesccnccs 24 45 9 00 10, 713 
Mount Stevenson...........-.---.--. 24 00 9 45 10, 420 
Mount Langford...........-..---..6. 24 25 6 30 10, 779 
20-44 23 25 415 10, 902 
2244 22 40 4 10 11, 155 
20-41 23 10 11 00 9, 815 
21-41 22 25 11 30 9, 704 
22-41 21 50 11 50 9, 730 
20-44 23 15 8 00 10, 507 
19-44 22 00 8 25 10, 122 
Turret 16 15 4 05 11, 142 
23-44 18 50 6 25 10, 706 
24-44 18 40 7 35 10, 389 
25-44 17 30 6 45 10, 884 
26-44 17 50 7 00 10, 919 
27-44 17 40 8 05 9, 939 
28-44 17 20 8 40 9, 519 
40-44 13 00 3 10 10, 680 
lO ee eraey te se onc a Salers cle niare Seis Continental Divide, south 15 10 23 40 9, 300 

of Yellowstone Lake. 
Res aah atic cccenenchncosdesklttene. DOC tone dence ae 13 00 24 25 9, 700 
Ae i tala dole sealcleocules'c zsh oaraamsle cates Oe saecrsccuwerccce cs 11 20 23 30 9, 600 
MRCS IVE CIID ALINE sto peices bore ace ool oie nici & nsieuinieveineceoimg ante e:uie wie 21 20 26 20 9, 200 
EAL E OU em neteie sc onset nc |rinc seach nee scan ccmeinaaed <a 22 00 17 00 8, 706 
PIB REIMARBESAG tate ee cece eee lt cee acaee cat icecue cic ccecce|sense-secces | aes : 8, 884 
COp yaa (e] ry La A | OS Bk 2S OR Re a | (a ~ A ee 57 10 26 10 7,177 
Sonth Twin Butte, Lower Geyser ....|..-...---2--cccccccccecccnes 82 00 53 10 7,977 
PUN Mer Aes Lie OM Ore ASIN) | cncscc nena cecine ccimes casaan=|ocetdeeese an | sataeebinmemcr 1,979 

(Hayden, 1872). 
(NOGueeL WA Ss tLen DOWOr DGS: .-0 lsc caccec ota ecccouacescoccce 32 30 52 50 7, 976 
NOR Rina TLS) SMOWEre HOI | sacncsecesccssnccuce ceasees|scos selae cette meceecese ste 7, 962 

(Hayden, 1872). 
SG eee ee ne eos ee || MOMIBON RAN CG ae scone acl eemvancacnelwanease canes 10, 700 
PAM OUNLAIN ow eevicccasinn esc ce aesce|lsamziew Dade ncdeten samepaere We (Corn aete siately | see overs cere 11, 136 
Station 16 (high ridge north of Gib- 39 40 51 45 8, 520 

bon’s Fork). 
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ELEVATIONS OF MISCELLANEOUS POINTS. 
Feet. 

Amethyst Creek, trail crossing Of .. 2-2. ---- weeeee eo en oe - 20 moe soe one oe «--- 6,703 
Baronette’s bridge (sieRTCOT, MSCY))6 s4a0 6606 sone Heo HbobcS CHba SEG6 aesad5 65056 - 5,978 
TBSP AVee IDRUEG) oo oa coos so oaseeeonosen Od000 G66 cob Sao cSoobO SdSose soba Sed5 dé50 7,415 
Bechler’s Fork, head of Fall River Basin.....-...-2....--22e-+0---2------ =e 6, 411 
Bechler’s Fork, at head of stream ...2 2. 022.0 coc cen osc ne ccc cne cons ween seene= 8,191 
Bechler’s Fork, butte in forks of. ......... ASA Siaratg Satay acim anlaas Aap Bag oe 8, 451 
Beulah Lake (Hayden, 1872). 2-2. ------ en eeee eee eee cones ones eee eee eee nee 7,530 
Blacktail Deer Creek, crossing of lower trail -..-....... 222.2222 2-2-2 +--+ eceeee 6,570 
Cascade Creek, camping ground on (Hayden, 1872) ..-.-...+--- 0222-2 ---++---2- 7, 912 
Cascade Creek, camping ground on (Jones, 1873) SEER CIS He SESE eH m Occ oane 7.724 
Crater Hille ee OS te ak a SC an ae aeons 7, 820 
Divide: 

Firehole, Snake, and Henry’s Fork (Hayden, 1872) -.........--..--------- 8, 761 
“Lewis Lake to Yellowstone Lake (Hayden? 1872) Wi). saan see a ee eee seit 8, 024 
East Fork of Firehole to Yellowstone River (Hayden, 1872)...........---- 8, 893 
Lower Geyser Basin to Henry’s Fork (Hayden, 1872) -...........--.------ 8, 267 
Yellowstone to East Fork of Firehole (Hayden, 1872)..............-.--2-- 8, 164 
East Fork of Gardiner’s River to Blacktail Deer Creek.....-....-..------- 6, 887 
Gardiner’s River to Gibbon River ..--.. .-.--. s2cee. ooo nee cece ee wn ce eee 7, 760 
Pelican Creek to East Fork of Yellowstone. ....-....--..-.---c2---------- 8, 600 
Broad Creek to East Fork of Yellowstone ...........-...----------------- 8, 822 
Agate Creek to East Fork of Yellowstone .......-....---.---.------------ 9, 061 
Firehole to Shoshone Lake, northeast corner.......-......-.-.--.---.--«- 8, 523 
Shoshone Creek to Firehole River..,-..---.-..-----2- e220 ee 2 ee eee eo eee 8, 245 
Shoshone Geyser Basin to Bechler’s igri St ee ee ee cael 8, 677 
Madison Lake to Bechler’s Fork -.........--..--------6 Pun steal needa 8, 504 
East Fork Firehole to Yellowstone, on Howard Road. ....--...----------- 8, 336 
Snake tojallspRivier {oes ce sacisis sss ate cleicioiels sinisieninieii cee ere eersete 7,434 

East Fork of Firehole: 
Mouth on (Hayden S72)eens sence se eesece cca eeecees= ieee eet ae 7,208 
At the basevot thedivide 2.656 soso el oes Siete sence eels cm aciceamessee 7,460 

East Fork, Gardiner’s River: 
Moot olGabes. ieee eV ee UE ss eee ee 6, 387 
Wlayp Git CONS) 3 S556 c6h0 655655 bo6an6 Goon sa80 So dnbd bonS oSbeca SSO coos obESCE 6, 587 
7 MARU 00 Me ae oN Ses OSS SCO CODE COMA BEC Oc oae Soo boon SeoSnmeno ceorcoOoSo aoa. 6, 850 
Wihere‘the: trailileaves iG 2 2c sarc oe occin Sem sed sislelsis e Seiee ia mermineie bincieyecrte 6, 887 

East Fork of Yellowstone River: 
IMO tO beens aoe ain cielsieie welel seer eicle crete telale miele in etorois aiatnie te axeiclaninieatse reset 5, 970 
Mouth(Soda Butte Creek 220.0 oes l eee sense cee ioc ce emia ee 6, 700 

Elk Creek: 
(Ghym oninay pryomenG ls Bees Sees oo Seuss boos odeo Secoqu ceo coDSkosechde soSse5 6, 436 
Camping ground (Hayden, 1872). .... 2-20. cece cceces enn nce cee e ne cone mone 6, 236 
Summit : AINOW® cagd dodo 5505 boab aob Sos aadaa5 cobd dabd asd Seo Shoo Sods oo SSe5 "i, 476 

Falls River: 
Mt headeMallsprivelybasitenee renee eee entee sateen nclscicerste Bees -- 6,478 
JOUEYIGH I GAG Ole S5 condso cans ona osc 56 6ha0 anodod cobb conbodsad Scots ane cee 7, 568 

Flat-topped butte, in Forks of Yellowstone. ..-...-.....------------ »----2---- 6, 610 
Gardiner’s River: 

Mouthiofi Gay denil872)te ere cmericns sco ecsis seinirie|sinlem tel een lel atninta= etna 5, 360 
NOLES Ob aise Se roe ee ee aa ate ea ey Re eset cra ete a a aycte eas ernie meee eed 6, 200 

Geode Creek, crossing of, on trail...... 2.2.2.2 220 2-2 ees ene e ne eee ene eee ee ---- 7, 362 
Gibbon Wake eee dace ricte ese minis seoareralsteiciaystelatatate QO OSOO Coacab ease 7, 838 
Gibbon River: 

Mouthvoti@rHiaydenyl872)esseeceescesse) se eeeelse ace ene emia s ee ere ete 6, 811 
Head! of: CanloniOT eee eee seta scictisiciee ica nine eee cisco es onal e eee set 7, 300 

Gibbon Geyser Basinis.2: 325.) s see a eee soo eae e cone cea ceeeeone eee essen eee 7, 527 
Beart Lakes i is ee eM CNS alalc mere crete Sete een trate el eet eh cet 7,475 
Heart Lake, Geyser Basin®.........-...------- ei sleis sila Sale a cain aie ya eters 7,475 
Hering Lake.-.--. Se eee ele Src ee acisiea cular eid inte eae ee slemuierene el ewesiare 7,930 
Holmes; Mounts base Obesecesseeeneee saseeeneeses eae eae eee eee eee eee 7, 885 
Indian Creek: 

Mouthofsee see oe ee eee ea I Ne asaratatia eaten ee are raya 7, 246 
At baseof Gallatin Rance ssssce ol eecr sesso rine eee e econ seee er eteret 7, 643 

Toewis Dake i. oso oe co) Vue a ia ere rer h ie crawl tat Ay cea ao lle sree el ae 7, 800 
Mewisivake (Hay denwl872) saan eae sree eset a eee ere eee eet sea eee ee eet 7, 757 
Lower Geyser. Basin 22625-5058 See ea ein ee ee ei eta anaes aeeae 7, 236 

Gaaet N87 2) rs eee is eS DRI iS ON tapas meen eee 7, 252 
Jones, 1873; higher point) so. aaciees-coeee anelene ence eres Seen eet 7, 162 
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; Feet. 

Madisnupiake (HayOOn len?) nc. caienca sean See maces scwslsena onnemecnicisas ---- 8,300 
MadinoneinemrautoohOrwCanOR) < cnc ecisee ae sins poser res+mes [esse seneeeence 6, 605 
Mammoth Hot Springs: 

Js\ii GRID + ossooscees coc coso ceed pasos coueco tions Besse tosciosessonsce eee Gok 
Summit above, on Norris'road --.<- -- 2. oo. cco ce cos co occas sccwcccee= 7,310 

WSR SIDS Sone 525 a2 bobs base sooneSnaanse <ceonb HeCCOS SH co CBORSO SHAE oe58 8, 336 
Mud Geysers on Yellowstone River- ----.. (2-2-6. onan epee cocoons ewees cece 7, 725 
Mnd Geysers on Yellowstone River (Hayden, 1872)...--........----.------.--- 7,712 
GNIAR pathy WIT REO OTe nce gano Sade co cee eC HSB EebeSoEoS HeseecHasessesdse 7,718 
a lewliake rer seater eerie soaehe corr ae mins Sone eee cesietits See wie eee se ieae 8, 000 
Salt Lake City, United States signal office >..-.......-..---..-----2.----.---- 4, 354 
SHOSHONE) GeySely basin eee eeiaee een cece aces leon abe ae eo eielace ese see seers 7, 837 
Shoshone Geyser basi (Haydeny 1872) =. << 5. one. ooo eee eceeme sean 7, 881 
SPOS AOD IL MRD 45 oon Sooolbsselbano Sceoocade ses bssede ass oaaeeeine sare seas 7, 830 
Sade annie Chee ie. sieve b itl Olea 4 eee ena ae Oey ae ee ASS csonudee 6, 700 
PRE INAC OTIS (Gb tet: Pa eee eel eciiarae'se i Sc llca ne pve peanalsaneinees 6, 786 
Saaize iver. HOLks Ol ayGeu Wore) earn cree aia tec ce cic cen cincaca ee seiees 6, 892 
Sulphur Springs, near Mary’s Lake (Hayden, 1872)... ..-.-.---.---.---.------ 8,246 
Tower Creek: 

WAD MAN ih ee ae so ce ce ooo soobe cont hos 455 OS eSn6 coe seoboas coos cads chads 6, 207 
Trail crossing of ....- stesso vac 6 35s Sed es bele cess socseeigseeAsode -t6e 5-2 6,579 

Upper Geyser Basin : 
Mere OG DA TNT aes a Seco gscedetseates 6a6deS58 ASS COS Sa BOG I swse sees 7,372 
INGaERC Antes eee eeer ea nea alse arises Cases ceil cco cics cele nenw seca emiane 7,377 
Nears@asuler(hay dens eg teres seca el aye inne oot cto isco scan taee eeee 7,394 
Near foot of basin (Jones, 1873).--.-... Se Se Re ae ee nic a Se eee ee 7,373 

UTD ar (GRisGis UST GEST well eee esas coo seSe 3p OS see Seer Seesinde Beso see 7,645 
Virginia City, Mont., United States signal office®......-..--.--. 2222-2 ----e--- 5, 887 
Washburn Group, Pass in, over which trail passes._.-.--.-...---.-------- ---- 8, 867 
West Fork Gardiner’s River, head of valley on ..----- .... 2.20. ---- ene eeeeee 7,300 
Witch C@resk: foot medi Mountains2ce 32 <5 ce ccee cin scc lc cteree cece Sec eee couse 8, 310 
VWiGilla ni Si@ne UBT R)65 eece ae esog Gea8 CcOOU DO OUOS CE6d ECUB BOA SSO a Oe eEAen meas 7, 738 

(Eby Gin, INS02)) ceces cto snss bob sec cata onecbs casese coos HHS oe sooDSS dosede 7,788 
CIOHESTA SD) some ee eee aeons cette ween e one anata s ems ned Stctcnicccs scsscssnee 7, 564. 

Yellowstone River: 
Jit WAGON COS RGIEE 26 qe sdco cod SSSeICOCOO CESS COBO SO CHE DEE SUS ROD AE SAIRE OE Be -- 7,705 
MopaUppertbalistessasscseccecs ces cccsocceeeeterince arse onsale tionccieteeae 7, 693 
HorLonmUippergballgtecemaetccens sae acise ee ceive te cciccce sean ccs ec cise elone 7, 581 
Mopysower Pallsyass ce Se ass eS saa ce ce Sse ees SPAS UME S Coil t coe: 7,575 
IBotromisower Palisti ss sercsas eb st cess ste ac Sechicetese seca mesic ocovsiaeae 7, 275 

Yellowstone Cafion, east side, top of, at falls......-----. ...2..-----. eee eee 7,710 
Yellowstone River: 

Month Power Creski(Haydens 1872) 2h 5 ote ate oc acicealso tise cece cece ceenesee 6, 207 
Mou mash ork (Hayden i872) petce oto ase eet oateas Sauces ce sec kise sees 5,970 
MonthiGardinersieniver, (Hayden y1S72)2-s2<ctsce cones sedarocieceine sce aee 5, 360 

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES OF MISCELLANEOUS POINTS. 

Loeality. Latitude. | Longitude. 

° Or, 7h 

NONE DOWNEAST OIE ANE on ned canoe seciseecm aes sositasnicaenesnacsniecsesecs =|, 40,0 45) emseenneeeee 
EAB TNDOUNORLY TOL Me alice sane ses set nisaemesa os tet otseet ce Mecesuwesescs|decceeesunae 110 00 00 
South boundary of Park ... ee wal) 44/08) 00) \|peececeereee 
West boundary of Park ..-.. he 111 06°00 
MESH OL GcANCINGL:S URUIVOD we moe ciate teansec nee aecees awa ccbadaerce Sébencsecces 45 01 45 110 42 20 
Month of East Fork of Yellowstone River ......2.-0-ccn-scccccccccccccncscc- 44 55 40 24 00 
MEMEO STD ULLO CLOCK ee aster ce tenes peter te one cacpoeteboveneceseacsccis 52 10 11 30 
GirmaeeMOUlOWwsLONG WAKO sa cckt once ee Pe ee eased c decd eecddcese 34 00 23 00 
PRU TEL DEL ALON SONG: see = ces een mmmainies aide Smpie me aeicineaiciacceaawens 18 30 13 00 
PTO ee aT IOWA POLK sce nc econ occ cow ctu ie eed eta setb cma cowcccsuuss 7 30 31 30 
OBS OL AOn ty UiAKO 224s o sec bsccae case maaeeslejen da cdiceboucetndecicscct sicienseuss 15 00 27 40 
Forks of Snake River......... aes nae 8 30 41 00 
Outlet of Shoshone Lake wee Ya’ 21 20 40 00 
OTST OLMe WISER EG sag erates eae andnas he nacenscededcedecmpbuesctUutewebects 16 45 88 00 
MOntMOL nat MOLE OL HMILGnGle ILVOL ~ cose cncrsncesnucessoeccveecccunssowens 35 00 50 10 
MIGLLIS. DVM LOM LOL stub a ocaer tone anes dss Ue as teenceubuddanenccuewduttes 88 30 52 00 
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HISTORY OF EXPLORATIONS IN THIS REGION. 

The first authentic information regarding the great natural wonders 
of the Park was derived from a prospecting party under the leadership 
of Capt. W. W. De Lacy, who in 1863 visited the Lower Geyser Basin. 
Previous to this time it seems that the region was known to but a few 
hunters and trappers, and their tales were treated as the wildest of 
romancing, as, indeed, many of them were, the mind of the trapper being 
singularly prone to exaggeration. The earliest reference to the hot 
springs with which I am acquainted is in the stories of a trapper by 
the name of Colter (or Coulter), who accompanied Lewis and Clarke’s 
celebrated expedition across the continent. On the return of this expe- 
dition, when below the mouth of the Yellowstone, Colter was discharged, 
at his own request, and immediately returned to the country above the 
forks of the Missouri. In this neighborhood, probably on the Jefferson, 
his companion, Potts, was killed by Blackfeet, and he was captured. 
Almost miraculously he escaped from them, and, entirely naked, made 
his way to atrading post on the Bighorn. After this he lived for a 
year or more among the Bannocks, whose range included what is now 
the Yellowstone Park. Either during his perilous journey after his 
escape from the Blackfeet or during his sojourn among the Bannocks he 
became acquainted with the region of the hot springs and geysers, for 
we find him in Missouri in 1810, telling marvellous tales of lakes of burn- 
ing pitch, of land on fire, hot springs, and geysers. His stories were of 
course treated as travelers’ tales, and “‘Colter’s Hell” was classed with 
Lilliput, Symimes’s Hole, and other inventions of over-developed imagina- 
tions. 

Later we find the knowledge of this country more generally diffused 
among this people. Colonel Kaynolds, in his report on the ‘“ Explora- 
tion of the Yellowstone,” in 1859-60, refers to “‘some of these Mun- 
chausen tales” as follows (p. 77): 

One was to this effect: In many parts of the country petrifactions and fossils are 
very numerous, and as a consequence it was claimed that in some locality (I was not 
able to fix it definitely) a large tract of sage is perfectly petrified, with all the leaves 
and branches in perfect condition, the general appearance of the plain being wnlike 
(like?) that of the rest’of the country; but all is stone; while the rabbits, sage hens, 
and other animals usually found in such localities are still there, perfectly petrified, 
and as natural as when they were living; and, more wonderful still, the petrified 
bushes bear the most wonderful fruit; diamonds, rubies, sapphires, emeralds, ete., 
etc., as large as black walnuts, are found in abundance. 

This story, absurd as it sounds, has a large basis in fact. The nar- 
rator, however, had mixed up distinct phenomena, and over all had 
spread lavishly the coloring of his imagination. There are fields of 
gage, as well as bits of forest, which, lying in immediate proximity to 
*“sroups of springs, have been petrified while standing. The hot silicious 
water from the springs is drawn up through the pores of the wood, and 
between the wood and the bark, by capillary attraction, and, depositing 
silica wherever it goes, the tree or bush is rapidly transformed into rock. 

The story of the remarkable fruit borne by these stone trees is not far 
from correct, the main difference between the story and the fact being 
that the fruit is borne on the outside and inside of the trunks of the trees, 
instead of on the ends of the branches. The mineral species are not as 
given in the story, either, but that is a matter of no vital importance. 
In the process of silicification of wood the last result of all is the produc- 
tion of quartz erystals. The tree trunk is converted totally into crys- 
talline quartz, radiating from within outwards, the crystals being all 
crowded out of shape. The inside and outside of the hollow cylinder 
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of quartz which represents the former tree are covered with the charac- 
teristic quartz pyramids. Such products of silification are very abun- 
dant in the Park, particularly on Amethyst Ridge, and are undoubtedly 
the “stone fruit” of the petrified trees and bushes. The crystals are 
colorless, amethystine, or yellow, and according to the color are known 
to the mountain man as diamond, amethyst, topaz, &c. 

It is unnecessary to say that the part of the story relating to animal 
life was manufactured from whole cloth. 

The other story, in its main fact, is undoubtedly true. Many streams 
which at their heads are icy cold become lower down in their courses 
warm, or even hot. Bridger, however, attempted to account for this 
phenomenon without an adequate knowledge of the facts in the ease. 
The cause of the heating of-the water was not friction, due to its rapid 
descent, but the large accessions of hot water from springs situated 
along its course. 
Many other similar legends had long been current among mountain 

men, some of which are briefly referred to in Colonel Norris’s report to 
the Secretary of the Interior for 1878, but none of them seem to have 
attracted any attention. That white men have been in the Park prior 
to any printed record is evidenced by the discovery by Colonel Norris, 
as noted in his report above referred to, of a block-house near the 
Grand Cajon, of a caché of marten traps near Obsidian Cafon, and 
other relics of the early trappers. 

In Mullan’s “ Military Road Report,” 1863, pp. 19 and 53, mention is 
made of hot springs and geysers at the head of the Yellowstone, as if 
they were well known at that time. 

In 1863 Capt. W. W. De Lacy, in command of a large party of pros- 
pectors, left Montana to prospect on the upper waters of the Snake. 
Striking that river near the junction of Henry’s Fork, they followed 
up the main river through the canon, prospected in Jackson’s Hole, 
and not finding gold in paying quantities they broke up the party, some 
returning one way, Some another. Captain De Lacy, with a portion of 
the party, followed up the Snake and Lewis Fork, discovering Lewis 
and Shoshone (De Lacy’s) Lakes, the Shoshone and the Lower Geyser 
Basins. 

Mention of this trip was made in Raymond’s Report on Mineral Re- 
sources for 1869, and in 1876 the narrative was published in full in 
“Contributions of the Historical Society of Montana.” 
The geographical work done by Captain De Lacy on this trip was 

embodied in a map of Montana, drawn by him and published by 
authority of the Territory in 1864~65, and the material thus made pub- 
lic was afterward used by the public land office and the Messrs. Colton, 
of New York, in the compilation of maps of that region. 

The results of this trip, however, seem to have attracted little or no 
attention, for we hear of no one going into the country until 1869, when 
two prospectors, Cook and Folsom, made a prospecting tour through 
the Park. They followed the Yellowstone up to the mouth of the East 
Fork, then up the latter stream for a few miles, crossing over to the Yel- 
lowstone at the Great Falls; thence they went up this stream to the 
foot of the lake and around the west side of the latter to the extremity 
of the west arm, thence crossing over to the Geyser Basins on the 
Madison, and finally left the country by following down the Madison 
River. Their story immediately attracted attention, and the following 
summer a large party, composed of citizens of Montana, under the lead- 
ership of General Washburn, then surveyor-general of Montana, was 

30 H, PT. IL 
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made up for the purpose of exploring this region. A small escort from 
Fort Ellis, in charge of Lieut. G. C. Doane, accompanied them. 

This party made quite extensive explorations on the Yellowstone and 
Madison Rivers. Passing up the Yellowstone by the well-known trail, 
they travelled completely around the lake, visiting all localities of in- 
terest along the route, with the single exception of the Mammoth Hot 
Springs on Gardiner’s River. While near the head of the lake, Mr. 
Evarts, a member of the party, became separated from the others and 
completely lost. After suffering untold hardships from hunger and cold, 
rendering him temporarily insane, this gentleman was at last found near 
the Mammoth Hot Springs. 

The story of this expedition was graphically told by Mr. N. P. Lang- 
ford, one of the members of the party, in the pages of Scribner’s 
Monthly Magazine; while Lieutenant Doane, commanding the escort, 
furnished a brief report accompanied by a map of the route. The fol-. 
lowing year, 1871, Captains Barlow and Heep, U.S. A., made a recon- 
naissance of this country, and presented the results in a brief report and 
a map of their route. 

In the same year Dr. Hayden devoted a portion of the season to a 
reconnaissance of this region, making quite an extended tour through it. 
The results of this work, including geological reports, maps, &c., were 
published in the annual report for that year. This was sufficient to fix 
the public attention upon this great collection of natural wonders, and 
when Dr. Hayden presented to Congress a proposition to reserve this 
section from settlement as a National Park it was adopted with little 
opposition. 
The following year, 1872, Dr. Hayden continued the reconnaissance 

of the Park and the country to the north and south of it, publishing the. 
results in the report of that year, and in a series of maps. 

This region has, ever since its discovery, proved an attractive field 
for exploration, and scarcely a year has passed that some party, under 
more or less of official sanction, has not traversed it, nominally at least, 
for purposes of exploration. 

In 1873 Capt. W. A. Jones, U. S. A., took a large party through it. 
He entered ity from the head of the Stinking Water, crossing one of the 
many passes near Mount Chittenden (it is impossible to tell which). 
After visiting most of the points of interest in the Park he went out via 
the Upper Yellowstone, on the way verifying the old trappers’ legend 
about the “Two Ocean River,” and discovering a practicable pass (‘Tog- 
wotee Pass) and route from the south to the Park. This discovery was 
by far the most valuable result of the expedition. 

In 1875 Capt. William Ludlow, U.S. A., in charge of a reconnais- 
sance in Central Montana, made a flying trip to the Park. He devel- 
eped little that was new save accurate measurements of the Upper and 
Lower Falls of the Yellowstone, quoted elsewhere. 

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. 

BOUNDARIES. 

According to the law by which the Yellowstone National Park was 
created, its boundaries were established as follows: The northern 
boundary is on the parallel which passes through the mouth of Gar- 
diner’s River. This point, which I have established as accurately as 
possible, is just 2 miles north of the parallel of 45° north latitude, 
which is the northern boundary of Wyoming. The eastern boundary 
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is on the meridian 10 miles east of the most easterly point of Yellow- 
stone Lake. This point is at the upper extremity of the southeast arm, 
near the mouth of the Upper Yellowstone. Here the shore of the lake 
is a marsh, extending at the time of high water to the base of the 
Yellowstone Range, while at seasons of low water it retreats between 
1 and 2 miles to the westward. Hence, the eastern boundary, as at 
present established, is a very uncertain affair. This line, however, can- 
not, under any construction of the law, be more than a mile frem the 
110th meridian west of Greenwich, and on my map of the Park I have 
taken the liberty of placing the eastern boundary on this meridian. 

The southern boundary is, for the same reason, equally uncertain. 
Its position according to the law is 10 miles south of the southern point 
of the same lake. On the map, I have represented it as dating from the 
southern extremity (the head of the southern arm) at the time when the 
survey was made, i. e., September, 1878. 

The west boundary is 15 miles west of the western end of Madison 
(sic) Lake. At the time the law was made, the lake now called Sho- 
shone Lake, and known to be one of the sources of Snake River, was 
supposed to be the source of Madison River, and was accordingly called 
Madison Lake. This brings the west boundary line but 2 miles west of 
the western boundary of Wyoming. 
Now that the true relations of the Park with reference to the adjacent 

Territories are known, it would be much better, on many accounts, to 
subject its boundary lines to slight changes in order to make them con- 
form to Territorial boundaries and to certain parallels and meridians, 
especially as this can easily be done at present without interference 
with private claims, and without throwing outside of the Park any of 
its matchless wonders. 

The changes which I would propose are as follows: That the northern 
boundary be made coincident with the northern boundary of Wyoming. 
This would be equivalent to moving this line southward 2 miles. The 
Mammoth Hot Springs are 4 miles south of the Park boundary, and 
therefore, after this change, will remain 2 miles within the Park. The 
eastern boundary should be placed on the meridian of 110° west of 
Greenwich, or it might even be placed on the meridian of 33° west 
of Washington, 2.5 miles farther west, without injuring the Park asa 
wonderland, as in either case the line traverses a heavy and rugged 
mountain range. The southern boundary should be placed upon the 
parallel of 44°10’, thus acquiring a definiteness of position. This change 
would require that the line be moved north for about 2 miles. 

The western boundary should be made coincident with the western 
boundary of Wyoming, thus throwing it 2 miles farther east. Both lines 
traverse for the most part a high, rugged, heavily-timbered table land, 
utterly valueless for any purpose except for the timber which it sup- 
ports. 
By these changes the whole area of the Park will be thrown into 

Wyoming, thus avoiding all questions as to jurisdiction of territorial 
government. Again, a great saving will be effected in the survey of 
boundary lines, as the northern and western lines have already been 
established, while the southern and eastern boundaries, which are very 
poorly defined by the law, will be definitely established. 

The area of the Park, as at present established, is 3,312 square miles. 
Its length north and south is 61.8 and its mean breadth 53.6 miles. By 
the proposed change its length will be reduced to 57.5 and its mean 
breadth to 49.5 miles, while its area will be reduced to 2,846 square 
mniles. 
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TOPOGRAPHY. 

Heading the Southern Fork of the Columbia and the greater part of 
the drainage of the Missouri, it lies very high compared to the average of 
the country thereabouts. Its mean height is not far from 8,000 feet 
above sea-level. The lowest point in the Park—the mouth of Gardiner’s 
River—is 5,360 feet, while the highest mountain peak—Electric—is 
11,155 feet above sea. . 

The surface is largely made up of level or rolling country, plateau-like 
in character and heavily timbered. In this plateau many of the streams 
have cut tremendous gorges. Several groups of mountains diversify 
the surface, as the Red Mountains and the Washburn group. In the 
northwest corner rises the Gallatin Range, which separates the Yellow- 
stone from the Gallatin River, and which culminates in the magnificent 
mountain known as Hlectric Peak. East of the Yellowstone River and 
Lake rises a very high and rugged range, which stretches from Union 
Pass north to the bend of the Yellowstone, a range to which Dr. Hayden 
has given the name of the Yellowstone Range, and which subsequently 
Capt. W. A. Jones called the Sierra Shoshone. The southern section 
of the Park is drained by the various affluents of Snake River, Bech- 
ler’s Fork, Falls River, Lewis Fork, and Barlow’s Fork. This drainage 
area comprises 682 square miles. Itis made up mainly of plateaus, and 
of high rolling country, most of which is densely timbered. 

BECHLER’S FORK. 

This stream, named from its discoverer, Mr. G. R. Bechler, at that 
time topographer of one of the parties of this survey, heads opposite 
the head of the Madison or Firehole River and Shoshone Lake, being 
separated from them by narrow, abrupt divides of no great height. 
Its head and most of its course are through a high volcanic plateau, 
and for most of its course it is sunken far below the general level in a 
deep, rugged canon. The plateau is well timbered with the larger 
conifer. Falls River Basin, into which this stream debouches abruptly, 
the plateau ending suddenly in a line of cliffs facing to the westward, 
is a large valley, part of which is open, while a part is covered with 
a dense growth of large conifers, and the ground is cumbered with 
fallen timber to such an extent that, added to the swampy, springy 
nature of the soil, the Basin is wellnigh impassable. Of the extent of 
the Basin I cannot speak, as it extends far to the west and north of the 
limits of my work. Into it flow several large streams. Besides Bech- 
ler’s Fork, Falls River, Cascade Creek, and a large northern branch of 
Falls River enter this basin. This valley has but very little slope, and 
the streams which enter it are immediately split into a number of chan- 
nels, with many slues and back-waters, which are interlaced with one 
another in a complex network. It contains also many stagnant pools 
and ponds, and multitudes of springs break forth from the base of the 
limiting cliffs. It is one of the few remaining haunts of the moose in 
the Northwest. 

FALLS RIVER. 

This stream heads in the southern slopes of the great plateau which 
Bechler’s Fork traverses, rising in four large springs, which give birth 
immediately to a good-sized river. Its course is nearly due west, skirt- 
ing the southern base of this plateau. The divide between this stream 
and the Snake is very gentle, being, indeed, almost imperceptible. Its 
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course from the divide to the Lakes Beulah and Hering is very quiet, 
with a gentle current through grassy meadows, but from the point of 
its emergence from the former of these lakes, it becomes a brawling, tur- 
bulent stream, broken by cataracts and falls, from which it has received 
its name. These falls, which succeed one another at short intervals, 
have heights respectively of 12, 6, 12, 40, 20, and 30 feet. Finally, at a 
point but three or four miles above where the stream debouches into 
Falls River Basin, occur the Great Falls. These, which are close to- 
gether, consist of two, each having a clear leap of over 20 feet, closely 
followed by a third of 47 feet, below which are two smaller ones. The 
total descent is 140 feet, my measurements agreeing very closely with 
those of Professor Bradley.* 

SNAKE RIVER. 

At the south boundary of the Park the Snake divides into two 
branches, the eastern one of which continues to bear the name of the 
main stream, while the other, which heads in Shoshone Lake, bears the 
name of Lewis or Lake Fork. The former stream, which is somewhat 
the larger of the two, heads in several large branches among high hills 
and mountains to the eastward. The ultimate head ofthe main branch 
is southeast of the Forks, among the mountains on the course of 
Buffalo Fork of the Snake, in a section of country not yet surveyed. 
Another, known as Barlow’s Fork, heads among the high, timbered 
hills south of Yellowstone Lake, while another, Heart River, heads in 
Heart Lake at the base of the Red Mountains. The courses of all these 
streams are in narrow, caion-like valleys, closely hemmed in by the 
mountains. 

Heart Lake, the head of one of the principal branches of the Snake, 
is a beautiful little gem, lying amid dense forests at the eastern base of 
Mount Sheridan, the highest peak of the Red Mountains. It is about 3 
miles long by 13 in width, covers 3 square miles, and is of a very irreg- 
ular shape, the resemblance in form to a heart being very slight. 

The lake has several small tributaries, most of them from the north 
and west. One of the principal of them, called Witch Creek, headsin 
Red Mountain and enters the lake near the northwestern corner. On 
this creek, extending over most of its course, a distance of 3 miles, is a 
large collection of hot springs, with a few geysers. This group has 
been named the Heart Lake Basin. They were probably first discov- 
ered by Mr. Evarts, while lost from the Washburn party, in which case 
Heart Lake is his Lake Bessie. But as they were, with the lake and 
other surroundings, first mapped with an approach to accuracy by 
Captains Barlow and Heap, in 1871, the names given by them should 
stand. From the southeast corner of this lake Heart River flows south- 
ward, uniting, after a course of five miles, with Barlow’s Fork. The 
combined streams then pursue a devious course to the southward for a 
few miles, then, joined on the south boundary of the Park by the Snake, 
they turn northwest, and finally southwest, towards the Forks. South 
of the Snake and Barlow’s Fork the country rises very rapidly to 
mountains 9,000 feet in height, standing in meridional ridges, across the 
north ends of which the river has cut a passage. On the north is a high, 
trachyte-covered plateau, rising gradually towards the Red Mountains. 

* Report U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1872, p. 258. 
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LEWIS OR LAKE FORK. 

This stream rises in Shoshone Lake, opposite the heads of the Fire- 
hole and Bechler’s Fork. Leaving Shoshone Lake, it flows into and 
through Lewis Lake, then, pursuing a straight course a little west of 
south, it reaches and joins the main river, at the south line of the Park. 

Shoshone Lake is purse-shaped, but, unlike most purses, its point of 
discharge is at the bottom of the larger lobe. Its greatest length is 
64 miles, its greatest width 45, while the stricture is but 4 mile across, 
and its area is 12 square miles. It receives three small afffuents, Moose 
Creek near its foot, Shoshone Creek at its head, and an unnamed stream 
at the northern end of the lower lobe. Besides these there are a num- 
ber of small branches, but collectively they contribute very little to the 
lake. At the head of the smaller and upper lobe of the lake, 7. e., at its 
western end, is a collection of hot springs and geysers, discovered by 
one of the parties of this survey in 1872, and known as the Shoshone 
Geyser Basin. 

The shore of the ten is almost everywhere bold and densely covered 
with timber. The stream connecting Shoshone and Lewis Lakes is but 
3 miles in length, and is broad and slug ggish. Lewis Lake is nearly pear- 
shaped, the outlet being at thestemend. Itis3 miles long by 2 in width, 
with an area of 4 square miles, with bold, heavily timbered shores. Be. 
sidesthe main stream, the lake receives very little water from the gulches 
opening into it. 
On leaving Lewis Lake, the stream first passes the western end of the 

Red Mountains, then enters an inclined table-land floored with basalt, 
in which the stream has cut a narrow, deep rift, scarcely discernible at 
any distance, which extends nearly or quite down to the Forks. As Idid 
not follow the stream in this portion of its course, I quote the following 
description of it from Professor Bradley’s report :* 

In descending from Lake Lewis, the party found the river banks low and rocky 
for a short distance before the stream enters a caiion with walls 150 to 200 feet high, 
in which were encountered sharp rapids and a vertical fall of about 30 feet. Then, 
for a mile or two, the slopes are gradual, with narrow, swampy bottoms along the 
river. About three miles below the lake, high, rocky banks indicate the approach to 
a deep cation, which really commences at about 34 miles, with perpendicular walls on 
both sides, inclosing a narrow channel with a rapidly-sloping rocky floor, in some 
places partially obstructed by hugs tumbling masses of rock, but apparently without 
any accumulation of gravel. Considerable Tapids occur through nearly the whole 
eanon, and one fall of nearly 50 feet was noticed. The cation deepens rapidly to from 
700 to 800 feet, with widths of less than half the depths at the deepest precipitous por- 
tions, though i in some places widening above, so as to have sloping banks at an angle 
of about 59° from the horizon. About 3 miles down it reaches its culmination and is 
truly grand. It has none of the brilliancy of coloring so characteristic of the Yellow- 
stone canon, but the somber tints of its gray, brown, and dark red, lichen-covered rocks, 
variegated with smaller patches of green and yellow, constitute a peculiar style of 
beauty, and add greatly to the effect of its narrow, dark depths. The only deficiency 
is in the supply of water, which is small at this season. The rocks are all volcanic, 
mostly porphyries and trachytes, with some porphyritic obsidian. Some two miles 
below the end of the main cafion, the cliffs close in again to the river, for a few hun- 
dred feet, for a width of about 200 feet, with a height of 400 feet or more, forming a 
suitable gateway to the canon from below. 

THE RED MOUNTAINS. 

This is a small group of mountains, standing between Barlow’s and 
Lewis’ Forks, and rising to a height a little exceeding 10,000 feet. The 
name is derived from the prevailing color of the voleanic rocks which 
compose them. The slight indication of a trend which they exhibit is 

* Report U.S. Geol. Survey. 1872; pp. 256, 257. 
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nearly east and west. They are by no means rugged, though many of 
the slopes are extremely steep. There are twelve peaks in the range, 
separated into three groups by comparatively low saddles. The high- 
est and most eastern peak is Mount Sheridan, 10,385 feet high. J’rom 
its summit a most varied, extensive, and beautiful landscape rewards 
one for the hard climb involved in reaching it. On the west the range 
of vision is limited by a high plateau, in whose southern slopes head 
Falls River and a small branch of Lewis Fork. To this plateau we 
have given the name of Pitchstone Plateau. At the eastern base of 
this the eye can with difficulty discern the narrow cleft in the basalt in 
which flows Lewis Fork, running transversely to the line of vision. 
Farther to the right, at the northern base of Pitchstone Plateau, we see 
the sparkling waters of Shoshone Lake reflecting the afternoon sun. 
Approaching the foreground, a broad ribbon of water connects this 
with Lewis Lake, beautifully set in a dark fringe of dense forest. Be- 
yond these lakes, nearly to the horizon, is an almost unbroken, bil- 
lowy surface of dark, blackish-green forests, while the horizon line is 
marked by the sharp, snowy peaks of the Madison Mountains. Farther 
around is the broad, flat, hardly perceptible swell of the continental 
divide, densely timbered and dotted with little lakelets. Next appears 
the western edge of the Yellowstone Lake, whose irregular shape, with 
long arms, reaching far inland, occupies more than a quarter of the 
circle of the field of view. Beyond it, to the north, rises the plateau of 
the Elephant’s Back, surmounted, apparently, by the peaks of the Wash- 
burn group of mountains. On the northeast, far in the distance, and 
scarcely discernible against the intense blue of the sky, are the rugged, 
precipitous peaks of the Yellowstone Range, which, as we turn more to 
the east, approach the lake, which finally laps the very feet of the high- 
est peaks. 

In the foreground, between our mountain and Yellowstone Lake, is 
a great area covered densely with forests, and broken into great bulky 
hills. 

Southward the view is more limited, being cut off by the confused 
mass of mountains at the head and on the south side of the Snake. 
Slightly to the west of south, however, the sharp, lofty spires of the 
Tétons rise high above the mountain ridge which forms the eastern 
wall of the Snake River Valley. Thence the eye follows the outline of 
the Téton range as it trends northward. The needle-like spires change 
to broader and more massive forms, while the range at the same time 
decreases in altitude. The timber line gradually nears the summits, 
then the mountains are covered with forests as the range becomes 
lower, until finally it terminates in a low gap, by which we pass to the 
head of Falls River, on the north of which rises Pitchstone Plateau. 
An unusually clear day discloses many more mountains than have been 
enumerated here. Professor Bradley counted, from this mountain, 471 
distinct peaks, at distances ranging from 30 to 200 miles. 

This range is timbered almost to the summits, though the trees near 
the summits, especially if at all exposed to the severe westerly blasts 
of winter, are stunted and beaten down. Nearly all of the higher sum- 
mits are entirely bare of timber, owing, probably, to their exposed posi- 
tion, as the limit of timber is, in this neighborhood, slightly higher than 
these peaks, or, inround numbers, 10,500 feet above sea. 

THE CONTINENTAL WATERSHED. 

The continental divide crosses the Park in its southwestern part, 
haying a very winding course, but a general direction nearly southeast 
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and northwest. Throughout, its character is broad, flat, and ill-defined. 
It enters the Park on the west, on an elevated plateau west of the 
Lower Geyser Basin, a plateau of volcanic rock, densely covered with 
timber, and cut by numerous abrupt cafions, but nearly destitute of 
water. Along this plateau the divide trends very nearly south. Reach- 
ing the heads of the Firehole and of Bechler’s Fork, it turns to the east 
and then to the north, to pass around the head of Shoshone Creek, 
Here it changes its character, and becomes a rather sharp ridge, the 
sides of which are deeply cut by small gulches, producing an endless 
amount of small detail in the topography. North of the eastern part of 
Shoshone Lake the divide again makes a decided change in direction, 
returning almost upon itself, and thence runs in a general southeast 
direction across the remainder of the Park, leaving it at a point south of 
the south arm of Yellowstone Lake. From the turning point down to 
Flat Mountain, the divide is somewhere on a broad, rolling swell, the 
highest point of which is but slightly above Yellowstone Lake. Over 
a breadth of several miles there is scarcely any perceptible slope, and 
the broad swell is dotted with lakelets and marshes having no outlets. 
From the north, the elevation of this portion of the divide decreases 
southward, reaching its lowest point near Lake Riddle, a lakelet with- 
out outlet, at an elevation of 8,000 feet above the sea. This name like 
the ‘Great American Deseit,” has been driven from point to point, find- 
ing, like the Wandering Jew, no abiding place, until finally Professor 
Bradley rescued it from its peripatetic career, attaching it to this imsig- 
nificant lakelet, where it is not likely ever to be disturbed. Among 
its past glories, it is to be recorded that on many maps what we now 
know as Yellowstone Lake appears as Lake Riddle. Flat Mountain, 
which next bears the main watershed, is, as the name implies, flat. Its 
broad-timbered summit covers several square miles, while its slopes, 
which on all sides but the north are very gentle, make the mountain 
cover a large area of country. The northern slopes, at the base of which. 
lies the Flat Mountain arm of Yellowstone Lake, are rugged and pre- 
cipitous. By some of the earlier expeditions, ¢. g., Doane’s, 1870, and 
Barlow & Heep’s, 1871, this mountain was called Yellow Mountain 
from the color of the voleanic rocks on the north face. This name, how- 
ever, seems to have fallen into disuse. 

Southeast of Flat Mountain, the divide follows the crest of a range 
of rounded hills, timbered to the summits, which carry the watershed 
outside of the Park. 

THE YELLOWSTONE DRAINAGE AREA. 

The Yellowstone River heads in Bridger Lake, southeast of the Park, 
and in the mountains in its neighborhood. One of the forks of the 
well-known “Two Ocean Creek” also contributes toit. This part of 
the stream, above Yellowstone Lake, is commonly known as the Upper 
Yellowstone River. Its course is slightly west of north, in a valley 
averaging about 2 miles in width, sharply defined by mountain walls 
which rise abruptly on each side to great heights. The eastern wall is 
the rugged, voleanic Yellowstone Range, whose peaks reach altitudes 
exceeding 11,000 feet; while on the west there is an abrupt descent to 
the valley of a high undulating country, approaching a plateau in char- 
acter, and of a height of 9,000 to 10,000 feet. The stream is sluggish, 
and much of the valley, especially in the lower part, is very marshy, so 
as to be practically impassable. Throughout, it is densely timbered. 

The drainage area of this system comprises more than half the area 
of the Park, being 1,900 square miles. 
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YELLOWSTONE LAKE. 

In one essential respect the scenery of the Yellowstone Park differs 
from that of nearly all other parts of the Cordilleras, in possessing the ele- 
ment of beauty, in presenting to the eye rounded forms, and soft, bright, 
gay coloring. The type of Cordilleran scenery is grand, awful, dull 
with even a touch of the repulsive. The prevailing colors, gray and 
brown, weary the eye by their uniformity. Water, which forms so essen- 
tial an accessory to a beautiful landscape, is, in the West, usually want- 
ing. Here, however, the country is dotted with lakes, great and small, 
while the comparatively moist climate has prevented rapid erosion by 
keeping the land well clothed with forests, and thus preserving rounded 
forms. 
Among these lakes, Yellowstone is the largest and by far the most im- 

portant. It is the largest lake, at a great elevation, in North America. 
It has an extremely irregular outline. Ithas been likened to the human 
hand, with the fingers outstretched, and, with certain amendments, this 
simile may serve for purposes of description. The western arm may be 
represented by the thumb, if we suppose the thumb so telescoped that 
its thickness greatly exceeds its length. Delusion Lake may represent 
the forefinger, detached, separated from the hand by one-third of its 
length, and shriveled to one-tenth its normal size. The Flat Mountain 
‘arm corresponds in position, but in no other respect, to the middle finger. 
It, too, supposes a miraculous degree of shrinkage. The south arm has 
the position of the third finger, and requires little or no change to make 
the likeness good; while the southeast arm, into which flows the Upper 
Yellowstone, must represent the little finger. This, on the supposition 
that the hand is that of a base-ball player, and has been hardly used, 
may support the simile. The upper joint has evidently been bent over 
and the whole upper part of the finger badly swollen; indeed, the whole 
finger is considerably swollen, as it is evidently the largest of all. 
The length of the lake from the head of the southeast arm to the foot 

of the lake, a direction nearly northwest, is 20 miles, and its breadth, 
from its eastern shore, in a westerly direction to the head of the west 
arm, is 15 miles. Its area is 150 square miles. It contains a number of 
small islands: Stevenson’s, near its foot; Dot and Frank’s in the middle, 
if so irregular a lake can be said to have a middle; Mollie Island and 
a small companion, near the head of the southeast arm; Peale’s Island 
and a companion, in a corresponding position in the south arm; Carring- 
ton’s in the west arm, and arock known as Pelican Roost, just off Steam- 
boat Point. 

The lake was sounded on a number of lines by Mr. James Stevenson, 
in 1871, giving a very good idea of its depths. The results of these 
soundings have been transferred to the accompanying map. 

The shores of the lake are nearly everywhere densely wooded with a 
large, fine growth of conifere. In some places the live growth stands 
adove and among a cobwork of fallen timber, placed like an abattis of 
Dame Nature to prevent man’s trespassing. The slopes to the lake are 
for the most part gentle, easy descents, with a mud or pebble beach. 
Such they are from the outlet to the head of the south arm, broken only 
in two or three places by bluff or rocky points. The broad projection 
between the west and Flat Mountain arms is very low, but little 
above the level of the lake, and very marshy, being dotted, especially 
at times of high water, with many ponds. Of these, the largest, and, 
indeed, almost the only permanent one, is Delusion Lake, so long sup- 
posed to be an arm of Yellowstone Lake. Indeed, there is no certainty 
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that in the spring time, when the Yellowstone range and all the high 
country thereabouts is disgorging its winter accumulations of snow, 
this lake does not have a broad water connection with the larger lake; 
in other words, it may for a short time be the fore finger. 

Flat Mountain makes a most decided break in the uniformity of the 
slope of the shore-line. The mountain rises 500 feet above the lake, 
and all this heightis represented by a precipitous, rocky slope from the 
summit to the margin of the water. On the east, however, Flat Mount- 
ain slopes uniformly and gently down to the shore of the south arm. 
Flat Mountain arm has a length of 3 miles, with a mean width of 
less than half amile. The corresponding dimensions of the south arm 
are 8 miles and 25. Between the south and southeast arms is a long, 
narrow projection known asthe Promontory. From a low isthmus, but 
little above the lake near the head of these deep bays, it rises to a height 
of 1,000 feet above the lake, at the same time broadening from 1 mile 
to 2. It ends abruptly in a rocky precipice facing to the north. 

The head of the southeast arm is in part limited by a steep wall, the 
same which borders the valley of the Upper Yellowstone on the west, 
and in part by this marshy valley. The border of the lake is here very 
ill defined, the marsh extending inland for at least 2 miles to the east- 
ward trom the clear water of the lake. 
Proceeding down the eastern shore of the lake we find a succession of 

valleys, opening out on the shore and mountain spurs, terminating ab- 
ruptly at the water’s edge. 
Beaverdam Creek is a large mountain stream, occupying the first of 

these valleys, and entering the lake very near the head of the south- 
east arm. Three miles above its mouth, just within the mountains, it 
receives a large branch from the right, known as Rocky Creek. 

North of this stream, a heavy mountain spur, headed by the fine 
peaks Langford, Doane, and Stevenson, and bearing many minor sum- 
mits, reaches from the crest of the Yellowstone range to the shore of 
the lake. Then follows a broad valley, drained mainly by Milky Creek, 
north of which is the spur known as the Signal Hills. Then succeeds 
a third valley, in which are three creeks of considerable size, all head- 
ing in the mountains, besides several smaller ones heading in springs 
and swamps in the dense forest. There follows then a third spur from 
the mountains, terminating on the border of the lake with a round- 
topped hill, which I have named Lake Butte. , 

Next we come to the valley of Turbid Creek, on whose lower course, 
near the lake-shore, is quite a large collection of hot springs. This 
stream heads in the mountains about Mount Chittenden, and flows 
through Turbid Lake, a small body of water which is rendered milky 
from the numerous sulphur springs which dot its shore. 
Beyond the mouth of Turbid Creek the lake shore runs out in a 

bluff point, named from a spring on the extreme point, Steamboat Point. 
Passing this point we see the shore retreating in smooth, graceful curves, 
making Mary’s Bay. A mile east of this the lake receives its largest 
affluent, next to the Upper Yellowstone, in the form of Pelican Creek. 
This stream heads among high timbered hills to the northeast, against 
the East Fork of the Yellowstone. Comparatively little of its water 
comes from the high mountains of the Yellowstone range, its drainage 
area comprising little more than the foot-hills. It heads in three large 
branches, two coming from the north and the third from the east, the 
three uniting within a hundred yards of one another. A fourth large 
branch, Lake Fork, coming from the north, joins the stream about a 
mile below the forks. The lower course of the stream is very sluggish 
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and marshy; the forests which are almost omnipresent in the Park are 
here wanting, the broad valley being open and almost entirely devoid 
of timber. At its mouth the swamps develop at times of high water 
into a small lake or lagoon., Between the lower course of this stream 
and the head of the Yellowstone proper, a low ridge runs out from the 
high hills to the northward to the lake. 
Besides the streams above mentioned, the lake receives no large afflu- 

ents, though a number of small streams empty into it on the west and 
south. Bridge Creek, so named from a natural bridge which spans it, 
is a small stream which comes in from the west, some four miles south 
of the outlet. Besides this a stream about the same size comes in about 
a mile farther north. On the northern shore of the west arm a good- 
sized creek comes in, and on the western shore the lake receives four 
or five small streams. A small creek comes into the head of Flat 
Mountain arm, and the south arm also receives several small streams. 
The southeast arm receives, besides the Upper Yellowstone and Elk 
Trail Creek, a small stream which flows along the west edge of the 
valley of the Upper Yellowstone, draining the hills on the western side 
for a distance of 6 or 7 miles from the lake; also a second stream from 
these hills, which has its course west of the latter. 

THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER. 

This river, the largest and most important branch of the Missouri, is- 
sues from the lake at ‘its northern end, and for 105 miles holds a generally 
northern course. At the mouth of Shields’ River, near the site of the 
old Crow Agency, it turns east, and after holding this course for several 
hundred miles, it again turns to the northeast and continues in this 
direction to its junction with the Missouri at Fort Union. 
From its point of exit from the lake nearly down to the Upper Falls, 

the river is broad and sluggish, full of aquatic plants, and frequented 
by large flocks of ducks, geese, and other aquatic birds. The gentle, 
easy current is broken only i in a few places by slight rapids which afford 
easy and safe fords. The immediate valley varies much in width, but 
is for the most part narrow. On the right (east) the country rises quite 
rapidly at first, to a mass of flat-topped hills, in which head Sour 
Creek, a branch of the Yellowstone, and several branches of Pelican 
Creek. On the left the topography is more decided. A heavy, broad, 
plateau-like ridge, known as Elephant’s Back, abuts against the river 
just below its exit from the lake. This ridge’ at first trends westward 
for 6 or 7 miles, with an elevation of 8,800 feet, separating the drainage 
of the lake from that of the river. Then it eradually sweeps around to 
the north, and becomes the watershed between the East Fork of the Fire- 
hole and Alum Creek, an important branch of the Yellowstone. This 
ridge finally fades out in the high plateau region about the heads of the 
latter stream and Gibbon River, after sending a long spur down to the 
Yellowstone River, forming the northern watershed of Alum Creek. The 
space inclosed by the semicircular ridge just described and the river, 
drained by Alum Creek and other smaller branches of the Yellowstone, 
is elevated but little above the level of the lake, and was formerly 
eccupied by it. It is an oasis of open country, covered with grasses and 
artemesia, amid a wilderness of forest. 

At the head of Alum Creek, on the summit of the divide, is a large 
collection of hot sulphur springs, the waters of which have collected 
at the foot of the springs into a pond, which feeds the creek. Another 
extensive group of springs occurs on a small branch of this creek, at 
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the base of the ridge. These springs are, from the color of their depos- 
its, known as the Violet Springs, and the branch which they supply 
with water is known as Violet Creek. 
A short distance above the mouth of Alum and Sour Creeks, which 

join the Yellowstone very close together, are the Crater Hills, on and 
about which are very fine hot sulphur springs, while all about, covering 
several square miles, the country is encrusted with their deposits. 
About a mile above the Upper Fall the river breaks into rapids, then 

into a succession of lively cascades before rushing over the cliff at the 
Upper Fall. At the crest of the fall the river is contracted to a width 
of about 80 feet, and is shot out to a considerable distance, so that in 
all probability there is an abundance of room to pass under the fall. 

The Lower Fall is about half a mile below the Upper, the current 
of the river between them being quite rapid. At the brink the river is 
100 feet wide, with an unknown depth. I shall not burden the reader 
with an extended description of these falls, which have been amply il- 
lustrated by the reports of others. 

This year I was enabled to make careful, direct measurements of them 
by means of cords, and have obtained results which may be depended 
upon. The Upper Fall was measured by dropping a weighted line from 
the top of the overhanging cliff immediately adjoining the fall, to the 
level of the water at its base, thus obtaining as correct a measurement as 
could be desired. This measurement gave 112 feet as the clear height 
of the fall.* This result, as compared with the height (140 feet) which 
I obtained in 1872 from barometric measurement, simply gives another 
illustration of the uncertainty attending such work, even when made 
under the most favorable circumstances. In this and in other similar 
cases, the fact that the height as measured by barometer is greater than 
the true height, it seems to me, may be explained by the downward rush 
of air at the lower station, which, of course, would produce an abnor- 
mal pressure at that point. 
My measurement of the Lower Fall was not as simple in method, and 

allows more room for error than in the case of the Upper Fall. I found 
a point, by means of the clinometer, on the eastern wall of the caiion 
and very near the fall, at the same level as its top. Thence I stretched 
the line down the caiion wall to the level of the foot of the fall, reach- 
ing it at a point so close that we received a thorough drenching from 
the spray. ‘Then, with a clinometer, I measured as accurately as possi- 
ble the angle of inclination of the line. This gave as the height 297 
feet. Though this result cannot be regarded as strictly accurate, still 
its error must be small; and in round numbers, 300 feet may be re- 
garded as a close approximation to the true height. Ludlow measured 
this fall directly by means of a sounding line, obtaining 310 feet as the 
height, a result agreeing quite closely with mine, especially when one 
reflects on the difficulty of determining when the weight was at the 
base of the fall, in the cloud of mist and the rushing river. Most of the 
other measurements are barometric. Such was that of Captain Jones, 
who gave a height of 328.7 feet. 

The measurement made by Mr. N. P. Langford in 1870, and first pub- 
lished in the report of Lieutenant Doane, gave a height of 350 feet to 
this fall. It was made with a line stretched on an incline, but there was 
no way of measuring with any approach to accuracy the angle of the 

*Captain Jones, in 1873, by barometric measurement, found this fall 150.2 feet high; 
‘ while Lieutenant Doane, in 1870, by a line, found a height of 115 feet; and Ludlow, 
by the same method, 110 feet; the last two of which agree very closely with my own. 
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slope. The measurement which I published in 1872, which was so wide 
of the mark, was made by a comparison of the vertical angles subtended 
by a tree at the head of the fall, whose height had been measured, and 
by the fall. Probably here the source of error was in sighting at the 
base of the fall, which was very ill-defined, owing to the immense amount 
of spray and vapor. 

I measured the volume of water in the river just at the head of the 
rapids above the Upper Fall, at the end of August. The amount of 
water carried by the stream was found to be 1,200 cubic feet per second. 
This result is little, if any, below the average of the year. 
A marked feature of this stream is certain to strike the observer; that 

is, that it shows no signs of floods. The river flows very nearly bank- 
full all the year and this although most of its water comes from high 
mountains. There is no broad flood-plain of bare gravel and bowlders 
strewn with wrecks of forests. The explanation is as simple and appar- 
ent as the phenomenon. The river has a balance-wheel in the form of 
the lake, by which inequalities of supply are leveled down. It is 
probable that the river, from the foot of the lake to the mouth of its 
East Fork, does not vary in level a foot between its highest and lowest 
stages. The case of Lewis Fork of the Snake is similar, and there we 
find a similar absence of evidences of floods. Were this idea, thus given 
to us by nature, carried out on all these mountain streams, the sources 
of the Missouri, Platte, and Arkansas, the question of controlling the 
Mississippi in its lower course would be vastly simplified, while the 
water would be stored for use in reclaiming great areas of land, other- 
wise arid and desert. 

About half way between the two falls, Cascade Creek, a small stream 
which heads in the southern slopes of the Washburn Range, falls into 
the river. A few hundreds of yards above its mouth this little stream 
makes a succession of beautiful cascades, to which the name Crystal 
Falls has been given. They are three in number, and placed so closely 
together that they almost form a continuous fall. The total height is 
129. Though the amount of water in the stream is small, still from its 
graceful form this little fall is well worthy a visit. 

THE GRAND CANON. 

This feature, too, has been so frequently described that anything 
further concerning it is almost superfluous. Commencing at the Falls 
it extends down nearly to the mouth of the Hast Fork, a distance, as 
the river flows, of 24 miles. Indeed, from the falls to the mouth of 
Gardiner’s River the Yellowstone is in a continuous cation, but the par- 
tial break at the mouth of the Kast Fork separates it into two parts, 
known as the Grand and the Third Canons. The former occupies the 
line of greatest depression in a volcanic plateau, which slopes to the 
northward and southward from the Washburn group cf mountains, and 
to the westward from the Amethyst Ridge of the Yellowstone Range. 
Its course is northeast as far as the extremity of the Washburn group, 
and, after passing that, it turns north with a very slight inclination west. 
The height of the plateau at the falls is about 7,800 feet. It increases 
slightly northeastward, until, in passing the mountains, it has an eleva- 
tion of about 8,000 feet. Thence northward it decreases in height rap- 
idly, and at the mouth of Tower Creek it reaches but 7,200 feet. At the 
head of the Upper Fall the river level is but a few feet below the top of 
the plateau. This fall adds 112 and the Lower Fall 300 feet to the depth 
of the chasm. T’rom the foot of this fall to the mouth of Kast Fork 
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the total fall is 1,304 feet in a distance of 24 miles, being an average of 
54.3 feet per mile. As far as the extremity of the Washburn Mountains, 
a distance of 12 miles, the cation continues to increase in depth, both 
by the fall of the stream and the rise of the plateau, and the extreme 
depth, 1,200 feet, is attained at this point. Thence the depth decreases 
rapidly, and at the mouth of Tower Creek it is but five or six hundred 
feet deep on the west side, and about 1,000 feet on the east side. The 
width of the caton at the top ranges from one-fourth of a mile to one 
mile, and the angle of slope of the walls from the top to the water’s edge 
ranges from 45° to 75°, with a horizontal line. 
The Yellowstone receives several tributaries from each side in its 

progress down the canon. From the east, Jasper, Agate, Broad, and 
Orange Creeks come in, and from the west. a number of small streams, 
heading i in the Washburn Mountains. As is usually the case in a land 
of cations, these branches have much less erosive power than the main 
stream, and consequently reach it at a much higher level, necessitating 
a very rapid slope at the end or an abrupt fall. Many of these streams 
make very fine falls in reaching the caiion walls. This is particularly 
the case with the little streams on the west. They flow on the surface 
of the plateau, with a very gentle current, and have to make the whole 
descent to the bed of the canon in a small fraction of a mile. The 
streams from the east, which head high up in the Amethyst Ridge, have 
long courses and drain considerable areas. These streams cut cafions 
of considerable depth before they reach the main stream. 

1HE WASHBURN MOUNTAINS. 

This group stands near the middle of the Park in longitude, and in 
latitude about one-quarter the length of the Park from its northern 
boundary. It is in the form of a semicircle, the middle of the convexity 
being towards the southwest and opening towards the Yellowstone. 
Its diameter is about 8 miles. The whole of this great amphitheater is 
drained by Tower Creek and its branches. The group contains alto- 
gether about twenty-five summits, ranging in height from 9,000 to 
10,400 feet. The highest peak of the group is Mount Washburn, 10,346 
feet above sea- level. This peak is very easy of access, and as the trail 
up the river passes very near the summit it is a very much-visited 
mountain. Card-receivers, consisting of old peach and sardine cans, are 
crammed with the names of visitors, from Cabinet officers down to the 
Toms, Dieks, and Harrys of the great unwashed. ‘The earliest date is 
that of Lieutenant Doane’s (the Washburn) party, 1870. 

Southwest of Mount Washburn, and distant from it but 2 miles, is a 
sharp cone rising to a height of 9,988 feet. This I have named Dun- 
raven Peak, in honor of the Earl of Dunraven, whose travels and 
writings have done so much towards making this region known to our 
cousins across the water. This is the peak which rises directly up from 
the west side of the pass in the Washburn Mountains, on the trail to 
the Falls. 

The southern slopes of the convexity of the Washburn Mountains are 
drained by small streams flowing into the Yellowstone, the largest of 
which is Cascade Creek. This stream collects its waters during a very 
leisurely course through a series of marshy meadows, and enters a canon 
only a mile above its mouth. The western slopes of these mountains 
are tributary to the East Fork of Gardiner’s River, while most of the 
northern slopes drain into the Yellowstone through Blacktail, Geode, 
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and Elk Creeks. While the former are quite abrupt, the latter are very 
gentle and gradual. : 

The timber-line in this group is at about 10,000 feet above sea, some 
of the highest peaks reaching above it. 

TOWER CREEK. 

This stream drains the great amphitheater inclosed by the Washburn 
Mountains. The stream has three main branches, the uppermost, which 
continues the name of Tower Creek, Carnelian Creek, which heads in 
the pass crossed by the trail, and Antelope Creek, which heads in 
Mount Washburn and flows into the main stream only a hundred 
yards above its junction with the Yellowstone. The latter is the only 
branch which has a valley, as the others flow in mountain gorges in 
their upper courses, changing to plateau caiions farther down. This, 
although a good-sized stream, has not cut its bed down to the level of the 
Yellowstone, but at a point about one-quarter of a mile above its mouth 
it leaps over a cliff 132 feet high* into a deep, dark, gloomy gorge, down 
which it hurries to join the river. The scenery of this fall is very fine. 
Above, the stream is a rapid torrent, rushing down a steeply inclined 
bed, paved with great bowlders, and inclosed between precipitous walls 
300 to 400 feet high. At the brink of the falls erosion has left standing 
many tall, acicular spires of volcanic conglomerate, which give the name 
to the Fall. From below, we see these spires continued downwards to 
the lower level, in bas-relief, on the faces of the cliffs. The fall is a 
clear leap, unbroken by any projection, and the gorge below is so deep 
and narrow that the sun’s rays seldom penetrate it and dispel its gloom. 

Descending gradually from the plateau, we enter a small valley on 
the west side, at the base of the eastern cusp of the Washburn Mount- 
ains. The floor of this valley is elevated 200 to 300 feet above the 
level of the river, whence it descends by steep blufis. 

THIRD CANON OF THE YELLOWSTONE. 

The cations on the river are numbered from below. The first or Lower 
Caiion is a short distance above the great eastern bend of the river, 
the second extends from a point about 10 miles above the well-known 
ranch of the Bottler Brothers to Cinnabar Mountain and the Devil’s 
Slide, while the third, commencing at the mouth of Gardiner’s River, 
extends up to the mouth of the East Fork. This differs in many im- 
portant respects from the Grand Cafion. Though largely carved from 
volcanic rocks, it is by no means as precipitous. In some places it is 
cut in granite. The walls are much less even, being broken down in 
many places. On the south, the country bordering it is a rolling, un- 
even plateau, covered with grass and sage, with timber only in groves. 
On the north side the walls are formed by the foot-hills of the Yellow- 
stone Range, which gives a very different character to the orographic 
forms. Indeed, the walls are so irregular that it is very difficult to 
speak at all concerning the depth of the cafion. It may be said, how- 
ever, that the plateau ranges from 7,000 to 8,000 feet, while the river, 
which, at the mouth of East Fork, is 5,978 feet above the sea, has an 
elevation at the mouth of Gardiner’s River of 5,360 feet. There is no 
point in this cafion where either wall exceeds 2,500 feet in height. 

“Barometric measurement, 1872. Doane makes it 115 feet, Barlow and Heap, 156 
feet. Their methods of measurement are not given. 
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The plateau on the south side of this canon consists of a long, gentle 
slope to the northwest from the Washburn Mountains, terminating ina 
shallow trough extending across the plateau, then a gradual rise towards 
the north to a summit, followed by an abrupt slope northward down to 
the river. Most of this plateau is drained by Blacktail and Geode 
Creeks, which bead in the Washburn Mountains. The long branches 
of the former stream come down the slope of the plateau, collect in the 
trough above mentioned, and, re-enforced by small streams from the 
northern slope, break through to the Yellowstone. On the west and 
north of the depression or trough the plateau breaks down abruptly to 
the valley of Gardiner’s River in a sheer cliff 2,000 feet in maximum 
height. The summit of the plateau above this cliff is known as Mount 
Evarts, in honor of a member of the Washburn party, who succeeded 
in immortalizing himself by getting lost near the south shore of Yellow- 
stone Lake. 

GARDINER’S RIVER. 

The stream, one of the principal branches of the Yellowstone in its 
upper course, heads in three large branches, known, in the limited vo- 
cabulary of the mountains, as the East, Middle, and West Forks. Of 
the three the West Fork is by far the smallest. It heads in Sepulchre 
Mountain, an outlying peak of the Gallatin Range, flows at first south 
down an open valley, then turning east it cuts through a mountain 
ridge, which limits the valley of the main Gardiner’s River on the west, 
making a fine fall in the canon. 

The Middle Fork, much the largest of the three, receives most of its 
water from the Gallatin Range, while some good-sized branches come 
from the timbered plateaus to the southwest and south. Its longest 
branch heads in Electric Peak, the highest and finest mountain within 
the limits of the Park. The stream flows thence south in the same 
broad, open valley with the West Fork, collecting stream after stream 
as it issues from among the mountains. Finally, turning eastward, it 
receives the waters collected from the many springs on the plateaus, 
cuts its way through the ridge encountered by the West Fork, and is 
joined by it in the valley below. In the cafion this stream, like the 
West Fork, makes a very fine fall. 

The Hast Fork joins the main stream about half a mile below the junc- 
tion of the other two branches. It continues up at first in a southeast 
course, then turns to the west, and heads in the western and northern 
slopes of the Washburn Mountains and in the timbered plateaus lying 
west of them. This stream also makes a fine fall at a point 2 or 3 miles 
above its junction with the main stream. 

Below the junction of these branches, Gardiner’s River flows north, 
making a very straight course to the Yellowstone, bordered on the right 
by the cliff of Mount Evarts, on the left by a steeply-sloping valley, which: 
terminates in a low cation wall on the margin of the river. 

The celebrated Mammoth Springs are situated about 4 miles above 
the mouth of the river and 14 miles back from it, and are elevated above 
it nearly 1,000 feet. ; 

THE EAST FORK OF THE YELLOWSTONE. 

This, the largest branch of the river, in its upper section, heads entirely 
inthe Yellowstone Range, and enters the main stream between the Grand 
and Third Cafions. Its extreme southern branches drain the mountains 
as far to the south as the northern shore of Yellowstone Lake, while its 
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extreme northern branches head opposite those of Clark’s Fork of the 
Yellowstone. It is, in the main, arapid stream, and is subject to extreme 
freshets, as is shown by the ragged condition of its bed, by its rapid 
erosion, and by the enormous deposits of gravel, bowlders, and dead tim- 
ber wherever its current is checked. Its course, after the first gathering 
together of waters, is nearly northward for 25 miles along the base of the 
Yellowstone Range. It is separated from the Yellowstone by a high, 
broad ridge, the northern part of which is known as Amethyst Ridge. 
In this part of its course it is joined by several large streams from the 
east, which head far in the recesses of the mountains. Of these the 
largest is Soda Butte Creek, a stream nearly equal in size to the main 
stream above their junction. 

Finally, having reached the end of the Amethyst Ridge, the stream 
turns west, flows in this course for about 7 miles, and falls into the 
Yellowstone. 
Above Soda Butte Creek the stream is in a cation, bounded on either 

side by very high but not precipitous walls. On the right rise the mount- 
ain slopes; on the left is a high, rolling country, intersected by shallow 
valleys, running east and west, 7. e., nearly transverse to the courses of 
the main streams. In each of these valleys are two streams, one flow- 
ing east to the East Fork, the other west to the Yellowstone, with a very 
slightly-marked divide between them. These valleys are bare of timber, 
forming beautiful little parks, while the ridges between them are densely 
timbered. 

Traveling northward on this divide, between the Yellowstone and its 
East Fork, we soon leave most of the timber, and, rising a few hundreds 
of feet, find that the divide has changed its character. It has become 
a sharp ridge, broken into summits, sloping to the Grand Caiion, and 
pitching off abruptly to the East Fork, which here, below the mouth of 
Soda Butte Creek, is meandering lazily down a broad valley, with many 
crooks and windings. The valley here, for 6 miles, has an average width 
of about 2 miles. The divide here is known as Specimen Ridge, and one 
of its summits, on which many fine amethysts have been found, as Ame- 
thyst Mountain. 

THE YELLOWSTONE RANGE. 

This name has been given by Dr. Hayden to the great range which 
extends from the Yellowstone River southward to Union Pass, and sep- 
arates the drainage of the Big Horn from that of the upper course of 
the Yellowstone. It is the range to which Captain Jones, in 1873, gave 
the name of Sierra Shoshone, under the mistaken idea that it had not 
yet been christened. His claim to the privilege of naming it is thus 
stated: * 

As I have been the first to cross them and mark out their geographical position and 
extent. Professor Hayden has called what he has seen of them and their western 
border sometimes the ‘‘Snowy Mountains” and sometimes the ‘‘ Yellowstone Mount- 
ains,” but he has also applied the latter name to a range lying south of Yellowstone 
Lake that has no existence. 

As to the first statement: Captain Jones has crossed this range at 
two points—at Stinking Water and Togwotee Passes—both near the 
southern end. He has mapped from his own work, in a rough way, the 
portion of the eastern slope between these passes, and the range in the 
neighborhood of these passes. At least three-fourths of the range he 
never saw. All this was in 1873. 

* Report on Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, p. 21. 
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In 1871 and 1872, Dr. Hayden’s survey mapped, also in a rough way, 
it must be confessed, the whole western slope of the range, from the 
south line of the Park to the north end of the range, ascending no less 
than six of the dominant peaks, and crossing the range in two places, 
at the heads of Soda Butte and Slough Creeks. Again, I have been 
unable to find a reference to this range wherein Dr. Hayden speaks of 
it as anything else than the ‘‘ Yellowstone Range,” and this name recurs 
in his reports repeatedly. In one place he speaks of it as being repre- 
sented on old maps as the Snowy or Heart Mountains. The fact that on 
a map of Yellowstone Lake the name Yellowstone is applied to a range 
south of the lake is due to an error of the draughtsman solely. And, 
in passing, I may remark that the range in question has an existence, 
Captain Jones to the contrary notwithstanding, if a mass of country 
2,300 feet above the lake and 10,000 feet above the sea has any claims 
to the name of mountains. 

Throughout its whole extent this range is extremely rugged. That 
portion of it lying within the Park is almost entirely volcanic, only a 
small portion of it near the north line being of granite. It occupies a 
great breadth, and its peaks range nearly up to 12,000 feet in height. 
The highest peak yet measured is Index Peak, which stands 4 or 5 
miles east of the Park, and has an elevation of 11,702 feet. There are 
probably many higher peaks, as the great bulk of the range has not yet 
been explored. 

The first large stream entering the Park from these mountains is Hell- 
Roaring River, which flows into the Yellowstone in the third canon. It 
comes from the granite portion of the range north of the Park, cutting 
a tremendous gorge through it. Reaching a low plateau at the base 
of the mountains, it changes its course from south to nearly northwest, 
flowing nearly parallel to the Yellowstone for several miles before fall- 
ing into it. In the bend of the stream stands a high, sharp, conical 
peak of granite, a well-known landmark in this region, known as Hell- 
Roaring Mountain. 

The next stream draining Yellowstonewards is Slough Creek, a large 
branch of the East Fork. At its head a low divide leads over to the 
head of the Rosebud. Next in order is Soda Butte Creek, a second 
very large branch of the East Fork. At its head easy passes lead over 
to the heads of the Rosebud and Clark’s Fork of the Yellowstone. 
About the heads of this stream the mountains become extremely rugged. 
They are made up of volcanic conglomerate disposed in beds or strata, 
which have been eroded in such a way as to leave cliffs of various 
heights, from a few feet only, to thousands of feet. The profiles of the 
peaks show a succession of steps, of varying magnitudes and relations 
between the rise and the tread. In this group, and just without the 
boundary of the Park, are Index and Pilot Peaks, two of the best known 
landmarks in the region. At their base is the Clark’s Fork mining dis- 
trict, at the head of the stream of that name. 

South of Soda Butte Creek for a few miles the mountain-forms are 
less pronounced. Two large eastern branches of the East Fork flow in 
from a region of smooth, easy, timbered slopes; but at the extreme 
head of the East Fork the mountains again show themselves in all their 
original ruggedness. A near view of this portion of the range is sur- 
passingly grand. The material upon which nature has here worked, 
volcanic conglomerate, is not such as produces spires and pinnacles of 
the Gothic order, but mainly great, broad masses with precipitous sides 
and flat summits. 

The extremest southern branches of the East Fork head as far to the 
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south as latitude 44° 35’, opposite branches of the Stinking Water, a 
large tributary to the Big Horn River. 

South of the head of the East Fork the tributaries to the Yellow- 
stone, whether they flow into the lake or into the Upper Yellowstone, 
are comparatively short, the divide between the Yellowstone and the 
Big Horn swinging to the eastern part of the range. The mountains 
also rise more abruptly, with asmaller breadth of foot-hills. Ofthe prom- 
inent peaks in this portion of the range may be mentioned Mount Chit- 
tenden, named for Mr. George B. Chittenden, whose name has long been 
identified with this survey. This fine, prominent peak stands at the 
head of Turbid Creek, and of a branch of Pelican Creek, while from its 
eastern base flow the headwaters of the Stinking Water. From its neigh- 
borhoed a heavy spur runs down to the lake, terminating in Lake Butte. 
South of this is a deep bay of low country, partially swampy, at the 
head of which is a very low pass to a branch of the Stinking Water; and, 
judging from the number of old trails setting in that direction, it is 
probable that the pass in question is much used by game and Indians. 
Though it was not practicable to measure its height, it can be but little 
above the lake, as the slope upwards to it is scarcely perceptible, and 
the summit is very ill-defined. The stream from it to the eastward has 
a rapid descent, in a close cation between high mountains. This bay is 
limited on the south by the spur known as the Signal Hills, which con- 
sist of a series of half a dozen hills running down to the lake shore, 
each lower than the one west of it, and connected with it by a low 
saddle. 
Next follows a broad valley, drained by Milky Creek, then a high 

spur, at the head of which stands Mount Langford, named, in 1871, for 
ex-Gov. N. P. Langford, formerly of Montana. On the spur are two 
very fine conical peaks, the higher bearing the name of Mount Doane, 
from Lieutenant Doane, U.S. A., who was in charge of the escort of 
the first party that explored the Park (General Washburn’s); the other, 
Mount Stevenson, from Mr. James Stevenson, who for many years was 
the executive officer of this survey. 

This spur reaches the lake at its head. South of it the cafions be- 
come closer, while the belt of foot-hills and secondary peaks becomes 
much narrower, and in a few miles entirely disappears, and the highest 
peaks look directly down upon the valley of the Upper Yellowstone. 
Farther yet, and the range assumes more the appearance of a high 
plateau, erosion having acted but little upon the original mountain mass. 
Some of the earlier maps represent a peak in this neighborhood marked 
as Mount Humphreys, but I have been unable to identify it. 

THE GALLATIN RANGE. 

This range separates the Yellowstone from the Gallatin River. But 
a Small portion of it, in length only 15 miles, is within the Park, while 
it extends northward for a long distance, finally disappearing only 
against the Missouri River, below its great bend. It is not, however, 
known as the Gallatin Range throughout. West of Bozeman and Fort 
Ellis it is very much depressed, falling to an elevation of only about 
8,000 feet, and north of this depression it is known as the Bridger Range. 

Within the Park the first peak is Electric, the highest and finest peak 
in that reservation. It has a height of 11,155 feet above sea, and of 
6,000 feet above the valley of the Yellowstone at its base. Its summit 
is double, the eastern peak being the higher. The summit of the lat- 
ter is very small, not covering a space greater than 10 square feet, 
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while on all sides but the west, where a knife-like ridge connects with 
the west peak, sheer precipices extend downward for thousands of 
feet. The view from this summit is very impressive. North of us, and 
almost at our feet, the Yellowstone winds its sinuous course down a 
beautiful valley. In a few miles it flows in among densely-wooded 
mountains, where it is lost to sight for several miles; then it reappears, 
more distant, in a second valley, down which it flows until lost in the 
haze of the distance. East of this stream rises the Yellowstone Range, 
whose snowy peaks limit nearly half the horizon. East of us Sepulchre 
Mountain seems but a stone’s throw away, and below it is the lower 
valley of the Gardiner, with the white hill of the Mammoth Springs and 
the long, straight cliff line of Mount Evarts. From the crest of this 
extends eastward the plateau of the Third Cafion, while the line of the 
cafion is scarcely discernible. Farther to the right are the flat summits 
of the Washburn Mountains. Turning to the south we look down the 
broad, open valley of the upper waters of Gardiner’s River gradually 
rising and changing into the densely-wooded plateaus about the heads 
of the southern branches of this stream and Gibbon Fork, and far 
above it all rises the needle-like peak of the Grand Teton. <A few de- 
grees farther to the right include the peaks of the Gallatin Range, over 
which we see the timbered valley of the Madison, Tyghee Pass, and the 
mountains about Henry’s Lake. To the west and northwest the view is 
one of peaks, mountain rising above mountain, seemingly in endless 
confusion, a sea of mountains whose white-tipped waves are sorely vexed 
‘by contrary winds. 

The mountain is not difficult of access. It can be approached from 
the north by following up the valley of Trail Creek and riding up the 
spur next to the peak. By taking this route one can ride nearly to the 
summit. A shorter route is from the valley of the Middle Gardiner, 
south of the peak; but here the climb would necessarily be much more 
concentrated, though shorter, and a much greater distance would re- 
quire to be made on foot. 

Electric Peak is not on the divide between the Yellowstone and Gal- 
latin, but, as is so often the case, the watershed follows a lower and far 
less prominent ridge, the peak being on a spur separating Gardiner’s 
River from several small streams draining directly into the Yellowstone. 
This watershed passes three or four miles west of Electric, with a gen- 
eral southward course, but with many windings. It keeps on the west 
side of the body of the range, presenting an abrupt wall to the west- 
ward, with long, heavy spurs, in most cases exceeding in height the 
watershed itself, trending off to the eastward, and breaking off abruptly 
in precipices to the valley of the Middle Gardiner. The streams on the 
east side of the watershed all drain into the latter river, and all flow, 
while in the mountains, in U-shaped cafions. Altogether the range 
sends down to the eastward five large streams—Electric, Fawn, Pan- 
ther, Indian, and an unnamed stream from the south of Mount Holmes. 

The structure of this range is very peculiar. It is made up of strati. 
fied rocks, dipping northward, 7. e., nearly in the trend of the range. 
Its eastern portion appears to have been eroded away, leaving a line of 
cliffs at the ends of the spurs. Some of the creeks coming from the 
mountains have cut cafions, with precipitous walls on both sides, while 
others have a precipice on the north, while on the south the slope is 
gentle, following the dip. Electric and Fawn Creeks are of the latter 
class, while Panther and Indian Creeks are of the former. Quadrant 
Mountain, between Fawn and Panther Creeks, has a very peculiar 
Shape. The summit, with the northern and western slopes, form a 
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curved surface, roughly resembling a segment of a sphere. On the east 
and south are almost sheer cliffs from base to summit. On the summit 
is a little nipple, rising a couple of hundreds of feet above the main 
mountain, the last remains of higher beds. 

The range ends abruptly in Mount Holmes, one of the finest and most 
prominent mountains in the Park. I have named it after Mr. W. H. 
Holmes, who has been connected with the survey as geologist and artist 
since 1872. Farther to the south the divide between the heads of 
Gardiner’s and Gibbon Rivers on the east and the Madison on the west 
(for in this latitude we are beyond the head of the Gallatin) is borne 
on a mere swell in the plateau. 

THE MADISON DRAINAGE AREA. 

Area within the Park, 730 square miles. The Madison is the middle 
one of the three forks of the Missouri which join at Gallatin City. The 
portion of the river within the limits of the Park is known more com- 
monly as the Firehole. The stream heads just west of Shoshone Lake, 
separated from it and the head of Bechler’s Fork by relatively low 
divides. At high water the stream has its source in a small pond, a 
hundred yards or more across, known as Madison Lake. In the dry 
season this pond ceases to exist, although a bit of marshy ground indi- 
cates its site. The stream at first pursues a northeast course in a narrow 
valley, then comes a bit of caiion, followed by a like succession of open 
valley and cation. The valleys are narrow and marshy, and traveling 
is not easy.” In the second bit of canon, about 8 miies from its head, - 
the stream turns to the northwest, and in 3 or 4 miles flows out into the 
Upper Geyser Basin. So far the stream has received no large branches. 
The principal branch in this portion of its course comes down a deep 
cailon from the east and enters it at the head of its bend. The stream, 
however, has grown very rapidly, but it is mainly from springs along 
the edges of the valley 

The Upper Geyser Basin is a valley of about a dezen square miles, 
nearly flat as to surface, and surrounded by bluff, rocky walls on all 
sides, except where the Madison (lirehole) and its branches enter and 
find exit. A full description of this basin, with the others, will be found 
in Dr. A. C. Peale’s report, so that it is unnecessary to enter into 
further description. At the foot of this Basin the river receives two 
large branches from the west, Little Firehole River and Iron Spring 
Creek, which join one another just before entering the main stream. 
A few miles of a northerly course, in a narrow valley, between high 

timbered hills, and the Firehole flows out into the Lower Geyser Basin, 
a somewhat larger valley, containing about 20 square miles, and limited, 
but not as closely or abruptly as the Upper Basin, by high hills. At 
its head a small stream comes in from the east, while at its foot two 
large streams join it from the west—Sentinel and Fairy Fall Creeks, 
and a second stream from the east, known as the East Iork of the Fire- 
hole. This is a large stream, heading in the Yellowstone divide, oppo- 
site Alum Creek and other smallerstreams. It has many branches, with 
short, steep courses, which collect in a basin at the base of the divide, 
whence the stream pursues a course nearly west, down a narrow valley 
between high, steep walls. The country south of it and east of the Fire- 
hole is high and undulating, with little drainage, and covered with a 
dense growth of timber. 

The Firehole continues in a northwesterly course for 5 miles below 
the mouth of East Fork, when it is joined by Gibbon River, a large 
branch nearly equal in size, heading off to the northeast among the 
densely timbered plateaus opposite the head of Gardiner’s River. In 
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its course between the mouths of these two streams the Firehole has a 
very rapid current over a bottom broken by immense bowlders, and in 
one place makes a very fine fall of 60 feet in height. 

As was said above, Gibbon River heads in the heavily-timbered, 
marshy plateaus opposite the heads of the southern branches of the 
Middle and East Forks of Gardiner’s River. The region in which these 
streams head seems to consist of a succession of broad ridges, trending 
north and south, and of narrow valleys, in which there are in many 
cases, low divides, from either side of which a stream flows, one to Gar- 
diner’s, the other to Gibbon River. In this way nearly all the larger 
branches of these streams are connected. 

The valleys of these branches are mainly open and very marshy. 
The streams have but little fall. The two upper branches flow at first 
toward one another, the one northward, the other southward, in the 
same valley, meeting near its middle. Then the stream turns to the 
west and flows in that direction for 2 or 3 miles, receiving a branch 
from the north, then turns nearly south on entering a large, open meadow, 
and there receives a second large branch from the north. Crossing the 
meadow it enters a close cation, by which it cuts through a high ridge 
which has limited its drainage basin on the south. In this cafion it has 
a very rapid current, and at its end it leaps over a fall of about 80 feet. 
Near this point it turns to a western course and flows thence to its 
mouth in a narrow valley, with the high ridge above mentioned, rising 
to a height of 1,500 feet on the right, and the hills separating it from 
East Fork on the left. The point of junction of the streams has an ele- 
vation of 6,872 feet. Below this point the stream is known as Madison 
River. 

The wall which has accompanied the Firehole on the west, with great 
persistence, and which has grown steadily higher as the stream-level 
has declined, develops here into a cliff 1,500 or 1,800 feet in height. 
The ridge on the right, too, approaches the river and becomes precipi- 
tous. The river is#hus closely confined between two rocky walls form- 
ing its upper canon. This, though close and rocky, is not difficult to 
traverse. It extends about 8 miles down the river from the mouth of 
the Gibbon, when it terminates abruptly, and the river flows on in its 
westward course down a broad, timbered valley. 

The region lying west of the Firehole has, in general, the form of an 
elevated plateau from 8,000 to 9,000 feet above the sea, densely tim- 
bered, cut by numerous cations, and yet containing very little water. 
It is floored with volcanic rock, and, as is commonly the case, the 
streams quickly find their way down beneath the surface, where they 
flow, finally emerging at the base of cliffs in the form of huge springs, 

CLIMATE. 

This region has a climate essentially its own, differing markedly in 
many respects from that of any other part of the West. Its atmosphere 
is moister, its rainfall greater, its mean annual temperature lower than 
of any other extensive portion of that region, and reciprocally it is 
better clothed with vegetation, especially with large timber. The for- 
est-covered areas have been indicated in the above deseription of the 
topography. It may be added that of the area of the Park—3s,312 square 
miles—no less than 2,751 square miles, or 83 per cent., are covered with 
dense forests. This region, with the adjacent parts of Idaho and Wyo- 
ming, contains the most heavily-timbered area in the West, with the 
exception of parts of Oregon and Washington Territory lying west of 
the Cascade Range. These conditions of temperature, moisture, and 
vegetation will be easily understood when one takes into account the 
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great altitude of the Park, which averages 8,000 feet, the latitude 44° to 
45°, and the presence of the Yellowstone Range on its eastern border, 
which acts as a great barrier to the air-currents, forcing them to dis- 
gorge whatever moisture they may have accumulated upon the region 
lying at their western base. 
We have uo long series of meteorological observations in the Park 

or in its neighborhood. Our conclusions are necessarily based upon a 
few observations scattered about here and there, and, though they are 
amply sufficient to give a general idea of the climate, they give no 
detailed knowledge, and none whatever directly concerning the winter 
season. 

The climate is, as regards temperature, sub-arctic. The winter begins 
with September and ends only in June, and frosts are not only liable 
to occur but actually do occur every month of the year. The following 
statement of tri-daily and minimum temperatures in August, Septem. 
ber, and October illustrates in a general way the range of temperature 
in the Park during those months: 

SHOSHONE GEYSER BASIN. 

(Latitude, 449.21’; longitude, 1109.48’; elevation, 7,837 feet.] 

Temperature. Relative humidity. 

Date. DME Li aa a a oe Remarks, 
emp. 

7a.m.|2p.m./6p.m.|7a.m.|2p.m.|6 p.m. 

ee 8 seadee|cordiess 74 Hill | Goornscallbecademee G10 |[ssooseee Atmosphere very smoky. 
Dee aest 48 70 60 86 55 76 43 | Rain in evening. 
16 seooce 52 59 56 100 88 88 50 | Rain lastnight and all day. 
Mie noe 51 62 52 93 79 93 47 Do. 
eer 49 60 49 93 78 100 44 | Rain in morning. 
Th). BSc 47 59 57 93 82 81 40 | Rainallnight; clearinday. 
20°F ==: 5 40 63 59 100 75 94 36 | Clear. 
Pao msce 44 68 65 100 Wat | erajexer ees 40 Do. 
PPEscace 47 68 62 100 80 79 44 | Rain in afternoon. 
Weeccee 57 63 62 88 75 89 53 | Rain all day. 
7. eee 48 71 67 93 60 68 43 | Clear. 
7 eee 47 69 67 93 52 57 42 Do, 
Pa ere BOR Sees Sess Ol Ar i=) eee 34 Do. 

UPPER GEYSER BASIN. 

(Latitude, 449.28’; longitude, 110°.51’; elevation, 7,373 feet.] 

Bee Sasa BES e Sen esiae cites Clear. 
33 Do. 

Swe tseate Do. 
35 Do. 
33 Do. 
31 To. 
34 Do 

il eas Ba era ei Snowed all night and day; 
6 inches fell. 

24 | Clear and windy. 
Clear. 

23 Do. 

WHITE MOUNTAIN HOT SPRINGS. 

(Latitude, 449.58’; longitude, 110°.42’; elevation, 6,387 feet.] 

September 16.. ET eee AGN As Suytlln/2 wretch | LOOK seeeeae Clear. 
Wy Bi eens strays i Nese Sage eoaiall sow aesteew'c | win. ora-era's 26 Do. 
Lee. LN ie eR HOR ta AO sea alee te ped lott oats oe 36 | Rain in evening. 
19.. AS) eee cian AOR eos es eee ali tenes ta 38 | Clear. 
20.. 87 61 49 100 61 93 82 Do. 
21.. ol Be socer Baa Be eeeies| 36 ce kere 65 28 Do. 
22... 39 45 Oy ee ore 4 scan seve 81 89 | Weather threatening. 
23... eat ene eee Un cee cee tetatecs| sacdeeulnenescn. 18 | Snowed all afternoon and 

, night and the following 
day ; ; 8 inches fell. 
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LOWER GEYSER BASIN. 

[Latitude, 449.35’; longitude, 1109.50’; elevation, 7,236 feet. ] 

Temperature. Relative humidity. | 

Date. cae Remarks. 

7a.m.|/2p.m.|6p.m.|7a.m. | 2p.m. | 6 p.m. 

September 30-. BPM feanerooe 883 |lauocanoclsoocedan|lsaasooedsdcoouse Snowed all night and day. 
October 1-..---- 8) |eoocosce CD |e oocostellaseconbaloacosoce 30 | Flurries of snow all day. 

Pas 28 46 Bil irate secre Ase eeaeistosi ae 21 | Clearing. 
Sues 2 OW aaa BON a se eeee eeieetems alse cle fare 8 | Clear. : 
pe oe TD) eaosao se OU easier eyepn eines ave eens 16 | Weather threatening, with 

flurries of snow. 
Baccsan Zab |icopeaaes Be oaocdacallsoossbsellaaoouaes 18 Do. 
Gee Prt ee ee AGH. OA MEO uN iad 22 Do. 
escere gS edo cboee BON bie ooooclencoeeralascoorar 29 Do. 
Seu BOM aes une la eee ep rape sas Leal adevat 30 | A little snow last night. 
Qe ayerats AD iyelate vas BS Gcocde sal lsACeenaalaoesenes 33 | Snow last night. 
OLAS e 8 eee ooseo BB WondocobElbassucor looaboans 21 | Flurries of snow. 
noe eee Zi) eo Gabe QO alee auliicjers ce sclicieels siaeie 23 | Clear. 
eee ee ese Be Soadcsalloacsenca Seema ces 31 | Snowing most of day. 
esos Bil |e aleeeveers | Sele ciest | ele Coa [sixes si aeercisel= 31 Do. 

MEANS OF ACCESS, ROADS, TRAILS, ETC. 

There are well-marked roads or trails connecting most of the points 
of interest in the Park, while in cases where there are none the char- 
acter of the country is such that one has no trouble in going wherever he 
pleases, so that few parties have taken the trouble to follow any estab- 
lished trail, preferring to select their own routes. 
From Bozeman to the Mammoth Hot Springs, on Gardiner’s River, 

there is an excellent wagon road. At the springs there are several log 
houses, used in part for the entertainment of travelers. The sleeping 
accommodations at present are very primitive, consisting, in lieu of a 
bedstead, of 12 square feet of floor-room. Every guest is expected to 
provide his own blankets. We are too far west for bed linen. Cook- 
ing arrangements are correspondingly simple. The frying-pan is the 
universal utensil, serving to cook everything from bread to meat. The 
fare is simple, and remarkable for quantity rather than quality or 
variety. 
From these springs an excellent pack-trail starts up the Yellowstone, 

also a wagon trail to the Geyser Basins on the Firehole River. The 
former follows up Gardiner’s River and its eastern fork for several 
miles, then strikes off across the plateau of the Third Canon towards the 
Yellowstone, reaching it at Baronette’s Bridge. On the plateau it is 
joined by a trail coming from the mouth of Gardiner’s River. At the 
bridge it forks, one branch crossing the river and following up the Hast 
Fork of the Yellowstone. From the latter a trail goes up Slough Creek, 
crossing at its head to the Rosebud. Another passes up Soda Butte 
Creek to the mines on the head of Clark’s Fork of the Yellowstone, 
which are at the base of the two prominent mountains—Index and Pilot 
Peaks—while the main trail, a few miles above the mouth of Soda 
Butte Creek, leaves the East Fork, climbs the abrupt mountain on the 
west, and continues southward along the divide between the Yellow- 
stone and its Hast Fork for several miles, finally descending to the head 
of Pelivan Creek, which it follows down nearly to Yellowstone Lake. 

The portion of this trail between the valley of the Kast Fork and that 
of Pelican Creek is very faint and difficult to follow. Indeed, it is here 
noted rather as a practicable route than one as yet marked by a trail. 

The trail up the Yellowstone, on leaving the bridge, continues on the 
west side of the river, and at first quite near it. It crosses Tower Creek 
just above the Falls. Then it ascends, by a very easy grade, the long 
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spur which separates Antelope from Tower Creek. Passing the shoulder 
of the spur, where it turns to a southward trend, the trail begins a gen- 
eral descent towards the gorge of Carnelian Creek. For several miles 
it continues this course on the side of the mountain, crossing the sharp 
gulches of two or three mountain torrents, and finally reaches the bed 
of the cation but a short distance below the head of the creek. Then it 
goes up a steep ascent to the divide, which has an elevation of 8,867 
teet. On the summit is a spring, the water from which drains either 
way, and which affords an excellent camping place for the ascent of 
Mount Washburn or Dunraven Peak. 

Thus far the trail is excellent, with the exception of the last half 
dozen miles. There are steep hills at the crossing of two or three 
gulches, noted above, and the final hill is very steep; also, about the 
crossing of Carnelian Creek, there are bad, marshy spots. 

South of the Washburn Divide the trail skirts the base of the mount- 
ains westward, gradually descending to the valley of Cascade Creek. 
It then follows this valley, which is quite marshy in many places, down 
to the neighborhood of the Falls of the Yellowstone. It crosses Cascade 
Creek just above Crystal Fall. Thence to Yellowstone Lake it follows 
the river quite closely on the west bank. 

The Yellowstone is fordable at ordinary stages of water at a number 
of places. At aranch known as Henderson’s, a few miles below the 
mouth of Gardiner’s River—at the mouth of Blacktail Deer Creek, in 
the Third Canon—at a point one mile above Baronette’s Bridge, just 
below the ruins of a second bridge, and in the section between the 
Upper Fall and the lake, it is easily fordable on every riffle. 

There is a well-marked trail completely around the lake, most of the 
way following its shore quite closely. It turns off from the river-trail, 
going east, above the Upper Fall, and bears gradually away from the 
river, crossing Pelican Creek a mile or more above its mouth and reach- 
ing the lake first at the head of Mary’s Bay. It rounds Steamboat Point, 
hugging the shore closely. At the mouth of Turbid Creek it is joined 
by the trail which comes down Pelican Creek. Down the east side of 
the lake it is well marked, running on the shore or near it, though for 
long distances it may be out of sight, owing to the dense timber. On 
account of the marshy nature of the valley of the Upper Yellowstone, 
the trail has to make a long detour, several miles up it, to get across, 
and then returns to the lake to avoid crossing a mass of heavy hills 
which extend to the lake on the south. After leaving the east side of 
the valley of the Upper Yellowstone, the trail is much less plainly 
marked. Indeed, from that point on to the springs on the west arm of 
the lake, there is little sign of travel. The route generally followed skirts 
the south and west sides of the south arm, passing around the north 
base of Flat Mountain and the head of Flat Mountain arm. Thence it 
crosses to the head of the west arm, striking it quite near the group of 
Hot Springs. Thence the trail, again strongly marked, hugs the shore 
quite closely around to the foot of the lake. 

Returning now to the Mammoth Hot Springs, let us trace the Norris 
wagon road to Ee plies Basins. This road was built by Col. P. W..: 
Norris, the superintendent of the Park, in the summer of 1878. The 
route selected is an excellent one, being very direct, involving few hills, 
and but little work besides clearing out living aud fallen timber and 
corduroying marshy spots. 

Leaving the springs the road goes up directly over a divide to the 
valley of the East Fork of Gardiner’s River. Here is a steep hill, 
sidling in some places and densely timbered. The road is, however, 
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well built here, much time and labor having been bestowed upon it. 
Then it goes southward down this valley, crossing this and the Middle 
Fork, and then following up Obsidian Creek. All this part has involved 
but little work, the country being open and clear of timber. Some 
marshy places have required bits of corduroy. In Obsidian Cafion, 
however, which is very narrow, much chopping and some building were 
required, and at its head a long section required to be cord royed. 
Following this is a few hundred yards which had to be blasted out of 
the side of an obsidian cliff and built up out of fragments of this rock. 
Then it skirts Beaver Lake, and crosses the divide at its head, to the 
waters of Gibbon River. The ascent of this divide on the north is quite 
steep. Then the road skirts Gibbon Lake and follows down Gibbon 
River to the Geyser Basin. Here it leaves the river and crosses the 
Basin, reaching the stream again only at the head of its canon, thus 
cutting off a large bend of theriver. After following the river through 
its cafion it leaves it, gradually bearing away to the southwest, and 
reaches the Firehole a few miles below the Lower Geyser Basin. It 
follows this stream quite closely to the Upper Basin, where the road at 
present terminates. 
A second wagon road within the Park was built by General Howard’s 

command, in the campaign against the Nez Percés, in 1877. This comes 
up the Madison River, through its upper cafion, crosses Gibbon River 
at its mouth, and on reaching the mouth of the East Fork of the Fire- 
hole it turns up it, crosses the divide, and goes down to the Yellowstone, 
reaching it at the Mud Geysers. For a distance of about 4 miles below 
the mouth of East Fork these roads are coincident. The Howard road 
is an excellent one, excepting that at several places on East Fork it is 
very marshy, and that the ascent to the divide on the west involves a 
very long, steep hill. 

General Howard also cut a road down the Yellowstone from the Mud 
Geysers to Gardiner’s River, following, in most places, the route of the 
trail. This, however, is practically impassable. 

While numerous parties have crossed, from various points on the 
Yellowstone River and Lake, and from Heart Lake, to the Geyser Basins 
on the Firehole, they have left little or no trail to mark their course. Atl 
routes are possible, and the country is such that any one possessed of 
ordinary woodcraft can make his own trail as easily as he can follow 
one. 
From the Geyser Basins a well-marked trail leads up the Firehole 

nearly to its head and crosses thence to Shoshone Creek, which it fol- 
lows down to the Shoshone Geyser Basin at the west end of Shoshone 
Lake. Thence it skirts the west end of the lake, and the south side, 
crosses Lewis Fork at the foot of Shoshone Lake, and follows the latter 
stream down to the forks of the Snake. 

Lewis Fork and the Firehole are fordable almost anywhere at ordinary 
stages of water, and, of course, there is no trouble about the smaller 
streams of the Park. 

The above enumeration covers all the traveled roads and trails. In 
conclusion it may be said that there are few parts of the Park which 
cannot be traversed easily by saddle and pack animals without regard 
to trails. Dense living and fallen timber and marshy areas form the 
pa obstacles to getting about, and these can easily, in most cases, be 
avoided. 
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Grindstone, 127 
Grotto, 95, 102 
Hayden’s Valley, 90, 366 
Hidden, 203 
Hot, animal life in, 358 
Hot Sulphur, 111 
Hot, vegetable life in, 358 
Junction Valley, 84 
Lake Butte, 117 
Lime Kiln, 209, 211, 219 
Lower Group on Gibbon’s Fork, 

133 
main, a Mammoth Hot Springs, 

73,7 
Mount Washburn, 87 
Mud, 90, 92, 114, 118, 130, 149, 171, 

172, 244, 271, 289, 292, 321, 323, 
337, 349, 408 

number in Lower Geyser Basin, 
186 

number in Upper Geyser Basin, 
247 

number in Yellowstone Park, 302 
Nursery, 276, 279 
of Grand Caiion of Yellowstone, 

88 
of Yellowstone Lake, 112, 118 
on East Fork of Yellowstone, 85 
on Thirsty Fork, 301 
o west arm Yellowstone Lake, 

18 
of Heart Lake Geyser Basin, up- 

per group of Witch Creek 
Springs, 291, 299 

Fissure Group, Witch Creek 
Springs, 293, 299 

Middle “Group, Witch Creek 
Springs, 296, 299 

Lower Group, Witch Creek 
Springs, 297, 299 

Iceland, Ak-kra- hverar, 312 
Ar-hver, 312 

Springs of Iceland, Hunda-hver, 312 
Krablanda, 312 
Laugar, 311 
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Nordur-hver, 312 
Oxa-hver, 312 
Reykia-hver, 311 
Seribla, 319 
Seyder, 312 
Sturlu-reykia-hve- 

Tar, 312 
Sydster-hver, 312 
Tungu-hverar, 312 

Springs and geysers of New Zealand: 
Alum Cone, 317 
Pink Terrace, 316 
Te Tarata, 314, 315 

Springs of Shoshone Geyser Basin: 
Camp Group, 260, 288 
Island Group, 280, 288 
Lake Group, 273, 288 
Little Giant Group, 268, 288 
Minute Man Group, 260, 288 
North Group, 283, 288 
Orion Group, 251, 288 
Shore Group, 271, 288 
South Group, 280, 288 
Sulphur Hills Group, 271, 288 
Western Group, 274, 288 
Yellow Crater Group, 287, 288 

Springs of the Lower Geyser Basin : 
Butte Group, 141, 186 
Camp Group, 142, 186 
East Fork Group, 137,186 
Fair Fall Springs, 172, 186 
Fissure Group, 154, 186 
Fountain Group, 147, 187 
Half-way Group or Egeria, 178, 186 
River Group, 166, 186 
Sentinel Group, 175, 186 
Thud Group, 144, 186 
White Dome Group, 159, 186 

Springs of the Upper Geyser Basin: 
Cascade Group, 189, 247 
Castle Group, 203, 247 
Emerald Group, 244, 247 
Giantess Group, 230, 247 
Giant Group, 194, 247 
Grand Group, 209, 247 
Grotto Group, 189, 247 
Iron Spring Group, 2 247 
Old Faithful Group, 219, 247 
River Group, 188, 247 
Round Spring Group, 199, 247 
Soda Geyser Group, 180, 247 
Three Crater Group, 939), 247 
Upper Springs, 229, 247 
White Pyramid Group, 200, 247 

Springs, Orange Creek, 89 
outflow of, 357 
Pelican Creek, 120,371 
Rabbit Branch, 185 
Snake River, 300 
source of water in, 356 
Steamboat, 115, 320 
Sulphur, 73 
Yellowstone River, table of, 90 

Springs, thermal, of: 
Africa, 338, 339 
Alaska, 326, 327 
Algiers, 338 
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Springs, thermal, of: 
Arabia, 342 
Argentine Confederation, 332 
Arkansas, 324 
Arizona, 325 
Armenia, 342 
Asia, 340 
Asia Minor, 439, 342 
Australasia, 351, 352 
Austria, 335 
Azores, 336, 337, 338 
Bohemia, 335 
Bolivia, 331 
Brazil, 329, 332 
California, 326 
Caucasia, 336 
Celebes, 348, 352, 359 
Central America, 327, 330 
Ceylon, 343 
Chili, 329, 330, 332 
China, 343, 344 
Colombia, 331 
Colorado, 324, 325 
Corsica, 336 
Cuba, 328, 331 
Dominica, 329, 331 
Eastern Archipelago, 347, 352 
Ecuador, 331 
England, 333, 334 
Europe, 3382, 334 
European Turkey, 333, 336 
Fiji Islands, 351, 352 
Florida, 324 
Formosa, 347, 352 
France, 332, 333, 334 
Georgia, 324 
Germany, 332, 335 
Grecian Archipelago, 333, 336 
Hammam Meskhoutine, 338 
Hieropolis, 340 
Hungary, 332, 333, 336 
Idaho, 325 
India, 341, 343, 360 
Indian Ocean, 338, 339 
Treland, 334 
Ischia, 333, 336 
Island of Amsterdam, 338, 339 
Italy, 333, 336 
Jamaica, 328, 331 
Japan, 302 
Java, 349, 352 
Kamtschatka, 340, 344 
Luzon, 352 
Madagascar, 338 
Malaysia, 347, 352 
Mexico, 327, 330 
Moluccas, 348, 352 
Montana, 325 
Nevada, 325, 326 
New Mexico, 325 
North Carolina, 324 
Oregon, 325 
Palestine, 342 
Panama, 331 
Patagonia, 329, 332 
Pennsylvania, 324 
Persia, 342 
Peru, 331 
Philippine Islands, 348, 352 
Polynesia, 351, 352 
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Springs, thermal, of: 
Portugal, 325 
Pyrenees, 332 
Russia, 336 
Sandwich Islands, 351, 352 
Siberia, 340, 344 
Sicily, 336 
South America, 327, 329, 331 
Spain, 334 
St. Paul, 338, 339 
Sumatra, 350, 352 
Switzerland, 335 
Syria, 342 
Tennessee, 324 
Texas, 324 
Thibet, 341, 344 
Transylvania, 336 
Turkestan, 344 
Tuscany, 336 
United States, 320, 324 
Utah, 325 
Venezuela, 329, 331 
Virginia, 324, 359 
Wales, 334 
West Indies, 327, 328, 331 
Wyoming Territory, 324 

Springs, Tower Creek, 84 
Turbid Lake, 114 
Upper, of Fire Hole River, 229 
Violet Creek, 106 
Voleano, 321, 322 
Witch Creek, 289 
Wayside, 89 
West Pelican, 120, 121 
Yellowstone Lake, 118, 120 

Staffholt, 312 
Stanley, E. J., 196, 234, 237 
Stanley, Sir John, 309, 310 
Steam, action of, on rocks, 396 
Steady Geyser, 156, 158 
Steamboat Geyser, 321 

Point, 114, 115, 364 
Springs, 115 

of Nevada, 320, 321 
Vent, 128, 134 

Steam jets, 321 
vents, 172, 213, 276 i 

Steamy Point, 115 
Steep Cone, 176,177 
Stirup Spring, 144, 145 
St. Lucia, soufriére of, 328 
St. Michael’s, 337 
Strabo on springs of Hierapolis, 340 
Sublette’s Lake, 112 
Sulphur springs, 132, 136, 321 

vents, 124 
Sumatra, 350, 352 
Surface temperatures compared with 

deep, 386 
Symington, A. J., 308, 399 
Sympathetic action on geysers, 425 
Synchronous action of geysers, 425 
Sulphur, 84, 88, 90, 94, 111, 115, 132, 172,- 

290,337 
Sulphureted hydrogen, 397 
Sulphur hills, 91, 113 

in thermal waters, 397 
Point, New Zealand, 317 

Table comparing analyses of pealites, 414 
“ groups of springs, 369 
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Table of analyses, 389 
Table of analyses of geyser waters, 393 

analyses of pealite, 415 
analyses of travertines, 406 
Camp Group Springs, 142 
comparison of observations on 

Bee-Hive Geyser, 237 
Egeria Springs, 179 
eruptions of Bee-Hive Geyser in 

1878, 236 
European thermal springs, 334 
Fairy Falls Group, 173 
Fissure Group of springs, 156 
Fissure Group Witch Creek 

Springs, 294 
Fountain Group, 148 
geysers of Yellowstone National 

Park, 302 
Gibbon River Springs, 125 
Giantess Group, 230 
Grotto Group of springs, 189 
hot springs and geysers of Ice- 

land, 31i 
Island Group, 280 
Mammoth Hot Springs, 73 
Minute Man Group, 267 
observations on Old Faithful, 

1878, 224 
observations on the Great Gey- 

ser of Iceland, 309 
Old Faithful Group, 220 
River Group, 167 
Sentinel Group, 176 
springs at Crater Hills, 93 
springs at head of Violet Creek, 

107 
springs at Mud Volcanoes, 103 
springs on branch of Violet 

Creek, 108 
springs of Yellowstone National 

Park, 302 
Sulphur Hills Group, 272 
temperatures of Union Geyser, 

259 19) 

the East Fork Group of springs, 
138 

the Emerald Group, 245 
the Giant Group, 195 
the Grand Group, 209 
the Lake Group, 273 
the Little Giant Group, 270 
the Orion Group, 252 
thermal springs of Japan, For- 

mosa, &c¢., 352 
ai springsof Mexico, &c., 

33 
thermal springs of the U. S., 324 
the Shore Group, 272 
the Three Crater Group, 240 
the Western Group, 285 
the Yellow Crater Group, 287 
Thud Group of springs, 144 

Tables of analyses of geyserites, 411, 413 
of Upper Group, Witch Creek 

springs, 292 
ba ome Group of springs, 

16 
White Pyramid Group, 200 
showing proportions of silica in 

thermal waters, 394 
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Taggart, W. R., 248, 300, 301, 358 
Tardy Geyser, 210, 219 
Taurus Spring, 251, 252, 254 
Taylor, Bayard, 309,310 
aan ere changes of, in springs, 384, 

385 
Temperature in Beautiful Blne Spring, 

Fire Hole River, 187 
River Group, 172 
Shoshone Creek, 250 
Union Geyser, 259 
White Dome Group, 166 
Witch Creek, 291 

Temperatures of geysers, 386 
Gourd Geyser, 264 
Grotto Geyser, 192 
springs at Crater Hills, 

94 
thermal springs, 380 
Trinity Geysers, 238 

Temperature, underground, increase of, 
381, 382 

Tennessee thermal springs, 324 
Terraces at Mammoth Hot Springs, 72 
Terraces, calcareous, 372 
Terrace Spring, 164 
Terraces, siliceous, 372 
The Tarata, New Zealand, 83, 314, 315, 372 
Texas thermal springs, 324 
The Chimneys, 237 
Theories of geysers, 417 
Therapeutics, 367 
Thermal springs and geysers of Iceland, 

304 
New Zea- 

land, 313 
at Hierapolis, Asia Mi- 

nor, 340, 372 
classification of, 364 
definition of, 356 
deposits from, 398 
distribution of, 360 
effects of earthquakes 

upon, 363 
geological position of, 

361 
in connection with 
mountain corrugation, 
361 

in eruptive areas, 362 
of Africa, 338 

Asia, 340 
Asia Minor, 339, 342 
Central America, 327, 

330 
Eastern Archipelago, 

347, 352 
Europe, 332, 334 
Formosa, 347, 352 
Japan, 345, 352 
India, 341, 343 
Kamtschatka, 340, 344 
Malaysia, 347, 352 
Mexico, 327, 330 
Siberia, 340, 344 
the Azores, 336, 337, 

338 
the United States, 320, 

324 
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Thermal springs of the West Indies, 327, 
328, 331 

Thibet, 341, 344 
Yellowstone National 

Park, 63 
temperature of, 380 

Thermal waters, alumina in, 397 
carbonates in, 397 
chemistry of, 387 
silica in, 395 
sulphur in, 397 

Thermohydrology, 355 
Thibet, geysers of, 341, 344 
Third Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River, 248 
Third cation of the Yellowstone, 479 
Thirsty Fork of Snake River, 301 
Three Crater Group, 239, 240, 242 

Spring, 240, 242, 281, 282 
Three Forks Group, 121 
Thud Geyser, 145 

Group, 144 
Spring, 144, 145 

Tikitere Springs, New Zealand, 318 
Tongariro, New Zealand, 313 
Topography, 468 
Tower Creek, 33, 479 

Creek Springs, 84, 85 
Trachytes, 90, 290, 313, 362, 453, 454 
Travertine, 333, 363, 405 
Trinity Geyser, 188, 230, 231, 237 
Trumbull, Walter, cited, 67, 68 
Tufa, 85, 399 

calcareous, 289, 333, 405 
Turban Geyser, 210, 2138, 216 
Turbid Lake, 114 
Turquoise Spring, 179, 181 
Twin Cones, 169 

Buttes, 135, 172 
Twins, 266, 268 
Tyndall, John, 377 

on geyser tubes, 404 
Underground temperature, 382 
Union Geyser, 251, 255 

temperatures in, 259 
United States, thermal springs of, 320, 324 
Unknown Geyser, 162 
Utah thermal springs, 325 
Upper Caiion of the Gibbon, 132 

Fall, measurement of, 476 
Gardiner River, 27 
Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River, 

219, 399, 408 
best camping place 

in, 188 
boiling point in, 228 
history of, 187 
of Fire Hole River, 

extent of, 187 
recapitulation of 

springs and gey- 
sers of, 247 

Group of Witch Creek Springs, 291 
Springs, 229 

Vault Spring, 230 
Veatch, J. A., 323 
Vegetable life in Hot Springs, 358 
Velvet Spring, 284, 286 
Viandite, 118, 406, 407 
Violet Creek Springs, 106 
Virginia thermal springs, 324 
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Voleanic sandstone, 404 
Volcanoes, connection of thermal springs 

with, 362, 382 
in Iceland, 371 

Volcano Springs in Nevada, 321, 322 
Volcanoes of Africa, 338 

Asia, 340 
Eastern Archipelago, 345 
Europe, 333 
Java, 349 
Kurile Islands, 245 
South America, 327, 329 
New Zealand, 371 
Yellowstone Park, 371 
the Atlantic Ocean, 337 
the West Indies, 328 

Von Nidda, King, 307, 309, 365 
Von Troil Uno, 309 
Wagon-road, Howard, 94, 111 

Norris, 124 
Waikite Geyser, New Zealand, 403 
Walker, 309 
Warm Spring Creek, 94, 106, 108. 

boa springs on, 

Washburn, General, 229 
Mountains, 32, 478 

Washoe Valley, Nevada, 321 
Washtub, 204, 260 
Water, color of, 373 

source of, in springs, 356 
Volcano, Guatemala, 327 

Waters, analysis of, 387 
calcareous, 388 
siliceous, 390 

Wave Spring, 211, 281, 282 
Wayside Group, 89 
Webster, Dr., 337 
West arm of Yellowstone Lake, 118 
Western Group, 274, 278 
West Indies, thermal springs of, 328, 331 
West Pelican Springs, 120, 121 
Whakarewarewa, New Zealand, 317 
White, C.A., 13 
White Dome Geyser, 155, 159, 162 

Group of springs, 159 
White Island, New Zealand, 313, 316, 317 
White Mountain Hot Springs, 71 
White Pyramid, 200, 202 

Group, 200 
White Spot Spring, 164 
Whitney, J.D., 49 
Wilson, A. D., 2 
Witch Creek, 290 

springs, 289, 290 
temperatures in, 291 

Witches’ Caldron, 321 
Wyoming thermal! springs, 324 
Woodward, R. W., 322, 406 
Worms in hot springs, 358 
Wyman, C. H., 182 
Yellow Boiler, 253 

Crater Group, 287 
Spring, 287 

Crown Spring, 128 
Yellowstone drainage area, 474 

Falls, 89, 478 
Lake, 55, 90, 94, 112, 370, 475 

first map of, 113 
springs of, 112, 120 
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Yellowstone National Park, agriculture in, | Yellowstone National Park, minerals of, 
68 451 

bibliography reservation of, 
of, 427 

climaticnotes, scenery of, 68, 
67, 68, 488 320, 357, 364, 

extent of, 65 368, 387 
Indians in, 71 Range, 113, 483 
first descrip- River, springs of, 90 

tion of, men- | Yellow Sponge Spring, 283, 286 
tioned, 66 Sulphur Spring at Crater Hills, 92 

number of | Young Faithful Geyser, 195, 198 
springs in, Hopeful Geyser, 157, 158 
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